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Preface to Volume II.

N everythinjj relating

to progress and civili-

zation the Aryan, or

Indo-European, races

have far surpassed the

other divisions of man-

kind. It were not easy

to exaggerate the precedence and supe-

riority of these races in history. Per-

haps our point of view among the' out-

.spreading branches of Aryanism in the

New World may prejudice us to a cer-

tain extent respecting the rank and ac-

complishment of that family of the

Ruddy races to which vve belong. With-

out doubt we imderestimate the achieve-

ments and intellectual force of the Ori-

ental peoples; but, after all allowance

for such error has been made, we must

still admit the striking ascendency of

the Aryan races over all other branches

of the human family.

This ascendency relates to nearly

every phase and fact of civilization.

It is to men of the Aryan race that we
owe the conquest over nature. The
place of man in the world is now fixed

by his triumph over natural forces, by
his knowledge of phenomena, and by
his ability to apply that knowledge in

the subordination and direction of ma-
terial nature. In that order, of which
we constitute a part, there are two prin-

cipal facts—man and nature. The one

must prevail over the other. There can

hardly be a divided .sovereignty. There
can be no equipoise between the intellec-

tual forces which proceed fiom man and
the material energies with which he is

.surrounded until the one or the other

have triumphed.

Antiquity gave the mastery to nature.

For ages man, in the presence of nature,

cowered and shrank away. Neither the

Brown nor the Black races of mankind
have ever sought to place the human
mind in an ascendency over nature.

Neither the Semites nor the Hamites

—though each possessed i-emarkable

elements of strength—ever attempted

the conquest of the natural world. It

remained for men of unmixed Aryan
derivation to go against nature as in-

vaders and conquerors; to brave the

perils of a campaign in which every

element of opposition and terror was
present; and to win the victory over an
enemy that could not be wounded or

dri\'en to cover.

In the intellectual as well as in the

phj-sieal world the easy leadership of

mankind must be conceded to Indo-Eu-

ropean peoples. In all literatttre and
art the development of these peoples

has been as conspicuous for its presence

as the absence of the .same has been
notable among other divisions of the

human race. The nervous force and
intellectual ambitions of the Aryans
have led them on to almost inconceiv-

able heights of accomplishment and re-

nown. I-"rom the remote epoch of the

dawn—from that far age when history

itself as yet was not—the progenitors of

the Indo-European races showed them-

.selves capable of sustained and wonder-

ful intellectual flights. Mythology and
poetry are the very oldest products of

the con.seious .soul of man, and these

have been peculiarly the work of the

Old Aryans and their de.scendants. If

the jjencilings of the first light were

25Sg;i
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seen in the valley of the Indus and on

the plains of Iran, tlie secondary and

more j^lorious effulgence rose above the

horizon in Southeastern Europe, diffus-

ing itself first through the archipelago

and the peninsulas of Hellas, and then

spreading to the West until, in the

present age, the glow of morning
reaches as far as the Pacific shores and

the tundras of the Yukon.

It is with the destinies of the West
Aryan races that I have attempted to

deal in the current volume. The reader

need not be told that these races have

contributed the larger part of ancient

and modern history. In comparison

with their work all the rest is dwarfed

into insignificance. The consideration

of the West Aryans must, for this rea-

son, occupy our attention throughout a

large section of the whole treatise; and

even then the subject must be dismissed

with only casual references to the great

and well-known Western peoples who
now hold the leadership of mankind.

Of the ancient Arj-ans of Europe, we
shall find opportunit}' to present a fuller

treatment. The present volume will be

wholly occupied with the account of the

Greeks and the Romans. The former

of these two splendid historical races

was, without doubt, the principal civil-

izing agent in the redemption of Old

Europe from aboriginal barbarism.

There is .something sublime in the in-

tellectual courage with which the mere

handful of Hellenes, planted in their

little penin-sula at the southeast angle of

the Greater Europe, attacked the king-

dom and dominion of chaos and ancient

night. It was the .struggle of .starlight

with Cimmerian gloom and dolor. It

was the battle of infant Order with the

empire of Orchus. It was the attack of

immortal intellect- upon the Titanic

monsters of brute force wallowing in the

caverns and roaring in hoarse discord

through the dark and horrid woods of

barbaric Euroije. Certainly it was the

part of the Greek race, in the general

progress and redemption of mankind, to

bring in light and freedom, and to save

our race from the savagery of the past.

In the consideration of the Romans
and their dcscendent races we shall find

another a.spect of incoming order. This

relates to the organization of society and
the administration of law. Whether
or hot vast and regular organism is a

part of the ultimate state of mankind,

or whether it is only an intermediate

stage in the sublime progress of human
development, we are not here to decide.

Certain it is that organic structure and
unification—the consolidation of society

and the regular action of extended gov-

ernment— are necessary parts of the

human evolution, and these parts were

allotted, in the early age of West Aryan
development, to the Roman race.

In the following pages 1 shall attempt

to delineate the part which this great

stock of mankind performed in the evo-

lution of civilization, not indeed as a

mere historical agent displaying its

force in institutional forms, in senates

and cities, in wars and thoroughfares,

but as an organic, living entity, growing

and spreading in the human manner
until the branches thereof were stretched

out over a large part of the bigness of

the earth and the better part of the hu-

man family. That I shall be able to

depict the evolution of the Greek and

Latin races as amply and well as the

place of tho.se races was conspicuous and

majestic in the ancient civilization, I do

not e.\pect ; but that I may be able to

present much of interest and .something

that is original in generalization and

deduction is my desire and hope.

One of the features in which races
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differ most is the -vvide-apart character

of their descendent peoples. Some races

have great descendants, and others only

dwarfs and weaklings for their progeny.

The offspring of ethnic paternity is more

variable in strength, character, and man-

ner than is the offspring of a given so-

ciety or individual.

It were almost impossible to discover

any strong or well-defined people of the

present day having for their ancestry

one of the great races that formerly

flourished in Western Asia. The Chal-

dee^ and the Babylonians have no well-

marked modern representatives. The
Assyrians have only the scattered and

half-barbarous tribes of Kurds. The
Phoenicians have transmitted no race to

recent times. The great Egyptians have

as a descendent jjeople the miserable and

degraded Copts. Even the Greeks are

but feebly represented by the living races

of Hellas. Notwithstanding the intel-

lectual, literary, and artistic preeminence

of the old Hellenes, they were, as it now
appears, unable to propagate their genius

and race. They live only by the diffu-

sion of their splendor among the peoples

of the present age.

It is in this particular that the Romans
afford so strong a contrast to most of the

other races of mankind. They have

given to modern times several of the

most conspicuous and highly developed

peoples of our centuries. We might at

first be led to suppose that it was the

splendid organizing capacity of the Ro-

man race that enabled it to transmit it-

self to after ages; but wc must remem-
ber that the organic forms of Rome were

crushed under the rough impact of bar-

barism. The great empire was ground
into fragments and oblivion : but the race

did not perish amid the wrecks of its or-

ganic greatness. On the contrary, it .sur-

vived—survived in many forms and in

different countries. The Roman stock,

replanting itself here and there through-

out the better parts of Europe, soon be-

gan to flourish in new forms of ethnic

life springing from the mold of the old.

Thus arose the so-called La iiN Races.

It is with the consideration of these

that I begin the current volume.

They are the ethnic results of the

secondary plantings of Rome. They
constitute a group of nationalities hav-

ing a common descent, though modi-

fied by a variety of foreign elements en-

tering into combination with the original

stock. The six races forming the Latin

group have sprung up around the dead

stump of a mighty ancestry. They now
claim precedence, with the promise of

longevity and future renown.

Some of these Latin races—as the

Spaniards and Portuguese—are compara-

tively pure in blood and race descent.

They represent in a true form the mod-
ern result of the ancient Roman pater-

nity. Others—as the Italians and the

French—arc more composite in their

race -life, having drawn tip into union

considerable elements of Teutonic blood

and manners along with the original

currents -f the Latin fatherhood.

In the firs, xart of this volume I have
endea\'ored to delineate the race-life of

the great peoples just referred to. In

doing so the space allotted does not per-

mit so full a discussion of ethnic charac-

teristics and evolution as we have been

able to present in the case of the ances-

tral races. There is, however, less need

to dwell upon the race character of the

Italians, the French, and the Spaniards,

since these are known and read in the

open book of the century. Their his-

tory as peoples is obvious and of com-

mon fame. I have, therefore, drawn
only in outline the ethnic features of the

modern Latin races, giving a general
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sketch of their place and characteristics,

but leaving much to be supplied from

the common information of the reader.

I have endeavored in the brief chapters

allotted to the consideration of each of

these races to interpret them by generali-

zation and deduction, rather than to

dwell upon such facts as have already

-been delineated by many writers.

After the discussion of the Latin races

I next consider the Celts. The history

of the race so called occupies the second

book of the current volume. The Celtic

races -were before the Romans in the

possession and partial civilization of the

greater part of Western Europe. But

the preeminence and long continuity of

the Romans have suggested their con-

sideration first after the history of the

Greeks, and that of the descendent Latin

races next, on the lines of immediate

"derivation.

The Celts, in the Aryan family of

mankind, were cognate with the Romans
and the Greeks. Their evolution, how-

ever, was less striking and less enduring

than that of the Roman race, and much
less brilliant than that of the Greeks.

The difference in favor of the Celts is

that they still survive in .several existing

forms, while the great classical peoples

of antiquity have become extinct. The
Gael, the Irish, and the Welsh are the

living representatives of a stock of man-
kind formerly diffused throughout the

West. The Greeks and the Romans
Tiave survived only in ethnic forms

greatly deflected and modified from their

respective originals. If it be urged that

the Celtic races of the modern epoch are

in process of extinction, it may also be

.said that their fate in this respect is only

a part of the" common destiny. They
have already had a long and remarkable

career. They are old in ethnic life and

history. The Latin races took their rise

in the Middle Ages; but the Celts were

already mature and powerful before the

Crescent had been raised in Arabia, be-

fore the Franks had crossed the Rhine,

or the Saxons had invaded Britain.

The last, and in some sense the most

important, book of the present volume

is that devoted to the evolution of the

Teutonic Divisiox of the human race.

To this I have given as much space as

practicable within the limits of the trea-

tise. We shall see in this part the out-

going and development of the great and

strong Germanic peoples. We shall

mark their progress from the barbaric

ages to the ascendency of the Germans
in the present epoch of civilization. We
shall observe with interest the transfor-

mation of the race character from the

barbaric to the civilized type, and shall

not fail to dwell upon the intellectual

preeminence attained by the Germans in

recent times. First in Germaaia proper,

afterwards in the Hollowlands of North-

western Europe, and then in Scandina-

via and as far out as Iceland, we shall

mark the goings forth of this vigorous

and resolute stock of mankind, until it

competes for the first rank among the

superior races of our century.
'

J. C. R.

Greencastle, 1894.
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motifs of the Greek epics.— Absence of musical

genius; tlie Greek statuary.—Climax of sculpture in

the age of Phidias.—The Pliidian mission at Olym-
pia.— Statues of Athena Promachos and Zeus Olvm-
pios.— Preeminence of the Greek sculptors overall

other artists.— Reactionary effects of Greek art upon
the people.—Diffusion of the Hellenic sculptures and

sculptors.— Fate of the artistic treasures of the

Greeks.— Abundance of such wor'ks in foreign mu-
seums.— /Eslheticdevelopment of the Greeks through

the senses 146-161

Chapter LI.—Civil Society.

Expectation of higli institutional forms among the

Greeks.—Weakness of social and civil evolution of

the race.—Philosophical relations of man to govern-

ment considered.—All the Greeks desired lightness of

political structure.— Political order by expediencyand

government by trial.—Philosophy of the Lycurgian

laws.— Social and political aristocracy of the Spar-

tans.— Relations of the Ileraclid kings and the Ge-

rousia. — Essential oligarchy of the system ; the

ephors.— Military intent and office of the constitu-

tion.- Means adopted to inake all Spartans soldiers.

— Ethics of Spartan discipline and battle-making.

—

Preijxisting system of landownership adopted by Ly-

curgus.— ConstiUilional opposition to the amassing

of wealih. -No democracy except in military training.
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—War for freeborn Spartans and trade for the

Periceci.— Institution of the communal taljle by Ly-

ciirgiis.— Intercourse at tiie S]iarlan board ; the

Laconic manner. —To what extent the Spartans rep-

resented the Dorian race.—Permanency of the Ly-

curgian constitution.—Divergence of Spartans and

Athenians in development.— Nature of the Draco-

nian laws; theory of punishment.— Institution and

office of the Athenian Ephelai. — Philosophy and

parallels of the legislation of Draco.—Progress of

the lonians demands constitutional revision.—Na-

ture and application of the Solonian legislation.

—

Methods of relieving the people of the hardships of

debt.—Democracy substitutes properly for tribal

descent.—Taxation adjusted accordiiigto wealth and

class.^Duties and burdens of citizens of the under

classes.—Correlation of property, ta.\ation, and re-

sponsibility.—The assembly and free right of democ-
racy due to Solon's laws.—Ascendency of the Assem-
bly and the Ilelijea.— Democratic domination of the

Ionian race. ^Strong contrasts of Athenian and

Spartan governments.—Popular tendencies of the

Athenian constitution. — Humane elements in the

Solonian code.—Common law and civil code join in

Athenian constitution.—Course of events not greatly

changed by legislators.—Strong reaction of govern-

mental system upon the people.—\'ices and virtues

of the -Athenian democracy.— Solon's legislation

supplemented by that of Ciisthenes.— Uses and

abuses of the Athenian ostracism. — Public in-

terest absorbs the private life of the CreeUs. —
Litigious disposition cf the people; passion for

debate.— Last bad estate cf the Attic democ-
'•icy j6

Chaph-.r LI I. Ui;licious-Ol.V.MPUS AND 1

Lir::.

Humanity rises to 01ym])us and sits on the sum-
mit.—Greek religion a species of natural philosophy.

—Absence of spirituality in the Greek theology.

—

The Greek transferred himself to his deities.—The
gods of Olyinpns are even as men and women.—The
•deities are great but fated like mortals.—Concept of

right and wrong stands fast forever. — Theory of

prayer ; in early days the gods drew near.—Absence
of priesthood

; officials of the temple.—System of

orthodoxy maintained by popular belief.- Freedom
in religious ceremony; nature above tradition.

—

Prayers and sacrifices; beauty of ceremonial.—The
prophetical office and the oracles.—Why women be-

came the medium of inspiration. — Satirical and
mocking spirit of the Greeks. — Indifference of

Greek mind to theoretical religion.—The Hellenic

mysteries; Dionysus and his route.—Eleusls and the

Panathena'fc festival.— Significalion of the myth of

Persephone. — The Greeks and their gods are

at one.— Slight restraint ot religion; a Greek

prays.—Moral weakness of the Greek race; slav-

ery. — Notable absence of humane feelings among
the Greeks. — ResumC of the development of the

Greek race.—Descent of the Greek character and
genius 179-192

Ch.-vptf.r LIII.—The Modern Greeks.
Ancient Europe transformed in the Middle Ages.

— Historical vicissitudes of Greece and the Greek
race.—Effects of Gothic invasion ; Christianity pre-

vails.—Monogamy enforced by the Christian teach-

ers.—Greece affected by barbarian invasions.— In-

tervals of repose; Islam kept at bay by the sea.

—

Extinction of Eastern empire and rise of the cres-

cent. ^ Analysis of present Greek populations.

—

Modern Greeks the descendants of the three ancient

races.— Persistency of |)eoples in clinging to locali-

ties. — The disposition of races to hold localities

illustrated.— Persistency of the race remnant in hold-

ing its place.—Centers of modern Greek develop-

ment. — To what extent modern Greeks preserve

ancient traits.— Inlellectul qualities of old Greeks

repeated in the moderns.— Physical characteristics

of the modern Greeks.

—

Jocularity and optimism re-

appear in the descendent race.— Temperance and

chastity of the people.— Prevailing patriotism and

democracy of the modern Greeks.—Hunger of the

race for the discipline of schools.—Proof of national

spirit in the struggle for freedom.—Survival of an-

cient subtlety ; lack of artistic genius.— Reversal of

art evolution in the Greeks and the Romans.

—

Passionate admiration of modern Greeks for their

ancestors. — Approximation of Greek habit to

that of \\'eslern Europe.— Marriage and mar-

riageability; excess of male population —Number
and distribution of the inhabitants; the Greek

cities 193-208

Chapter LIV.—The Aliunians.

Albanians the descendants of the ancient Illyrians.

— Derivation of the language; prevalence of the

Greek tongue.—Historical transformation of ancients

into Albanians.— Historical vicissitudes of Albanians

from fifteenth century.—The race wavers between

the Greeks and the Turcomans —Albanians fail to

uphold thecause of iheGreeks.—Patriotic sympathies

and valor of the Sulioles.—Number of Albanians;

division on score of religion.—Subtlety of old Greek

character revives in Albanians.—License and brigand-

age of the Albanians. — Value of the Albanians as

soldiers of the Porte.— Industrial and commercial

life; products and clothing.— Picturesqueness of the

Albanian costumes — Personal bearing and manners;

onset in battle.—Contemptuous estimate and abuse

of woman.—Genealogy and modifications of the Al-

banian tongue. —Meagerness of the literary develop-

ment of the Albanians.— Greeks and Albanians

represent extreme of Aryan evolution. . . 20S-218
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BOOK VIII. -The RojVians.

Chapier LV.— Tiir Etrl-scans.

Parts of Italy occupied by the Etruscan race.

—

Great difficulty of detemiiimig race descent of the

Etruscans.— Ethnic alliniiy with the Greek Pclas-

gians.— Old names of the Etruscans; their terri-

tories.—Features and characteristics of the race.

—

Character of the monumental reinains of the Etrus-

cans.— Artistic workmanship; the scarabs in par-

ticular.— Etruscan art work generally of Greek deri-

vation.—The Etruscan coins, and method of their

production.—Terra-cotta work ; vases and images

thereon.—Etruscan jewelry ; manner of granulation.

— Styles from Cyprus; fine arts not necessarily

derivative.—Bronzes and painting; art subjects from

Greek story.— Skill in coloring illustrated in sepul-

chers. — Priority of the Elruria among West Aryan

states.— Tarqumii and other principal cities of the

Etruscans.— Historical importance of Clusium, .\xxe-

tium, and Cortona.— Relations of Perusia to the Ro-

man state — Building and manufactures of Volaterra;

and I'opulonia.— Interesting rem.^ins from time of the

Etruscan ascendency.— Rank of the Etruscans in

the scale ot civilization.— Distinction between his-

toric and prehistoric ethnology 219-229

ChaimIiR L\'1.— Old Ii.ai.icans an'd iiiiiu

IlABIIAI'.

Inlimnte ethnic relations of the Lalin and Greek

races —Close kinship of Lalin language and AioWz

Greek.— Lalin tribes really the vanguard of Dorian

migration. — Movements and distribution of the

Latini in Italy.— Place and descendent tribes of the

Sabellians.— Central Italy Latinized ; the South Hel-

ienized. — Three belts of llalican popul.ition; the

Celtic invasion.—Vigor and hardihood of the Roman
gens.— Vehemence and eneigy of the Roman evolu-

tion.— Strongest male elements along the Western

border.— Aggressiveness and courage of the Graco-

Iialic van.— Farming instinct supplemented with

passion for cattle raising.— The Roman race the

builders of strongholds.—Beauty of Italy and mild-

ness of climate.—Absence of harbors tilaids the

commercial evolution.—Uniformity of nalur.il con-

ditions throughout Italy 229-238

ClIAI'TER LVII.— SunSlSTF.N'CE AND I'KI.MITIVE

COXDITIONS.

Importance of certain 'nuts to the priniilive Ilali-

cans.— Olher native and transplanted jjroducts.

—

Prevalence of the vine ; wine-making the oldest art.

— Richness of the country in the cereal grains.

—

Giound and vine products, dates, and figs.— Strength

ami permanency of the Latin pi.iiiling.—Municipality

the bottom principle in Roman organization.—The

Roman race would master for the sake of mastery.

—Rome as a village and town; the Sabine episode.

—

What things were spread for food in Latium.—Home
scene of the primitive Romans. — Beginnings of

metallurgy and the building arts.—Slow evolution of

the Ilalicans; swiftness of the Greeks.—Spread of

the Greek race in Southern Italy.— Diffusion abroad

of the civilization of the Greeks.— Integrity of the

race wherever distributed.—War with Samnium the

second stage of Roman development.—The ethnic

impact on the two sides of Latium.—Race struggle

of the Romans and the Etruscans.—Hard straits of

the Romans; contest with the Gauls.— Spirit of war

intensified by ethnic disposition.—Influences of en-

vironment on Roman character.—Want of harbors

tends to intensify national spirit.—Absence of com-

mercial and cosmopolitan influences.—Contrasted

conditions of the Greek and Latin epics.—The
immaterial food-supply of races. — Simplicity of

conditions produces simplicity of character.

—

Sternness of primitive Romans; lack of socia-

bilily 239-252

CuAi'iTR LX'lll.

—

Social ICstate oi" thk Ro-
mans.

Roman society began in violence and rapacity.

—

Relation of character to preponderance of sex in so-

ciety.—The frontier with excess of males has highest

sentiment.— Illustration of the law in the social

conditions of America.— Rude virtues of the primi-

tive society of Rome.— Evolulion.of home and in-

stitution of family.—Semitic peoples not the origi-

nators of home ideas.—Home and monogamy a cul-

mination of West Aryanism.—The three terraces of

the Roman social structure.—Source and develop-

ment of the Roman familia.-—The family proper;

fact and manner of courtship.—Disparagement of

girls in the mailer of the pr.t-nomen. — Roman girls

taught to regard virtue as the supreme thing.—Com-
parative freedom of the sexes in social intercourse.

—

Rules of gall \nlry as outlined by Ovid.— Rule of

early marriages; simplicity of the union. — Formali-

ties of the wedding day ; the pronuba.— Bridal pro-

cession, and fiction of the new home.— Deterioration

of the marriage estate under the empire.—Divorce

made easy by corruption of Roman society.— Rights

of the marrietl women of Rome.— Effort of later re-

publicans to restore the former estate.- Heroic char-

acter of the primitive Roman women.— Derivation of

the high character of maid and matron.—The women
of Rome called forth by civil dangers.— Salutary iiitki-

ence of the women in controlling violence.— How
Horatius is both condemned and acquitted.— Exam-

ples of heroic devotion among Roman women.

—
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Natural grief for the decadence of Roman society.

—Woman carried down by tlie tide of political de-

pravity.—The last great women of Rome strive to

save the state.—Cleopatra as a type of the imperial

women.—The family of Augustus typical of the age.

—Height and depth of the development of the Ro-

mans.— Obliteration of the social and domestic vir-

tues.—Common people share the decline and cor-

ruption of the race.— Postponement of marriage

indicative of depravity.—Freedom of Roman women
continued to the downfall.— The soul of woman
turns to pride and the circus.—The suitors follow

vanity to the watering places.—Advent of the house

philosopher; his offices.— The belter women seek

repose in philosophy.— Roman mind would find

refuge in Syrian religions.—Woman leads in the ac-

ceptance of Eastern mysteries.—Depraved society

retains the old forms of intercourse.—Favorable re-

action in the age of the Antonines.— Literature of the

Aurelian period indic.ites reform.—Later Romans
seek satisfaction in Greek culture.—Affectation of

Greek extends to all classes.—Transformation of so-

ciety into mediaeval type.—Mediseval Italians more

Roman than Teutonic 252-278

Chaitkr LIX.— Culture and Developmknt
OF THE People.

The intellectual life grew with the growth of social

forms.—The Romans seek to create a system of

schools.—School began with family ; powers of the

pedagogue.—No school buildings ; sexes educated

together.—Greek teachers succeed the rustic peda-

gogues.—Roman professors also are known to his-

tory.— The primary curriculum; wreckage on the

grammar reef.— Popularity and resulting influences

of rhetoric.—Importance attached to elocution and

oratory.— Studies of young patricians; Greek lan-

guage cultivated.— Division of the Roman people

into patricians and plebeians.—Ancient claim of rank

on ground of priority.—The populus Romanus lays

claim to original possession.— First gathering of

plebeian elements around the city.—Beginnings of

the struggle of social classes.—Conditions leading to

the final victory of the plebeians.— Rise of clientage ;

philosophy of the system.—Recurrence of like phe-

nomena in society of inodern times.—Names and

parts of the principal actors in clientage.—The sys-

tem extends and becomes the feudalism of Rome.

—

Clients must render both private and public service.

— Manner of the intercourse between patronus and

client.— Mutual duties and obligations of the parties.

— Degrading influences of the system of client-

age 278-289

Chapter LX. — Slaverv and the Familta.

Origin and prevalence of slavery among the Ro-

mans.— Kinds of slave labor and manner of the serv-

ice.—The principal kinds and classes of slaves.

—

Degrees of skill among slaves ; the nomenclator.

—

Cruelty among the Ruddy races ; particular exam-

ples.—The Romans conspicuous for cruelty to slaves.

—Horrors of human slavery ; ameliorating features.

—Danger of deducing too large conclusions in his-

tory.—Historical inquiry a process of rectilicalion.

—

Slavery mitigated by humane dispositions of masters.

—Special alleviations of slavery among the Romans.

—Gain to the slaves from possession of superior in-

telligence.—Slaves serve as librarians and secretaries.

— Political and civil aspects of Roman slavery.—His-

torical course and end of the institution.— Christian-

ity seeks to mitigate or abolish slavery.—Evolution

of the Roman familia.—Various social increments

added to the family proper.—The property feature

of the familia.—The ancestral element in the in-

stitution 289-296

Chapter L.\1.-- IJaihs and Luxurious
Living.

Man-life embraces a private and a public part.

—

History made to deal with public affairs and spec-

tacles.—Difficulty of realizing the social aspects of

the ancient world.—Inslinciive disposition of the

Romans for bathing.— Public baths attest the pre-

vailing seniiment of the people.—Climate suggests

the bath ; literary references thereto.—Nomenclature

of the baths and the managers. — Bathing passes

from sanitary to luxurious motives and habit.— Es-

tablishment of the public baths of the city.— Eihnic

disposilion of Romans to witness contests.—Method

of bathing; different kinds of bathing appliances.

—

Building ihermE as a means of securing popular

favor.— Emperors seek in this manner the applause

of subjects.—Sea bathing and coast villas of the

wealthy Romans.— Neapolis rivals Baiae as a pleasure

resort.—Scenes of fashion and dissipation of Lucrine

lake.—Contrast of imperial splendor with democratic

simplicity.—Excessive appetites and passions of the

Romans.—Emperors seek to procure the materials

of gluttony. — Unquenchable desires; quality of

musical taste.—Extraordinary spectacles necessary

to arouse Roman interest 297-306

Chapter LXll.— Drama and Other Public

Sports.

Beginnings of the drama and theatrical representa-

tions.—The unoriginative character ; music of trum-

pet and battle.— Kinds of stage performance appte-

ciated by the Romans— Evolution of the circus and

the amphitheater.— Growth of the circus commen-

surate with the republic. — Amphitheater becomes

coextensive with Roman rule.— Aspects of the Maxi-

mus on a day of great games. — The Roman populace

gather in the upper benches —Pnifessional prepara-

tion for the chariot races. - Difference between Greek
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chariot racing and Roman.—Companies organized -

10 provide for the race courses.—Adoption of colors

to designate the factions.—Competition of the great

to provide games and sports.— Serious political re-

suhs from the contests of the circus.—Aspects of

the populace on the day of contest.—Scene in the

circus ; nianner of the races.—Rome invents the

bloody combat ; actual fighting demanded.—.\s war

recedes the bloody sports abound.—Preference of

the Romans for combats and blood-shediling.—Pro-

gressive stages of the gladiatorial shows.—The way

to emancipation lay through the amphitheater.—The

man supersedes the beast in the arena.— Vortex of

Roman life in the Coliseum.— Mucli of the daily life

of the Romans has perished 307-320

Chapter LXIH.—Lingua Latina.

Significant infinity of Latin and yEolic Greek.

—

Latin furnibhes an example of arrested development.

—Correlations of language and climatic environment.

—Physical conditions determine elasticity of vocal

organs.— Primitive Lalinsliffencd and sharpened in its

progress.—Primeval linguistic conditions in Central

Italy.— Latin becomes the language of the Italican

races.—The three stages in the evolution of the

Latin tongue.— Nature of the transition from second

to third stages.—Small knowledge of forms and struc-

ture of archafc Latin.— Limits of the first period;

recent discoveries.—Admi.tture of foreign elements

with old inscriptions.— Preservation of examples of

antique Latin.—Deterioration and sharpening of the

Latin vowels.— Historical relations of the second lin-

guistic epoch.—Various features of the linguistic

changes.— Recession of Latin accent from the ulii-

mate.— Process o( reducing the quantity of syllables.

—Relations of utterance to the nervous tension in

man.— Beginning and culmination of the literary

epoch — Representatives of Latin literature in the

silver age —Establishment and perpetuation of the

Ciceronian standard.—Circumstances leading to the

corruption of the language.— Lack of particles in

the Latin tongue.—Strong development of the lan-

guage in demonstratives —Philosophy of the com-

pound element in human speech.— Severe aspect

and practical character of Latin. — Monotony of

Latin ; its sonorousness and dignity.—Fondness of

the f<omans for sound and cadence.— Directness,

force, and concrete energy of the language.— Latin

speech an example of linguistic architecture.—A fit

instrument for the diplomacy of the Romans.— Juris-

prudence found in Latin a natural vehicle.— Rome
plants her language among the barbarian races of

Europe. — In what manner Romance languages

emerge from Latin.— Spanish, Provenijal, Portu-

guese, and Italian spring up.—Laws and con-

stitution of Rome borne abroad by Latin.— All

features of Roman organization thus disseminated.

—Prevalence of Roman forms throughout modem
society 320-336

Chaptki^ LX1\'.—The Arts.

The Romans the least creative of the great peoples.

—Constructive capacity of the race ; want of ideality.

—The Romans borrowed all and invented nothing.

—

The Etruscans bring architectural skill to Rome.

—The conquerors drain the countries of the Medi-

terranean.—Romans dependent on Etruscans for

their first temples.—Rudeness of the primitive arts

of both peoples.—Dependence on Greece for memo-
rials and statues.—Emergency compels invention ;

shipbuilding lags.— Slow production of Roman
fleets; the grappling hooks.—The Romans wonder

at the skill of other races,—Knowledge of practical

arts imported from alien races.—Rome first gathers

and then distributes civilization.—Ability to build

the strongest trait of Roman genius.—Evolution of

the arch as an element in structure.—The arch

adopted and perfected by Roman builders.—Relation

of the arch to the civilization of the Romans.—Evi-

dences throughout Europe of Roman structure.

—

Character and examples of the Tuscan style.—Greek

architecture becomes the prevailing type.— Evolution

of columnar structure in Greece and Rome.—High

ornamentation tlie characteristic of Roman taste.

—

The Corinthian order preferred by the Roman archi-

tects.— Architecture an exponent of intellectual and

moral states.—The Corinthian the predominant fea-

ture of classical Rome. — General character and

analysis of the composite column. — Special features

and proportions of the column.— Parts and measure-

ments of the capital.— Roman mind and purpose

revealed in architectural style.—Eastern building had

respect to pulilic uses only.—Semitic architecture

looked to palaces and temples.—Greeks and liomans

depart from Oriental standards.—Structure to be

regarded as the continent of life.—Rome becomes

the leader in architecture for private uses.—Empire

and superstition had their thrones in the East.

—

Migratory movements of mankind signify emancipa-

tion.—Varied architecture implies differentiation of

races.—The Romans vary the selection of building

materials.—Extensive use of stone and marble in Ro-

man buildings.— Bricks also largely employed in lead-

ing edifices.— Ciiy walls and many villas of brick struc-

ture.— Durability the preiloniinant feature of Roman
structure.—The circular form in building cultivated

by the Romans.—Greeks prefer the rectangular plan

for edifices.— Striking example of circular building at

Rome.— Abundance of Roman theaters; amphithe-

ater of Ninies.—Wonder excited by Roman structure

in an unscientific age.—The laws of n.iture unknown

to the men of Rome.—Their want of scientific knowl-

edge heightens our admiration.—The Roman race

brings practicality into the world .... 336-361
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Chapter LXV.— Religion of the Romans.

Relaxation of religious ideas with growth of Ro-
man race.— Primitive Latin concepts of tlie supernal

powers.—Origin and oflices of the ancestral Penates.

— The Lares, or "Lords; '" evolution of the house-

hold worship.—Olympian paganism not known to

the primitive race.—Roman religion a function of

family and state.—Worship of the gods an office

among Greeks and Romans. — Evolution of the

Pontifex Maximus and his successor.— Ancient Al-

banian religion infected with new forms.—Mythology
of the Greeks imported into Italy.—Tlie religion of

the Romans becomes a huge formality.—The Fla-

mens and priestly colleges of Rome.—Women ad-

mitted to participation in religious rites.—Evolution

of the pontifical office ; the Maximus.—Strength se-

cured by making the priesthood secular.— System of

dualism indicates affinity with Iranians.—Theory of

the Larva;; the cult disappears.— The pontifices

become the stale historians.—Interlocking of offices

gives strength to civil society.— Superstition origi-

nates in a dread of nature.—Major aspects of nature

more easily understood than minor.— Science still

unable to discover the laws of minor phenomena.—
Night and darkness engender superstitious beliefs.

—The Romans the most superstitious of ancient

peoples.—Roman superstition grew into augury and
divination. — Roman myth and tradition wholly po-

litical.—Races do not consciously devise their in-

stitutions.—New features of race-life issue from the

old by evolution.—Prevalence of religious festivals
;

the Lupercalia.—In what manner the annual cere-

mony was presented.— Lucus Dea; Diae and festi\al

of the Arval Brothers.— Features and significance of

the ceremonial. — Rome surpasses Greece in her

public celebrations.-Literature infected with the

prevailing superstitions.—Bottom ideas of Roman
religion derived from the Sabines.—The chemistry

of nature and of man 361-377

Chapter LXVI.—Law and Constitvtion.

Roman law arises out of the prerogative of father-

hood.—Roman jurisprudence based on Fas, Jus, and
Boni Mores.— Derivation and sense of fas.—The
principles of fas might be discovered by right reason.

—Theory of nefas, and its application to conduct.

—

Jus the natural law and order of the world.—Defini-
tion of justice; absoluteness of the principle.—Jus
n-oribus and constitutuin lex.—Evolution of boni

mores ; distinction of good morals from bad.—Boni
mores the source of the common law of Rome.—In-

termingling of fas, jus, and boni mores in Roman law.

—Development of the three Comitian assemblies.

—

Roman law to be viewed in its sources ; law-making;
courts.—The ager publicus and ager privatus of the

Romans.—Nature of the frecholils; enlargement of

heredium.—Comparative facility of lahdownership ;

the possessiones.—Cattle and slaves as personal

property ; other personalty.—Law of succession ; in

poteslatfi and ex ])otestate.—Reversional right to the

gens; the Agnates.— Two kinds of testament;

modern usage of Roman origin.—Property rights

the dangerous reef in Roman history.—Evolution of

the law of contract.—Late appearance of contract

explained by social conditions.—The appeal to Fides
;

usage of promittere dextram. — Hypothecation a
means of securing fulfillment of pledges.—Personal

compulsion permiticd to enforce agreements.— Pri-

vate avengement of injuries allowed with limitations.

—Three forms of punishment for wrongdoing recog-

nized.—Nature of expiatio, supphcium. and conse-

cratio capitis. —Capital punishment; sacer esto was
not sacrifice.—Explanation of mixture of moral
principles with jurisprudence.—Evolution of legisla-

tion
;

the Twehe Tables.- Formality of Roman
procedure; nature of the sacramenlum.— Intioduc-

tory processes before the tribunal.—Legal actions

beginning with manus injectio —Meaning of manus.
and rights proceeding therefrom.— Fiction of caput,

or head rights of citizenship.—Twelve Tables a

compilation; fiction of the married woman.— Classifi-

cation of the members of the familia.— Right of

paterfamilias in the matter of guardianship.—Debt
the primeval obligation lecognized by society.— Civil

history of ancient nations turns about the cjuestion

of debt.—Vexations and hardships of debt among
the Romans.—Primitive borrowing; introduction of

coin and the balance.—Rome became the lawmaking
Slate of the world.—All civilized peoples under the

influence of Roman law 377-39&

Book IX.—The Latix Races.
Chapter LXVII.—The Italians.

Policy of Rome with respect to her subjugated
peoples.— The subject races of Western Europe be-

come Latinized.— Collapse of the empire and the

Roman people.—Chronological boundaries of the

Roman race and ascendency. — Incoming of the

Herulians and the Ostrogoths.—The Alpine sluices

opened ; state policy of the Goths.—Character of the

Roman race at the time of the overthrow. — The
barbarians begin to amalgamate with the con-

quered.—The new interfusion of races in Italy.—

Character of the nascent Italian race completed by

I
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the Cruspiles.—Striking transformalion of the Ro-

man into the Italian.—Aggressiveness tlie leading

feature of Roman activity.— Philosoph)' of decadence

in the individual and the race.—Reversal of ethnic

characteristics in the Italians.—Aggressiveness of

Rome reappears in discovery and adventure.

—

Jransformed Scipios and Casars of tlie tiUeenth

century.—Scientific development of Italian mind in

the Middle Ages.—Italy becomes the harbor of in-

tellectual activity.— Revival of genius and art in the

Italian cities.— Florence becomes the Athens of the

medueval epoch.—Political order of the Romans
leversed by the Italians.— Republicanism and mu-

nicipality replace the empire.—Nature of political

society in the cities of Italy.—Italian race aids the

ascendency of the Roman Church.—Italian republics

the scene of faction, debate, and progress.— Agitation

and distress conditions of intellectual greatness.

—

Sorrows and conflicts of the mind reflected in litera-

ture.—But music and art rise above the anguish of

the age.—Magnificent outburst of Christian painting.

— Italian sculpture rivals that of the classical ages.

— Special features of plastic art ; the great sculptors.

—Modern Italy perpetuates the fame of her Middle

Ages —They who suffer and sorrow are the singers.

— Spirit of song takes wing in Italian cities ; musical

instruments invented.—Violin perfected; coming of

opera and oratorio.— Centralization of government

impeded by the papacy.— Baleful influences of the

hierarchy in Italian republics.— Sad condition of

Italian society ; what might happen to England.

—

Philosophy deplores the social sorrows of the race.

—

Genesis of the banditti ; beggary follows in the train.

—Impediments to the lesioralion of Italian nalion-

ai'iy 397-419

CiiAi'ii-K LNV'lll.— Tut: I'kinlii.

Ancestry, race descent, and boundaries of the

French.— Place and character of the Gauls in the

time of Ca?sar.— Situation and features of the Belgic

tribes. — Mixed race character and interfusion of the

Aquitanians.—Five centuries of Roman domination

over the Cells.—The Gallic race gradually trans-

formed and Latinized.—Frankish invasion begins

with withdrawal of Roman posts.—Gauls receive

new masters and amalgamate with them.—Composite

race origin accounts for French characteristics.

—

Esumate of different race elements in the new
people.— Institutional life of the French derived

mostly from Romans.— Decline of the Franco-Gauls

after the collapse of Rome.—Church of Rome inter-

poses to rescue the ancient learning.—The Gallo-

Franks f.ill under the dominion of feudalism.

—

Striking effects of the Crusades on the French race.

— Returning Crusaders loose the seals of art and
learning.— Rising of a new language and a new
literature.—Linguistic evolution indicates a transfor-

mation of thought.—In what manner languages

part ; Langue d'Oil et Langue d'Oc. — Rolf the

Ganger comes, and Neustria becomes Normandy.

—

Gallic Neustrians absorb their conquerors ; Normati

French a])pears.—Troubadours and trouveres till

the air with song and story.—From what sources the

new poetical literature arose.—The early story-

tellers take up the theme of love and war.—The new
French society takes the lead of Europe.—Civiliza-

tion leaves the southern peninsulas for the north.

—

The French become the transalpine Italians.

—

Cultiuation of historical fiction ; Froissart's "Chroni-

cles."—Times and places of the literary transforma-

tion.—Latin yields to French as the language of the

court.—Provencal society leads in the race of refine-

ment.—Paris draws beauty and enthusiasm from the

south.—Warmth and diffusiveness of the French

society.— Struggle of feudal society to hold out

against monarchy.— Political feudalism perished, but

social feudalism remained. — French society the

mixed product of several ethnic forces.—Character

of French court under the \'al()is and Bourbons.

—

True race history finds its materials among the

people.— Difficulty of apprehending the spirit and

forms of old societies. — French joyousne.ss con-

trasted with the gloom of other races.—Exuberant

spirits and quick revival of the French people.—Other

peoples do not appreciate the jocund French spirit.

^Striking recuperative powers of the French genius.

— Buoyancy of national character and recovery from

disaster.—French love of the beautiful in society and

habit.—French refinement extends upward to art,

downward to industries.—Coarseness of other races

replaced with French delicacy.—The French table

becomes Ksthetic and banqueting a fine art.—Social

refinement has been substituted for political develop-

ment.—Contrast of French and English races as to

civil growth.—English-speaking peoples sacrifice art

for politics.—Energies of the French devoted to

social accomplishments. — Desire for social inter-

course predominates over other passions.—English

and American races destroy individuality. — The
French concede individuality and social freedom.

—

Strong disposition of the French inind to generalize.

—

Great difference among races respecting the analytic

and synthetic methods.—Easy preeminence of the

French in the use of synthesis.—The power to gen-

eralize is a true originality.—French furnish models

of excellence in literature and art.^Passion of the

race for things dramatic and spectacular.—Self-con-

sciousnessand self-sufficiency of the race.—Classicism

and uniformity of the French architecture.—The
French lead the Latin races in thought and action.

—Paganism of the Gallo-Franks ; character of the

Belg».—The Catholic Church takes deep root in the

soil of France.—Catholic legitimacy and radicalism

join issues in France.— Strength of the patriotic
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passion in the French people.—Love of the soil

prevails over the allurements of adventure.—The

French race flourishes with free landowner-

ship 420-459

Chaptkk LXl.X.—The Si>ani,\rds.

Melancholy decline of the Spaniards in last four

centuries.—Obscure problem of derivation of Ibe-

rians and Basques.—The Celtic element predomi-

nant in Spanish ethnography.—Rome conquers and

coloni/.es the Spanish peninsula.—The peoples south

of the Pyrenees are Latinized.—Gothic conquest;

antecedent career of the Visigoths.— Percentage of

Gothic population to preceding peoples.—The Visi-

gothic kingdom ; superiority of the race.—Excellence

of the \'isigothic administration and laws.— The
Islamite Moors overthrow Teutonic Spain.—The

ease with which the conquest was effected.—Liberal

spirit and method of the African conquerors— Ex-

pulsion of the Moors and restoration of Christianity.

—Slight ethnic traces of the Moorish ascendency

left behind.— Intellectual and artistic life of the

Arabs remained.—Learning transmitted to Europe

through Moorish Spain.—Splendor and diffusion of

the Moorish architecture.—Intercourse but nonunion

of the Christians and the Islamites.—Policy of Islam

toward the Christian populations.— Self-infiicied em-

barrassment and hardships of the Renegades.—Age
of Spanish chivalry and pilgrimages.— Ethnic ante-

cedents of Spanish character in sixteenth century.

—

Impelling spirit of Spanish adventure and discovery.

— Passion of propagandlsm combined with the lust

of gold.—The Spaniards reach their acme at close

of sixteenth century.—Dark race character levealed

in the wars against heretics. — Alva's campaigns

the climax of human depravity.—The result a fatal

catastrophe to the Spanish race.— Swift decadence

of nationality and ethnic life.—Spanish industries go

back to primitive conditions.—Merchant marine and

war fleets sink into insignificance.—Religious refor-

mation makes no headway among the Spaniaids.

—

Summary of race elements in the Spanish composition.

— Always a strongest part in the character of a race.

—Dominant element in Spanish life was the Roman.

—Language an index of the prevailing race pater-

nity.— The Spanish tongue parts inlo Caslilian and

Catalan. — Castilian a Latin derivative; linguistic

deterioration abroad.—Dialects of'Casiilian , Anda-

lusian parent of South American.—Slight deflection

of Leonese from Caslilian Spanish.—Place and lin-

guistic descent of Catalan.—Influences by which

the language was fixed in its forms—Easiness

of race interfusion across the Pyrenees.— How
the birth of literature is the death of language.

—First passages of the Spanish muse in drama
and epic.—Juan Ruiz and the outburst of medi-

SEval song. — Prose chronicles; Cervantes smiles

Spain's chivalry away. — Historical settings and

background of " Don Quixote."—Coincident devel-

opment of literature and nationality. — Political

crises fail to arouse the Spanish intellect to activity.

—Symptoms of an independent Catalan literature.

—The Catalonian stream flows into the Spanish

channel 460-488

Ch.apter LX.X.-The Portuguese.

Portuguese race more distinct than the country.

—

Admixture of bloods in the formation of the stock.

—

Iberians and Celts followed by Visigoths and Van-

dals.—Historical outline of Portuguese development.

—The race distinguished by its adventurers.—The
" Sixty Years' Captivity;' Brazilian colonization.

—

Circumstances tending to produce a Portuguese

literature.—Rustic Latin revives after the expulsion

of the Moors. — Notable preservation of Latin in

Portuguese.—Characteristics of the language; spoken

by fifteen million.—Outline of the literary evolution

in Portugal.—Influence of classical models; romance

and adventure. — The Portuguese have preserved

their ethnic vigor.—Genius of the race repressed by

the spirit of Rome 488-496

Chapter LXXI.—The Prove.mcals.

Race distribution not adequately represented with

linear diagram. — Geographical boundaries of the

Provenfal race.—Language the dividing line between

French and Provencal.—Early linguistic separation

of the two peoples.—Rapid and transitory develop-

ment of Provencal literature. — Transformation of

the language into vernacular forms. — Relation of

Boeihius to Romanic and English prose.—The folk

bards run away with the learned guild.—The love

and war theme preserved ; Dante's reasons —Age
and ascendency of the Provencal troubadours.

—

Senliment and song become corporeal in chivalry.

—

Persistency of race instincts among the Provencals.

—Loyalty and liberty struggle for mastery in Pro-

vence.—Provence gives her soul of fire to the revolu-

tion.—French race indebied to the Provencals for

refinement.—Teutonic races underestimate the social

forms of the French 496-506

Chapter LXXII.—The Wallachians.

Geographical situation of Wallachia — Relations

of the Dacians with the Roman power.—Place and

relationships of the ancient Gets. —The Daci conquer

the Geias and amalgamate with them.—Dacia be-

comes a dependency of Rome; Trajan's victories.

— The empire colonizes; absorption of the race.

—

The Goths press the Danubian frontier.—Ethnic

constitution of the Wallachians.—Outline of the

vicissitudes of the race.—The Wallachians at bottom

a Roman people.—The Vlach language; philosophy

of the " line."—Outspread of Wallachian stock into
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surrounding states.—Roman elements predominant

in Wallachian character.— In ethnic formation the

strongest part prevails. — The Wallachian stock

spreads into surrounding regions. — Lack of geo-

graphical definition around the race.—Conditions in

Eastern Europe retard development.—Asiatic barba-

rism disturbs the civilizing forces.— Roumanians

particularly retarded by want of repose.— Methods

of production ; principal resources.— Physical im-

[

provements and progress; trade and the octroi.^

Distribution of the Roumanian population.—Relative

development and promise of the Latin races.— Ital-

ians and Wallachians most strongly deflected from

Roman type.—Spaniards in some particulars preserve

the Roman original.—French have the leadership of

the Latin family.— Estimates as to science; the

American Spanish peoples.—France furnishes the

momentum of the Latin races 506-520

Book X.—The Celts.

Chapter LXXIII.—The G.\uls Proper.

Summary of the subjects thus far considered.

—

Graco-Italicans not destined to possess the New
World.—Celtic and Teutonic races next claim atten-

tion.— Determining the point of the Celtic race

<leparture.—Race movements into Europe not coin-

cident.—Course of Celtic migration and distribution

in Europe.—Boundaries of the Celtic family ; the

Aquitanians.— Geographical position of the Galli

and Belgae.— Who the Ligunans were; Caesar's

OmnisGallia. — Evolulion of the Spanish Celt iberians.

— Diffusion into Britain; the Creeks find Cellice.^

The Celtic ascendency in Western Europe — General

conditions in the empire of the Cells.— Power and

development of the race; contact with Rome.—Gaul
becomes Romanized ; reorganization by Augustus.

—Importance of the Gallic slates under the empire.

— Barbarian estate of the Celtic races— Essential

nature of barbarism ; the stage of unconsciousness.

—

Analogy of child-life and the life of the tribe.—Liter-

ary lecords mark the beginning of civilization.—Law,
also, a concomilant of the civilized life.—General

conditions of race life at the time of emergence —
Baibarism of the tramontane Gauls at the Christian

era.—Lack of a general interest among the Gallic

races.— Universal segregation and clan-life of the

Gauls.—Stage of Gaulish agriculture and manu-
factures —Products of Gallia; commerce and the

village life.— Character of the capital towns an<l

defenses.—Usage of election ; the Gaulish aris-

tocracy. —Dilficuliy of race rally; want of or-

ganization. — Nobility and commonalty of the

Gai-'ls 521.535

Chai'ter LXXIV.—The Druidical Cult.

Prevalence of the druidical cult ; origin of the

system. -Reasons for association of Druidism with

(he oak.—Close attachments of first Aryans with

the oak woods.—Why the oak tree was the throne

of Jove.— In what manner the mistletoe became an
object of adoration.—Predominance of the Druids

over Celtic society.—Aspiration of young Gauls to

reach the druidical rank.—Capital of the druidical

system established in Gaul.—Schools of the Druids ;

limitations of their knowledge.—Mercury the favorite

deity of the Gaulish pantheon.—Devotion of Gauls

to superstition; human sacrifice. — The extructi

tumuli of Cassar ; severe punishments.— Usages,

customs, and philosophy of the Druids.— The
misiletoe the plant of darkness and mystery.—Belief

of the Gauls in the virtues of the mistletoe.—Cere-

monial of the cutting and the feast.—Finding and

taking of the ovum anguineum.— Superstition of the

marshwort and the hedge hyssop.—Secretivencss of

the Druid seers; ruins of the cult.—Organization of

the druidical order; Bards and Druidesses.—Dark
mysteries of the system ; nocturnal rites.—Demo-
lition and rebuilding of the temple in Sena.—The
Druids reduced by the secular power of the Equites.

—Rome must contend with both Knights and

Druids.—The ancient cult makes its last stand in

Anglcsea.—Conquest and spoliation of the island

by the Romans.—What might have been in a con-

test of Christianily with Druidism.—Rome made a

way with her sword for the Christian monks.—Celtic

poetry arose with the fall of Druidism.—The new
faith flows in the channels of the old.—Connection

of Druidism with Eastern mythologies.—Did Druid-

ism transmit ilscif to after times?— Post-Christian

epoch and Nco-Druidism in Wales.—The "Black

Book " shows transmission of the ancient faith.

—

Philosophical sources of the druidical system con-

sidered.— Druids substitute metempsychosis for

Tophet.— Dependence on Roman authors for knowl-

edge of Druidism.— Symbolical use of fire: the moon
cycle.—The fire festivals perpetuate themselves to

modern times.— Loss or partial preservation of the

Celtic names of the gods.— Celtic and Teutonic bar-

barians build no temples.— Alleged idolatry of the

Gauls and Britons.— Destinies of Druidism after the

Roman conquest.— Remaining vestiges of the system

in Ireland 536-558
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Chapter LXXV. — Government, Language,
AND Culture.

Place and boundaries of ihe principal British clans.

—Rudimentary forms of monarchy among the Celts.

—Nature of the royal ofTice ; woman and heredity.

—

Royal prerogatives ; check of the druidical order.

—

Influence of the Druids in the Roman wars.—The

priestly order replenished with recruits from the

people.— Power of the priesthood ; Celtic con-

gresses.—Rowland's account of the cirque of Angle-

sea.— Nature of punishment ; the law for woman.

—

Hints of the domestic estate of the Gauls and Britons.

—Restrictions laid by the Caledonians on their king.

—Pressure of the Celtic race to the west.— The

Saxons force the Celts into Wales and Cornwall.

—

The Gaulish empire yields to the Romans and

Germans.— Gaulish division of the Celtic languages.

—The Celtiberian and Cymric branches of Celtic.

—

The sixfold division of the Celtic tongues.— Restricted

geographical area of the race.—Place of Celtic in the

Aryan scheme of languages. — Evidences of the

Aryan character of Celtic speech.—The threefold

organization of the learned Celts.—Origin and char-

acter of the Irish Fili.—How Druidism was preserved

and transmitted.—Causes at issue between the Irish

Church and Rome.—The Irish race preserves the

essential qualities of the Celtic.—The three schools

of Ecna, Filidecht, and Fenechas.—Curriculum of

the student in Fihdechl.—Little known of the pre-

Chrislian condition of the Cells.—The Ogam sl\le

of WTiting; Latin alphabet substituted.— Ireland fur-

nishes advantages for study of Celtic mind. 558-573

Chapter LXXVI.— The Welsh and Cor-
NLSH.

Classification of the six existing Celtic races.—Place

and geographical relations of the Welsh.—Poems of

the Welsh a source of historical information.—The

three principal tribes of the race.—Cambrian Cells

little affected by the Roman conquest.—Fusion of

the Welsh and Anglo-Saxons efTected by Christianity.

—Contentions of the two r.ices; union of Wales

with England.—Welsh rebellions and abolition of

the constitution.—Extraordinary wealth of Wales in

mineral deposits.— Ethnic characteristics of the

Welsh race. — Relative rank of the Celtic mind

in modern society.—Comparisons of the Celtic and

Teutonic intellect.—Welsh authors and literature of

the Middle Ages.—Metrical compositions in the triad

form.—Ethnic hints in the Welsh poetry ; its sub-

ject-matter.— Situation of Cornwall; the Cornish

fisheries.— Myth and tradition of the Cassiterides.

—

Tribal divisions ; antiquarian remains in Cornwall.

—

Decadence and extinction of the Cornish language.

—The miners of Cornwall and Wales noted for in-

telligence.—Cornish society established on the tin

product of the country 573-586

Chapter I.X.WII.—The Bretons and
Gael.

Primitive conditions of the Armorican peninsula.—

Segregation of the Bretons from the French.—Indus-

tries and means of subsistence.—Reasons for the

isolation of the Breton race.—Touches of Oriental

character among the Bretons.—Local attachments

lead to the preservation of ethnic traits.—Dialectical

differences also indicate segregation of race.—Breton

literature appears in the Bardic triads.—Possible

connection of the Gael with the Basques.— Place of

the Pieti in the ethnic scheme of the Celts.— Race

conditions present in the north of Britain.—The
Three Saints of Scotland convert the British Celts.

—Story of Saint Columba and his work.—The Celts

Christianized by the agency of the monks.—The
Celtic race pressed into ultima thule.—Advantage

and hurt of the ethnic pressure.—Celtic intellect un-

emancipated ; the race best abroad.—Ethnic place

and relations of the Lowlanders.—The clan preserved

to modern times by the Scottish Gael.—The High-

land chieftain ; evolution of patronymics.—Turbu-

lence and loyalty of the Gaelic mountaineers.

—

Position and support of the Rig and the Aire.—Clan

system of vassalage ; life of the chief.—Social and

domestic usages of the clan.— Principles of succession

in the chieftainship.—Manner of the clan life ; the

Highland glens.— National greatness impossible

under the clan system. — Slave system under the

clan organization.—Character and manners of the

Gael preserved m literature.—The Celtic mind sub-

jected to mediaeval superstitions.—Analogy of the

clan system to feudalism.—Orthodoxy and conserva-

tism of the Celtic race.—The leaders of the Gaelic

Church break with Rome.—Peculiar deductive in-

stinct anil method of the Scotch intellect.—Syllo-

gistic movement of Scotch mind illustrated.—Ques-

tion of ethnic character of British intellect.

—

England has absorbed the mental energies of the

Celtic race 586-605

Chapter L.\X\'I1I.—The Irish.

Traces of Orientalism in Western Europe.— Tra-

ditional stories of the Celtic conquest of Ireland.

—

Parlholan and his sons establish Irish kingdoms.

—Tradition of Nemed and the Firbolgs. — What
the mythical stories of invasion signify.—Clan of De
Gaid colonizes Munster.—Legend of the conquest of

Ulster by the Scots.—The Irish Celts turn back on

England and Wales.—Evolution of the Irish race;

Christianized by Saint Patrick.— Planting and de-

velopment of the Irish monasteries.—Slow transfor-

mations of human society.—Reaction in favor of

Druidism; mediaeval period.—Break of the Irish

Church Willi Rome.— Points at issue between the

Gaelic and Romish clergy.^The Irish parly yields

and becomes most catholic.—English domination is
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established over Ireland.—Persecutions of the Irish

Church by the English.—Futility of the Irish rebel-

lions.— Prospect of the complete absorption of the

race.—Deductions from the race statistics of two

centuries.— Extent and direction of the Irish e.xodus.

—Race rank determined by intellectual and material

products.—Forms in which material achievement is

displayed.—Intellectual rank and products of the

Irish.—The race disparaged in industrial progress.

—Material grandeur of Ireland of foreign origin.

—

Labor the common lot of the Irish people.— Persona)

characteristics of the Celts, the complexion.—De-

scriptions of the Gauls by Marcellinus and Vergil.

—

The original stock reappears in the modern races.

—

Diversities of feature in the existing Celtic types.

—

Distribution of Celtic traits among the other races.

—Summary of the subjects considered in connection

with the Celts 605-622

Book XI.—The Teutonic Peoples.

Chapter LXXIX.—Germania.

Teutonic race the last to arrive in Europe.—Course

of the migration of the Germans into the West.—In

what manner primitive tribes spread into new regions.

—The law illustrated in migrations of GraSco-Itali-

cans.—Nature and limitations of the Teutonic dis-

tribution.— Interest of the classical nations excited

by the Germans.—Extent and character of the pri-

meval German woods.—Predominance of the hunting

life among the German barbarians.—Mutual adapta-

tions of the race and the environment.—Germany
still preserves her original aspects.— Climatic con-

ditions and products of the country.—Surprise of the

Romans at the aspects of German life.— Purity of

the German race preserved by solitude.— Epic of

Tuisco and Mannus ; the name German.— Ethnic

kinship of the Germans and Indicans.—Teutonic and

Graeco-Italic myths and fables 623-631

Chapter LXX.X.—Women and Societv.

The sexual relation at the bottom of political or-

ganization.—Strong and salutary sentiments of the

Germans regarding woman.—Other Indo-Europeans

infected with Oriental notions of sex. — Natural

modesty of the German barbarians; clothing.

—

Practical and common sense relationsof the se.\es.

—

Indissolubility of the marital tie among the Germans.

—Postponement of marriage to mature age.—Repug-

nance of the race to violations of purity.—German
marriage the climax of German life. — Peculiar

usages of marriage ; the " morning gift."—German
slavery ; relations of free and slave classes.—Triumph

of the natural life over artificiality.—Life of the Ger-

man boys ; age of responsibility. — Excessive rigor

of the German family usages.—Richness of the Ger-

man race in sentiments and instincts.— Belief in the

freedom and equality of men.—Distinction between

Roman liberty and Teutonic freedom.— German
freedom came by birth and ancestral descent.

—

Freedom of companionship; the fraternal bond.

—

The German leader continues to be one of the

people.—Persistency of the tribal organization of

the race.—German society preserves the outlines of

the old order.—Roman writers discover the essential

features of German life.—Teutonic law of hospitality

to strangers.—Alternate lethargy and fierce activity

of the Germans 632-645

Chapter LXXXI. — Life and Character of
the Old Germans.

Passions, sentiments, and appetites of the Ger-

mans.— Desire of physical perfection and means of

attaining it.—Imperfect forms of life cast out and

destroyed.—Stature, strength, and bodily habit of the

race.—Form and features of the people. — Great

vitality of the Germans ; the women.—Drink habits

of the Teutonic barbarians.—Uproar and business

of the drinking feast.—Heavy faculties of the Ger-

mans aroused by stimulation.—Love of hazard leads

to loss of freedom.—The three leading vocations of

the German people.—Management of the lands by

the German barbarians.— Sentiment respecting

property and trade for gain.—Antipathy of the Ger-

mans to walls and defenses.—^Importance of the

cattle herds ; origin of the fief.—Treatment of the

horse and manner of oath taking.—Predominance

of realism and practicality.—Funeral methods and

sentiments of the Germans.—Absence of the com-

mercial spirit in the ancient race.— Evolution of allo-

dial title ;
" from God and from the sun."—The

German hearthstone; establishment of boundaries.

—The freeholds of the people might not be alienated.

— Constitution and relationships of the German
family 645-65?

Chapter L.XX.XII.—Spirit of War.

In what manner the predatory life may sustain

itself.—War destroys and nature repairs the waste.

— The king a superior chieftain; manner of his

election.—On the Teutonic races government must

sit lightly.—Weaponry and war method of the Ger-

mans.—Plutarch describes the armor and manner of
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fighting.—Tactics of the battlefield ; sacredness of

the shield.—Equalization of the horse and the foot

in battle.—Offensive and defensive aspects of Ger-

man war.—The effigies, or standard ; singing of the

paean.—Presence and influence of the German women
in battle.—Prevalence of public opinion in the affairs

of the race.— I^rerogative and manner of the German

]<ings and leaders 658-666

Chapter LXXXIII.— Mythology.

Nature and definitions of the fact called super-

stition.—The German mind dominated by super-

stitious beliefs.—Manner of divination with the twigs

and switches. — Augury from superstition of the

white horse.—The Germanic race substitutes lore for

science.—Specific formsof superstition; belief in signs.

—Supposed significance of the actions and cries of

animals.—Germanic concept of nature and its govern-

ing laws.— Outline of the Teutonic theogony.—The

generations of Muspelheim and Niflheim.— The
visible world springs from Ymer , empire of Hela.

—

Myths of LichtaltTieim and the starland.—The fairies

and elves haunt the land of Mannheim.—Valhalla

the home of the great and blessed.—The rainbow

bridges the chasm ; Njord and Kari.—Poetical char-

acter of the German myths.—Common features of the

German and Iranian mythology.—Contest of Tuisco

and Wodin for first place in the myth.—Place of Frig-

ga and Freya in the system ; Thor and Tyr. 667-677

Chapter LXX\I\'.—The Teutonic Distribu-

tion.

Nomenclature employed in classification of Ger-

man races.—The threefold distribution of the Teu-

tonic race.—Classification of the Germans proper;

place of the Suevi.— Predominant rank of the Sue-

vians among the (icrmans.— Off-grading of Germans

and Gauls along the Rhine.— Hints in Cssar of the

ethnic selvage and interlocking.— Character of Ger-

man tribes first known to the Romans.— Race char-

acteristics and customs of the Catti.—Names and

manners of tribes on the lower Rhine.—Place of the

Frisians, the Chauci, and the Cherusci.—Primitive

Cermans of the Cimbric Chersonesus.—The contest

between the Cimbnans and the Romans.—Vicissi-

tudes of the conflict; foretokens of Roman overthrow.

—Source of the Anglo-Saxon race ; place of the

Suevians.— Suevians continue to make themselves

appear Titanic. — Territorial division of Suevia;

religion of the race. — Origin and character of the

Semnonian rites.—Glimpses at the place and char-

acter of the Longobards. — Other Suevian tribes

;

worship of Hertha.— Relations of the Hermunduri
with the Romans. — The Marcomanni and the

<2n:tdi ; "the van of Germany."—Views of Tacitus

respecting the (lothini and the Osi.—Glimpses of

tribes between the Oder and the Vistula.—Character

and habits of the Arii. — Doubtful geography and

ethnography of the Roman WTiters . . . 677-688
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RACE CHART No. 3.

EXPLANATION.

In order to understand this Chart, and the great movements which it

indicates, the reader must take the same point of departure as in Race Chart

No. 2, near the bottom of the Caspian. As will be seen in chart No. 2, the

Aryan races departed east and west. The westward migration was b>' far

the stronger and more important.

Upon the stems here represented, nearly all the great historical races of

Southwestern Asia, Europe, and the New World are based. These are the

historical peoples and nations of the world. Here, near the beginning of

the migration, are the Ossetes, the Armenians, and the Georgians. Out of

the latter stem arise the Minor Asians, whose deeds cover a considerable

part of ancient history.

From this departure, the lines cross over into Europe. Bending south-

ward, we have the astonishing development of the Greeks ; and further on,

the Romans, out of which strong stock have sprung five or six of the great

modern races—the French, the Italians, the Spaniards, the Portugese, the

Provencals, etc. With some of these races the Celts are blended, as will be

seen by the junction of race lines north of the Pyrenees.

Returning to the country between the Black Sea and the Caspian, we
see the great northern stem of the Letto-Slavs. Out of these sprang the

Caucasian races, so-called ; and from these the Bulgarians, etc. Further

north, we have the astonishing development of the Russian families, extend-

ing westward to the Livonians, the Poles, the Wends, the Czechs, etc.

From the same origin, about the River Don, the Celtic Stem makes its

way westward, and is developed in the central part of Western Europe.

The backward turn of this stock bears the ancient Galatians. The main

stem bears the aucient Gauls, the Bretons, and the Celtiberians, on the Con-

tinent ; and across the Channel, the old Bretons, represented in modern times

by the Gael, the Erse (Irish), the Welsh, the Cornish, etc.

In the north of Europe, we find the strong German stem, bearing the

High Germans, the Bavarians, the Low Germans, the Norse stock, the Danes,

the Swedes, the Norwegians, and, finally, the Icelanders.

Taken altogether this West Aryan map represents the most powerful

and important aspect of race-life on the globe. (For the ethnical connection

of the West Aryans with the general scheme of mankind, see Race Chart

No. I, above and to the left).



J^arl Hourly.

THE RUDDY RACES—CONTINUED.

II -The West Aryans,

BOOK VII -THE GREEKS.

Chapter XLI v.—Oi>f^"E:co=Asians.

JSIA MINOR was old

when Europe was

young. The country

between the Caspian

and the eastern body

of the Mediterranean

provoked to an early i

settlement. At least two of the princi-
;

pal divisions of mankind, both branches

of the Ruddy races, found their way into

this peninsular Asia and made it their i

home. It is believed that the Semitic

migration extended around the Medi-

terranean on the northeast on its way
into Pelasgic Greece and Etruscan Ital)-.

Possibly also along the southern coast

M.— Vol. 2—3

of the peninsula the Hamites found a

lodgment; but the greater populations

of Asia Minor were contributed by the

strong Aryan stream flow- Ancient popuia-

ing westward through the ^^^l^^^'
pass between the Caspian -A-ryan.

and tlie Persian gulf. The movement
which carried the kinsfolk of the Ira-

nians and the Indie-Aryans into the

Lesser Asia and the West was doubtless

coincident in time with the more vigor-

ous progress of the Indo-Europeans

around the Caspian on the north into

Slavonic, Teutonic, and Celtic Europe.

A glance at a classical map will show
the distribution and position of the an-

33





THE GREEKS.—CAPPADOCIA .\S. 35

the classical

states; Semitic
influences.

cient states between the Armenian
mountains and the ^^gean sea. The
Distribution of first of these on the east

were Pontus and Cappa-

docia. To the west lay

Paphlagonia, Bithynia, Galatia, Phrygia,

Mysia, and Lydia. Along the southern

coast were the kingdoms of Caria,

Lycia, Pamphylia, Lycaonia, and Ci-

licia. It was through the northern

the whole country of Cappadocia was
occupied by Aryan tribes. At that time

the country was of far Ethnic and po-

greater extent than at the ^.^^^"LpX
classical epoch, reaching clans,

even to the borders of the Euxine. The
name of Cappadocians was given to the

tribes of this region by the Persians,

but the Greeks called them White Syr-

ians. It is evident that the Greek

VlliW OI--YASILI-KAIA, CAPPADOCIA.—Scui.pturf.d Rocks op Boghar-Keni.—Drawn by Charles Tcxicr, from nature.

gfTOup that the Aryan tribes made their

way to the West and in the.se districts

formed their earliest .settlements. .South

of the middle line of A.sia Minor, run-

ning east and west, there were many
touches of Semitic influence, and the

peoples between this line and the Medi-

terranean were in a large measure com-

posite. It is therefore with the north-

em states and their primitive populations

that we have here to deal.

As early as the times of Herodotus

writers considered this people to be a

kindred of the Semitic races east of the

Mediterranean, but this view was cor-

rect only to the extent of a certain ad-

mixture of Semites with the other Cap-

padocian races. Politically and socially

the kingdom established at this early

epoch in the country under considera-

tion never attained a high degree of

power or influence. It was a mountain-

ous region and unfavorable for the de-

velopment of despotic power such as
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flourished in the level countries to the

south. The kingdom, however, was

still independent as late as the time of

Strabo, and was divided into ten prov-

inces, or districts.

Not much is known of the early insti-

tutions of the Cappadocians, or of their

character as a people. They are said to

have had manv religious
Mythology and

. .
' . .

superstitious and superstitious rites, m
rites of the race. ., .

i. r i. • i.
the major part of which

we are able to discover the mythology

of the Aryan races, but in other por-

tions the influence of the Semites. The
primitive people were builders of great

temples, which enjoyed a wide reputa-

tion in the classical ages, though the

structures themselves were then in

ruins. The greatest of all, and most

celebrated, was the temple of Comana,

dedicated to the goddess Ma. This di-

vinity has been identified with the Bel-

lona, or war goddess, of the Romans.

She was worshiped in other parts of

Asia Minor as well as in Cappadocia.

We find in the early structure of the

kingdom a close union of the priestly

order with the secular princes. The
high priest was second in rank to the

king himself. He had the seat of his

authority in the city of Comana, which

was the capital of the province of Cata-

onia. Next in rank to this hierarch

was the high priest of Zeus, in the city

of Venasa. The temple of Artemis, in

Castabala, had a fame through all the

kingdoms of Western Asia and the

states of Eastern Europe.

The dominant race of Cappadocians, as

we find them in the age of Herodotus,

Conquering Ar- were Still in the attitude of

Ib^rigtne^s'^to'''
couqucrors to the aborigi-

servitude. nal people of the country,

whom they had reduced to slavery. The
slaves were numerous everywhere, and

were used as merchandise. They were

the principal wealth of the Cappadocians

and were exported as far west as Rome.

Little is known, however, of the charac-

ter of the slaves, but they were doubt-

less of a different race from the dominant

people who had reduced them to serf-

dom.

Many evidences are noted of an affinity

between the Cappadocians and the prim-

itive Iranians. Thev had Affinity of cap-

the same general character ^^^T^^ in°fer-

with the early Medes and tiiity of sou.

Persians. In common with those peo-

ples they cultivated the horse, and the

steeds of Cappadocia were almost as

much renowned for their excellence as

those of Iran. The country was well

adapted to the production of flocks and

herds, and these furnished the earliest

industries after the nomadic life gave

place to settled pursuits. Of all the

countries of Asia Minor, Cappadocia is

highest above the level of the sea. The
climate is cold and somewhat forbidding,

and there is lack of fertility in the soil.

These circumstances greatly impeded

the subsequent development of the Ar-

yan tribes who settled in these regions,

and they never reached a high rank

among the nations. In common with

the other provinces of Asia Minor the

Cappadocian kingdom became a sort of

shuttlecock in the battledoor between

Asia and Europe in the times of Alex-

ander and the following ages.

The primitive races of Pontus were

closely allied in ethnic descent with those

of Cappadocia. The two countries were,

in a measure, identical in -white Syrians

geographical character, the "X^n-s^l^co^n;

principal difference being of the people,

the seacoast mountain ranges of Pontus,

extending from Armenia to Paphlagonia.

The old Greek writers included the in-

habitants of Pontus under the designa-

tion of White Syrians ; but the age of
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Herodotus was an age of conjecture, and

his classifications are useless in scientific

ethnoloj^y.

Concerning the races inhabiting the

mountainous districts northeast of Asia

Minor, the frontier regions of Cholchis

Cappadocians. Xenophon, in the Anab-

asis, gives an account of the manners
and customs of the peoples of Pontus in

connection with that part of the march

of the Greeks which extended from

Trapezus to Cotyora. The paragraphs

VALLEY Ol- THE M/EANDER, WITH HIKRAPOLIS IN THE DISTANCE.-Aficr a skclch of C. G. Uanforth.

and Armenia, very little is known. It

is in evidence that barbarous tribes held

these fastnesses before the Aryans, press-

ing to the westward, fell upon the coun-

trv. k'rom what stock the aborigines

were descended we are totally ignorant.

Their subsequent condition was that of

slaverv, as we have .seen, among the

devoted to tliis subject by the great his-

torian constitute the best part of all that

is known of the ancient peoples and in-

stitutions of Pontus.

It is clearly evident, from sub.sequent

develo])ments, that the race inhabiting

the country from the eighth to the third

century B. C. was of the .same original

258071
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descent with the Greeks. The latter, in

the age of their ascendency, established

colonies along the southern
Race sympathy . , ^ . ,

ofthePontians shore of the buxine, and
with the Greeks. i r ii_ ii.

several of these were on the

Pontine coast. The later Greeks and

their old kinsmen were thus thrown into

reunion after the lapse of centuries. It

except when the overwhelming power of

Persia stood at the door.

The early populations of Asia Minor

were in a high degree diffusive. They
spread over the surface

'^

. .
Difiiisiveness of

and intermingled, and the Greeco-Asian
populations.

were m some sense as

waters poured out. The demarkation

MEDALLION OK lltKOUOTfS.-From an antique bust.

is clear from the historical accounts of

the relations and intercourse of the two
peoples that they were of a common fam-

ily, much more nearly allied by race

affinities than were the Greeks and the

Persians. In the contests between the

latter nations the Greeks were nearly

always able to persuade the states of Asia

Minor to make common cause with them.

between the Cappadocians and the Pen-

tians is purely artificial—merely con-

venient. The same may be said of both

peoples as it respects the Phrj'gians.

The latter were perhaps the typical race

of all the Lesser Asia. They were by
far most nearly allied with the Euro-

pean Hellenes. Between them and the

Ionian Greeks there was rather diversity
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than positive difference of ethnic char-

acter and institutional forms. Their

ancient country was as indefinite in its

limits as were the outlines of their own
dispersion.

The same is true, as we have already

remarked, of almost every ancient state.

The boundaries were inde-
Place and char-
acter of Phrygia ; terminate. Roughly speak-

ing, Phrygia included the

central plateau of Anatolia as far east

as the river Halys. Within the his-

torical period the country was restricted

to an inland region, separated from the

Eu.xine by the intervening

states of Paphlagonia and

Bithynia, but of old time

the country was maritime.

As early as the beginning

of the ninth century B. C.

there had been established

on the Eu.xine coa.st a

Phrygian tlialassocracy, or

sea government, as the

name implies. The Troad

and the surrounding region

were Phrygian, and al.so the

seaport at Sinope. In fact,

the Trojans tliemselves were

essentially Phrygians. The
contest under the walls of

Troy was recognized even in the Ho-
meric period as a battle of Phrygia and
Hellas.

This idea of the intimate relations of

the Plirygians with the Western peoples

entered into the tradition
Mythology ranks
the Phrygians and mythology of the times.
with the Qreeks. , - . .

'

i . •

V enus, in her revelations

to Anchises and his royal descendants,

represented herself as the daughter of

the King of I'hrygia. One myth as-

signed to the Phrygians the rank of the

primitive people of the world. Herod-

otus, Pausanias, and Claudian all agree

that I'hr\-gian was the original speech of

mankind. This is equivalent to saying

that so far as the Greek tongues were

concerned they had—according to cur-

rent belief—their origin in Phrygia.

It appears that the oldest Aryan .state

in the country under consideration was
established in the upper Monuments

valley of the river Sanga- ^t^g^r^^'
riUS. Numerous monU- Greek art.

ments of the greatest antiquity are dis-

covered in this region, bearing unmis-

takable evidence of a close kinship with

the Greek art and traditions of a later

period. Here it is that the ancient

AN'CIENT PHRYGIAN INSCRIPTION.

From the original in the Louvre.

sculptures bear to ihodern times the fa-

mous myths of Midas the King, and Cy-

bele the Mother, meaning the earth.

The title ]'anaktci, meaning "king," on

the tomb of Midas, is manifestly the

same word as the dative anakti {'dvaKri)

of the Greek.

True, there are gathered from the

Phrvgian monuments many hints of

Semitic, or Syrian, inlluences. Among
these ma\' be mentioned TheBoustro-

the Boustropludo,, writing; ^^^^T,;." onn-

that is, the ox-turn style scriptions.

of inscription. In general, the Aryan

and .St'inilic races divided on the direc-
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Hon of their writing ; that is, whether it

should be front left to right, as with

the Western nations, or from right to

left, as with the Hebrews and other

Semites. In the early countries where

the two races were confluent and the in-

fluences of each were felt in the national

development, it sometimes happened

that both styles of writingwere employed

;

that is, the inscription was from left to

right and back again from right to left.

The analogy of a furrow in the field

which turns at the end and then again

at the place of beginning, and so on

until the whole field is plowed, was seized

by the quick discerning Greeks, who for

this reason called the double style of

writing boiistroplwdon, or ox-turn, from

tons (Povg), an ox, and trcphciu {rpE(peiv), to

turn. The old Phrygian inscriptions are

of this sort, and indicate plainly enough

the combined influence of the Semitic and

the Aryan peoples in their production.'

' If the question be raised w/iy some primitive

races chose to write from left to right and others

from right to left, we are thrown back upon conjec-

ture : but it is clearly the author's opinion that the

difference depends upon the phenomena of right- and

left-handedness. It is not yet determined by physi-

ologists for what reason men are right-handed or

the reverse. It has been claimed by some modern

scientists that ambidexterity, or both-handedness, is

the natural condition of the race, and that the use of

one hand or the other by preference is an acquired

habit belonging to the period of development in child-

hood. It is well known, however, that right-handed-

ness is transmitted by heredity; that a disposition to

be right-handed or left-handed "runs in the family."

However this may be, it is certainly plausible tliat as

a mere matter of convenience the right-handed races

have ever written and will ever continue to write from

left to right—this for the simple reason that in so do-

ing the work is expose// fo correction by the eye as it

is performed ; that is, it is not hidden by the hand.

On the other hand, left-handed people—those writing

with the left hand—must either write from right to

left, or else experience much difficulty in watching

the work as it is performed. It might be rash to

hazard the suggestion that the ancient Semites were

a left-handed race ; but there is really nothing more

Such memorials of the ancient people of

Phr3^gia are by no means limited to that

country. They are found Deductions from

also in Lydia, Cappadocia, Z!^""'
Lycaonia, and in other parts Minor,

of Asia Minor. They are of a common
style, and are in some instances obscure

in their meaning and origin. Many in-

scriptions have baffled all attempts to

decipher them. Some monuments ap-

pear to have belonged to a people earlier

than the great Phrygian race of Aryan
descent. Scholars have conjectured that

in the earliest ages Cappadocia had an

ascendency over Phrygia. In the valley

of the Sangarius the ruins of a great city

have been discovered and explored. It

is manifestly the center of the old Phryg-

ian kingdom, but some of the ruins prop-

erly belong to an earlier civilization. In

the vicinity of these ruins are found

.some rocky precipices, the- faces of which

are covered with figures, geometrically

cut on the surface. Some are crosses;

others, winding curves crowned with a

pediment. In other parts the patterns

are of a floral character, and in two

places outlines of sphinxes have been de-

lineated, of a type as ancient as those of

Eg>'pt.

A few indications have been noted of

the character of the old Phrygian society.

The people are represented to have been

freedom-loving and independent in dis-

position, chafing under re- oid Phrygian

straint. Modern scholars rdt^'etrk?
have interpreted the word i"s-

Phrygcs, or Brigcs, the Greek name of the

race, as having meant freemen. Un-

fortunatety, this character of primitive

extravagant in the supposition than in the manifest

fact that the modern Europeans are right-handed as

a rule. The style of writing called boustrophedon,

as practiced by the ancients, seeins to have been a

compromise between two contradictory physiologi-

cal dispositions, one instinct demanding the use of

the right and the other of the left hand.
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mankind coexists with the slave-makin""

disposition. It does not appear that the

Iranian or Indie-Aryans enslaved the

aborigines in their respective countries.

In India the old populations were reduced

to the condition of a degraded caste, but

they were not made slaves. In Asia

Minor the Aryan tribes not only subjected

the races whom they conquered, but re-

duced them to bondage. As late as the

classical ages in Greece the slave market

at Athens and other cities was filled with

human chattels brought from Phrygia.

It was common to give to the wretched

creatures thus exposed for sale the names

of " Midas" and " Manes," as ^
if in mockery of the old Phryg-

ian kings. It was as though

an Egyptian slave should be

called "Pharaoh"!

As we follow westward the

streams of Aryan

migration from the

ancient seat of the

race we come, in

Armenia, Cappado-

cia, and Phrygia,

into those natural

surroundings Avhich

seem first to have

induced in- the mi-

grating tribes that

mythologizing dis-

position for which

they were ever aft-

erwards famous.

In these countries

the reaction of na-

ture upon man ap-

pears to have been

exceedingly strong, and he in turn seems
to have been peculiarly sen-

sitive to his environment.

The scenery of Phrygia is

well calculated to set to work the prim-
itive faculties of man in devising expla-

nations of natural phenomena. It has
been alleged by all travelers in the coun-
tries south of the Euxine that melan-
choly is the leading stiggestion of the

Reactions of
nature on the
migrant Aryans
In Phrygia.

STATl K or CVUKl.K.

From the uriginal in British Miiseiiin.

land.scape. The early mythology of the

Phrygians c.xpre.ssed the feeling which

nature inspired. It was a melancholy

mysticism, not nniltifariou.sly inflected

as was the system of the Greeks, but

expressive rather of an overwhelming'
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sense of the power of nature and the

subordination of man.

The two principal Phrygian deities

were Cybele, the Mother, meaning the

_^^iipaT-

creation. It is believed that death was

symbolized in her religious rites by the

act of human sacrifice. The „
Religious cult

ceremonies about the oicybeieand
T^, . ., Sabazius.
Phrygian altars were as

coarse as they were realistic. In the very

presence of the deity of the altar place it

was a custom to mutilate the priests as an

offering; and public prostitution was a

part of the adoration of Cybele. It is

easy to discover in these horrid practices

many touches which must have been de-

SCULPTURES Oh" GR.€CO-ASIANS.—Bas-rblibfs from Site of Yasili-Kaia.

earth, and Sabazius, the Greek Dionysus.

The leading notions expressed in the

creation of these deities and in their

worship were the vicissitudes of life and

death. Cybele was the goddess of pro-

rived from the degraded Semitic cere-

monials east of the Mediterranean ; but

it is al.so clear that they contained the

germs of that refined and elegant my-

thology which, in the hands of the
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the Phrygian
faith among the
Greeks.

Greeks, became the wonder of the an-

cient world.

It was from a Phrygian origin that

the rites of Dionysus spread first into

Transfusion of Thrace and afterwards into

Hellas. The worship of

Cybele became the central

idea in that of Demeter, at Eleusis.

There was a positive recognition of the

Phrygian deities in Greece. The poet

Pindar is said to have set up a shrine to

Cybele at the door of his house. The
Delphic oracle was thought to look with

favor on the Phrj^gian gods. In the

classical age there was a reaction against

the foreign theology, and in the hands

of philosophers and comic poets the

old system was reasoned and ridi-

culed out of existence. The preserva-

tion, however, of the Mysteries by the

Greeks still bore witness to the origin of

the prevalent religious system.

One of the points of chief interest relat-

ing to the ancient Phrygians was their pe-

culiar artistic skill. It was in their country

that the Arvan genius, as it
InPhryglathe .

'

,
art of the East journeyed to the West, first
became humau. .1 . ^ , -

seems to have manifested

itself in true artistic concepts and handi-

work. All to the cast of this meridian

may be .said to have been Oriental. The
art of Assyria and Babylonia seems to be

in sympathy with the East. The winged

lions of Nineveh, the Egyptian sjihinxes,

and the Indian gods have all the .same

repo.seful and silent faces, the .same mix-

ture of the human and mythological

parts, the same combination of the ideal-

istic and realistic elements of human
thought and handicraft. It is in Phryg-

ia that art becomes human. It is in

the .same spirit with that of tlic later

Greeks. If llie subject is mythological,

the work is natural. From hence the

seeds of true artistic form were scattered

first to the shores of the .^^igean, after-

wards in the archipelago, and finally in

Hellas.

Here we emerge imder the walls of

Troy. Doubtless the social and civil

development of the Phrvg-
. , .

" Revelation of
lan race culminated in the the Troy of the

city of Priam. Whatever

may be said of Homer, Troy is a fact

—

an entity. The site of the heroic me-
tropolis has been identified by Schlie-

manii. The low mound of Hissarlik

marks the spot. Explorations and exca-

vations have brought to light the(jreek

Ilium of the prehistoric era. In fact, not

only the Troja of the Iliad has been laid

bare, but, according to the deductions of

the great antiquary, older cities at a great-

er depth have been exhumed on the same

spot. vSchliemann holds that the Troy

of the Homeric wars extends to a depth

of only six and a half feet below the .sur-

face, but older relics lie below this level,

and deeper than these still older to the

depth of fifty-two and a half feet. On
the whole, the Homeric delineations of

life and manners have been verified, and

not contradicted, by the .spade and cart of

the archa;ologist, and we are now able to

examine and critici.se the actual relics of

the ancient Phrygian race.

The character of the people and the

method of life in the heroic ages have

been fully delineated in condition of

the immortal pages of the L'^i^dtth';
I/iiui. We speak here of "i"ad."

only so mucli as may be called the Tro-

jan side of the picture. The condition

of society in the city of Priam was fully

outlined by the great bard. Even the

details of manners and customs, the

phraseolog)- of the home, the street,

and the battlefield are given with such

painstaking and iteration as to leave

nothing for any sub.sequent pen. Every-

thing, from the state of Priam's king-

dom, the method of his government.
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Til'- Phrygian
character; the
raceof Teucer.

anil his relations with foreign states,

down to love stories and sentimental

talk among the Trojan youth, is re-

peated in the flowing hexameters wliich

have given substanee to

every subsequent epic

written by man, and have

furnished by translation

and eomment an ample

knowledge of the heroic

epoch to every tribe on

the earth having the gift

of literature.

For these reasons it is

not needed that space

should here be given to

Preeminence of any extend-

ed account

of the con-

dition of the people who
met the Greeks on the

plains of Troy. It is

sufficient to say that they

were the blos.som and

fruit of the old Phrygian

race, having the same

ultimate descent with the

Greeks themselves, and

that no other people ob-

scured in the shadows

of the dawn, wholly

dependent for their fame

upon the war pjcms of

their enemies, have so

shincd forth from the

darkness with the glories

of great characterand high

purpose upon them as

have the warriors, the

sages, the jirinces, and

princesses of tlie buried

city of Priam.

The recitation of the Trojan legend

will never cea.se to fascinate .so long as

heroism is reckoned the higliest as-

pect of human life. The city was founded

by old Teucer, son of the river god

Scamander and the nymph Idcea. For

some reason the myth of river birth

was peculiarly attractive to the Phryoian

race. ll was rcpcaU'il as laic as llie

time of the war with the Greeks. Paris

was born like his great ancestor; his

father was the river god Cebrinus, and

iiis mother a nymph. The legend re-
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fers the old Scamander to a residence in

Crete. Teueer was told to plant his

city wherever the " earthborn creatures"

should attack him. Journeying through

the Troad he was beset by mice, which

gnawed in twain his bowstrings and

those of his companions. So here the

oracle was fulfilled, and he built the

town of Sminthium, that is, Mouseville.

Afterwards Phoebus Apollo of the Ho-
meric fiction took

from this place his

title of Sniiiit/uiis,

or the Mouser.

Then came Dar-

danus, son of Zeus

and the nymph
Electra ; that is,

the Sky loved the

Lightning, Daugh-

ter of the Moun-

tain, and Dardanus

was born of the

marriage. So the

land was called

Dardania. The
people were the

Teucri. After-
wards, when Tros

succeeded his fa-

ther Dardanus on

the throne, the

people became

Trojans. Tros
took to wife the

daughter of Sca-

mander, and three

.sons, Ilus, Assar-

acus, and Gany-

mede, were born.

From Ilus and As-

saracus two royal

houses were de-

rived. The princes

of the first were

Ilus, Laomedon,

Priam, Hector.
Those of the other

were Assaracus,

Capys, Anchises, >^neas. ' From Ilus

the city took the name of Ilium ; and, ac-

cording to Vergil's fiction, the far-off

Roman name of Julius was thus derived.
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Thus rose and flourished Troy. The
earth was too thickly peopled. The

The go'dsjoin gods must destroy some for

Iri^-es'.tudTroy
^^^^^ S*^""^ "^ the remainder,

hurtles down. jji the Olympian coun-

cils war was chosen as the means unto

the end. Discord threw the apple among
the goddesses. Paris was appointed

committeeman to decide its ownership.

His reward was Helen. The immor-

tals conspired that he should take her

invented or elaborated or believed by
the sons of men.

The knowledge of the Trojan arts has

already been diffused through the world.

More recently the explora- Knowledge of

tions of Schliemann have S^anXe^f'
demonstrated the truthful- petuated.

ness of the old literary pictures trans-

mitted by the Greeks. The Trojans

were undoubtedly a chivalrous people

—active, warlike, pervaded with noble

HELEN Ol' TROV—Drawn by Hicr .n, from llic Si>ineli colylos.

away; but she was the wife of the king.

Hospitality was broken. Greece arose

in arms. Troy was assailed. Ten
years the siege continued. The gods

came down from the mountains and

fought among the mortal warriors—all

for Helen. Then came the insult to the

priest of Apollo; the .sudden wrath of

Achilles ; the final stratagem, the wooden
horse, the sack and pillage of the doomed
town, the accomplishment of fate and

destiny.—No other such story has been

sentiments. Their customs and rules of

conduct are graphically delineated in the

Homeric page and need not be repeated.

In some respects the arts had reached a

high development. Tlie jewels and or-

naments plentifully discovered in the

excavations at Hissarlik show conclusive-

ly the ta.stc and skill of an accomplished

race. The textile fabrics that were worn

for garments by the jvinces and warriors

indicated a high measure of attainment

in tlie ]ir;ictical arts. At the same time
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the wearing of lions' skins and other

trophies snatched by savage conquest

from the natural world points to the

comparatively recent emergence of the

dominant people from the barbaric age.

Though Phrygia was one of the

most interesting of the ancient states

Place of the of Asia Minor, it was by
Lydiansinthe means the most pow-
highway of mi- ^
gration. erful. The leading place,

civilly and politically, belongs to Lydia.

The country was centrally situated,

and was no doubt immediately in the

pathway of migration from the Old

World to the New—from the Asiatic

nest of races to their dispersion in Eu-

rope. As in the case of the other states,

the boundaries of the country can not be

fixed. They were indefinite, and varied

greatly at different epochs.

Tradition has preserved the usual

stories relative to the founding of the

Legend of the Lvdian kingdom. There

treLyTar' ^^-'is ^ dynastv of the sons
power. of Hercules. As in the

case of Phrygia the name Midas is the

legendary title of the mythical kings, so,

in Lydia, Lydus is the royal name dur-

ing the fabulous ages. Herodotus tells

the story. Lydus was the brother of

Mysus and Car. It is the mere dupli-

cation of that military chieftainship un-

der which the Aryan tribes in all parts

of the world were brought from the mi-

gratory into the settled phase of life.

From Mysus and Car we have the two

geographical names of ilysia and Caria.

It is the old storj- of the division of a

territory among three brothers.

The old Lydians had a native historian,

Xanthus, who flourished about the mid-

dle of the fifth century B.C.
Stones of Xan- •'

thus and Herod- According to his authorit\%
otiis. ., . -. '

three successive dynas-

ties held sway over his country. The
first, that of the Attyads, is purely mythi-

cal. The ancient Aryans always placed a

god at the beginning of their dynasties.

Herodotus has a story to the effect that

Tyrsenus, son of Attys, during the At-

tyad dynasty, gathered a Lydian colony

and went into Etruria. Perhaps the

Father of History had had a dream to

that effect, and regarded it as historical

!

The second dynasty was also divine,

or half-divine, in its origin. The names

of the kings belonging to this period

.seem to have been derived from the

East. Herodotus says that Omphale,

first of this dynasty, was a son of Ninus

and a grandson of Belus. As a matter

of fact, there was considerable ethnic

interfusion among the Lydians from an

Assyrian and Babylonian source. We
are here in a country far enough to

the south to have received certain cur-

rents from I he countries peopled and

civilized by the Semites. This may ac-

count for the association in the page of

Herodotus of the Lj'dian dynasty with

that of Chaldaea.

Ethnic history, however, is not much
concerned with legendary conjectures

about the founding of nations. The old

credulous Storv-tellerS must Lydian race of

be put, aside 'if we would t:JZt:r:r''
substitute fact for fiction, coined money.

The real current of Lydian nationality

was of Aryan origin, and the develop-

ment of the kingdom was in the same
manner which we have seen exemplified

in Cappadocia and Phrygia, but on a

more extensive scale.

Antiquaries have drawn from the an-

cient Lydian monuments and other

sources of information many authentic

data upon which a tolerably accurate

account of the national life may be con-

stritcted. It can not be doubted that

the Lydians were one of the greatest in-

dustrial peoples of antiquity. They have
been credited with the invention of
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coined money and of many other instru-

ments of barter and general commerce.

It is thought that the oldest existing

coins, properly so called, are those of the

Mermnadte, or great kings of Lydia.

These coins—if so they may be called

—

were of clcctrum, that is amber, but

were probably alloyed with gold and sil-

ver. These were used in Lydian com-

merce until the times of Croesus, when

placed in contrast with the Eastern

Aryans ; and the contrast is ever after-

wards maintained among the races of

Europe. The civil, social, industrial

life becomes more than the mythological

life, the life of superstition, of awe, of

devotion. Not that the Aryan peoples

of Asia Minor and, further on, those of

Southern Europe, ceased to have the re-

ligious instinct, ceased to brood over the

RUINS OF EPHESUS, WITH THK PRISON TOWER.— I-rom .i photograph.

coins of the precious metals took their

place.

Here for the first time in the history

of the Aryan race we perceive the as-

Beginningsof CCndcUCV of UCW forceS

rmotgXtyl i" the coming national

**"^- life. It can no longer be

said that the religious evolution is domi-

nant ON'cr the Dtlici" clcnicnls wliicli were

blending in the formation of the Lyd-

ian character. They now begin to be
M.— V(,l. 2-4

prul)lcni of existence, ceased to frame

explanations of the mysteries of the

natural and spiritual wo'-lds, but the

peoples of the West henceforth re-

manded these considerations to a less

important place, and became essentially

practical in their development.

The old Iranians were on the crest

l)ctwecn the Oriental and the Occidental

tendencies of tlic human family. From
this hitih ridge of division mankind
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slope off orientahvards into the valley of
\
otherwise calm in her aspects and fertile

the Indus. Mysticism more and more in her resources. The rivers and lakes,

Lydians the first prevails; supcrstition more
^

such as the G3'gsean, in whose waters

dustriS'^peo'"'
^^^ more predominates; the remains of pile dwellings like those

pies. the industrial and prac- of Switzerland have been discovered,

tical aspect of life is more and more
,
abounded with fishes, and the native

subordinated to the dream of the phi- woods of the hill-country furnished the

losopher and the rhapsody of the dev- gentler kinds of game,

otee. But westward from Iran the 1 Such were the natural conditions in

tendency is reversed. The
Lydians may be called the

first great industrial Ar-

yan nation . Their country

was such as to suggest the

devotion of human energy

to the creation of value.

Very unlike the mountain-

ous and sterile regions of

Cappadocia were the hill-

sides and valleysof Lydia.

Here grew the forest of

fir; here sprang the vine
;

and here rich fields of

grain and saffron rose, al-

most unaided, from the

besom of earth.

The climate was mild

and healthful. The riv-

ers gave life to the valleys,

and their sands were

mixed with shining par-

ticles. The Pactolus from

his fountains in the Tmo-
lus mountains, passing

centrally through the

country, brought down

Distribution of gold. Cities

^^iiSm^^'^i^H^'
SCULPTURRS FROM TF,MP1.F. OF DIANA AT KI'IIESUS.

From original in lirilish Museum.

a burden of

that were

fori^^oo^dfr l""ilt <'" lii« T^'-inks had goM-
tions of nature, gn .sand in the streets.

The region was favored beyond any of

the countries which we have llius far

described as belonging to the Aryan
race. Though the land was sometimes

shaken with earthquakes, and the Ma-o-

nian plateau on the east was the center

of volcanic disturbances, nature was

which the Lydians found themselves at

a period fully a thousand Beginning of

years before our era. X'^^'S^"
Duncker has fixed, with ap- ''e-

pro.ximate certainly, the date of the es-

tablishment of the Ileraclid dynasty at

1 194 B. C. Henceforth Lydia began

to flourish and to assume that strongly

industrial aspect wliicli the inventive

genius of lier people and the richness of

the country suggested, l-'mm this time
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may be dated the beginnings of the in-

dustrial arts. All of the physical aspects

of civilization brightened under the ex-

isting conditions, and only the unfortu-

nate place of Lydia on the map pre-

vented the country from rising to a first

rank among the ancient nations.

The Greeks were not "svont to ascribe

to other peoples such arts as they might

claim for themselves. Among the for-

Fameofthe eign races to whom thev

^ifetrrts'long cheerfully couccded preem-
the Greeks. ineuce the Lydians held

the highest rank, with only the possible

exception of the Egyptians. As early

as the days of Homer, Lydia had be-

come a manufacturing state. There
were costly garments and rich jewelry.

sufficiently conceal, the beauties of the

human form was first begun. Indeed,

all the articles from which the finest gar-

ments of antiquity finest Artistic fabrics

;

as to both their material ^^^^^"1^°*"
the person in

and their fabrication— "iress.

were produced, were either invented or

manufactured by the skillful spinners

and weavers of the Lj'dian cities. He-

rodotus has pointed with some wonder
to the disposition of the Lydians to dis-

courage nudeness or the large exposure

of the body without drapery. Herein

was a striking diversity of taste between

them and the Hellenes, whose artistic

sense was so strong as to make of no

effect certain modest dispositions of the

human species which have led most

races to pre-

fer conceal-

ment to the

expo.sure of

the form.

We may not

suppose that

PHRYGIAN CAPS AND CASQIES,

The weapons worn by the Lj-dian war-

riors in battle were considered artistic by
the old bard, who was familiar with the

splendid armor of the Greeks and the

Trojans. The invention of the art of

dyeing fabrics with rich hues is con-

ceded to the Lydians. Their purple was
famous. The carpets manufactured in

Sardis were as preeminent in their kind

as are the Turkish rugs which the mod-
em connoisseur imports from Smyrna.

It has been conjectured that for fully

three thtmsand years the manufacture of

these rich and costly fabrics has con-

tinued unbroken in the country where

they were first produced.

It was by the Lydians also that the

manufacture of those semitransparent

fabrics which sufficiently reveal, and j-et

the Lydians

were want-

ing in that physical excellence which

would have delighted the eye with its

curving lines and tints of beauty. It is

more likely that the industrial spirit

among them and their skill in fabrication

led them to encourage the wearing of

costly garments, elaborately produced

and ornamented.

From this point of view we are able

again to see the dividing tendencies be-

tween the East and the The Lydians

West. Theco.stumeof the tl'^^ZT:,
Lydians was virtually an the Orient,

abandonment of the Oriental pattern.

The old Aryans of the Iranian plateau,

and even their Western descendants, the

Armenians, still favored the styles of

the East. The loose and girded sort of

garments still prevailed in tlie eastern
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parts of Asia Minor, among the Capi^a-

docians, and even the Phrygians ; but

among the Lydians other patterns, dis-

tinctly suggestive of the styles of apparel

which were prevalent in classical Eu-

rope, and even in more recent ages, ap-

peared, and became characteristic of the

people. While the Lydian dress was as

brilliant in its color and more complete

in its details than those of the East, it

tended to a closer and more artistic con-

formity to the body, revealing its

beauty while concealing.

The Lydians have been assigned the

distinction of being the first people to

Introduction of havc invented and worn

::SeTo"" trousers, coats with sleeves,

•iress. ^^nd shoes properly so

called. Here are at least three leading

articles of apparel to which these ancient

people may be said to have dictated the

ultimate forms which they now bear

among the civilized nations of the West.

It is claimed, moreover, that the cele-

brated Phrygian cap, whicli has been

taken as a model for beauty and majesty

in headwear, was invented by the Lyd-

ians rather than their eastern neighbors

whose name it bears. Wherever on the

coins or medals of ancient or modern

times, on the .summit of liberty poles, on

the heads of tho.se ideals which art has

devised to express the spirit of freedom

or nationality the old Phrygian cap

appears, we have, among all civilized

nations, a memento of the .skill in cos-

tume and handicraft peculiar to the

ancient Lydians.

In one other respect at least this peo-

ple mark the western limits of a di.sposi-

iranian passion tion which was peculiarlv

sub^s?d:rw?.!h"'
Aryan. Theold race.. f Iran

the Lydians. h^^xj foj- jts companion the

horse. More than once we have remarked

upon the .skill with which our ancestral

Iranians governed and subordinated this

noble animal. Horsemanship was the

primitive art of the Aryan race. It has

been maintained in .several countries to

the present time. He who beholds a

Persian prince riding through the streets

of Lspahan .sees the modern representa-

tive of the ancient knight who scoured

the plains on horseback, outriding the

winds. This ethnic characteristic was
carried westward with the Aryan migra-

tions, and reappeared in many of the

.states where the tribes of this stock

established themselves and grew. In

the eastern kingdoms of Asia Elinor

hor.semanship was nearly as much culti-

vated and perfected as it had been in the

original seats. As late as the times of

the Persian ascendency the Cappadocian

horsemen were regarded as the flower of

Darius's cavalry ; but on reaching Lydia

the disposition to ride gave place to the

disposition to fabricate. The clatter of

horses' feet, beating like the rhythmic

pulse of Greek hexameters over hill and

plain, gave place to the clatter of the

artisan's factory and the merchant's shop.

It was in the fertile countries of Western

Asia ilinor that the fiery race of steeds

which had borne their masters for cen-

turies in wild pursuit and wilder flight

on the uplands of Iran descended with

the hills to the level plains and sank in

the sands of the Pactolus and thw

Maeander.

For some reason not easily discover-

able this people, remarkable for vital

activities and indu.strial Absence of the

enterprises, highly invent- rih;:r;dis.
ive as it relates to the prod- position,

ucts of artisan.ship, were not great in

art, and had no literary genius. Owing
to the.se two circumstances, the reputa-

tion of the Lydians with posterity has

not been fixed on that immovable basis

from which have ri.sen the imperishable

columns of Egypt and Hellas. Many
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phases of Lydian civilization have accord-

ingly perished. In other respects we are

dependent for their reputation upon for-

eign peoples, notably the travelers and

historians of Greece, and for the per-

petuation of a fame which might other-

wise have totally vanished.

It is doubtless true that, like other

utilitarian peoples, the Lydians were

Love ofgain pre- immersed in the pursuits of

?°^i'^^l?^»= ffain and in the pleasuresLydian games o ir

and music. consequent iipon the pos-

session of wealth. It is conceded that

many forms of amusement, afterwards

cultivated by the European Aryans, had

their origin in Lydia. Games at ball and

viviality. The women participated with

the men in public feasts and banquets,

and this circumstance furnishes another

striking example of the society of the

great departure which the "^^^^^i^^T'
Western Aryans were mak- sort,

ing from the old Iranian standards. Al-

ready we may discover traces, in this

comparative equality of the woman, of

that still wider emancipation which she

was destined to attain among the Teu-

tonic nations. The Lydian women ap-

pearing in public came well clad, un-

covered as to her face and head, but

closely and elegantly dressed as to her

person. In her costume were all those

LYDIAN GYMNASTS.— After a Greek sculpture.

at dice were learned by Greek adventur-

ers who visited the country and were car-

ried back to the youthful Hellenes, well

suited to indulge in such sports and to

improve them. It is thought that the

flute and the cithara were both of Lydian
invention, and that the science of music

was cultivated to a degree that led the

Greeks to introduce both the instru-

ments and the melodies. The rustic

paeans of the older Greeks were thus im-

proved in form and harmony by the

superior music of the Lydians.

The people were peculiarly free from

care, jocular, sociable. The ancient

authors who visited the country could

but be struck with the prevailing con-

evidences of elegance and taste to which

we have referred above in considering

the dress of men. Children also came
with their mothers to the banquet. The
country became luxurious, and the semi-

austere Roman travelers of the later

republic, and more notably pleasure

seekers from the West, were struck with

amazement at the refinements and feast-

ing of the Lydians. It became fashion-

able for the man of Europe to go on

pleasure trips to Sardis, and there to

become to a certain extent assimilated

with the gay train of revelers. The
city was to the earlier classical ages

what Paris has been in modem
times.
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It has been thought by those who
have looked into the philosophy of the

Gayetyandiui- situation that the reduction

piTil^dtar" of Lydia to a satrapy by
"'"Sic. the Persians, with the con-

sequent paralysis of the local political

life, turned the energies of the people

to the social life, which expanded and

flourished under the stimulus thus af-

forded. The reputation of the Lydians

for the gayety of their manners, their

luxurious style of living, their skill in

entertriinm(>nt, and particulrirlv their

ciety its allurements during the whole

of the Hellenic and Roman ascenden-

cies. In the eastern part of Reign of refine-

the country the people re- '^::^^^;:^\

tained much of their origi- abundance,

nal character, and were assimilated with

the half-barbaric Cappadocians ; but in

the copious districts of Western Lydia

society grew rich and feasted on its

own abundance until luxury intervened

with a measure of effeminacy.

Only in one respect did the Lydians

ctiltiw'ite the more cnduriiiL"' fovTiT^of civ-

ROCK TOMIIS Ol TIIIC LYDIANS AT MKIRON,—Drawn by Harry A. Harper, from .1 pholograph.

musical genius, was handed down fir.st

to Europe, then to modern times. Even
the saturnine genius of ^lilton remem-
bered with a thrill tlie music of this an-

cient race, as the dancing strophes of

IJAllcgro wound and raveled in his

imagination

:

" And ever, against eating cares.

Lap me in soft I.ydian airs.

In notes, witii many a winding bout

Of linl«5d sweetness long drawn out."

The civilizatidu of Lydia was thus

refined rather than substantial. Tlie

country held its attractiveness and .so-

ilized life. Neglectful of true art and of

the advantages of litera- strife for immor.

ture, they sought to perpct- Ss7th"e Bin

uate themselves, especially Tepe.

their princes, by the ancient device of

monumental sepulchers. Rock tombs,

with .sculptures and other concomitants

in stone, are found in all parts of Asia

Minor, from Cappadocia to the ^T^gcan.

Lydia is rich in such remains. After

the tremendotts sepulchral montimcnts

of I'^gvpt those of Asia Minor are per-

liaps the most imposing and significant

existing mementos of the dead.
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About five miles north of vSardis, on a

rocky elevation between the Gygaean

lake and the river Hermns, the Lydian

kings were buried. The place is called

the Bin Tepc, or the Thousand Hills.

The "hills" referred to means the

"tombs," which rise to great proportions.

and has a circuit of three thousand five

hundred feet. The situation of the

great mound is such as to look directly

across into the ancient acropolis of Sar-

dis.

Under this monument was buried

King Alyattes, whose fame is coextensive

RUINS OF SARDIS.—From a photograph.

About eighty of them arc still in toler-

able preservation. Among these, three

tumuli are of very great size and impor-

tance. The smallest of them is one

hundred and ten feet in height and
about two thousand feet in circumfer-

ence; while the greatest rises to an ele-

vation of two htmdrcd and thirty feet,

Herodotus de-

this

with the I^ydian name
clarcs that the tomb of

m o n ar c h ,
" except

work of the Egyptians

Babylonians," is the

ment of the kind in the

much in common betw

rials and the pyramids of Egypt. The

Character of the
the royal sepul-

s chers.
and

greatest monu-
world. There is

een these memo-
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sarcophagus is far within, in the center.

The dead prince was laid either in a cavity

hewn from the native rock, or else in a

stone chamber of the strongest masonry.

Around this and above was placed heavy

stonework, generally circular in form,

and the whole was crowned with the

tumulus. It is not impossible that an-

tiquarian research, extending to these

old vaults of the Lydian kings, will

still reveal much of interest relative to

the life and manners of the people who
reared them.

Lydia, as might be inferred from her

industrial and commercial character, was

a land of great cities, ilany of these

were already famous be-
Principal Lyd-
ian cities; Sardis fore the age of the Greeks,
in par ic ar.

Besides Sardis, the capital,

the cities of Smyrna, Samorna (after-

wards Ephesus), Myrina, Cyme, Priene,

and Pitane were all of greater antiquity

than the municipal development of the

Hellenic race. These old Lydian towns

were reputed to have been of Amazonian

origin. Myrina, Queen of the Amazons,

is said to have given her name to the

city so called, and the tomb of the mythi-

cal princess is still pointed out in the

Troad. As to Sardis, it was certainly

one of the richest and most luxurious of

the early cities of Western Asia. It is

believed that the Homeric Hyde, said to

have been the capital of the Ma^onian

chiefs, is the same as the more recent

Sardis. It is certain that from the be-

ginning of the eighth century B. C, and

even before, to the time when Constan-

tinople became the capital of the East,

Sardis continued to be the center of

those refinements and luxuries with

which her name is ever associated.

Amid the ruins on the banks of the Pac-

tolus columns are still standing which

mark the site of the temple of Cybelc.

Under foot are the ruins, not of one

city, but of many, and it is believed

that few ancient sites would so richly re-

ward the scientific e.xplorer as that of the

old Lydian capital.

In the time of her ascendency Lj-dia

had a quasi sway over several adjacent

states. On the north and
Tradition of the

northwest were Mysia and descent of the

Bithynia, between which " y^'ans.

and Lydia the boundaries were fluctuat-

ing and iinccrtain. Bithynia lay on the

Euxine, and was in close connection,

ethnically and historically, with Thrace.

Herodotus, Xenophon, and Strabo all

agree that the Bithynians w-ere of Thra-

cian origin ; that the line of migration

had here doubled back across the Bos-

phorus into the country south of the

Eiixine.

The country is said to have taken its

name from the Thracian tribe called the

Bithyni, but there was another tribe, the

Thyni, who lay nearer to the Bosphorus,

and were, therefore, more likely to be

of Thracian descent. There were al-

ready aborigines in the country when
the Bithyni appeared as conquerors. One
of these, the Mariandyni, resisted the in-

vaders and maintained their independ-

ence. These lay further to the east,

having their territories adjacent to Paph-

lagonia. According to Herodotus, the

Thyni and Bithyni maintained a separate

political existence imtil the age of Croe-

sus, when they were subjugated by

Lydia. Afterwards they were absorbed

in the Persian dominions, and were in-

cluded in the satrapy of Phrygia.

The natural features of Bithynia are

more irregular tlian those of Mysia and

Lvdia. There are moun- „Features and
tains covered with forests, products of the

It is, perhaps, the best
''°"" ^'

timber region of Asia Minor, and large

deposits of coal are added to the resources

of the country. The valleys which open
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toward the Euxine are rich in fruits and

flowers, while that of the Sangarius is

fertile in the production of grain. The
mulberry flourishes, and the silkworm

supplies from the city of Brusa the ma-

terials of an extensive manufacture.

Bithynia is the .seat of several impor-

tant cities. The two capitals were Nico-

media and Nicaea, rivals in their own
country, and famou« in the annals of the

traced with exactitude. There was not

much specific development, but a con-

siderable general display of national

growth. Mysia was much less important

as a state than Lydia. Herodotus makes
Mysus, the head of this tribe, to have

been the brother of Lydus and Car. Dur-

ing the Trojan war the Mysians were

allies of the Trojans, but their early his-

tory is lost in obscurity. Herodotus re-

PERGAMOS.

Greeks. Chalcedon at the mouth of the

Bosphorus, and Haraclea on the Euxine

„^ „ ,. .
coast, one hundred and

The Bithynian
cities

;
place of twenty miles away, were

also celebrated cities during
the Hellenic and Roman ascendencies.

The industries and commerce of these

seaport towns rivaled the trade of the

.(Egean islands, and drew thither the

barks of the Phoenicians.

It is clear that the early populations of

Western Asia Minor were greatly inter-

fused. The ethnic lines can be nowhere

peats a story that the Mysians invaded

Europe with the Teucrians before the war
with Tro}', but the story is fiction.

Authentic history touches the Mysians

for the first time on the occasion of their

subjection to Croesus, Kingof Lydia. Aft-

erwards the country was absorbed in the

Persian empire, and became a part of the

satrapy of Phrygia. Of the political vicissi-

onlv tudes of the
I\Iysian language ^.,., ^ ^^^^. j^y^^^

single relic has been pre- c^ies.

served. This is the inscription found in

the acropolis of Thymbria, which has not
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yet been deciphered. The most impor-

tant of the Mysian cities was Pergamon,

which flourished at a very early age and

afterward became the seat of a g'reat

monarchy under the successors of Alex-

ander. Cyzicus, on the Propontis, was
a Milesian colony, and was the principal

of several Greek settlements which ex-

tended around the seashore of this part

of Asia Minor. The region here referred

to became in after times, under the do-

minion of the Greeks, the seat of the

.lEolian confederation.

Caria occupied the southwestern angle !

islands, many of which were separated

from the mainland by only narrow-

straits. Here lay the great islands of

Rhodes and Cos, while Symi, Telos,

Leros, Calymnos, Patmos, and many
others were at no great distance from
the shore.

The civil and political development

of Caria was not strikingly different

from that of the northern Ethnic descent

states, but the ethnog- ^'If^HiT* t> ment of the

rajjliy introduces new ele- Carians.

mcnts. The race descent of the Carians

was doubtless originally common with

CARIA.V LAXDSCAl'l. 1 iii I

of the peninsula. Like the other states

Place and phys- of Lesser Asia, its bound-

CaH^'Yhel^to- ^^''^^ ^^cre indeterminate,
raiisiands. The most striking natural

feature of the country is the succession

of great promontories which run out into

the .^gcan, including within their pro-

tecting walls deep inlets and gulfs,

which penetrate far into the land. The
gulf of Cos is seventy miles in depth.

That of Jasus, on the north, and the

great inlet between Miletus and Priene

are almost equally capacious. Here

were the suggestions of an early mari-

time and commercial development. Be-

yond the coast line were numerous

,|M, l,,.,.An ty Charles \V. Wyllie.

that of the Lydians, Phrygians, and

Cappadocians—that is to say, Aryans;

but the departure was greater. Here,

moreover, we are plainly under the lines

of Semitic and Hamitic infliiences. The
effect of these streams of population

winding around the Mediterranean otit

of vSyria was to give to the Carians a

more composite character than we have

discovered in the northern countries of

Asia Minor.

Herodotus, in his garrulous style, de-

rives the Carians from Father Car, thus

associating them with the Lydians and

Mysians. It is only another specimen

of the three-son method of accounting
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for the existence of diverging races. In

general, the ancient historians speak of

the Carians as a different

race from the Lycians and

Phrygians. Authentic an-

nals give no account of the origin of

any of the.se peoples. The primitive

The three-son
story of Herod
otns ; insular
influences.

FRAGMENT OF THE FRIEZE OF THE MAUSOLEUM HALICAR-

NASSEUM.
From ihe original in British Museum.

tribes inhabiting the Carian coast and

the outlving islands by the Greeks were

called Leleges. They were said to have

been subject to Minos, King of Crete.

They had an early reputation as sailors

and adventurers by sea. We have seen

that the Bitliynians were thought to

have been planted by a reflex movement
out of Thrace. The Greek tradition

gives a similar account of the Carians,

who were said to have been driven from

their insular position by the Hellenes

and compelled to establish themselves

on the mainland of Caria.

These reflex movements may be taken

with much allowance. The greater like-

Interpretation lihood is that the Carians

came with the advance of

the Aryan races from the

East, and that they were .subsequently

intermixed not only with an aboriginal

population, but with Semites and Ham-
ites, who traversed these regions and

planted colonies. It is not unlikely that

the Greek tradition of an insular origin

for the Carian race was attributable to

the wars which the Dorian Greeks had

of the legends;
Dorian confed-
eration.

with the Carians early in the historical

era. It was on this part of the coast

that the Dorians established themselves

in a number of colonial cities, known as

the Hexapolis, or Dorian Confederation,

somewhat famous in after times.

Three of these cities were in the island

of Rhodes, and the other three

on the mainland. The latter were

Cos, Cnidus,and Halicarnassus, all

of them celebrated seats of inter-

course and commerce during the

classical ages.

From the land-side cities of the

Dorians the Greek population

gradually spread along the coast

and then subordinat- The Greek as-

ed the whole coun- '^^^'^^
try; but the Cari- Xebeks.

ans maintained an independent exist-

ence in the interior, and were recog-

nized as a distinct race to a late day.

At the present time the mountain re-

gions in the eastern parts of Caria are

inhabited by a people who call them-

selves Xebeks, who are believed to be

the modern descendants of the ancient

people. They
are said to

preserve cer-

tain dis-

t i n (f u i s h i n Of

marks, traits of

character,
manners, and

customs which

are so clearly

in analogy
with those of

the primitive race as to leave little doubt

that the existing tribes are the descend-

ants of the old Carians.

If from the southwestern angle of

Asia Minor we pass eastward along the

Mediterranean coast, we shall trav-erse

the ancient states of Lycia, Pisidia,

APHRODITE.
From a medal of Cnidus
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Pamphylia, Lycaonia, and Cilicia, at the

eastern borders of which we touch Syria,

Semitic border and are lost in the Sem-

des'tent^fThV itic Countries. There is per-

Lycians. haps no region of the earth

an ethnic classification of whose ancient

and modern peoples would be more dif-

ficult on general principles than that

which we here traverse from Halicar-

nassus to Antioch.

Among the different races lying along

this coast, perhaps the Lycians were the

most important. The country is a prom-

ontory, or at most a peninsula, held in

place on the north by the ridge of Tau-

rus. Herodotus says that the primitive

people dwelling here were the Termilas

;

and for once the assertion of the Father

of History is verified by the inscriptions

of the country- ; for the native name
Trniiiila has been recovered from stone

slabs and architraves in the country.

The story of Herodotus gives also the

name of the aborigines, who were called

Milyans, and we may accept this also as

correct. But the Cretan origin which

he assigns for the Lycians must be re-

jected, as well as his other reference

to an ancestor named Lycus, son of

Pan d ion.

The Lycians have a singular political

history. They were able in the first

Political career ages to defend themselves

Lyc^Vartiq-''" '-^gainst the growing power
nities. of the Lydians. They
succeeded in maintaining their independ-

ent existence during the whole Lydian

ascendency, and when that country

yielded to the Persians and became a

satrapy in the empire, the Lycians .stood

up against the armies of Cyrus with a

courage that would have done credit to

the Greeks. At last, however, they

were subdued by PLarpagus, the general

of Cyrus; 'but their final resistance,

when they were hemmed in to their

capital city of Xanthus, was memorable
and heroic.

Within the present century the at-

tention of antiquaries and ethnologists

has been turned with special interest to

the monuments of the ancient Lycian

race. The country has been found to

be unusually rich in remains of a prehis-

toric civilization. In the years 1838-40

Sir Charles Fellows made explorations

through Lycia, and called the attention

of the British Government to the coun-

try as a splendid field for antiquarian

research. An expedition was accord-

ingly sent out, and the British Museum
has been enriched with a great addi-

tion of valuable memorials from Lycia.

The.se have been drawn for the most
part from the sepulchral monuments of

the country.

The relics are among the most inter-

esting which have been recovered from

Asia Minor. There is Deductions from

found among the sculptures Zt^^T^lZt^
and architectural remains a scriptions.

strong likeness to the art of the Greeks,

but in additioit to this a certain native

style of

building
and decora-

t i o n has
been dis-

covered , ANTIQUE VESSEL AND MEDAL OF LYCIA.

W h i C h is f'l'om a vase in the Cabinet of Medals, Na-
tional Librarj'.

.said to pos-

sess features remarkably like those of

the Elizabethan era in England. Li ad-

dition to the tombs which were opened

by the English antiquarians, many an-

cient Lycian theaters were explored and

their character determined. These are

in close analogy with the amphitheaters

of the Greeks, and the in.scriptions are

akso Greek in their .sentiment and style.

But far more valuable than any de-

ductions from the architectural remains
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of the Lycians are the linguistic dis-

coveries which the inscriptions have fur-

BUinguai tablets nishcd. Thcse are in the

LdgVoVt^iat- "'-^tive language of the

guage. country. The characters

employed are of a kind hitherto un-

known ; but fortunately for the infor-

mation of mankind, several inscriptions

were bilingual, one of the languages be-

ing Lycian and the other Greek. The
latter has been deciphered with little

difficulty and a translation thus obtained

of tlie original Lj-cian. The circum-

stance is exactly similar to that of the

famous Rosetta Stone of Egypt, which

first gave to scholars the true clue to the

hieroglyphics. A restoration has been

effected of a considerable portion of the

native language of Lycia, and the strik-

ing feature discovered is that the ver-

nacular speech of the country was in

close analogy zvith Zend, thus fixing its

origin in the Aryan stem. The dis-

covery is of extreme importance, as it

has tended more than any other single

fact to determine the race character of

the ancient populations of Western Asia

Elinor.

The Lycian language, thus in some

slight mea.sure restored, was also in af-

strong likeness finity with the Greek.

il^uagJto'Sid l^h'^'-'^ l^^-^d evidently been,
Greek. before the development of

the written .system, a mingling of the

two races. In the restoration of the

Lycian alphabet it was found that

twenty-four of the letters had been

formed after Greek models; that is,

they appeared to be only variations

from the established uncial forms of

Old Greek. It was discovered, more-

over, that the alphabet and the dialect

itself lay clo.se alongside the Dorian

variety of the Hellenic speech. Dorian

is the most antique dialect of the Greek.

So it is evident that the relationship be-

tween Lycian and Cireek was established

at a period very remote. In the case of

such discover}-, however, it must always

be borne in mind that the relative pri-

ority of the two tongues is still an /open

question. Was Lycian a derivative of

Dorian, or vice versa? Back of this

question even lies the other more im-

portant one, Were not both languages

derived from a common tribal vernacu-

lar far more archaic than either? In

fact, of all conjectures, the latter is

most reasonable and most in accord

with what we know of other similar in-

stances of derivation.

We have here, then, in the extreme

southwest of peninsular Asia a .people

who are evidentlv of Ar- TheLycians

yan descent. Though they Syt^^'lns
were maritime; though of language,

they lay directly under the lines by

which all the primitive Syrian tribes

would make their way into Europe,

whether by land or sea ; though they were

out of the direct path of the Western

Aryans en route for the archipelago

and continental Europe ; though they

were held from that pathway by the

ridge of Taurus; nevertheless, some

branch of the primitive stock made
its way of old into the Lycian promon-

tory, and gave a fundamental ethnic char

acter to the people who were afterwards

developed therein.

The reader who glances even ca.sually

at these circumstances can not fail to

observe the exceeding value of linguis-

tic information in determin- Great value of

ing the race dispersion of ^j^*::^!.
ancient tribes and peoples, gy and history.

In fact, without this unmistakable lin-

guistic trace it would have been impos-

sible for modern scholars, in the face of

tradition and ancient lore and fixed

opinion and superstition itself, to deter-

mine with scientific accuracy in whal
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way and into what parts the families of

men were originally distributed.

Passing eastward from Lycia we en-

ter Pamphylia, a narrow coast country,

well known to the ancients.
Tradition of the . . t,-
origin of the Ilerodotus givcs a tradition
Pamphylians.

^^^^^ ^^^ p^^p^^ ^,^^1^^

Pamphylians were originally a colon}^

which had been led into their country

after the Trojan war by two chieftains

named Amphilochus and Chalcas; but

this account has little value. Strabo re-

times as an independent nation. Little

mention of them is found before the age

of Croesus, when Lydian conquest was
extended over all the adjacent countries

of Asia Minor, Pamphylia with the rest.

VIEW Ol'- ATTAI.KIA.—From a sketch of C.J. Haiifoni.

cites the same storj'. Coins recovered

from some Pamphylian cities have been

noticed to bear inscriptions in letters re-

sembling Greek, but the language was

evidently a barbarous dialect. The
Pamphylians were not known in ancient

At a later period, when the Roman
ascendency had extended over Western

Asia, Pamphylia, in com- The country a

m.niwith Cilicia,wasa.seat r^/rtT^^
of piratical power sufti- character.

cicntly portentous to give alarm even to
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Rome. It is now believed that the

Pamphylian seaport town of Side was the

principal nest of those freebooters who

KlKIilsH WAkKlOKOK BORR—MODERN CILICIAN.—TYPE.

Drawn by J. L.tiircns, from nature.

for a long time terrorized everj^ nation

around the Mediterranean. Of the lan-

guage, traditions, and arts of the Pam-

phylians little is known. Though we
mav ascribe to them an Aryan orio;in,

it is likely that the interfusion of Sem-
itic peoples was here more considerable

than in Lycia and the Western states.

Of the Pisidians, the next people to-

ward the east, no mention is made by
Herodotus. Nor are they Meager knowi-

enumerated as among ^^ff"!^^^'- ,t> ans ; Xenophon s

the races subjected by the narrative.

Lydians and afterwards by the Persians.

There is no separate classification of

l^isidian troops in the army of Xerxes,

but at a later period they furnish the

occasion for the expedition of Cyrus the

Younger into Asia. Xenophon, in the

Anabasis, relates that the Pisidians, by

constant aggression upon their neigh-

bors, brought on a conflict in which

the Greeks of Asia Minor, and finally

the Spartans, participated. This drew

into that country the army of Greeks, of

which Xenophon himself was a soldier,

the ostensible object of Cyrus being to

put down the Pisidians, while his real

object was the crown of his brother,

Artaxerxes Mnemon.
Of the tribal descent and ethnic con-

nections of the Pisidians nothing is

known. Some ethnogra- Little known of

phers have thought them ^^^To^tsTo";

to be identical with the of the race.

Milyans of Homer, while others have

referred their origin to the ancient

Solynii ; but .Strabo declares that the

languages of the Solymi and the Pisidi-

ans were distinct. The country was a

mountainous region, and several ancient

tribes were known to dwell in the fast-

nesses, the principal of which were the

Cabali and the Milyans.

The same uncertainty exists relative

to the ethnic character of the Cilicians.

At the present time the fer- ciiician race in

tile plains of this province ^^^^"yrTanboV.

are overrun with hordes ^er.

of Turcomans and Kurds, and the coun-

try is devoted to pastoral and nomadic
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pursuits ; but these circumstances furnish

but little clue to the character of the an-

cient inhabitants. If we are to accept

the assertion of Herodotus, tliat Cilicia

extended on the cast to the river Eu-

phrates, it is manifest that the popula-

tion would be Semitic ; and it can not be

doubted tliat a larjje percentage of this

to have received a i^rimitive population

of Aryans. It was the.se .shores, with

their numerous inlets, bays, and ob.scure

rivers that furnished, during the latter

years of the Roman republic, a nest for

the piratical empire, for the overthrow

of which Pompey the Great was finally

.sent out, to the imminent hazard of the

I ;

KUmS 0|- ANCVRA CALA 11 A. -Aficr Charles Tcxicr

slock, that is, of the Aramaic l)ranch

thereof, had entered the Cilician country.

We are here, however, on the borders

of .Syria and may, on general principles,

expect a decline in Aryan influence.

The coast region from Pamphylia to An-
lioch is separated on the north fmm
Lycaonia and Cappadocia by mountain
ranges, and for this rea.son is less likelv

M.—Vol. 2—5

Roman fleets and his own military reiiu-

tation.

The reni.iining province of AsiaMinor,

as it existed in the classical times, is Gala-

tia, an inland countrv lying Anom.iious post-

east of Phrygia. Its posi- 1^::^°;;;^

'

lion in the ethnic .scheme of habitants.

AVestern Asia is anomalous. Perhaps no

other countrv, ancient or modern, has re-
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ceived its leading population under cir-

cumstances so extraordinary. Originally

Galatia was included, at least in part,

with Phrygia. There can be little doubt

that in common with the other countries

of Asia Minor there were aborigines in

these regions whom the Aryans over-

came in their migrations westward. No
doubt Galatia had at one time a popula-

tion of Aryan extraction. The geograph-

ical position of the country would seem
to forbid any other conclusion, but the

strange fact in the ethnic history of the

coimtry is the incoming of a Gallic, that

is a Celtic, race from the West.

It was this Gallic invasion of 277 B.C.
which gave the name to the country.

It appears that a great
Story and re-

r r^
suits of the Gal- body of Celts, turning back
lie invasion. r ..iIrom the western parts

of Europe, as we have shown in the

former book, came upon Northern

Greece, under tlie leadership of their

great chieftain, Brennus, and reduced

the northern countries to their sway.

One division of these invaders crossed

over into Asia Minor and made their way
into the center of the peninsula, where

they settled into permanent occupancy.

The race was divided into three tribes,

the Trocmi, the Tectosages, and the

Tolistobogii, distributed respectively in

the eastern, the central, and the western

parts of Galatia. They became a nation

detached from their own ethnic stem by
a geographical space of nearly two tliou-

.sand miles. The national development

was strong and substantial, and the na-

tion was sufficiently robust to interpose '

a strong barrier against the progress of

the Roman empire in the East.

Wc have now considered all the lead-
j

ing peoples of Asia Minor with the ex-

ception of tlic Greek colonists of the

coast. Of the establi.shment of tliese

peoples in the places where we find

them in the dawn of the historical era

we shall have occasion to Traditional orl-

speak in the following chap-
fr/.e^^L'l^Ta''

ter. To what extent, his- Minor,

torically speaking, these Greek colonies

—.i-Eolia, Ionia, and Doria—were the re-

sult of the growth of an original people

common with the Greeks, distributed

along the eastern shore of the JEgea.n,

and to what extent they resulted from a

later colonization, as the Greek histo-

rians would have us believe, it is impos-

sible to determine. Doubtless both

movements cooperated in peopling the

coast, as well as the adjacent islands,

with races of Hellenic descent.

The spread of the Ar\-ans westward

from Armenia through peninsular Asia,

and their establishment Diffusion ofman-

there in many states of com- S^^i^il^fer^of

paratively small dimensions t^® Greeks,

and not of much historical importance,

well illustrates the nature of that gener-

al diffusion by which the world has been

peopled. It also shows in strong light a

race tendency of the Western Aryans, as

distinguished from their kinsmen who
migrated eastward from the original

seats. The west-bound nations broke

lip, conformed to the geographical envi-

ronment, took on a multifarious develop-

ment which has for each its own line of

evolution and race character, until the

resulting peojjles exhibited even within

narrow territorial limits great diversity

in institutions and languages.

Asia Minor ilhistrates well this princi-

ple of ethnic growth. It also foretokens

what we are now prepared to consider,

J

the conspicuous cxami^le of race expan-

sion in the Hellenic family. Western

j
Asia Minor slopes off into Hellenic con-

; ditions, and at the coast exhibits fea-

tures scarcely distinguishable from those

presented by the Greek peoples of the

arehii^elago and the mainl.-ind of Hellas,
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Chapter XLV.—Aborioines oe Hellas.
' has been remarked

that the ethnologist

and historian are abso-

lutely baffled in the at-

tempt to discover the

beginnings of tribal

life in any quarter of

the world. There are always sugges-

tions of a hnvcr stratiiin underlying the

first ascertainable movements of man on

the earth. The first people find another

people before them, and these if they

could be interrogated, would find still

another. The races of men have thus

been successively superimposed, and we
are obliged to be content with the dis-

covery of what is only approximately

the aboriginal state of man.

Nowhere are these facts more clearl}^

verified than in primitive Europe. We
are able to discover indistinctly the first

Primitive Eu- tribes of the Aryan race

^XetX'o; "n this continent. The
aborigines. movement was migrator}-,

wave following wave from the East.

With the help of the historic imagina-

tion we can trace many imperfect out-

lines of the incoming and distribution

of the ancestors of the Greeks and Ro-

mans, the Teutons and the Celts. But

while investigating this dim period in

remote human history, we come, ever

and anon, upon the vestiges of preced-

ing races. Eui'ope was not only habit-

able, but inhabited by many peoples

long before the first man of our own an-

cestral stock touched the shores this side

of the .^gean and the Hellespont. This

epoch of pre-Aryan history opens up a

vista of facts and surmises the investi-

gation of which will, perhaps, never be

satisfactory to the inquirer. Too much

Greeks and Ro-
mans ignore
their precedent
races.

has been lost of this early estate of man to

admit of any complete delineation of his

life and manners ; only vestiges remain.

The attempt will be made in the pres-

ent chapter to note some of the most

primitive aspects of life

which are dimly outlined in

the prehistoric ages in the

southeastern peninsula of Eiirope. It

was known—well known—to the Greeks

themselves that another people had pre-

ceded them in Hellas and the ^'Egean

islands. Like knowledge was possessed

by the Latin gens relative to the pre-his-

toric peoples of Central Italy. Neither

the Greeks nor the Latins, however,

were at all disposed to dwell upon the

character and manner of life of the peo-

ples that preceded them in their respec-

tive countries. The early Hellenic his-

torians and philosophers gloze the mat-

ter over, devoting their whole energies

to the glorification of their own ancestry

and passing by as barbarous the achieve-

ments of the other peoples with whom
they had come into contact on entering

the country.

The historical and archaeological in-

vestigations which have been carried

forward bv patient indus- Question of the

try and under the guidance '^^:^^T'
of scientific methods, in aborigines,

the present century, have thrown much
light on the period which we are now to

examine. But many things still remain

obscure. One of the points still imde-

termined is the race affinity of the primi-

tive peoples of Hellas and Italy with the

great Celtic race distributed in the west-

ern parts of Europe. The Celts are, of

course, of Aryan descent, being allied

in their ultimate ancestry with the
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Greeks, the Romans, and the Teutonic

races. But it is not known whether the

primeval tribes which were found by the

immigrating Hellenes and Latins in

their respective peninsulas were of the

same stock with the Celts or of a totally

different descent. Some ethnologists

have been disposed to regard the Pelas-

gians of Greece and Italy—which people

we are now to consider—as the earliest

local results of the Celtic iminigration

into Europe ; that is, it is held that the

incoming Celts dropped certain of their

tribes in the Hellenic peninsula, and

afterwards still others in Central Ital}-,

while the more radical and restless

branches of the race pressed on to the

west, until they found insuperable bar-

riers to further progress in Spain, in

Gatil, and in Britain.

The idea is that the Greek Pelasgians

were themselves of a common substance

with the Celtic wave which overspread

Greek Peiasgi- at first the southem parts of

reTdt''of°tht'' Europe and afterwards the
Celtic migration, western and northwestern

regions of the continent. Other histo-

rians have held, with perhaps equal

grounds of confidence, the opinion that

the pre-Hellenic as well as the pre-Italic

peoples of the southern peninsulas were
of a totally different stock from the Celts,

'^^^jd that they wei-e deduced either from

a Semitic source, by way of Phoenicia

and the East, or that they were of Ham-
itic origin, being allied with the Egyp-
tians and the Cushites. The question

remains undecided, and the reader is

obliged to content himself with the state-

ment rather than the solution of the

problem.

But the Pelasgians were nevertheless

a fact—the great fact in the primitive

history of the Grecian peninsula. The
extent and dispersion of their tribes

through the country can not be well as-

certained, but the principal seats of the

race are well known. When the first Hel-

lenic tribes, drifting into obscurity of Pe-

Greece by way of the .Ege- i::iX^fh^e
'"'

an islands or down through Greeks.

Thrace from their former home in the

highlands of Phrygia, touched the main-

land, they found the older people there

before them. The extent and variety

of the wars by which the Pelasgians

were jostled from their settlements, dis-

placed, driven back to the remote and

mountainous parts of the country have

no authentic record—scarceh* the outline

of a tradition. None the less, such a

dispossession of Greece actuall)^ took

place, and the Hellenes became domi-

nant, planting the germs of a new de-

velopment in the country.

The Greek authors give incidental

sketches of the character and manner of

life of the people that pre- Greek sketches

ceded them. They are de- t^Zfl^%,,
scribed as barbarians, and lasgicZeus.

perhaps the epithet is justified as it re-

lates to the Pelasgic race in most parts

of the peninsula. But in some districts

the people had made considerable prog-

ress toward the civilized condition.

The western seat of this Pelasgic de-

velopment, indeed the national center of

the aggregation of tribes, was at Do-

dona, in Epiinis. The fame which this

locality acquired and ever afterwards

maintained was traceable to the fact that

the place was the nucleus of the Pelas-

gian traditions and religion. Here the

Dodonian Zeus was worshiped by the

primitive race with such solemnity that

the Greeks adopted the cult of their

predecessors.

It is well known to what extent the su-

perstitions of Dodona afterwards entered

into the general mythology and religious

ceremonials of the Greeks. The situa-

tion was very similar to that which,
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many centuries later, was present in

Britain, where the old Druidical cere-

TheDodonian nionial, having its center
cult enters into ^^^^ virtue in the oak woods,
Greek mythol-
ogy, perpetuated itself into the

epoch of the Saxons. The Hellenes,

however, were more willing to accept

previous beliefs and practices than were

the stubborn Teutonic barbarians of our

ancestral island.

The Pelasgians, at least^ the frontier

tribes, are described as a barbarous peo-

Barbarous char- ple of the woods. They
acter of the Epi-

^^.^^^ shaggvhunters, rough
rotes and Achse- &C5- ' o
ans. in manners, and trucu-

lent in character. As late as the times

of Homer references to the primitive

people of Epirus and Achaia are com-

mon in poetry and story; and there is

always a touch of contempt for the bar-

barous life of the people referred to.

The Achceans, whose name among the

cultured Greeks was a synonym of bar-

barity, were supposed to be a mixed

race, deducing many of their elements

from the original Pelasgic tribes.

If Dodona and the west were the

principal seat of Pelasgic tradition and

mythologv, the east and south of Hellas

Evidences of were the center of progress
Peiasgianas- ^ power. It was in the
cendency in -r

SouthernHeUas. Peloponnesus that the best

development of the Pelasgic race oc-

curred. But in other parts of the j^enin-

sula, as far north as Thessaly, in por-

tions of Boeotia, in Attica itself, the re-

mains of this old race are abundantly

discoverable. .Such remains are truly

monumental. The Pelasgians, in their '

own day, had what may be called an in-

ternational fame. They were known to

the Egyptians, and are mentioned many
times in the sculptures of the Nile val-

ley. The Egyptian philosophers were

wont to claim kin with the Pelasgians of

the .^gean i.slands and the mainland, and

to patronize them on account of their

skill as builders. It is in the latter re-

gard that the Pelasgic race has its fame

with posterity.

Underlying the monumental remains

of the Hellenic race in Greece and

Ionia, and in places distant superiority ot

from the seat of that mag- ^^rr^SL'ird^-

nificent people, are the inArgos.

remains of another people, Avho were in

some degree the fathers of Hellenic

architecture. It is as masons, as builders

in stone, that the Pelasgians have aston-

ished all succeeding peoples, and as lat^

as the last quarter of the nineteenth

century the astonishment has been in-

tensified by a more careful and scientific

examination of the ruins left behind by

the primitive builders of Pelasgia.

Perhaps the most remarkable of these

monumental remains are those found in

the ancient state of Argos, „
. Situation 01

in Southern Greece. This Tiryns
-,
fame ot

. . its masonry.
territory seems to have

been the seat of the military power of

the Pelasgians. The ancient capital was

Tiryns, a short distance from the more

recent Argive capital. The ancient city

was not only the center of population,

but a military acropolis. It was situated

on a rocky elevation in the marshy plain

of Argolis, three miles from the sea.

Tradition among the Greeks chatted

about the founders of this stronghold

and the date of its founding. The work

was said to have been done by the hero

Proteus, who preceded by some genera-

tions the hero Perseus in Greece.

Tiryns was said to have been the early

home of Hercules. But it is not with

tradition but with fact that wc have here

*to deal. And the tremendous fact under

consideration is the massive masonry

which remains to this day in attesta-

tion of the skill and power of the prim-

itive builders. So heavy is the stone
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work of these ruins that Pausanius did

not hesitate to compare the fortifications

for massiveness vyith the pyramids of

Egj-pt. It was current among the Greeks

that the gigantic Cyclopes were the

builders of the Tirynthian walls which

were thought too great to be the work

of mortality. To this day the name
Cyclopean preserves the ancient tradi-

tion of the ruins.

Attempts have been made to fix the

date of the time of the city of Tiryns

and the Pclasgian ascendency in Greece.

It may be safely

stated that the same

occurred not later

than the eleventh

century before our

era. The fortifica-

tions, the palace,

and other public

buildings of Tiryns

continued to exis;

until 468 B. C,
when the Hellenic

Argives of tli'

neighboring city !

Argos succeeded in

destroying and

partly obliterating

the old Pclasgian

capital. During the

period of Grecian ascendency the old

_ . , . . ,
race and its architectural

Date and viclssl-

tudes of the ruins Were first ignored and
city

then forgotten. It has re-

mained for recent times to explore the

memorials of prc-IIcllenic greatness, and
to describe them with scientific accuracv.

The rocky elevation on whicli llic cita-

del of Tiryns was built has a length of

three hundred and thirty

yards and a breadth of one

hundred and twelve yards

at its widest part. This area is encom-
passed with a wall which, for massive-

ness, is hardly surpassed by any ancient

or modern masonry. The wall is from
thirty to forty feet in thickne-ss, and was
originally about fifty feet in height. The
method of building was skillful in the

last degree, and was in close analogy

with the ma.ssive stonework, to be here-

after described, on the plateau of the

Andes, in South America. The stones

employed were so massive that Pausanius

says that the lightest of them would be

a load for a yoke of mules. The outside

stones were cut and dovetailed into each

Dimensions and
massive ram-
parts of Tiryns.

AN ENTRANCE WAY AT TIRYNS.

other in a manner most ingenious, and

with special reference to securing im-

movability in the .structure. In the outer

layers no dependence was placed on
mortar or any like artificial meansof bind-

ing together. All depended on the ma-
sonry proper. The interior of the wall,

however, was made up of .stones which

were held in place by mortar and by the

cut stonework with which they A\-ere

braced on both sides.

The stones in this great monument are

dressed with hammers, and the work is

done with astonishing accuracy. Through
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the wall there was one great gateway,

which is believed to have resembled what

Schliemann has called the
Character of the . ,

stone work and Lioii s Gate, at MycenaE.
passages.

There were other passages

through the walls, but they were narrow

and easily defended. Within the great

circumvallation here described the cita-

with respect to seclusion and defen.se.

There was a main gate defended by a

tower, and from this there was a passage

extending to an inner gate, and thence to

the courts of the palace. There was a

great court, fifty-three by seventy feet

in dimensions, in which an altar was

erected, with a pit or arena alongside

I'lil.ASGIAN MASONRY

del was divided into parts by cross walls

almo.st as massive as those of the circum-

ference. Within the inclosures thus

formed the outlines of several impor-

tant structures have been determined.

The foundations of the royal palace have

been made out and the plan of structure

ascertained. The building was surround-

ed by a stone rampart, and within this

was another, everything being arranged

to receive the blood of the sacrificial

victims.

It appears that the colonnade about

the palace was of wood. The hall

within had dimensions of
Particular fea-

forty by thirty feet, with a tures and style.•11 i.1 i of the palace.
great circular hearthstone

in the center. On one side of the hall

were a number of chambers intended

for the occupants of the palace or for
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guests. One series of apartments were

for women and another for men.

There were staircases leading to the

upper floors, and the usual details pecul-

*iar to royal abodes. On the top of the

surrounding wall was a colonnade of

wooden pillars, each resting on a circu-

lar block of stone. Upon these pillars

where the dowels were inserted for the

support of the ceiling are still plainly

seen. The doors were hung on hinges

of bronze, and manj- of the cuplike

sockets in the lintels are still in place.

Specimens of the ornamentation are

found, exhibiting excellent work as to

pattern and execution. The designs in-

VIEW Of MYCENiE.

was constructed a flat roof, which was

open toward the inside of the city.

Another peculiar feature of the Pe-

lasgian building was the use of stucco

and of sun-dried bricks in the less im-

portant parts of the walls. The col-

umns and doorposts were of wood, and

it is in evidence that many of the rooms

were ceiled with the same material.

The holes in the interior of tiic wall

elude birds and animals and scroll work

done in imitation of the semi-Oriental

styles prevalent in Asia Minor. A part

of a frieze executed in wliite alabaster

has been recovered and preserved. It

consists of rosettes in relief and various

vinelike patterns, studded with pieces

of blue glass and enamel.

It is evident from the whole ruin,

from its massiveness, its strength, its
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elegance of design within, and its elabo-

ration of details that the Pelasgians as

Deductions builders in stone and wood

orroAlbuTm/ had reached a very high
ings and citadel, degree of excellence,
worthy indeed to be compared with the

greatest architects of ancient or modern
times, and this at a date before the first

impulses of Hellenic migration had been

felt in the ^^gean islands or on the

mainland of Greece. The brief notice

correlation between the public and pri.

vate edifices of a given age and people.

The former are more majestic and per-

manent ; the latter soon go down to the

indiscriminate dust. The existence of

such a capital as Tiryns implies oppos-

ing powers. It may be that the mili-

tary significance of the place bears evi-

dence only of the tribal struggles which

were going on for the mastery of the

peninsula, but the greater likelihood is

that foreign states across

the ^4igean and even the

Mediterranean were the

powers contemplated when
the Tirynthian walls were

built.

Not only in Argos, but

in Attica, even on the site

of Athens herself, similar

C\-clopean „ .' Cyclopean re-

remainshave mains in other

I'KLASUIC ART—r,OI,l> MASK FOrNIl BY SrHI.IKMANN AI' MYCKN.'E.

here given of the monumental remains

at the old Pelasgic city of Tiryns covers

nearly all that is known of the architec-

ture and skill of the people.

The usual inferences may be drawn

from the exi.stence of such a city and

citadel. It was evidently a stronghold

of the race. The palace included within

the walls was certainly royal in its de-

.sign and use. About the fortified part

of the city doubtless lay spread the

less important dwellings and marts of

the people. There has always been a

1 ,

.

parts of Greece.
been discov-

ered. In Boeotia, and fai

north in Thessaly, the

outlines of pre-Hellenic

stonework ma}' be found

here and there, furnishing

abundant evidence of the

wide distribution of the

Pelasgic race. Though
these ruins give to mod-

ern times the most tan-

gible and indisputable proofs of the

exi.stence and w-ork of such a people as

the Pelasgians in the Grecian peninsula,

their real influence in subsequent times

doubtless lay in the modification which

they effected in the character of the

(xrecian race.

It is one of the most interesting in-

quiries with which the ethnologist has to

deal to determine the influence of a sub-

ject people on thcirconquerors. Such in-

fluence varies very greatly with different

races and in different epochs of history.
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ence of Pelas-
gians on the
Hellenes.

In general, the remnants of th(j Latin

race widely distributed in Europe, ex-

Possibie influ- crcised a strong reaction on

the barbarians who over-

ran the country between

the fifth and the eighth century of our era.

\\\ some cases, however, as in the Saxon

conquest of Britain, scarcely a vestige of

the original people could be discovered

in the subsequent race development of

the island. In the case of the incoming

of the Hellenes into Greece, and the for-

mation therein of their petty democra-

cies and aristocracies, and the conse-

quent evolution of a peculiarly brilliant

nationality, it is doubtless true that the

original Pclasgic tribes contributed

I largely to the creation of the nev/ Greek
character. Certain it is that some parts

of their religion entered into union wdth

and became almost dominant over the

imported mythology of the Greeks, and
it is also certain that their skill as build-

ers suggested the subsequent architec-

ture of the Hellenes. The masonry of

Mycenae and of the other great towns of

the Heroic Age was copied from the old-

er work of the Pelasgians, and is indeed

only a later and completer development

of the original system of stone-cutting

and structure. The Pelasgic masons
were the fathers and school teachers of

the great builders of the Doric era in

Greece.

CHAF»TEK Xl^Vr.- -Mi£Li^K>jic Tribes axd the Eis!vi=
ROXMEX1\

IN entering upon the

race history of Europe

two methods present

themselves to our

choice. In the first

place, we may take

our stand in the cur-

rents of tho.se migrations by which Eu-

rope was first peopled by the Aryan

races, and may follow the various tribes

and nations in the order of their evolution

into the civilized condition. This in-

volves the determination of the question

of priority. Which was the oldest of

Question of pri- the Aryan families on
ority among the

^j^^, European continent?European ^
Aryans. Which was first to ar-

rive and to plant itself in permanent

form? Did the Celts precede the Gneco-

Italic race? Did the northern stream of

migration discharge its volume into tlic

West at an earlier epoch than did the

southern? Were the Teutones the old-

est or the youngest born of the great

ethnic family? If this first, method of

inquiry be adopted, all of these ques-

tions must be settled in order that we
may follow the streams of migration in

their natural course to their natural des-

tination.

In the second place, it is practicable

to take up the various races of Europe

in the order of their histor- These races con-

ical development; that is, ^'At.'Lfonc^id"

we may consider first those veiopmeut.

nations which present the earliest com-

plete activities within the historical era,

and pa.ss from these to those of a later

date. That is we may begin with the

(irasco-Italic race in the southern penin-

sulas of the continent and notice, fir.st of

all, their succe.s.sive expansions into na-

tional forms ; and afterwards we may pass

to tlic countries north of the .Alps and take

up the later evolution of the Teutonic,

the .Slavonic, and the Celtic families.
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On the whole, the latter method is to

be preferred. We have already arrived

on our westward course at the -i-Egean

islands. It is but a step to the mainland

of Greece, another step to Italy, and

still another to the North. Historically,

this is the order in wliich the great races

of Europe have presented themselves. It

is not, therefore, so much a question of

the relative priority of the original

termine i:)recisely how much the words

Greek and Hellen should include in eth-

nography. It may be safe- what the ethnic

ly assumed that the oldest ^^^^LT^ul"'
seat of the race was in include.

the .i-Egean islands and along the west-

ern shore of Asia Minor. We speak

here of the first period of con.scious life

among the Greeks, and not of the mere

diffusion of barbarous tribes. All the

>:'5s--
i=A'.'i*>

.:^ae^

ISLE OF SCIO.—A SxEfpiNc-STONE of the Gkeek Migration— Drawn by MacWhincr

tribes which gave a primitive population

to the continent as it is of priority and
natural sequence among the civilized

races. We shall therefore adopt the

order of the historical progress among
the European families rather than what
may be supposed to have been the mi-

gratory procession by which the original

tribes were distributed into the countries

west of the Bosphorus.

We .shall thus begin with the Hellenic

tribes and nations. It is difficult to de-

.^gean archipelago was Greek. The
eastern coast was essentially Greek as

far north as the Hellespont. Hellas

Proper was Greek, and the Pelopon-

nesus. This is said of the country as

far west as the northernmost limits of

Epirus.

It is on the north that one of the

boundaries of ancient Hellenism seems

most uncertain. Were the Thracians

Greek? and afterwards the Macedo-

nians? If we follow the line of miera-
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Difficulty of
knowing the
race descent of
the Thracians.

Macedonia.

tion out of the Phrygian highlands and

assume that the tribes would effect their

passage at the Bosplionis,

wQ come naturally into

Thrace and afterwards into

Of the aborigines of these

northern regions history knows nothing.

Respecting the peoples whom the Aryan
tribes may have found in the region be-

tween the Hellespont and Thessaly, con-

jecture gropes blindly; and we have lit-

tle evidence as to the extent to which

the restless Hellenes took possession

of the country on their way to the

south.

The question here before lis suggests

a notice of what were certainly two of

the principal routes by which the Greek

immigrants gained footing
The two princi- . ^
pal routes of the in their futurc home.
Greek incoming, rt^, , i i i

i here can be no doubt

that a people essentially Hellenic were

carried forward by the general move-

ment of the races to the western shores

of Asia Minor and into the adjacent

islands. This movement continued

across the archipelago into Oreece. It

was doubtless the first distribution of a

truly Hellenic population from Phrygia

and the East. The .second migrations

were later in date. These came by way
of the Hellespont and Thrace into

Greece from the north ; and it is

thought that the immigrants doubled

back into the archipelago and distrib-

uted themselves along with older Hel-

lenes already in partial possession of the

.i^igean islands. The Ionian Greeks did

not cross into Europe, but extended

them.selves down the coast, and we may
believe that the earliest conscious bud-

dings forth of Greek civilization were
out of Ionia. It is safe, on the whole, to

include the peo])les of primitive Thrace

along with the Hellenes, and to regard

them as a result of an ctlinic distribu-

tion made by the Greeks in passing

through the country to the south.

The Thracian language has wholly

perished, and the monumental remains

of the country have as yet Linguistic and

thrown but little light upon "^^^^^""^

the ethnic classification Thracians.

of the original inhabitants. They are

known to have been Indo-Europeahs,

and to have had much in common with

the Greeks of the south. As late as

the middle of the period of Hellenic as-

cendency the Thracians were wont to

be in alliance with the Athenians against

the Macedonians, which proves conclu-

sively the historical affinity of the two

peoples. It is also known that the pre-

vailing worship among the Thracians

was that of Dionysus, which they had

in common with the Phrygians and the

Greeks.

The existing monuments of the coun-

try are tumuli, of vast proportions, simi-

lar in character and purpose with the

hill of Marathon. Of these tumuli,

there are thousands within the limits of

the Thracian territory, but as this re-

gion has corresponded for a century or

more with the heart of European Tur-

key, science has made little progress in

exploring the ancient mounds. In some

of them relics have been found identi-

cal in design and workmanship with

similar implements among the Romans.

It has been thought by antiquaries that

these remains were of the post-classical

period, when the country was under

Roman doniinalion, and when later

burials threw into the same mound the

workmanship of a later age.

Historically, our earliest acquaintance

willi the Thracians shows condition of the

thcminthetribalcondition. ^^^»?^[^
In the fifth century B. C. *°'-y-

thcv had not yet become truly national

in their development. Tliere were lead-
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ing tribes, and others of a subordinate

character. The most powerful of these

was the Odrysae, whose king, Teres, was

ORI'HKUS.

From ihe painting by Benjamin ConsianI ; cngr.ived by Jounard.

a conqueror in his day, extending- his do-

minion over the larger part of Thrace.
This may be referred to the middle of

the fifth century B. C. It was Sitalces,

son of Teres, who became an ally of the

Athenians to help maintain their ascend-

ency in the Chalcidian peninsula. The
power of the Odrysae was
broken up during the

reign of vSeuthes, nephew
of Sitalces, and the tribal

condition remained with

little disturbance until the

rise of Macedonia.

The five tribal names
by which the Thracian

peoples were distinguish-

ed were the Getas, the

Treres, the Tribal names;

T r i It n 1 1 1
belief in a Scy.iiiuaiii, thianraoede-

the D a c i , scent,

and the Moesi, The stu-

dent of history will read-

ily recognize several of

these ethnic names as the

titles of races projecting

themselves at a later pe-

riod into the history of

the West.

It was believed, as early

as the times of Herodo-

tus, that the Thracian na-

tions were allied in race

descent with the Scythi-

ans ; but there was no bet-

ter ground for such belief

than was found in the

well-known character of

the Thracians, whose fe-

rocity in battle and sav-

agery in peace reminded
the Father of History of

the Sc3'thic barbarians.

The Thracians are repre-

sented as powerful war-

riors. They were disposed

by both nature and habit to battle,

and their cruelty against the enemy was
as notorious as their courage was i:n-

doubted.



I'RIKSTES^ OK UACCHUS.— From tlic puiming Ijy John Collier.
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The Thracian gods, like themselves,

were truculent, fierce, and passionate.

Superstition Besides the worship of Di-

ofth^Tkr°l-^^ onysus, already mentioned,
cians. the Thracian Mars and Bac-

chus and Diana were adored with the

Thracians contested with the Greeks.

It was claimed that Orpheus, Musseus,

and Eumolpus were Thracian heroes;

but it is more likely that the Thracians

had merely preserved in these characters

a recollection of their Phrygian origin.

SALONICA (MODERN THESSALONICA").

usual rites peculiar to the Aryan nations.

Bacchus had an oracle on the summit of

Mount Rodophe, where drunken orgies

were performed after the manner of bar-

barians. The only touches of light among
the darkness of North Hellenic barba-

rism were certain myths and mythical

characters, the possession of which the

Between Thrace and Hellas lay the

widely extended country of Macedonia.

Here again we are in great Race reiation-

doubt as to the character f^jP^fveMace-

of the original inhabitants, donians.

There are evidences that the Thracians,

though further separated from the Hel-

lenes of the south, were more clo.sely
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allied with them than were the Mace-

donians. It is also thought that the lat-

ter people were of Illyrian descent, and

that their coming into the country was

by a reflex movement from the south-

west; but we may safely affirm that both

the lUyrians and the Macedonians were

descendants of the common stock which

gave the Hellenes to Southeastern Eu-

rope. It is well enough, therefore, to

classify them along with the Thracians,

curred ; but the Macedonians were little

regarded in that world-famous event.

In the Iliad reference is made to a
country called Emathia, and this

has been identified with
.

Poetical tradl-
JNIacedonia. bomewhat lat- tion of Emathia

,1 /-•> 1 , .1, and Macedo,
er the Greek story-tellers

invented a mythical founder of the race,

called Macedo, from whom the principal

tribe of Macedonia was said to have
been descended. Macedo was the son

MACEDONIAN SOLDIERS IN PHALANX.

and to note their peculiarities in this

connection. .

Of no other great people of the an-

cient world, w'hose activities were so

Historical Ob- largclv displayed wdthin

Mac^Tnian' the historical era, are we
'^*<=«- so ignorant as of the Mace-

donians. They emerged into view at a

late period, being unknown to the

Greek historians at any age earlier than

the reign of Amyntas, about 500 B. C.

It was in the time of his son Alexander
thitthe Persian invasion of Greece oc-

of Zeus—another example of the cloud-

born ethnology of the ancients. Still

later, the country was named Macetia,

from the tribe of the Macetae, and the

latter word has been associated by curi-

ous ethnographers with the Hebrew
Chetai, or Killim ; but the alleged ety-

mology is unnatural, and tlicrefore im-

probable.

The name Macedonians was first ap-

plied to this people by Herodotus. We
may gather from his narrative that the

original home of the nation was near
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otus and infer-

ences there-
from.

Mount Pindus, whence they spread out

to the northeast, interminglin^j with

Story of Herod- Thracian and Hellenic col-

onies already established in

that part of the country.

It is fairly to be inferred that the Mace-

donian race, such as it was in the times

of the empire, was the result of a com-

position of original Illyrian tribes with

Greeks and Thracians dwelling in the

maritime region between Thessaly and

the Chalcidian peninsula.

^fcJ^he character of the Macedonians is

^r well displayed in the writings

l^of the Greeks. We speak
iamr3

, ,f that later character which

vj'.>ji iicy had after their rise

-' ;;r and power. They dif-

. ''-^^^reatly from the flellenes

in the earlier ages of their

?nt, before the civilizing light

kl forth from Attica ; but there

ays a want of intellectual great-

the Macedonian race. They
nsc to the level of warriors, but not to

the rank of poets and sages. As com-

pared with the Greeks, they were a

stolid, heavy people, whose ideals were

low as paralleled with the refined spirit-

uality of the southern race. Even the

efforts of the Macedonian emperors to

import into the country the art and
learning of Hellas and to make them
flourish therein was a failure. The
Macedonian race became known as a

great political power, but not as a refin-

ing force. It was the vehicle by which
tlie enlightenment of the Hellenes was
carried into the larger part of Western
Asia ; but the vehicle itself did not flame

with the Promethean fire.

Even the language of the Macedo-
nians has virtually perished. In the

times of the empire Greek was spoken

at the court; and it is likely that dia-

lects of Greek, rude and uncultivated.

were the prevailing tongues of the peo-

ple; but the absence of ^lacedonian lit-

erature has left the matter
Absence of liter-m much doubt. There aryandmonu-

,1. 1 _ mental remains.
appears to have been no

ethnic culture of the northern race by
which it might be distinguished from

the nations of Asia Minor and Hellas.

On the whole, it is safe to define the

Macedonians as a race of rude and half-

developed northern Greeks, whose evo-

lution into the refined activities of the

artistic and literary life was stopped

midway by the growth of a great politi-

cal despotism, under which the energies

of the people were diverted from the

chisel to the sword.

Most of what has been said relative to

the Thracians and Macedonians may be

repeated of the Illyrians, Affinity of niy-

the remaining race, lying ^ra^^l^J-^-
north of the Hellenes. II- Thracians.

lyria was the northwestern country of

the Hellenic peninsula. Both the coun-

try and the people were in the same
belt with the Macedonians; and we are

obliged by all the evidences in our pos-

session to classify the Illyrians with the

Graeco-Italic peoples rather than with

the northern, that is, the Slavonic,

branch of the Indo-Europeans. In fact,

if we assume the Danube as the line of

division between the northern and souths

ern Aryans in Europe, remembering al-

ways that both nature and history abhor

a line, we may assign a common ethnic

origin to all the peoples on the south,

and another common origin to those on

the north. On the south, we have the

Grseco-Italic nations; on the north, the

Slavo-Teutonic nations. In Hellas we
must probably except the Pelasgians

from the general scheme, assigning to

them a different race descent; but as to

the rest—Thracians, Macedonians, anc^

Greeks—the fountain head was commo./
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and the streams of ethnic outflow only

slightly divergent in the different coun-

tries.

The Greek writers preserved the

myth of the origin of the Illyrians,

whom they recognized as their kinsmen.

They assigned to them an
Greek myth and

. .

tradition of the illustnous begmnmg.. Cad-

mus, after having given

letters to the Greeks, removed with his

his sister Europa, who was lost, and that

Harmonia was the daughter of Mars and
Venus. This is to say that Harmony is

born of War and Love, and that Cadmus
found Europe when he had Harmony in

the search.

On the north, then, we may say that

there was a clear demarkation between

the Illyrians and the Slavo-Teutonic

races; but southward they were graded

III I THK II.I.VRIAN COAST.—SULIMORE Spixa—Drawn by Charles W. Wyllic.

off imperceptibly into the more active

and civilized Hellenic tribes. The same

want of definite division Ethnic bound-

wife, Hannonia, into the northwest of

Hellas, and settled there. To him was

born a son, Illyrius, ancestor of the race

that bore his name. By war, the En-

chelians, whom we may regard as the

aborigines of Illyricura, were subdued;

and then Cadmus and Harmonia were

removed by the gods to Elysium. It

will be remembered that Cadmus had

I^rst come, according to the legend,

th*"<>ni the Phrenician coast in scarcli of

existed on the east, where luy^ians^for-

theywere mingled with the eign admixture.

Macedonians. It is believed that for-

eign intercourse carried into Illyria

many alien races, some of whom were

much more enlightened than the people

among whom they settled. Phoenicians,

Tonians, and Dorians are said to have
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planted, or attempted to plant, colonies

in the northwest; but, with the single

exception of the Greek town Epidamnus
on the coast, none of the colonies seem

to have survived. Doubtless the greater

attractiveness of life in Hellas Proper

was the motive for withdrawing from

\N TYPE—PEASANT OK Sl'ALATO.

Drawn by Theodore Valeric.

the remote and barbarous regions of

lUyria, the outposts of civilization.

Through their whole career the Illy-

rians remained in their primitive condi-

The race does tion. They shared but lit-

tle in the intellectual and

commercial activity of the

Greeks. Though their country was fer-

tile, though their coasts were indented

with admirable harbors, the people con-

tinued to choose the pursuits of war and

not emerge

;

continnance
of barbarism

barbarism. In these respects the II-

lyrians were closely allied with their

Macedonian neighbors on the east.

There was really no ethnic difference in

,

that part of the country where the two

peoples were mixed and interfused.

Both races were in like manner assimi-

lated with the Thracians, though

the latter made much greater prog-

ress toward the civilized condition.

As a consequence, a line of sepa-

ration was drawn between the bar-

barism of Illyria and the refinement

and progress of Hellas. North of

this line the old habits continued

to prevail. According to the Greek

historians, tattooing of the body

was practiced by the Illyrian tribes

as well as by the Macedonians and

ruder Thracians. Their religious

rites also were exceedingly barba-

rous, and if the testimony of thg"

Greeks may be accepted as true, hu-

man sacrifices were offered to the

gods of Illyria.

We may for these reasons be

the more surprised to note the im-

portance of women in this half-sav-

age country. The life of woman
was free and honorable. The
daughters and wives of the Illyrian

t hieftains frequently led in war,

and in peace were regarded as the

equals of their brothers and hus-

bands. The manner of life seems

to have been analogous to that of the Ger-

man tribes as they are de- important place

scribed by Tacitus. Ac- ^-7-
cording to the testimony niyians.

of Greek authors, however, the Illyrian

women were reckless and unchaste, dif-

fering in this regard from the women of

the Teutones.

The dominant characteristic of the

Illyrian tribes was their passion for war.

They beat for generations against the
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borders of ^lacedonia. It was like the

warfare of the Saxons with the Picts in

the border reeion of Encf-
Passlonofthe

i r> m,
iiiyriansfor land and Scotland. The
'^^^'

power of Macedonia could

not for a lonjj lime prevail over their

barbarous enemy. Xot indeed until

the time cf Philip was a successful con-

quest made of the Illyrian tribes.

Of art, of literature, of refinement, of

that ideal progress and intellectual ex-

pansion which made the
Barbaric career
of the race ; rea- Hellenic race illustrious,
sons therefor. ., tii • i ii •

the lllynans knew nothing.

The country is as poor in monumental
remains as it was unimportant in his-

tory. The few relics of the civilization

which Illyria affords to the antiquary

belong to the period of Roman ascend-

ency and are common with those of

Italy. The causes of the continued

barbarism of the Illyrians long after the

Hellenes hctd risen to the pinnacle of

civilization might be hard to discover.

Doubtless they were the same as were

the forces which held back the Thra-

cians and the Macedonians from a high

development. The more rigorous cli-

mate of the north and other discourag-

ing features of the environment may
have somewhat chilled the buddings of

enlightenment and progress; but it is

probable that the northern stock was in

its instincts and dispositions averse to

those high and rational activities of

which the Greeks became the prime ex-

amples in all the ancient world.

At times the Illyrians broke out of

their fastnesses and displayed their war-

„ like passions in the south.
Hostile contact '

of the Illyrians IlcrodotUS tells of ail
with the Greeks. ,

,

, -i i , iattempt made by them to

sack the temple of Delphi. In 424 B. C,
Brasidas, marching with a vSpartan army
across Thessaly and Macedonia, was fu-

riously assailed by the Illyrians. Not

that the latter were in .sympathy with

the Athenian cause, but were merely

impelled by love of slaughter and
spoil. A little later, however, they

found their match in the Gallic tribes,

who forced their way into Illyria on

their way to tlie south. The impact

was more than the barbarian warriors

could .stand, and they gave way to the

settlement of the Gauls among them.

The event here referred to is a part of

that general movement of the Celts to

the east and south, by which they were

ultimately carried into Asia Minor and
established, as already related, in the

province of Galatia.

In entering ujdou the ethnic history of

the Greeks, we come to what may be

fairly regarded the most as- importance of

tonishing example of hu- "a^onr
man developmentwhich the t^« Greeks,

history of the race has thus far afforded

Before attempting to offer any suggestion

relative to the causes and circumstances

of tliis tremendous evolution, it will be

proper to note the local distribution of

the people called Hellenes. In a former

book we have already stated in general

terms the traditional tribal divisions of

the Greeks. In so far as these divi-

sions were ba.sed upon the Hellenic tra-

dition of their old ancestors—Helen, ..'Eo.

lus, Dorus, Xuthus, Ion, Achaeus—the

whole may be neglected as of slight value

in scientific ethnography; but the great

fact of the race divisions among the

Greeks exists. A large part of the civil

and political annals of the Greek race

grew out of its separation into several

groups of states based upon community
or diversity of ethnic origin. We may,

therefore, in the present connection

look at the several groups of Hellenes as

they existed in the earliest dawn of au-

thentic history.

There were two general divisions of
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Hellenic race
Into Dorians
and lonians.

the race, the Dorians and the lonians.

These represent distinct aspects of ethnic

Divisionofthe evoUition. Indeed, it might

be said that they had one

thing in common : they

were both Hellenes. But they were Hel-

lenes of different dates, different circum-

stances, different instincts. The Dorians

were the oldest of the Hellenic peoples,

so called. They best expressed the

physical force and adventure of the

The Dorians were manifestly of a

Phrygian origin. They came into Eu-

rope by way of the Bospho-r - J ^ Origin of the
rUS, or Hellespont, through Dorian tribes;

Thrace, and thence to the
"^^

south. They are considered the third

wave which had spread westward in the

same manner. The first was undoubt-

edly the movement which carried the

Latins through Thrace and Illyria into

the western peninsula. The second

GREEK TYPES.—Drawn by C. Colb.

Greek. If the historian were called upon

to point out among all the early races of

men a parallel to the restlessness and

physical antagonisms of the Dorian Hel-

lenes, he would be embarrassed with the

requirement. They spread from place

to place. They were still in effervescence

at the beginning of the historical era.

Many of their movements can be delin-

eated from historical data, and others

may be inferred by reasonable deduction

and conjecture.

migration was that which sent the

Thraco-Illyrian tribes to their destina-

tion in the countries north of Hellas.

The third brought the Dorians. Their

eastern origin is well preserved in

the myth of Dorus, the eponymous

ancestor of the race. He had for his

sister, Protogeneia, meaning The Early

Dawn. She was wedded to Zeus, the

Gleaming Heaven. There was born a

daughter, who became the mother of

Aethlios. He was the Toiling .Sun, and
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the race in vari-

ous parts of
Greece.

was the father of Endymion, the Setting

Sun. The genesis is clearly Oriental,

and the exodus is into the West.

Historically, we find the Dorians first

of all in Northern Greece. The particu-

Apparitionof l^r portion of the country

which they are said to have

occupied is the southwest of

the great Thes.salian plain. Afterwards

they are found in the country below

Ossa and Olympus. Again their pres-

ence is discovered among the highlands

of Pindus. It is in this region that the

Father of History took note of them and

recorded them under the name of Mace-

donians. Still, again, they removed into

Dryopis, and from this point made their

way into the Peloponnesus.

It would seem that at a very early age

the Dorians were well distributed in

Northern Greece. Tradi-

tion has called up the sons

of Hercules as the origin of

movement into the south.

The Peloponnesus was claimed after the

Trojan War by the Heraclidse as their

inheritance. They accordingly gathered

the Dorians out of the countries north of

the isthmus and bore down upon the

south. There ensued a desperate strug-

gle between the invaders and the prim-

itive inhabitants of the country, whom
we may reckon in part at least as Pelas-

gians. Those ethnographerswho classify

the latter peoples as Indo-Europeans

maintain that they had settled into Pelo-

ponnesus from the north, being an off-

shoot from the .second, or Thraco-Illyrian,

migration out of Asia. After strenuous

warfare the Dorians succeeded in estab-

lishing themselves firmly in three prin-

cipal states of Southern Greece : Argolis,

Messenia, and Laconia. Hence the de-

velopment of the three Peloponnesian

branches of the Dorian family : Argives,

Spartans, and Messenians.

The Heraclidse
become the
leaders of Do-
rian conquest.

the Dorian

It may be accepted as correct to re-

gard Peloponnesus as the true seat of

the established Dorian peioponnesus

race. North of the penin- Sn^eoiu!
sula, however, the Dorians *'0"-

continued to hold the little inland state

of Doris, with its three townships,

DORIAN GIIU., VICTOR IN 1111; I OOP RACE—TYPE.

Drawn by C. Colb, from .^n .tntiquc.

where they maintained themselves in

that dogged isolation for which the race

has ever been proverbial. It is remark-

able that the only two inland states of all

Hellas, Doris and Laconia, were both

posses.sed and developed bv Dorians

;

but this circumstance is hardly worthy

to be reckoned _
among the causes of

the seclusiveness and nonintercourse by

which they were ever characterized.
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Thus at the vpry beginning the Dorian

race presents a contradiction. We
Spread and should expect, ii priori, a
permanency of

^^,^^ absence of the Colo-
the Dorian
colonies. nizlng Spirit among such a

people ; but, on the contrary, the disposi-

tion to send out colonies was one of the

strongest features of Dorian history. It

was from the homesteads of these peo-

ples that Greek colonies were in process

of time sent out into different and dis-

tant quarters of the world. Corinth

Graeco-Italic race. .So into other parts of

the world the Dorians sent their col-

onies ; and the instinct of colonization

was perpetuated to the third and fourth

generation of cities.

This, however, is to anticipate. From
Peloponnesus the Dorians spread into

the archipelago. It was they who con-

tributed the Hellenic population of

Crete. More than all the other Hel-

lenes combined they spread themselves

through the ^^gean islands, and finally

VIEW OF THESSALIA;^ coast, from gulf ok VOLC—Drawn by A. Slom, from a photograph.

within the historical era planted Corc\'ra

and .Syracuse, and from these sprang in

turn the colonies of Epidamnus, Ambra-
cia, and Potidaea. The Dorians in Crete

and Rhodes establi-shed Gela in .Sicily

;

and from Gela was sent out a company
who founded Agrigcntum in the same

island. From Mcgara was dispatched a

colony to the Bosphorus, and there they

planted Byzantium, w^hich was de-stined

in the course of ages to become the cap-

ital of the F^astern Caesars and the final

abode of whatever remained of the in-

tellectual and .TOCial activitv oi the

to llie coast of Asia Minor. Upon this

they planted themselves to the south of

Ionia and set six cities along the.se an-

cient .shores. The.se were combined

—

as far as anything Dorian could be com-

bined with another—-in a loose confed-

eration, known as the Doric Hexapolis.

Another strange aspect of the race

work of these people was the persistency

with which their colonies The foreign set-

held their own when once '^:T,T^,%:;,,,

planted afar. Rarely did character.

one of their outposts recede from a posi-

tion once taken. At the same time the
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colonial establishments of the Dorians

maintained a strong likeness to the par-

ent state. The same manners and cus-

toms, the same

laws, the same

policy, were up-

held, the same

traditions ac-

cepted, the same

striking munic-

ipal individual-

ity created in

which the Dorian race was thus distrib-

uted in Hellas Proper, the Peloponne-

sus, the ^gean islands, on the southwest

distant Asiatic

and European

settlements as

in the Hellenic

homestead. Per-

haps the onl\

considerable va-

riation from the

common type

was in the case

of the Spartans,

whose great pre-

ponderance i n

Peloponnesushas

led many authors

to regard them

as the typical

people of the

whole Dorian

race. This view,

h o w ever, has

been successfull\

controverted
;

and the peculiar

Spartan charac-

ter, though cer-

tainly Dorian of

the Dorians in its

origin, has been

set apart, and is to be considered as

anomalous not only among their own
kindred of Doric extraction, but among
all the Hellenes.

The migrations and conquests by

RUINS OK IJORIA.N HALL OF COUNSliL Al' RUUDHS.

Drawn by E. Flandin,

coast of Asia Minor, and in foreign co-

lonial establishments were of such char-

acter as to disturb and unsettle all pre-

vious populations with which they came

into contact. The result was that tho.se
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populations were thrown the one upon

the other in successive waves and were

Disturbance and nearly all displaced from
displacement of

^j j

'

original scats. The
the preceding o
Greek races. tribcs, half-formed into

states, were jostled from their position,

and immediately avenged their wrongs

by falling upon their neighbors. All

the peoples of Greece were in a measure

mained in their .seats had they not been

urged therefrom by invasion.

The old Pelasgian peoples, driven out

of Argolis and their other countries in

the Peloponnesus, threw themselves upon

the Achaeans and forced them from their

homes. They in turn fell upon the loni-

ans, who had their native seats on the

Corinthian gulf. This is perhaps our

is^^^f>^f--^_

Kl INS OF THE DORIC SICYON.

redistributed by the Dorian movements,

and it required the lapse of several gen-

erations to bring about a settled state.

Greece Avas full of militant tribes and of

fugitives. The towns became for the

time a refuge for Greek wanderers who
had no other home. It was this condi-

tion of affairs that led to certain remov-

als and colonizations by the non-Dorian

Greeks, who would doubtless have re-

hrst historical contact with the Ionian

race. They, like the Dorians, were out

of Asia Minor,

known certainlv

It is not The Ionian race

uy \MlcH. Dorian aggres-

course they came into sions.

Europe. The manner of their migra-

tion has been referred to in the preced-

ing book. It, is not unlikely that the

.(Egean i.slands were the stepping-places

bv which the lonians made their way to
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Hellas. The center of their power at

the time of the great Dorian disturb-

ances was, as we have said, on the gulf

of Corinth. Here they had attained a

.settled condition, and were under the

dominion of the civilizing forces when
the fugitive Achaeans struck them from

the west.

The movements of the Dorians in the

larger part of Greece had already dis-

Concentrationof turbcd the Ionian tribes,

uc'^tuadmou ^ind many of them had
cfcodrus. flocked into Attica. It was

the compression of population thus occa-

Androclus, the two sons of Codrus, were
placed at the head of emigrant bands,

who now gathered the overplus from all

Attica and set out across the ..Egean to

the cast.

Thus was founded the Greek state

called Ionia, situated on the west coast of

A.sia Minor between the
Founding of Asi-

Hermus and the Ala^ander, aticionia; the

bounded by Lydia on the ° ®'^'''P°'^*

east and by the .^Egean on the west. It

was a small strip of seashore not more
than ninety geographical miles in length,

and having in no part a breadth of more

Nf)RTH SHORE OF THE GULF OF COKINTII.— After a sketch of F. E. Hlackslone.

sioned by the concentration of the race

in the Attic penin.sula and the outside

impact of the Acha;ans that led to the

organization and dispatch of colonies

into distant parts. Legend has been

busy with the event. ^Vc have here the

.story of Codrus, last king of mythical

Athens. By his .self-.sacrifice the city

was saved and monarchy forever re-

nounced bv the Ionian race. But the

than thirty miles. But such were the

remarkable indentations of the coast

that the seal'ne from the Hermusto the

Mffiander measured no less than three

hundred and fort}' miles.

Ionia lay between .liolis on the north

and Doris on the south. The situation

was especially favorable. It was the

Phfcnicia of Asia Minor. Xo position

in Western Asia could surpass Ionia in

death of the king could not relieve the I commercial advantages. Here the colo-

plethora of inhabitants. Colcjnies must nists from the motlicr countrv planted

carry off the surplus. So Xelus and I them.selves. Here were founded at dif-
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ferent times twelve or thirteen cities,'

which were bound together, after the

Attic plan, into what became famous

under the name of the Ionian Confeder-

ation. Besides the coast region, which

was properly Ionia, two islands of im-

portance were included in the Greek

league. These were Chios and Samos,

and with them were associated some
smaller isles of less note.

Thus was planted Asiatic Greece. It

is not impossible that old Greeks—Hel-

Race battle of lenes—had previously in-

th:DTrra"nsTn'' habited this coast, and
Greece. that their descendants were
resident there when Ionia began. But

not all of the Ionian race departed

from the mother country. In Attica

and in other districts the old stock main-
tained itself, and through generations

and ages fought out the race-battle with

the Dorians. That struggle constitutes

the essence of the civil history of Greece.

It was Dorian against Ionian. The two

races were of different instincts. Like

brothers alienated, the contest was more
determined and persistent than the bat-

tle of strangers. The general aspect in

Hellas during the historical era is that

of the Dorian power, with its center in

the Peloponnesus, in conflict with the

Ionian power, having its head in Attica

and its body in Xorthcrn Hellas. vSouth-

em Greece . was Dorizcd, and Hellas

Proper was lonizcii, and the battle for

ascendency—a battle of physical force

'The ten cities of Ionia Proper, beginning on the

south, were Myus, Triene, Ephesus, Colophon, Lebe-

dus, Teos, Erythrse, Clazomena, and Phocaa. To
these were added the two capital towns of Chios and

Samos, thus composing the Ionian Dodecapolis.

About the year 700 B. C, Smyrna, which had been

an jColian city, committed treason against the parent

country and was taken into the Ionian confedera-

tion, thus making in the historical era thirteen mu-
nicipalities bound together in the Asiatic Greek

league.

and persistency on the one side and of

intellectual force and passion on the

other—continued until both powers were

prostrated by the sword of Rome.
The Dorians and lonians were the two

great divisions of the Greeks ; but a third

branch of the race must
Tradition of the

not be neglected. This descentofthe
,, T^ 1 r •! .3;olians.was the ^-l.olian family.

According to tradition .^olus was the

eldest son of Helen ; that is, the .^olic

was the oldest division of the Greek
race. To Dorus was assigned the second

place, while Ion was the youngest of the

three. But the relative importance of

the three branches of the Hellenic fam-

ily was not determined by priority—this

on the assumption that the ^^olians

were really the eldest.

At what time or by what route the

^^olians came into European Greece we
have no means of knowing

;

. . Conjectural
but their locus on the main- routes ofim-

land has been tolerably '"'S'^""'^

well determined by their language and
bv a few historical evidences. It is hieh-

ly probable that the x-Eolic migration

was by way of the island of Lesbos from
Asia I\Iinor. Lesbian is regarded as the

oldest dialect of ^E^olic. The race spread

into Thessaly and Boeotia. It has been
thought that the Eastern Macedonians
were of ..Eolic origin, and in so far as

they were true Plellenes this opinion

may be accepted. The inhabitants of

Elis and Arcadia, that is, the original

Greeks of those two states, are thought

tt) have belonged to the .same stock,

though the ethnologists have been divided

on this point. It is safe to .say that the

^^olians were the northernmost of the

three major families of Greeks, the

lonians occupying Central Greece and

the Dorians the .south.

Here again the reader must be on hia

guard against accepting the artificial
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lines of division which convenience has

suggested in discriminating these peo-

ples the one from the oth-
Overlap and in- *

termingiing of er. It is in evidence that
the Greek races. ^, ,, , r j-orthe Greeks of dmerent
stocks commingled along their selvages

of contact, and were shaded off imper-

ceptibly into a common character. Thus
the .^olians of Thessaly and Boeutia

were nicrycd with the Ionian Greeks on

lonians and the ^^olians. It was a

peculiarity of the Dorian movement
through (Greece that it held

what it gained. That is of jeoUc coioni-

i 1 iU • zation abroad.
to say, when the mva-
sion under the lead of the Heraclidte .set

out from Doris, to which, as a center, all

the Dorian influences had gathered, the

state was not abandoned, but was held

and developed as such within the his-

-SHEI'IIIKI'^ OF ARCADIA -1 \ I'l-

the .south until it was impossible to dis-

criminate the one from the other. In

Elis and Arcadia the commingling was
between the .^^^^olians and the Dorians.

The language spoken in these .states was
neither the one nor the other, but both

—a composite dialect.

The old Dorian wars were at the bot-

tom not only of the colonization of the

Dorians them.selves in foreign parts, but

also of the colonial inovcments of the

torical era. The invasion was carried

acro.ss the gulf, and the Argives, Laco-

nians, and Me.ssenians were obliged in

turn to leave their native seats and
make what disposition they could for

their future. So the wave of conquest

and cf)lonization was started. As to the

real invasion of the Dorians, it wa.s

stopped, according to the legend, with

the death of Codrus imder the walls of

Athens. Into Attica had been gathered
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not only the fugitive lonians from dif-

ferent parts of (Jrcece, including many
of the most distinguished families, such

as the descendants of Xestor, from Py-

los, but the ^olic populations also had

flown thither, partly by actual displace-

ment before the Dorians, and partly as

refugees from other quarters.

These materials furnished the source

of ^olic colonization . Bands of this race

set out, islandwise, across the ^gean,

On this coast were already established

the ancient Dardanians, builders of

Troy. We -are thus TheiEoiians

brought to the verge of the ^^r^^^,!,,
great question whether or oardamans.

not this successful attempt of the JEjO-

lians to plant a dominion, including the

Troad, was not the historical cause of

the Trojan War rather than the Homeric
fiction of the rape of Helen. Of course

there is a confusion of dates. The re-

THE DARDANELLES, LOOKINC. TOWAKU Ct).\'srANriN()PLE.—Drawn by William Simp-o.i

and planted themselves finally on the

upper coast of Asia Minor. The .shores

selected extended from the Ilermus

northward indefinitely to the Dardanelles

and the Propontis, thus
Establishment '

ofthe^oiic including the Troad. Here
confederation. , Tji.ii \ i-was founded that Asiatic

A^uVux which became a league of cities

like the Ionian Dodecapolison the south.

At the first the northern limit of this

territory was Lectum and the gulf of

Adramyttium, but afterwards the boun-

dary was extended to the Propontis.

turn of the Heraclidie was, according

to the Greek legend, sixty years after

the sack of Ilium, and it was under the

lead of the descendants of Hercules and

his son Hyllus that the Dorians were

said to have made their conquests.

From these invasions the .^olian colo-

;

nization of A.sia Minor resulted. But

I

was not the .^olian colonization of Asia

I

Minor, with its consequent impact on

1 the Dardanians, the cause rather than

the consequence of the Trojan War?
I Thus much is certain : That there was
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war with conquest in the establishment

of the i^olian Confederation. It was

only in the southern part of
Place of .^olia; ' ^

historical basis the coast, next to the Her-
of the "Iliad." ii ^ ii • ^mus, that the immigrants

succeeded in establishing tliemselves by

peaceable measures. Further n(n-th they

came into contact with the Dardanians.

They made war on the cities of the

Troad, captured them, destroyed them.

It is possible, even probable, that Troy

herself was among the number besieged

and taken by the European Greeks.

The question is whether the sons of

Atreus, Agamemnon, and Menelalis,

with their fellow-chieftains of Hellas,

were among the .^^olians who made war

upon their old kinsmen on the ancient

coast. If this question should be an-

swered in the aljfirmative, the minor

circumstances of the Iliad might

well be supi^lied; and fiction and his-

tory, epic song and prose story, would

be at one. If decided in the negative,

we are left to the bald assertion that the

^^olians, after subduing the Dardanians

and taking their cities by siege and sack,

establi.'^hed the seats of their own power

amid the ruins of the older nationality,

building up new Hellenic towns on the

ruins of those which they had destroyed.

It is, however, in perfect accord with the

affirmativ'e view that the exjplorations

of Schliemann on the plain of Hissarlik

have shown unquestionably the destruc-

tion of ancient Ilium in the manner de-

scribed by Homer, while the relics which

he has exhumed from the cinders must
have belonged to a people such as the

Trojans.

We are thus able to view geograph-

ically the situation of the
Minor divihions , . . ,

of the Greeks; thice principal races of the
pirotes.

Greeks. Besides the Do-

rians, the lonians, and the .^Eolians, there

were several minor divisions of the Hel-
M.—Vol. 2—7

lenic stock which may receive a passing

notice at this place. In the northwest-

ern partcf Hellas, bounded on the north

by Illyria, lay the ancient land of Epirus.

If we may accept the testimony of Aris-

totle, this was the primitive seat of the

whole Hellenic race, bi t the Father of

Philosophy is not verif.ed, even by the

story-tellers of his own countr} .

Greek tradition makes the primitive

settlement of Epirus to have been ef-

fected bv a tribe called the
The offspring of

Molossians. They, under Achiiies founds

the leadership of Pyrrhus,

son of no less a personage than the

crested Achilles, hereof the Trojan War,
took possession of the old Dodonian dis-

trict of the northwest, and there planted

the tribal beginnings of Epirote nation-

ality. Achilles himself, however, must
have been from this region aforetime,

for he was wont in the intervals of his

wrath to offer prayer to the Dodonian

Zeus. It is said again that the Molos-

sians took their name from an ancient

chief, Molossus, who was the son of An-
dromache ; but this requires still greater

stretch of imagination. The Epirotes

were divided into fourteen indeijendent

tribes, the Chaones and the Thesproti

being the principal after the Moos-

ians.

The situation was barbarous, and like-

wise the people. It is likely that the

primitive inhabitants of Epirus were an

offshoot from the ThraCO- several race in-

Illyrian branch of the Hel- ^™;tluL"or
lenic race. It is also likely i>o<i°'i^

that the religious cult, having its center

at Dodona, was of a Pelasgie origin, and
thereby a.ssociated with the old popula-

tions of Peloponnesus. It is also likely

that, in the time of the Dorian invasions,

branches of that family ran into Epirus

and contributed to form the miscellany

by which it was peopled. The culture
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and activity of the Greeks appear never

to have penetrated the region ; but the

awe with which superstition had endued

the Dodonian oaks, wherein the solemn

voice of Jove Almigh'ty was heard by

the primitive sons of men, was perpetu-

ated into the classical ages of Hellen-

^!'''«^^"

Zi.. — vl lEK THE VATICAN STATUE,

ism, and only ceased to have an in-

fluence over the Greek mind with the

extinction of the ancient race.

Of the Achasans, fabulously descended

from AchtEus, brother of Dorus, some-

Place and char- thing has been said in the

rsTXchiUer- former book. Their orig-

»typ®- inal seat is thought to have

been a small district in Southern Thes-

saly. It is not impossible that a tribe

of men having the tradition of a single

ancestor held here a portion of the coun-

try, and that they extended their sway,

according to the legend, until they

reached the Corinthian gulf. Warrior

Achilles himself was of this race, and

may be said to have typified their pas-

sions and barbarism. Achilles was lit-

tle noted for those amenities which are

supposed to humanize mankind, and the

race to which he belonged was like unto

himself.

In the general agitation of Greece,

the Achaeans made their way across to the

northern shores of Pelopon-
The race fixes

nesus and there established itself in Achaia;
., 1 . ,1 T..1 lack of culture.
themselves m the little

country having a coast line about thirty-

five iniles in extent. This became the

classical province of Achaia. Herein the

Achaeans were manifest in the ages of

recorded historj' ; but, like the Epirotes,

they were always an uncultured folk,

leaving at the last but little trace in the

literature, the art, the memorials of the

Hellenic race. They were more like

Dorians than lonians, rough warriors

and valiant, but of uncouth manners

and unfired with the Promethean light.

They transmitted no historical or ar-

tistic memorials of themselves, though

their fame as warriors fixed itself first

in the epic and dramatic poetry of the

lonians, and was thus transmitted to

mankind.

At the conclusion of the Dorian wars

in Peloponnesus the restless tribes who
had come in with the Her-

Dorians join the
aclidse were not appeased immortals in

1 i TTT i_ colonizing Crete.
by conquest. We nave

already remarked upon the spirit of

colonization into which the restless activ-

ities of the Dorians were now turned.

One of the most remarkable outputtings

of this early age—a movement dimly

outlined in the shadows of tradition

—

i

i
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was that adventure which carried the

Dorians by migration into Crete. In

that island hitherto had been many
wonderful works of gods and men. It

was here that Minos had planted his in-

stitutions at a time to which the

epoch of Lycurgiis was modem.
Zeus had loved Europa. That is,

the Shining Heaven overcame

Europe, and Ivlinos was born,

even before the flood of Deu-

calion. Minos was the father of

the Greek Noah. He wished to

be king of Crete, and prayed that

a bull might come up from the

sea fit to be sacrificed to Nep-

tune. Accordingly, an animal

was so sent, beautiful and strong.

Minos would fain save so splen-

did a creature, and sacrificed

another in his stead. So was

Neptune offended, and the wife

of ilinos was smitten with folly

as a punishment. For she con-

ceived an insane passion for the

bull, and so was born the Min-

otaur. But Minos became king

and lawgiver of the Cretes. Not
only so, but the Dorian Lycur-

gus of the Peloponnesus went

thither to learn his first lessons

in the law. All of this is to say

that a primitive offshoot of the

Dorian stock made its way into

Crete, and there by conquest and
development antedated some-

what the rise of civilization in

Southern Hellas.

Besides the major nations whicli

we have thus traced to their stations in the

Absolute dimi- Hellenic world, many small

S°dic°atfd'ry''
divisions Were manifest

their languages, jn the general diffusion.

In fact, no other people were ever rami-

fied and differentiated to a like extent

with the Greeks. This was the bottom

fact in the constitution of the Greek

populations. The utter diffusion of the

race throughout Hellas and the ..^gean

islands was not only illustrated but

proved b}^ the multifarious dialects which

THi; IMKTH HI' KVROI'A.

Drawn hy J. E. Hodgson, from ihc vision of Titian.

sprang from the common ancestral

language. Every neighborhood of the

Greeks spoke its own tongue. Not only

was the vocalic iitlerancc of the lan-

guage different in one district from that

of any other, but even the consonantal

structure of the words was inflected into
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new forms, until in many instances the

people on the two sides of a range of

hills could not hold discourse with each

other.

It seemed that the ethnic forces which

underlay this complete differentiation of

Innumerable di- tribe from tribe would be

fpTm oSv^d- satisfied with nothing short
uaiity. of absolute individualism.

The languages or dialects which might

be correctly defined by the general term

Greek were actually innumerable, and

this, too, within a region of country hav-

ing an estimated area of only thirty-four

thousand square miles. Already in this

fundamental feature of the Hellenic dis-

persion we discover the tremendous and

radical impulses by Avhich the Greek

peoples were borne on, first in their dis-

semination, afterwards in their devel-

opment, and finally to the acme of their

fame. .

CHAPTER XLVII.—The KIELD and XHE AlARKET.

E have thus drawn in

tolerable breadth the

geographical basis of

the Hellenic race, with

its several divisions.

We do not, for the

present, consider that

race in its widest dispersion, when borne

abroad in the Macedonian chariot it de-

posited its germs of culture on almost

every coast of the civilized world.

There was a time when from Massilia

in Gaul to the valley of the Indus, and

from the hyperborean regions of Europe

to the cataract of the Nile, the Greek

Geographical tongue was heard and un-

derstood ; but we here view

only the primitive distri-

bution of the race, under its own ancient

movements, apart from the artificial

processes of history. It is upon this

primitive geographical basis of Hellen-

ism that we wish now to offer a some-

what extended commentary on the ethnic

character of the race.

Human life in the East began with

thought and has ended in materialism.

In the West it began with materialism

and has ended in thought. Even the

Eastern Aryans, as they drifted further

boundaries of
the Greek dis-

persion.

and further from the original nidus,

partook in large degree of the disposi-

tion of the Semitic races, striking depar-

They became dreamers, ^l^rL'tr/"
busying themselves with West Aryans.

the construction of a System of Things,

especially as it relates to the cause or

causes of nature. But in Hellas we find

for the first time the phenomenon of life

on a strictly natural basis. The Greek

career began with the adjustment of the

race to physical conditions, and the re-

flex action of the outer world upon the

Hellenic mind was the first element of

its progress. Life in the East started

with religion, and in Greece with some-

thing to eat. Not that material phe-

nomena were Avholly neglected by the

Eastern races ; not that the Iranic and

Indie-Aryans failed to note the aspects of

the material world ; but their peculiarity

was the attempt to construct at once

from visible conditions an Invisible S5''s-

tem of power over nature and man.

The Western Aryans completely re-

versed this process. Not that they

failed to idealize. Indeed, their whole

life grew in the direction of thought and

ideality ; but they started from the

physical basis and led a natural life.
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The country in which the Hellenes

found themselves was specially favor-

Greek instincts able for the encouragement

tuT:- Gr'^ecTa ^^ their instinctive disposi-

vortex. tions. Greece is anom-

alous among all the inhabitable parts of

the earth. No other region is in its

similitude. It is a vortex of all the

forces of the natural world. First of

is forty miles from the sea or ten miles

from the hills. It has within a terri-

tory of little more than twenty thousand

square miles almost every variety of

climate known in Continental Europe,

just as Europe has every variety known
in the world. Historians and ethnog-

raphers have been given to drawing

this analogy, namely: Europe is a cli-

10^

/if" IK":

DISTANT VIEW OF CORINTH. -Drawn by MacWhirter.

all, it may be said that the region is ex-

pressive of the greatest number and

variety of natural activities anywhere

discoverable in the world. It was vol-

canic in its origin. It is and has ever

been subject to the vicissitudes of earth-

quake and tempest. It is a perpetual

expression of the strife between earth

and ocean, between Zeus and Poseidon.

Less than one half the area of Portugal,

it has a sea line greater than all .Spain and

Portugal together! No part of Greece

matic epitome of the whole earth, and

Greece is the epitome of Europe. Nor
is the likeness .strained which thus as-

signs to Hellas the place of brief abstract

and chronicle of all the physical condi-

tions existing in tlie habitable parts of

the globe.

Down from the frozen summits of

Pindus and the Cambunian mountains

falls the blast of unending winter, while

across the Mediterranean comes the hot

breath of Africa. In a journey of a few
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miles the traveler not only sees with

his eye a natural panorama which may
be regarded as a summary

Extraordinary , , , , , 11
range ofclimatic of all the known land-
phenomena.

^^^^^^ ^j ^.j^g g^j.^,^_ ^^^^ j^g

feels against his person the breath of

every climate. At only a short distance

from the coast he finds himself perhaps

gle navigable body of live water in the

whole country. In summer time the

beds of brooks are dry and gleaming

white in the sunshine. On the hillslopes

are forests. It is reckoned that to the

present day fifteen per cent of the orig-

inal woods remains, with little change

except the slow transformation which

\ AM, OK I HK Nl-;l)A.—Drawn by G. VuiUicr, alter a skclch of H. IJelle.

at a level of more than five thousand

feet above the sea. Below him, here

and there, is a plateau. Beyond are

peaks and ranges of hills. Between

are narrow and sequestered valleys.

Here is a small and fertile plain, and
there a ravine, traversed by a .short and
insignificant river, which plunges down
wildly to the sea. There is an abun-

dance of running streams, but not a sin-

all vegetation on the earth is undergoing

under the dominion of cosmic forces.

There are in Greece at least four dis-

tinct zones of vegetation. From the

seacoast to the height of „ , .•^
, Zones of vegeta»

about five hundred feet lies tionandprod-
, , , . . T . ucts of each.
the land of corn and wme,
of olives, oranges, melons, pomegran-

ates, and all manner of fruits. Between

five hundred and fifteen hundred feet
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of elevation we have the first level of

hills where the semitropical products

give place to hardier forms of vegeta-

tion. This is the region where earth

products are supplanted by animal life,

where flocks and herds abound rather

than gardens and growing fields. From
fifteen hundred to three thousand five

hundred feet is the forest region of

Greece, where the old oaks still spread

in their primitive grandeitr. This is the

second real belt of vegetable life. From
three thousand five hundred to five thou-

sand feet rises the land of the beech and

the pine, interspersed, however, with

occasional districts where cornfields and

gardens of hardier vegetables and fruits

are found. Beyond five thousand feet

rise the mountain heights of a subalpine

character, where only a few wild plants

are able to maintain a precarious exist-

ence.

We thus see a country steep-up,

broken, infinitely diversified. If the

cosmographicai land level had been a lit-

SsS:' tic lower, only the heights
islands. would have appeared above

the water. The Adriatic and the .^gean

would have flowed together, and the ar-

chipelago would have been continuous

from Asia Minor to Italy. Greece is a

land archipelago, the bottoms between

the islands being covered witli fruits

and flowers and inhabited by all manner
of living forms.

It was into this region that the primi-

tive Hellenes wandered and dispersed.

The Greeksatis- At thc first, as we have said,

"^u'iS'abuu^"'' it was a quest for food,

^a"<=«- a quest most successful

and encouraging. The Greek tribes

found much to eat. In no part of the

earth was the struggle for a food-supply

among a primitive people rewarded with

so immediate and varied results. The
fact is here cited because of its reaction-

ary effect ujjon the development of the

race. In the whole Greek career we shall

find the idea of food, the physical sus-

tenance of life, and the methods by which
it should be accomplished to have been

among the most important considerations

to which the energies of the Greeks were

devoted. It may, therefore, profit that

we look for a moment at some of the

natural means by which the original

plant of Hellenism was nourished as it

spread wild over the valleys and hill-

slopes of the ancient land.

Here grew the grape. The wines of

modern Greece are not reckoned among
the best, but are extreme-

. A land of the
ly abundant and varied in vine and the

kind. Perhaps they have ™" ^^^'

lost their flavor. At all events, the

early products of thc Greek vineyards

were among the richest of the world.

At the present time there are fully seven

hundred thousand s/rcuniias of land'

planted in vineyards, and it is probable

that even this comparatively wide area

does not fairly represent the immense
cultivation of vines in the early ages of

Greek civilization.

The census of 1876 showed a total of

more than two million of mulberry trees

under cultivation in Greece. The siik-sirorm

Throughout Peloponnesus Td'lheciVr^l

scarcely a peasant, in fruits,

mediaeval or modern times, but has had

a few mulberries growing, and scarcely

a peasant's wife but has carried about

the gathered eggs of the silkworm in

her bosom. In primitive times the fruit

of this tree was employed for food as

one of the native berries of Greece, and

to the present day it is not to be neglected

as a summer fruit.

But greater than the mulberry is the

fig. In Attica, at the present time as

' The siremma is about one fourth of an acre.
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in the remotest ages of the dawn, 'the

fig tree grows to perfection. Also in

Messenia it flourishes. It is reckoned

that the fig orchards of modern Greece

exceed three hundred thousand trees.

The fruit has in no wise degenerated

from its ancient qualities. Such as it

was when first planted or discovered by

long time extended over a peculiar va-

riety of grape having its native place in

the rich countr\- about Cor-
Fame and abun-

inth. It IS called the («;- dance of the

., 1 ^ r , Greek currants.
rant in the land of its pro-

duction and also in the markets of the

West. This berry is said to constitute

the largest .single export from modern

MODERN MARKET SCENE AT DHOMOCO, THIiSSALV.-Composed by Tufaiii, under direction of Heiizev

.

the incoming lonians it is to-day. The
same may be .said of the apricots and
the pomegranates, which grow abun-

dantly on all the lower levels and plains

of Greece. All of the varieties of the

citrus fruits abound—oranges, lemons,

citrons, and limes—both on the main-

land and in the outlying islands of the

archipelago.

The viticulture of Hellas has for a

Greece. The census of 1876 shows an

exportation of one hundred and ninety-

five million pounds of this small grape,

well known in the markets of England

and America as the chief constituent of

plum-pudding. Doubtless the fruit in

question has flourished from the earliest

ages, and we may conceive the delight

of even the old Pelasgic tribes in find-

ing them.selves in the native thickets
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where this vine hung heavy with its

treasure.

It is not needed to enumerate the vast,

almost infinite, variety of fruits and veg-

Kichnessofthe etables, berries and grains,

irbtes^grTn's,
native or imported, that

and berries. have flourished and still

flourish in the valleys and on the plains

nature the nourishment which was des-

tined to increase and intensify the native

vigor of the people, already vigorous and
intense by journeyings and adventure,

by poetic exploit and warlike hazard in

many lands.

Not only were the Greeks thus in the

early ages brought into contact with the

IIAKBOR OK IIVlJkA. Ut.iwn

of Hellas. No other country in the

world has had so great variety and so

gfreat abundance. True, the area was
not large; but nature was here in her

intcnscst mood. vShe gave of her riches.

Her wealth was at fir.st hand. And so

amid this abundance the Hellenic fam-

ily, notabl)' the lonians and the Dorians,

began their career. They reached forth

their hand and took from the hand of

< a. l;^lk

most varied and abundant resources of

the natural world, as it respects what

things soever sprang from Balancing of

the bosom of the earth, but "l^S^^t^.f
they also found themselves subsistence,

in a region where the old struggle with

.•iiiimal life continued. There was a

happy balancing of the vegetable and
the animal kingdom, as well as a paral-

lelism between the two in respect to va-
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riety and fecundity. The hills of prim-

itive Greece teemed with all manner of

living creatures. The wild boar, the

wolf, the bear, the lynx, the wild cat,

the jackal, and the fox were everywhere

and abounded. The wild goat was then

an inhabitant of Greece, and to this day

finds, so far as Europe is concerned, his

last refuge in some of the islands of the

archipelago. Game has ever been abun-

dant in Hellas. The red deer, the fal-

low deer, the roe, the hare, the rabbit,

and innumerable other varieties of ani-

mated creatures, hoofed and pawed,

winged or finned, provoked the adven-

turous Greek to the excitements of the

chase.

Here, then, we have the beginnings of

the food-supply of the Hellenic race.

Greece created But this WaS not all. The

reveio^e"";?:"'
^o^ntry was created for

commerce. commerce. Everywherethe

ocean has eaten into the land, and every-

where the land reaches into the sea. Har-

bors are without number. The whole

coast is virtually a haven. As if not sat-

isfied with surrounding all the outer shore

of Hellas with bays and inlets, nature

went within and divided the small coun-

try in twain by an inland sea of salt

water, safe and capacious for all manner
of ships. Already the adventures and ex-

cursions of the Hellenes had fitted them

for commercial enterprise. Already the

journeys of the people had reached out

over sea as well as land. Already, by

their experiences on the coasts of Asia'

Minor and in the islands of the archipel-

ago, they had become wise in the man-

agement of .ships. They were a people,

moreover, quick to discern and eager to

recognize the value of foreign products

and the advantages of interchange. Thus
were laid in nature the foundations of the

striking aptitude of the Greeks for com-

mercial enterprise. They were, from the

i
first, the British, the Portuguese, the

Dutch of antiquity.

Thus at a very early age the Greeks,

out of the resources of their own country

and by foreign commerce, strong reactions

supplied themselves with p'^o;'^"^;^''"

the first necessaries of life, character.

It can not be doubted that the character

of the food which the primitive peoples

were able to obtain, the method of its

preparation and of its taking, had much
to do with their development. Eating

is far more important in its relations

with the body of youth than with the

more hardened personage of mature life.

So in the youth of nations, to be well fed

was to be well bred. There appears to

have been, moreover, in the Greek an

element of taste with respect to food for

which we should look in vain among
any other ancient people. He not only

fed himself plentifully, abundantly, but

also tastefully. He was not as the

Roman or the Assyrian a gourmand by

nature and practice. His eating was a

rational action, and his selection and

adaptation of food was a process of right

thinking and good taste.

Already, in the age of Homer, the

natural condition and distribution of food

was a matter of prime im- Food-taking

portance. The epic concept idealized in the
^ I- 1 epic poetry of

of food-taking was wholly the Greeks.

free from the coarse and degraded notions

which many nations have attached there-

to. With Homer bread and the distri-

bution of bread, the meat of the sacrifice

and its .savor}- smell, w-ere subjects of

poetic thought. With him the eating of

his heroes was as poetical as their battle.

His resounding hexameters knew no dif-

ference between the clang of the drinking

cups and the lifting of roast meats from

spits and beds of coals on the one side,

and the clang of shields and the burial

(jf dead heroes on the other. The one
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comes the cen-

ter of the civil-

ized life. •

was the means of developing and en-

nobling his warriors, and the other the

means of their destruction.

From the earliest ages the table of the

Greek became in some sense the center

Greek table be- of his Civilization. Here

all of his tastes were culti-

vated. Beginning with the

gratification of his palate and the

strengthening of his physical nature, he

gave free rein to his thought. He spoke,

and his friends at the board responded.

There was elegant converse. The Greek

table was the first point of light which

shone out of the old barbarism ; and the

garland of flowers which the nude wait-

ing-boy handed to the lady of the house,

who reclined at the board between her

lord and her father, and with which her

delicate hands crowned their brows, was

the emblem and promise of the art and

poetry of the Greeks.

These fundamental facts in the life of

the Hellenes soon passed into their or-

HeUenic society ganic development. In the

earliest towns built by the

Greeks, whether Dorians or

lonians, the central idea was not the

place of justice, not the bcma where the

orator was to stand, not the gymnasium
where the youth was to be educated, not

even the temple of the gods, but simply

the Market. We should look in vain

among all other ancient peoples for this

so physical an emblem in the heart of

municipality. Not in the outskirts of

his town did the Greek plant his market

place ; not in the dirty purlieus of his

less attractive streets and alleys did he

establish booths and sheds for the sale

of what things soever his gardeners,

his fishermen, his merchants had

brought together for the support of life
;

but in his best square, in his center

around which all the other interest of

his city were to be set in disposal, there

organized
around the
market.

he made his market place, and adorned

it with art.

The most learned and artistic travel-

ers of the ancient or the modern world

could but be astonished were they intro-

duced again into the splendid surround-

ings, the beauties, the elegance, the re-

finement of the old Greek markets.

Nothing like them has been found oth-

erwhere along the wharves, within the

walled towns, or as concomitants to the

great cities built by men.

Even among the austere Dorians the

same practice prevailed in the building

of their towns. Here be- splendid con-

fore us is the market place ^".^irpfafe in'

of Sparta—primitive SjDarta Sparta.

—that old vSparta which was created by
the Dorian race in the early days after

the conquest of Peloponnesus. It is a

broad, open space, paved with marble.

Around it are splendid columns, and

porticoes elaborately carved and sur-

mounted with statues. Marble seats

have been hewn out for the common
people where they may sit on coming

to buy. Here in the foreground is the

statue of Hermes of the Agora. He
holds in his arms the infant Bacchus.

This single statue would be an art treas-

ure sufficient to distinguish any city of

modern times. To the right is an im-

mense portico of marble columns. Far

in the background is the citadel, also of

white marble. In the rear of the plaza

stands superbly the colossal statue of the

Spartan people, with Ijrazen shield and

inverted spear. To the left and at the

rear of the open space is the temple of

the Moirai, containing the bones of

Orestes. To the right is a smaller, but

still more famous fane ; it is the memo-
rial hall in which are gathered and pre-

served the spoils and trophies of the

Persian War. One very side are marble

elevations and pillars and statues with-
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out number. Yet this is Sparta, city of

the Dorians, grimmest of all the Greeks.

What, then, shall we expect in the

marketplace of Athens? These are the

Features and art joyous, effervescent Ionian

Ithel.^n''^' Greeks, to whom the pleas-

market. ure of congregation is a

sine qua iion of living. This is the ele-

gant race who, beginning on the same

little to the left and further on was the

celebrated Areopagus. In the fore-

ground and facing on the square was
the world-renowned Bema where the

orators stood in addressing the popu-

lace. Behind and bej'ond rose the mag-
nificent rotunda of the Bouleuterion

where the Boul'e or -Great Council of Five

Hundred, was wont to assemble. Then

STREET IN A 1 HENS, SHOWING TUWEK IJF THE WINDS.—Drawn by J. Kuhlmann.

level of a material existence, rose and
flowered like a lily from the soil. The
market of Athens was one of the mar-

vels of antiquity. It was set at the south

acclivity of the Acropolis, overlooked

by the Parthenon and the statue of

Athena Promachos. The great square

was paved with marble. At the right

was the magnificent Portico of the Epo-

nymoi, where were gathered the statues

of the ancestors of the Ionian race. A

came the great marble stairway, broad

and beautiful, leading up between the

Bema and the Temple of Peace. Under
the shelter of the latter stood the Statue

of Peace, with the child Plutus in her

arms. Beyond and still to the left was-

the Portico Poicile, dating as far back as

the days of Pisistratus, and adorned by
some of the most famous chisels and

brushes in Athens. Above and beyond

loomed the native precipice of the Acrop-
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olis, while still to the left was the portico

and colonnade of King Attains. All of

these wonder-

ful structures,

in which was

expressed the

best genius of

the most ac-

tive race of

rnen, were
done in shin-

ing marble,

over which
the Attic sun-

shine spread

its splendors,

while the
most illustri-

ous of the

Greeks gath-

ered in the

market place

not only

buy their
fruits and

meats and

flowers, but to

walk and ges-

ticulate and
debate the

questions o f

the day.

The keen
artistic sense

of the Greeks

laid under
tribute all the

beautiesofthe

natural world.

Theirs was

the kingdom
of leaves and

blossoms. No
table of the

Greeks, no banquet, no household meal

where only the family were gathered

was complete without its rich display

of flowers. These were done into sjar-

to
1:5

lands by the women, and were worn

on the heads or around the bodies of
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Flower treas-
ures of the ban
quet and the
flower girls.

the eaters. Other garlands were put

as crowns about the wine vases and

cups; and the dishes of vi-

ands were not ready to be

served until the rim of

the plate had its trimming of leaves and

blossoms. There was in every city a

flower market having special reference

to the feast, to the banquet. Nor was it

a rude and uncertain class of women
and girls who brought hither the treas-

ures of the flower trarden and the field.

I^lace. Nor were these treasures lightly

flung aside when they had subserved

their purpose and began to^ ^ °
. Poetical esti-

fade. They were carried mate of wreatha
^ ., . and garlands.

away by the guests as me-
mentos. The lover hung up his wreath

at the door, and with all the idealism of

a Greek wrote beneath it:

" Fair as these flowers, like iheiii thou soon shalt

fade."

Here, then, sprang up and began to

blossom the ideal life of the Greeks.

The market place was not

only the scene The market of

of an inter-
the Greeks the
Bourse of

'N JHE TKOMtNADE OF THE AGORA—COSTUMES A.NU TYPES.
From a vase.

but elegant Greek maidens and the well-

attired of the poorer class came with

their baskets laden to the brim Avith the

choicest garlands. Those who would
decorate their homes went to this mar-

ket and received from the hands of

women who might well have stood as

models for Phidias the beautiful wreaths

which were to adorn the tables of num-
berless homes in Athens.

Not only blossoms appeared, but gar-

lands of myrtle and ivy and of the

silver poplar were woven in artistic form

by the women and carried to the market

change of prod- Thought,

ucts, of the selling of meats

and fruits and flowers, not

only the place of elegant

shops where other forms of

merchandise were bartered

for gain, but it was also the

Bourse of Thought. Here
idea was offered for idea, con-

ceit for conceit. Plans were

made and developed. From
the market radiated almost

all the lines of institutional

life among the Greeks. The
political tendencies of the

times germinated here, and
here the public life took form.

In the market the aspects of private

life were in a large measure what things

determined. Manners and Tnd df/cTsed^n

customs grew in this the agora,

fecund city of activities. Hither men
came to offer their opinions, to combat

the opinions of others, to stand for lead-

ership, to control the forces of society.

Others came through vanitv. Fashions

were made in the agora. The young

fops of Athens here displayed their new
est suits, and here the sages and phi-

losophers walked about, wearing their

short Dorian cloaks and carrying their
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knotty staves, cut from the myrtle

bough. Here was seen the gnarled

brows and Promethean eyes of Socrates,

glaring at some sophist against whose

sapless folly he thundered some iman-

swerable aphorism, and here the stoop-

ing and tattered Diogenes went about,

like the cynic that he was, carrying his

lighted lantern at noonday.

As we have said, many of the most

important civil interests of the Greek

cities were grouped about their market

the initiative in all legislative matters.

Here the measures were devised by

which the public finances were regulated,

the soldiery provided for, the decision

reached for war, and the vote taken for

peace. Here also the envoys and min-

isters from foreign states were received,

and the diplomatic intercourse between

the city and distant countries conducted.

The market place in the democratic

cities of the lonians had a greater im-

portance than among the Dorian cities

places. In Athens, for instance, the

great Bouleuterion, or Council Chamber
of the Five Hundred, was

Relations of the
market and the SCt bclow the AcropollS and
Bouleuterion. r • ii i <. Ti.facing on the market. It

was thus convenient for members of the

Boule to meet each otlicr informally in

the agora, and turn thence to the sitting

of the council. In coming forth, the

first thing which the senators and judges

of the Cireek .states would see was the

plaza of the agora, with its assemblage

of marketers and citizens. In the bou-

leuterion was conducted the important

business of the .state. Here was taken

M.—Vol. J—

8

ZJ^M^

of the south ; but the aristocratic form

of Greek society was also nurtured in

the agora. In Sparta, as in the spartan

well as in Athens, the mar- ^feT^af
°"

ket was the place where nourished,

the Gerontes, or Old Men, were wont

to come and interchange their wi.sdom.

Here the Ephoroi assembled and con-

ducted the government. Under the

colonnades of the market place any com-

pany of free Spartans might a.sscmble

and speak, in their laconic way, of pub-

lic affairs; but tlie Spartan orator was

not encouraged. He gave only the pith

of the thing, and said no more. Tliere
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was no response, no agitation, none ol

that humming and buzzing, that clatter

of the tongue and flourish of the arms

peculiar to the agora of the democratic

"States. For this reason the Dorian

cities did not to a like degree have the

center of their civil institutions in the

agora. We must remember, however,

the peculiarity of Sparta. As already-

said, it has been denied that the Spartans

were the typical representatives of the

Dorian race. If we should take Corinth

as an example of Doric development, we
should find a much closer approximation

to the form of life and social evolutions

peculiar to the lonians.

Commercially speaking, it must not

be understood that .the market place. of

a Greek city was the scene
Commerce also ,

.

.

centered in the of merely light and tran-
^^^

' sient barter. On the con-

trary, it was the place of the solid and

extensive business upon which the com-

merce and trade of the whole state de-

pended. Here the bankers and brokers

had their trapezai, or tables, from which

the money dealings of the city were

transacted. The great merchants, the

importers, and shippers congregated at

these banks. It was the primitive board

of trade ; and already many of the vices

and much of the heat peculiar to the

modern exchange had appeared in the

heart of the Greek metropolis. There

were speculation and fraud. Handfuls

of counterfeit money were thrown down
on the trapezai to be rejected by the

connoisseurs behind the tables. The
bankers made checks, drew bills of

exchange, and received deposits, much
after the manner of modern times.

Borrowers and lenders came together in

the marble porticoes where these things

were done, and the old man who had
completed his will on the previous night

handed it across the marble table to a

banker for safe keeping.

In no other situation may the life and
manners of the Greeks be studied to

better advantage than in The market an

the market place. It was ^r/yoTarLk
an open arena in which character,

the Hellenic genius displayed its powers

and tendencies at will. Men, set free,

show their nature for what it is. Arti-

ficiality disappears with liberation. In

the market the Greeks went free, and

the natural man was revealed in all his

aptitudes and passions. Here he walked

and talked and acted under the do-

minion of those natural forces which,

like a half-transparent garment, clad

without concealing his person and his

spirit.

But it is not intended in this connec-

tion to branch out into a discussion of the

mannersand customs of the social life ofthe

Greek people. The point t:^^:^t'^'
here made is that the ag°ra.

market place was a sort of center in the

life of Hellas. Beginning with the food-

supply of the people, with the gathering

and distribution of those varied products

which the Greek peasants brought in

from the gardens and orchards, the

sheepfolds and fishing beaches, the citi-

zens soon extended and enlarged the

functions of their market into a true

agora around which were gathered most

of the interests of the people. The in-

stinctive tastes of the Hellenes led them

to adorn, beautify, and extend the scene

of their intercourse, until at length mar-

ble supplied the place of wood, art the

place of primitive rudeness, and wit the

place of vulgarity.
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Chapter XLVIII.—The Women—Physicat^ Training.
ET us no^v descend at

once to the bottom

fact of the social state,

the relation of man
and woman. In fol-

lowing the migrations

uf the Aryans to the

West we have thus far looked at the

movement of men, with-

out stopping to consider

the fact of sex as the

necessary concomitant

circumstance of human
life and progress. Al-

ready in Western Asia

Minor the woman be-

gins to rise. In Phryg-

ia she makes a pre-

historic apparition. At
Troy it is manifest that

sheJias become a power

—not only a power, but

in some sense the glory

of the city. All the

Homeric narrative re-

volves about her. She

is evidently in the as-

cendent on both sides

oftheyEgean. Androm-
ache is in Ilium and

Helen is in Mycenae.

About these two all the

heroic action turns. In

the progress of the Homer-
ic narrative, both Iliad and

Odyssey, we are able to

trace the epic concept of the women of

the Hellenic dawn.

We have only to glance at the charac-

ter which the epic and tragic poets of

the earliest ages of Greek literature gave

to women tf) catch the fundamental no-

tions and practices of the race. Alccstis

sacrifices herself to restore her husband.

Iphigenia offers her life, and feels no

bitterness. Antigone fol- splendid fame

lows her blind father and l^tf^T.^e
suffers with him all the mis- Greeks,

ery of banishment. Penelope is almost

as much the heroine of the Odyssey as

her husband is the hero. No picture

Woman rises to
honor with the
West Aryans.

IIF-I.KN OK TROV.

rom a m.iri<Ie relief uf the third century B. C.

has ever been drawn of a more ideal

perfection in the love and devotion of

woman to man than that of Andromache
to tlie valiant Hector. Nothing shakes

her from her allegiance. No horror of the

overhanging doom disturbs her fidelity

or clouds her hope. Even Helen is more

sinned against than sinning. The gods

had planned a stratagem, anc] she was

one of the victims of the play. Arete
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is not more religious as a queen than as

a woman. It is her womanhood rather

than her majesty that appeases the mul-

titude and settles the quarrel of the

state. Everywhere the picture of

woman in the epic dawn has the same

outline of nobility and beauty ; and even

in the post-epic age she survives for a

•while as the divinity of the man and the

princess of the state.

It is therefore all the more painful to

note first the check and then the retro-

Painful failing of gression of woman in an-

^reTuarek^' cient Greek society. In the

society. age of the evolution of the

political power of the Greek states forces

'

appeared which, while they promoted

the man, thrust back the woman. True,

she was not converted again into a slave.

True, some portions of her old-time dig-

nity and queenliness remained through

all the subsequent vicissitudes of Greek

history. But she lost her place at the

head of society, and became to a great

degree the servant and associate rather

than the companion and queen of her

lord.

Nor are we greatly embarrassed in

determining the causes of this fall. It

Rage of the de- ^vas the work of the Ionian

democracies. So radical

and violent were the activi-

ties of the ancient citizens that woman
was obliged to retire from the agora and

the public j^lace into the shadow of the

Gynseconitis for shelter and safety. Here
she must remain in seclusion while the

powerful action of the comedy and the

tragedy were carried forward in the

outer world. This to say that domestic

life, which was really the only life in

the Homeric epoch, gave place to the

public life, which was the only life of

the classical ages. With the evolution

of the state men devoted themselves to

the public life, and the domestic life

mocracy drove
the •women from
the agora.

sank into unimportance. With it went
down the primacy of the Greek woman.
Within the walls of the Gynaeconitis she

was no longer able to keep pace with

the intellectual development and activi-

ties of her lord. Her restriction became
a habit, and the progress of democracy

in the agora was concomitant with the

retrogression of the private life in the

Greek home.

It was for the reasons here delineated

that in Dorian Sparta, where aristocracy

instead of democracy be-... The Spartan
came the bottom principle -woman kept her

. . 1 , . place at the fore.m civil society, woman long

continued to hold her rank by the side

of the man, such as it had been in the

old days of the heroic war. The Spartan

wife or mother was still a princess, a

queen, long after the Ionian woman

—

even of sparkling Athens—was lost in

the seclusion of the Gynaeconitis. To
the end of the Dorian ascendency the

woman of Sparta maintained her pre-

eminence. Her like for vigor and cour-

age was never seen othen.vhere among
the nations of the earth. It was said as

a sort of mocking satire that not even

the iron legislation of Lj'curgus could

reduce the women of Sparta to sub-

mission or curb the audacity of their

spirit. But the satire was taken by those

against whom it was directed as the

highest compliment ! They answered

that if they were the only beings whom
the Lycurgian laws had been unable to

reduce, they were also the only beings

who had ever given birth to men.

From infancy the Spartan girl-child

was subjected to the very same physical

exercises and general dis- AtWetic disci-

cipline as her brother. If l^Zre^lt^"''
the latter was destined to sparta.

be a warrior, the former was destined to

be a warrior's wife and the mother of

other warriors. The Spartan maiden
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appeared on the Olympic race course, at

the festival of Hera, and ran for the

crown of olive. If she won, her portrait

was set up in commemoration of the

victory. At the religious festivals the

custom was the same. Women were

not only permitted to share the rites,

but their service was a necessary part of

the national religion. After her mar-

intellectual development, properly so

called, she knew nothing. In this she

was at one with her hus- Dorian culture

band. He not only knew ^Z%°^^1,,,^
nothing of ideality and in- tiasis.

tellectual preeminence, but he despised

both. The culture was simply physical.

But it was impossible that such culture

should not produce startling intellectual

GREEK WOMEN AT HOUSEHOLU DUl lES.—Dr.iw.i by E. Klimsch.

riage the Spartan matron not only as-

sumed the supremacy of her household,

but she also had the management of the

slaves, that horde of half-savage and in-

subordinate Helots who were always the

menace of the state. Her authority was
absolute, and even her freeborn lord,

when at home, yielded to her com-
mands.

Of a certainty this life of the Dorian

woman was a purely physical life. Of

effects. For the mind is the flower of

the body ; and if the stem be vigorous,

the flower is likely to be beautiful. But
culture is still necessary to refine and
purify—to give fragrance and ideal per-

fections to the blossom of life. It is

sufficient to say of the .Spartan woman
that she was the most vigorous and per-

fect if not the most beautiful animal of

the ancient world.

"With the growth of democracy among
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the Ionian peoples the woman, as we
have said, was thrust into the back-

lonian -women ground, but she was not

'^^XrlZ^ destroyed. In her restrict-

nence. q^ Sphere she continued

preeminent. It is true that the gloiy

of Greek womanhood was not, on the

whole, comparable with the glory of

Greek manhood. We speak now of the

age of the Hellenic ascendency, when
power and learning and art had come

;

when Athens sparkled as the eye of

Greece.

The Ionian women, however, could not

be retired into the shadow of the splen-

^ , ^ did -^ale-life of the race
Place of the
Hetairaiin withoUt SOme peculiar so-
Greek society. • 1 O- . /TI1 J J

cial effects, i he dammcd-
up current of womanhood sought a

side channel of development where the

waters were more brilliant and free, but

at the same time more dangerous and

uncertain in their course. The Ionian

laws of marriage were extremely severe

as it respected the fidelity of the woman
who entered wedlock, but they threw no

restraint upon the lord of the house.

The Attic democrats were careful not to

lay social fetters upon themselves. They
took all the liberty which the age, the

circumstances, and their own caprice

suggested. To meet the wayward fancy

of the great Greeks a large division of

the Ionian women were diverted from

marriage proper into a career of social

freedom which, while it was not a posi-

tive degradation, at least not the depth

of degradation, was nevertheless a wide

departure from the canons of monogamic
virtue. A class of talented and auda-

cious women called Ilctairai arose ; that

is, the "others." These others were the

female friends of what Greeks soever

they could bring within the circle of

their influence and affection. The rela-

tion was a peculiar one. The hetairai

and the matrons of the Ionian cities be-

came competitors for the fav-or of the

great men of the race. To the modern
inquirer it seems strange that such a

ONK OK I UK IIKIAIKAI— IVl'l;.

Drawn by C. Kolb.

state of society could have existed without

self-destruction as its end ; but the canon

of the times was so little severe that the

home life of the Greek was not much dis-

turbed by the license of the man.
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However pitable in many respects the

condition of the hetairai must have

been, in other retjards it
Distinction at- .

tainedbythis had its uriUiant aspects.
casso women,

j^. ^^^ ^^^ -^^ doubted that

much of the genius of the Greek women
took this
course. Born

wit, which
wasted itself

unspoken in

the shadows of

the Gynasconi-

tis, found free

expression
when the pos-

sessor was a

h e t a i r e .

Women of this

class became

noted in pub-

lic life. They
received the
adulation o f

the most dis-

tinguished cit-

izens of the

Ionian states.

They became

the compan-

ions and coun-

^__ selors of those

Ai'HRoDiii;. great Attic
Drawn by L. Michalck, from the Venus A g jv^ OCT at S

of Cnidos.

whose magis-

terialintellect ruled the world for a season.

They showed at least that the intellectand

will as well as the taste of woman are

able to express themselves in the grand-

est and most brilliant activities when
once the condition of freedom is attained.

It appears, moreover, that a standard of

virtue, such as it was, was established

and maintained by the hetairai of the

Greek cities. There was much fidelity

between the versatile, witty, and accom-

plished women of this class and the men
with whom they were associated by no

tie other than that of preference, ad-

miration, and a certain kind of affection.

Not a little was the current history de-

flected at times by the influence of

the woman who was associated at the

head of affairs with the leader of the

epoch. Hardly any great Greek was

free from the entanglements of this re-

lation. Pericles had for his companion

the famous Aspasia, whose Ascendency of

intellectual and otherwise *^:,^:^tninT'

exalted character has shed piiiiosophers.

a luster even upon the class of which

she was the greatest ornament. So pre-

eminent was she in her day that the

greatest philosophers and statesmen vis-

ited her home. Her fascination was of

the mind, far above the region of mere

erotic illusion.

Saturnine
Socrates him-

self sat at her

feet, and de-

clared that he

had learned

eloquence
from her lips.

He was also

conversant
with a second

distinguished

womannamed
Diotima, from

whose conver-

sation hegath-

ered all that is

set forth con-

cerning the
nature of love in the celebrated Symposium

of Plato. Pericles freely ascribed to As-

pasia the best parts of his eloquence,

and it has been alleged that his great

oration, or panegyric, on the soldiers

who fell in the .Samian war was com-

iJrawn by C, Kolb. from the bust in the

Vatican.
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posed by her, to be spoken by him.

Strange commentary, that after the

death of the greatest of all the Athenian

democrats, the woman -who had thus

ruled him and through him the Hellenic

world, should have married Lysikles, a

common fool of the city

!

'

' Destroyed by Alexander ; rebuilt by
Phryne the Hetaire." Such was the in-

" Destroyed by scription whicli the beauti-

bSyPilx^'e ful. but audacious, repro-

the Hetaire." hcite proposed to put on the

restored walls of Thebes—restored by

her own wealth and profusion, which

she had gathered as the contributions of

the most distinguished Athenians, not

even excepting Demosthenes. The
walls of Thebes had been thrown down
by the Conqueror, and the people of the

devastated city had not the means of res-

toration ; but s//e was able to restore

the walls, and would do it if they would

allow her to associate her name with

that of Alexander and also to attach the

word which designated the class of bril-

liant and reckless women to which she

belonged

!

Like Aspasia, Phryne was a power in

Attica at a time when Attica was still a

power in the earth. Stat-

Phryne their ucs of her, done by Prax-
model and ideal. .. , • .^ ,

iteles himself, were set up

alongside of that of Aphrodite, at Thes-

pia;, and between the votive offerings

of the King of Sparta and of Philip of

lilacedon at the shrine of Delphi. She

it was whom Apelles painted as the

Venus of the Seafoam, and she it was

whom Praxiteles made his model when
he chiseled the imperishable Aphrodite

of Cnidos.

It were vain to extend the list of these

brilliant creatures whose wit and beauty

were so powerful over the destinies of

Greece. At Corinth, LaVs, another of

the number, was reckoned in her dav the

fairest woman of the Greek world. Such
was her reputation that devotees—if not

victims—from many states were at her

altars, and of her it might well be said,

in the time of her triumph

:

" Hellas, resplendent in martial fame, unconqucred in

battle,

Willingly bent her haughty neck to the power of

beauty."

If the hetairai among the Greek

women were in the ascendent during

the age of Hellenic glory, womenof the

the matrons of the home ^Thth^dlcU
rose above them in the time of Greece,

of the political decline. It was the ev-

olution of democracy which led to the

seclusion of the home-women of the

Greeks, and it was the decadence of that

same democracy which led to their

emergence. As the hilarious uproar of

the agora and the pnyx passed away, the

Greek citizens fell back from the exu-

berant public life which they had hither-

to led into a home life, more pronounced

than that which had prevailed in the

times of the political greatness of

Greece. It thus happened that so far as

the women of the Ionian Hellenes were

concerned, they are displayed in two

epochs of greatness; iirst, in the dawn,

when epic poetry drew in elegant hexa-

meters the outlines of womanhood in

primitive Hellas; and, second, in that

later day, when the political sun of the

Greeks was going down in the west.

Between these two eras the intellectual

life of woman was eclipsed, or had its

manifestation only in the brilliant and

lawless audacity of the hetairai. In

Sparta the Dorian wife and mother

maintained their ascendency to the end

;

and in the last days, we find the mother

and wife of King Agis after his death,

urging on Cleomenes and his war-

riors in a final effort for the freedom of

their country.
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Life among the Greeks was a physical

rather than a moral product. It was

Reasons for evolved merely by natural

of life among the
slight estimate

{Q^.^.^^ ^nd Supported by
Greeks. natural means. From this

point of view we may understand the

small estimation in which life was held

amono- the Hellenes. They reckoned it

with death. The infant was less the

property of the mother and the father

than of the city.

We are here face to face with the sub-

ject of the treatment which Destruction of

Greek children received at Z^:^^,,
birth. The child was, in exposure.

the primitive a,^es. subjected to the in-

I

lA.MNASllC EXt;KCl^l;S Ul' .--I'AkTAN VOL TH.—Di.uiii by 1'. Gr..t Jol

as a force to be employed for the good
of the state. Notwithstanding the

intense individualism of the race, not-

withstanding the almost insane democ-
racy of the lonians, the theory of the

subordination of the individual life to

the life of the city was strenuously

maintained. Tiiis theory began in its

application with birth, and ended only

spection of the Ephors, or their rep-

resentatives, and the question passed

whether or not the infant was worthy of

preservation. It does not seem that

there was much discrimination against

girl infants. The principle was general.

If the child was weak or disproportioned,

or had any .serious defect in its physical

nature, it was rejected and given over to
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the destroyer. In that event the in-

fant was borne away to the ravines or

hills and left to perish. The actual de-

struction was effected by wolves or foxes

or birds of prey. It seems that those

who had the disposal of the rejected

children in hand shrank from the actual

act of murder, and took tlie circuitous

method of exposure to ravenous beasts.

The accepted children were kept for a

while by the mothers, and then, if Spar-

Communai taus, Were delivered over

ranciSfd°eS ^ the public. The prin-
youth. ciple of communism now
prevailed. The youth was to be made
into a warrior, or, if a girl, into a war-

rior's wife. To this end the means of

physical culture were diligently and as-

siduously applied. The whole education

consisted of gymnastic exercises, with

such incidental development of the

mind as might be acquired in the general

process. Boys and youth were permit-

ted to listen to the laconic sayings of

the Gerontes, but were not permitted to

participate until they were thirty years

of age. Conversation in the chief Dorian

city was always disparaged. It was one

of the many superfluities which the

lonians might cultivate, but which every

true Dorian ought to despise.

In the northern states of Greece, and

even in those parts of Peloponnesus ly-

More rational ing next thereto, the rigor

me"lho"d^oT of the southern discipline

North Greeks, -^as much relaxed. In

Attica children were not destroyed after

the barbaric age. The method of cul-

ture also was in the Attic cities directed

to both body and mind. It might be

impossible to state accurately at what
time regular schools were first instituted

in Thebes and Athens ; but it is certain

that from the earliest epoch of Greek
progress, the children of the lonians

were subjected to a more rational and

humane kind of discipline than those of

the Peloponnesian cities. In course of

time much attention was given by the

Attic philosophers to the subject of edu-

cation, and the methods which they

employed were long regarded as the

most efficient of any in ancient times.

As late as the seventeenth century, in

England, there were still great thinkers

who accepted the Greek model of the

school ; and even Milton, in his educa-

tional scheme, followed that model in

nearly all of its details and peculiarities.

We have already pointed out the the-

ory which underlay the training of the

youth in all the Grecian Greek training

states, whether Ionian or J^^^^V^/^ft-

Dorian. It was the making iz«iis.

of a citizen who should belong to the

state—the construction of a perfect hu-

man block that should fit exactly and

permanently into the edifice. Among
no other people has this dogma been so

absolute and invariable in its applica-

tion as among the Hellenes. At the

same time that it was sought to develop

all of the human forces in the individual

and to make him perfect in his kind and

structure, it was also sought to fashion

the iinit with strict reference to the

whole of which he was a part.

That whole was the city or state.

City and state were essentially convert-

ible terms. The one was
Complete subor-

the other. That is, the dination of the

city was the state. There ™^" ° ® ''' ^"

was, of course, an outlying region, a

country thickly populated, cultivable,

productive ; but the country was only

so much physical tissue round about the

heart, which was the life thereof. The
heart was the city. The man was the

citizen. Of himself he was nothing. It

is surprising in the last degree that this

subordination of the individual to the or-

ganic structure of society did not appear
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to fret the great spirits of the Greeks.

We do not hear Socrates, Plato, Aristotle,

complaining of -their complete subjec-

tion. We might say that they did not

feci their slavery to the city. True

enough, the results of it were most

tangible and terrible in their own lives.

The individual was crushed as beneath

a stone if he resisted the abuses of

and carried out in all of the mature prac-

tices of the Greeks. To have said from
the bema of any Greek city at any time

during the Hellenic ascendency that the

state existed only for the benefit of

the individual citizen would have been
a proposition more startling and more
certainh' fatal to him who made it than

were any of the vague heretical allusions

SCHOOL OF ATHENS.—From ihe painting by Raphael.

organic power and as.serted himself

against them.

Such was the tremendous force of the

Greek race that this resistance of the

Insubordination niau against the despotism

fet^toth/ "f t'^c state was frequent
nian. and fatal. The great

Greek could not help the conflict Avhich

his own nature demanded, but the end
was death. All of this began, as we
have said, at the birth of the child, was
maintained in the theory of discipline.

for which the bowl of hemlock was of-

fered to Socrates.

In history, technically so called, we
look oiitward at the objective activities

of men or rather the re- in what sense

S7,/ts of those activities. It i^^'^.'^rn
"'"

is a narrative of the forms, ethnic history.

aspects, and relations of the works of

men rather than of the men them-

selves; but in ethnic hi.story we look

backward at the actors. It is the lite

and growth of the human race which
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we here consider; not the deeds done

by men, but the men, whom we fix our

gaze upon and describe. It is an ac-

count of the evolution of mankind ; but

this account necessarily involves the

physical apparatus by which the evolu-

tion is accomplished. Even the vines

which grow on the surface of the earth

have a vehicle, a means unto an end, the

end being their support and develop-

ment. So there is a vehicle of human
growth, an extended apparatus by which

the several races of men have succes-

sively been aided, as with a staff in the

hand, to leap from point to point.

Among the Greeks development was,

as we have said, primarily a physical

Greek develop- fact ; sccondarilv, an in-

cTafte^w'arir tcllectual and moral fact.

inteUectuai. The means unto the end of

physical training was the gymnasium.

While it is not fitting in an ethnic history

to describe the details of Greek gymnas-

tics considered as a fact, it is entirely

proper to examine the same as a system

peculiar to the evolution of the Greek

character. The gymnasia were a part

of the public and private life of the

Greeks. The class of exercises having

as their primary object the development

of the physical life of the people stood

between the youth and the state; and

they continued to stand between the

man and the state.

The principle was of universal appli-

cation. No Greek youth could reach

Citizenship to be citizenship except by the
attained only by ^f ^j^^ gvmnasium.
•way ox the - o-
gymnasium. The object of the culture

to be thus attained was the man himself,

his bodily development, his strength, his

activity, his beauty. The remoter refer-

ence was to the duties of citizenship. It

was intended that the man should be

fitted for his (Itities in life by means of

tie gymnasia; and to this extent they

were public institutions ; but the bottom

idea was that of individual development

and perfection, the symmetrical and per-

fect evolution of the human body to its

hiq-hest dcsjree of excellence and strengfth.

In the primitive life of the Greek

tribes the gymnasia were simply open

spaceswhere the youth were Evolution and

consrresfated and trained in character of
» o the Greek

exercises by their masters, gymnasia.

From the first a wide space, much room,

was required for the exertions which, be-

ginning in sport, ended in discipline.

The sport itself was a part of the disci-

pline. A large and free exercise of the

bodily organs can not be effected in a

confined space. The limbs can not be

stretched except on the race course and

by running and leaping free and far.

Soon the gymnastic resorts in the open

space were converted into gymnasia

proper. Everycity had them. In Athens

there were three great institutions of the

sort. A shady grove suitable for a re-

sort and promenade was generally se-

lected. Within the inclosure there were

areas for wrestling; others, for casting

the quoit; others, for hurling the jave-

lin ; and others still for the extended

race. Attached to the gymnasia were

buildings where the gymnasts might

bathe, anoint their bodies, rub them-

selves with sand, or apply the scraper in

developing and cleansing the skin. In

one point porticoes were set apart for

games, for conversation, for promenade,

and social amusement. Others still were

apportioned to the spectators who had

themselves passed through the exercises

in their youth. Within the arena were

altars dedicated to the gods, ornamented

with statues, garlanded with flowers.

The gymnastic apparatus of the Greeks

was exceedingly simple as compared

with the ingenious contrivances of mod-

ern times. The youth was projected
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gymnastic ap-

paratus and
method.

into his sports and training much as any

young animal might be flung into the

Simplicity ofthe Water to learn to swim. The
exercises themselves were

the natural actions of

the human body, rarely artificial. First

of all the boy, the young man, even

the middle-aged, contestant, must

run. An extended course was pre

pared for this purpose. As a rule,

the bottom was of loose, dry sand.

It was not intended to furnish the

feet with a solid vantage from which

to bound, but rather to impede the

progress of the runner by the uncer-

tainty of his footing. In the ad-

vanced stages of the exercise the

runner was weighted with armor,

sometimes complete, sometimes

only a shield and helmet. Naked
was he who bounded through the

deep sand, like the splendid young
animal that he was, straining for

the goal.

Of all the Greek gymnastic sports

the race was the favorite. The run-

ners attained a mar-

velous speed. Some
of them were swifter

and their endurance

as they came in, after the long

race, where the judges sat and the

garland was waiting—came in with

distended nostrils and uplifted arms

and flashing eyes—was sublime.

Next came leaping. There was

the high leap and the distant leap.

No artificial aid was permitted. It

was the natural spring of the muscles or

nothing. In some stages of the leaping

exercise and contest weights were taken

in the hands and flung behind for mo-

mentum as the leaper rose in the air ; but

.some such simple contrivance to give mo-
mentum was all that was allowed. In this

case the muscular force of the arms was

added to the power of the legs for the

sudden exertion. Then came the throw-

ing of the javelin. The shaft of the

implement must be wound with a thong

and hurled with a rotary motion from the

hand. In this contest accuracy of aim

Part'cular forms
of the disciplin-

ary exercises.

than horses;

niSCODOLUS MAKING WW. CASl.

Drawn by H, Volz, from the original in the Palazzo Massini.

and distance of the target were the two

desiderata.

The well-informed mind may readily

perceive how great is tlie
^

. . .
Superiority of

superiority of this rational, rational to bar.

1 • 1 i 1 i baric training.
and we might almost .say

scientific, e.xertion of the body as a

means unto an end when compared with
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ttie results and methods attained by the

blow-guns and bows of savages. The
native of the Upper Amazon is able,

through his blow-gun with a small ar-

row, to take the life of a monkey in a

distant tree-top ; but how unlike is such

activity, half-empirical and half-savage,

to that truly skillful action of the Greek

as he sent his spear a-flying into the eye

great force to a mark as far removed as

might possibly be reached. The Greeks

were a right-handed people. Before the

discus was flung it was carried in the

left hand, so that the right might re-

serve its strength for the throwing.

These facts entered into Greek art, and

the famous statues called discoboli show
us the attitudes of the throwers.

GREEK CHARIOT.— From a vase painting.

of the distant target! The one is the

adroitness of the implement, the other

the skill of the man.

Throwing the discus was a Homeric

sport. The heroes, in their recreation

from war, took heavv cir-
Thro-wring the
discus; the cular plates of bronze or
isco 1.

iron, perhaps eight inches

in diameter, and holding the quoit in the

hand, swinging it by the side with a

stooping posture, sent it whirling with

It were vain to enumerate all the

methods of gymnastic training which

the Greeks practiced in the Greek gymnasia

development of their bod- ^^J^int''""'

ies. This skillful and per- cruelty.

si.stent exercise was one of the leading

elements in the product of that wonder-

fully elastic body which the son of Hellen

carried with him in peace and war.

And it must be said to the everlasting

praise of the Greeks, that notwithstand-
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ing the purely physical character of this

development, notwithstanding the fact

that they were a people to whom the

heartful sympathies of life were com-

paratively unknown, the Greek gymna-

sia never degenerated into cruelty, tor-

ture, butchery. The idea of the beautiful

remained in the ascendent to the last.

The horrid struggle of man and beast,

and of maddened prisoners of war turned

loose with swords in the arena, never

disgraced the Greek race or .stained even

its dying twilight with the tinge of

blood.

It is probable that in the latter days

the Greek gymnastic contest ceased to

The Greek hip- have respect to the develop-

S^foHhecIia;:" ™ent of the man, and be-

lot racing. came a spectacle ; but it was
always beautiful. The aesthetic spirit

of the race never permitted the public

games to sink below the old ideal stand-

ard. Chariots and honses were at length

brought upon the race course, and the

most magnificent driving ever seen in

the dust of the poor world was that ex-

hibited in the circus of the Greeks.

With four tremendous steeds abreast,

the standing driver, with reins gathered

ujD and fiery eye and serpent whip that

split the shining air, stinging like a hor-

net as it fell on the foaming flanks of

the coursers, screamed his defiance at

his rival and urged madly forward to the

goal; but there was no blood, no bru-

tality; only the struggle of strength

with strength and skill with skill in the

mightiest per.sonal contests which were

ever witnessed by an excited and shout-

ing populace.

Chapter XLIX.—The hei^lenic Tonoue.

UCH were the methods
and processes by which

( ireek life was brouglit

to maturity. It was

intended to be a matu-

rity of action and

beauty—beauty as its

subjective, and action as its objective, ex-

pression. It is impossible noV to enter

into the thought of a Greek father and

detennine preci-sely to what extent, as

he submitted his boy to the gymnasium.

Ideas nnder- he lookcd UpOU physical

culture as a means of de-

veloping the youth himself

and to what extent he looked beyond to

his usefulness in the state. Both ideas

were present. Both influenced his con-

duct and determined his motives; and if

we pass from private to j^ublic opinion,

we shall find that that also looked first

M.—Vol. 2—

q

lying the dis-

cipline of the
Greeks.

to the beautiful, the strong, in the youth

himself and afterwards in the man, but

also contemplated the usefulness and fit-

ness of tlie man as a block in the state.

But there was also a gymnastic for the

tongue and the brain. While the body

was brought to perfection° " A gymnastic for

through theagency of phyS- the brain as weU

ical training, the tongue ^^ « ° y-

was led into rational and beautiful action

by the vehicle of the most excellent

speech yet devised by man. The Greek

language may be regarded in the light

of a mental gymnastic. It was the ap-

paratus for tlie expression of mental

activities which were as vehement in

their kind as were the restless energies

of the body. We are here to regard the

language in the light of an apparatus by

which Greek thought found expression

and the Greek mind was perfected.
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It is the part of philosophy rather than

of history to determine the relations of

consideration of brain action, of thought, to

thought a°nd°'
oral speech, to language,

speech. Jt jg perhaps not yet

determined precisely to \vhat extent the

one is dependent on the other for its

existence, to what extent all thought

stands waiting for the word which is to

be its vehicle of revelation. We may
regard the word as the avatar of the

idea. The spoken form is the corporate

tangible fact necessary for the expression

of the incorporate, intangible essence.

It may be fitting to say that ideality in

its abstract form ma}- exist in the human
mind, or, to use the tangible agent, in

the human brain, without the concomi-

tant of words ; but that ideality can only

be coined into thought through the

agency of language. As ideality is

resolved into ideas, notions, thoughts,

propositions, it passes from the intan-

gible or spiritual condition into the

tangible expression and definition of

language.

However this question may be re-

solved, there can be no doubt that there

was a strict correlation between the pro-

strict corre- digious energies and bcauti-

t::^::^t^l ful evolutions of the Greek
language. mind and that wonderful

language on which the thought of the

race was sent abroad into the world.

The one was no more varied, excursive,

and grand than the other was copious,

elastic, and powerful. It is only a truism

to say that even the caprices of the

Greek mind found satisfactory vent

through the caprices of the language.

Hellenic thouglit either found a way of

expression or made one. It was almost

as easy to make as to find. .So vital and

new were the Greek tongues in the times

of the rapid evolution of the race that

all new moods and tenses of the Hellenic

mind flowed out on the ever-branching

stems of the equivalent speech.

Something has already been said of

the dialectical divergencies of Greek as

illustrative of the ethnic Riseoftiie

divisions of the family. We ^^^.^fhS'
shall now again call up the est form.

Hellenic dialects and view them as the

means unto the end of development

among the different branches of the peo-

ple. On the incoming of the Hellenes-

into European Greece the language was

still in the growing stage. Much of its

structure had been already determined

during the ages of migration, but much
still remained for expansion and growth,

before the tongue should reach its per-

fection in the hands of the Attic histo-

rians, poets, and orators.

The oldest form, then, in which the

Greek language became fixed and de-

terminate was .^olic. It
Close kinship of

is in evidence that this dia- the.Eoiicand
1 , 1 1 ii Old Latin.
lect was spoken by the mi-

grating tribes before the departure of

the Hellenes and the Italians. A critical

examination of the primitive Latin

tongues shows that they still retained in

the west many forms and features so

nearly identical with yEolie as to demon-

strate the original community of the dia-

lects. This identity extends even to the

vowels and diphthongs, which are the

most shifting and uncertain parts of

speech. The poverty of Latin in diph-

thongs, as compared with Ionic and Doric

Greek, has an exact analogy in ..-I^olic ; and

the sameness in consonantal structure in

the two tongues still further strengthens

the argument. From .t-Eolic Greek,

therefore, wc may regard all the other

Hellenic dialects as . departures and de-

velopments.

..^olic was spoken in four principal

dialects. The first, was Lesbian, which

is most characteristic of all, limited to
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the island of Lesbos, and strongly indic-

ative of the Asiatic origin of the Greeks.

The second v;irictv was
Principal dia-
lectical diver- Tlu'ssaliaii, and doubtfully
gencies of.S;olic. ,, , . ., , ., , '

Macidontan, though the lat-

ter tongue has never been critically deter-

mined in its relations with the languages

of the south. The third dialect was

Boeotian, and the fourth EUan and Arca-

dian, the latter belonging to the Pelo-

ponnesus. Modern critics have found

that the dialects of Elis and Arcadia are

rather Doric Greek than .^Eolic, though

the latter may have been the original

root. In Lesbos are several inscriptions

which still preserve the ancient forms of

the language ; and the extant fragments

of the poems- of Alcaeus and Sappho fur-

ni.sh literary examples of the .same.

One of the sti'iking features of the

language as illustrated in these works is

Low tone and thc abscncc of ultimate or

u^eroFriVorm final accent. Words which
of Greek. Jn Ionic and Doric Greek

are accented on the last syllable throw

back the accent in >-L2olic, just as in Latin.

Another striking peculiarity is thc

heavy, or baritone, quality of the vowels.

What may be called the high tone of the

Ionic vowels is wanting in .^^olic. An-
other feature is thc absence of thc

rough breathing which was so common
in Ionic and Doric words. The digam-

ma, or vav, which, on account of its

heavy character, drojjped out of classical

Greek, was retained in .^-Eolic, especially

in the Boeotian dialect—anotner example

of the strong affinity of .l"2olic and Latin.

The short c and the short o of Greek

were originally represented by a in

^olie, furnishing a good example of

what is called the "dulling" of vowel

sounds. The vowel alpha also appeared

in many words wlierc long c {r\) took its

place in Ionic. In short, it is evident

that ..-Eolic (ireck had alpha for its pri-

' mary vowel sound, the evolution not

having proceeded far enough to include

the wide range of vocalic utterance ex-

hibited in the South Greek dialects.

The language of the Boeotians is but

little known, and that only from inscrip-
' tions. The few specimens
i Characteristics

,
that have been preserved of the Boeotian

are also inflected with *°"S"'^-

Ionic words and constructions. Thouofh

it is clear that the Boeotian language was
deduced from the J^oYxo. stem, it never-

theless had much in common with Ionic

Greek. The accent was not thrown
back as in .-Eolic. The Boeotians, instead

of rejecting the rough breathing, had a

fondness for its use. They also sympa-
thized with the southern forms of speech

in preserving thc ancient tan (t) instead

of employing sigiiia {o), as did the ^^o-_

lians. In other peculiarities also it is

evident that the transformation toward

the Ionic forms of speech was going on
among the Boeotian tribes. In an age of

free growth it could but happen that

the neigliboring clans would assimilate

each from tlic other the forms of speech

which they used in intercourse. All the

dialects in Greece were shaded off at the

margin into the tongues of the adjacent

peoples.

As already said, tlie original languages

of lilis and Arcadia have been much
discussed as to their stem

Elean and Arca-
COnnectlOnS. In this COUn- dian dialects of

try the intermingling of

forms was between ..-Eolic and Doric dia-

lects. Some modern .scholars have been

of the opinion that thc languages of

these two Peloponnessian states are

cs.scntially Dorian, and that the notion

hitherto existing of an ^I'^olian origin

is to be wholly rejected. This cliange

of view would c.xlcnd also to the

(ireck tongue of Cyprus. It is certain

that the colonists of this island were
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in part Arcadians. The fact that the i

inscriptions of Cyprus are not written
,

in the Greek alphabet has greatly

embarrassed antiquarian research, and

made a decision respecting the Cyprian

language exceedingly difficult. On the

whole, the dialects of .^olic, or the

language itself considered in its entirety,

must be regarded as the least important

of all varieties of Greek.

The second general branch of the

Hellenic languages was Doric. It has

two aspects, an older and a
Ethnic and geo-
graphical hmits more recent form . 1 he
ofDoric Greek. r- , .> .> t7

first sympathizes with A^o-

lic in its construction and vocabulary,

and the second with Ionic Greek. The
older form covers the original tongues

of Laconia, Crete, Cyrene, and the

Greek colonies in Southern Italy. The
more recent Doric embraces the lan-

guages of Argolis, Messenia, and Megara,

of the Dorian countries in Northern

Greece, and of the colonics belonging to

the Greek race in Asia Minor and Sicily.

The fundamental difference between the

older and the more recent variety of Dor-

ic is the u.se in the former of oinci^a (w) and

eta (>)) instead of the softened diphthongs

cu {pv) and fi (si) in the milder dialect.

There were also Jthcr vocalic differences

between the two forms of speech and

some con.sonantal discrepancies.

The ancient language of the Laconians,

or Spartans, is known to us from inscrip-

Fragraents of tions and from fragments of

hTv°ed1n''''" ^^^ folk speech preserved
treaties. Jn the comcdics of Aris-

tophanes. Thucydides gives a single

treaty recorded in the Spartan dialect.

The sculptured tablets of Heraclea,

fniind at Tarentum, in Southern Italy,

and preserved in the museum of Naples,

also present specimens of the old Laco-

nian language. Other inscriptions have

been recovered from the island of Crete,

embracing certain ancient treaties be-

tween the towns of the island. At
Olympia a helmet and several inscrip-

tions have been found containing the

old Argolic dialect. Some interesting

tablets from Messenia have been recov-

ered on which were carved the doctrine

of certain of the gods; but in these in-

scriptions the language is found to be

of a later date (about 90 B. C). The
dialect spoken in Corinth has been re-

covered in part from inscriptions at Cor-

FACSIMILE OF ANCIFNT GKKKK MA.NUbCKU'l.

From Lord Strangford's p;ipyri, British Museum.

cyra and Syracuse; and a few examples

of the Locrian language, also Doric in

its origin, have been obtained from a

bronze tablet on which are written the

terms of an ancient treaty.

The Doric language as distinguished

from Ionic was a slow, emphatic form of

speech, more suitable for Distinctions be-

the brief conversation of L^.-rfonnio?""'

warriors than for the dis- speech,

course of philosophers, the measures of

poets, or orations from the bema. It

was a serious language, having little of

the lightness and airy .structure of the
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Ionic in its later developments. It

might be called the Anglo-Saxon stage

of Attic Greek. It must not be under-

stood, however, that the difference be-

tween the brief and severe' forms of

Doric and tlie elegant and easy inflec-

llilMtR.

Drawn by E. von Liphan.

tions of Ionic were differences in age of

development more than a difference in

the genius of the two dialects. All of

the roughness, the laconic demeanor,

the austerity, and uncurbed force of the

moimtaineers of Lacediemon are re-

flected in the dialect which they spoke.

The one is as the other—the tone of the

language is a reflection of the character

of the people.

There were several specific features

of Doric Greek by which the tongue

was discriminated in practice from Ionic.

The language was mucli more oxytone.

to use the grammatical term, than

Avas the speech of the lonians ; that is,

the Doric accents were
Oxytone charao-

llfted from grave to acute ter and archaic

and thrust forward to the
™^°

more advanced syllables of the words,

thus giving a sort of sharpness, almost

a shriek, to the utterance of the lan-

guage—a peculiarity which the lonians

in their speech sought to avoid. In ad-

dition to this, the Dorians retained the

old, heavy digamma, or vai' (/"), long

after it had disappeared from the po-

liter forms of Greek. In the old Laco-

nian, Argolian, and Corinthian inscrip-

tions the vav appears in nearly every

case in which we find a v in the corre-

sponding Latin words. Besides this,

the Dorians w^ere fond of doubling their

consonants in cases where the lonians

used only a single letter; for example,

hcssos {"aaog) for hesos (tang) ; messos

(fjiaao^) for mesos (jieooc), etc. This pe-

culiarity put strength and energy into

the middle of the word instead of light-

ness and activity. Still again, it was

the Dorian usage to employ the ancient

guttural ^o/'/'a {(1) in preference to the

recent and delicate kappa (k) or any

other smooth equivalent. Thus in

Doric we have Qorintltoi instead of Coriii-

tJioi, etc. The foregoing peculiarities

were sufficient to make a strong con-

trast between the languages of the Spar-

tans and the Athenians even to the time

when the shadow of Rome impended

over both.

The great language of the Greeks

was the Ionic, in its several stages of

Cfrowth. The Old Ionic
'^

. . Historical de-
was the dialect of the epic veiopmentof

. , 1 r T T Ionic Greek.
poets, the language of Ho-

mer and the Cyclic bards. The New
Ionic was the second stage of literary

development, and is represented in the

pages of Herodotus and Hippocrates;
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while the third evolution, or Attic, gave

to the world the great literary produc-

tions of classical Greece. The Attic

dialect was itself subdivided into three

stages of growth, the Old, the Middle,

and the New. It was in the New Attic

that the Greek language reached its

final leafage and efflorescence in the

graceful forms and delicate peculiarities

which were cultivated at the high noon

of Athenian splendor.

We must bear in mind, hf)wevcr,

that here again exact lines of division

Stages from the hinder as much as they

?h:for-A«io° ^^clp ^ clear understanding
Bpeech. of the actual growth of the

Greek language from its pre-IIomeric

origin to its post-Attic decline. This is

to say that the progress from the old, or

epic, tongue into the language of He-
rodotus was gradual. In the pages of

Homer there are many forms of expres-

sion which the bard had gathered from

the archaic and extinct forms of speech;

and there are also hints of the new
forms which the Father of History was
afterwards to reduce to system and regu-

larity. vSo also in the transformation of

Herodotean Greek into Attic—there was

never a break; but at ccrtiiin times

slight modifications grew into serious

changes. Old forms were abandoned

and new forms adopted until, quite un-

awares—though after the lapse of some

generations—a dialect distinct from the

preceding had arisen. All the way
down the process is one f)f gradual

transformation and growth, involving

the substitution of more elegant and

higlily inficctecl forms of expression

for the archaisms of the older poets.

It is not our purpose to enter into a

review of the language of Homer or

Herodotus or Thucydides or any other

Greek author representative of a stage

in linguistic development. We here

look upon the language simply in proc-

ess of transformation, and as a vehicle

and instrument of the race pecuUarcon-

evolution of the Greeks, ^o^^^ksrlspe^l'

One thing must be under- ing language,

stood before the reader may apprehend

the peculiar efi:ect of their speech upon

the Hellenes them.selv'es. Of all men,

only the Greek has been conscious of his

language. It is the most striking fea-

ture of the linguistic history of mankind.

The son of Hellen was all the time con-

scious of the form in which his speech

was given forth, and was in the last de-

gree particular as to the accuracy and

beauty of his expression. In this re-

spect he differs from every type of man
who has simply given forth his utter-

ance unconsciously.

As a rule, the mind is confused with

the double process of thinking and

speaking if both be" consciously per-

formed ; but tlie Greek not only carried

forward both processes at once—the

subjective union of concepts and the

objective forms of utterance—but at the

same time he hung about every part of

his speech the flowers and leafage of his

imagination. We here speak of Ionic

Greek, of the perfected Attic language

as it was spoken and written in the days

of its .splendor.

Of his native tongue the Greek was

as ])roud as he was of his descent from

Hellen or even from the Prideofthe

gods. His language was ^^^^.l;;;;^"'

the one fundamental dis- of speech,

tinction between him and the barbarians.

He called them llarbaroi because of their

jargon—because they jabbered and could

not .speak, at least witli Hellenic ele-

gance. He sought perfection in his

words, in his manner of utterance, and

in every detail of expression. Disso-

nance was avoided as .something odious

;

and to mis]ilace an accent was a greater
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crime than to violate a treaty. Not only

did the seholars, the learned, and elite

of the lonians thus cultivate the delica-

cies and perfections of their language

;

but the very rabble, the democracy, the

shopkeepers, the marketers, and vulgus

profaiiuvt of the agora emulated the dia-

lectical purity of their superiors, and

spoke Greek even as they. It is narra-

ted that when a great oration was spoken

npOC 8CCCA\0I4 ^

OT/T\AYTAe nA eereK^iYMeic

CYN<|>Y\AtTLUN

Kd TeT.tkiONi

Cju j\ 6\demp\ss les TiseT nos
\uesTiiis
c uon T p. I hu h u5
quonoodoeTi P3 i

vpo^ 9e(Taa\uv d

diro Twv iciwv

avvtpvXaiTwv
KaOuig Kai avT^t

SPECIMENS OF OLD AND LATER GREEK.

from the pnyx, the very fishwomen

would cry out in derision if the orator

mispronounced or misaccented a single

word. It was a linguistic pride, a par-

allel for which we .should seek in vain

among the characteristics of any other

people.

The Greek language was perfected in

all of its parts. The orthography was
reduced to regularity. The accentua-

tion and intonation were far purer and

more exact than we .should find in the

language of any modern people. The
qualitv of the vowels was

Regularity and
very musical. In a certain purity of the

., 1
language.

sense the language was

chaiited. The sharp and piping sound

of Latin, traceable to the large use of

the vowels i and u, was avoided in

Greek. The prevalent vocalic elements

were alpha (a), omicron (o), epsilon (e).

The assimilation of

the consonants gave

euphony and ease of

utterance ; and the

freedom of .syntactic-

al disposition enabled

the speaker or writer

to arrange his period

or verse with refer-

ence to the highest

harmony. The vari-

ety of diphthongs

gave a pleasing vicis-

situde of vowel sound

{ov, av, ai, ei, vt), while

the careful observa-

tion of the quantity of

the vowels made the

language as rhythmic

and billowy as a chant.

The Greek vocabu-

lary was extremely

copious. It was not

so much an abundance

of roots— though in

this respect the Greek tongue was richer

than anv cognate dialect— copiousness of

but rather in the multi- tluiltP^.l^l

plicity of inflections. The accents,

words grew into many forms expressive

of the diverse ideas which hovered about

a given notion or thought. The law of

growth was so free and the evolution of

new forms so natural and varied that the

vocabulary expanded as freely as the

thought of the people. Herodian is said
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to have fixed the accents m accordance

with the lino;nistic law and usage of his

age on sixty thousand ("ireek words,

this, too, in an age when no technical

science had demanded its additional

stock of terms. This vast verbal devel-

opment had been produced exclusively

by the lively fancy, the vivid imagina-

tion, and the profound reasoning of the

Greek mind, which happily found or

created for itself a vehicle of speech as

copious and ornamental as the thought

of the race was vast and efflorescent.

Should we descend into the details of

the Greek language, we should be struck

Completeness in the first place with the

v^fbatdSp- completeness and beauty of

jaent. the verb. It would per-

haps be difficult to invent any form of

action which was not susceptible of ex-

pression by thevei^b of the Greek. The
law of formation for the various moods
and tenses was wellnigh perfect in its

kind. The three general divisions of time

were carefully discriminated ; and in the

past the distinction between Aorist, Im-

perfect, and Perfect was precisely

marked. The so-called grammatical

Voice had all three divisions. Active,

Middle, and Passive. If the Middle

voice was not so fully employed in prac-

tice as the other two, it was doubtless

equal to all demands for the peculiar re-

flective action which it was designed to

express. The three persons blossomed

out in full endings, as did also the three

numbers, in both cases to indicate the

relations of the action to the character of

the subject. If the old dual number of

the primit'ive Aryan speech had almost

disappeared from the Greek, it was be-

cause the di.scerning experiences of the

race had shown the inutility of such a di.s-

tinction. Through the whole develop-

ment of a given verb, through all of

its augments, reduplications, changing

stems, and waving terminations, the vital

root idea rose and expanded as if it

were the heart of a branching tree, in

whose boughs .sat all the winged crea-

tures of thought.

It was the peculiarity of Greek that

it was able to express the most refined

and delicate modifications Delicacy of the

in the ideas and thought "°^;?:'"L^j!:,.^5 ments ; the par-

of the sentence. To this Nicies,

end the so-called modifiers, particularly

the adjectives, had an expansion alto-

gether in excess of that pre.sented by

an}- other European language, ancient or

modern. The adjective took its station

by the side of the noun, assumed its ter-

minations, sought its likeness, and con-

formed to its methods of development

;

but it far outblossomed any mere noim.

It sprang out into three numbers, three

genders, five cases, and three degrees

of comparison, each marked by its own
variation in adjectival structure. The
whole organism presented no fewer than

one hundred and thirty-five inflections

—a thing marvelous in the history of

human speech. Even the stoical and inert

adverb shared in the common leafage and

put out terminations like a thing of life.

Verb, noun, pronoun, adjective, adverb,

all rejoiced in growth and expansion,

the outputting of branches, the evolution

of living leaves. Through all this the

breezes blew, and the whole organic

structure trembled as the thing thought

rose A'itally into the tree of speech and

became visible in the flowers and foliage,

^vcn the remotest twigs of this vital

and beautiful organic whole qyivered

with the life which was common to all.

The Greek particles, those infinitesimal

toyships of language which have been

the puzzle and provocation of all trans-

lators in all countries—hung up, as it

were, at the tip ends and on the finest

I filaments of Greek thought—swayed to
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Greek ; difficul-

ties of perfect
expression.

and fro iinclcr the stress of expression,

and performed their pleasing part in

unison with the more magisterial organs

of the language.

The perspicacity of Greek was as '

marked a feature of the language as its

Perspicacity of delicacy of expression.

"Whoever has much handled

the implement of human
speech and has observed with care the

difficulties and perplexities with which

the exact expression of thought by

means of words and constructions is em-

barrassed, will have discovered that per-

fect precision, perfect correlation be-

tween the thought and the verbal form,

is unattainable in any living language.

How great are the imperfections of

speech in this respect will not be readily

apprehended by any who have not

striven for exactitude in the use of lan-

guage ; for strive as we may, perfect pre-

cision can never be attained.

The vehicle of the comparatively gram-

marless tongues in use by the modern
nations is not sufficiently elastic to con-

form perfectly to the details and niceties

of thought. As a result, there is in the ,

best books of modern literature a prodi-

gfious amount of blundering in the lan-

guage. The insufficiency of every

modern tongue to express with perfec-

tion the conceptions of great or even

middle minds is painful to one whose

sensibilities on this subject have not

been dulled by the poverty and rudeness

of his own language.

In Greek all of this evil disappears.

It is really marvelous to note the exact

and i^crfect transcript of
Blundering in '^

Attio Green weu- thought wliicli may be ef-

g impossi e.
fg(,tj,J i,^ (_]5j. ]j^>jj^,r forms of

Greek. In pure Attic, for instance, all

blundering or departure from the accu-

rate delineation of the thinker's ideas is

not only ine.\cusable, but is superficially

manifested in the lang^iage itself. Any
blunder or want of perfect accord is im-

mediately shown by a flaw in the con-

struction as manifest to the eye as would

be a scar from a hatchet on a piece of

cabinet work. The language fits in all

its parts, and the surface, though it

palpitates and heaves under the living

impulses within, is as smooth as w-ell

adjusted plumage or the fur of a seal.

A mffle on the exterior of Greek is a

mistake, a wound. The language is in-

capable of hiding an error, au*I error re-

All that unconscious -^^tf'the':x-

ambiguity and uninten- pression.

tional equivocation which so abound in

the best modern literature disappear

from Greek like impurities from quick-

silver. They are squeezed out of the

living fluid which shines and sparkles

and is clean and perfect even in the dirt.

In the best days of Greek the language

had risen to an organic and spiritual

purity wdiich it was impossible to defile.

The details of the language, even its

smallest particles, stood like sentinels to

prevent the intrusion of obscurity, the

touch and pollution even of the small

dust of corruption. The Greek articles

were so adjusted as to compel the per-

spicuity of every phrase and clause.

"The doors of the houses are closed,"

says our sturdy English speech, and the

meaning is clear; but if echo takes up

the last three words, saying '

' houses are

closed," the meaning of the original sen-

tence is falsified with the final words of

its own utterance. " The sons of the

dead veterans we saw marching," says

our own strong tongue, and echo cries out

"dead veterans we .saw marching," as

if we had bclveld their ghosts. But

such mockeries out of echoland can

never arise from Greek. Greek says,

" The of the houses doors are closed;"

and echo repeats "doors are closed,"
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thus verifying instead of contradicting

our utterance. Greek says, '

' The of the

dead veterans sons we saw marching,"

and echo repeats '

' sons we saw march-

ing."' The ghosts have disappeared;

for in Greek no ghost, no shadow, no

T

\<oMOM oOT't-i crncSxccoo -ixa.i

pci>oeKrroo^eKiVh4 2wjxn^erTpx<J>^*»*
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/
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trary, the Greek sentence is plastic. It

may be worked like wax, and still the

integrity of thought be preserved. It

may be attenuated—drawn out tmtil its

clauses are anatomically displaced and
almost disjointed—until only the thin

ligaments of sen-

ten t i a 1 structure

hold together the

displaced and tor-

tured organs. Still

it lives ; still it is

the same ; still the

thought is as whole

and unmistakable in

form and feature as

it was before the

sentence was
stretched upon the

wheel. If a bit of

Greek thus tortured

into fantastic form

be translated into

another language,

and the syntactical

shape of the original

be followed or imi-

tated, the translation

will be a monster in

linguistic physiol-

ogy. '
' Give not

that which is holy

itnto the dogs, nei-

ther cast ye your

pearls before swine,

bantering of a double sense was pos-

sible.

Here was a compactness of structure

for which we should look in vain in any

Capacity of Other Speech. Let us not

^atTon';.;rdrs--
think, however, that the

placement. Unmistakable sense so

admirably woven into these words of

the Hellenes depended for its perfection

upon mere compactness. On the con-

h'st they trample

thou under their feet, and turn again

and rend yon." Thus saith the Eng-

lish rendering, but what saith the

Greek? U'hieh beasts are to turn

and rend you? Is it the szi'ine or

the dogs ? Which of them trample the

pearls under their feet? In Greek, the

italic clause, though so far detached,

answers the dogs, only, ti:rn again and

rend you ; the swine, only, trample the
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pearls under their feet. There is no

confusion expressed and none possible,

no ambiguity or hint of equivocation.

So long as the parts of the sentence hang

together, even by the finest filament,

the integrity of the whole is preserved.

The intensity of the Greek language

was another peculiarity for which we

Intensity of find uo parallel. Many

?;"pi:t,"„g^ i^eas slightly variant were
root words. expres.sed by words derived

from a common stem, and this common
element, echoing through the sentence,

intensified the thought to the close. The
suggestion of the first word was accented

in the second, emphasized in the third,

and sent reverberating through all the

remainder. The very thing which is so

studiou.sly avoided in modern languages,

namely, the tautology of sound, was

carefully cultivated in Greek. There it

was not tautology, but an increasing

stress laid upon the thought in the proc-

ess of its development.

To the ear only .slightly attuned to the

harmonies of Greek, an echo is ever pres-

Exampiesand cnt of the idca at first sug-

Si"?ru5 gested in the subject of the

toiogy. sentence ; and of this echo

the resonance remains to the close of

the paragraph; and as the mind follows

the evolution from iwge to page, there

is still a distant murmur caught far off

from the horizon of the first suggestion

of the theme. '
' HO //'treutes ta i/u'ria.

i/iereuQi," says the Greek, which our di-

versified language renders thus: "The
hunter pursues the wild bea.sts." But the

fine tautological original runs thus: "The
wildbeaster wildbcasts the wildbeasts." '

Alark the echo. Again the Greek

:

" Ho/o/etes ten /wesin/wei;" that is, in

English, " The bard creates poesy;" but

in Greek, " The maker makes the mak-

' Literally : The (/tvvman t/crrs the tiivrs.

ing;"or, " The poet poets the poesy," or,

" The singer .sings the singing." In the

thirty-second chapter of the Gorgias one

of the answers of Socrates to Polos is as

follows: Toiouton tinema. /('wnetai to

/^wnomenon hoion to tciimon tiiimQi ;

that is, in an English imitation: "The
thing cut is cut such-a-cut-as the thing

cutting cuts;" or, " That which is cut is

cut such a cut as that which cuts, cuts."

Or, as we should say in plain idiom,

"The gash in a thing is the .shape of

the blade that cuts it." Nor is there the

slightest sign that Socrates is playing

with his words. Polos answers seriously,

Pliainctai, ".so it appears." The big

brain of the master is simply refining

upon a thought, and his speech bears

him naturally, inevitably, into the repeti-

tion of the root idea expressed in the

syllable tan. Echo will have it so. It

were not elegant Greek unless the crea-

tive thought expressed in the first root

should roll along the sentence, swelling

in intensity to the final cadence.

What may be called the expansibility

of Greek was another noted feature.

While on the one hand the language was
capable of indefinite compression until

even a single small word, by its sugges-

tion, could wellnigh contain an epic, on

the other hand a word might be evolved

of intolerable length, whose meaning
would be summarized—but not ex-

pressed—in a modern language by a

mere monosyllable.

The Greeks, especially the Dorians,

were fond of employing compressed and

abbreviated expressions, po-werofcon-

merely suggestive of ^--^«^.
the thought or thoughts trated.

which they wished to utter. Words and

mottoes were frequently engraved on

porches, over the entrance to oracles,

and in other significant places, so brief

as to be enigmatical, but still pregnant
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with the weightiest suggestions. One
of the words thus frequently employed

was the Greek for if (h). The variety

of senses that might be extracted from

this potent hypothetical particle illus-

trated at once a disposition of the people

and a capatity in their language. The
ambas-sadors of Philip came down into

Peloponnesus to the stubborn Spartans,

threatening destruction for their contu-

macy. "//" the Lacedemonians did not

immediately submit to Philip ; if they

did not cease to deal doubly with him

;

if they did not at once send the usual

tokens of earth and water as evidences of

their submission, Philip would send an

army against them, overwhelm them
with his power, and blot the city from

existence." The Spartan ephors sat

upon this important message, and re-

turned the following answer

:

'El—if/
Such was the spirit which gave to

the term Laconic its peculiar significance.

On the other hand, we see-the Attic

Aristophanes, uproarious in his satire,

coining with entire freedom and in per-

fect accordance with Greek composition

a single word to express all the articles

of fish, flesh, and fowl which were

served on the tables of the Greeks. Nor
was there anything lingmisticalh^ absurd

in his ponderous term, Lepadotemacho-

selachogaleokranioleipsanodrimypotrim-

matosilphioparaomelitokatakechymeno-

kichlepikossyphophattoperisteralektryo-

noptengkephalokingklopeleiolagoo.sirai-

obaphetraganopterygon

—

Hash!

Still another beauty of Greek was its

harmony. Without doubt, it was one of

the most musical tongues ever employed

Harmonious ut- by men. This is not said

merely of its limpid and

vocalic sweetness. The
music of Greek was not the music of

Italian. The harmony of the vowel

terance and
structure oi

Greek.

.sounds, tender almost as the notes of an

.i^olian harp, was built upon a harmony
of consonantal structure which became
stronger and stronger at the base. It

was the music of Wagner or of Liszt, as

powerful in its lower parts as it was
sweet in its highest register.

Of course the different dialects varied

in the quality of harmony, ^olic being

the roughest of all and vocaUc sweet-

Ionic the most melodious, ^'^."ncn^^nt

It has been thought that ai strength.

the Greek spoken in the islands of the

^^gean was the softest of all, having a

preponderance o.f vowels, and being less

wind-shaken with consonantal stridor

than were the mountain dialects of the

interior. Sometimes ' the Greek word

was wrought out like a sigh, having

both its terminations in the softest vowel

elements. Thus the Ionic word mean-

ing "forever" was acikaiai. On the

other hand, the Greek consonants when
heaped together, as they many times

were, gave to the opposite extreme of

the language all the force and vehemence

of German. P/it/iisiiios, as it well might

be, was a "Avheezing sound;" and C/irO'

note phi/wngos was t\\Q "voice of Saturn."

There was thus from right to left and

from left to right of the great Greek

diapason of speech an extent and variety

far exceeding that presented on the key-

board of any other linguistic instrument

ever invented by man.

Even in the earliest ages of Greek

literature the harmonious quality of the

language came out in full Beauty and ro-

force. Homerknewitasthe ^rertchext
day knows the clouds and meters,

the landscape. Never was such another

vehicle of musical rhythm invented in

this poor sphere as the old bard's billowy

hexameters. It is not the place to illus-

trate in a scholastic way the harmony
and pulse beat of the Homeric verse.
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It has in it all of the sounds and music

of the natural world, its mirth and its

sorrow, its whisper and its outcry, its

sympathy and its dolor. To the end of

time and to the remotest corners of the

earth the ear of youth will quicken with

delight with those immortal endings

down which the cadence of the hexa-

meters falls into silence

—

Iios mala polla;

epeita tlica glaucopis Athena; polyplilois-

boia tlialasscs.

The Greek ncMnenclature was pictur-

esque in the last degree. The common-
est of common nouns were

How Ursa M:y or
became a con- in a sense poetical. The

animals of the hills and

plains were all named out of some quick

conceit of their leading attributes. The
Greek mind discovered the most striking

feature of everything alive, and with

the discovery named the object accord-

ing to this feature. The huge bear of

the Pindus gorges was called Iio arctos,

"the bow," for his back was bent up

like a bow

!

And whoever is curious in such things

may here discover the beginnings of

that process by which the constellations

of heaven were given the names of ani-

mals. The supposition that the groups

of stars have resemblance to the crea-

tures for which they are named is a mere

conceit. It was a freak of language

which transferred the animals of the

earth to the arch of heaven. The Greek,

wath his quick discovery of analogies,

called the bend of the Great Dipper, ho

arctos, " the bow." He also called the

huge beast with the bent-up back '

' the

bow," ho arctos. In after times when it

was found that the Dipper was called

arctos, the undiscerning thought of the

discoverer concluded that it meant the

bear! Presto, ursus was translated from

eartli to heaven ! As a matter of fact,

the name arctos had been twice con-
M.— Vol. 2—10

ferred by the quick Greek mind, once on

an earthly and once on a heavenly ob-

ject, and the duller mind of posterity

could not discover the double reference

!

Hence we have no constellation of the

Bow, and Ursa Major still growls at the

North Star. Our little gray squirrel is

the mediaeval sciurclla, from the Greek
scioura; that is, "the little shade'tail,"

from scios, " a shadow; " oura, " a tail,"

and c//i7, the Italic diminutive. He was
the little fellow who used his tail for a
sunshade!

Rising into the realm of proper

names, the picturesqueness of the lan-

guage becomes still more significance and

striking. The names of Etf/J"^*^!,*5 Greek proper

men and women were all names,

highly significant. Never would a Greek

have given to one of his children a

merely senseless epithet to discriminate

him from the rest, as if he were a piece

of merchandise and his name a tag. On
the contrary, some vivid picture arose of

the circumstances of birth, of the hope

and expectancy of father or mother, of

promise or possible unpromise in the

child himself; and out of these circum-

stances a poem of one word was com-

posed and given to him for life.

Every Greek was as to his name a

living poem. Wlienever he was ad-

dressed the poem was repeated, and

even in the clangor and fury of the

agora we may hear the perjietual rhythm

of the poetical names by which the

Greeks were known. Ilomeros is the

Blind; Alexandros is the IMandefender;

Andromache is the Manbattle, and Pen-

elope the Woofmaker. All the way up,

from the names of insects to the names

of gods, from the names of grass blades

and flowers to the names of the eternal

stars, the same vivid and poetical con-

cepts and creative abundance of the

Greek mind and tongue are exhibited.
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phabet a id the
myth of Cad-
mus.

Thus far nothing has been said of the

introduction of the Greek alphabet and

The Greek ai- the development of literary

expression. As a general

fact, the history of writing

has its further extremity in shadow and

doubt. It is not probable that the act-

ual beginning of the art of writing as it

has been practiced by any people,

ancient or modern, can ever be dis-

covered. The art begins in obscurity,

and is brought up to regularity and

effectiveness at the same time that the

nation is becoming conscious. The first

efforts at writing take place in the un-

conscious infancy of peoples, into which

the light of memory can never reach.

The stor}^ of the introduction of the

Greek alphabet by Cadmus is now re-

manded to its place among the other

myths and legends of the dawn. It is

not likely that the knowledge of writing

was brought in from Phoenicia or from

any other foreign land. Nations do not

thus export and import their arts. Cad-

mus in all probability was himself a

primitive Greek. His name means

order, and he belongs to that mythical

period when the chaotic elements oi

tribal life were giving place to the

settled conditions of nationality. He
may have been a great leader in the

work of reducing the language of the

primitive Hellenic tribes to regularity

and a written fonn ; but it was many
ages before the rude methods of the be-

ginning gave place to the elegant picto-

rial transcript of Greek thought which

the Attic poets and historians were able

to produce.

Chapter L.—Arts op the Greeks.

ERE then we are in

the morning twilight

of the rising arts.

Having considered the

means which were em-

ployed for the dev'elop-

ment and perfection of

Greek life, we may now consider some
of its primary manifestations in the pro-

duction of artistic forms. Doubtless the

earliest endeavor of man after he has

emerged from barbarism and built for

himself a house lies in the direction of

adorning his abode. The first addition

to the mere structure which houses him
from the elements is the token and prom-
ise of the whole architectural evolution.

Here may be drawn the line between

the necessitous and the aesthetic develop-

ment of the race. At the first the

work is unconsciously done. Perhaps the

birds and beasts never use omamenta
tion. They rise to the level of artisans.

but not to the level of art- Desire for the

ists. A single step beyond, °^?r,^,?Sa°i^.

the building powers of the "e<i t° ^-^'^

animals would enter the domain of fancy

and proceed to ornamentation. jMan does,

before he is fully conscious, enter the

imaginative stage of creation. The
forms Avhich he henceforth produces are

partly real and partly ideal ; and as he

progresses toward the light the ideality

of his work becomes more and more domi-
nant over the reality until it reaches the

limit of pure art.

In the shadowy pre-Homeric age

Greece had already be-
/ .

Greek architec-
come great in building, ture of the leg-

We have had occasion in a ^" ^ryage.

former book to speak of the massive ruins

left behind by the Pelasgians in South-
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em Greece. These remains belong to a

legendary age of which the Greeks of

Homer knew nothing except by tradi-

tion. Nor are we able to discover in

the Cyclopean walls of Tiryns or in the

Gate of the Lions at Mycenae even the

preliminary aspects of Greek art such

as it became in the times of Athenian

We may safely assert that this old first

art of the Greek race—if indeed the Pe-

lasgians were Greeks—fell Artistic gap be-

into disuse and decadence t^eenHomerio
age ana the

during the heroic COnvul- Persian wars.

sions of the Trojan Wars. It is evident

that whatever may have been the im-

pulse which carried the Greeks back into

UBGINNINGS OF GREEK ARCHITECTURE.-Gatk ok the Lions, at Mvckn^, Rustokbd.—Drawn by J. HofTmao.

glory; but the Pelasgic Aryans were

not really a primitive people, and their

art was not a primitive art. They be-

longed evidently to an age of power and
progress. However dimly seen that age

may be, it nevertheless existed ; and it

is no matter of wonder that the Greeks

looked with admiration and astonish-

ment upon the relics of what to them, as

well as to us, was a prehistoric epoch.

Asia on hostile excursions, it drew away
from both Peloponnesus and Northern

Hellas the energies of the rising states,

and for a while paralyzed the artistic

as well as the industrial progress of the

race. There is a great break between

the Homeric age and the real rise of

tliat artistic spirit which prevailed dur-

ing the classical ages. We may assume

that the genius of the people was noNW
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ripe for an aesthetic development, and

that the mighty shock of the Persian

wars was the exciting: cause of that ar-

mr^L^^yagmKa^ie^^Bgsa
U ^^j

KAKYAMl) OF A C.KI FK ri-MI'l I-.

Dmwn bj* L. Ottu

tistic display which has made the age

memorable through all time.

Never was a small land so pressed

with the shoulders of a coming ava-

lanche as was Greece under the impact

of the Persian invasion. Never was such

excitement aroused, such vigor displayed

in defense. The situation was of a kind

to revive all the old super- Effects ofthe

stitions and portents which L^f^ dXtrf
had been accepted in the anceofHeUas.

primitive ages. Out of the shadows of

the past the forms of helmeted gods were

seen again as in the days of the Trojan

War. The powers on high cooperated

with the powers below, and when the

torrent of destruction Avas stayed—when
the foe was rolled back from Marathon,

Plataea, and Salamis—the heart of the

Greeks broke out in joy and thankful-

ness.

It was a religious revival as well as a

baptism of patriotic fire. Here we may
find the origin of the tem- Tempie-buiid-

ple-buildingage. Thegods ':i^tZT^^
must be honored as well temple.

as the heroes, and more than the heroes;

for the gods were great and immortal.

The first splendid forthshowing of Greek

architectural genius was therefore in the

temples. It is not purposed in this con-

nection to give any elaborate account oi

the great structures reared by the Greek

artists and builders to the glory of their

race. It is not known through what

primary stages of development the tem-

ple passed before taking its final form.

The fundamental idea was that of an

abode for a given deity, a place where a

statue of a god might stand and be ad-

mired or worshiped as the visible image

of deity. The place within where the

statue stood was called the cclla, and

consisted at first of four simple walls

and a roof. From this nucleus all the

rest of the structure Avas expanded.

About the cella space was made at first

for festal processions and for such cere-

monies as were fitting for the peculiar

worship. The walls were expanded into

a parallelogram, having the sides in pro-

portions to the ends as three to two, or
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r\vo to one, or sometimes two and one

quarter to one. Supporting columns

were added, and finally the exterior of

the whole structure became a colonnade

with a frieze and metope and cornice

decorated in the highest styles of art.

blended somewhat with that of the Do-
rians and lonians, linding its expression:

rather in modifications of their works-

than in any distinct accomplishment of

its own. Of the other two races, Dorian

and Ionian, the former stands first in an-

SANCTUARY OV POSEIDON'. AT CALAURIA C1>KA IHI'LACli OF Dli.MOS rHi;.Nl£SJ.-Lli.i«a uy J. Hoirrii..ii.

The old .^iiolian Greeks were the Ica.st ! tiquity. It is in the Doric architecture

Dorian architec- arti.stic in their develop- that we find most frequent traces of the
ture affected by
prehistoric in-
fluences.

ment. It is not known cer-

tainly that any remnants

of their works .survive. Perhaps, in

the course of time, the -iEolian genius

archaic rudeness of the past. Here also

we note that massive solidity, that se-

verity which always characterizes the

art of a people on its first emergence
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from the age of mere building. It is

easy to see in the remains which the

Dorian race has left behind the hints

of the heavy Cyclopean walls and im-

movable bastions of the Pelasgic archi-

tecture.

The artistic building of the Dorians

found its best expression in three great

Centers ofarchi- centers t Sparta, Corinth,

"^T^^tfl^r^' and Southern Italv. We
raents of the ^

Dorians. have already said some-

thing incidentally about the character of

the buildings clustered around the market

place of Sparta. Its peculiarity was the

absence of those elaborate ornaments

with which some future developments

of Greek art were so elegantly and pro-

fusely adorned. In Corinth the building

genius of the Dorian race reached its

climax. Doubtless many influences de-

rived from the lonians had here entered

into union with the native genius of the

Dorian builders and sculptors. It is

thought, moreover, that Corinth was at

the first an .^Eolian city ; but if so, it was

at an age anterior to the artistic develop-

ment of the Greeks.

Pausanias has left on record an ac-

count of the condition of the city when
Corinth the he visited it in the second

§e°mrstnS-" century of our era. At that

'"s. time Corinth had for three

hundred and fifty years been under the

dominion of the Romans, and its splen-

dor was in a large measure traceable to

the profuse but vulgar patronage of that

great race. Still the architecture and
the art were essentially Greek, and may
be said at that epoch to have been the

flower of the Dorian genius. In the

port of Lechaeum stood the great temple

of Poseidon, with its brazen statue of

that god—greatest single monument of

Doric architecture. At the harbor of

Cenchreae was the temple of Aphrodite,

of almost equal grandeur. The whole

agora was surrounded with temples and

columns. Here stood the statues of Bac-

chus and of Diana of the Ephesians.

Here was the temple of Fortuna; here

was the magnificent Pantheon, with its

fountain, and another Poseidon of bronze.

It is needless to enumerate in detail

the vast artistic display in statuary and

temples and porches which the city at

this time presented. It suffices to call

attention to the fact that everything

under the influence of the lively genius

of the Corinthians had become ornate

;

that even the old majestic columns of

the Dorians had blossomed into that

elegance and elaboration of the capital

which has given to all civilized countries

the name Corinthian as descriptive of the

very efflorescence of art.

We have mentioned Southern Italy as

another seat of Dorian architecture.

The ancient city of Paestum
Temples of Po-

at the mouth of the bllarUS, seidonand ceres
. 1 rp 1. • at Paestum.

on the lyrrhenian sea,

contains the best preserved ruins which

time and war have spared to us of the

Dorian temples. The remains of two
vast structures, magnificent even in

desolation, cover the plain by the sea-

shore. The older and grander of the

two is—or was—the temple of Poseidon.

Only the sky is now above it ; only the

stillness of the Italian landscape around

it ; only some peasants or quiet cattle in

the foreground of the tremendoiis ruin.

The ground plan is one hundred and
eighty feet in length by eighty feet in

width. The old Doric columns are

nearly all in their entirety, imshaken

from the place where they stood in their

ancient splendor. On the top of the

colonnade the architrave still holds its

place ; and in the crevices wild flowers

and vines have found a footing and are

spreading green and beautiful in th^

balm of the Italian air.
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The other temple is that of Ceres, or

Vesta—for it is not known to which of

the divinities it was originally dedicated.

The structure is one hundred and

seventy feet in length by forty-eight

feet in width. The outer walls which

formerly inclosed these magnificent

edifices were a sort of pentagon in shape,

having a perimeter of about three miles.

may be said of all peoples, with certain

limitations and exceptions. There is an
inner and an outer life of man, and that

the latter should reflect the former is nat-

ural, inevitable. In no part Greek architec-

of the work of the race has
^fon o^:;:":"

this principle been more ufe and genius,

strikingly and happily illustrated than

in the two .stvles of Greek architecture

M'l.K UK I'DSIID' i\, AT IMv^rUM, kl -,|i>KI.|i -l),..wu Ijy J. Bulilnumn.

The places of the old gates and arch-

ways are still plainly discoverable in the

line of the wall, and the traveler can see

with his mind's eye the outline of what

was once, ne.xt to the temple of Corinth,

the finest structure built by the Dorian

race.

The Greek life wrought itself outward.

The forms which it took in structure

were transcripts of itself. Perhai^s this

known as Doric and Ionic. The impres-

sive grandeur of the one and the airy

elegance of the other were but the tangi-

ble shadows of the character and genius

of the two peoples. ^Ve have already

dwelt upon these ethnic characteristics.

It is sufficient to note that the Ionic

architecture brought out in perfect relief

and full expression the subjective

qualities of that remarkably ideal and
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beauty-loving people by whom it was

created.

In the earlier ages of Greek art the

heavier and coarser varieties of stone

were used for architectural
Use of stucco

;

Hellas becomes purposes. In ordcr to
aland of marble. • . /• • t. igive exterior finish and

beauty to the column and architrave, as

well as to the ceilings and porches and

walls within, the surface of the stone

was covered with stucco, thus giving a

more elegant finish. It was not until

the fifth century B. C. that marble was

generally substituted for the coarser

stone of the primitive architecture.

From that time forth Hellas became a

land of marble. Especially in those

cities where the highest activities of the

race were displayed was the use of mar-

ble carried to the greatest extent. The
carving of marble became a universal

art ; and the number of artists who were

able to produce elegant work could not

be paralleled in the modern world, even

in Florence.

The Greek mind sought and attained

the highest degree of effectiveness in its

Color used to work. This was reached

wofkouhe^ through the use of the two
chisel. great iacts, form and color.

Here the judgment of the modern world

has departed from the Greek standard

in disassociating the one from the other.

Modern art uses form for sculpture and

color for painting, but never combines

the two. It is against the canons of

recent criticism to J>av!f a statue or a

column. This was precisely what the

art of Greece insisted on doing. When
the sculptor's work was completed, the

painter's art began. Whether it was the

instinctive judgment of the race that the

highest end and aim of art could thus be

best attained, or whether the Hellenes

had brought the tradition of painting

their architecture and sculpture from the

Eastern countries, we cannot well deter-

mine ; but it is certain that the Greek

temples were painted before they were

regarded as perfect.

The rule was universal. One might

well believe that Parian marble, gleam-

ing white in the Grecian Greek theory

sunshine, glinting from '^^Ate'^r'
its carefully carved sur- °^^'^'

face, might have satisfied with form

alone, and that the taste of the Greek

might have hesitated before covering

such a surface with pigment ; but not so.

From the earliest development of

temple building and statue carving

color was freely laid on as a means of

decoration. Nor was there any abate-

ment in the application of this rule as

Greek architecture advanced to perfec-

tion, in the age of Pericles. As the

elegance of structure increased—as the

freedom and skill of the chisel became

greater and greater in the hands of the

most famous sculptors of the human race

—the canon of art still required that the

whole should be painted in high colors

before perfection could be attained.

To this end the most brilliant pig-

ments were freely employed—blue, red,

green, and gold—laid on „ ,. „=>
.

Use of brilliant

with a richness and splen- pigments ; stuc-

1 - . ..1 1-1 /.CO discarded.
dor of contrast the like of

which has never been witnessed in the

artistic work of any other people. The
art of harmonizing colors had been

mastered to perfection. The most bril-

liant hues ever laid on by the painter's

brush were thus softened by pleasing

juxtapositions with other high colors,

until the whole effect Avas that of a

resplendent spectrum blazing in the

Grecian atmosphere. After the intro-

duction of marble, instead of the ruder

materials of antiquity, the facility for

artistic painting on the surface was

gfreatly enhanced. Stucco was no longer
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Greek art;

splendors of the
Acropolis.

employed, and it can not be doubted

that the artist's brush found a field on

the very surface where the sculptor's

chisel had done its finest work for the

display of the richest and

most profuse coloring

ever devised by the

genius of man.

Greece was the arf

crown of the world ; At-

tica was the crown of

Greece ; Athens was the

crown of Attica; the

Greatageof AcropoHs
the crown of

Athens ; the

Parthenon the crown of

the Acropolis. This is

to say that, artistically

considered, the very blos-

som of the human mind

was in the Parthenon.

Darius had gone down

into the shadows of the

nether world. Xerxes

had followed his father.

The pale ghosts of the

infinite army had risen in

backward flight from

Plataea's plain and sea-

born Salamis. Athens

had risen from her ashes.

The Acropolis was no

longer a fortress. The

easier slopes of the al-

most inaccessible hill

were cut down into beau-

tiful flights of steps. At

the summit rises the Prop-

ytea. iMnesicles is the

architect. The whole hill

is solemnly devoted to

the guardian deities of the city. The

victorious Athena Promachos stands to

the left of the great ascent. She over-

looks the divine citv which bears her

name. On the high level of the na-

tive rock rise two temples which may
fairlv be reckoned the most beauti-

ful and ideal structures ever created

Ijy the artisans and artists t)f the

world. The smaller of the two is the

Erechtheum, the great national sanc-

tuary of the Ionian race, shrine of the
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common people, temple of Poseidon. In

the eldest days Poseidon had stood on

this spot. Here he had contended with

Athena for the supreme place in the

adoration of the primitive Greeks. Here

he had set up his trident while the

august Athena was planting a laurel.

But

splendid Karyatids, or woman figures,

bearing baskets on their heads. Around
the frieze was a succession of scenes in

relief from the Panathenaic festival, and

in like style in the metope were illustra-

tions from the myths and legends of

Greece.

But ereater, vaster, more beautiful

THE AtKoPULlS.— Drawii by E. Uuillauiii-, li

ocean to the top of the hill, and the

laurel flourished. Athena was victorious

from the first.

The Erechtheum was in the Ionic

style. The porticoes were supported by

Artistic features elegant columns of that

?r^^^/!l't;« type. On one side of thetheum and the -' i^

Parthenon. principal temple was the

Hall of the Maidens, in which the super-

structure was upheld by a series of

than the Erechtheum was the Parthenon.

The name is from the Greek word /^r-

//lena, meaning " a virgin "—epithet of

Athena. The style was Doric, but the

columns and entablatures were much.

lighter and more elegant than the corre-

sponding parts of the massive temples of

Southern Italy and Sicily. The ground

plan was two hundred and twenty-six

feet in length bv one hundred feet ia
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breadth—a parallelogram. Within were

two rows of columns dividing the inte-

rior into three naves. Otlicr colonnades

divided the space transversely, and the

imjiosts of the interior work bore sec-

ondary colonnades above. There were

two principal spaces, the one in the rear

being tlie treasury of the Athenians

where the moneys and many of the

memorials and trophies of the state

were deposited. It was the interior

Acropolis or stronghold of the Ionic race,

no longer defended merely by its inac-

cessibility, no longer a simple fortress

on a precipice, but surrounded in the

days of glory and triumph with the pan-

oply of all the Creeks.

But it was in the anterior space of the

Parthenon, the Promos, next the entrance

from the Pronvhea, that
The supreme art
glories of the the maximum triumph of
romos.

^^^ genius of Hellas had

been achieved. This is said of the tangi-

ble expression in forms of marble and

ivory and gold of those sublime concepts

of beauty for which the Greeks were

unrivaled in their own age, and indeed

in all the world. In no other spot on

the earth was there ever such an apoca-

lypse of art as in the front space of the

Parthenon. Here stood the great chrys-

elephantine statue of Athena by Phidias.

In her left hand she held her spear, and

in her right a Winged Victory. By her

side was the sun-broad shield, on her

head the majestic helmet, and on her

bosom the panoply. Before her and at

the left were smoking altars, and around

her in the spaces of the colonnades a

collection of statues by the greatest

sculptors of the greatest people. In the

vast interior were ninety of the master-

pieces of Phidias.

The subjects of the sculptures of the

Parthenon were mythological—Grecian.

Here was wrought out the contention of

Poseidon with Athena for the posses-

sion of Attica. Yonder was the legend

of the birth of the goddess° Subjects ofthe
from the head of Zeus, AcropoUtan

, . ., . sculptures.
and in the metopes were

combats with the Centaurs. TTie

THE APHRODITE OF MELOS.

Drawn by H. Volz, from the original in the Lnuvre.

frieze, four hundred feet in length, was
filled with a transcript in marble relief

of the Panathenai'c festival. Here were

mounted the young Athenian horsemen

in the great procession—perhaps the
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most ideal and beautiful heads ever done

in stone. Here were the great refrac-

tory bulls led to the sacrifice, and well-

wreathed rams ready to be offered, the

whole constituting a scene which in the

existing mutilated fragments of the work

still shines forth on the wondering gaze

of travelers and artists in the museums
of foreign lands.

The prime quality in the art work of

the Greeks was ideality. Nature and

man were idealized. It was in this re-

spect that the Greek genius
Ideality the '

.

*=
.

prime quality rosc to its easy prccimi-
of Greek art. ,1 -, ,

nence over the mind and

achievement of other races. The vivid-

ness of the inner concept flashed forth

into form and figure. The vision grew

in brightness as the chisel and brush

played through the radiance and shadows

of the studio or along the architrave of

the temple. All natural objects were

idealized. They took from the mind of

the artist a beauty and brilliancy more

than their own. Especially were all liv-

ing forms thus lifted into ideal majesty

and perfection. The Greek mind was

not greatly inspired with the inanimate

outlines of the natural world. It does

not appear that the artists of the race

"communed witli nature" in the .sense

in which that phrase is understood by
modern poets. Motion and life, as ex-

hibited in living forms, were necessary

to rouse the sympathies and enthusiasm

of the Greek.

We .see these qualities exhibited in the

heroic poems. They are the epics of

Motion and life life and action. Description

themrrXe oi the natural world is

Greek epics. employed Only incident-

ally and as a circumstance of the action.

The reader of the Iliati and the Odyssey

must be surprised to note the mere pass-

ing and half-trivial references to the as-

pects of nature. It is the song of man.

In all of Greek art the same thing reap-

pears. It is the art of humanity. The
Greek mind grew vivid on the side of all

the humanities; but it required the sense

of sight to bring forth its supreme activ-

ities.

It is surprising to mark the feebleness

of the achievement of the Greeks in the

art of music. Only a narrow gamut of

four poor notes bearing the
•^ Absence of mu-

monotonous cadences of sicai genius ; the
.1 1 . ,, .., , Greek statuary.
the chant, or the pibroch-

like pasan of battle could find expression

in the meager scheme of musical nota-

tion. But under the inspiration of the

sight of life the Hellenic hand was mar-

velous. It carved and idealized all liv-

ing forms, but especially the form of

man, of Avoman. Statuary rose above

architecture. Sculpture proper, the por-

trayal in marble or bronze or ivory, of the

idealized figures of mortals and immor-

tals provoked the highest genius of

the race. Greece became the land of

statuary. The work multiplied in vari-

ety and e.Ktent beyond the limits of

description. The cities were full of

statues, and sculptors were like mer-

chants for number. Nor ^\'as the work

merely a trade. On the contrary, it rose

everywhere to perfection. Not only

were the statues of the gods, the he-

roes, the Titans, sublime, but even the

busts of common Athenian democrats

were great in art, and the very Hermse

that marked the corners of the streets

were masterpieces.

The .sculpture of the Greeks reached

its climax about the middle of the fifth

century B.C. It was at this „'
. .

Climax of sculp-
period that Phidias, Colotes, ture in the age1,1 n of Phidias.and Alcamenes nour-

ished. Much of their work w-as done

under the patronage of the state, and

after the fall of Pericles they, in com-

mon with the other friends of that
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statesman, suffered at the hands of the

reactionary party. But during the peri-

od of their ascendency they flourished

as no other artists of the world have ever

flourished. The extent of their work is

incredible. Attica, with her tremendous

artistic development, could not contain

and trammel up the activities? of her

form of Greek religion. It had alread_\-

become one of the most beautiful cities

in all Hellas. The temple of the Olym-
pian Zeus here situated was regarded a^
a marvel in a marvelous age. It was^*'/

execute a statue of the god for this r"-tg-

nificent temple that Phidias was- /awn
from his work in Athens. ' .r four

I.Nl'LKIDK uV i il:. 1 I,. \V . 1. .- AT OLV.Ml'lA, KliSTORliU. L)i..unl,> J. Dul.hi

geniuses. Distant cities called for them,

and through all Greece the .sublime

work of their chisels was .seen.

About 437 B. C, Phidias was called to

»_ ™ .

,

Olympia, in Western Pclo-

mission at oiyra- ponncsus, to aid in glorify-

ing that remarkable city of

art. Olympia was the place of the great

national games and the center of one

years he wrought at the task. The art

evolution in Greece had now proceededi

from the coarser forms of stone, by wa}'

of marble, to that form of statuary called

chryselephantine; tltat is, gold-and-

ivory. Bronze had already been a long

time employed coincidently with marble.

The tremendous statue of Athena Pro-

machos, .standing on the Acropolis,
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CHKVbKLEPllAMlNi-, blAlLt UK ZEbb ULVMl'lUS, KESTORED.-From .I/„i„.-,« <,/ ^

,

looking out to sea, was of bronze,

from the immortal hands of Piiidias.

(This great work was about fiftv-five

feet in height. Statuarj- had become
epical, heroic, colossal.

In the execution of the magnificent
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statue of Athena for the Promos of the

Parthenon, Phidias ^vas ordered by the

Statues of city to Spare no expense

^horL'/zrr that might add to the rich.

Olympics. ^css and costliness of the

work, lie accordingly chose ivory and

gold as the principal constituent mate-

rials. The body of the statue and most

of the parts indicating the actual outline

of the goddess Avere of ivory, while the

ornamental parts, such as the helmet

and the panopl}^ of the bosom, were of

solid gold. Perhaps no effect ever at-

tained by any other means in art was
comparable with the splendor which was
imparted by the chryselephantine compo-

sition.

On going to Olympia, Phidias chose

the same materials for the statue of Zeus

From the original, in Villa Ludovisi, Koine.

Olympios. It is likely that he sought

from the first in this work to surpass all

of his previous efforts. He chose for

the god the sitting posture. In one

hand he placed a Winged Victory, and
in the other the scepter. Whatever
may have been the ambitions of the

artist, the result rose easily to the cli-

max. It was

conceded b y
antiquity that

the Olympian

statue was the

masterpiece of

Phidias, and,

indeed, themas-

terpiece of art.

The colossal
effigy was sixty

feet in height,

and was doubt-

less the s u b -

1 i m e s t repre-

sentation of di-

vine things in

h \\ m a n form

ever conceived

by the brain or

executed by the

hand of men.
The statue was
reckoned as one of the seven wonders
of the world,' and during the classical

ages drew to itself the admiring gaze of

travelers and artists from every quarter

of the earth.

We have already remarked upon the

bright apprehension of the preeminence of

Greek mind with respect to Zs::t:T'^'
beauty of form. The ability other artists.

of the race to idealize and express

APHKiJIlITE.

From the original, ia the Capitol at

Rome.

•The other six wonders of tlie ancient world were

the Pyramids of Egypt; the Pharos, orliglithouse, of

Alexandria ; the Colossus of Rhodes ; the Walls and

Hanjjing Gardens of Babylon; the Tomb of King

Mausolus ; and the Temple of Diana of the Ephe-

sians. It will be noted that the other six are all

architectural in their character. Regarded as a

purely artistic concept and expression of the hu-

man genius, the Olympian statue of Zeus may bo

placed at the head ofal!.
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in physical images the outline and fea-

tures of men and deities was equal to

the brilliancy of the concept. It was for

these reasons that the Greek sculptors

became preeminent over all rivals in all

lands. Neither behind them in an-

tiquity, nor before them in future ages,

did any arise who could fairly compete

for the palm in sculpture.

We are here, however, to consider

not so much the achievement itself as its

reactionary effect upon the Greek mind
and its influence in develop- Reactionary ef-

ing the tastes and disposi- ':::illTtC
tions of the people. It can people,

not be doubted that the multifarious

work of the Greek artists reacted in a

marvelous manner on the common peo-

ple and tended to their refinement.

Before the end of the Hellenic ascend-

ency in ancient history taste had be-

come a passion with the Greeks, to the

extent that the untasteful thing was

reckoned the maximum of wickedness.

The presence in visible form—on the

friezes of all public buildings, in the

ccl/ce of the temples, in the streets and

market places of the cities—of the tangi-

ble expression of the legend, the tradi-

tion, the history, and the -lory of the

Greek race, acted as an inspiration even

to the bottom of society, and the whole

people became judges of art and subjects

of its refining influences.

It is the relics of these art works of

Greeks that now enrich the museums of

the civilized nations. This ^^.^ . ,^.Diffusion ofthe

is that classical art beyond HeUenic sculp.

, turesand
which no other has sculptors,

reached, to which no other has attained.

Greece in the latter ages of her ascend-

ency became a treasury out of which the

works of genius were gathered and ex-

ported to other lands. Sometimes it

was the work and sometimes it was the

artist himself that went by exportation.

Mistress Rome allured hundreds of the

great Greek sculptors and painters to the

west to find shelter under her coarse

but mighty wing. Afterward she be-

came a spoiler. Shiploads of Greek

art, the finest ever produced by mortal

chisel, were borne away. The Greek

cities were robbed, the Greek temples

spoliated, the Greek shrines emptied of
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Fate of the ar-

tistic treasures
of the Greeks.

their treasures, in order that the parvenu

nabobs of Rome might possess what

they could not create.

The process of duplicating the great

works of Hellas was taken up and car-

ried forward for centuries.

At length the barbarians

burst the barriers of the

Alps, and the treasures of ages sunk

into the earth. Thousands and hun-

dreds of thousands of marbles most ele-

gant, most beautiful, most sublime were

buried in cellars and gardens, and other

thousands were knocked from their

niches and broken into fragments by

the avenging races of the north. Sub-

sequently the tide of art treasure set to-

ward Constantinople. A large part of

what had been spared to Greece by
Western Rome was carried to Eastern

Rome. It was to Constantinople that

Phidias's .statue of the Olympian Zeus

was taken, in the reign of Theodosius I,

and there that immortal work perished

by fire in A. D. 475.

In recent times there has been a re-

vival of the quest for the art treaturcs of

Abundance of the Greeks. Out of the

earth of Italy, out of the

streets of her cities, out of

her forums and gardens and ba.scments,

out of Sicily, out of Cyprus and Crete,

out of the Ionian coast, out of the ar-

chipelago, thousands upon thousands of

busts and statues and groups, .some in

tolerable perfection, others eaten by
earth-acids and time, others mutilated

by violence, have been exhumed andM— Vol. 2— II

such works in

foreign muse-
ums.

transported to foreign lands. One must
needs walk through the long aisles of a

great mu.seum to be struck with wonder
at the relics of that marvelous age in

which the chisels of the Greeks carved

their wonders for the admiration of

posterity.

It was, then, the intellect of the

Greeks that became the master force, first

in Eastern Europe, and afterwards in the

world. It was an intellect Esthetic devel-

of vast reason, of keen g'rks'thrt'gh
perceptions, and of arti.stic ^^^ senses,

tastes—a creative intellect, that wrought
out the greatest poems and the finest

statuary and painting which have ever

been achieved by man. The activity of

this Greek mind was tln'ougli the senses,

especially the sense of sight, which took

in with keenest admiration all living

forms and suggested their reproduction

in images of marble and bronze. The
development of the race was aesthetic,

creative, philosophical. Within this

range the activities of the Greeks

were prodigious to a degree that no

modern people have been able to im-

itate or even to understand. If the

development had been uniform, sym-

metrical in all directions—if the social

and political evolution had kept pace

with the purely intellectual and artistic

expansion of the Greek race—the won-

der of mankind would doubtless have

been intensified with the spectacle of the

mo.st complete and enduring civilization

which the growth of the human race has

thus far presented.
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Chapter LI.—civil Society.

E turn, in the next

place, to the consid-

eration of the political

forms of the Hellenic

people, estimated with

respect to the influ-

ence of the same on

the destinies of this branch of mankind.

Here again we are confronted with pe-

culiarities in the Greek character which

we should not have expected. The
enormous activities of the people would

have led to the deduction of a large and

substantial political growth. We should

Expectation of have expected that the

^lori^™^- institutional forms of the

the Greeks. Greeks would present de-

velopments and perfections correlative

with the other achievements of the race

;

but it was by no means so. The Greek

mind blazed up in a conflagration of un-

exampled brilliancy, but its work in so-

cial structure was weak and evanescent.

The construction and maintenance of

political institutions is by no means the

highest, or even one of the highest,

forms of human activity. On the con-

trary, it is one of the lower functional

works of the mind—a coarser and less

rational process than that which is con-

versant with letters and art.

The Greeks were never in any sense

politically great. There was much in the

VTeakness ofso- Structure of their society

which may well be looked

on with amusement by

the publicists and statesmen of modern

times. There was never any broad po-

litical foundation laid in Greece, never

any largely considered institutional form

as an expression of national life. On
the contrary, everything was local and

ciaJ and civil

evolution ofthe
race.

peculiar. If we consider the history ol

Greece as a whole, we shall see that for

some reason every movement in the di-

rection of what we should call political

unity or nationality was checked and

paralyzed by countervailing tendencies

too strong to be overcome. The result-

ing segregation, division, and consequent

political weakness of the Greeks, even

in the times of their greatness, has been

the subject of a thousand melancholy re-

flections on the part of those to whom the

development of political grandeur has

appeared to be the chief aim of the hu-

man race.

There is, however, another and totally

different view to be taken of this matter.

The progress of humanity philosophical re-

has not yet been sufficient- [f^Zfr^::,
ly forward to allow a final considered,

generalization on the subject of govern-

ment. It can not be denied on the one

hand that there have been instances in

history in which the genius of the race

has seemingly wasted itself for the want

of the restraints and conservative influ-

ence of stable political institutions ; but

it is still more easy to cite examples of

the opposite condition. We have seen

many instances of overgrown political

structure under which the genius, the

individual energies, and the really sub-

lime powers of man have been crushed

as under Juggernaut. Instances of the

too great institutional growth of human
society are far more frequent than in-

stances of too feeble growth. The ques-

tion is profoundly philosophical. What
is government for? Does it exist for

itself? Is it a means unto an end or it-

self an end? Is it, on the whole, desir-

able that a great political image shall be
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constantly before the minds of a people ?

or does it not rather stand in the way

of the expansion, the growth, and the

genius of a given race? How much
government, and in what form, is neces-

sary that the best results of the human
evolution may be reached? These are

among the profoundest questions with

which modern societies

have to deal ; and it may
be frankly confessed

that, according to the

deepest penetration of

many of the ablest men
of the passing age, the

world has, on the whole,

been too much govcrncdiox

its own best interests.

That is, the political

structures of which men
in various ages and coun-

tries have availed them-

selves have been too

stood at this extreme of society. They
neither sought for nor obtained a large

political structure. On the au the Greeks

contrary, they preferred ^e^f:fjj,f,r,3,
that all civil provisions structure,

and bonds should rest tipon them lightly.

They were as little disposed to have so-

ciety clad with a ponderous and gor-

geous drapery as they

were to clothe them-

selves with the weight

of inconvenient and

heavy garments.

This nonpolitical dis-

position among the

Greeks was common to

all branches of the race.

The Dorians as well as

the lonians had an an-

tipathy for elaborate

civil government. Their

institutions were in a

high degree empirical.

MILITARY COSTUMES OF GKEKKS AND GREEK COLONISTS.

heavy, too rigid, and much too splendid

for the best interests of human kind. It

may still be determined by the wisdom

of the future that only so much political

form is valuable to men as is ab.solutcly

needed for the expression of their

will and the promotion of their pur-

poses.

Among the ancient peoples the Greeks

They were created according to the exi-

gency of circumstances, and were not ex.

tended beyond the limits of actual useful-

ness. There never was among the Greeks

any considerable attempt to construct

what would be called a logical system of

government. It does not appear to have

occurred to the Greek lawmakers and

statesmen that a system of civil polity
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could be created <^. priori in \vhicli man-

kind in general, as much as the Greeks

in particular, should be considered.

The science of government did not

exist. It is not certain that it wt)uld not

PoUtioai order have appeared ridiculous to

^^H^^S^fin^?,,, tii-^'ck statesmen to pro-and government -i

by trial. pose a Scheme wider than

the particular circumstances before

expedienc}-. If we could fathom the

concepts of the greatest civilians among
the Greeks, it is likely that we should

find neither desire nor purpose on their

part to look at government in any light

other than that of immediate adaptation

to the wants of a particular community.

It is from this point of view that we
must consider the formal legislation of

MARKET OF SPARTA—MEETING PLACE OF THE EPHORS.

la the background, the citadel ; in foreground, statue of Hermes with infant Bacchus; in middle distance, statue uf Sparian people and

temple of the Moirai ; on the right, the Persian Hall adurned with spoils of the Persian wars.

them. In all the revolutions—and their

name was legion—which burst out and
ran an explosive course in the demo-
cratic states of Greece, there was never

an effort to look at the question of polit-

ical institutions from a wider point of

view than that of local and temporary

the Greeks. Most writers- have cho.sen

to regard Lycurgus and Solon as great

political logicians, skillful „, , , ,^ *> '
.

.
Philosophy of

in the craft of creating in- theLycurgian

stitutional forms. Xothing

could be further from the truth. They
were men of exi^ediency, quick to dis-
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cern the existing ccmdition of affairs

among their respective peoples. They
simply expressed the rules of political

action which were requisite for the

maintenance of the current order. There

was nothing in the legislation of either

to regenerate society. There was noth-

ing to lay for society a broader founda-

tion—nothing to indicate the existence

of enlarged A'iews or statesmanlike pro-

clivities in either the Spartan or the

Athenian.

Lycurgus found among the Dorians

the dominant fact of aristocracy. That

fact had already been
Social and polit-

.

leal aristocracy evolved in the natural prog-
of the Spartans. r i i t^ i

ress of the iJorian people.

The Heraclida;, the old mythical leaders

of the race out of the north, had become

the natural progenitors of a breed of

aristocrats calling themselves freemen.

These were the real conquerors of

Laconia. They ft)unded the vSpartan

commonwealth. Their pride led to non-

intercourse. Their austerity prevented

the growth of refinements. The subject

classes feared them, hated them. It was

under such conditions that Lycurgus,

himself one of the aristocracy, a traveler

in Crete and a Spartan of the vSpartans,

laid his hand to the work of legislation;

but he created nothing, and reformed

little. The whole purpose of his work
was to maintain and fortifv the existing

order. His statutes simply tended to I

confirm and make permanent a state of I

affairs which the genius of the Spartan

race had already produced.

At the head of Spartan society Lycur-

gus found a royal family, the alleged
j

Relations ofthe descendants of the sons of

Hercules. To these he gave

the supreme place in the

state. Two of them were denominated
kings. To them was assigned the com-

mand of the Spartans in war and, to a

Heraclid kings
and the Qerou-
Eia.

certain extent, the enforcement of civil

authority in peace. But while the kings

were thus set at the head, they were also

included in the principal legislative body
called the Gcroiisia, or Senate. This

was composed of thirty members, twenty-

eight besides the kings. The latter pre-

sided over the deliberations of the body.

The members were elected by the vote

of the vSpartan freemen. Any one of the

electors might in turn be eligible to

membership in the Gerousia; but he
must first be sixty years of age. This

body was not only the supreme legisla-

tive authority of Sparta, but also the

supreme court. Its functions were
double. The Gerousia first made the

law and then interpreted it. The power of

the kings was restricted by the authority

of the body to which they belonged.

Such was the essential constitution of

the primitive Spartan commonwealth.

It will be noted that this kind of

government was an oligarchy of the

purest type. It was the Essential oH-

domination of the few. fy'tem:°the^

All exjierience shows how ephors.

natural and inevitable, indeed, is' the

movement of such a body toward the

severest forms of tyranny. In .Sparta a

necessary provision against this tendency

was found in the creation of a body of

more popular officers, called the cplwrs.

These Avere the only break on the iron

wheel of the Gerousia. The ephors

were elected b}- the people at large

—

that is, the Spartans at large—and stood

as their representatives, like the better

known tribunes of the people in the

Roman system of government. The
ephors had a check, or \x'to, upon the

actions of the Gerousia; but they could

originate nothing, enforce nothing.

They stood for that function of govern-

ment which in modern states is called

the veto power.
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It is not needed in fhis connection to

enter into any detailed account of the

characteristics of the Lycurgian system.

Such discussion belongs rather to formal

history than to an account
Military Intent .. • j i t
and office of the of the ethnic development
constitution. ^^ mankind. In so far as

the legislation of Lycurgus may be said

to have had any definite object, any

rational end to

te attained, it

looked to the

creation of a

citizen soldiery.

All the energies

of the state were

bent to the one

purpose of mak-

ing soldiers.
This is said par-

ticularly of the

free Spartans.

Themiddle class,

activities. The end was that he might

serve the state as a warrior. The giils

were subjected to virtually the same

discipline. As a result, there was a tre-

mendous vigor in the Sparian women
which some have called masculinity.

The}' were openly taught from childhood

that their business in the world was to

bear soldiers and" rear them. After

the jiivenile age

the Lycurgian

statute took the

matter in hand,

and from that

time forth the

discipline of the

youth was almost

wholly military.

Further on he

was taught tac-

tics. The Spar-

tan system of

organizing and

AND EGVI'TIANS COMPARED.

called the Pcrurci, were also of a military

development, but the principal thing was

to make every free Spartan into a heavy

armed soldier—a Jioplite, in the phrase-

ology of Greek.

The means unto this end were partly

social and parti}'' political. We have

Means adopted already seen how strenu-

Iprtansloi. »"« ^^'crc the cxertions, by
diers. means of the Spartan gym-
nasium, to bring up the boy to the full

development of his physical powers and

directing an army in the field was

admirable for an unscientific age. It

is likel}' that the ancient world did

not furnish a parallel to the resisting

power and aggressive force of the Spar-

tan phalanx in battle. Thucydides has

recorded his wonder at the celerity and

precision of the Spartan military move-

ments, and especially at the ease ^\ith

which the general made his commands

felt in all parts of the field.

It was a part of the discipline, of the
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system, of the theory of this people to

be as wary as they were brave; not

Ethics of Spar, to press an advantage to

tan discipline ^^^g extent of risking it ; not
ana batlle-mak- <» '

'ng. to make a i-eckless pursuit

or to indulge in any wild and visionary

military movement. The discipline re-

quired that the vSpartans should stand up
in the shock of battle, receive the onset,

and repel it at whatever cost ; that they

should advance courageously against the

enemy, however overwhelming his num-
bers, and should coolly meet all the

perils of the struggle without even the

consideration—much less the regard—of

danger. vSuch was the perfection of the

training that the same stoical manner
and total indifference to results w-hich

characterized the Spartans in the agora

and at the commimal tables where they

banqueted at home, was carried into

battle and maintained in the midst of

carnage, even to the utter extinction of

the last man of the phalanx.

Lycurgus has had the reputation of

having determined, if he did not create,

the social and industrial condition of the

Preexisting sys. vSpartans; but here again

::rhrpidoptrd"- ^^e credit is misplaced,
by Lycurgus. It has been said that the

division of the lands into thirty-nine

thousand equal lots, of which the Spar-

tans proper received nine thousfti^d,

wliile the remainder went to the Perioeci

and others, was devised by the Lycur-

gian statutes. For this the authority of

Plutarch is cited ; but more recent inves-

tigations have shown that Lycurgus

merely adopted the prevailing system of

landownership. It is highly probable

that the Ileraclidaj on their incoming

with the Dorians had made an equal di-

vision of the lands, and that this funda-

mental ownership continued to the times

of Lycurgus. Nearly all primitive peo-

ples have had a similar communal ar-

rangement of their real estate, and it is

not likely that the matter was carried

further in Sparta than in some other

countries.

In course of time great inequalities in

wealth had come to pass, and it will be

conceded that the L}-cur- constitutional

gian statutes were a strong tT°a,nasslng of

countercheck upon this "wealth,

tendency. It might be truthfully said

that the most marked feature of this

legislation, considered as a whole, was
its antipathy to all of those processes

by which men become great through in-

dustrial enterprises and the accumula-

tion of wealth. With respect to these

things the laws of Lycurgus ma}" be

said to have been devised with as much
cunning as severity. Everything was

skillfully contrived to put a damper on

accumulation, to prevent the growth of

the commercial spirit, and to forestall

the amassing of fortunes. The theory

that all vSpartan citizens were equals was

extended to mean that they should con-

finne so. The evolution of individual

power, instead of being encouraged as a

healthful tendency, was checked, held

back, and hampered by the whole force

of society and the state. Doubtless in

the times of the vSpartan ascendency the

natural forces of human life had suffi-

ciently declared themselves to make some
rich and others poor; but it was the

struggle of nature against the artifice of

man, and the inequality was reduced to

a minimum.
In one respect, however, all Spartan

citizens were equal: they must all alike

submit themselves to the... No democracy
rigor of a certain discipline except in miii-

by which they were to be ^"^^ raimng,

fitted fen" their place in the state, and

particularly for their duties in the field.

This part of the theory was so rigorous

as to admit of no variation or departure
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from the common standard. The type

of character tbrs produced was suffi-

ciently unifor it was by no means

a democratii .lormity. The aristo-

cratic principle always asserted itself;

and when one Spartan citizen is said to

have been equal to another, it must be

understood in the sense of an oligarchic

equality without a symptom of popu-

larity in it.

When it is said that the Spartans were

a„_ - these things was totally for ign

to the genius and the practice c
'

dominant race. As to the cultiv; of

the soil, that was attended to oy the

Perioeci and the Helots. Merchandis-

ing, marketing, and the like, were the

business of the same classes, or of the

few mercenary foreigners whose pres-

ence was barely tolerated in the city. So

completely were the true Spartans ab-

sorbed in their one business of war that

LIFE OF WAR.—Aristomenks Fighting his Wav Out of Ira.

a race of soldiers, the expression is

sometimes erroneously taken as a figure

Warforfteeborn f>f speech ; but there is here

Kforre" no metaphor at all. Every
Perioeci. fj-ce Spartan was a sol-

dier. It was his business to be a soldier.

The dominant element in Spartan society

was simply a warlike force. With the

ordinary industrial occupations the .Spar-

tan citizens had absolutely nothing to

do. They were neither agriculturists,

merchants, nor manufacturers. To be

it is a puzzle to the modern inquirer to

understand in what way their energies

found vent in times of peace. The so-

cial dispositions of the people were

abridged and held in check by the anti-

literary spirit and incommunicative

genius of the race. Only the recurrence

of the national games and festivals

called forth and exercised the disposi-

tion of a people to whom refinements

were distasteful and by whom polite oc-

cupations were totally discredited.

I
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It is not our purpose here to recount

the cunning expedients which Lycurgus

Institution of adopted to prevent foreign

tabieTyTy".'''
intercourse and to smother

curgus. the commercial spirit at

home. The story of his iron money is

sufficiently well known. Perhaps if any

single feature of his legislation may be

called original, that is, if any part of it

introduced an actually new feature of

social development, it was the institu-

tion of the communal table. To this the

Greeks gave the name of Srssitia. It was

a public mess. All Spartan citizens

were divided among the various messes.

This signified that a certain number
should each day sit at the joint tables,

which were provided from a common
store and according to a uniform bill of

fare. It was a part of the Lycurgian sys-

tem to make tlie fare as despicable as

possible. A sort of coar.se black bread

and sundry beans and fish consti-

tuted the principal meal. Wine and

game from the forests were added imder

certain restrictions.

In determining the group of fifteen

pensons who should sit at the common
Intercourse at table all preferences of

botrt^rLa. friendship and all family
conic manner. ties Were put aside. The
group was made up by lot, and this cir-

cum.stance intensified the unsocial cliar-

actcrand laconic intercourse of the feast.

Only few words were spoken, and they

must be to the point. A mere hint was

better than an explication. Jf)cularity

and enthusiasm were as ft)ruign to such

an assemblage as warmth under the snow
or a smile on the face of the sphinx.

For the rest, Lycurgus may be re-

To what extent gardcd simply as the for-

^e^rSr/the '"^''''^tor into statute of the

Dorian race. existing usages and tend-

encies of the Dorian race. It must be

remembered, however, that the Spartans

were not in all respects typical of the

Dorians, and that their right to repre-

sent that people in their institutional

forms has been strongly controverted.

But the Spartans were the most con-

spicuous example of Dorian develop-

ment, and Lycurgus was their lawgiver

to the extent of giving his name to those

early u.sages by which the course of the

people was politically, and to a certain

extent socially, determined.

The system which he established was

sufficiently fixed and durable. It was

presentlv used as a crite-
^ '

. .
Permanency of

rion by which the practices the Lycurgian
-

,
, '^

,
. constitution.

of the vSpartan peoj^le were

regulated in war and in peace. The
Lycurgian laws held their own. The
revolutionary and reformatory tendency

was but feebly felt at Sparta. While

the democratic states of (rreece were full

of insurrection, tumult, progress, action,

and reaction, Sparta held on her course.

Her vicissitudes were many, but her

changes few. The old impress was re-

tained, the old type upheld, not only

during the Spartan ascendency in

Greece, but to the very end of Grecian

nationality. The last kings who reigned

at Sparta had in them tlie spirit of the

race. The same austerity and haiighti-

ness which had been exemplified in

Eunomus and Polydectes was the dom-

inant pa.ssion with Agis and Lysander;

and the Sjjartan women at the last were

as heroic, as nonchalant, and as .silent

in grief and joy as tlic}- had been in the

earliest ages.

The striking differences between the

peoples of Northern and Soutlieru

Greece were the result of Divergence of

development. \Vc may fZ':^t
easily discern in primitive development.

Attica much of the .same aristocratic and

oligarchic quality that we have found in

the Spartans. The first institutions of
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the two countries were not so dissimilar

as they afterwards became. It is evident

that the Ionian chiefs and warriors,

under whose leadership the peoples of

several of the northern states were es-

tablished, were in those countries the

natural progenitors of an aristocracy.

The difference was not in the beginning

but in the orrowth. In Central Greece

HUST OF AN EPHETES.

certain democratic checks appeared at

an early day which prevented the aris-

tocratic evolution and turned the spirits

and practices of the people into new
channels.

All students of history have taken

some note of the institutions of Draco.

The bad reputation of this lawgiver with

posterity is now shown to have been in

large measure unmerited. The prover-

bial statement that his laws were writ-

ten in blood instead of ink Nature of the

has been found to have no fhXTpuT'
other basis than the ishment.

prejudice of his democratic countrymen

and the foolish repetition of posterity.

Not a line of the Draconian laws has

been preserved in their original form.

We are indebted for our knowledge of

this code to Plutarch's references to the

subject in his sketch of Solon. It may
be accepted that the legislation of the

older publicist "was severe. Plutarch

relates that the early usages of the

lonians were immoderate in the punish-

ment of crime. The theft of a cabbage

or an apple was visited with death as

much as the spoliation of a temple or the

murder of a citizen. The theory was

that the smallest offense against the law

could only be properly vindicated by the

death of the offender, and since death

was the worst of penalties, the greater

crimes could receive no more. Doubt-

less in this case, also, Draco found the

usage and admitted it into his code. He
simply formulated the savagery of the

age and gave it expression. The Dra-

conian rules, considered by the polite

Athenian democrats of later times and

by the Roman lawyers of the empire,

appeared barbaroiis and brutal; and

Draco gained at the hands of the com-

mentators his bad reputation.

According to the tradition of the

times the institutions of the Ephciai, a

body of fifty-one elders, sit- institution and

ting in four different courts, ithe'nfan Ephe-

was the work of Draco, ^a'-

Among these courts the various kinds of

crime were divided out for trial in the

primitive jDractice of Attica. The fact

that these courts from the earliest ejioch

appear to have discriminated between

murder and the less criminal grades of
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parallels of the
legislation of
Draco.

homicide down to accidental killing is

of itself sufficient to destroy the belief

in the absolutely bloody character of the

Draconian laws.

Draco belonged to the afterpart of the

seventh century B. C, perhaps two

Philosophy and hundred years after the

age of Lycurgus. The
efforts of both these law-

givers, one Dorian and the other Ionian,

are to be classed with those primitive

movements which we see in almost

every tribe of men emerging from the

barbarous condition. The giving of the

Ten Commandments by Moses and the

setting up of the Twelve Tables in

ancient Rome were events exactly anal-

ogous to the institution of the Draco-

nian code in Athens. Myth and tradi-

tion have been busy with Draco's name
and fame. It was said anciently that he

was called Draco; that is, Dragon, be-

cause of the barbarous severity of his

legislation. Another legend records the

manner of his death. In old age, after

completing his laws, he was greatly ad-

mired by his cnunt'-ymen. At the last,

as he was sitting in the theater at ..-Egjna,

in an outburst of enthusiasm, the audi-

ence, especially the women, threw upon
him their chitons, caps, and cloaks un-

til the sage was smothered to death.

In course of time the Ionian political

development demanded a reform in the

Progress of the Severe orderwhich had been

L°aTs\onst.tu- established by the Draco-
tionai revision, ^jan code. At the begin-

ning of the si.xth century B. C. we are

able to discover in Ionian Greece a hard

struggle on the part of the old aristo-

cratic families to maintain themselves

against a growing democracy. In

Athens the revolutionary tendency had
led to the expulsion of .several noble

households. Among these the Alcmae-

onids were conspicuous.

It was in connection with this popular

attempt to overthrow the aristocratic

families that Solon came to Nature and ap-

the front. He was him- 2"^"'°"
,l.^^tSolonian legisla-

self of noble extraction, a *'°"-

native of Salamis. Through his efforts

the island was restored from the dom-
ination of the Magarians to its old

Athenian allegiance. In 594 B. C,
Solon was elected Archon, and while

holding this office he was called upon by
his colleagues and the common voice to

undertake a reform of the existing Attic

constitution. The circumstances which

provoked this movement related to the

industrial condition of the country. The
ancient noble families hatl become
wealthy at the expense of the producing

classes. Though there was nominally a

system of free landownership, the bene-

fits thereof had been destroyed by the

extortions of the large landlords. A
.system of oppressive renting had taken

the place of fee simple owner.ship, and

the common people groaned under the

exactions of the times. Attica was
virtually bankrupt as to her producing

classes. It was to alleviate this condi-

tion of affairs and to institute a more
liberal order that the Solonian reforms

were undertaken.

The reforms in question were all in

the direction of the popular interest as

against the claims of the monej'-lenders

and landlords. Twometh- Methods of re-

ods of relieving the coun-
;:r;'-^^,^'rh",:°:

try from the burden of ships of debt,

debt were adopted. The first was the

cancellation of all land mortgages by

which the farms, orchards, and gardens

of the people were set free in the hands

of the true owners. The other method

of relief was the scaling of debts. This

was accomplished by debasing the cur-

rency. A new scale was adopted by

which the existing monej' was depreci-
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ated by about twenty-seven per cent of

its metallic value. The acttial legisla-

tion on the subject was the enactment

that the coin should, after the date of the

law, have a debt-paying power above its

nominal value. According to the exact

standards of modern times these meas-

ures were sufficiently revolutionary and

communistic ; but the event showed that

they were not more radical than salu-

tarv. The land was set free, and the

ktXEIVING THE Gl'KST.

Drawn by C. Keiss, from a vase.

small cultivators of the soil had a new
lease of life.

It will thus be seen that the Solonian

statutes reached down into industrial

and social conditions beyond the limits

Democracy sub- which would be fixed for

modern legislation. In

the other direction the new
laws went on to the extent of a political

revolution. The whole political .system

was remodeled with a view to giving

every Attic citizen a share in the govern-

ment. The reform did not by any

means extend, at the beginning, to the

stitutes prop-
erty for tribal

descent.

establishment of a complete democracy

;

but in determining the new order Solon

provided that property instead of tribal

descent should determine the power of

each citizen in the state.

Under the old system the Eupatrids,

or noble families, had monopolized all

the rights and prerogatives Taxation ad-

of c i t i z e n s h i p. They irweluh "and"^

held the offices of the state <=iass.

and made and interpreted the laws at

their will. The So-

lonian system abol-

ished the hereditary

schemeofrights,and

substituted therefor

a new classification

of the people. A
graduated scale of

property was estab-

lished. All citizens

were divided into

four classes, ac-

cording to their tax

schedule. The act-

ual administration

of the government

was confined to citi-

zens of the first, or

wealthiest, class;
but as a compen-

sating circumstance

this class had to bear the greatest burden

of taxation. The second division of citi-

zens were the knights, or horsemen. The
distinction was made on the ability of

each penson of this class to keep a war

horse at his own expen.se for the ser\-ice

of the state.
''

Citizens of the .second cla.ss paid three

fifths of the amount assessed against the

first class in taxation. The Duties and bur-

third class also had respect ^;?L°under'
to the military .service, classes.

The men of this division were the

heavv infantrv of the Attic armv.
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Their taxes were lighter in proportion

as their responsibilities were fewer and

more easily borne. Citizens of the

fourth class were exempt from direct

taxation, and as to military service were

cmploved only as light troops or sailors

Thus the theory of the Solonian legis-

lation had respect to property, taxation,

and responsibility in the correlation of

state. The three were cor- P>-°P"ty, taxa-
tion, and respon-

related. They were all in sibmty.

direct ratio. The greater the projicrtv,

I UK liKI-.LK ASM'..\Hil,\ .—MHATi \>v 1 »EMUsrHKNK.>.

for the fleet. The poorest and humblest

of the Attic people belonged to this

order. As to political rights, they were

members of the popular assembl}- ; and

as this body had the prerogative of

choosing the magistrates of the state,

the power of the common people was

felt in all things.

the higher the taxation and the heavier

the responsibility. The less the responsi-

bility, the lower the taxation and the

smaller the amount of property. This

feature of the work of the Athenian

lawgiver has been much commented on

by publicists of other ages and countries.

It has been reo-arded as one t>f the admir-
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able features of the Athenian laws that

the responsibilities, burdens, and wealth

of the citizens were held as correlatives,

and that the one was not permitted to

be in excess of the legal ratio for the

other two.

If the laws of Solon can be said to have

originated anything, it Avas the fourth

estate of the people. He found the great

The assembly court of Areopagus, and re-

TlTor'^Xf tainedit. He found the ar-

to Soion-s laws, chonship, and retained it.

He found the usage of voting as a means
of determining the public will ; but the

popular assembly may be said to have

been his work. In this body citizens of

all classes convened ; but since the poor

far outnumbered the rich, since the

fourth estate was the bottom section of

the pyramid, the votes in the assembly

would represent the real democracy. To
this was added the right of public

speech. Each citizen must vote by a

show of the hand, but the voter might

also sjjeak in defense of his ballot. Here
we may place the beginning of that free

right which the Athenians in after times

so greatly cultivated, and of which they

were so justly proud. Here was the

true foundation of that future democracy

which in its development, in the palmy

days of Greece, furnished so strong a

contrast to the oligarchy of Sparta.

We may here note for the first time,

perhaps, in the history of the human
race the organization of a

Ascendency of
. .

the Assembly political Society from below
and the Heliaea. i <.

.

,

.

upwards—from the people

to their rulers. The Athenian popular

Assembly became the origin of power

and authority. Out of the whole body

were annually chosen by lot a division of

six thousand citizens, called the Heliica,

who were the jurors and judges of the

Athenian people. The Helisea was in

its turn divided into sections of manage-

able size ; and these sat by turns decid-

ing all matters submitted, both as to law

and fact. The only qualification was

that the juror should be thirty years of

age and an Attic citizen.

In practice this court was much busied

with political offenses, in which the

Athenian commonwealth
Democratic

so greatly abounded. In domination of
r .• .1 TT the Ionian race.

cour.se of time the He-

liaea became the seat and scene of gross

abuses, but it ever subserved the pur-

pose of jealous guardianship over the

rights and privileges of the Athenians.

So powerful was the popular assembly

and this secondary body of six thousand,

derived directly therefrom, that the

whole political development of Attica

—

and if of Attica, of the Ionian race—be-

came democratic to an extent which it

would be perhaps impossible to parallel

in the annals of mankind.

In almost every regard the Athenian

commonwealth and the civil polity which

prevailed therein were strong contrasts

strongly contrasted

the Dorian development in ments.

Sparta. We have already remarked

upon the exclusiveness of the Lycurgian

laws—how they discouraged enterprise,

dampened industry, prevented commer-

cial intercourse, and hindered the ac-

cumulation of wealth. The Solonian

statutes led in exactly the opposite di-

rection. The)' gave encouragement to

commerce. As we have shown above,

they strongly stimulated the producing

forces of the state. They went so far

even as to impair existing contracts,

scale debts, and reduce the purchasing

power of money in order to stimulate

the energies of the producing classes.

The constitution prepared by Solon

also led to the evolution of citizenship.

It gave great encouragement to the

intercourse of the streets and shops as

-,,^4.1- of Athenian andW 1
1
n Spartan govern-
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encies of the
Athenian con
stitutiou.

well as to the higher intercourse of the

agora and the pnyx. Instead of ward-

Popuiar tend- ing off the citizens of other

states and countries, the

laws of Solon almost

invited immigration. As a matter of

fact, great numbers of foreign settlers

found residence in Athens and became
citizens of the commonwealth on the

easy condition of paying the tax

and assuming the common
responsibilities of the class

with which they were incor-

porated. These foreigners

presently constituted some-

thing of a division of them-

selves. They were known
as Metceci, that is, Metics, or

Settlers. The discrimina-

tion against them was very

slight. Many of them by

following the mercantile

pursuit became rich, and

the conditions of life in

Athens were so kindly and

tolerant that the foreigner

was unhampered ill his in-

tercourse and but slightly

prejudiced in his relations.

Similar praise may be

given to the Solonian laws

for the humane spirit which

characterized the code as a

whole. Punishments were

light and much more rational than those

of the .Spartans. Though
Humane ele- °
mentsinthe criminals Were still visited
Solonian code. .., ,,.

With severe penalties,

there was little of that barbarity which

marked the administration of law in

the south. In general, the restraints

put upon the free action of the Athenian

people were as few and as easy as

could be expected even in an enlight-

ened age. In so far as a government
may be regarded as an instrument

of human happiness, as a means unto an

end, the end being the enlargement of

the individual, the extension and pro-

tection of his rights and privileges, it

might well be said that the constitution

of Solon was as wise and efficacious as

the fundamental law of any other state,

ancient or modern.

As we have said and repeated, the

early Hellenic lawgivers wrought for

MAiNNERS AND COSTUMES.—GREEKS CONVKRSING.

From Hopc*s Costumes o/ the A ncients.

the most part with material already fur-

nished to their hands. There is a sense

in which all law is in its common law

last analysis common law- ^^l^^^
the result of custom fall- constitution,

ing first into usage and then into statu-

tory form. No doubt in the more
advanced stages of nationality men do

create out of right reason and from a

philosophical basis such statutes as ought

to be adapted to a somewhat idealized

form of human .societv. To such law
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Course ofevents
not greatly
changed by leg-

islators.

the name civil is generally given to dis-

criminate it from the law which has its

origin in experience and usage.

The common opinion of mankind has

ascribed altogether too much force to

the Lycurgian and Solon-

ian laws in Greece. It is

a part of that general mis-

take which assigns to individual men
the power of creating new forms of soci-

ety. Such power has very seldom been

the possession of any man or of any men.

Especially in the matter of jurispru-

dence have the so-called lawgivers been

simply the formulators of existing rules

of conduct, with such slight enlarge-

ment as would be suggested in the proc-

ess of formal legislation. Lycurgus

and Draco and Solon were men of this

class. They did something by the force

of their genus to divert the currents of

Greek life into new channels of civil

and political action ; but the channels

were already prepared, and if no such

men had ever appeared—that is, if those

particular men had not appeared—the

course of events would doubtless have

been the same.

It is true, however, that the formal

work of creating a constitution for an

strong reaction active and vigorous peo-

syf°er™thi pie marks an epoch in their

people. development, and that, the

reactionary efifect of such work is very

marked. "When the rules of political

society have been once definitely de-

termined, they constitute the criteria by
which all individual action is thence-

forth judged; and if the people them-

selves have participated in the expression

ofthenew rules of civil conduct, thecoun-

ter effect upon themselves will be con-

siderable, and in some cases great. It

proved to be so with the Greeks. Par-

ticularly among the lonians—most

strikingly among the Athenians—where

the democratic principle was boldly ad-

vanced and adhered to, were the reac-

tions of the governmental polity upon

the people strong and enduring. Athens

presently displayed in her public life a

degree of popular energy surpassing

that of any other ancient state. The
character of the institutions strongly

stimulated the already energetic political

temper of the people, and the display of

civil ability became great, marvelous.

The Athenian democracy in the grand

days of the commonwealth, after the Per-

sians had been beaten back
Vices and vir-

to their own place, after tuesoftheAthe-
.

,

1 J- -n 1 nian democracy.
the eloquence of Pericles

and the chisel of Phidias had cooperated

to make the city splendid, was charge-

able with all the faults of action peculiar

to its kind. Aye, more, it was guilty of

all the crimes against the rights of the

individual citizen—which rights were in

their last analysis the very essence of

the state—wherewith the enemies of de-

mocracy in ancient and modern times

have charged that illustriotis citizenship

;

but it can not be denied that in its best

days the Athenian assembly was the

grandest field for the display of the

greatest talents which, the public life of

mankind has ever exhibited.

We must not suppose, however, that

the democratic evolution at Athens was

at once accomplished un- soion's legisia-

der the influences and ten- ^ent^eX^hat
dencies of the .Solonian ofcusthenes.

statutes. The old rival families of the

Alcmseonidai and the Pisistratidse still

contended with the democracy for the

mastery of the state and with each

other for leadership ; but the whole po-

litical tide set toward the free people of

Attica. In course of time Clisthenes

appeared and, backed by the Delphic

oracle, carried forward the democratic

impulse of the people into still more
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perfect organs of expression. The four

Dciiioi into which the Athenians had

been divided according to the laws of

Solon were, extended to ten. These

corresponded with the Tribes which con-

stituted the fundamental political divi-

sion of the Roman people. To each

demos was assigned by the law of Clis-

thenes fifty senators, increasing the

whole number of the senate from four

hundred to five hundred. Each demos

bottom motive in the creation of .such an

institution was to inspire a wholesome
dread on the part of ambitious dema-
gogues. The abuse of ostracism lay in

the fact that it could be capriciously and
vindictively turned—as it many times

was turned—against the best citizens of

the state. The reader must bear in

mind, however, that to be ostracised, as

ostracism went at Athens, was little

more than to be voted down at any other

l'N\\ IN lis ri:l -I \l Mil \l<\\l I,, l),.iunl.y ll.N^-vlcl.

was put under the headship of a demarcli,

who stood as the repre.sentative of his

])articular tribe.

At the same time, and as a means of

curbing the ambilinn of demagogues,

the os/r(ri/s;/t\\'a.s instituted.
Uses and abuses
of the Athenian This institution has been
ostracism. ... , . . ^ .

judged and misjudged
l)v modern writers. It was undoubted-

ly tlic vehicle of many and great abu.ses

;

but it was also in many respects a .salu-

tary part of tlie public system. The
M.— Vol. 2-ij

democratic election. The hard.ship uf

the case was the circumstance of banish-

ment or exile, which was added to the

adverse decision of the people.

The reader who has attentively fol-

lowed this evolution of (ireek .society

from its beginnings up to pubUc interest

its full aspect in tlie times
^.^^e^lfr: ofX"

of the Athenian ascendency Greeks,

will be prepared to understand how it

was that the domestic life of the people

gave place to the pubb\'1ife. No otlier
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people, whether ancient or modern,

lived so much in public as did the

Greeks. Everything seemed to conspire

to draw the energies of the race into the

whirl and excitement of citizenship.

All the institutions which had been

evolved by sages and statesmen at dif-

ferent epochs reacted upon the national

spirit and intensified the natural instincts

of the race. The people came to take

delight in the affairs of state. The
crowd surged along the streets and into

the agora and pnyx. There was a hum
of perpetual excitement. The condition

of foreign and domestic affairs did not

always furnish material for actual states-

manship. In the piping times of peace

the Athenians must find vent for their

pent-up politics in the discussion of fac-

titious and trivial issues. In such times

the bickerings of sophists were substi-

tuted for the debates of sages, and the

howl of the demagogue Avas heard in

place of the statesman's peroration.

Not only did the Greeks busy them-

selves to an unusual degree in the dis-

Litigious dispo- cussion and enactment of

l'nZ°^^«lin„ their laws, but they also tookpeople ; passion ' -^

for debate. great interest in all legal

proceedings. They were the most litig-

ious race of men. A great lawsuit was

their delight. Little did it matter whose

cause was just, but it greatly mattered

whose argument was fallacious. As we
have already remarked, the Greeks were

not greatly influenced by the fundamen-

tal right or wrong of anything; but the

processes of determining the same were

to them a perpetual delight. The ex-

ercise of the reasoning faculties was to

the average Athenian as exhilarating

and healthful to his mind as his physical

gymnastic was to the body; but the

end to be attained by argument—the

final rectification of a cause according to

the immutabilities of justice—were to

the Greek little more than his quoiti/,

his turning-pole, and his trapeze. He
quarreled and contended for the sake of

contention. The racket of debate, the

complication and uproar of contending

voices sufficed for the excitement where-

with his daily life was heated for action.

To sue and to be sued in the courts fur-

nished a basis for that perpetual talk

and strife without which the life of the

Athenian Greek would have soon pined

away into weakness and stupor.

In process of time the disposition of

the Athenians became more light, in-

attentive to serious busi-
Last bad estate

ness, more prone to avoid of the Attic

the responsibilities of citi-
^™°'=''^'^y'

zenship. It would appear that the last

estate of absolute democracy is not so

inspiring as the first estate. It A^-as

one of the peculiarities of Athenian life

in the latter stages of the commonwealth

that the duties of citizenship were

avoided rather than sought for. The
better people became willing that an}'

blatant demagogue .should take the lead,

and that the judges should be made up
from lists of citizens who had nothing

else to do. The situation with respect

to the courts became similar to that

which we have seen in American cities.

The wise and thrifty citizen, absorbed

in affairs and personal responsibilities,

avoided the court and its business ; and

the jury bench was packed with imbecile

professionals who .sought the place for

the fee. One of the striking spectacles

in Athens was the stretching of ropes

across the streets and around the crowds

of people in the market, by which they

might be dragged into the pnyx to par-

ticipate in an election or to submit them-

.selves to the lot in the choice of jurors

and judges. By .such means were the

important offices of the state filled with

ignorant and unworthy occupants.
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Chapter Lll.—OLYMF>t:s axd the I'iEi^iGious Liee.

HE thoughtful reader

will have observed that

the present discussion

of the growth and

character of the Greek

people has proceeded

from the merely phys-

ical basis to the higher and more ideal

aspects of life. This method has been

adopted for the reason that it seems to

conform to the actual facts in the case of

the Greeks. As we have said, the race

began its career from a material point of

departure. AVe have seen that even the

education of the Greeks partook of the

common movement. One may easily

discern in the poetry and art of this

remarkably intellectual race the outlines

of physical conditions and .sympathies.

Humanity rises A pure and natural human-
ity was in it all. Even
the powerful influences of

Egypt and the East could hardly intro-

duce into Greek life any other than

human elements. .Vll the gods of the

Greeks are human. They are never

creatures with double heads and multiple

arms. The winged and mythological

monsters of the East were hardly ac-

cepted by the Greeks. One may discern

in the latter days of Greek art a total

abandonment of the monstrous and un-

natural element. The Centaur, the

Minotaur, and all manner of dragons

di.sappear, while a pure humanity rises

and sits even on the summit of Olympus.
What should be thought if Phidias had
given wings to his Pallas Athena, or four

arms to his .statue of Zeus Olympios?

Even the religion of the Greek.s

—

which we come now briefly to consider

—was a species of natural jihilosc^phy.

to Olympus and
sits on the sum
mit.

It may well be doubted whether the

term "religious" is not misapplied

when it is used in defini-
Greek religion a

tion of anv of the practices species of nat-

or beliefs of the Greeks. ^^^v^^°-°^^y-

No race of men has existed without a

certain ethical constitution; but this

THE CENTAUR.

does not e.xtend to what the languages

of the West call religion. The latter

implies the recognition of a god or gods,

makers and givers of life and of all

benefits, to whom the race of man is

bound ircligio, a binding') by certain ties

of morality, duty, and affection. Natural

ethics has to do with the duties and
obligations of man to man.
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The Greeks, in common with the

other divisions of the Aryan race, had a

fund of theolo2"v. It is
Absence of spir-

.

ituaiity in the claimed Dv a Certain group
eo ogy.

^^ modern scholars that

the primitive religious views of the

Aryans were based upon the recognition

of a single heaven-father, with whom
were associated other divine and spirit-

ual powers in the administration of na-

ture and of man. There are intimations,

derivable mostly from philology, that

this theory ot the old-time religion of

our race is founded in fact. But if so,

the theory descended in the horizon of

the Greeks to the level of earth. One
might seek in vain in the literature of

the Greeks for the presence of a be-

lief that their gods were spiritual beings

at all. Of course they were living be-

ings, and were immortal ; but the Greek

thought of his god as a material entity,

a physical organic being even as himself

—only greater, mightier, more sublime.

Beyond this the mind of the Greek

refused to go. It took no cognizance of

spiritual entities outside of living forms.

One must needs be surprised to note

how completely the intellectual and

spiritiial life, the moral The Greek

qualities and dispositions, X^^^^^Xi^
the moods and passions of deities,

the Greek were by him projected into

his g-ods. In nowise was the god better

than the man—only stronger and im-

mortal. We might look in vain among
the whole Olympian hierarchy for a

sinole moral attribute above the level

of the average human concepts of the

people who lived below. Even as far

back as the days of Homer, this human-

ization had been complete—if indeed it

had ever been anything better. When-
ever the epic bard speaks of the gods.
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he does so in a tone of gentle mockery

—mere description, such as a skeptic of

modern times jnight use in describing

the beings of mythology. In no single

element of his theology was there a di-

vine order, a heavenly government in

anywise above the level of the average

morality of the Greek.

All was on the level of human na-

ture and frailty. Take the case of

The gods of Zeus. That almighty po-

?iir?«"^^r,nrt tentate had pcrfuiiud locks.even as men ana ' -'

women. JJg y^s guilty of all

manner of unlawful loves; but to the

Greek the guilt was no more heinous

than average mortal eccentricity. The
comic poet might mock at the incon-

stancy and infidelities of Jove, but never

thought of denouncing them as sins.

Hera was as jealous of her mighty lord

as any Athenian beauty might be of an

inconstant husband. Aphrodite was as

false as she was fair. Hermes was a

common liar. Hephaestus was lame.

Poseidon was consumed with enmity

and revenge. Dionysus was a drunk-

ard, and Heracles a glutton from in-

fancy. All the passions and vices of

the earth and the cloud-land were mixed
together; and as to morality, men were

even as the gods. Heaven was as full

of quarrels, of bickerings, and perfidy as

the earth was full of uproar, falsehood,

and treason.

Yet the gods were mighty. They
were, moreover, deeply interested in the

affairs of earth. They con-
The deities are •'

great but fated ccrned themselvcs con-

stantly with the doings of

men, and drew with vindictive precision

the lines of good and evil. Indeed, it

was impossible that they should do

otherwise. They themselves were held,

in common with men, under the inexor-

able tyranny of Fate. This fate was

the highest concept of the Greek race.

Fate was the absolute. Under the

scepter of fate the gods performed their

part in the universal scheme. It was

their part to reward and punish—reward

for the thing called virtue, and punish

for the thing called vice.

This distinction the nature of man
must always recognize. However shift-

ing and uncertain may concept of right

be the lines which bound ^^.^J^^s^, ,,,.

the theological landscape, ^^^''•

however vacillating the definitions

which are found in the mortal vocabulary

for certain specific acts, the deep-down

bottom difference between right and

wrong stands fast and will not be

moved. This difference the Greeks

recognized. So also did the gods above

them. Men must conform, therefore,

to the moral law such as it was. Did

they not, the wrath of the immortals

was kindled against them. Did they

not, the Eumenides, those sharp aven-

gers of evil doing, w-ere ever at the gate

;

aye, they were ever at the threshold,

even at the elbow of mortal life, ready

to inflict the penalty for all misdeeds.

True, they were very patient. They
were not in haste. The immortals had

no need to be in haste. The visitation

for crime might well wait until a con-

venient season. Then the punishment

would come. Then the swift and aveng-

ing bolt would fall upon the offender.

It thus happened that the Greeks

found a place for a scheme of morality.

There was a belief among Theory of

the people in the laws of T/sTi^
™'"

right and wrong and in the draw near,

fidelity of the gods to reward virtue and

heroism, to punish vice and weakness.

Therefore, there was room even for

prayer and for sacrifice. He who prayed

might influence the gods to hasten their

purposes, to come on with their benefits,

to restrain their anger. To this end
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there was an altar, a place of offering, a

temple. Such things were beneficial to

the individual, to the hotisehold, to the

state. Thereby the gods were made
auspicious. There the chaotic affairs of

life were brought to order. Good was

brought down from on high, and the

evil below was put away.

In the early days the deities were

more familiar with men than in after

times. At .several places in Greece the

n>«i far oi. m high, but even at the

door. While it was not a worship of na-'

ture, it was the worship of beings who
were in sympathy with nature and

sought out natural abodes as their favor-

ite dwelling places. As a result, the

religious affections of the Greeks were

strongly localized. There were centers

of the divine presence in certain parts

of the country, and to these the religious

beliefs and sympathies of the people

PARNASSUS.— Aflc-r a sketch of F. E. Bl.ickstone.

gods had haunts and abiding places. At
the foot of Parnassus Apollo loved to

dwell. There was his Delphic oracle.

There, from the rift in the rock, came
the inspiring power which made the

Pythia drunken with the divine afflatus.

A close union existed between the nat-

tiral and the supernatural fact. The
great Zeus loved the gnarled oaks of

Dodona, and joined his voice with the

solemn voice of the wind moaning
among the branches. The "rods were

were drawn by as strong bonds as the

Greeks were capable of bearing.

Another peculiarity of the Hellenic

religious system was still more marked

and pensistent. This was Absence of

the ab.sence of a priesthood. ^J'Sortt;
°''

No other people of an temple,

equal degree of development have been

so free from the presence and interfer-

ence of a priestly order. Among the

Greeks every man was his own priest.

Doubtless this was due in a certain de-
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gree to the strong individualism and

democracy of the race. It is not meant
that there were no Greek priests. About
the temples there must needs be a reti-

nue of officials, and the.se must be con-

versant with religious rites and doctrines.

In some few instances the priestly office

was transmitted in families, but it was
only such heredity as might be seen

in the transmission of the artistic or

commercial instincts through several

generations.

Sometimes the Greek found it conven-

ient to offer his sacrifices and make
his prayers by proxy, system ofonho-

and in such cases he ^;^/„^:»rt,r'
employed a priest; "ef.

but there was never any abdication

of his own rights in the premises.

Every Greek offered his prayers and
sacrifices when and as he would.

There was, of course, a national

canon, a ritual, a doctrine, which

the worshiper must follow; and any

departure from the common stand-

ard was likely to be visited with se-

verity. Secular society stood guard

over the orthodoxy of the people

;

and any departure from the author-

ized standards was likely to entail

great mischief on the offender. Such
things were sure to be buzzed about

in the market and agora. A ques-

tion of the kind, especially if the

heretic were a distinguished person-

age, gave the average Greek dema-

gogue his best hold. In such cases

superstition and prejudice were free-

ly invoked, and the con.sequences

were usually disastrous. One of the

few melancholy aspects of Greek

civilization was to see the greatest

minds cowering under the dominion

of that common thrall and scourge

wherewith all the nations of antiq-

uity and most peoples of modern
times as well have been lashed and

whipped into silence.

But no other people of antiquity

were so free in the observances of

their religion as were the Greeks. Reli-

giously speaking, every man's house was

his castle. There, before the altar of

Vesta, the newborn child was named. It

was a religfious ceremonv. So also was
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marriage, and so were the rites of the

funeral. It mnst not be thought that

Freedom in reii- the Greeks Were an irreli-

f:ZT^o::''' giousrace. No people have
tradition. \^^^ a greater multiplicity of

gods, and few societies have been more
permeated with the details of worship

than was that of Attica. Still, the life

of nature rose dominant over the life of

ceremonial, and the Greek continued as

he had been from the first, the product

of physical forces rather than the molded
offspring of superstitious beliefs.

It is not the place to enter into the

details of the Greek ceremonial. Men
praved. Thev offered sac-

Prayers and sac- . '
.

'

rifices; beauty rificcs of fruit and wiue and
of ceremonial. .,, . ., ,milk and oil and honey
and cakes. vSometimes the worshiper

stood before the altar fire and threw in

handfuls of parched barley. Animals,

too, were sacrificed and offered to the

hungry deities. The deep sense of

beauty here again found expression.

The most perfect animal must be select-

ed for the altar. Old Xestor, of the

heroic age, was not satisfied with the

bullock he brought until the horns were
elegantly gilded. Wreaths of leaves and
flowers were put about the heads and
necks of the victims. Even their slaugh-

ter was made as little repulsive as pos-

sible. The slain animal was flayed, and
the thighs offered on the altar. The
remainder of the offering was eaten by
the worshipers and the priests under
the common ancient notion of sharing

the feast with the immortals.

Among most of the ancient races pro-

fessional prophets had a place. Perhaps

„, ,
.no class of officials were

The prophetical
office and the more powerful in Semitic

communities than were the

old foretellers who revealed the future.

With the Aryan races the prophetical

office was less esteemed, but by no means

neglected. Among the Greeks the

business of foreknowing and foretelling

things to come took a remarkable devel-

opment. The wisdom of the future was
given forth from oracles ; and priests

who received from the divinities the

mysterious message were never regarded

as other than mere transmitters of a

knowledge which was as much above

themselves as above the inquirers who
stood without the temple.

There was among the Greeks a belief

in the verity of these revelations. The
strangest feature in connec- why women be-

tion with the oracular meth- ?,t"Vi^^.^^^'"um ox inspira-

od of gaining wisdom was ti°"-

that woman was always employed as the

immediate agent of intercourse with the

gods. As far back as the heroic age,

the Prophetess Cassandra gained an im-

mortal fame at Troy. There, at the

Thymbrian shrine of Apollo, she com-

municated with the god and learned

from him the mysteries of the future.

The like office of woman in Greece

was illustrated in the Pythia of the Del-

phic oracle. The acute understanding

may perceive in all this a bottom and
outline of real reason. The highly

wrought nervous organization of woman,
her susceptibility to impressions, and the

easy excitation of her whole being even

to the pitch of frenzy, are facts as uni-

versal as the history of the race. The
discerning Greeks, therefore, sought by

means of this most delicate human in-

strument to catch, as in the strings of

an ^olian harp, the soft, low melodies

and mysterious whispers of the invisible

world. At the same time they refused

to woman the right and ability to inter-

pret the utterances of her own lips, the

sighings of her own distracted spirit.

The male priests listened with attentive

and rational ear to the half-articulate

murmurs of the frantic Pythia, and
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themselves gave fitting form—as well as

fallacious expression-—to the dubious

revelations of her lips.

One of the peculiarities of Greek life

was the prevalence of satire in all its

parts. The Gi-eek mood
Satirical and ' ...
mocking spirit was one of joculanty, and
ofthe Oreeks. .1 j- •.• r i

the disposition found ex-

pression in the whole gamut of hilarity

in the presence of the sacnuce. There

was nothing in the three worlds upon

which the comic poets would not lay

their hands in mockery. They mocked
at Jove. They mocked at all the gods.

They mocked at religious ceremonies.

They mocked at the priests. Everything

which according to the phraseology of

the serious would be called sacred was

THE GREEK MVSTERIES.-Kuai. Al Ut..'.:>— 1 LMi LJi AlltKuUHli TO iUb Lbht.—biawii b> J. Buliliiiaim.

from llic small whiff of fun to the bitter-

est .sarcasm of which the human brain

and tongue are capable. Not .satisfied

with secular affairs, the satirical spirit

made its way into the precincts of the-

ology. Sad was the havoc among even

the sacred things of religion. The
(ircek would have his laugh, even at the

expense of Die gods. It was difficult for

him to be serious even at the altar and

held up alive on the barbed spearheads

of irony and .sarcasm. The other Greeks

all laughed at the spectacle. It does

not appear that tliis universal satire,

the sacrilege of all holy things, extended

to bitterness and hatred, but that it

rather .satisfied it.self with the efferves-

cence of half-innocent laughter. After

the mockery was done the ceremonial

proceeded. It was not mimicry, not the
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holding up to ridicule of the sacred tra-

ditions of the race, but skepticism and

departure from the established standards

of religious belief ind jTr-uticr that

brought upon the offender the chastise-

ment of popular vengeance.

The Greek mind did not much busy

itself with the abstruse and difficult

matters of religion. What mystery there

was related rather to the inscrutable

processes of the natural world tlian to

the profounder entities of the spiritual

universe. With respect to the in-

terpretation of nature indifference of

-the explication of f.-tuc^iVe?
the physical myster- lig'on.

ies of birth and growth and death

—the Greek mind was keenly

alive, and many forms were de-

vised whereby the better to ex-

press the occult phenomena of the

material world. Among these

were the pageants and spectacles

to which the Greeks gave the name
of mysteries. Xo other people have

been more keenh- sensitive to the

force and expressiveness of spec-

tacular representations than were

the witty and excitable Greeks.

Two of the mysteries which they

instituted are worthy of special

note. The feast of TheHeUenic

Dionysus was eele- ^^^^-
brated in Attica rout,

with great eclat. The ceremony

was a revel. Dionysus was the

god of the vine and the wine cup.

He had come from the far East.

Doubtless his was another name
for that Soma whom the Indie-

Aryans worshiped. The myth rep-

resented him as a joyful god, bear-

ing the features of a woman for

softness, reckless in demeanor,

glancing with languishing looks at

his worshipers. He was the giver

of good cheer, thebringer of inspi-

ration. His power extended over

the wild creatures of the hills and

jungle. Tigers, lions, and panthers

grew tame under his magical influence.

They followed like faithful dogs attend-

ing his steps or drew his chariot on the

way. Thus he came into Attica. The
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myth gave form to the ceremony. !Men

dressed themselves in the garb of ani-

mals. Pans, Satyrs, and .Sileni, clad each

after his kind, joined in the procession.

The crowds danced as they came. The
Mienads and Bacchantes garlanded

themselves with vine leaves and ivy.

They wrapped their bodies with the

skins of fawns, and sang wild songs as

they danced about the car of the con-

quering god.

About twelve miles eastward from

Athens was the sacred city of Eleusis.

The mvsteries celebrated
Eleusis and the '

Panathenaic at this place have been re-

counted in all lands, yet

they have not been well apprehended in

their sense and form. At bottom the

ceremony was a pageant, to which all of

the Greeks were invited. There was a

great march, led by musicians and dan-

cers, from Athens to Eleusis; but the

procession must not arrive until after

nightfall. At the latter cit}^ Pericles

had caused to be erected a temple suit-

able for the celebration of the mysteries.

There was a great hall, surrounded

with a colonnade, large enough to con-

tain the initiates, who only -were per-

mitted to witness the secret ceremonies.

These had respect to the legend of the

loss and finding of Persephone. She
was the daughter of Demeter, the Earth,

and was lost from her mother. The
latter mourned and sought for her child,

who was at last discovered. She had
been taken down to Hades, and had
been married to that dark god of the

underworld. So there was a contest

between the loving mother and the

gloomy husband—then a compromise,

in accordance with which Pcrscplione

could remain one half of the year at her

old home with Demeter, and the other

half in the dolor of her hu.sband's abode

deep down.

It was the story of life. Persephone

was Life, born out of the Earth, warm
and beautiful in springtime, dying and
disappearing in autumn,
,

.'^
.

,
' Signification of

lost in wmter, and recovered the myth of Per.

again with the returning
^^^

spring. The mysteries illustrated and
exemplified the loss and refinding of

Persephone. The cerem<mies extended

beyond the mere natural aspect of the

appearance and recession of life in the

visible outer world to the profounder

F A 1 HF.VS.

mysteries of procreation, of birth, of

growtli, and decay. Tliese occult won-
ders of nature were only revealed with

care and in the deep shadows of niglit

to the few who had risen from initia-

tion to tlie deeper secrets of the cult.

Perhaps a veil would l)ettcr be drawn
over the whole, lest some of tlie re-

volting mysteries of the East might be

rediscovered in tlie jcrcmony of the

Greeks.
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Here again we see the complete pio-

jection of the natural life of the Greek

race into the religious be-
The Greeks and ...
their gods are liefs and practices of the
''*°"®'

people. The gods were even

as men. Their habits were the same.

GRliKK SLAVE GIRl.S AT THE FDINIAIN.

Drawn by E. Klimsch,

They gave way to passion, drunkenness,

orgy, just as did their human worship-

ers. It must ever remain a marvel that

any moral force could be imposed by

such a system on a people given up by

nature to the hilarity and recklessness

of freedom. It should be borne in

mind, however, that the religious feasts,

with their accomr'anying abandonment

and spells, returned only at intervals.

It was a time in which the natural man
might be for the nonce turned loose

from the restraints imder which his

everyday life was placed. It is in evi-

dence that this license was

hailed and accepted by all

classes of Greeks as a time

of deliverance from the tyr-

anny of custom, and of return

to that wild freedom of na-

ture which was always prc-

^^ ferred by the instincts of

the race. Men, women,
children, the old, the young,

even bondmen and serv-

ants, looked with delight to

the approaching festival,

when all alike should re-

sume the liberties and re-

cover the reckless joys of the

natural man. It is perhaps

true that if at any time the

Greeks actually cherished

feelings of love and affection

for their deities, it was when

the day arrived for them to

regain by the temporary

concession of the immortals

the license of the old tribal

life, when the unbridled de-

^ sires of each were his only

criterion of action.

We should not expect to

find the vices and sins inci-

dent to mortal life much
curbed by the influences

of such a system as that prevalent

among the Greeks. In
'^ Slight restraint

the first place, the cere- ofreiigion; a

monial of the national reli- "^^^
P^ays.

ginn was in a large degree per-

functory. The Greek did not much

believe in his own system. He had no

faith. He thought it best, in view of
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the dubious conditions of human life, to

stand on the safe side and to admit the

verity of the gods and the justice of

their reign ; but he did not much Inlicvc

in either. If we could enter the pene-

tralia of the Greek mind in the .times

which we are here contemplating and

look outward as the Greek himself

looked, recognizing with him such duties

and obligations as he was able to per-

ceive, and going with him through the

formulae of his religious system, we
should perhaps find him worshiping

under the influences of the following

sentiments : O ye Deities, who live on

great Olympus ! ye are said to be. Our
fathers have believed in you, and there-

fore we may well believe. Ye are gods,

and we are men. Ye are greater than

we, and we have cause to fear. Let us

be at one with you. Here are our

prayers. Plere also are our gifts, our

offerings, our sacrifices. We make
them that ye may be satisfied. We
know you to be wi.se and crafty. Cer-

tain it is that ye always triumph in your

contests with mortals. It is in vain for

man to try to beat the gods. We pray you,

therefore, to locjk upon us as friends.

Give us your protection. See that

our cause prevails. Keep evil from us.

Let all evil fall upon our enemies. We
Greeks are your friends and worshipers.

Ye are our gods, and have been for a

long time. Accept, therefore, our offer-

ing. Give us plenty. Make us strong.

Keep our houses from burning. Make
the olive orchards grow, and save our

ships on the deep sea.—Such we may
well conceive to have been the thoughts

of the Greeks in worship.

We may easily perceive that a people

influenced by a religious system such as

that of the Greeks would, in their evolu-

tion, show many evidences of moral weak-

ness. The fact answers to the inference ;

for the Greeks, without being a gross

and vulgarly licentious race, were in

many respects profoundly immoral in

their practices. The thoughtful student

mav perceive in them an
' Moral weakness

element of heartlessness of the Greek

and of cruelty that causes
"^^"^

'
^ ^^^'^y*

pain even in the retrospect. The
Greeks were slaveholders. Slavery

abounded, even in the streets of Athens.

The baleful shadow was in the agora

and the pnyx and the Bouletcrion. Be-

tween the long walls leading from the

Piraeus to the city droves of slaves

might be seen all day long, toiling at

their tasks, building, delving, bearing

merchandise on their shoulders, attend-

ing their lordly masters as they went up
and down to sell and get gain. Around
almost every Greek house was a reti-

nue of slaves. They were bought

and sold w-ithout compunction. Their

condition w^as like that of horses that

might be well kept and fed for the sake

of their service.

The slave was the chattel of his master.

The .slave had no rights and few privi-

leges. He was under close Notable ab-

surveillance, and was sub- s«"ce "fi">™ane
' feelings among

ject to every abuse and the Greeks,

hardship. His very life was his mas-

ter's. Nor does the latter ever seem to

have been morally affected Ijy the piti-

able condition of the former. In a

thou.sand other ways the absence of the

tender humanities was painfully notice-

able in Greek society. There has never

been any other human arena in which

the natural forces were turned loose

with so little restriction, and the cold law

of the survival of the fittest left to work

out its own moral results M-ith so little

hindrance, as in the commonwealth of

Attica. It was a purely natural life of

man, and the inevitable result of the e.x-

isting order was to evolve a few leading
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elements of character to the highest de-

gree of perfection at the expense of

morality and all the tender affections and

hopeful loves of the heart.

We have thus attempted to sketch in

outline the general character of the

Greek race. We have seen
Resume of the
development of that racc emcrgmg from
the Greek race. ., . 'i i t,- ithe tribal condition when
the forces of life were for a season all

engaged in compassing from nature a

supply of food. We have seen the

reaction of the environment and the

extreme vigor of growth exhibited by

the people rising into the conscious

.state. We have noted the heroic epoch,

with its accompaniments of battle and
.song. We have looked into the rela-

tion of the sexes as the same was deter-

mined among the primitive Greeks, and

have watched the evolution of the house-

hold with the subjection of woman. We
have considered that vast and beautiful

instrument, the Greek language, and
have noted something of its effects upon
the people who employed it in inter-

course. We have considered the tech-

nology and arts of the Greeks, most
wonderful even from their incipiency

and sublime in their climax. We have

endeavored to depict the political sys-

tems employed by the several branches

of the Greek family. Last of all, we
have noted the religious aspects of the

people, considering both the subjective

concepts and the objective expression of

the national faith.

The Crreek character, as a whole, re-

sulted from a combination of all these

facts and forces. It was unique not only

among the nations of the
.

Descent of the
ancient world but in all his- Greek character

tory. The intellectual pre-
^" gemus.

eminence of the man of Hellas has been

one of the leading facts which historians

and philosophers have had to consider.

Whatever may have been the antecedent

causes of this wonderful intellectual

development, the fact remains. The
Greek mind is conspicuous and bright

above the gloom and chaos of the ancient

world. It has reached out with its

magical fingers over all subsequent ages

and countries, and is likely to remain a

constant force in human society even to

the end of days. The wit, the insight,

the reason, the imagination, the vivid

perception of all natural and rational

phenomena, the ability to combine exist-

ing concepts, and to deduce an infinity

of knowledge, were all displayed by the

Greek in the beauty and grandeur of

power unequaled by the mental activity

of any other people. It is not too much to

sa}- that the Greeks have dictated the

laws of right reason and a large part of

the subject-matter of thought to ever)"

great race of men, and that their fervid

poetry, profound philosophy, and glori-

ous art have furnished the prime exam-

ples of excellence, each in its kind, for

all subsequent thinkers and doers of the

human race. The Greeks still live in

the intellect of mankind.
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Chapter LIII.—The Moderx Greeks.

VEX an incidental

knowledge of ancient

history will have shown
the reader how diffi-

cult it is to trace the

processes by which the

races of antiquity were

gradually transformed into the races of

modern times. From the fifth to the

fifteenth century of our era was a period

sufficiently gloomy in the general des-

tinies of mankind. In most of its aspects

it appeared retrogressive ; in most of its

events it gave little groimd for an opti-

mistic view of human affairs and of their

tendencies.

During this period the ethnic and his-

torical features of the ancient world were

erased, and a new physi-
Ancient Europe .

"^

transformed in ognomy was determ ined for
the Middle Ages. i

'
i Ti • i i imankmd. It might be

said that all Europe was transformed

into another mood and tense. The old

things disapijeared, the old foiTns of

society vanished. The ancient customs

—regarded for centuries as the sacred

methods of social and political inter-

course—gave jjlace to other usages out

of the shaggy loins of barbarism. Of

all parts of the EurojDean continent, the

East held out longest. The capital

chosen by Constantine, and established

by his successors, remained the nucleus

of civilization ; and, as the outposts fell

away, the forces which represented the

ancient order were drawn in until the

civilized world had for its boundaries

the walls of Constantinople.

When the Roman woi-ld was divided

by Thcodosius, Greece and the Crreek

race fell in tlie Eastern division and
passed to Arcadius as a part of his in-

M.—Vol. i—\7,

heritance. Meanwhile the Hellenic

race had been through several periods of

transformation. Greece had Historical vicis-

been first a Roman prov- T^T.t^,^.
ince of the republic from Greek race.

145 B. C. until the Caesarian epoch.

After that the same rule had continued

under the empire down to the days of

Constantine, at the beginning of the

fourth century. It was from this time

that the division between an East and a

West, between a Rome and a Constan-

tinople, Avas recognized. From the

reign of Constantine to that of Leo III,

a period of four hundred years, Greece

remained a province of the East.

In the meantime the only serious

ethnic shock which the Hellenic race had

suffered was from the Goth- Effects ofQotb-

ic invasions, at the middle '^^^:^
of the third centur}^ of our prevaUs.

era. The walls of Athens were repairea,

and the Isthmus refortified by the Athe-

nians with a vigorwhich would have done

credit to the old Attic race ; but the bai"-

barians came in with a ilood, and Athens

was taken by storm. It was, however,

a short-lived triumi^h. Reinforcements

were hurried from Italy, and in 269

A. D. the Goths were iitterly overthrown

in the battle of Naissus.

It is to this period that we must refer

the incoming of Christianity. It is diffi-

cult to say precisely by what means the

people were evangelized. The spi^ead

of the new religion seems to have been

gradual and not accompanied with any

]ihenomenal manifestations. It i)erme-

ated at first the lower orders of .society,

and gradually worked its way up to the

wealthy and philosophical classes. All

this preceded the accession of Constan-
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forced by the
Christian teach-
ers.

tine the Great. ^Vfter that event the

course of affairs in the Gre-^ian peninsula

ran with comparative smoothness imtil

361, when the country was disturbed by

the attempt of Julian to restore pagan-

ism. Seventeen years afterwards Chris-

tianity was formally proclaimed as the

religion of the empire by Theodosius.

The Theodosian code was accepted at the

close of this century—the fourth - -by the

Greeks, and may be regarded as 'he sub-

sequent civil constitution of the Greek

people.

The Hellenic race appears to have

been peculiarly affected by the Christian

Monogamy en- religion, and it can not be

doubted that no small infu-

sion of new life and energy-

resulted from the supplanting of pagan-

ism. The social system was in large

measure renovated. The Roman Chris-

Jians brought over and enforced monog-
amy as the l;tw of the state ; and the

Bosphorus was henceforth for several

centuries the western limit of the polyg-

amous practices of Asia.

It was during tlic period now under

consideration, extending from 12t, to 716

, A. D., that the great bar-
Greece afiected

, .

°
by barbarian baruin invasions occurred,
Invasions. , ,, . ^ /•imdcr the impact of

which the Western emjiire of the Ro-

mans went down into night. In tlie

reign of Arcadius, the first emperor of

the East, Alaric, at the head of the Goths,

set out for the conquest of Europe. But

before beginning his wars in the West
he ravaged the whole of Greece. In the

middle of the following century Attila,

with his Iluns, desolated the country

south of the Danul)e. lie forced the

Emperor Theodosius II to pay an annual

tribute as the price of exemption. It is

believed that in 475, liefore Theodoric

the Great began his great march at the

head of the Visigoths, he seriously con-

templated the conquest of Greece. The
peninsular character of the cx>untry and

its small extent saved it somewhat from

the general deluge of barbarism which

swept across the Danube and the Rhine,

rolling into Western Europe. At times

Bulgarian and Slavonic tribes pressed

upon Northern Greece, to the great dis-

tress of the people. At one epoch the

Servians and the Croatians occupied Dal-

EMI'F.ROR CONSTANTINK.

matia and Illyricum. These people,

however, had the agricultural instinct,

quickly settled into permanency, and as-

sented to dependency on the Eastern

empire.

There were, however, in this long

period of disturbance and tumult many
short intervals of peace and comparative

prosperity among the Hellenic popula-

tions. In the heart of the Dark Ages
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the Eastern emperors continued to draw

from Greece to their courts the little

genius wliich the world still possessed.

flooded Central Europe. In course of

time a new enemy appeared on the hori-

zon. Islam became a specter on the -ide

Ai rii.v ''\ nil. I l;m,k\i, pvki; aitkk hi- u\i;k iiikhw j;v akiu's

The ancient ideal and intellectual .su-

premacy of the Greek race did not wholly

give place to the barbarism which had

of Egypt and Asia Minor. Rut the re-

ligion of the desert was afraid of the

water. The sea held the followers of the
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Prophet at bay. and they beat up against

the eastern limits of the ^'Egean until

they found a strait narrow enough to af-

ford an easy crossing into Europe. The
Intervals of Student of history will not

l^r.i^^y f^il to note that Moham-
the sea. mcdanism has attained its

only twt) footholds in Europe 1)y step-

the Bosphorus prevailed. They crossed

over to Europe. They encircled Con-
stantinople. They beat Extinction of

about the walls until the fa«e"» empire
and rise of the

terrified Constantine XIII crescent,

gave up in despair, and the crescent was
lifted above the dome of vSt. .Sophia,

(ireece and the Greek race gave way

PINDUS MOUNTAINS.—View ok Tkikhali.—Drawn by A. Kolil.

ping over the Bosphorus and the straits

of Gibraltar. The unaided eye easilv

reaches across either of these channels
to the opposite shore. The Saracens of

the Dark Ages would never have at-

tempted the invasion of Europe if Asia
Minor and Africa had not virtually

touched the continent in the two places

referred to.

In course of time tlie Turcomans on

under tlie impact, and Moluimmcdanism
continued its spread to tlie b(^rders of

Russia on tlie north and Hungary on

the we.st. It was the last of many for-

eign dominations which were to pre-

cede tlie emergence of the modern
Greeks. Brunet dc Presle, in his work
on mediaeval and modern Greece, has,

on the title page, virtually summarized
the vicissitudes through which tlie TTcl-
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lenic race passed from before the Chris-

tian era down to modern times. The
work is entitled Greece—Roman, Byr:au-

tiiie, Turk, and Re^enera/e.

AI.IIAMAN IT,AS\NTS UK c.liissl-

Drawn by E. Ronjat, af;cr a sketch of

With the opening of the drama of

modern history we discover
Analysis of the
present Greek m Greece three distinct
populations. ... ^ ,races representative of her

ancient peojile. Tliese arc tlie modern

Greeks, the Albanians, and the Walla-

chians. Of the latter people, who are

descended from a Latin stock, we .shall

have occasion to speak hereafter. Their

habitation is on

the mountainous

bordersof North-

western Greece,

next to the mod-
ern kingdom of

Roumania, from

which, indeed,

they have spread

into the broken

country of the

Pindus. Until
5 comparatively

-. M recent times they

were a numerous

a n d powerful

group of half-

civilized tribes,

who as late as

1851 were esti-

mated at fifty

thoui^and. They
speak not only

their own tongaie,

the V ale h , or

Roumania, but
also modern
Greek. More re-

cently the}- have

I'c )r the most part

become assimi-

lated with the

Greek race, and

at present only a

remnant of the

Wallachian stock

remains within

the borders of what was ancient Greece.

Our attention, therefore, for the pres-

ent will be directed to the two greater

peoples, the modern Greeks and the Al-

banians.

fey<:.>^i®
—

I vri-s,

H. licllc.
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The Greeks speak a kmguagc de-

rived from the ancient Attic. They

Modern Greeks claim a descent from the

^meThTe':"." old Hellenic race, and the

cient races. evidence of their speech,

their features, their manners, and cus-

toms, all tend to the verification of the

claim. It can not be denied, however,

that in parts of the country the inhab-

itants appear to be the descendants of

the Slavonians—-who, under the influence

of the Byzantine empire, Averc trans-

formed into a Hellenic type—rather than

ethnic representatives of the true Greeks

of antiquity. Taking a general survey

of the character and distribution of the

three peoples of modern Greece, wc find

them manifestly the descendants, in

general terms, of the three races by
which the country was populated in an-

tiquity. The Greeks are the offspring

of an Attic and Doric ancestry. The
Albanians are the representatives of the

old Illyrian stock, and the Wallachians

of the Thracians.

It may be thought fanciful thus to

identify the three modern peoples with

the three ancient races
Persistency of
peoples in cling- wlio held approximately
ing to localities. ,, , •. • , .

the same territories, but

the facts give warrant to the hypothesis.

The extreme persistency of mankind in

clinging to the soil, in growing fast, so

to speak, in certain localities, and holding

on through generations and centuries,

must have been noticed by all who have

given even casual attention to ethno-

graphic and historical subjects. Noth-

ing human can surpass the tenacity of a

given people in clinging to its favorite

territory. No sh(K'k or convulsion of

the natural world, no catastrophe of war
and conquest, no dreadful visitation of

pestilence and famine can loosen the

hold of a people upon the locality which

it has chosen under the induence of

race instincts. True it is that in course

of time the passion may come for migra-

tion, and the race will, under its in-

fluence, be as pertinacious in its dispo-

sition to move as it has hitherto been
obstinate in holding to a given localitv.

In observing the progress and disper-

sion of peoples into foreign parts we
sometimes fail to consider The disposition

the human residuum which "^1^?-^^''°'^°'^^
localities illus-

is left behind. The ad- fated,

venturous part goes forth under some
hope of betterment or love of vicissitude.

But the unadventurous remains in the

original seat, and the void is soon filled

with new generations who have, by the

force of heredity, more conservative in-

stincts than those who have gone into

foreign regions. If we take the case of

a single family and observe its history,

we shall find in the same an c])itome of all

that may be said of a tribe or of a peo-

pie. It is a family, let us say, of a father

and mother, six sons and four daughters.

Two of the .sons go abroad by adventure.

A barbarian foray in the settlement re-

sults in the killing of the father and one

son. One other .son and two of the

daughters are carried into captivity.

But the remaining two .sons and two

daughters hold fast. In the \-cr\- next

generation tlie two sons head two fam-

ilies bearing the ancestral name, ])lant-

ing themselves within a mile of the

paternal home, and the two daughters

become by marriage the mothers in

two other households not five miles

away. In tlie course of three generations

the lineal descendants of the original

father number seventy, one half of

whom bear the ancestral name, and all

of whom are more ardently devoted to

the locality than if di-saster and death

had never visited it.

So also of the tribe, and in a larger

.sen.se of the peo[)le. History is full of
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illustrations of a given race which has

clung persistently from generation to

Persistency of generation to some unau-

nanurhow^;^ spicious region, exposed to

Us place. every hazard and hardship

that imagination could picture or nature

and man invent. It is from this point

of view that we are able to understand

how a residual element of the ancient

Greek race in Attica and the neighbor-

ing states always continued in the favor-

ite locality, always increasing and filling

up the spaces vacated by war and dis-

aster, always maintaining with less for-

eign admixture than we might suppose

the original stock and character of the

race.

Thus also in Illyria we may see the

ancient frontiersmen and backwoodsmen

of the Hellenic race, shaggy rustics of

Epii'us and .^tolia, persisting in their

residence, leaving ever a residue of the

original race in the original locality,

surviving every wreck and invasion, un-

til the ancient stock reappears at last,

in modern times, in the Albanian race.

The same thing has been going on in

nearly all parts of the earth, preserving

in some measure in every locality at

least a certain percentage of its primi-

tive ])opulation.

It may be said lliat tlie modern
Greeks, as distinguished from the Al-

banians and Wallachians,
Centers of mod-
em Greek de- havc thcir ccutcr in the Pel-
Telopment. t • i i ioponnesus. Laconia holds

two of the most Grecian of all modern
tribes. These are the Mainotes and the

Tshakones, who speak a peculiar dialect

of Greek and have little intercourse with

thcir neighbors. Tlic Mainotes have

been celebrated for tlieir personal beauty

by all travelers who have visited Greece,

even in the present century. The mod-
ern Greek girl of Laconia might well be

mistaken for tlic Dorian maiden of tlie

heroic ages. During tlie long and dis-

graceful domination by the Turks, these

Mainote descendants of the ancient

race have virtually maintained their in-

dependence. For generations they have

made their houses into keeps, from

which they have defended themselves

against the aggressions of their enemies.

But the Greek race—the modern Greeks
•—extends into several of the central and
northern states, and the capital, politi-

cally as well as socially, is Athens.

The principal inciuiry with -which the

ethnographer and historian are con-

cerned as if relates to the to what extent

Greeks of to-dav is to what !",°tf.'l°/r''^preserve an-

extent they have pre- cient traits,

served the temper and characteristics of

their great ancestry. On this point au-

thorities are far from agreement. Con-

trary views have been strenuously main-

tained as though partisan prejudice were

at the bottom of the difference of opin-

ion. In the first place, it may be said

that the modern (ireeks have preserved

to a great degree the quickness of per-

ception and the alertness of activity of

their ancestors. They appear to be

fully as inquisitive, as eager to find out

new things, as adroit as were the Greeks

of the classical ages. They also have

the same disposition to debate and to

wrangle, even over trifles. In general,

the eagerness of the people to learn, to

extend and ^ary their information, is a

predominant characteristic which, since

the country was liberated—to a certain

extent—from the tyranny of the Turks,

has wrought wf)nderful results in the

improvement of tlie Greek race.

Another characteristic which has

been preserved is that cun- intellectual

ning and subtlety, that
are",^^^e°peat'ld

finesse and stratagem for in the moderns,

which the old Greeks were proverbial in

all time. No doubt this disposition has
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been intensified by the oppression and

cruelties to which the people have been

subjected by their foreign masters. It

has been noted, too, that the modern

^•fl«/;V-^^,r^ •n.53V-^^>^

MoiiKKN i;i<hr,K TYri-;

—

woman uf mantol'di.

Ilr.iwn by K. Ronjal, after a skclcli i.f H. Hcllc.

Greeks have, even in times of discour-

agement and disaster, that same reviv-

ing cheerfuhiess, that quick reaction of

spirits for which their ancestors were

noted, and wliicli has made the modern

Greek character an analogue of the

French.

In person and physique the Greeks

have preserved to a considerable extent

the qualities of their an-
Physical charao

cestry. They are tall and teristics ofthe

1 , J. J i. -L modern Greeks.
well formed—not heavy

( like the Germans and other peoples of

Western Europe, but sinewy, active.

The face is oval, the nose long and

arched, the eyes bright, and the expres-

sion animated. It is said that an obese

person is rarely or never seen in Greece.

In bodily movement, in erectness, in

the elastic step, which is preserved even

to the age of seventy, the Greek of to-

day is the fitting representative of his

Hellenic ancestry. In parts of Morea

and in the islands of the ^^gean these

bodily characteristics are exhibited in the

highest perfection, and he who wanders

about ax, will through the streets of a town

or along the highways in the country

place will meet among the people many
examples of a physical beauty and perfec-

tion so highly developed that, as one has

said, they might have been used for

models by Phidias.

In another respect the modern race is

a perfect antitype of the original. The
Old Greeks knew nothing of the morose,

melancholv spirit, and their jocularity and

descendants have the same ^^^'^^
freedom from the down- scendent race.

cast mood and forbidding disposition.

Either a certain instinct in the race, a

certain innate optimism of character,

preserves it from gloominess and grief,

I

or else the climate and physical environ-

ment of Greece are such as to make
moroseness and gloom impossible in the

people inhabiting this peninsula and

these islands. It was noted in ancient

times that no Greek committed suicide,

none became insane ; and the same facts

are present in the Greece of to-day. In-
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sanity is an unknown circumstance;

and the reasons for living so far out-

weigh the reasons for dying that no one

takes his own life.

Other cheering particulars may be

cited in the character of the modern
Greeks. Thev arc t lie most

Temperance and
chastity of the temperate people of all
''^°'' ^'

Europe. In fact, inebriety

i^ unknown in the cour.trv. AVine is

In still another respect modern Greek

life is to be commended in the highest

degree. Chastity is wellnigh universal.

There is no other Chri.stian country in

which the .sexual relation is guarded by
.so high a .sentiment as in Greece. The
institution of marriage appears to be

afflicted with but few of the evils which

attend it in most of the Western coun-

tries. In the states of Europe generally

C.KKKK IIOMI. NI'.AR M ANTciUDI.— Drawn l.y II Ucruel, after .1 skclcli . I II I;.

produced in large quantities not only for

export but for home con.sumption ; but

no Greek drinks to drunkenness. Excess

in food is equally unknown. The few

exceptions emphasize the law of .sobriety.

Even in tlie few instances where the

drunken habit is di.scovered it is almost

invariably found among ft)reigners.

the percentage of illegitimate birth ranges

from three to twenty-two. In Greece the

highest rate is one and four tenths

per cent. This peculiarly cheering fact

in Greek society appears, moreover, to

be the result of a certain native instinct

and preference, a certain disposition to

hold .sacred the relation between tlie
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sexes, rather than any enforced disci-

pline of law, whether civil or eeelesi-

ristical.

The two prevailing sentiments with

tachnient to their country the Greeks

are unrivaled among modern peoples

—

unless it should be in France. The love

for the particular locality where the

Greek peasant has

his home, his read-

iness to expose

his life in its de-

fense, his zeal in

maintaining the

interests of his

native place, are

among the most

conspicuous traits

of the national

character. The
love of liberty
takes the same
democratic form

which it had in

ancient times.

The Greeks seek

to be free by be-

ing equal. No
other people feel

so deep an antag-

onism to artificial

distinctions of so-

ciety as do the

Greeks. They
will not allow the

growth of any

class distinctions.

They resent with

bitterness and vi-

olence any as-

sumption of sti-

periority, whether

such assumption

proceed from
wealth, fromaris-

the modern Greeks are patriotism and 1
tocrac}'of birth,or any oth- prevailing patri-

the love of freedom. Both of these feel- I er circumstance. They are ^^ocrac" of tiie

ings amount to passions, and both have
|

exceedingly jealous of even modem Greeks.

manifestly been inherited from the an- the temporary preeminence of those in

cientancestryof the nice. In patriotic at- i office, and are willing that the offices.

AN ARCADIAN DEI'UTY— IVrK.

Dr.iwn by E. Ronj.it, from a phoiograph.
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aye, the crown itself, shall be held by

foreigners rather than admit the superi-

ority of any one Greek over his fellows.

It is, so far as its instincts are concerned,

altogether the* most democratic society

in Europe or the world.

The intellectual hunger of the Greeks

has found expression in institutional

Hungerofthe forms and usages. The

dtsc/°iine^of
disposition to educate is uni-

schoois. versal. The higher insti-

tutions of learning are patronized by the

state and enthusiastically supported by

the people. There is nothing fictitious

about the popular eagerness to attain in-

tellectual development. Modern Greek

boys will undergo every di.scomfort and

hardship in order to attend school. No
public excitement can distract the atten-

tion of the students of the imivcrsity

from their attendance upon recitations

and lectures. During the revolution of

1863, when the public mind was in a vio-

lent turmoil, when insurrection showed

itself on every hard, the young men in

attendance on the University of Athens

came daily to their classes with the arms

of the National Guard in their hands.

The hunger for education is felt even by

the lowest cla.sses. Servants are seen

with books in their hands. Greek sta-

ble boys and scullions, in the intervals of

their dirty work, study their letters and

learn to read and cipher. It is too

early as yet to estimate the results which

may be presently expected to flow from

these dispositions in the peojile, but tlie

laws of nature and history must be re-

versed, or at least fatally impeded in

their normal action, if a great intellec-

tual career does not open before this

people.

During the present century the mod-

ern Greeks have given the strongest

proof of a national spirit and of their

•willingness to achieve independence at

whatever cost of life and treasure. It is

not purposed to recount here the heroic

struggle which continued proof of national

from 182. to 1829, result- ^^^^
ing in the unseating of the freedom.

Ottoman Turk from his shameful dom-

ination in Greece. The story is suffi-

ciently inspiring. The Greek literattire

of the period has embalmed it, and the

philhellenic spirit among all nations

has attested the far-reaching sympathy

which the struggle has inspired. It is

a history which can hardly be eclipsed

by incidental accusations and criticisms

brought against the Greeks by those

poorly qualified to appreciate their vir-

tues or to pass judg-mcnt on their vices.

It can not be truthfully denied that a

certain subtlety of character peculiar to

the ancient Greeks has been transmitted

to modern times, and that survival of an-

the old spirit of stratagem itu'orartttTc'

and even dishonesty may geni"s.

be discovered in the modern representa-

tives of the Hellenic race, but along

with these faults we must recognize and

admire the greatness and valor of the

people.

We may here pause to point out brief-

ly one or two strange contrarieties pre-

sented in recent ethnic history. Though
the modern Greeks have preserved to a

considerable degree the intellectual acu-

men of their ancestors, they have failed

to perpetuate or repeat its artistic facul-

ties and achievements. The purely in-

tellectual perceptions appear to be as

keen in the Greek race of the present

time as they were in the ancient stock

;

but the ideal and imaginative faculties

have disappeared in the coldness and

gloom of the Middle Ages.

We shall hereafter see in the Roman
race exactly the opposite tendency.

While the Romans were themselves aa

unartistic people, unable at the first to
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appreciate and always unable to produce

in any high degree, except by imitation,

Reversal of art the artistic wonders which

Gre'^ksl'Jid thl^ ?>^^^^ ^™"^ ^^^*^ Greek mind
Romans. as the blossom from the

stem, the modern Romans—the Italians

—have become the most art-producing

people of all Europe. In music, in

poetry, in painting, and in sculpture the

mediaeval Italians led the way; and to

the present time their claim to the iirst

rank in some of these particulars can

hardlv be controverted. Thus while in

Italy an unartistic ancestry has produced

an arti.stic race, in the Grecian peninsula

the most artistic people of the ancient

world have left as their descendants a

people from whose intellects and imagi-

nations the ideal and creative faculties

seem to have disappeared.

The spirit of public affairs is abroad in

modern Greece. Questions of public

Passionate ad- policy are debated with

rmGlreklfof' energy that might well re-

their ancestors, mind One of the disputa-

tious habits of the ancient people. At

the present time, as of old, what is pub-

lic business is the business of every

Greek. ^Much of this interest—an intel-

ligent interest withal—is to be traced to

the admiration of the modern Greeks

for their ancestors. We might well

pause to note the difference of the back-

ward locjk among the diverse peoples of

the modern era. Most of them, all in-

deed who have a Teutonic ancestry, look

back to barbarian beginnings and to a

slow, laborious, and violent emergence,

by painful stages, from a primitive sav-

agery. Among the Latin races of the

present time tlicre is little of the admir-

ing gaze for llic great Roman race from

whicli they are descended. The French,

for instance, perceive clearly enough the

peculiar vices—the arrogance, the

haughtiness, the willful indifference to

human rights, the spoliating spirit, the

arbitrary principles of government

—

which were present in the .society of

ancient Rome; and they are little dis-

WOMAN OF LAl.A— IVPE.

Drawn by E. Konjnt, fi-om A photograph.

posed to court a revival of such elements

in modern times.* But the Greeks look

back with indescribable pride to that

great intellectual, artistic, warlike an-
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cestry whose deeds and fame shine afar

beyond the obscurity and darkness of

the mediaeval night. They would emu-

late the deeds of their ancestors. They
would achieve greatness by the same

means as they, and natiirally choose the

same methods of reaching preeminence

as did the Greeks of old.

There has been within the present

half-century a rapid approximation of

Approximation the Greek to the form and

tlfhaTofw":! in'-^nner of his kinspeople
«rn Europe. jn Western Europe. His

semi-Oriental costume has given place

to a habit like that of Germany and

France. His manners have been trans-

lated into the European mood and tense.

He still retains the unreformed calendar,

and is therefore behind the Western

nations by some twelve days in his com-

putation of time. In his social system

there is still a coniluence of methods

from the East and the West. Monog-

amy is the law, and is adhered to, as

we have seen, both in letter and spirit.

In case of the death of the wife the

Greek husband may remarry a second

Marriage and and a third time ; not a

^.cestirmair' ^^^'^^ Oreek girls are mar-
nopuiation. riagcable at thirteen years

of age, and the young men at sixteen.

The marriage is arranged by the parents

of the parties. These latter features are

Oriental, as is also that rule which re-

quires the bride to bring a dowry in the

form of a house or furniture or money
to the groom. Among the peasants it is

not infrequently the case that unmar-
ried girls wear their whole dowry in the

form of a headdress, containing many
pieces of money—this to the end that

the prospective husband may know his

estate ! Early marriage is prevalent.

As a rule, the relation is contracted in

5^outh. Greece is the only European

country in which the males are in excess

of the females; and this circumstance

has doubtless contributed to stimulate

the marrying disposition of the people.

During the great revolution with

which the first quarter of the century

closed the population of Number and dis-

Greece was much reduced ^^ifawrn^'X
and scattered. The bru- Greek cities,

tality and vindictiveness of the Turks

acted as a scourge worse than the com-

bined devastation of famine and pesti-

lence. On the coming forth of the

Greeks to independence they numbered
only about six hundred and twelve thou-

sand. The census of 1879 showed a

population of one million six hundred

and seventy-nine thousand, being an

average of eighty-four to the square

mile. The most densely peopled part

of the country is the Ionian islands,

where the average rises to two hundred

and twenty-nine to the square mile.

Continental Greece is the most thinly

populated of any European country,

with the exception of Russia and Swe-

den. But the rate is rapidly increasing,

and the total has been doubled since

1832. Greece contains no city of the

first class. The population of Athens is

but little over sixty thousand. Patras

has twenty-six thousand ; Corfu, twenty-

four thousand; Syra, twenty-one thou-

sand; and Zante, twenty thousand. The
odd disparity between the number of

men and women is seen in all parts of

the country. Nor have ethnologists as

yet been able to explain a fact so un-

usual in a country so long inhabited.
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Chapter LIV,—Xhk ^i.baxiaxs.

HE second ethnic divi-

sion of the peoples in

modern Greece is the

Albanians. They are

known in the vernac-

ular as Skipetars, or

Arnauts, meaning
mountaineers, or highlanders. As we
have said, Albania Proper is nearly co-

incident with the ancient Greek country

of Illyria. But the Albanian race is by

Albanians the "o means limited to this

fhir^r^"' re.^ion. On the contrary,
luyrians. jt has extended over .Vttica

and Megaris, with the exception of the

capital cities. The greater part of

Boeotia, a considerable district of Locris,

and the .southern half of Euboea are also

inhabited by Albanians. Parts of ^gina
and Andros and the islands of vSalamis,

Paros, Hydra, and Spezzia have the

same stock ; and in Argolis, Sicyonia,

Arcadia, Laconia, Mes.senia, and Elis

.settlements of Albanians are found here

and there.

The people ha\e a language of their

own, which is an Aryan dialect, trace-

Derivation of the £ible no doubt to that an-

SeTfihr" ^ient form of Greek which
Greektongue. was spokcn in Illyria at

the time of the Hellenic ascendency.

But nearly all the Albanians outside of

their own country have learned Greek,

and at the same time, to a considerable

extent, neglected and forgotten their

native language. Indeed, it is claimed

that ill Greece Proper there were in 1S70

only about thirty-.seven thousand of the

Albanian race who had not adopted the

Greek tongue. They have al.so become
members of the Greek Church. In

Albania Proper, Mohammedanism is the
M.—Vol. 2—14

prevalent religion, though the Greek
orthodox faith is acknowledged and per-

mitted.

We are able to trace with tolerable

certainty the long series of historical

transformations by which Historical trans-

the ancient Epirotes, II- ^.^Te^u^Tnto

lyrians, and Macedonians Albanians,

were reborn during the Middle Ages
into the modern Albanian race. We have

seen in a preceding chapter something

of the character and dispositions of the

tribes inhabiting this region. Their

greatest nationality was achieved under

the ^lacedonian supremacy. After the

decline of Macedonia and the resolution

of the nation into petty states, the old

instincts revived—the instincts of w-ar

and independence. In course of time

the Gauls and Bulgarians began to press

upon Greece, and the Greek race in its

entirety was threatened with extinction

by the barbarians. Now it was, how-

ever, " that the Illyrians and men of

Epirus constituted a breakwater against

the floods. For a long time they main-

tained a defensive attitude against the

Teutonic and vSlavonic races on the north

and west. At length the Moham-
medans came in from the East, ;uid the

peoi^lc whom we may now call Alba-

nians had to face about and defend

themselves against Islam. The Turks
made little headway against this resolute

enemy. A popular leader appeared in

the celebrated George Castriota, wliom
the Turks called Scanderbeg. Time
and again Mohammed IT, after his eon-

quest of Constantinople, set his armies

against the Albanians, only to suffer

defeat at their hands. After vainlv try-

ing to subjugate them, he acknowledged
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their independence by formal treaty,

until after the death of Scanderbeg,

when the war was renewed.

In 1478 Scutari was besieged by the

i;ui:i;k ['Kiksi.

Druwn by E. Runjat, from a photograph.

Turks, and the struggle ended adversely

to the Albanians. But the mountaineers

never truly accepted the domination of

the Turks. The latter were obliged to

hire the Albanian .soldiers to serve in

the army of the .sultan, and to excite

their natural love of booty with the pros-

pect of plunder in foreign Historical vicis-

wars. During the Ottoman ^^^:^f^
ascendency the Albani- teenth century,

ans remained in dependence upon the

Mohammedan empire. But no sooner

did that power begin to decline than the

old spirit revived among the tribes of

Macedonia and Illyria, and under the

leadership of the renowned Ali Pasha,

Albania, at the close of the eighteenth

century, regained her rank and became
almost an independent kingdom. The
fame of this war and of its audacious

leader gave subsequent character to the

race. The Albanians were ever after-

wards inflamed with the recollections of

their struggle and victories, and Ali

Pasha entered into the war songs of the

country as a national hero.

During the whole career of the Alba-

nian race after the Mohammedan con-

quest, at the close of the fif- The race -wavers

teenth century, it has been iTeuTJiTt^e
subjected to the action of Turcomans.

counter forces, some of which have

drawn the people toward the Turks and

others toward the Greeks. By race in-

stinct they have sympathized with the

Greeks, but their religious faith has

kept them in alliance with Turkey. In

the western part of Albania, particularly

in the region of the Suli mountains, the

Greek Church has maintained its place

;

and the Albanians, who are scattered in

the states of Central and Southern

Greece, are generally adherents of that

Church. All such have sympathized

with the movements of the modern

Greeks in the direction of nationality.

But the Macedonian Albanians have

been kept tmder the sway of the

Porte.

It was this condition of affairs that

gave opportunity to Ali Pasha to play
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double with the Turkish power during;-

his whole career. It was the same cir-

cumstance which prevented
Albanians fail to
uphold the cause the Albanians from en-
of the Greeks. . . , ,•, . ,-,

taring heartily into the

cause of Greek independence. If they

had flung themselves with enthusiasm

into the great rebellion of 1821, and if

the Greeks had received them in the

same spirit, there can be little doubt

that the whole country would have been

emancipated from Turki.sh rule. But

the relitifious hatreds existing- between

the two races prevented any such union,

and the Albanians either stood aloof

from the contest or else made cause with

the Turks.

The Suliotes, however, who had al-

ready suffered at the hands of Ali Pasha,

Patriotic syra- and had long endured the

rofSuir'' tyranny of the Turks, took
°'^^^- up the cause of Greece.

Had they been sufficiently advanced to

submit cheerfully to the subordination

required under military discipline, very

effective work might have been expected

at their hands. As it was, they, in

common with the other Greeks, gained

a great military fame throughout West-

ern Europe. Under the leadership of

Marcos Bozzaris, they first resisted the

armies of Ali Pasha with a heroism wor-

thy of the ancient race ; and afterwards,

in 1820, joining their forces with his in
|

Epirus, they obtained the restoration of

their mountain region, and then served

in Western Greece against the Turks. !

In 1822 the Suliote army was decimated
I

in their terrible attack on the stronghold

of Kiapha, from which they attempted

to liberate the Suliote garrison .shut up
therein. Bozzaris then led his country-

men into Missolonglii, wliere he eon- I

tinned to fight like a Cireek hero of the \

epic age, imtil he was finally slain, as all
[

the world knows, in a night attack on
j

the Turkish camp. Lord Byron has not

failed to catch the military spirit of the

race in one of his Greek war songs:

" Oh ! who is more Ijiave ihan .1 dark Suliote,

In his snowy camese and his sh.iggy capote ?

To the wolf and the viihure lie leaves his wild

flock.

And descends to the jilain like the stream from the

rock."

The Albanians proper number about

one million two hundred thousand souls.

In this aggregate are in- Numberof Aiba-

eluded such Greeks and Z^^^T^,
Turks as have settled in g'°"-

^lacedonia, Epirus, and lUyria. More
than one halfof the population are Mo-
hammedans, less than a half Greek Cath-

olics. It is claimed, however, that the

whole body of people sympathize with

the Greek Church, and that the accept-

ance of Islam is traceable to interested

motives. The males in each family go

to the mosque to worship, but the women
nearly all attend the church. Both re-

ligions are represented in the same
household and at the same table. It

frequently happens that dishes are

serV'Cd on the family table which are

unclean to the Islamites but clean to the

Christians. The wife will thus be seen

helping herself to food which the hus-

band and sons are forbidden to touch.

It is believed, however, that these

differences are factitious, and are main-

tained only for political rea- subtlety of old

sons. DoiAtle-SS the .subtle- fevitest'Sba-""

ty of the Greek race has "'^n^.

contrived in such a situation much de-

ception and insincerity. And it may
well be believed that the men are more

infidel than are the women, judged by the

standard of Islam. From the.se circum-

stances the Albanians have never .stood

well with their masters. They are dis-

trusted of infidelity and disloyalty to the

Porte. The Turks ha\'e no confidence
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ill the sincerity or de\-()tion of their

Albanian subjects, and liave become ac-

customed to speak of them in terms of

contempt. The character which the

Albanians maintain toward their mas-

ters is the exact counterpart of the dis-

position of the ancient Greeks in like

circunistances. The craft and deceptive

exploits of tlie old race are reproduced

in the duplicity and treachery of their

modern descendants. It must be re-

membered, however, that these qualities

of character do not involve the same

turpitude when employed againist the

Turks as when exhibited in the conduct

of Western peoples in their intercourse

witli each other. And it must also be

borne in mind that the Albanians are

much more open and frank than are the

modern Greeks.

There is, perhaps, no place in Europe

Avhere so much lawlessness or individual

license exists as in the mountainous dis-

tricts of Albania. The
License and
brigandage of Community IS less Organized
the Albanians. .

,

.

,

, «
than any other west of

the Black sea. The people are divided

into bands resembling somewhat the

clans of the Scottish highlands. It is

said to be the exception to find an adult

Albanian who is not, or has not been, a

member of some group of self-governed

brigands, whose chief energies are given

to foray and plunder. The Albanians

go full armed even to their daily pur-

suits. In the mountainous regions of

Thessaly and Macedonia the chief pro-

tection of the family is the personal

valor of the men. It is not regarded as

disgraceful to lead the life of brigandage.

As the men grow old and are not sutH-

ciently active for good .service in excur-

.sive lawlessness they become settled

with their families, and it is their man-
ner to speak to travelers—not without

some show of pride—of the various haz-

ards and incidents of their former life.

In such conversation the Albanian hero

will say without blush that this or that

happened " when I was a robber."

The lawless pursuit of plundering is

not disparaged in comparison with other

vocations. The modern Al- vaiue of the ai-

banian shares the indispo- ^^^tT"'
sition of the old Greek to Po^te.

cultivate the .soil. He is disposed to re-

mand that work to slaves and menials

while he goes forth into peril and ad-

venture. The type of courage for which

the Albanians are so famous throughout

Europe is Greek in every feature. No
one understands this better than the

Turks. They accordingly recruit their

armies as much as possible from the

hill-country of Macedonia and lUyria.

Whenever the robber class is overstocked

the Albanians drift from brigandage into

the pasha's army, and no other class of

the Turkish soldiery is so much esteemed

for valor and activity in the field. It

was this element in the Turkish army
during the Crimean war that called

forth the admiration and almost the

emulation of the British and French sol-

diers who were their allies against the

Russians. The Zouave uniform and

method of drill which have become
popular in several parts of Europe and

America are largely Albanian in their

origin.

The city population of Albania is not

great. Scutari, the capital, situated on

the lake of the same name, industrial and

has about forty thou,sand ™„:';f,'„'f
=

inhabitants. Prisrend is clothing,

the principal manufacturing city. It is

here that the firearms and cutlery used

by the Albanians for domestic and war-

like purposes are made. Commerce is

not much encouraged. Most of the

merchants of the country are Greeks,

who have inlierilcd the commercial
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spirit from their ancestors. The exports

are almost exclusively unmanufactured

products—cattle, sheep, provisions, silk,

rawhides, drugs, dyestuffs, salted meats,

and valonia, the last named being the

acorn cups from the valonia oaks, from

which the tannic acid of commerce is

manufactured. Olives, grapes, pome-
granates, oranges, lemons, mulberries,

and figs are produced for home con-

sumption. Oil, tobacco, and cotton are

exported in considerable quantities.

The timberless islands of the Mediter-

ranean are supplied with building ma-

terials from the forests of Albania. The
imports are mostly such fabrics as are

needed for clothing. A large part of

the coanser, cheaper manufactures of

(jcrmany are distributed in this region.

The most active domestic trade is in fire-

arms, cutlery, gunpowder, hardware,

coffee, and sugar. The national outer

garment for the men is called the capote,

and this is a product of home manu-
facture, as well as most of the firearms

and cutlery.

The costume of the Albanians is one

of the most picturesque of modern times.

It is in close analogv with
Picturesqueness

.

of the Albanian that of the Iliglilanders
costumes. c c^ ai i ^t-m i

of Scotland. i he under-

garment is a cotton shirt. Over this is

a white woolen kilt which reaches to

the knees; above this, a jacket. The
waist is bound with a .sash, or belt, in

which is distributed a plentiful supply of

pistols, yataghans, etc. The leggings

are colored. The feet are protected

with sandals. The red cap, known as

the Turkish cap, is worn, and al)out this

is generally twisted a red .scarf or light

shawl. The garment of the chieftain is

distinguished froni tliat of the common
people by elegance of mrfterial and orna-

mentation. The jackets of the wealthy

are made of velvet, and are embroidered

with gold. Military officers and other

great men have metal greaves over their

leggings, and the latter are made of

scarlet cloth. The outer garment, for

ao/k./AT-.-Jin-

Al.liA.MAN TYPE—ALEXANDROS SLAVRDS.
Drawn by E. Ronjal, from a photogr.iph.

])r(>teclion against rain and snow, is

the capote, a rough, shaggy mantle,

witli a hood to be drawn over the head.

It is made of coar.se woolen cloth oi ^-f

horsehair woven into fabric. The gener-

al style of female dress is like that ot the

men, but is more varied, and frequently
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fantastical in fashion. "We have ah-eady

mentioned a custom among the Greek

peasant girls of wearing their dowry of

gold coins in their cap, or headdress.

This usage also holds among the Alba-

nians. The hair is abundant and is al-

lowed to hang down the back in heavy

braids, which are loaded wnth ornaments.

The person and bearing of the Alba-

nians is sufficiently striking. They are

of middle heiglit. TIrey
Personal bearing

, r^
and manners; have thc oval, Greek face,
onset in battle. n-n i i jthe eyes are dark and

brilliant. The cheek bones high and

prominent. The neck is peculiarly long

and the chest broad and full. The air,

the manner, is haughty in the extreme.

The carriage is erect and majestic—the

walk almost stagelike in its majesty and

striding vigor. The disposition is al-

most wholly Greek. The Albanians are

never, as the Turks, dark-spirited, silent,

grave, and plotting. On the contrary,

they are gay, lively, joyful in manner,

open, and active.

The natural disposition is one of rest-

lessness. Excitement is the mental food

of the people, and danger the .salt of

every action and enterprise. The cour-

age, adventure, and daring of the men
amount to fierceness. The charge of

the Suliotes, even the attack of a band

of Albanian brigands, is like the oncom-

ing of a storm. Few things merely hu-

man can stand in the wind of the onset.

Perhaps in persistency of battle the race

is not as conspicuous as it is in the first

attack—the wild charge which is in-

tended to carry the field as a blast sent

forth. The Albanian soldiers are such

as the French might be turned wild in

the mountains of the East.

In several of their traits, however, the

Albanians appear to have been influenced

by the Turks. Notable among these dis-

positions is their contemptuous opin-

ion of women. All Mohammedans hold

virtually that the woman is only a con-

venient circumstance of man's life, made
for liis pleasure, associated

Contemptuous
"Alth him as it were lllci- estimate and
1 .1, -u • i i. 1 • -11 abuse ofwoman.
dentally, subject to his will,

obedient to his commands. These opin-

ions have been impressed upon the

Albanians during their nearly four hun-

dred years of subjection to the Turks.

They look upon women as an inferior

order of creatures, even as animals ; and

the treatment which they extend to their

wives and daughters is like the senti-

ment from which it proceeds. The
women are abused, exposed to hardship,

compelled to toil, reduced to a menial

state, and held, indeed, as the followers

of the Prophet are wont to hold the

woman. Much slavish labor is put oflf

by the Albanian men upon the women,
and they are held to the performance of

many tasks, both indoors and out, from

which the w^omen of Western Europe are

generally spared. In one respect, how-

ever, their life is freer than that of their

sisters among the Turks; they are not

obliged to seclude themselves or veil

their faces according to the ^Mohammedan
habit.

The Albanian language is unmistak-

ably the modern expression of the Grasco-

Illyrian tongue of antiquity. Genealogy and

Its r-idic-il nqrt is is old »»odifications of
lis lacULcU pan is as OIU ^he Albanian

as the speech of .those tongue.

Hellenic tribes that contributed the first

I population to the Grecian peninsula.

Should we look still further we should

find that this Illyrian tongue of antiquity

had its own root in ^-Eolic Greek, that

coarse, barbaric form of speech which

the first Hellenes brought with them

islandwise across the ^gean from

their native seats in Phrygia. But the

Illyrian dialect as it was spoken in the

days of Alexander, the days of Pyrrhus,
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the days of Philip V, was destined to

suffer many vicissitudes before it should

reach its modern development. It must

feel the impact of barbarian languages,

notably the Bulgarian. Afterwards it

must be infected with Slavonic influences

on the north. It must feel the effects of

constant intercourse with the Greek race

on the south. Finally it must be domi-

tions as to make it a tongue sui generis

even among the peculiarly composite

speeches of Eastern Europe. Nor has

the Albanian language as yet expanded

and exhibited its powers in any exten-

sive native literature. A few authors

have within the present century risen to

some note, but the greater part of the

intellectual culture of the countrv is

nated by the language of the Ottoman
Turks.

From all these foreign elements, to

.say nothing of incidental importations

Meagernessof from thc great nations of

tetopr„7<;l" the West, the Albanian
the Albanians. ,,f to-day has gathered its

forms. Essentially Aryan, .specifically

tircck, it has taken, somewhat after the

Englisli manner, so man}' alien infec-

IJ THK PENEIOS.—Druwii by 1,. H. I'i>chcr.

assimilated with that of the modern

Greeks, and nearly all writers learn and

employ the Greek language as their

vehicle of literary expression. In writing

Albanian both alphabets, the Latin and

the Greek, are u.sed, the former being

most employed in those works which are

translated from foreign literatures, .such

as the New Testament and other reli-

gious books; while thc vernacular pro-
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duclions arc generally written in the

Greek character.

We have thus arrived at the point from

which we are for the first time able to

Greeks and Ai- look back over the whole

s:"tTxtrefn:;f ^-^tent of one division of the

Aryan evolution. Aryan race. This is to

.say that the modern Greeks and the

Albanians are at ///f end of the ti^'igs of

the first branch of the Aryan tree which

we have been considering. The great

question for historians and ethnologists,

for students of the.se profound sciences,

is to note and record the peculiar race

characteristics which these modern peo-

ples have derived from the original stock.

We may summarize the subject thus:

that this branch of Ar3'an life extended,

in the prehistoric ages, from its origin

in the Bactrian highlands westward

across Mesopotamia, through Armenia,

into Cappadocia and Phrygia, where it

received its first historical development

in ages far remote. Thence by migra-

tion certain wandering tribes set out for

the West, and crossed the Upper ..-Egean

into Thrace, veered southward into

Macedonia and Thes.saly, and continued

its progress into lUyria and Epirus. Per-

haps this first incoming was antecedent

to the x^olic Greeks who came by the

same route into the peninsula.

The old Illyrian stock was thus planted

in the countries north of Greece Proper.

This stock gave us in course of time the

Macedonian ascendency. It passed at

length under the dominion of the Roman
race. After some centuries it was in-

fested with barbarism from the north.

After another great span it submitted

to the Turco-Islamite domination from

the East. With the decline of that

power the old race revived, reasserted

it.self, represented itself in the charac-

ter of the modern Albanians.

Meanwhile the same process had

been going on in Greece. The course of

ethnic events in that country we have

already pointed out. Thus we have pre-

sented for our consideration the modern
Greek and Albanian races as the repre-

sentatives of the first division of the old

Aryan family of mankind. We shall,

in the next place, transfer our sta-

tion from the Grecian peninsula into

Italy, and in like manner watch the

development of the Roman race to its

complete efflorescence in the modern
peoples now representing that tremen-

dous human evolution.



BOOK VIII.-THE ROMANS.

Chapter LV.—The Etruscaxs.

RACE condition very

similar to that which

has been described in

the chapter on the

aborigines of Helhis

was present in primi-

tive Italy. Before the

inci>minj4 of ihc first Indo-European in-

habitants into that peninsula two or

three primitive races had already occu-

pied the country. One of these, called

the lapygians, occupied the southern

portion of the land, and thus formed a

sort of substratum for the subsequent

(ineco-Italic development in that rc-

i^ion. But a more important and inter-

esting brancli of mankind had taken

possession of North and Central Italy

and spread itself from sea to sea. It

was here that the Etruscan family had

possessed the country and built cities

therein long anterior to the coming of

the Latins.

The Etru.scans of Italy were not in

the earliest times limited tf) the country

west of the Apennines, as they were

after the planting of Rome. They were

established on both slopes of the moun-
tains, spreading down on

, %, Parts of Italy
the east to the Po, and on occupied by the
.1 , J. ,, rr^-, . Etruscan race.
the west from the 1 iber to

the Arno. They thus oceu])icd one of

the most important districts in the pen-

insula. Subsequently, they were dis-

placed from their eastern positions by
the mountain tribes contemporaneous

with the primitive Latins, and were nar-

rowed to the limits of what was after-

ward the classical state of Etruria.

Here it was that the development of the

Etruscans took place, and froni this

point of \-icw we gather the fragmentary

and uncertain remains of their civiliza-

tion.

There is perhaps no ethnic problem

involved in greater ob.scurity than that

which relates to the origin Great difficulty

of the Etruscans. Five or ^^^^^Hr
si.K theories have been the Etruscans,

plausibly supported by different schools

in history and archjeology. Though the

Etruscans left manv inscriptions, tlie

219
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determination of their alphabet and lan-

guage has been beset with great difficul-

ties. Not until 1841 did the scholar

Lepsius finally ascertain the character

of the Etruscan letters. The alphabet

appears to have been deduced from a

Graeco-Chalcidian original, which in

some manner had been transmitted to

the western coast of Italy. It consists of

nineteen letters, as follows

:

fq,D, 3. \ %, g, G, 1, sj. w, n. 1, M, q, z, t. v,
a, c, e, V, z, h, 0, i, 1, m, n, p, 6, r, s, t, u,

ETKUSCAN ALPHABET.

This alphabet, it will be noted, has a

striking peculiarity in the omission of

the middle mutes b, d, and g. It has

been noted also that the vowel o never

occurs in the original inscriptions of

Etniria.

On the whole, and as a summary of

the best that is known relative to the

ethnic origin of the Etrus-
Ethnic affinity . ^
with the Greek cans, it may be said that
Pelasgians. ,

,

^ ,

,

they were of the same orig-

inal stock with the Pelasgi, or primitive

people of Greece. It is likely that in

the migratory age, long anterior to the

first appearance of Indo-European peo-

ples in the West, the two races, Etruscan

and Pelasgian, parted company in Thess-

aly, the latter making its way south-

ward into Hellas and the ^5igean islands,

and the former, imder dominion of the

original migratory impulse, passing to

the westward above the Adriatic,

dropped into Upper Italy, where the

mountains on the north and the sea on

the west prevented further progress.

It appears that the true race name of

this people is RAS, to which the Latin

gentile termination ennce has been affixed.

They were the Rasennae. But this ethnic

designation is less common than several

others. In the epic poets the people

were generally designated as Tyrrheni,

or Tyrseni, the latter being the name
given to them by the Greeks. The com-

mon prose title used by
Old names of the

the Roman writers was Etruscans; their

rn . -r,. . , ., territories.
iusci, or Etru.sci, and the

latter term has passed into the literature

of modern, times as the common name
of the people. The territory in which

they lived after the founding of Rome
was clearly defined. It was in general

the region bounded on the south

j^ by the Tiber, on the east by the

Apennines, and on the west by

the sea. The upper limit of the

country was parallel with the Arno, but

further north by a distance of about

fifty miles. The region was one of

the most interesting in all Italy, and

has carried its importance into modern
times. ,

As in the case of the Egyptian monu-
ments, the inscriptions and sculptures

of the Etruscans have for-
Features and

tunately preserved the characteristics

J. 1 J- i J- ii of the race.
form and features of the

people by whom they were produced.

They were a race strongly discriminated

in personal characteristics from the Latin

and Sabellian Italians. Their unlikeness

to the Greeks was equally emphatic. If

any analogy of figure and personal char-

acter can be noted between the Etruscans

and any other people of antiquity, such

analogy points to the primitive inhab-

itants of Cyprus and to the Assyrians.

The Etruscans were strongly marked as

a distinct people. They were short in

stature, having large heads and thick,

muscular arms and legs. They appear

to have been unusually strong and vig-

orous, heavy in person, and rough in

exterior. They wore beards, which were

closely curled about their faces, and their

hair was likewise napped in a manner
suggestive of the Africans or the prim-

itive Elamites. The features were by
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no means refined or classical, and the

Etruscan artists seem to have delighted,

as is shown on their coins and bronzes,

in distorting the physiognomy of the

race.

The remains of Etruscan civilization

which have descended to modern times

consist of antique monuments, heavy

trast with the highly refined designs of

the Hellenic artists. The relics of the

former people are sufficiently abundant,

and ai-e not limited to the narrow geo-

graphical area known as Etruria. The
fame of the Etruscan builders, especially

their reputation as stone masons, ex-

tended into ilifferent parts of Italy. The

hlKLbCAN kL'lNh.

—

Waii.s AT X'oi.tkkka.—Drawn by H. Catcn:icci.

monumental re-
mains of the
Etruscans.

Stone walls, cloaae, or aqueducts, sculp-

tured tombs, vases, statues, coins, and

Character of the personal ornaments. On
the whole, tlic art of this

primitive people is some-

what analogous to that of the fireeks, but

seems to have been arrested in its earlier

stages of development. Tlie Etruscan

memorials are all characterized b}' a

certain rude strength, in striking con-

early ages of Rome were infected with

the designs and workmanship which

were unmistakaljly the product of work-

men out of Etniria. Many of the most

.striking .structures belonging to the half-

mythical age of tlie Roman kings were

done by Etruscan architects and build-

ers. Such a work was the great Cloaca

Maxima, which to the present day bears

silent witness to the tremendous energies
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of the primitive artisans north of the

Tiber.

mains abound in representations of the

sacred beetle. But it would seem that

If we descend into the minor artistic '' the Etruscan ornament of this patterc

workmanship of the Etruscans we shall , had a totally different origin. The ma-

find much of interest and instruction. I
terial employed in the scarabs which are

y,,^ found in the Etruscan tombs and in

the excavations of cities and country

places is carnelian, or banded agate.

The piece selected is rediiced to a

circular form and flat surface, on

which the design is engraved in in-

taglio. The ornament is pierced

transversely and hung by a swivel to

the rings which were worn for orna-

ment or to chains for the neck.

Xo doubt the kind of engraving

exhibited on these relics belonged

to the later period -of Etruscan art

I

Etruscan development ^"""-"^ g«"e""y
of Greek deriva-

when the art of the ^io"-

Greeks and the Oriental nations had

infected the primitive races of the

West. It has been thought that

the gems in question are as late as

the seventh or even the sixth cen-

tury before our era. Indeed, it is in

direct proof that many of the designs

on the scarabs are deduced from

Hellenic sources. Of the one hundred

and ninety-seven gems of this variety

preserved in the British Museum, all

but thirty bear legends and designs

which have been gathered frt>m the

heroic age of the Greeks, and it is

believed that only two represent

native Etruscan subjects.

The work done on the Etruscan

coins is similar to that on the gems

just described. It appears that the

manner of manufacturing the coins

One of their most significant branches 1 was analogous to that employed by the

Artistic work- of art was the production ' Greeks of Miletus and At- TheKtruscan

of scarabs and coins. The
j

tica. A ball of bronze, or od of 'thefr pro-

'

former (from saimlheiis, a ' of silver or gold, of the duction.

beetle) would appear to have had its I proper weight was laid in a concavit\

origin in Egypt, whose monumental re

manship; the
scarabs in par
ticular.

the face of some metallic plate, resem-
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bling an anvil. Corresponding to this was

a sledge, with a concavity in its face, and

this was brought dcwn upon the bolus of

metal, compressing and flattening it out.

Mechanically considered the coins are

rude. Their edges are irregular and

frequently split from the blow which

produced the impression. But the artis-

tic work is of a good quality, not to say

superior. The design is intaglio so far

as the dies are concerned, but the fig-

ish Museum and elsewhere belonged t<»

the .seventh or the beginning of the

sixth century before our era.

Next in interest among the remains

of this early people of Italy may be

mentioned their terra-cotta work, known
among antiquaries as black ware. This

variety of artisanship abounds, and is so

peculiar as to be readily recognized by
any one having tolerable skill in an-

tiquities. The vases, which constitute

ures on the coin arc mostly sin relief.

The Gorgon head, the cuttlefish, and

the beetle are favorite figures in the

Etruscan coinage. It is demonstrable

that the coins them.selves are weighed

and modeled after stvles wliich had

already been establislied in the ..45gean

islands and in Asia Minor. The stand-

ard frequently corresponds with that of

Miletus or Athens. It is believed that

most of the Etruscan coins in the Brit-

•ifiU|iiiP»;ilii.<iiuiB'-

the- larger part of such work, are

modeled in the first place of clay, and

are of tolerably well conceived designs.

Their peculiar feature is an engraved

band of images running around the

middle of tlie vase, producing the effect

of what is called a procession of figures.

It is evident from an examination that

this band of figures was produced by an

engraved cylinder bearing the images.

in intaglio, on its surface. The c\iindei
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was rolled around the body of the vase

while the clay was still plastic, and the

fisfures in the procession
Terra-cotta °
work; vases and were thus pressed into re-
i,„ages thereon.

^.^^^_ j^ .^ ^^^^^ ^.^^ ^^^^

designs in question are Oriental, being in

analogy witli llic figure work of Egypt

and Assyria rather than that of the

Greeks. The images thus set in relief

around the center of the vases consists

of rows of animals, such as the lion, the

deer, the panther, and the sphinx. The
procession is generally closed by a

human figure with wings, which seems

to be moving at speed and pressing for-

ward the animals before it. It is be-

lieved by antiquaries that the terra-cotta

AKETIN VAbI,.

Drawn by Matthias

of the Etruscans has many points of

identity with the like work of the PhiEni-

cians, and examples of similar work

have been found in the island of Cyprus.

In general, the form of art which we are

here describing never descends into ge-

ometric patterns such as were employed

among the early Greeks.

Another species of art work in which

the Etruscans may be said to have ex-

celled was the manufacture
Etruscan jew-
elry; method of of jewelry. The tombs
granu a ion.

^^^ ^^^ Country abound in

specimens of the goldsmith's work, such

as necklaces, earrings, wreaths, bracelets,

finger rngs, and fibulae for fa.stening

the .scarfs and dresses of ladies. In ex-

amining these articles, the same per-

plexity ari.ses which has been mentioned

respecting the origin of the other ele«

ments of Etruscan civilization. The
jewelry is sufficiently elegant to have

been modeled after that of the Greeks,

or at least to have been derived from a

common source with the like art of the

Hellenes. But the Etruscan methods

and patterns indicate a different source.

Instead of the filigree work for which

the Greek goldsmiths were so famous,

that is, the method of soldering down
fine gold wire into a desired pattern,

the Etruscan artists employed another

kind of art by which the metal was

dropped in minute globules, each sepa-

rately made and soldered down into the

required position. This constitutes

what is known as granulated work—

•

a style j^eculiar to the Orient.

As far as .such analogies go the jew-

elry of the Etruscans appears to have

been patterned after that of styles from Cy-

Cyprus. It has been de- ^^rnU'eTsLTy

clared by Cesnola that cer- derivative,

tain gold necklaces discovered in Etrus-

can tombs are identical in pattern and

fabrication Avitli like articles of Cypriot

manufacture. It sliould not be forgot-

ten, however, that the fine arts are not

necessarily derivative the one from the

other. It is perfectly within the bounds

of rea.son to suppose that native develop-

ment among different peoples may have

reached similar or identical results with-

out any historical connection between

them.

The manufacture and employment of

bronze in the arts was well known t^

the Etruscans. Few of Bronzes and

the primitive peoples have '^^^^
.surpassed them as makers Greek story,

of this composite metal. Among the

relics of bronze work which they have

left to posterity, their mirrors may be

mentioned with admiration. The same
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were generally circular in form, with a

handle attached to one side of the pe-

riphery. The polished surface of these

articles was exceedingly smooth and

highly finished, returning an image

quite as accurate as that reflected from

modem mirrors. On the back of the

mirror the space was covered with orna-

mental work in relief. Beautiful wreaths,

surrounding a figure from mythology or

some fabulous animal, were arranged

on the surface, and various styles of or-

namentation employed to heighten the

quality and artistic finish of the article.

It has been noted that this work, as well

the iise of pigments and design in color.

They painted their vases with considera-

ble skill, though it is believed that the

artists employed for this work were for

the most part Greeks. The subjects

are, like those already referred to, from

the mythical age of the Hellenes.

Sometimes the design is Theseus strug-

gling with the Minotaur. Sometimes
it is Ariadne holding the clew; some-

times a chorus ; sometimes a procession

of chariots and centaurs with the fore-

legs of men.

The Etruscan artists also painted the

walls of their houses and their tombs.

TORSO OF ANTIQUE LIO\ IN" BRONZE.—Drawn by P.

as the designs on the scarabs referred to

above, has its subjects for the most

part from the heroic age of the

Greeks. Various well-known myths
and legends, such as the story of Helen,

the Trojan War, the Labors of Hercules,

are set in relief upon the backs of these

bronze mirrors of the Etruscans. It

appears that their skill extended only in

a .slight degree to bronze castings, their

work being executed witli the hammer
and by repousse. Cast statuettes of

bronze, however, are found in many of

the tombs, and in these an analogy is

noticeable with similar productions of

Greek art.

The Etruscans were acquainted with
M.— Vol. 2— IS

ScUier, from a photograph of original found at Fiesole. In 18S2

In the latter the best examples of the

old method of coloring and design are

found. The tints used were
Skill in coloring

red, brown, yellow, carna- illustrated in

.
. 1 , 1111 1 sepulchers.

tion, blue, and black; and

it appears that the work was highly col-

ored, and sometimes glaring. In the

scpulchei's of Veii, Tarquinii, and Caere

many examples of this ancient art have

been recovered and subjected to criti-

cism. It appears that three successive

stages had occuri-cd in the artistic de-

velopment of the Etru.scans before they

were subjected to the dominant race of

Italy. The oldest presents the work of

l)rimilive artists bcft)i'e the country had

been infected with Hellenic influences.
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In the second stage the leading features

of Greek painting begin to appear,

while in the third stage the influence of

the foreign schools has become clearly

dominant.

Etruria was, perhaps, the first politi-

cal- state west of the Adriatic. .So far

Priority of as civil Organization exist-

w"st Ary"u"^ ed, it appears to have been
states. municipal in character.

Tradition transmitted to the Romans
and to after times the story of twelve

cities which had constituted the nuclei

of Etruscan influence. These primitive

towns were not all contemporaneous

but were rather the successive centers

of the Etruscan state. They constituted

a league, out of which some members
were dropped and into which others

would enter. The principal of these

was the town of Veii, the site of which

corresponded with that of the modern
Isola Farnese. It was about eleven

miles from that Rome which was des-

tined to be a victorious rival and de-

stroyer of the older city. The Etruscan

stronghold was built on a cliff and .sur-

rounded with strong walls. The adja-

cent territory was rich in resources, and

there were four or five subject towns

which contributed to the wealth and re-

sources of the capital. The story of the

relations of Veii with primitive Rome is

well known in all the annals relating to

the first struggles of the city of Romu-
lus.

Next in importance was the town of

Tarquinii, identical in site with the

Tarquinii and modern Cometo. There is

cme'so^r"'^ ^ 1^-gend to the effect that
Etruscans. at the beginning of the

seventh century B. C, a Corinthian

merchant named Demaratus fled from

the tyranny which then prevailed in his

native city and established him.self, with

certain Greek companions, at Tarquinii.

Here he married a native lady, and the

union became the origin of the house of

Tarquin at Rome. Next in importance

among the Etruscan cities was Caere.

It appears that this place, however, had

sunk in influence and power before the

rise of Rome, and so the Casrites played

but a small part in the struggle which

.subsequently ensued for the dominion

of Italy.

Another of these ancient Etruscan

cities near the Tiber was Falerii, which,

like Veii, was founded on a high, bare

rock. This place continued to be a

stronghold of the race until the rising

power of the Romans ultimately reduced

it to subjection. Next in order of the

twelve cities may be mentioned Volci,

which appears to have been of no con-

siderable importance in the later days of

Etruria, but, as we know from its ni:mer-

ous sepulchers, must have been origi-

nally a populous city. A single tomb,

known as the Tumulus of Cucumella, is

to the present day noted for its size and

remarkable appearance. It is a circular

mound, about two hundred feet in di-

ameter and from forty to fifty feet ir

height. It is similar in character to the

famous tomb of King Alyattes, in Lydia,

and to that described by Pliny as being

the sepulcher of Porsena, of Clusium.

Ne.xt may be mentioned the cities of

Volsinii and Clusium, the latter of which

appears to have been a Historical im-

very ancient town, founded ^l^^eti^^;
by the Umbrians, but andcortona.

subsequently taken and peopled by the

Etruscans. Its well-known importance

in the times of King Ponsena has pas.sed

into tradition and histor}^ The relations

of the city to Rome in the time of the

Tarquins, at the clo.se of the si.xth cen-

tury B. C, need not be repeated. Stil'i

another of the twelve cities was Arre-

tium, the modern Arezzo. This place
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was not one of the most ancient munic-

ipalities of Etruria, but rose to influence

in the later times when Rome had al-

ready become the dominant state of the

peninsula. Similar in situation to Veil

was Cortona, founded on a high, bare

cliff, easily defensible against the enemy.

This town appears to have been one of

the most ancient of all. Tradition

preserved. Some of the be.st Etruscan

inscriptions have been recovered from

this locality. Perusia was
Relations of

at many times in relations Perusiatothe
r 1 -.1 ,1 Roman State.

of war and peace with the

primitive Latins, and continued to be a

municipality of considerable power and
daring as late as the times of Fabius.

The city government was preserved

ftn*,i.-^»^
'»^JJ^-

./%#»%,F^
,]f-^mii

MODl'.RN AUKZZO.—Drawn by Taylor from a photograph.

assigns to it an Umbrian origin and a

subsequent Etruscan conquest, as in the

case of Clu.sium.

The .same .story has been perpetuated

relative to the founding and .subsequent

vicissitudes of Perusia, the modern
Perugia. Part of the walls of this old

Etruscan town and many other objects

of interest connected with it are still

down to the close of the Roman re-

public, and was reduced by famine

and by one of the armies of Augustus.

The other three cities of ancient Etru-

ria were Volaterrae, Populonia, and

Rus.sellie, the first of which was noted

for its massive walls, whose outlines are

still traceable above the ground. This

place al.so engaged in the early struggle
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when the Tarqiiins, backed by the Etrus-

cans, were contending for the mastery

Building and of Romc. Populonia was

noted for its iron manufac-

ture as late as the times of

Scipio Africanus. The smiths of this

city furnished the grappling hooks and

other iron apparatus for the Roman fleet.

The old walls built bv the Etruscan

manufactures of

Volaterras and
Populonia.

attainments in Westei'n Italy long be-

fore the ascendency of the Latin race in

the peninsula. The rem- interesting Te-

nants of their civilized and ^;ZkZ:o^
industrial life are plenti- ascendency,

fully distributed in the country of their

ancient occupancy even to the present

day. Their coins and their bronzes are

found in all the principal museums of the

ETRUSCAN WALL AT CORTONA.—IJrawn by H. C.itenacci.

masons of Russellae, the modern Rosello,

still mark the place of the city. Like

its sister towns of the league, it struggled

with the Romans, and was not subdued

until the beginning of the third century

before our era.

We thus perceive tjie outlines of an

ancient, half-civilized state founded by

a people of considerable progress and

world, and their terra-cotta work, espe-

cially their vases and their great sar-

cophagi, surrounded with processions of

figures and crowned on the lid with the

effigies of the dead, preserve an ever-

lasting memorial of the artistic sense

which appears to have been to a certain

extent native in the race, but largely

subject to foreign development.
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It must bo noted that these people are

hardly of a grade of intelligence and

Bank ofthe power to Warrant their clas-

fhesc^ofcivi. sification with barbarians,
lization. Like the great race whose

beginnings have been noted in a former

part of this work, relative to the plant-

ing of civilization in the valley of the

Indus, the Pelasgians of Greece and

the Etruscans of Italy had already well

advanced from the barbarous condition

at our earliest accjuaintance with them.

What may have been the previous tribal

history, how low or how high may have

been what may be truly called the aborig-

inal .state of these peoples, it is impos-

sible in the present state of human
knowledge to determine. Certain it is

that they were not savages. They bore

weapons of bronze. They cultivated

the soil. They knew the arts of stone-

cutting and of building. The remains of

their masonry are matters of astonish-

ment to the present day. Of their intel-

lectual life but little is known, and to

what extent the race, if undisturbed in

its native seats, might have risen by sub-

sequent development is purely conjec-

tural.

It is sufficient, in conclusion of the

present chapter, to note the strong line

of demarkation between Distinction be-

what is called historic eth- ^^^^"histo"^
and prehistoric

nologyand prehistoric eth- ethnology.

nology. The former relates to the mo\x'-

ments and character of such peoples as

have already made considerable progress

from the barbarian condition. It dis-

cusses the tendencies and prospects and
actual attainments of tribes that have

shown themselves to be in the evolu-

tionary process and to have reached such

a level of conscious life as to merit the

attention of the ethnographer and the

historian. vSuch peoples were the House-

Folk of old Arya, described in the first

volume ; such were the Pelasgian inhab-

itants of Hellas and the ..Egean islands

and such were the Etruscans of Central

Italy. These peoples, though primitive,

can not be regarded as aboriginal. Back
of them is a lost history covering long

migrations and obscure manners and
undiscoverable .stages of development.

Chapter LVI,—Oun 1 1 wlicax^^ .\xi:) their Habitat.

ANY times in the pre-

ceding pages the epi-

thet Gnx'co-Italie has

been used as definitive

of a certain branch of

tlie human family.

The word is compound,

and the fact in ethnography to whicli it

applies is like it. .So many and striking

are the identities discoverable among the

primitive peoples of Greece and Italy as

to compel the belief that they held to-

gether in their progress out of A.sia until

the features and peculiarities of all had

been determined by a common growth.

Close investigation has now intimate ethnic

proved, from a historical t:^i:t^^:,^
basis, the community of the races.

Greek and Latin families in the migra-

tory and tribal epochs. Though the

Latins, in their progress out of Asia

]Minor to the West, did not leave en route

any distinct evidences of their existence

in Northern (ireece, we are nevertheless

able to trace their progress, and by

means of language to determine the

common movement westward of the

oldest Hellenes and the Italicans.
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Latin language
and ^oUc
Greek.

We have already had occasion to re-

mark upon the striking similarities be-

tween the ^olic Greeks and the Latins.

Close kinship of The languages spoken by

the two races had many af-

finities which can not be dis-

covered between Latin and the classical

Greek of Central Hellas. There was

undoubtedly a time when .<^olic and
Latin were one. It would appear that

in the migrations of this tribe, which con-

tained the potency of so great a develop-

ment, the Italicans were in the advance.

They seem to have led the way across

Northern Greece, dragging the ..^olians

behind them.

The movement here referred to ante-

dates, no doubt, by a great space the in-

Latin tribes coming of the Dorians and

SofD^^rilu thelonians. We may well
migration. believe that the Latin race

was the oldest branch of the Graeco-Italic

family. In its progress through Thrace

and Thessaly and Illyria it disentangled

itself from the ..^olians, leaving them be-

hind. We must think of this phenomenon
as a movement westward of the more rad-

ical and adventurous part of the combined
tribes until the same would become first

attenuated, and would then part in twain,

leaving the vanguard to move on, and
depositing the conservative elements in

settled communities. AVhile this move-
ment was taking place, we may perceive

the deposition in Thrace, Thessaly, and
Illyria of that primitive and somewhat
barbarous population which in subse-

quent times failed to participate in the

splendid growth and blossom of Greek
nationalit)-.

Fi.xing our attention, then, upon the

West-bound division of this Grasco-Italic

race, we find it made up of two elements.

These in their turn presently parted

company, throwing forward an older

stock into the west of Central Italy.

These were the Latini, so called, who
may be said to ha\-e constituted the germ
of the Roman race. We Movements and

may not clearly perceive by ^^^^'
what route the Latins made Italy.

their way into the country which took

their name, on the left bank of the

Tiber and southward from its mouth.

Tradition and probability have been busy

with the problem. The course may have

been by land, possibly by water. Legend
has preferred the latter theory. There

was a Mediterranean voyage and a de-

barcation of some shiploads of ocean-

tossed adventurers, '
' driven by fate to the

Lavinian shore." Or, again, the move-

ment may have been around the head of

the Adriatic and across the mountains

of the peninsula to the land of settle-

ment. In the latter case, we should be

perplexed to account for the localization

of the Latini west of the Apennines

rather than on the eastern coast; but

the first tribes might have passed through

a comparatively unsettled country and
over the lower mountain ridges by easy,

routes to their chosen home. Thus at

length was the original stock planted in

Latium, where, according to the Vergil-

ian song, it was ruled three hundred

years by a race of primitive kings.

Three hundred years is easily said, and

may be accepted—as a part of the epic.

The other Italic family, called the

Sabellians, came afterwards. We may
well believe that their com- piaceandde-

ing was by land marches r/theSaVef
around the sea and into iJ^ns.

the peninsula. Their place of settle-

ment in the central mountain regions

on the eastern slopes toward the Adri-

atic would indicate an immigration by

land. The Sabellians were the younger

division of the Italic family, but in the

primitive ages tnej' aeveioped much
more rapidly than did the Latini. The
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Sabellian stock put out many vigorous

branches—Samnites at the head, Sa-

bines, Marsi, Volsci, ^qui, Hcrnici,

Rutuli, Pailigni, Frentani. This -svas

a remarkable outputting as compared

with the very limited branching of the

Latins into the two families of Ausones

and Siculi ; but the early promise of the

Sabellian development was destined to

say Central Italy, for in the north an-

other race occupied the peninsula, and

seemingly held it fast, central itaiy

These were the Etruscans. ^^.^ifHeiien.'

They were spread in a i^^'^-

broad band from the Po on the east

across to the Arno on the west. They
were a strong and vigorous people, al-

ready in full tide of development when

ANCIENT LATINI.—Fkom Relief on Trojan's Column.

disappointment in the after results.

For when the tardy Latin stem at last

began to flourish the Sabellians were

overshadowed, and at last drawn up by

the stronger plant as mere nutriment on

which to feed.

Thus we may conceive of Central

Italy peopled by Aryan tribes in the

prehistoric dawn. We have already in

a former book described the distribu-

tion of them through the country. We

the Roman plant was green in the sap.

Also in the south, owing to the rapid

development of Hellenic civilization in

the eastern peninsula, Greek colonies

had been flung forth ; and what with a

delightful country and what with the

native vigor of the race, these had

grown into flourishing states, much
more promising in aspect than anything

which might be discovered in Central

or Northern Italv. Here in the south
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was planted Magna Graecia, that Great

Greece of which something has been

said in connection with tlie subject of

Greek colonization.

Thus were the three bands of the

primitive Italian populations drawn

Three belts of across the peniusula : on the

uotrtheTemo- north, the Etruscan band

;

invasion. jn the center, the Ar-

yan, or Italic, band; on the south, the

(xrccian band, the most enlightened and

less at this time making their way
backwards by reflex migration from the

west, turned through the Alpine passes

and fell upon the Etruscans in the val-

ley of the Po. The latter were displaced,

driven forth by the shock. They were

forced to the west, confmed henceforth

to the region between the Amo and the

Tiber. From this seat, presently, the

Latins on the south will contend with

them for the mastcrv of the country.

THEATl'.R OK THE GREEK COLONISTS AT SYRACUSE.—Drawn by MacWhirter.

forward of the early stocks. In the

central development the Sabellian tribes

dwelt from the Apennines to the Adri-

atic, and somewhat encircled the Latins,

who held to Latium in the west. Such

was the seat of what was destined to be

the Roman power, and .such was its

primitive ethnic aspect.

At length the I'vtruscans suffered an

on.set from the north. Beyond the

Alps there was di.sturbance and an

eruption. Certain Celtic nations, doubt-

Slow is the growth of the oak. It

takes time and .season and tempest. The
Italic stock set in Latium is

. . . . Vigor and hardl"
like it. I' or a long time its hoodoftheRo-11. man gens.
progress upward and out-

ward, its branching, its increase in girth

are scarcely noticeable. Once, possibly

twice, it is transplanted ; so .says the

legend. l*"n>m the high country of Alba

Longa, whence the traveler may behold

the sea, this strong stalk is taken in its

infancy and reset on the banks of the
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Tiber. It is the story of the twin whelps

of Jilars, nursed as castaways by the fero-

cious brute whose brazen dugs one may
still see in the Vatican. The origin was

war and violence, unlawful love, the

seizing of strange women by perfidy, and

then more war to make valid the rape.

Storm and tempest were not wanting

;

lenes was that of the primitive Romans.
In the latter there is less complexity

—

mere vehemence of strength. Many ele-

ments are fused together
Vehemence and

about the Tiber h ills—many energy ofthe ro-11. , man evolution.human elements represent-

ing diverse qualities of blood. "When
the huge axle, the central fact in infi-

VIKW (IN TIIK Tl HER.—Saint Michafl and the \m-\tine.—Drawn by H. Clfrgcl, from a pluin gi-.i-h.

hardship, strong bla,sts, dangers, thun-

derbolts out of heaven, whirlwinds in

the old forum, hiding murder in the

dust-clouds. A rude and boisterous be-

ginning; but the roots of the tree went

down to the everlasting rock, and the

ancient haruspice might well see in

vision the wild birds of centuries gath-

ering in its branches.

Quite unlike the evolution of the Hel-

nite machinery, is to be forged, scraps of

most various iron gathered from divers

places are thrown together in a heap.

The great sheet beneath them is folded

up blanketwi.se about them, and the

whole is thrown into the furnace. White

is the heat glowing around it until, at

the melting point, it is drawn forth tm.

dcr the hammer. Down goes the cru.sh-

iug weight and the forging begins. The
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mass is kneaded into one. It is rolled

and beaten till the fiber is interlocked

through every part with a strength and

tenacity not to be undone or rent asun-

der. So the human welding on the Ti-

ber began. Sabine robbers and Roman
robbers, rough shepherds from the hills,

barbarous princes from old Lavinium,

chieftain.s from Samnium, and strong

stone masons from the quarries of Etru-

ria are thrown together and fused in the

furnace of war and marriage. Out of

the heat comes a new creature whom
men call Roman. •—-—-

—

—^

Beware of him ! He
is strong and will

fight.

But at first he was

a farmer. We should

here say that it is not

men of the commer-
cial, industrial, artis-

tic instinct that roll

first and furthest to

the AVest. In the

New World we have

seen the mighty prog-

ress of the human
wave from ocean to

ocean. Marking its

Western quality, we
see ever the strongest

and roughest parts. The tumble of the

man-sea flings its rough breakers and
heavy pebbles afar out with its advance on
the shore. There is also ever a great pre-

strongest male pondcrancc of males in the

thrwe^ftet"" vanguard. Glance at the
border. sex-map in the S/atislicnl

Atlas of tin- I'liind Sfdtis wherein the

darker colors represent the preponder-

ance of male-life, and you .shall see how
all the Western frontier is shaded down
to black . The weak creature, the female

creature, the artistic creature, can not at

first make us way .so far to the West.

So in the Old World. As the Grasco-

Italics came out of Asia, the stronger

parts went in advance. Not that the

rest were weak ; for they Aggressiveness

too had been toughened and lltZ^^^^XtL
developed by long mi- ^^'^•

grations and great vicissitudes of scene

and circumstance. But the men of might,

coarse, wild men, strong in endeavor,

courageous, strenuous in the struggle of

life, were in the van. They reach Italy

—

the western parts of Italy. The Tyrrhe-

nian sea forbids their progress west-

;^l'V'V'
•'

,ii,/ip

'M^'^
GREAT CATTI.F. OF THE ROMAN CAMPAONA.

Drawn by Henri Rcgnault, from nature.

ward. They fix themselves in Latium.

The migratory impulse sinks into settle-

ment. The old chiefs become petty kings.

The soil, the landscape arc most invit-

ing. The Italic immigrants may have
felt, as they looked upon the blossom-

ing, vinc-drapcd hillsides and valleys,

as did Lcif liricsson's old Norsemen as

they debouched into Massachusetts and
Rhode Island I Tlie Romans established

themselves on the soil. They began its

tillage ; and ever afterwards, even to the

collapse of the empire at the close of

the fifth century of our era, full^- twelve
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hundred years away, the agricultural

instinct was dominant in the race.

Two other dispositions appeared at

the beginning. The breeding and rear-

Farminginstinct ing of domestic animals,
supplemented

^j ^j^ building of Wallcd
"With passion for *=>

cattle raising. towns as Centers of defense

and refuge. Italy is the native seat of

cattle and swine. Of the former race

the archaeologist discovers traces of an

day the same splendid race inhabits

Northern Italy. The finest horns which

are exposed for sale among the mounted

bric-a-brac of stylish sho2:)S in St. Peters-

burg, in Paris, in New York, are taicen

from the heads of Pavian oxen.—But of

the native resources of ancient Italy and

the way in which the primitive Romans
availed themselves of the same we shall

remark hereafter.

MEDITERRANEAN LANDSCAPE.—Porto FERRAjo.-Drawn by J. FuUeylove.

astonishing character. In the ancient

valley of Pavia rose and flourished the

Bos primigcnius, the Big ox, of archseol-

ogy. Mark his skull, still exhumed from

the .soil of his native valley. It is the

grandest ox head known in the world.

Not those of Uruguay or of Southwest-

ern North America can equal the majes-

tic front of the extinct Pavian bullock.

Five feet from tip to tip are those tre-

mendous horn-cores, the horns them-

selves lost in the du.st of ages. To this

The old Italicans were the builders of

strongholds. There was something of

the sort at traditional Alba ^^ ^The Roman race

Longa. Lavinium was the builders of

-I /• -11 ,, K -i
^^ strongholds.

defensible. "And with

much labor they shall fortify Lavinium,"

says Vergil. Rome w-as so from the be-

ginning. It was for leaping over the

wall that Remus lost his rash life. A
dangerous thing was it, from the primal

day, to leap over a Roman wall ! We
shall see at once that the earliest social
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and political conditions in Latium had

respect to the towns. So strong was the

disposition to create these fastburgs on

the hills that during the whole evolution

and career of Rome she remained either

a municipality or a congeries of munici-

palities bound together by political ties.

This fact was one of the causes of the

exceeding strength manifested by the

Italican peoples. Their town, wherever it

was planted, was a stake driven into the

earth which not even the tempest of war

could drag up and cast away.

A land of extreme beauty was this

Old Italy, inhabited now by the new
comers from the East. At

Beauty of Italy
and mildness of bottom, it IS the warmcst
''""''^'

country of Europe, but the

sea on both sides tempers the heat,

moistens the air. From north to south

there is centrally through the whole

peninsula the range of the Apennines;

and even as far down as Calabria these

retain the snow on their summits to

midsummer.

Unlike Greece in almost every partic-

ular is this great peninsula. Mark the

Absence of har- seacoast as an example of

commSVvo! prime difference. The coast

lution. of Greece is a continu-

ous harbor, a repetition of harbors. Be-

gin at Thrace, on the north and east,

and trace the whole sea line southward

around Peloponnesus and up on the

west to Illyria, and you shall find har-

bor after harbor. It is the natural

abode of scacraft; hence the abode of

commerce, of foreign intercourse, of

colonization, of intellectual interfusion

with all the world. But here in Italy

the coast is without indentation. On

the Adriatic side, from Venice to the

heel of Italy, the sea line is absolutely

unbroken. The instep is the gulf of

Tarentum. On the west the country is

almost equally harborless. One may
easily perceive good reason why the an-

cient Romans did not take to the sea;

why as late as the Middle Punic Wars
they were still novices in the art of ship-

building ; why their commerce was neg-

lected and the whole energies of the

people turned to inland production. It

was the necessity of the situation, a sug-

gestion of the land and the sea.

The general aspect of Italy is one

of simple beauty. The complexity of

Greece is wanting. The uniformity of

break-up and jumble of the ron/ttrgil
natural forces which must o"t Italy.

ever impress the traveler through Hel-

las are not seen in Italy. Not that va-

riety is wanting—vast variety—but over

it all there is a oneness of beauty, a

cerulean sky above, a balmy atmosphere,

an equable temperature, a regularity of

season, a moderation in earth and sea

and sky. ' The extension of the Apen-

nines and their spurs into the extreme

south prevents any marked differences

between Northern and Southern Italy.

As we journey southward from the val

leys of the Po and the Arno there is a

gradual rising of tropical features in the

landscape ; but the country taken as a

whole has great uniformity of condi-

tions. It is semitropical in all the low-

lying parts, and only temperate among
the hills and mountains. We may well

pause for a moment to consider the re-

sources which this fair land offered to

the primitive Italic races.
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Chapter LVII. -Subsistence axd Primitive
conditioxs.

HE immigrants into

Italy found the hill-

slopes of their country

covered with oaks and

sweet chestnuts. The
fruit of the latter tree

was one of the princi-

pal natural resources of the early race.

In many parts of Italy the chestnut has

been from time immemorial a substitute

for com, and in some mountain districts

it is the principal food to the present

day. It must not be thought that such

Importance of a gift of nature as a nut

?hrprruive° growing Wild in the forest

itaiicans. -^as a trivial circum.stance

with immigrant peoples before their in-

dustries had become complex and multi-

form. Even the acorn was by no means
a neglected fruit by the primitive set-

tlers of Europe. There were times

when whole tribes and rising peoples

looked to the annual gift of the oak as a

means of support. This was true in

Latium and in other parts of Italy as late

as the time when the mythical kings were

struggling into the early light of history.

But better than any form of mast was
the olive, which grew wild and abun-

dant when the Aryans came
Other native

.

•'

and transplant- iH. From the earliest days
ed products. ... ^ •.

this fruit was an im-

portant food. Its richness in oil was
known from the earliest times. In this

was found a substitute for butter and
the fat of animals ; and with the open-

ing up of commercial relations olive

oil became a prime article of the market.

It does not appear that the other citrus

fruits were known in primitive Italy.

The orange, the lemon, the citron, the

lime were of later introduction ; and
the same is true of the Indian fig and
the aloe. In later ages all these fruits

abounded. In the sixteenth century In-

dian corn was introduced into Italy, and
has ever since constituted one of the

principal crops. Pomegranates and the

licorice root grow wild, as do the mastic

and the myrtle.

Descending somewhat from the higher

levels and approaching the shore we
reach the native land of the Prevalence of

vine. How far the evolu- ^\™4™
tion of the grape had pro- est art.

ceeded in the days of the primitive Lat-

ins it would be impossible to tell ; but

we know that in their hands the vine be-

came a thing of beauty, and its fruit one

of the prime objects of Roman desire.

The manufacture of wine was understood

by the Aryan tribes long before their out-

going from Asia. Indeed, it would appear

that wine-making is absolutely the oldest

art known to man. The tradition of

every race has preserved references to

the use of this beverage, and generally

to its intoxicating qualities, as far back

as the beginnings of civilization. Cer-

tain it is that in Italy, before the days of

romance and song, before the days of

conquest and glory, the common bever-

age of the people, from the rustic board

of the Latin farmer to the semibarbaric

feast of his king, was wine.

In the primitive Italian fields grew those
noble grass seeds called wheat and rye

and barley. The origin of' ^ Richness of the
these grains in their devel- coi-ntry in the

J J. .J. - , . cereal grains.
oped form is far back in

the childhood of the human race. They
are as old as Europe, that is, as old as the
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man of Europe. In Italy rye flourished

most in the Po valley ; wheat and barley

through Central and vSouthern Italy.

From time immemorial these grains

were the breadcorn of the Italicans.

They were not used in the production of

malt, and have never been. For in a

country flowing with wine as if it were

spring water, what need of ale or beer

on a stone. So did the old Italicans of

history.

The valley soil and loam of Italy was

fertile in the highest degree. Herein

grew all manner of suc-°
.

Ground and vine
culent roots; turnips, pars- products, dates,

nips, carrots, artichokes, ^^ ^^'

and many other varieties of ground

products. The earth had in it an almost

VIEW OF BIBRIENA.—Drawn by G. Vuillier.

or the fiery decoctions of alcohol? The
cereals were used by the old Italians

after the primitive manner of parching

and pounding. Vergil has shown us in

what way the half-drowned ^^neids,

thrown up on the Carthaginian shore,

hastened to bring out their sea-soaked

corn to dry it by the fire, to parch it, ct

frangere saxo fnigcs—to break the grains

tropical quality. Onions, garlic, love-

apples, which the moderns call tomatoes,

and capsicums have always abounded in

Italy. The melon species added its vari-

eties to the natural abundance of the

countr}', while beyond the garden grows

the orchai'd, with a wealth of fruits rarely

equaled in other lands.

In the warm districts on the south-
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western coast the date flourished. One
might almost be reminded of Mesopo-

tamia by the genial heat and power of

this southern air. In all the more favor-

able parts of Central and Southern Italy

the fig tree grew vigorously and yielded

abundant fruit. It was among the best

native gifts to the primitive Italicans, as

well as to the strong Romans of the middle

period. But it is not needed to enu-

merate the well-known list of prod-

ucts which fertile and balmy Italy

gave with such abounding gener-

osity to those who sought her

friendship.

The old Latini fixed themselves

on this fine soil, in this beautiful

Strength and landscape,amid these

^heTatfnXnl generous surround-

tag- ings. They came to

stay. From the tribal emergence

of the Latin race to the downfall of

the Western empire is a period of

more than thirteen centuries ; or if

we reckon to the capture of Con-

stantinople by the Turks, a little

over two thousand two hundred

years. It is the longest single

stretch o£ political dominion

known in the annals of mankind.

The root of this tree went down
in Latium, and we may now notice

the spreading of its early branches.

Not that we shall enter upon any

formal account of events. It is ours

rather to watch the growth of the race,

to trace out the sources and elements

of its strength, and to mark what things

soever it assimilated from the surround-

ing world.

Rome was a city. It was not at first

a state. It was never a state in the sense

in which that word is used in modern

times. Before Rome the country was

Latium. There was the confederacy of

Latin towns. Some were stronger than
M.— Vol. 2—16

the rest, and would have leadership. A
restless, turbulent, warlike folk were

these rough rustics and Municipality the

hill people. Their master "^^^TX:^..
passion was mastery. To organization,

be dominant was the one unconquerable

lust of this ancient stock.

Other peoples have loved and simg

and gone to war. Others have conquered

and extended their dominion, sweeping

I III'; M KSlNi; WCIIK OF SIKNNI, IN Tl'KIN.

Drawn by Giraldon, from a pliotogiaph.

down surrounding .states and crushing

them imdcr the car of conquest. The
motives have been various The Roman race

-spoil, the love of mere rtlfeT^Tof
victory, cruel, slave-get- mastery,

ting victory, the wearisomeness of the

settled life regaining at intervals the

wild freedom of original barbarism ; but

Rome from the beginning conquered

to be master. She wo'uld rule. Her pa.s-

sion for dominion had in it, even from

the primitive ages, a touch of rationality.
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a sort of political ulterior purpose, a

covert wish to organize, to build.

The primacy among the Latin cities

mov(_'(l around. First one and then an-

other was in the lead, liad the headsliip.

Romeasavii- Finally Rome became a

^/sablneTp": ^cre village, partly on the
sode. mo.st defensible hill which
was called the Capitoline, partly on the

slope and down into the bottom between

the iirst summit and the Aventine ; sim-

ply a town. How founded, the legend

tells us uncertainly; mixture of super-

lative fable with certain grains of fact,

the fable pre-

dominating
always, espe-

cially at the be-

ginning. But

the difference

is naught.
History begins

in fable. Does

not all reality

start from a

myth ? Before

the real land is

the shadow
land.

Perhaps there

was a strife

with the Sa-

bines. Very
probable would

such an occur-

rence be there

in the boister-

ous morning of

things. May-
be the strong

male Romans
wanted more
women to wife

than their own
clan could
yield. Perhaps

the R a bines
would fight to

recover their
lost beauties

wiih long-slrcaming hair, borne off

savagewise on the shoulders of men
more burly than themselves. All these

things might have been. Many of

them probably were; some certainly.

The main thing is that the Roman
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character began to grow and to become

typical.

Out in the open country the Roman
farmer sat down to his coarse fare. If he

said grace, it had not yet
WTiatthings

, , t ,

were spread for reached up to Jove or down-
foodinLatium.

.^.^^^d tO PlutO. What faith

he had was near akin to idolatry at first.

He had on his mantelpiece certain small

figures. Originally they were effigies of

his ancestors. Now they were his Lares,

household gods, almost idols. Dimly

behind them the sturdy rustic saw an

undefinable spiritual fact, dim as yet in

his vision. On the table was black

bread, made of barleycorn, parched and

pounded to coarse flour, baked in the

ashes or rude ov'en ; also beans and other

pulse, coarsely cooked, but keenly rel-

ished by that strong appetite.

Some fish was added. His neighbors

near the coast had

taken them from

the sea or river

mouth, and had

exchanged them

with the inland

Roman for veni-

son or pork or

beef. It was a

rude, meaty com-

merce, just begin-

ning. The first

Romans knew well

how to capture

game. Even
.(Eneas on the Af-

rican coast shot

down the stags

and tore the hide

from their ribs,

according to Ver-

gil's song. In

Italy, as we have said, the Italicans

reared great cattle and slew them for

food. They were also from the begin-

KOMAM MAIDEN.
Drawn by P. I'cckert.

I ning eaters of swine. At a very early

I

day they had already bred up Sus scrofa

into an animal fit for food, and he was
so much of a morsel that the coarse

Roman saw in him something fit to be

off'ered to the gods. Few primitive peo-

ples have ventured to lay pork on the

altar. The animal was greatly dispar-

aged in the East, and even in the rough

West was unable to derive from the im-

agination, or even the taste of man, any

touch of possible sentiment.

There were wild fruits on the board

;

sweet chestnuts gathered from the hills

;

figs dried from last vear's
" Home scene of

store or freshly ripe; olive the primitiTa

M • ,, .1 Romans.
Oil in the earthen cruse

not yet artistic in pattern ; vegetables,

as we have seen ; wine to drink ; a num-
ber of young Romans at the table side,

and Roman maidens like Juno for

strength ; not delicate, but beautiful,

demure, expecting to be matrons in

their turn. The scene was not without

dignity; a grave and not unvirtuous

feast, indicative of longevity and vital

force, and marked Avith a single ideal

touch—a love of flowers. For even

humble Romans, and from antiquity,

adorned their tables with wreaths and
garlands, not profusely and poetically

as did the Greeks, but in a simple and

natural way peculiar to themselves.

—

Such things were .seen in Latium in

the homes of men as early as the eighth

century before our era.

Not much later the mineral resources

of the country began to call out human
enterprise. In the north Beginnings of

were copper mines, leading rh'^bSg"^
to the manufacture of a^ts.

bronze. At what time the extraction of

iron from the ore began we may not

well determine ; but in course of time

the rich deposits of Elba became the

source from which the iron wealth of
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the Romans was mostly drawn. Build-

ing stone was abundant, and the stone

mason was early abroad in the land.

The Etruscans were the teachers of the

building art, especially that massive

work for which the primitive structures

of Western Italy were noted. The rich

deposits of marble, the white and beau-

tiful products of the mines of Carrara

and the alabaster of Tuscany had not

yet attracted artistic workmen and

suggested their higher achievements;

but stone building began early and

abounded in the Latin cities ; and Rome
was not behind the rest in planting her-

self firmly in the rock.

The Latin state found itself between

two diverse national forces. On the

Slow evolution north lay the Etruscans

^'ftVe'ssomi ^^^^ the comparatively new
Greeks. Celtic race of the Veneti.

On the south was the city land of !Magna

Graecia. One of the marked differences

between the Greek and Latin races was

the swift evolution of the former and

the slow growth ol the latter. In all

parts where the Greeks fixed themselves

there was an almost explosive expansion

into conscious nationality; but the

movement of the Italicans was slow,

tedious, at times almost stationary.

This radical difference in the two

races must be borne in mind as an

explanation of the earlier blossoming

and fruit-bearing of Hellenic civiliza-

tion around the Eastern IMediterranean.

We have seen that the Latin race, or

rather those jirimitive tribes which con-

tained the potency of the Latin race,

were the vanguard of the Graeco- Italic

Aryans on their invasion of peninsular

Europe. We might have expected,

therefore, from considerations a J^riori

that the development of the Latini

would have preceded that of the Greeks.

It was the slow evolution of the former

that prevented this result. We may
suppose that the Latin Aryans had al-

ready settled into their seats before the

Ionian Greeks had taken possession of

Central Hellas; but the more rapid de-

velopment of the latter brought them
sooner into the foreground.

Meanwhile the Latini lagged in the

west, while the Greeks grew great and

flourished. One of the aspects of their

vigorous expansion was the
, . .

-^ Spread of the
colonization of Southern Greek race in

Ti 1 rrt. i 1 Southern Italy.
Italy. Ihey took posses-

sion as much as a thousand years B. C.

of the whole peninsula below the lati-

tude of Apulia and Campania. Here
they planted some of the most enlight-

ened and powerful cities of antiquity.

Here sprang Tarentum, Sybaris, Cro-

tona, Metapontum, Locri, Rhegium,
and on the western coast the beautiful

Greek towns of Cumas and Neapolis.

The country thus covered embraced the

after provinces of Apulia, Calabria,

Lucania, and Bruttium, indeed, the

whole ankle, heel, and toe of Italy.

We have already seen how the intel-

lectual light of the Greeks diffused itself

to the extremes of their Diffusion abroad

migrations. Wherever a t^.lnlT^
Greek city was planted the Greeks,

brilliancy of the home country was at

once displayed. It was the same warmth
and enthusiasm which had been at first

kindled in Hellas that were thus borne

abroad to foreign j^arts. This is to say

that the intellectual classes of the Greeks

in the home country sought by adven-

ture in distant lands to satisfy ambitions

and activities which were cramped in the

narrow borders of the Hellenic states.

But the literature and art of the Greek

race were one, and were always referred

to the home country. The Greek think-

ers, philosophers, sages, and poets of

foreign lands were glad to be reckoned
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with their ancestry, and to throw their

contributions into the common treasure

of Greek jrlorv. Plato him-
Integrity ofthe *

I

race wherever Self was a resident tor some
distributed. ,• • -k r i^time in Magna Graecia;

but no one thinks of referring his phi-

losophy to this local origin. On the

contrar3% he was a Hellene of the Hel-

lenes. Whether in Italv, in Africa, in

and bordered by those Sabellian nations

of whom the Samnites were the most

formidable. The student of history will

readily recall for how long a time and in

how dubious a contest the Romans con-

tended with the latter peoples for dom-
ination. The struggle with Samnium
might be reckoned as the second stage

in the progress of the Roman race, the

ROMAN SOI.PIERS IN COMBAT.—From the Column of Tkajan, Rome.

Macedonia, or in Western Asia, the

Greek was a Greek.

Thus, before the beginning of the

prodigious growth of Rome, Greek civ^-

War with Sam- ilization was prevalent in

the south of Italy. Nor
should it be forgotten that

while the Latin race was thus pressed by
two great forces, one above and the

other below, it was on the east encircled

nium the second
Btage ofRoman
development.

first stage being the conquest and mas-

tery of the cities of the Latin league.

If we look at the nature of the pres-

sure on the two sides of Latium, we
shall find that on one side „, , . ,The ethnic im-

it was an impact of culture pact on the two
. ,, ,. ,, . sides ofLatium.

and on the other the im-

pact of violence. It was art on one side

and war on the other. From the side

of Magna Gra;cia came the elements of
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early intellectual development. Letters

were introduced, and the forms of the

rough vernacular language were brought

into regularity. But we must not un-

derstand that the Romans yielded easily

to the liking of the strong and self-

willed Latins. On that side war came
up in fierce gusts perpetually renewed.

The very Tiber banks on the right hand
margin were a dangerous frontier. The

to these influences which permeated the

state from the south. The stock was
stubborn, obdurate, indisposed by nature

to culture and refinements, merely imi-

tative in so far as it yielded at all.

The pressure on the north was more

OLD ROMAN TVl'K.s—TAKQUIN AND THE iW.W..

Etruscan cities in that direction were

hostile and strong. Con- Race struggle

flicts broke out fiercely, f^^^Tr^Z
which were checked rather °a"s.

than quieted. Veii was the head of this

offending. Considered in a larger sense.
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it was the struggle of the Etruscans to

maintain their ascendency in Central

Italy and of the Romans to gain the

tinction. The case was absolute, and
there was no middle ground.

It is worth while to note one or two

^^^^^-^^^^^fe^??
BRENNUS wnil Till'; GAULS IN ROME.

leadership. From first to last such

a conflict on the side of Rome meant the

subjection of the enemy or her own ex-

cases of extremity, not that we are

here considering events as such, but

looking rather at the dc\-clopment of a
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great race. More than once Rome was

brought to the brink ; more than once

Hard straits of she was hair-hung over an

^o:t^sT^tl\he abyss that had no bot-

Gauls. tom. Old Lars Porsena,

King of Clusium, which had become the

stronghold of Etruria after the deca-

dence of Veil—also the refuge of the

traitorous Tarquin—bore down in war

on primitive Rome city and took her

by the throat. Great is the difference

in the conduct of early communities

when they are so throttled. Sometimes

there is merely an expiring gasp ; some-

times a brief struggle and then death

;

and sometimes there is the writhing and

twisting of a tremendous wiry giant that

will not be strangled, until presently he

tires the very fingers of his foe and with

the first relaxation flings him off in dis-

dain.

It may require stratagem, even per-

fidy, to loosen the hold of the foreign

hand ; but the Latin state was capable

of both. The foe was thrust back across

the Tiber and Rome breathed. Woe to

that Etruscan enemy when he in like

fashion shall feel the Roman clutch at

his throat! That iron hand never re-

laxes until the writhing of the antago-

nist ceases and his form is still in death.

More dreadful still was the apparition of

the Gauls. They cross the Tiber. They
penetrate the walls. They climb the

Capitol Hill. The Latin antagonist is

certainly down this time forever. He
who witnesses the struggle of gladiators

in the sand of the arena sees first one

and then the other above the body of

his enemy. They whirl and turn and

rise and fall. But with the final thrust

it is the Gaul that staggers back and is

gone. The danger was sufficient; but

the combatant is stronger for the peril

and more active for the contest.

War was the common mood of the

states of antiquity ; but never was an

incipient kingdona so toughened and

strained and hardened bv
' Spirit ofwar In-

warfare as was old Latium. tensified by eth-

T , 1 • , 1 n L.
Jiic disposition.

In this there was, first

of all, the instinctive force and disposi-

tion of the race ; and, secondly, the sug-

gestions of the environment. As to in-

stinct, it can not be doubted that the

Latini were warriors by preference.

They had the aggressive passion, and

the early growth of patriotism among
the Roman people made them exceed-

ingly fierce in resistance. The inten-

sity of dom^estic life was equaled by the

intensity of patriotic devotion to the

state. The old Roman was not as was

the Greek—a philosopher; but he felt

the strong forces which bind mankind
to local habitations, to particular dis-

tricts as their own. There was thus a

native passion in the Roman race for

holding its territorial seat, and at the

same time a domineering ambition to

reach out by conquest into surrounding

kingdoms.

But more powerful than even these

subjective moods of the Romans was

the force of the environment. Rome was

central to Latium ; Latium influences of en.

was central to Italy; Italy grrchar"
was central to the lledi- a^ter.

terranean countries ; and these were the

world. One need only to glance at the

map to see the striking position of

Italy. It is the dominant geographical

fact in Southern Europe. Neither

Greece nor Spain is situated for the

mastery of the Mediterranean. Italy is

so placed by nature. When to this we
add the fertility and natural resources

of the country, its salubrious climate,

its general attractiveness as a home of

men, we perceive at a glance the original

conditions that not only suggested but

made necessary the evolution of a stock
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and state like the Roman. There was

a preponderance of physical advantages

with the Latini from the start, and when
to this we add the native instincts of

the race we find sufficient reason

for the empire which the ages will es-

tablish with its center on yonder Seven

Hills.

Considering the general destiny of

Rome, of the great race which displayed

Want of harbors its activities from this cen-

X^uon^^"- ter. we may well regard

^P'""'*' the paucity of harbors on

the coast, the absence of the seafaring

spirit, and the slow commercial move-
ments of the Latins of the primitive ages

as so many positive benefits to the race.

The nonexistence in Italy of the facts

here referred to gave opportunity for

the principle of residence—of fixedness in

a certain locality, of attachment to that

locality as native land—to work out its

strongest and most complete results.

The commercial spirit among nations is

not favorable to patriotism. In its ex-

aggerated forms and tempers it is not

even consistent with patriotism. Con-

sider the nature of commerce, and its

international character will readily be

discovered. All seafaring tends to the

obliteration of local attachments. They
who ply the commerce between distant

cities, the deep sea intervening, tarry

a while in one port and a while in the

other. In course of time the two ex-

tremes of the voyage are alike. The
two languages spoken at the extremes
become equally familiar to the ear and
tongue of the sea merchant who voyages

between. Moreover, the interfusion of

products brought from all lands into a

common mart tends to weaken the spec-

ial affections of the consumer for these

things which he has gathered from his

own garden or orchard, from his own
rivers, his own forest, his own sheep-

fold. The intensity of all local attach-

ments is greatly abated, and the enthu-

siasm for Patria, for native land, for

birthplace and home, subsides into

apathy and indifference.

In primitive Rome none of the com-
mercial and cosmopolitan forces were
present. For centuries after the plant-

ing of the Latin state foreign inter-

KOMAN MAJltON.

Drawn by P. Bcckcrt.

course was virtually unknown. The
very kinship with another nation, even

with the Greeks, was for- Absence ofcom-

gotten. There was neither ^f.^^^fX'
suggestion nor desire to ences.

cultivate affinities with other peoples.

The spirit of residence became intense

in the last degree, and the preference
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called patriotism grew into a fiery pas-

sion seven tipies heated.

In the early history of the Roman
race we miss especially any such event

as the Trojan War. The very causes

which, according- to the legend, led to

that early foreign drama did not exist

—

could not have existed—among the Ro-

mans. If Helen had been a Roman
matron, vain would have been the

temptations of both gods and men 1

Not she would have gone abroad with a

stranger on any tour of license. She

was a home lady whose lord sufficed for

all her ambitions and affections. The
spirit of the race was totally averse to

that species of extravagant adventure

and dramatic exploit which so well ac-

corded with the temper of the Greeks.

The result was that the primitive char-

acter of the Roman was prosaic, practi-

cal, saturnine.

There was no bluster of enterprise

about the man of Latium. Even his

Contrasted con- love was matter of fact.

GrlSdLatia His hatred was business.

epics. All of his activities and

passions were circular, concentric around

a domicile where the matron and the

young Romans, his offspring, had their

abode. In such a situation there could

be no epic poetry. Mark the extreme

difference in those highest intellectual

products of the race, the heroic songs of

the Greeks and the Romans. Homer is

a man of the dawn. He is almost con-

temporaneous, so it would seem, with

the events described in his epos. The
intellectual exhilaration of the East was

so great that the Iliad enacted did not

long precede the Iliad sung. But in

Italy how different is the situation

!

Vergil is the man of the empire. He is

distant by mors than a thousand years

from the life and manners, the tradi-

tions and heroic actions of his poem.

He is the court poet of Augustus, sing-

ing the deeds of the founders of his

race. He could not have arisen on the

borders of the age of ..tineas, could not

have flourished while the memory of

Romulus and Remus was still quick in

the minds of men. Had primitive

Rome been subject to such agitations as

was Hellas in the dawn, could she have

VERGIL.

Drawn by H. Wolff.

been, even by her constitution and habit

and situation, susceptible to those tre-

mendous excitements and passions

which roused to consciousness the soul

of the Greek race, then indeed might

Vergil have risen in the morning, and

the Aincid have been even as the Iliad.

We have been considering in these

pages the sources of sup-
^ ° . .. . . The immaterial
ply, real and ideal, from food-supply of

which the genius of Rome
drew its sustenance and life. Food is

not all taken from the earth. It is not
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all material aliment gotten from the

ground and from the bodies of animals.

On the contrary, there is a nutriment

which is derived from the air, from the

environment, from the invisible na-

ture of things, from tlie world imseen.

As it is with the individual man, so it

is with the individual people, the race.

Man feeds upon conditions as well as

upon rye bread and fish. He assimilates

only from the spring branch, the hollow

trunks filled with wild honey, the abun-

dance of the native fig tree, and the fat

of the body of the stag, does the early

community of men take its sustenance,

but also from the form and fashion of

things, the reflex actions of nature and

history, the counter facts of situation,

and the deep currents of invisible seas

and continents.

PRIMITIVE GR.ICCO-ROMAN TYPES.—Po5THt>Mius in thk Theater at Tarentim.

forces as well as rice. He makes bone

and blood out of circumstances as much
as from sugar cane and the fiber of beef.

A race also, especially in the morning
of its power, in its time of strong appe-

tite and youthful, sound slumber and
unimpaired digestion, draws in from all

natural aspects and conditions, from its

correlations with other races, and from

the still stronger mysteries of ethnic in-

stinct, its nutriment and drink. Not

From the absence of complexity in the

producing forces the Roman character

took a simpler form than simplicity of

tint nf tho Orpok Tt is
conditions pro-

inai or me (jicck. h is duces simplicity

more easily apprehended, ofcharaoter.

having less variety, greater singleness.

As to physical force, the Roman fur-

nishes the most striking example of the

ancient world. Only the Assyrian could

compete with him in the robustness

and muscular strength of his body. In
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the primitive ages he took no pains to

make himself an athlete, or to give S3'm-

metry and agility to his frame by the

discipline of training. On the contrary,

he neglected all artificial means of physi-

cal development, using only the natural

means. The natural means was sufficient

to make him a soldier, and afterwards a

statesman.

There was little that was ornate in

the sturdy and iron-muscled man whom
Sternness of we here See appearing on

ransrra:.''of"
the Tiber hills and the Cam-

Booiabiiity. panian frontier. The old

Roman was debonair in nothine. He

cared not to be witty. He was little af-

fected by beauty. He would rather eat

than to talk—rather trim a fig tree than

write a poem about it. He preferred

production and mere business to any dec-

orative processes as it respected himself

or his city. We should look in vain

among these Roman folk for that socia.

bility and effusiveness which distin-

guished the Greeks of the same age ; and

among the latter—moving by quick im-

pulse—we should look in vain for that

austerity and inasculine force which

constituted the predominant elements

in the character of the former.

Chapter LVIII.—Social Estate ok the Romans.

UT we must now pass

from the consideration

of these bottom facts

in Romar life to ex-

amine briefly the social

structure of which the

man of Latium was the

masterpiece. At the first he found him-

self a member of a womanless society,

whose chief business was robbery. If it

had not been womanless, the robber

characteristic would have been less pro-

Roman society nounced. One of the er-

lil^.a",!,"^''.',";.. rors against which the stu-
lence and rapac- t>

tty- dent of history must always

be on his guard is the giving of the

modern meaning to words expressive of

the conditions of the primitive world.

He must remember that to have been a

robber in early Latium was to be a good

citizen. In this, as in all things else, the

law enters that sin may abound. This

is to say that in an age before property

rights are recognized and expressed in

the forms of law, robbery is merely the

taking of the objects of desire, and the

act is devoid of that criminal character

which condemns it in well developed so-

cieties. The beginning of all states is

violence. History knows no other origin

for the improved condition of mankind
than sheer force. At length the rectify-

ing processes of morality set in, and vio-

lence gives place to established customs,

to law. Old Rome simply struggled out

of barbarism by taking from others like

herself the resources which were neces-

sary for her sustenance and growth. Of

a certainty, the methods were violent;

but they were also necessary.

As we have said, the Western surf of

mankind, tumbling on distant shores, has

always a great preponderanceof male-life.

We discover this condition in Latium,

and legend has preserved the not wholly

improbable storv of how the Relation of char-

deficit of womanhood was '^^^^iZ'^.^f^'

first supplied. The .Em-id ^ society.

furn ishes nogood picture of thewoman of

primitive Rome. It is the pictured page

of Livy, so far as writings are con-

cerned, from which we may best deduce
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a trae outline of the female character in

the primitive age. There is a strange

correlation between the domestic moral-

ity and the chance preponderance of

women and men in human societies;

that is to say, of societies in the primal

stages of their development. It might be

supposed that in tribes where men are

largely in excess there would be great

violence done to the purer sexual in-

ROMAN TVIE, IKKSERVED IN WOMAN OF UFI-IZI.

Drawn by Faquier, from an ancient engraving.

stincts ; that there would be virtually a

reign of force along every frontier whfere

the population is mostly composed of

men. The counter supposition would

also seem to hold; that is, that in socie-

ties where women are largely preponder-

ant in numbers the purer and more
delicate instincts of sex would pre-

vail, to the extinction, perhaps, of all

infractions of the better laws of life and

action between men and women.
Neither of these hypotheses is verified

by the facts; but exactly the reverse.

Thefvontier It is along the edges of the

:l\eshSh. progressive movements of

est sentiment, population, far on the

outskirts, that the highest virtues of sex

are engendered and maintained. The

chivalrous and exalted sentiment of man
for woman, which has such an urgent

force in the evolution of a pure society,

blossoms in full beauty among those

rough and stalwart communities that

tumble tumultuously on the edges and

confines of states.

Even in the New World we have seen

this law constantly illustrated with the

progress of the "White races illustration of

across the continent. It '!;^.!.'mV^!.„osocial conaitiona

will, perhaps, be denied ofAmerica.

that the frontier always expresses the

highest opinion of woman. It will be

claimed that the chivalrous instincts

which the stronger experiences for the

weaker creature have been well pre-

served in the older communities of

America. But the denial and the claim

may not be allowed. The fact is that

in America, as in Europe and every-

wliere, the adoration of woman has been

at its height with the advancing wave.

Under the blue shekinah of the cabin

smoke in all the Western valleys she

has been worshiped ; and it is the truth of

history that among the rude, boisterous,

quarrelsome, and lawless Californians

who opened the Sierra gold mines at the

middle of the century the name and the

recollection of woman were divine. It

was so among the hardy and reckless

pioneers of primitive Italy; and we may
easily discover the reasons why the .sex-

ual relation under these circumstances

had a strength and permanence which

it had never before attained in antiquity.

We come, then, to consider those con-

ditions and phenomena in the primitive

society of Rome which
Rude virtues of

were based on the relation the primitive so.

r ., rr<i cietyofRome.
or the sexes. 1 he prepon-

derance of the domestic life in the Ro-

man race is well known. It is a fact

which has been remarked by all writers

since the beginning of critical inquiry in
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Europe, and it has not ceased to attract

the attention and admiration of mankind
everywhere. It is now twenty-six and

a half centuries since the founding of

the city, but the social institutions of

the Romans, those institutions which

they left on their own decline to the

care of literature and the hands of the

Catholic Church, and which, by the lat-

ter have been disseminated amonof all

ROMAN MARRIED PAIR—TYPES.

Drawn by P. Beckcrt.

Western peoples, still abide with little

diminution of strength. It was in Italy

that man could first truthfully say, Ego

sum donii—" I am at Home." The fact

called Home had its first existence in

the country between the Apennines and

the Tyrrhenian sea. Here it was that

the difference between aman's //^/.f^and

his Iiomc was first recognized. The
Oriental nations knew it not. Shem
had not found it. Ham had not discov-

ered it in Arabia or Africa. The bril-

liant Greeks had had no more than a

glimpse of the possibility. In the

earlier ages, as we have seen, the ex-

panding germ of a beautiful private life

was set in Hellas; but with the growth

of politics and the creation of civil in-

stitutions woman lapsed, and the do-

mestic tree withered and died.

It may seem strange that in a country

whose first great citv was
.

' Evolution of
founded by the twin .sons home and msti-

/. » r 1 tution of family.
of jiars and a

Vestal virgin—in a country

Avhose first wives were taken

by treacher}- and outrage

from a friendly neighbor-

ing people—the first actual

home known to men should

be created ; but the fact re-

mains. We have seen in a

former book that the house-

building and home-making
instinct was inherent in all

the Aryans. The history

of Europe and America is

a running commentary on

the workings of this in-

stinct ; but it was in Italy,

in the Roman state, that

the sentiment long prevalent

in the race first became an

objective reality, taking the

form of an institution.

The institution was the

family. As to the origin and nature of

the family a vast deal has been said in

exposition and controversy. The fact is

that it was created by the Roman race.

By that race it was borne north, east, and

west to the confines of the existing civili-

zations. It was planted among the con-

quered peoples. It was impressed as a

fundamental fact upon the Church of

Rome. It became, in the hands of that

Church, an article of faith and an instru-

ment of propagandism. Before the

downfall of the empire it had taken so
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deep root in the structure of Europe as

to constitute henceforth the bottom fact

in civil society, and that relation it has

ever since retained.

It has been claimed by many writers

that the home principle and the family

Semitic peoples as its result Were given to

to°rVofw'e"" l"-^tory by the Semitic na-

ideas. tions. The assertion is

totally incorrect. The Semites held, in

common with the other Orientals, to the

Eastern manner. There was not a sin-

gle branch of the race in which polyg-

amy was not the prevalent system.

Aramaeans, Elamites, Hebrews, Assyri-

ans, Arabs, all held to the clan or pa-

triarchical form of organization, and the

multiple marriage of the man was the

dominant custom amciiig them every-

where.

With the j^rogress of the Aryan race

across Europe from the East the Orien-

Homeandmo- tal usagc gave Way. We are

able to discover something

of the causes of the new
order of things in Greece and Italy. In

the latter country the old conditions

had been so far left behind as to permit

the institution of a new order. That

new order was a complete system of

domesticity revolving about a home
founded on the monogamic relation and
resulting in the great fact called the

family. In outlining this change from

the Eastern to the Western form of so-

ciety we are again in danger of draw-

ing the sketch with too much exactitude.

It must not be understood that sexual

lawlessness and license di.sappcared in

Italy, and that a new ideal state aro.se

instead of polygamous marriage and
clan organization. It is only meant
that a true domestic form, capable of

becoming institutional and permanent,

here took the place of the ancient Ori-

ental development of .society, and that

nogamy a cul-

mination of
West Aryanism

the home, as that word has been under-

stood among the Western nations, first

appeared in the country and under the

conditions which we are here consider-

ing.

The social foundation of the Roman
race was a terrace of three platforms.

The lowest and broadest The thre'e ter-

of these was the i^ais.
races of the Ro-

o man social

What the gens is in ethnog- structure,

raphy we have already explained in an-

other part. It is a natural phenomenon,

and was not by any means peculiar to

the structure of the Roman race. On
top of the gens was laid the Fainilia,

or that division of the gens which em-

braced the group of kin.smen who bore

a common name—that adda/name which

we will presently explain. The third

stone in the social platform was the /;/-

dividual; and he also was designated by

a term; but in tliis instance the term

was peculiar to him.self, discriminating

him from all other members of the fa-

inilia. To the lowest platform was

given a definitive epithet called the

Noiiicn of the gens. ,The .second layer

was designated by the Cognoincn, or

family name ; while to the third plat-

form, representing the individual, was

giv-en the PrcvuoDioi, or individual name.

The gens constituted a part of civil so-

ciety, but the familia was purely a social

phenomenon. It wa.s in the familia that

the evolution peculiar to Roman society

took place. It was the relations of the

familia on the one side to the semipoliti-

cal organization of the gens, and on the

other to the individual member of so-

ciety, that constituted the element of

unity and strength through the whole

structure of Rome.
We are here to consider the familia.

First of all, and es.sentially, it was a fam-

ily in the identical sen.se in which that

word is used among modern nations.
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The family was the core of the familia.

There were very few features in which

the Roman family, or cen-
Bource and de- . '

. .

veiopmentofthe tral part of the familia, was
Roman familia. -,.r<- . r ,^

Qiiierent from the corre-

sponding fact in all of the nations which

have adopted the Roman law as a part of

their system of jurisprudence. In process

For the present this added element,

this dependent part, may be omitted

that we may consider the The famUy prop-

Romanfamiiy.orhousehold --/-^-^^^^

pi"oper, so called. In this ^^'p*

monogamy was the law. The bottom

principle was single marriage, generally

dictated by the affection of the parties.

1NTERC;UUK.-.E OF THE SEXES.—Scbne Between Cesar and OtiAvjA.

of time the family drew to itself quite a

retinue of folks that have no representa-

tives, at least in the democratic countries

of modern times. In monarchical and

aristocratical societies, as for instance in

a country where a peerage exists, we
have a dependent retinue associated with

a noble family and constituting a phe-

nomenon quite similar to the familia of

the Romans.

Prudential and political marriages be-

came in course of time common facts

in Rome, but they were never the preva-

lent order. In the times of the repub-

lic, could we look down from the some-

what elevated platform of history to so

common aftd universal a fact as courtship

between the sexes, we should find it to

have been in Rome essentially such a

process as to its forms and sentiments
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as we behold in the communities of the

present day. The young men of Rome
and the Roman maidens made love to

each other after the manner of rational

beings; They sought and won each oth-

er's affections, and in a great majority of

instances the attachment was sincere and

enduring. Perhaps we might look in

told plainly that the thing said was un-

derstood and appreciated.

In Roman society the sexes were,

in many respects, on terms of equal-

ity, and there was much Disparagement

honorable freedom of in- 25,^:'!'^*}}!matter of tho

tercourse. In one respect praenomen.

the girls were disparaged as compared

'f^W—iti—1
":iiS^vN\NVK. i.

kuMAN SIlCIKTV.—Thk HiiLsk Piiii.osoiiibk.—Drawn by W. rricdrich,

vain for the refinements of sentiment

which have prevailed since chivalry and

knighthood gave their impulse to liu-

ropcan society ; but the Roman courtship

was not devoid of sentiment. The school-

boj's and girls of the republic wrote sig-

nificant things to each other in the wax
of their laljlcts, and the answering blush

M.—Vul. 2— 17

with their brothers and lovers. That

is, they were denied the przenomen, or

individual name. They were given the

nomcn of their gens, and ivcrc then

numbered, Vr'vax'a., Secunda, Tertia, etc.,

according to seniority. That is, the

daughters of Marcus Antonius would be

called Anlonia Prima, Antonia SceunJa.
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and so on to the youngest. The sons

would be given each a prsenomen, or in-

dividual name, Marcus, Caius, Senipro-

aius. Thus much of the ancient discrim-

ination of the East against womankind
was preserved even in the state of Rome.

We have remarked upon the freedom

of woman from her girlhood as one of

the elementary conditions of Roman
societv. The Roman mai- Roman girls

den went freely from her rtfeVs°thls;'

house on visits to her Preme thing.

friends, to school, or into the streets if she

chose. From the primitive times she

was taught the beauty and dignity of

sexual honor. Here was the kernel of

the whole matter. Here was that bottom

fact out of which the domestic and home
life of the Roman race grew to so great

perfection. The maiden of Rome, and

her lover as well, were taught from child-

hood the sacredness of sex; and owing

to the instinctive susceptibility of the

race m this regard the lesson struck home
and became a part of character.

The young people of Roman families

intermixed with each other, constituting

a "society" in almost the modern sense

of the term. There were cir- comparative

eles of friendship formed
^^^e'^n "oJi^aT

on the principal of free se- intercourse,

lection. Over it all the .stern parents

retained their prerogatives, biit at the

same time conceded a large liberty. The
opportunity of social intercourse be-

tween the sexes was not much abridged

by the authority of the father and mother.

The young people sought and found each

other's company and became acquaint-

ed in almo.st the identical manner of

modern times. Courtship was much the

same then as in the Europe or America

of to-day.

The Roman lover and his sweetheart

were permitted to walk together in pub-

lic. It was expected that each Avould

wear the newest and best garments which

could be afforded. In pub- , „ ..• Rules ofgallant-

lic places, as at the circus ryasoutuned

and the theater, the youth ^ ^

sought the upper seatsbypreference, from

which they might look down upon the-

scene. Such assemblages furnished man}""
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opportunities for gallantr)'. The over-

^varm Ovid, of a later age, gives some
half-humorous but not indelicate direc-

tions to the lover as to how he shall ad-

vance his cause when he sits by his lady

in public. "Take thy seat," says the

poet, '
' beside the fair one, as close to

her as thou canst, for which the stretched

cord ' gives thee an excuse ; then begin a

familiar conversation, for which the play

affords an eas)^ opening ; applaud when-

ever she applauds ; take care that she is

not incommoded by the knees of those

who sit behind her ; arrange her cushion

;

take up her mantle if it falls ; place the

stool under her delicate feet, and fan

her if she be too warm." Nothing im-

proper is seen in all this. The little

drama is natural enough. It might
answer, without modification, for a scene

in a Parisian opera house or at a country

festival in America.

The period of youth was brief in prim-

itive Rome ;
particularly brief with the

Rule of early maidcus. They were mar-

pUcTt^omf""- riageable at the age of

""o"' twelve, and it was thought

that to be single after seventeen was to

have been neglected. In so far as the

parents of the lovers determined the

business of marriage, they generally fol-

lowed, as we have .said, the well-known

preferences which the young folk had
.shown for each other. In the earlier

times and among the rustic population

the marriage was exceedingly informal.

Indeed, there were many conditions un-

der which it had no form at all, the par-

ties simply becoming hu.sband and wife

because they would. Out of this natural

.selection, which was presently recog-

nized as valid by the common law, the

institution of marriage took shape, and

'The "stretched cord" was the only division be-

tween one se.-it and tlie next in the sitting circles

of the public buildings of Rome.

was afterwards decorated with ceremo-

nies; but it was never painfully smoth-

ered under the flummeries of the East.

The main fact always stood forth. The

union of the parties was the principal

thing to which the officialities were sub-

ordinated.

When Roman society had become reg-
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ulated in its methods, the wedding was

an occasion of feasting and hilarity. The

Formautiesof parents of the bride, accord-

da^^the'*'"^
ing to their abundance, pro-

pronuba. vided supplies of cloth-

ing, jewelry, and furniture as their

daughter's dowry, and the parents of the

bridegroom did even so for him. The
two homes of the parties were decorated

for the wedding, and the relatives were

invited to witness the ceremony. Green

boughs were plucked down to adorn the

inner walls, and if the house had become
ambitious to the extent of columns, they

were wreathed with garlands. The an-

cestral effigies were brought out, as if to

look down upon the means this day re-

peated for the perpetuation of their race.

The bride was adorned by the mother.

The headdress was according to the old-

time custom. The white toga was taste-

fully folded about the majestic form and

a scarlet veil fastened in the hair. The
pair to be wedded were led to the altar

by a woman called the proiuiba, whose

office it was to conduct the ceremony, A
sacrifice was offered, and the wedding

was completed with a banquet.

Afterwards the pair were conducted,

with music of flutes and the singing of

gay songs, to the bridegroom's home, al-

ready prepared for their re-
Bridal proces-
sion, and fiction ception. On reaching the
ofthe new home. i ., i -j ^door the bride must

anoint the lintels at the entrance with

perfumed oil. She must also twist

woolen fillets around them. And when
these little offices are attended to, she

\

must herself be carefidly lifted over the

threshold; for a delicate superstition
,

declares that for her to stumble on en-

tering her home is an evil omen. vSo

she is borne into the house by the at-

tendants.

As the Roman state became great and

strong; as the society of Rome parted

into castes; as the commons became
plebeians and the patricians arrogated

to themselves the preroga- Deterioration of

tives and responsibilities :t:r"ndi:the
of the government, the empire,

weddinof ceremonies among the latter

departed from the simple type and be-

came a somewhat elaborate religious

process at which ten witnesses must be

present to hear the vows of the parties,

to witness the signing of the contract,

and to record their personal testimony

of the event. It is in evidence that in

proportion as the primitive purity of the

institution gave place to such formality,

the fidelity of the parties became less

conspicuous, and in the times of impe-

rial luxury it could no longer be boasted

—as it had been in the simple ages of

the republic—that for five hundred

years Roman society had not been scan-

dalized with a single divorce. Already,

however, in the last century of the re-

publican regime the old and tenacious

bond had been dissolved into laxity, and

both Cato and Cicero repudiated their

wives and took others on the score of

personal advantage.

Among the patricians the demoraliza-

tion went steadily on until the old land-

marks were totally oblit- Divorce made

erated and license and -^^Xm^
caprice set in. Still, the society.

monogamic principle held sway, and in

the midst of innumerable marriages, re-

pudiations, and divorces, the /r/«ir///i' of

single marriage was maintained in its

integrity. Disgrace came in like a flood

upon the domestic life of the Roman
people, and that which had been the

simplest and purest society ever thus far

developed among men grew into a so-

ciety of almost absolute license. We
speak here of the sanctity and purity of

the marriage estate. This at length

came to be broken with impunitv. "Men
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put away their wives at will, for all rea-

sons and no reason at all. Hardly a

whim was needed to exeuse the perpetu-

ally recurring separations of husband

and wife. Every caprice of fancy, every

suggestion of interest came in as a self-

ish justification for the breaking of the

of husbands had reached tivcuty-ilircc,

and it was found that the last of the

list had himself had twenty-one legal

wives! No more forcible comment
could be offered upon the civil and po-

litical condition of the Roman state than

the citation of this shockiny fallino-

I'ATKICIAN DUMESIIC LIIE.—Toilet of a Kiiman Lauv of Rank.—Drawn by A. dc Couitci

marriage relation. In the early years

of the empire the tie of husband and

wife was so easily snapped that even a

tvoman might break it when she would.

A case is recorded in which one lady

had eight husbands, all legally enough,

within a period of five years. Another

continued her separations until her list

away of the institution of marriage

imder the empire.

In one resjjcct the old law and princi-

ple of the Orient continued to prevail

among the Romans. The wife in the

earliest epochs was completely subject to

the husband. This is said especially of

the marriage relation among the pa-
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tricians. A patrician's wife was virtu-

ally his property. He had unlimited

power over her, extendingf
Rights of the ^

.
."

married women even tO \.\\C JUS VltiC lliClS-

ome.
^^^^^_

—

^^^ right of life and

death. This was the ancient theory

of formal patrician marriage. In

process of time, under the wholesome

sentiments of the Latin race—we
speak of the Old Latins—the princi-

ple was abandoned, at least in prac-

far that a reaction set in, and a strenu-

ous effort was made, even under the lead-

ership of CatO, to force the Effort oflater

women of Rome back again j:^,terhrfo?.

under the authority of mer estate,

their husbands. Cato, as a politician, had

yet to learn that primal law of history,

that in the evolution of mankind, men,

institutions, social phenomena, ncirr go

back into their old condition. As well might

the effort be made to compel a watch

—

IK I ri.S OF THE ROMAN WOMAN.-ViRGiNiA in the Forum.

tice, and the Roman matron gained a

legal recognition of her rights. .She was
conceded at first the right of property

and afterwards the right of her person

in exemption from her husband's control.

She obtained the right to inherit from

her parents and to hold her goods apart

from her husband's. The marriage por-

tion which came with her was her hus-

band's, always and absolutely.

In the later age of the republic this

emancipation of woman had gone on so

if such thing is thinkable—to run back-

wards and to record an inverted calendar

of the hours as to attempt to reverse the

foi^ward movements of the human race.

Under the social condition above de-

scribed, woman in the early ages of

Rome took on a character Heroic charao-

formodcstyandvirtucwith- [^.^f^^^^r*
out a parallel in any other -women,

primitive race. We need not accept as

true the inspiring traditions which "the

Romans themselves have preserved of
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the heroism of their wives and daughters

in the early ages; that is, we need not

believe that such examples of imsuUied

beauty and virtue were actually witnessed

in the primitive days in Latium; but we
must accept the sentiments expressed in

the traditions, and the sentiments are

as good as the facts. Xo ancient story-

teller or bard invents a fiction which is

absiird in the estimation of those to whom
he recites it. On the contrary, the prim-

itive legend or poem is a transcript of

the things accepted and admired as true.

We are thus brought to the conclusion

that the heroism and beauty and spotless

deaths of Virginia and Lucretia were

real. It may be that the actual villainy

of the Tarquin and A2:)pius Claudius was
drawn for the occasion ; but the ideals

exist. The ideals at least were real.

They were in the Roman race as a part

of its constitution. The ideals were ap-

plauded as the noblest and purest ex-

pressions of primitive womanhood. We
know thus much in any event, that such

women as Virginia, who was .slain by her

father, and Lucretia, who took her own
life to .save her honor, were possible in

that ancient .society—not only possible,

but probable ; for the Romans believed

in them, fought for them, poured out

their blood for them like water, wor-

shiped their memory.
The student of history Avill be per-

plexed to know from what source such

Derivation of the high and beautiful types of

female character could be

deduced in an age .so bois-

terous and rough close on the confines

of the prehistoric days. He must re-

member thi.s—a thing already explained

above—that Greek civilization had per-

meated Southern Italy; that beautiful

cities and polite arts were known in all

the country south of Latium and around

on the western coast of Campania long

high character
ofmaid and
matron.

before the times of which wc are speak-

ing. He must remember that the culture

and learning of the Greeks had pene-

trated Latium, that the Greeks had be-

come already the schoolmasters of the

Latini and afterwards of the Romans

;

that the Latin towns accepted this for-

eign intellectual fact, and that even in

the countryside schools were instituted

at an early age. The women of primi-

tive Rome received nearly the same in-

struction as did their hu.sbands and broth-

ers; and this form of culture in the

school and the home blended with the

robust virtue—we speak now of domestic

virtue—tending to form those beautiful

types of womanhood which we discover

in the remote horizon of ancient Rome
It should be remarked respecting the

Roman women that their occasional ap-

pearance in primitive history is nearly

always in connection with some crisis in

the state. The woman shared with the

man that intense patriotism The women of

of which we have spoken f^rh^fcfvli

above. .She was keenly dangers,

alive to the vicissitudes of her country ; for

the destinies of her home and her family

were involved with the fate of her country.

So in times of emergency the highest spir-

its woidd come forth for the inspiration

of the helmeted warriors who stood be-

tween Rome and her foes. Nearly ev-

ery apparition of the Roman woman in

the early ages is under some such cir-

cumstance of distress, and one need

only open Livy to note the salvation

which she nearly always brought.

There is a sen.se in which the woman
was the guardian angel of the ancient

state. Even in the case of salutary influ-

the struggle of the Romans Tr/onuo™
and Sabines, the one for the violence,

retention and the other for the recovery

of the stolen virgins, the latter become
the mediators and peacemakers between
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the contending tribes. The mother of

Coriolanus saves the city and loses her

son. If Tarpeia proves recreant to the

faith and honor of her country, she re-

ceives the merited punishment, is crushed

under the weight of the Sabine shields,

and her memory made infamous by the

giving of her name to the Traitors'

sister's whim, stand between him and his

duty to native land? Her reasoning

extends only thus far : Curiatius was my
lover, honorable and true. My wicked

brother has gone forth beyond the Tiber

and killed my lover. I hate him for this

hateful deed. We can see the inevita-

ble result : Horatius, hot from his fight

SPIRIT OF THE ROMANS—Death ok Cokiolams.

Rock. Sometimes we see the struggle

between patriotism and love in the

breast of woman. The three Horatii go

forth to save their country. Two of

them are slain, and the third returns

victorious. His sister, Horatia, upbraids

him for having killed her lover, one of

the Curiatii. It is more than he can

stand. Had he not defended his coun-

\.vy} and should mere human love, his

with his enemy, slays his sister on the

spot

.

And the .sequel still further illustrates

the condition of that old society. Hora-

tius is brought to trial for his rash deed

and is condemned to death, how Horatius

So says the sober judgment te^^JZl ac-

of the .senate and the quitted,

court. But he has the right of an appeal

to the people. He makes the appeal and
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is exculpated. For the father, the old

Horatius, appears on the scene and de-

clares that if his son had not slain his

sister for her weakness and perfidy he

would have done it himself ! ]\lark

well that half-savage society. It is still

violent from its recent emergence. In-

deed, it will never be other than violent,

even at its best estate. But it has in it

could not do other than love her countiy.

Her oldest son goes forth to espouse the

cause of the suffering common people

and loses his life. She gives him up as

a sacrifice. Then the other goes forth,

greater and stronger and more prudent

than the elder ; but she knows well that

his life is imperiled in the cause. Shall

she command him, exhort him, to desist?

.MUNUMl.NT TO Tin: liORAlII AND 'lllli CL KIATU.

such strength and virtues as we should

hardly find elsewhere in the ancient

world. ^

A stmggle like that in the breast of

Horatia—the conflict between that fidel-

Exampiesof itv which would save and

amot, Rj^aT that patriotism which must
women. destroy the household

idols—is present many times in the later

womanhood of the republic. Cornelia is

the daughter of Scipio Africanus. She

Shall she lose her all and be left to ir-

remediable widowhood, she, the daughter

of Scipio? This is her letter to her last

son. In it we discover the terrible con-

flict in the mother's heart : "Is there to

be no end of the madness in our house?

What is the limit lobe? Have we not

cause enough for siiame that we have

plunged the state into confusion? To
me nothing seems nobler and fairer than

to take vengeance on an enemy wlien
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this can be done without bringing rain

on our own country. But when this can

not be, then far better that our enemies

triumph than that our country suffer."

If we could rightly grieve over the

mpvements of history, if we could feel

Natural grief rational sorrow over that

dJnt'of R^an g^cat Scheme of human af-

society. fairs in accordance with

which the drama of this world has been

so tragically enacted, if it were right

reason to wish that the affairs of men
and nations in times past had been

other than they were, then, indeed, we
might be pained—feel anguish even to

tears—over the decadence of human so-

ciety in the last century of the Roman
republic and the first century of the

empire. Rome had passed through the

stages of freedom and glory, and had
come to the stage of luxury and license

and animality. As we have hinted

above, the transformation which we
here contemplate was essentially social.

The political and 'civil and historical

falling away of the Roman state fol-

lowed hard upon the falling away of

those ancient robust virtues from which

the renown and strength of the race had

been derived.

Having the nature of a social change,

the domestic part of Roman life felt

Woman carried first the pang of trausfor-

udl^Ktlcai m'-vtion. This is to say that

depravity. the beginning of the fall,

the germ of it, was very near the life of

woman. Her character as the conserva-

tor of virtue and mother of patriotism

lapsed. As a rule, the Roman woman
was borne along on the tide of the po-

litical changes which had set in in the

later republic. The stream flowed from
the Erie of broad and placid republican-

ism to the Ontario of imperialism ; and
the coiirse was by way of the rapids and
the cataract

With the approach of the Caesarian

revolution the domestic integrity of the

Roman people gave com- The last great

pletelyaway. It should be women of Rome
I -f J strive to save

noted with admiration that the state,

for a considerable period the great wom-
en of the last days before the catastrophe

were an impediment in the course of

ruin. Julia was the sister of Caesar and
the wife of Pompey. She was a medi-

MARCUS BRUTUS.
Drawn by G. Theuerkauf.

ator between them, and while she lived

the two rivals for the dominion of the

world could hardly use their swords

across her majestic body. Her influence

was the cement of the first triumvirate,

just as Octavia, sister of Augustus, was
presently destined to hold together that

second three whose break-up marked the

ascendency of the one—the Caesar. For

Octavia was the wife of Antony, and

until she was cast off b_\- that reckless

reveler she was able, by holding the

hands of her husband and her brother,

to keep the precarious peace. After this

we catch a glimpse of certain republican

women who, like their husbands and

political friends, would fain have stayed
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Cleopatra as a
type ofthe im«
perial 'women.

revolution.

the course of history and prevented the

inevitable. Such was Junia, sister of

^larcus Brutus, slayer of Great Julius.

Such ^vas Arria, -wife of Caecina Psetus,

and such was Fannia, wife of Helvidius

Priscus—both of whom in

the times of Claudius and

Xero sought to rekindle

the republican fires in the

cold ashes of Old Rome.
It may well surprise us

to note the conspicuous

fissure of woman moving^

among the

shadows of

the imperial

We have just

seen how Julia and Oc-

tavia were almost as im-

portant in the drama as

were their husbands and

brothers. Across the
^lediterranean, and far

to the east, rose another

strange and powerful fe-

male figure in that last

and greatest of the Greek

queens of Egypt— Cleo-

patra. Her character par-

took of the times. She

was not worse than many
women in Rome— only

abler and more skillful

and cunning in that reck-

less and lascivious fence

at which the R(Muan gen-

erals were playing for the

mastery of the Mediterra-

nean kingdoms. Three

of the most distinguished

Romans of that remark-

able age fell under her influence. It

was to her that Pompcius fled after

Pharsalia; but assassination stood be-

tween. Julius came and saw and was
conquered; but he broke out of the

snare, not because he was not ensnared,

but because ambition was the dominant
passion, and he must away or lose. Xot
so Marcus Antonius, who but for that

du.sky image of the Nile might have

been the Caesar of the future instead of

Octavianus. The latter also came, but

he was a cold, calculating, apathetic soul

over whom beauty had no power and

passion no advantage, lie went away
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as indifferent as when lie came, choos-

ing the world instead of the woman.
If we would note the true condition

of the principal society of Rome in the

days of the incipient em-
The family of .

"'

, , ,

Augustus typi- pirc, wc need only look at
e age.

^^_^^ family of this cold and

calculating- Augustus. He first divorced

his wife Scribonia, and then took Livia,

consort of Claudius Nero, for his wife.

This heartless intellectual effigy of wom-
anhood was the match of him who gained

her. Her whole career as empress of

Rome was a treasonable intrigue to se-

cure the succession of her own son by
her first marriage as against any and all

the members of the Augustan House.

She it was Avho induced Octavianus to

drive his daughter Julia into exile,

though the causes in her conduct for

banishment were sufficiently aggravat-

ing. The empress succeeded in ridding

the household of all competitors, and

compelled the emperor in his old age to

acknowledge Tiberius as his successor.

Desperate was the condition into which

Roman society now fell. Human na-

ture is capable of development both up-

Heightand Ward and downward from

the common level. The
same nature is susceptible

of this altitude and depth from the nat-

ural horizon on Avhich he was fixed at

birth. In its application this princi-

ple leads to astonishing results. The
character which was most intense as

an example of a given virtue becomes
most intense as an example of the

opposite vice. In material chemistry

it requires but a slight change and
recomposition of the elements to con-

vert the most bland and innocent sub-

stances into the rankest poisons of

the laboratory. The presence of a

great vice or a great virtue in human
character generally implies the possibil-

depth of the de-
velopment of the
Romans.

ity of the opposite extreme in the same
person or the same people. The fact

that primitive Rome—republican Rome,
Rome in the scale ascending from the

barbaric state of the Latin ancestry to

the height of victory and power—was

the best exponent in all ancient history

of the home virtues, the best exemplar

of domestic fidelity and of a sound

social state based upon the relations of

man and Avoman, is strangely enough

the index and possibility of exactly the

opposite in the future career of the

same race. As high as the Roman
character in the earlier ages rose above

the level in respect to domesticity and

social purity, by so much did social

Rome, after the reaction from glory and

luxury had set in, plunge downward
into the abyss of infamy. The depth

to which she descended was as profound

as the height to which she had raised

herself was sublime.

No description may fairly picture to

the understanding of modern times the

nature and extent of the obuteration of

social degradation under «-j;j;;;^-<^

the imperial regime. No virtues.

page in ancient history is more gloomy

and polluted, more saddening to human
hope, more spectral with its tinges of

blood and its shadows of horror than is

that which contains the story of the so-

cial life of the Romans under the Caesars

and their successors. It was, so far as

the private life of man was concerned, a

dark and revolting epoch, in which there

was sensuality without refinement, lust

without relief, and violence without dar-

ing. Even the old-time courage of the

race fell away from the manly contest, the

sharp slaying of the sword, to the igno-

minious feuds of night and the stealthy

stab of the dagger. The virtue of the Ro-

man woman became a bauble. The very

name of it was a mock on the lips of ad-
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venturesses and courtesans. Notiiing' but

the tremendous framework of that gild-

ed imperial system was able to maintain

above such a mass of crime the sem-

blance of social grandeur and political

power.

Turning from Roman high life, from
the life of the Caesarean court, from the

recesses of the palace and the marble halls

Common people of villas, to the outdoor life,

cureVndct:;up. the common life, the coun-
tionoftherace. try life of the Romans, we
might hope to find the maintenance of the

old-time virtues; butour hopes are disap-

pointed. The disease was general. One
may easily perceive that the poets and
historians of the empire had lost all faith

KM I'EROR TIUEKIL S.—T V li;.

Drawn by G, Theuerkauf.

in the integrity of man, and especially in

the virtue of woman. Ovid does not hesi-

tate to declare that every Roman woman
had her price. This was not true. It

was a poetical sarcasm. There were still

faithful wives and virtuous sisters and
sweethearts who kept themselves un-

spotted in the times of imperial corrup-

tion and gaudy vice. But the general

tide set the other wav. Even the coun-

try home was poisoned. Marriages were
contracted and dissolved at the will of

the parties ; and the efforts of an effete

senate by means of law to counteract the

evil were made the subject of ridicule.

The early marriage of the primitive

Romans was now postponed till kite in

life, and even to this celibacy came in

as a professional method of Postponement

indulgence without the re- l^t^^rffte-"
sponsibility of the family, pra^ty-

If we may trust the chronicles of the

times, it came to pass that the Roman
women, descendants, as they were, of

those ancient matrons whose name and

virtues have become memorable in all

lands and languages, spent their time in

planning and acting abominable in-

trigues, the repetition of which would be

offensive to the ears of modern times.

Above it all was that thin veneer of hy-

pocrisy which human society in its epochs

of decadence and disgrace is prone to

cover itself withal, as if unwilling to

recognize and acknowledge its own de-

praved practices and degenerate features.

To heighten the evil conditions which

we are here depicting, the freedom of

the life of the woman of Freedom ofRo-

Rome came in as a concom- TZ7^ToZr'
itant circumstance. She downfau.

had never been a creature of restraint.

In the days of her supreme virtue—those

ancient days when the fame of the race

was achieved—she had been a law unto

herself, an example to the world, because

she chose to be. As we have said, the

Roman women went freely abroad to all

public places. They shared with the

men in festivals and banquets. They
went ujDon the promenade and were

borne in their palanquins by slaves

through places of fashion. They sat in

the open porticoes of villas and addressed

their friends in the passing crowds.

They went to the circus and theater, and
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at length behaved in the great crowds

assembled there with the recklessness

and abandonment of men of the world.

The women shared with men the al-

most insane passion of the Romans for

public spectacles, especially the excite-

ments -of the combats and the struggles

of the arena.

We may perceive the gradual harden-

ing of the woman-soul under these influ-

ences. It is in evidence that the Roman
The soul of ladies of the licentious era

^H^e^'andthr" ^^'^^e as much exhilarated

circus. at the sight of the life-and-

death struggles in the amphitheater as

were the men themselves. They ap-

plauded and cheered and wagered their

money on the gladiatorial combats and

races with utter recklessness and aban-

donment. From the perverted gratifica-

tion of their pride and passion they turned

at length to popular admiration as a source

of pleasure. They sought to draw to

them a miscellaneous crowd of admirers

who might follow them from place to

place with that insane devotion which

such conditions are likely to evoke.

The prime lad}- of the hour fled from

the circus to the watering places on the

coast onlv to be followed by
The suitors fol-

"
.

iow vanity to the her throng of .suitors. Aot
watering places. .1.1 1 . .

that she cared to accept,

not that she cared to deny, but merely to

be admired and flattered. All the male

dihttanii of Rome followed in the wake

of the accomplished and crafty women
who led them thither and yon as though

they were their suites. It would appear

that not many of even the alleged states-

men and philosophers and soldiers of the

day were free from the common in.sanity

and its consequences. Only now and

then, and under peculiar circumstances,

did a flash of the old virtuous light shine

out of the heavy shadows of dissolute-

ness and depravity.

It is .said that in the time of the An-

tonines a peculiar insanity took posses-

sion of the women of Rome to introduce

into their homes what was known as a

house philosopher.' He was a salaried

person, whose business it . ,^
.

Advent of the
was to teach the domina in house phiioso-

the matter of abstractions, '^
^'^'

and, if possible, to supervise her princi-

ples and conduct by a sort of authority

of right reason. At this time the coarse-

brained Romans had undertaken the

study of Greek philosophy. Of course

the refinements of those abstruse and

wonderful systems of thought which the

Greek mind had evolved were too much
for the understanding and application of

the Roman race; but they essayed the

task and talked philosophy after the man-

ner of men.

It was the vanity of the times, and the

women became infected with the popular

vice. The house philosopher had the

freedom of the Roman home, and took

what license he woiild in the way of lec-

turing the self-willed and reckless beau-

ties of the establishment. Primarily,

his business was to teach them philoso-

phy; but he must also answer the sum-

mons to read to the mistress from what

manuscript soever she might call for,

and also to assist her in composing and

sending out her epistolary effusions to

her friends, her relatives, her suitors.

It was his function to supply her with a

certain modicum of intelligence and

learning which were requisite as a part

of her equipment in the flashy and aban-

doned society of the day. To this end,

he was much in the company of the

domina. He must attend her when she

went abroad in the cit}'. If she jour-

neyed down to Bai:e, he must have his

place with the servants and care for the

'See page ante 257.
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paraphernalia of the mistress. Apart

from his intellectual superiority and the

necessity of his office to the lady in her

social drama, the house philosopher was
only a species of foil for her humors and

caprices.

It is in evidence, however—such is

the variety of human nature—that many
Roman women of the period actually

sought rest for their disturbed spirits in

pied their time with it for a season,

and found some relief from the wasting

follies and vices of the time.

It was at this juncture that the Ro-

man mind began to reach out for some
new religious doctrines to Roman mind

take the place of the old. would find ref-
•T uge in Syrian

The latter were now virtu- religions,

ally abandoned. The restraints under

which the Romans had been placed in

WATKRING Pl.ACKs Ol' THE R( ).MANS.— Day of I'.Al.t, ttnil Ri I

the philo.sophy which had become the

fashion of the day. They sotight to

ihe better think, to occupv thcir time,

IZZ^^:Z '-^i^d, perhaps, to still their

pi»y disquieted consciences

with contemplation of the subtleties and

mysteries of an intellectual system. It

may not be believed that the Roman
ladies, any more than their husbands,

were able to grasp the profound things

of the Greek philosophy; but they occu-

the early centuries of the republic by

the sanctities and injunctions of their

religion had now relaxed. In common
with the other mockeries, the mock-

ery of the old religion had risen from

the deep and sat grinning in the circus,

at the carousal, and in the portico of the

villa. In fact, ancient Rome had passed

away—all but the race whose vigor

seemed to survive the destruction of in-

stitutions and the transformation of all
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social forms. The conquests of the Ro-

mans had now made them familiar with

the religious systems of the East. Asi-

atics had come to Rome, some in cap-

tivity, others by adventure, and liad dif-

fused a knowledge of the degenerate

forms of Syrian Semitism. Baal and

Astarte were known in the Capitol. Isis

and Osiris were fashionable on the Aven-
tine. Aye, more; Moloch and Priapus

were heard of in the temples of Jupiter

and Minerva. "With

this knowledge, too,

much of the revolt-

ing ceremonial of

the East had come
along. Rome caught

at the infection as

an inebriate might

clutch at the fiery

bowl.

We may not know
to what extent in

\
the break and fall of

the old religion—in

the ruins of that

mythological system

which the Romans
had accepted as true,

and by which their

religious instincts

had been directed

—

the new sorcerj' of

Egypt, Syria, and

Asia Minor per-

vaded the society of

the empire ; but it

was certainly intro-

duced and culti-

vated. It became

one of those ever

varying insanities

which played in the

kaleidoscope of im-

perial Rome, chang-

ing color and fonrt

with the passing

epoch. The Roman
women were more

led off by the mys-

ticism of these foreign religions, by what

they promised to do for their blinded

and groping inner nature, than were
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the men of Rome, dulled as they were

by dissipation and rendered indifferent

•Woman leads in bv the hazards of perpetual

ofE^t:?™- insurrection and the perils

teries. of foreign war. It was a

part of that general fact, the greater

susceptibility of woman than of man to

reliijinus innovations and propaQ'andism.

the Eastern religions which had been

imported into the country. Then it was

that corrupt priests and priestesses out

of Egypt and Syria came to Rome and

plied their calling. Then it was that

strange altars, with stranger fires upon

them, were lighted in the Eternal City.

Then it was that nroics, to which the

bl.AVKS CARKMNi; TIILIK MASI KK I.N 1111, I ;AKUKX .—Dr.iwn I.y P. Killer.

Being woman, it was impos.sible that her

better nature .should not in certain indi-

vidual cases and under peculiar circum-

stances revolt against the licen.se, the

ruin, and debauchery of the social system

prevalent around ; and in .such times of

reaction the woman-soul tried to satisfy

itself with the my.steries and novelties,

even the ob.scuritics and immoralities, of

Aryan race had hitherto been fortunately

a stranger, were enacted in the darkness

of the Roman night, in which the jaded

imperial spirits of Rome—men and

women—.sought to drown lliemselves

into oblivion of the horrors that were

the order of the day.

We may well be surprised to note the

fact tliat in the midst of this ruin of tlic
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old estate of Rome, the forms of society

and of social intercourse were measurably

Depraved so- preserved. It is but anoth-

oM forms of^
^^^ ^t illustration of the persist-

intercourse. ency, the immutability, of

custom. If we glance, for instance, at

the manners of the household, their

forms of address and salutation and

courtesy, the terms employed in do-

mestic intercourse, and what may in gen-

eral be called the habits of the family,

we shall find that the same had not been

much changed since their establishment

in the republican epoch. One may
read the familiar letters of Cicero and of

other writers of the century in which he

flourished, or of the first century of the

empire, and will find the same forms

employed as of old. The Romans recog-

nized all the family relations in their

address. The father said. Mi fill, " my
son," in addressing him. Sometimes

he used the praenomen, sa^ang, ]\Ii

Marce, Mi Scribonic. ilore frequently

the gens name was used, "My Julius,"

"My Tullius," "My Cornelius," etc.

The same method was extended in ad-

dressing the daughters and the other

descendants and kinsmen of the family.

In reverse order, the sons and daughters

addressed the parents, recognizing their

relation of fatherhood and motherhood.

Nearly always in later writing the term

cants, or " dear," was added, much after

the manner of modern times. It is not

needed to elaborate these hints of family

intercourse and courtesy. The style

was maintained through the age of

imperial corruption, and it was well-

nigh the only plank of the great ship of

the past which was preserved and clung

to in that boisterous, bloody sea.

We have spoken above of the symp-
toms of reaction which occasionally ap-

peared in the age of imperial license.

Further on these symptoms became

more pronounced. About the middle of

the second century there was an actual

reform instituted a social Favorable reao-

reform-in which not in- '^^:^:^,,T
deed the pristine condition nines,

of Roman society, but much of its es-

sence and virtue, were recovered from

the Avrecks with which the world had

been distressed under the Caesarean re-

gime. We speak here of the age of the

Antonines. Marcus Aurelius sought dil-

igently to reinstitute the virtues of the

Roman race. In doing so he was but

the exponent of his times. Men rarely

hold other than exponential relations to

the age in which thev live. As the con-

dition is, so is the ruler. He does not

make it ; he finds it. Perhaps he modi-

fies it : for the agency of the individual

man, especially the man in power, is

able to accomplish thus much—nothing

more.

If we look into the literature of the

Aurelian period we shall find the in-

fusion of sentiments which Literature of

would have excited ridicule pe^iod[ndr

and scorn in the preced- cates reform.

ing century. It is evident that the

purer form of social and family life had

been recovered, and that it was prac-

ticed, cultivated, praised. Terms of

tenderness, of conjugal fidelity, of

praiseful regard for virtue, of hopeful

aspirations for a nobler personal life, are

abundant in the correspondence and

dramatic literature of the age. Nor
have there been wanting many writers

who have assigned this partial restora-

tion and recovery of Roman virtue to

the influence of the Christian teachers,

who had now become common and influ-

ential in the Roman state. It is said

that this influence again found its first

vantage and fulcrum in the Roman
woman, through whose sensitiveness to

religious teachings the new faith worked
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its way up from the lower classes among
whom it was first disseminated, till it

finally reached the palace and the

throne.

Another aspect of Roman society pe-

culiar to the times of imperial splendor

Later Romans ^vas its attempt to satisfy

toGreekcST-""" i^^^^^ ^^'^^^^ things Greciau.

tire. This is said more par-

ticularly of the Greek language, which

was imported into Italy and became the

fashion of the day. It was at first cul-

tivated by the upper classes of Romans,

senators, and men of the

patrician rank. These

learned Greek in order to

acquaint themselves with

the history, the institu-

tions, and especially with

the statesmanship of Hel-

las. It became customary

for the leading Romans
to send their sons into

Greece to complete their

education. The thing

done was after the man-

ner of modern times.

The young man of one

country is sent to the

university of another land

whose learning is reck-

oned more varied and

profound than the cul-

ture of the home country. It came to

pass at length that the education of a

young patrician was disparaged at Rome
unless he had had the Grecian finish.

Corinth and Athens were the principal

seats which were visited by the Roman
youth of theiipjjcr classes in their search

for the intellectual refinements which
they could not procure at Rome. All

this led, in course of time, to the large

interfusion of Greek culture in Italy.

At the first, the vulgar Roman con-

querors of the second centtiry B. C.

brought home the learned Greeks as cap-

tives and commanded the service of their

intellects much as they
Affectation of

might have employed a Greek extends
r • .J I.- 1. ii. to all classes.
foreign steed which they

had purchased in Cappadocia. At a later

time, after the hardships of conquest

ceased to be felt so keenly in Greece,

scholars and philosophers of that land

came of their own accord into Rome, and
were mtich sought for their learning and

didactic abilities. As we have said, the

republican senators and patricians of the

Ko.MA.N .-.(.miun.iKi.s—Tvrts.

Drawn by P. Beckert.

old order availed themselves of these cir-

cumstances to learn Greek and to be-

come imbued so far as practicable with

the philosophical speculations of the

Greek race.

At length this fashion fell to the

women. Roman ladies began to study

Greek and to make it a pastime. It was

the proper thing for a patrician's daugh-

ter to be able to address her lover in

Greek, and to say to him the polite little

nothings of courtship in that refined

tongue of multiform inflections and
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lij^lit-winged particles. Those ladies

who could not master the language as a

whole did so in part. They obtained at

length a smattering of Greek, and be-

came capable of mispronouncing Greek

phrases and of interlarding their con-

versation with Hellenic tidbits which

they perhaps did not understand. It

was the fashionable and ignorant woman
of an American city talking adulterated

and fragmentary French to a company
of fops and dandies.

It is not our purpose in this connection

to trace the course of Roman .society

downward through the ages of decline to

its final plunge into bar-
Transformation

.

^

of society into barism, or to note the tedi-
mediaeval type. , i • i ^ ious processes by which the

social forms of the Goths and those of

Roman Italy were intermingled in the

production of that mediaeval society

which feudalism inherited and ultimate-

ly sent to the Crusades. The careful

reader, however, will have discovered in

this sketch, taken as a whole, the ele-

ments of that dangerous and wicked con-

dition peculiar to the institutions of Italy

in the Middle Ages. Roman society,

properly .so called, drew itself into the

towns with the approach of the barbari-

ans. There a strenuous effort was made
to preserve the old urban activities of

the race. It was a long time after all the

country parts had fallen under the do-

minion of the Gothic invaders before the

cities yielded to the impact and the

northern tides rushed in.

The amalgamation then ensued out of

which the mediaeval Italian character

issued. The SOCietV which Medieeval Ital-

sprang up at length was l^^^^^anTeu-

very different from that of tonic,

the Teutonic conquerors of Italy and

also very different from that of Rome

:

but on the whole there were more of the

ancient Roman features preserved in

the new order of things than there

were Teutonic features imposed upon

it. It is not impossible to discover even

at the present day among the Italians an

occasional glimpse of the majestic form

and countenance, the haughty manner,

the imperious will, and even the audacity

in action peculiar to the great ancestors

of the race, the men and women of the

republic and the empire.

Chapter LIX,—Cx^jlture axd Develof^mext of
the f'eof'le.

N the foregoing sketch

of the social life of the

Romans, we have thus

far kept close to the

sexual relation as the

foundation of those
phenomena which we

have delineated. AVe have looked at the

strictly domestic and family life of the

people, in those aspects of the same

which were peculiar to the Romans.

Alongside of the evolution which we

have thus traced from the germinal

state to the expansion and decay of the

social tree, many other forms of devel-

opment were coincident. We have not

thus far said anvthing. The inteUectuai

except- in passing, "of the itl^owttof
Roman schools and other social forms,

means of mental and physical discipline.

There was never a time in the history of

the race when the Romans felt that insa-

tiable intellectual hunger which impelled

the Greeks to activity. The Roman
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mind was heav^', colossal, dull. Indeed,

it would be hard in the whole domain of

ancient history to select two facts more

strongly contrasted than the intellect of

the Greek and that of the Roman. Ncv-

WuniNG IMi'l.EMEM.S.

Drawn by C. Reiss.

ertheless, there was a certain measure of

mind-power displayed by the man of the

West.

We should look in vain in Rome for

those gymnasia and other schools of en-

The Romans larged and rational train-

syttem "Z"*^
^ '"? "^^ich belonged to even

schools. the earlier periods of the

dreek career. But in course of time the

Romans sought the school as a means of

bringing their sons to citizen-

ship and their daughters to the

estate of matrons. There were

old Roman schoolmasters who
gathered the children of certain

families and taught them as a

means of livelihood. They were

not a respected class of citizens.

The references to them in earlier

Latin literature are generally

sarcastic. There are hints that

the primitive pedagogy was the

dernier resort of eccentric and

impractical spirits who were in-

capable of living by any other

means.

In the first centuries of llie repub-

lic there was no system of schools.

Private enterprise was left to supply

what the public had neglected. In manv

instances the school was conducted in

the family. Perhaps the children of ad-

jacent households were school began

drawn in by the master and po^^UsTfthe
taught with those of his pedagogue,

patron. When the private house was

not sufficient to accommodate the band

of youth thus gathered, the pedagogue

sought an open roof or some colonnade

near by, and there delivered his in.struc-

tions. There also he administered his

punishments, which were as frequent

and severe as the spirit of the austere

age in which he lived. The bastinado

was freely laid on the naked backs of all

offenders, and the power of the rude

master was next to that of the patcT'

familias.

Sometimes these private schools were

conducted in the open streets, in little

recesses and squares which the exigency

of building had produced.° ^ No school build-

Never in old Rome were Ings; sexes ed-

^. i 1 1 1 -1 1 ucated together.
there any reputable build-

ings specially devoted to education.

Nothing like an enlarged gymnasium.

SCENK IN KOMAN SCHOOL—THE UASTINADO.

IJrawn by C. Rciss.

college, or university was thought of in

those ages of war and physical conflict.

As we have said, the sexes were inter-

mingled in the schools, and there was
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liltlu distinction either in the curricnlum

or the discipline based on the fact of

sex. It may be said that up to the time

of the contact of advancing Rome with

the Greeks, and until the culture of the

latter began to be absorbed, either from

Magna Graecia or from the home coun-

try itself, no such thing as higher cul-

ture was known among the Romans.

SENECA.

F'rom Visconti*s IcOHOgraphic Romaine,

It came to pass, however, as we have

seen above, that the Greek was imported

„ , ^ to supply the want of intel-
Greek teachers j. i ^

succeed the rus- lectual acumeu in the West,
tic pedagogues, -jx iHe came as a pedagogue.

Perhaps he was also a slave. But his

abilities were soon recognized, and he

became thenceforth, even to the down-
fall of the empire, a necessity to the cul-

ture of Italv. There thus arose two

clas.ses of teachers in Rome. The first

class was composed of those rustic em-
pirics whose rude methods had instilled

into the primitive Roman youth what-

ever they knew of letters and numbers.

The second class was made up of the

imported element, who were really men
of ability and learning. These soon

gained a great reputation at the expense

of the former

class. The com-

mon teachers
were despised

and treated as

menials ; but the

Greek instructors

and lecturers of

the imperial age

were many times

held in the high-

est esteem.

In this age dis-

tinguished Ro-

mans had them-

selves acquired,

doubtless in the

first place by the

aid of Greek in-

struction, the dis-

cipline and
knowledge and
methods of Hel-

las, and applied

them as profes-

sional peda-
gogues might do

in their own country. Many names of

illustrious Romans belonged by profes-

sion to this class of teach- Roman profes-

ers. Yerrius F 1 a c c it s

taught the _
of Augustus, and received for his services

a great salar}'. He was able to dictate

to the emperor that his instruction

should not be limited to the Augustan

princes, but be extended to his whole

sors also are
known to his-

grandchildren to^y-
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body of pupils alike, the princes in-

cluded with the rest. Seneca was the

tutor of Nero. Quintilian taught the

nephews of Domitian, and Apollonius

was the .'nstnictor of Marcus Aurelius.

All these names have honorable places

in the intellectual history of Rome.
In the Roman primary schools were

taught reading and \mting. It Avas ex-

The primary pcctcd that evcrv yoUth,

reTa^Tokthe ^oy or girl, should learn

grammar reef. thus much of letters. Next

came grammar. The Romans at large

were never a nice people in the matter

of accurate speaking. The scribblings

of the young folk on the walls and

porches of their houses have left many
evidences of the reckless grammar which

they employed. Nor is it likely that

the old teachers themselves were wiser

than their kind in the science of lan-

guage. With grammar tlic student

entered the higher learning. Now he

fell under the instruction of some Greek

master or his assistant, and wfis taught

rhetoric, logic, mathematics, and finally

philosojjhy—whatever that word may
mean.

Of all these branches, the Roman
mind took to rhetoric most kindly. The
Popularity and rhetoricians were in great

rnc"es'S^ vogue in the city, and to be
oric. able to speak rhetorically

was a high achievement in the estima-

tion of the forum. .Here we may see

again the great difference in the acute-

ness and good taste of the Greek mind
as compared with the noisy exuberance

of the Roman. It is undoubtedly tnie

that in all the nations of modern times

which have taken the bottom principles

of their jurisprudence from the Roman
law, and from the mediteval schoolmen

the beginnings of an educational sys-

tem, the bombast and fury and cITul-

gence of public speakings and writings

bear witness to the Latin origin of such

phenomena.

Oratory may be said to have been :i

part of the Roman system of public af-

fairs. It was the only b; .anch of educa-

tion for which anv provi- ,Importance at-
sion was made by the state, tached to eiocu-

In the last century of the
'°"*" °^^ °^'^'

republic and under the empire there

was a statute for instruction in Greek

and Roman oratory. There was always

special stress laid upon the elocutionary

art ; and so far as the management of the

voice is concerned, it may be conceded

that the Romans excelled most other

peoples. The construction and man-
agement of the periods was carefully

attended to, and for this business, as we
shall hereafter see, the Latin language

offered special encouragement.

Besides oratory proper, the young
patricians were drilled in the classics.

This branch included a studies ofyoun-'

study of Greek and Roman ^^^eeSuage
authors, particularly the cultivated,

poets. The works of the latter were

critical!}'- read under the ear of men
who were certainly prepared to judge of

the Hierits of such productions in an age

when their beauties had not as yet been

obscured by lapse of centuries and the

interposition of strange tongues bab-

bling on foreign shores.

It w-as the wont of young men who
were expected to engage in public life,

as all young patricians might be sup-

posed to do, to commit largely from the

poets and orators; and the public speech

of the senate house and the forum was

always largely interlarded willi quota-

tions and applications of the writings

and orations of the masters. If the

young man was ambitious to excel, as

many were, he learned to speak Greek

with facility and doubtless with some

approach to vernacular purity. From
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the rostra and in the discussions of the

senate house many passages and even

whole orations were delivered in Greek,

and were sufficiently understood to meet

the requirements of effective argument.

The language of the cynical Casca

throws a beam of light on the usages of

the last days of the republic:

Brt//iis.—" And after that he came,

thus sad, away? "

Ctisca.—"Aye."

Cassiits.—"Did Cicero say anything?"

Casca.—"Aye, he spoke Greek."

Cassiits.—"To what effect?

"

Casea.—"Nay, an I tell you that, I'll

ne'er look you i' the face again : But

those that understood him .smiled at one

another, and shook their heads; but,

for mine own part, it was Greek to me."
We have remarked above iipon the in-

timate interknitting of society, properly

Division of the SO Called, with the civil

.^rS^rSt^fnt ancl political structure of
into patncians -i

andpiebians. Rome. .Still following this

clue, we come now to note a few of

what may be called the general .social

aspects of the Roman people. Straining

our vision till we discover the moving
figures of the dawn, we observe at the

very first a division of -the Romans into

two great social classes. These were

the patricians and the plebeians, the

privileged order and the common peo-

ple. For centuries together the rela-

tions of these two bodies con.stituted the

subject-matter of civil hi.story in the

state. At the very first the patricians

were the whole populus Romanus, It is

an instance of what is known as the

nobility of priority. The nobility of

wealth and the nobility of office are

social phenomena of a later date.

Among all ancient peoples the claim to

rank was instituted on the ground of

priority. " We were here before you

were; this land was ours before your

coming," was the foi-m of the assump-

tion expres.sed in language. This is the

first method which men adopted of as-

serting a political legiti-
. ^ Ancient claim of

macy as against the doc- rank on ground

trine of violence,which they ° p"°" y-

are all anxious to disclaim. Even barbaric

tribes are not willing to admit that their

rights in a certain locality where they

have fixed themselves are based upon
violent occupation. Yet it is true that

their rights—even as the rights of all

—

have such origin, and no other.

The first attempt to avoid the open de-

fense of such a claim is to assert priority.

The populus Romanus claimed to be the

true Roman folk whose fathers had built

the city, planted the state. Thepopuius

They were native and to the ^^ITto ^rgLi
manner born. In early possession,

times their claim was put forth modest-

ly, as is .shown in their names of />a(res,

fathers. They were merely house-

fathers, the goodmen of the colony. In

a few generations, however, patres came
to express much more ; to signify that

aristocratic order in whose hands the

government of the state was lodged.

No sooner was the city founded than

a second folk began to be gathered by

accretion to the true pop- First gathering

ulus. Other colonists came ^'"ett~d'
in who could not claim the city.

the .same rights as the originals. The
organizers of a corporation in modern
times do not admit the sub.sequent

stockholders on the same basis with

themselves. The populus Romanus had

gone in on the ground lloor, and all

after coiners must be at/ached to the

primary body. Meanwhile neighbor-

ing cities were conquered, and new ele-

ments of population were drawn from

this source. Not much further on, foi*-

eign war began by its agitations to bring

increments into Latium, to Rome.
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Many, indeed, were the sources from

which flowed the streams of this second-

ary and subordinate population called

the plcbs, or common people.

The instincts of the Roman race were

such as to intensify a distinction of this

sort. Never in the history
Beginnings of

, . , ^ ,

'

the straggle of ot mankmd did an order
social classes. ^ i. i -iiof men contend with more

persistency and determination and, in-

deed, savage ferocity for the mainte-

nance of the rights claimed by their

rank than did the patricians of Rome.
On the other hand, the discrimination

was felt most keenly by the plebeians.

From the earliest epochs they saw them-

selves disparaged in everything, and

from the first they began to reach up

and to claim an abatement, a relaxation

and abrogation of the restrictions, the

removal of the impediments by which

they were debarred from the full rights

of citizenship. Here in this social con-

dition were laid the foundations of that

inevitable struggle which continued

through centuries, and never reached its

decisive and final issue until Julius

Ciesar trampled the old aristocracy of

Rome in the bloody mire of Pharsalia.

We here notice only the social aspect

of this great question. "With the proc-

Conditions lead- CSS of time the pride, the

l"ft'o°yof?he' arrogance, the power even
plebeians. of the patricians became
fortified more and more in the traditions

of the race and in all the precedents of

Roman history; but at the same time

the plebeians constantly increased in

number. The disproportion between

them and the patrician order became
greater and greater. As we have seen

in the Commons of England, wealth

grew in the lower order. Adventurous

plebeians, by commerce and adventure,

became rich, and the pride of vulgar

wealth was .set up against the pride of

pauper aristocracy. This increase oi

the money power in the lower order of

Roman societywas perhaps the determin-

ing factor in its ultimate triumph over

that illustrious aristocracy whose rank

dated back to the founding of the city

—

aye, before the founding of the city; for

it is claimed in the Roman traditions

that Romulus himself had to face the

problem of the patres and the plebs;

that they were already in a state of be-

ligerency at the time when the warborn

whelp killed his brother for leaping over

the walls of his city. Space does not

offer here for tracing out the nature of

the conflict, even from the social side,

by which the lower order of people was

carried forward to final victory over the

nobility. It was essentially a struggle

of the plebs to become populus Ro-

manus, to reach an equality of privi-

leges with the patrician rank, and par-

ticularly to share the public offices and

have a part in the distribution of the

folkland, or common domain, which the

Roman state was constantly gathering

by conquest.

The next aspect of Roman .society as

it presents itself for our consideration

was clientage. The word
Rise of client-

is derived from an old age ; philosophy

T ,• 1 • /• • <« i of the system.
Latin word signifying "to
obey ;

" so that the primary idea in the

relation was obedience. It can hardly

be doubted that this relation was first

instituted between the feeble and de-

pendent plebs and a member of populus

Romanus, patrician father. If, as we have

seen, the term patres and populus signi-

fied at first the same social fact, we may
easily discern how humble would be the

first increments of plebeian society.

Newcomers to Rome would be glad to

attach themselves to any pater whom
they could induce to look upon them with

favor. There would arise in such cir-
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cumstances a primitive, voluntary com-

pact by ^vhich the stranger, helpless

and dependent, would be bound in cer-

tain respects to the patrician who took

him under his protection.

Modern society is not Avithout its ex-

amples of such situations. They arise

Recurrence of naturallv. There is always

tas^c'eT/oT"''^ a drifting and vagabond
modern times, element in civilized coun-

tries, passing from place to place and

ment made between the dependent and

the patron in Roman clientage.

Paironiis was the name by which the

superior party to the compact was
known. Client was the Namesandparts

name of the inferior. The tJ^^^^^^^
house mother, an aristo- ^ge.

cratic lady, was Matrona. According to

the Roman theory of society she stood

for the patronus in his absence and ex-

ercised his prerogatives. To the first

.

—
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poi^ulus. Any rich man of any rank

might become a patron, and any pcr-

The system ex- SOnS of the lower Ol-dcVS of

^omt tt ftu-
society might attach them-

daiism of Rome, selvestohimin dependence.

Patrons themselves of the smaller sort

might become clients of some greater

patronns. In fact, the whole of Roman
society was involved in the system

which was, in its full development, not

dissimilar to the vassalage and lordship

It was intended that the clientage

should give the patronus social impor-

tance. His rank among his fellowrnen

—we speak not here of civil rank—was
determined in large measure by his

client following. To have many clients

was to be distinguished in society. To
have few was to be obscure. On the

other hand, the patronus had social du-

ties with respect to the clientage. They
had a character in society which he must

l.AWVI l< AND CMl'.ST.—Tn

of that feudalism which was destined

afterwards to take possession of the

countries onee dominated by Rome.
In the system of Roman clientage we

sec again the interlocking of private and

Clients must public life. Part of the

;rterna°pub^uc- 'l^ties which the clients

service. Were expected to render to

the patroni were private, and a part

wci-e public. Soirte of the obligations

were simply social, and others again

were political, civil, juridical.

E Sri Ltv.— Dr.*wn by W. Friedrich.

support and defend. The terms which

we here employ to e.xpress the interde-

pendence of the two parties are too exact

and modern for the facts to which they

refer. The relations of the clientage

and the patroni were loose and in some

sense voluntary. In course of time the

law came in to define and regulate the

intercourse and mutual obligations of

the parties, but tlie system was never

exact and definite as would have

been the case if clientaue had been
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purely a civil institution rather than a

social.

The manner and method of inter-

course between the parties to this pe-

culiar compact have been many times

Manner of the described. The client was
intercourse be- ^ member of the famil-
tween patronus
and cUent. ja, but he was attached to

the familia, more particularly to its

head, as an outside dependent. The
principal social obligation resting upon

him was in the matter of that indefinite

fact called respect. He must show re-

spect to his patronus. The tie was per-

sonal. It was considered an evidence

of social importance that with each

morning the clients of a given patron

should visit his residence. This act was

a part of that respect which must be

shown to the superior. The visit might

be brief. Punctuality in this regard

was stimulated by the daily distribution

of what was called the sportula, or dole.

This was the allowance of provision, or

money in lieu thereof.

The client was by no means .sensitive

in these particulars. He accepted any-

thing that the rich familv
Mutual duties '

and obligations had to contribute to his
ofthe parties. ,j. tt i i ^i-

welfare. He took up the

cast-off clothing and accepted the re-

jected food from the table of the lord.

It was not allowable, however, for a

client to make the morning call upon his

patron without having attended to the

formalities of .society. He must put on

his toga and make him.self presentable.

Otherwise it was not respect. The rule

requiring daily attendance upon the

patron was inexorable. Any neglect in

this regard broke the relation. From
these mere social aspects of the question

the duties at once rose to a higher plane.

If the master were going into the forum

to deliver an oration that day his clients

must all attend. They must be near

him during the delivery of his speecn

and applaud to the echo, doing every-

thing in their power to create a favorable

impression as to the merits of their mas-

ter's endeavor. Perhaps he was going

to the court. Possibly a cause of his

own was on trial. He must be attended

thither by his dependents. Their pres-

ence in the court room gave influence

and character to him whom they fol-

lowed and a favorable bias toward his

cause. In all this we see once more

that compactness for which the social

' and civil structure of Roman society was

so noted. It Avas interwoven in all its

parts. After some centuries it will re-

quire the long and dreadful debilitation

of vice to weaken this structure suffi-

ciently that even the Goths may rend it

asunder.

In the system of clientage there was

much that was abject and degrading. In

fact, there were points of
^

^ Degrading innu-
vieW from which the cli- encesofthesys-

, . , tem of clientage.
ents were not far removed

from slaves. Any infraction of the rigor-

ous rules which determined their conduct

subjected them to loss of place. They
were treated with many indignities. In

the gray dawn of morning, through

blasts of bad weather, they must make
their way to the outer porch of their

patron and there stand shivering until

his lordship should at length appear to

bid them good morning. Meanwhile

they were jeered at by the .servants of

the house. Internally, they were sub-

ject to all jealousies and rivalries which

men of their class might feel. It was a

great point to be first to attract the mas-

ter's regard on his coming forth. To be

occasionally invited by him to sit at the

lower end of the table when supper was

served was a mark of .'^pecial distinction.

As a rule, the crowd was dismissed aftei

the salutations of the morning had been
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interchanged ; but if public service were

required, then the dependents must be

in readiness io follow at the nod of the

patrons—an abject, miserable life, con-

comitant shadow of that brilliant and

showy patrician life of which old Rome
was boastful. In such strongly con-

trasted conditions of old Roman society

lay dormant the fruitful seeds of disso-

lution and death.

Chapter LX.—Si^averv axu the Famiui^.

BOVE the horizon ap-

jicars the crouching

form of the slave.

Sla\-ery was known
c\-cn in primitive
Rome, but it was not

a prevalent system.

It required successful war to bring in

the captives requisite for the slave

market. With the increase of prop-

erty, and especialh' with the appear-

ance of luxurious and licentious tastes,

slavery became popular, and slave la-

bf)r was .substituted for free labor in all

the principal vocations of the Romans.

Origin and prev- As the republic became

vTj'^^l'n'rt,,^ vast and powerful the tidevery among the ^

Romans. yf captivcs was swollen to a

flood. Thousands were poured annu-

ally into Rome and were bought for a

trifle. Great foreign cities were taken

by siege and their whole population

brought into Italy for sale. The inhabit-

ants of Numantia and Carthage were thus

indiscriminately sold in the slave auctions

of Rome. That which was an incidental

and personal traffic at the first became
at length one 'of the principal branches

of commerce. The slave trade was or-

ganized as a business in all parts of

the empire ; and it is a mocking com-

ment upon the transformations of an-

cient history that the island of Delos,

mythical birtliplace of Phoebus Apollo,

god of light and music and art, became

under the dominion of Rome the chief
M.—Vol. 2— 19

seat of the slave trade of the Alediter-

ranean.

There wei-e two great branches of Ro-

man industry which were prosecuted by

means of slave labor : ag- Kinds of slave

riculture and mining. This L?""/,^"!™^"^ ner of the serv-

division constituted the '^e.

basis of distinction between the rural

slaves and the scrvi urhani, or urban

slaves. In the great cities also the serv-

ile class grew numerous. The house-

hold work of the Romans, done of old

time by themselves, was remanded to

slaves, and the retinue increased till it

was not an uncommon thing for a wealthy

citizen to have hundreds of these abject

creatures in his service.

While performing their duties—we
speak here of service in homes—the

slaves were forbidden to speak or to com-

municate with each other. An overseer

called the siUntiarius, or silencer, was ap-

pointed to watch over the horde and keep

them in order. There was a class, how-

ever, called the Venice, that is, slaves

born in the sendee of a given master,

whose privileges were somewhat en-

larged. They, were permitted to con-

verse, and this relaxation of the .stress of

servitude acted, as usual, in the manner
of a vent through which the loquacity

and .scurrilous impudence of the Vernse

were poured forth into a sluice.

With the growth of the .servile class

degrees of .skill appeared, and the slaves

were .separated according to their abil-
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kinds and
classes of
slaves.

among slaves

;

the nomencla-
to-

ities and craft. An analysis of slave

labor for the various departments of

The principal home industry was made
out and legalized. The
porter of the mansion was

called the Ostiariiis. It was his business

to attend the door, and there he was

frequently chained to the lintel. The
care of the atrium was allotted to the

Atricnsis, while the inner chambers

were kept by the Ciibictilarii. The
storerooms in the basement were in

charge of the Ccllarius, while the names

Oniatriccs, Cosiiictce, and Untorcs were

assigned to tailors, bathers, liairdrcss-

ers, etc.

Some of the slaves became craftsmen,

Degrees of skui and manufactured for the

Roman family nearly all

articles of domestic use. In

such instances the skill of the operative

was monopolized at home. His work-

manship was not offered for sale, nor

was he looked upon as a profit-producing

artisan. It was one of the odd spectacles

of Roman society to see a slave called

the Nomcnclator standing beside his

master in the porch, running with him

in public, and telling him perpetually, in

a low tone of voice, the names of citizens

which the overfed lord had forgotten.

For such was the business of that jxxrtic-

ular servant.
'

In speaking of the Iranic Aryans, we
!

have had occasion to remark upon their

Cruelty among c-xccssive cruclty. Thcrc
!

lace^rpfnicu- ^^''-^^ ^"^ element of this, of
'

lar examples. hcartlcssncss, of viudic-

tiveness toward those who were in their

power, among all ancient peoples; but

in certain cases these qualities came out

with unusual severity. Wc might ex-

pect, h priori, that the great warlike

nations would be most cruel. Doubtless

war aggravated the instinctive harsh-

ness of some ancient pefiples, but

the characteristic was in other respects

ethnic and instinctive. The Iranians,

in their historical development as Medes
and Persians, were conspicuous among
the Eastern Aryans for their cruel dis-

positions. The Indie races were, as a

rule, the gentler folk. Perhaps the war

blasts of nature, the strong contentions

of the material'world, had not so much
affected the mental and physical consti-

tution of the races who were developed

in the valley of the Indus and the

Ganges. We shall have occasion fur-

ther on to note the reappearance of

cruelty in its intensest form among
some of the Semitic peoples, notably

the Assyrians and the Jews.

Looking at the Western Aryans, the

bad distinction of most cruel must be

given to the Romans, and The Romans

the quality has flowed down ^rueTy to
"^ ^°'

with the blood of the slaves,

race imtil it is a conspicuous trait

among nearly all the Latin families of the

modern w'orld. We speak here of the

disposition of the Roman toward his

slaves. He had over them the potcstas

vitce mxisquc. He might destroy them

with little fear of bad consequences to

him.self. They were his. The ancient

theory of war made them so. His right

extended to all manner of punishments.

If all the tortures inflicted by Roman
masters upon their .slaves could be dis-

played in a picture, the world would be

appalled at the scene. The Roman
.slave might be tortured merely to ex-

tract evidence from him in legal causes

wherein he was merely a witness. A
slave fugitive became a wild beast in

the estimation of .society and before the

law. He was hunted down and taken

by any means and every means at the

disposal of tlie master, and when caught

he was branded or put to death by cru-

cifixion or other horrible torture, at tho
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cruel caprice of his owner. It was no

infrequent thing to bind fugitive slaves

hand and foot, to carry tlicm to the hills

and expose them to have their eyes

pecked out by birds of prey, and to be

eaten alive by wild beasts.

The horrors of human slavery ! The
soul revolts at the sight of the specta-

Horrorsofhu- clc ! Of all the awful and

rmeiforltlng' grief-working phenomena
features. of suffering human society,

whether in barbarian ages or the civ-

ilized epochs of history, nothing com-

parable with this dark and malignant

shadow has rested upon the landscape

of life, poisoning and corrupting all

fountains of love and hope, dropping its

upas mildews on every blossom and

fruit of happiness, making the world a

desert and a hell.

Out of such a fact as the slave system

of Rome all abuses would naturally

arise. We should expect to see the ob-

literation of human lineaments in the

relations of masters and slaves. Strange

it is, however, that the system had its

alleviations. These were discoverable

in part in the occasional generosities of

individual character, and at a later time

in the relaxations of the severity of

Roman customs and laws.

This is but another example of that

universal fact of deducing from given

Danger of de- historical premises too

large a conclusion. The
beginner in historical in-

quiry is ever prone to apply the Aristo-

telian syllogism to human affairs, and to

gather therefrom a series of deductions,

some of which are greatly too wide and

others greatly too narrow for the actual

facts of history. For a long time the

mind is perplexed, embarrassed, almost

angered with this disparity between

actual conditions as they occur in the

world and the conditions that on<rht to

ducing too large
conclusions in

history.

have occurred according to the prin-

ciples of logic. Indeed, history might

almost be defined as the illogical science.

In such definition it is by no means
meant that events do not correspond

exactly to their antecedents. The trou-

ble lies deep. The antecedents are

never fully apprehended. They are ap-

prehended in soiitc of their leading fea-

tures. The historical vision being

imperfect, these leading features are

taken as a complete expression of the

data, and are combined in premises.

From these, as we have said, conclu-

sions are drawn according to the rules

of logic, and the latter are presently

found to be wide of the facts.

From this consideration all true his-

torical inquiry becomes a process of

rectification between loo^ic-
. Historical in-

al deductions and actuali- quiry a process
,. T i -i. i 1 J of rectification.
ties. Let it not be under-

stood that there is in this condition an

element of caprice. The imperfections

of human knowledge are such that his-

torical premises are never complete. If

they were complete, and if right reason

were applied in their management, then

logic and history would lead to the same
results; but so long as they are incom-

plete and erroneous in statement it will

be true, as Guizot has said, that logic is

tortured by history—by which he means
that the actual affairs of human society

never correspond with rational expecta-

tion.

These reflections are world-wide in

their application to human slavery. The
system has always had in slavery mitigat-

it the sum of horrors; that 17„^;jSrof
is, potentially. But in all masters.

ages and countries it has been alleviated

by individual goodness and the advanc-

ing enlightenment of society. It has

always been ameliorated by the pre-

slave condition of many of the peoples
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who have been given into bondage. It

is true that in Jiundreds of instances the

actual condition of slaves under servi-

tude has been for a time and in special

circumstances better than in that other

state from which they were taken.

In Rome these alleviations were seen

here and there. The household slaves

Special aiievia- grew Up with the children

:i^r„g the RoT "f ll^'-' f'-iniily. '-^"d the lat-

""^s. ter, by the laws of human
nature, became attached to those who
cared for them in infancy and youth.

Afterward, when the Roman boy reached

citizenship, the old ties continued be-

tween him and his favorite servants.

The .same happened in the case of slave

women. It should be noted, however,

that man-slaves among the ancient na-

tions were always greatly in excess. It

.should also be ob.served that such was

the condition of society as to discourage

slave breeding. The absence or in-

frequency of that horrid fact was an-

other alleviating circumstance. It was

cheaper and easier during the ages of

ancient warfare—and all ages were ages

of warfare—to bring in new adult cap-

tives, adult but yoiing and vigorous,

than to bear the expen.se and endure the

delay of breeding them from infancy.

Still anothei- circumstance added to the

ameliorating conditions. The captives

were frequently the equals of the Ro-

mans in abilities, culture, civilization.

Sometimes they were greatly superior.

Those that were brought out of Greece

were, as we have seen, the schoolmas-

ters of their masters.

It might well amuse, if it did not in-

struct, the modern inquirer to look into

Gain to the ^ Roman family of good

:Lrsr::Xfpr estate in the la.st century
rior inteihgence. of the republic, and to ob-

serve the relations of the master and his

slaves. Most of the Roman nobles had

a doctor, each of his own. The physi-

cian was a slave. Doi:btless he was a

Greek. A closer investigation of the

ca.se would show that this Greek family

physician was a quack. Me had the wit

and craft of his race, and he turned his

intellectual abilities to a good advantage

out in the West. Italy was the West.

The ignorant nabob who owned him did

not know but what he was as learned as

Hippocr^ites. Perhaps in his ministra-

tions to the family in time of sickness

and bone-breaking he did little harm, for

his wit and slight empirical knowledge

would carry him through.

The master had a library of manu-
script rolls, written for the most part in

Latin, but otherwise in... Slaves serve as
Greek. The librarian was librarians and

, 1 /-» 1 TT secretaries,
a .slave and a Greek. He
not only kei^t the library, but was skill-

ful in its use. Ilis abilities in readina:

and translating were his master's best

resource of information. Not all phy-

sicians, not all librarians, were slaves;

but the circumstance of their being so

was exceedingly common. Every noted

Roman, especially in public life—and

what noted Roman was not?—must
have a secretary. The secretary was a

slave and a Greek. It will be seen that

some of these relations were necessarily

confidential, and where confidence is

necessary cruelty can hardly be prac-

ticed. In these conditions we may
readily discover the antecedent facts

which led to frequent emancipations.

The emancipated slave became a freed-

man. He at once associated himself with

others, and the class of freedmen was

thus constituted the Liberi of Roman so-

ciety.

It will be readily seen that the institu-

tion of .slavery in Rome, like .several

of the facts whicli we have been consid-

ering, had its political, or civil, as well
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as iU social side. The slaves were an

element in society, and they were also

an element in the state. In
Political and . .

civil aspects of process of time the civil
Oman s avery.

j.^^j^j^JQj^g ^^f Roman slavery

became more important than even in its

institution of slavery runs the same gen-

eral course. It begins from the social

side. The advantage to Historical

the individual man of hav- ^J^r/i^"-'
ing another to labor in his t'o"^-

stead, the cupidity of the first and the

MEETING OF FIRST CHRISTIANS AT ROME.

social aspects. The great multiplication

of the scrvi, the increase of the general

slave increment among the Roman popu-

lation, became a menace to civil author-

ity and even to the perpetuity of the

republic.

It is probable that in all countries the

weakness of the other are the bottom

causes for the beginning of the .slave

condition ; but these causes are common
throughout llie tribe. .Slavery thus ad-

vances and becomes at length universal.

Meanwhile the law mu.st deal with the

problem. Statute is added to statute. The
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seeks to miti-
gate or abolish
slavery.

slave class becomes formidable. Per-

haps the Ieadin<j men of the state come

to look with disfavor upon a condition

which threatens the general welfare. The
state in some form or other must finally

deal with the whole question, and then

comes the extermination of the system.

In Rome the agitation

against slavery began with

the reign of Hadrian. It is

Christianity bcHeved that the

Christian teach-

ers had now dis-

seminated their doctrines and

had inveighed against the

system to the extent of weak-

ening its hold. The practices

of the new religion, especial-

ly that of the communion, re-

quired a certain equality which

could only be attained by ele-

vating the slave and abasing

the master. The later legis-

lation of the empire had many
statutes against the abuses

which had long existed ; but

no direct, or at least success-

ful, efforts were made for abo-

lition. The best thai could be

accomplished was to promote

and multiply the means of

manumitting the slaves and

of raising them to citizenship.

We have here been con.sid-

ering those parts of Roman
society w h i c li

Evolution of the .^^ere not directlyRoman familia. -'

based on the sex-

ual relation. We now add

a fuller exposition of the faniilia as

a part of the social system of Rome.
This was an institution peculiarly

Roman in its origin and develop-

ment. It might be difficult to discover

in any other ancient society a fact corre-

sponding to tlie familia; and yet it

appears to be in its evolution natural

enough, if not, indeed, inevitable. As
we have said in a former part of the

present chapter, the Roman familia had

the family for its core. The family

—

using that term in nearly its modern ac-

ceptation—was the central and essential

rATERFAMILIAS.—STKEET SCKNE IN rOMrEll.
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I

part. That is, the union by marriage of

I

the man and the woman, the primacy of

the former as the head of the hou.se, the

birth, rearing, and authoritative sub-

jection of the children to the monogamic
pair, the aggregation around this stem

of certain u.sages which gradually be-
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came law and determined the form for

all unions of like sort in the general

society of the state, were the funda-

mental inner fact and vital life of the

familia.

But ai-ound the family were gathered

several increments in order to constitute

Various social the familia complete. First,

e'dtoThefi^-'^' there was the increment
iiy proper. of the slaves. All the

slaves belonging to the household were
unified with the family to the extent of

being put under the common social

name—familia. The slave retinue grew
in many instances to enormous propor-

tions. It was no imcommon thing for

the paterfamilias—and the materfamilias

as well—to own an aggregate of hun-

dreds of slaves. Not infrequently the

horde extended to thousands. However
extensive this mass of servi inight be,

they were a part of the given familia,

the penumbra of which the umbra was
the family.

The second increment was the prop-

erty, personal and real, possessed by

„ the household. This, of
The property-
feature of the course, IS only the extension

of the idea already devel-

oped in the slaves. They, too, were prop-

erty. They were chattels. They were

designated as personae, the real property

and personality of the paterfamilias be-

ing designated as rrs. The two kinds

came together under the common title

of property ; and both alike were parts

of the familia. In short, whatever the

paterfamilias owned or controlled in his

personal right as a Roman citizen, that

was a part of familia—real property

{res), slaves, all manner of things which
he might rightfully claim and control.

Over and above this a third fact was
necessary to roimd out and complete the

familia, and this was to

include with the living fam- element in the

ily the dead family and
""^*"""°"-

families which had preceded the living

back to a common ancestor. This was
the historical increment. Ulpian, in his

digest of the Roman law, says:" Fa-

milia is a term including the many per-

sons who are derived by blood from
some common primitive progenitor, as

we say familia Julia
;
" that is, the

Julian family. He also adds: " But

//ic ic'oiiian is the beginning and the end

of the familia." This must mean that

under some old theory or condition of

Roman society the woman was the

fountain head of its derivation.

To sum up, then, we find that the

Roman familia was, socially considered,

a wide term including the several items

of family proper, slaves, personal prop-

erty, rights, hereditaments, and the

immaterial fact of ancestry back to the

beginning of the name. Politically con-

sidered, the familia was the major di-

vision of the gens ; and we have already

seen how the gens was fitted into the

structure of the state. Mark again the

compactness of the bxiilding. Even the

very slaves were bricks and mortar in

the walls of that tremendous edifice des-

tined to overto^J the world.
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Chapter LXI..—I3aths axi3 Luxurious Livixg.

braces a private
and a public
part.

T has been customary

among historians to

divide human life into

two parts, a public part

and a private part,

and to deduce all his-

tory from the former;

that is, from the public element in human
conduct. It may not be difficult to find

the cause, but it is certainly difficult to

discover the reason of such a division

Man-iifeem- and limitation. The cause

is imdoubtedly discover-

able in the general fact

that the public conduct of mankind ap-

pears to the common eye, the eye of

sen.se, to be more brilliant, more tragic,

more of an action proper than does the

private life of man. Deferring to this

popular concept, historians are \vont to

omit from the record what is really its

most essential part.

The truly vital thing in the course of

this world is the individual life of man.
The rest is evanescent and spectacular.

The immortal part hovers close around

the individual. The structural part in

course of time collapses; but the living

increment, that goes on through all the

societies, gathering experience, growing
in wisdom, extending its powers, and
perpetuating whatever is good out of the

pa.st, is that i)rivate, personal, and for-

tunately indestructible part of human
agency expressed in the individual life.'

In the matter of ancient history es-

pecially this vice of making a drama of

public affairs and inviting the modern
nations to the spectacle lias been con-

.spicuous. It may be freely admitted

' History is the essence of inmimerable biog-
raphies.

—

Carlylf.

that such events as the heroic public

episodes in the career of the Hellenic

race, that such colossal History made to

structures as the Assyrian ^^::,n*„V"p'e"-

and Roman empires, are tacies.

worthy of the admiration of men. At
times the busy peoples of the day may,

with infinite profit to themselves, sit

down before the pictured pages in wliich

the brilliant jaublic life of the great na-

tions of antiquity is displayed, and

watch the metamorphoses as we note

and applaud the changes and catastro-

phes of the Shakespearean drama on

the stage ; but the drama is not all, not

even the jDrincipal i:>art. On the con-

trary, the i^rivate life contains the germ,

the essence, the flavor of all that is; and

history is only in these last days begin-

ning to learn that this private life mu.st

be elaborated and displayed for the real

insti'uction and inspiration of mankind.

The student of history will not have

proceeded far with his inquiries until he

begins to feel the extreme Difficulty of re-

difficulty of rcalhiug the "^^^^
social aspects and condi- ancient world,

tions i^revalent among ancient peoples.

The eye, the ear, all the .senses and
faculties of the mind have been trained

frf)m childlinod b\' observations and re-

flections xipon the current aspects of liu-

man society. These aspects are named
and described. The terms employed in

this nomenclature .md description are

by historians u.sed in naming and de-

scribing the .societies of the ancient

world; but the fads which answer to the

terms in modern .society are really so

different from the corresponding facts in

the ancient .social landscape as to be ut-

terly misleading to him who has not
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been taiigflit to make an allowance for one circumstance in the nature of an in-

stinctive refinement conspicuous in the

Roman home. This was instinctive dis-

the evolutions and changes through

which the private life of man has passed

in order to reach its present condition.

Against these errors we here stand

guard. We endeavor to gain a point of

view from which a true perspective into

the past may be obtained. We strive to

the disposition to bathe. Ztrst'"""
On the whole, the ancient bathing,

peoples were much more tasteful in this

regard than are the moderns. If we
make the circuit of the Eastern countries

AND Gardkn Trees in Background.—Drawn by C. Reiss.
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look at the past not with the eyes of

sense wherewith the natural landscape

of the modern world is discerned and

analyzed, but with the eyes of the spirit

and the understanding. Let us then

look with this intense and divining gaze

at some of the aspects of the everyday

life of the Roman people.

The life of the Roman maybe defined

as large and coarse. There was only

from Egypt to Assyria, from Assyria to

Greece, from Greece to Rome, compass-

ing the better peoples of antiquity, we
shall find the bathing habit universal

among them. Notwithstanding the

grossness of the Romans in many of

their manners, they regarded cleanliness

as an essential of everyday happiness.

We must bear in mind ever that the

public institutions of a people are ex-
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ponential of their private tastes and pref-

erences. The principal buildings of a

Public baths at- city wiU always express the

inTslntiSTeTof dominant ideas, desires,

the people. and passions of the inhab-

itants. The public bathing establish-

ments of modern European and Ameri-

can capitals and re-sorts of pleasure

would by no means compare in number
and elegance with those of the ancient

world. This is said absolutely of the

character of the structures in question,

and also relatively to their importance

as balanced against other public edifices.

In Rome the temples occupied the first

place in grandeur, and after these the

baths may be placed next. The latter

were as elegant and commodious in their

kind as were the marble palaces which

the Caesars and other Roman nabobs

built for their own glory. As we have

said, the public structure was merely

expressive of a prevalent disposition

among the people.

We must of cour.se make some allow-

ance on the score of climate. As we
approach the equator we find barbarians

CUmatesug- indulging more and more

Er'y'r'efe"^' frequently in the pleasur-

ences thereto. able reactions of the bath,

while in high latitudes such indulgences

are neither desirable nor possible. Italy

was sufficiently warm to intensify the

instinctive dispositions of the Romans in

this respect, and it is douljtless true that

under the imperial regime the voluptu-

ous habits, the gormandizing and con-

sequent corpulency of the people pro-

voked the frequent repetition and long

continuance of bathing. Wc here

speak, however, of the habit among the

common folk. The Roman houses, like

those of the fireeks, were, even in their

iiumblest estate, provided with a batli,

and to this the occupants were constantly

resorting. In llie country regions the

plunge into the river or lake was an ex-

citement universally desired. In the

history of the mythical times, before

the establishment of the republic, we
find frequent references to swimming as

an accomplishment. The .soldiers must

be able to swim. In such historical

allusions we can always discern the

excitement and enthusiasm consequent

on plunging into the water. Shakespeare

has caught, as usual, the real .spirit of

the ancient narrative in the speech of

Cassius descriptive of his swimming
contest with Caisar

:

Casstus.—" For once, upon a raw and gusty day,

The troubled Tiber chafing with her shores,

Casar said to me, • Darest thou, Cassius, now,

Le.np in with me into this angry flood.

And swim to yonder point .' ' Upon the word,

.•\ccoutred as I was, I plunged in.

And bade him follow : so, indeed, be did.

The torrent roared; and we did buffet it

With lusty sinews; throwing it aside,

And stemming it with hearts of controversy.

But ere we could arrive the point proposed,

Caesar cried, ' Help me, Cassius, or I sink.*
"

The private bath was a habuuni. Its

importance in the hou.sehold and in the

citv mav be inferred from
Nomenclature of

the vocabulary which it pro- the baths and

duced. The balncator was ^ managers,

the bath keeper. Neptune was facetious-

ly called the balneator frigidus— the

cold bath keeper I The baliicaticmn was

the piece of money which the bather

must pay ; for the term balnea, or baths,

was .soon extended from the private

homes of the Romans to the less preten-

tious sort of bathing establishments in

the city ; and for using the.se the bather

must pay. The woman bath mistres.s

was called the balncatrix, for the

women as well as the men of Rome
had the passion of the water. The baby

bath was the balncolutii, while the uten-

sils peculiar to the bathing house were

described as bahuaria. Even the witti-
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cisms in which the bathers indulged

—

albeit Roman wit was always a clumsy

phenomenon—had their descriptive

phrase, being called balncarcs joci, or

bathing jests.

The habit of the bath among the Ro-

mans was undoubtedly at the first merely

Bathing passes for health and cleanliness

;

but with the advance of so-

ciety and the acquirement

of leisure, which some have reckoned to

be the end of human entleavor, the bath

from sanitary to
luxurious mo-
tives Eind habit.

they appear to us in the great days of

imperial splendor. They were called

tlicruu^, and in the course Establishment

of time constituted, as we t^^^^^Z
have said, a large part of <='*?•

the architectural grandeur of the city.

Long before this, however, all the re-

finements and associated pleasures of the

bathing house had been introduced. It

is doubtful whether any Turkish or Rus-

sian bath of modern times is more than

a feeble imitation of the elaborate and

MENTONE.-Drawrn by W. HatherelL

came to be sought simply for the pleas-

urable reactions which it afforded. With
this came the introduction of hot and

cold baths. Nature had, indeed, forerun

the art of man in these respects by .scat-

tering hot springs in Italy, and to these

were added mineral waters, the health-

giving properties of which were eagerly

sought by the people of the Roman race.

With the progress of luxury the bath-

ing establishments were extended, and

soon became public institutions such as

careful reactions which were planned

and produced in the great thermae of

Rome.
In a former chapter we have remarked

upon the general absence in the Roman
state of the artificial means Ethnic disposi-

of physical culture. The tlt^^^^^
Romans were never a game- contests,

some folk as were their kin.smen, the

Greeks. This is said not of their disposi-

tion to '.cititi'ss games, but of any subjec-

tive passion for gymnastical sports. From
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the primitive times certain games at ball

were prevalent, and the body was some-

times developed by the swinging of clubs

after the manner of the gymnasium. It

became the custom of the Romans to fol-

low the indulgence in physical sports

with the indulgence of the bath. This

was but the suggestion of nature com-

mon to all men and to all animals to enter

the water after exercise. In connection

with the bath houses, both balnea a.ndi iher-

vice, galleries, open spaces, and transepts

were provided in order that games of ball

and other exercises might be had before

the bather should enter the water.

A complete Roman Ijath consisted of

several parts. The bather was first

Method ofbath- taken through the calda-

'^^isTbaThing ""'». oi- 5'"t bath. Here
appliances. he was passed through the

sweating stage. By means of steam

and hot water he was made to perspire

until his huge, strong body was stream-

ing with sweat. Then came the tepida-

rium, or middle stage, in which he was

let down from the excessive heats of the

caldarium and thoroughly washed. Fi-

nally, he was taken to the great marble

basin of the frigidarium, where he was

plunged into swimming baths of cold

water. Here there was ample room for

him to exercise in the great caldrons

which were constantly supplied by con-

duits from inexhaustible reservoirs.

There were spray baths and shower

baths, cascades through which the

bather might run, l)road marble steps

going down into ample Ijasins, and, in

short, every appliance tliat human in-

genuity could invent. The whole proc-

ess was carried on in a series of apart-

ments which for architectural splendor

and artistic decoration could hardly be

surpassed in Rome. So far as the pub-

lic baths were concerned, it was gener-

ally after noonday, when the busy life

of the streets and forum had subsided

somewhat, that the crowd of bathers

began to fill the thermee. The exercise

was long continued. It was performed

in a leisurely spirit, and the whole tend-

ency was to encourage the luxurious

habit into which the Roman race rapid-

ly declined after the institution of the

empire.

An easy index of the dominant dis-

positions of a people may always be

found in the means adopt- Building ther-

ed by public men to pro- Tse^^Sr'
mote their own popularity popular favor.

and influence. The wealthy citizen

caters to the people. He knows instinc-

tively what pleases them most and in

what way their applause may be most

easily and enthusiastically provoked.

In an age of pagan glory temples are

built to the gods. In a country where

ancestors arc worshiped, pyramids are

built over their bones. Mediaeval Eu-

rope is filled with cathedrals. In a

scientific age academies and seats of

learning are established. In Rome the

seeker for popular favor built thcrmce,

and opened them to the citizens. It is

proof positive of the passion of the Ro-

man people for the peculiar excitements

and pleasures of the bath.

Out in the Field of Mars, near the

Pantheon, Agrippa built the first of

those great thermal structures for which

the city became famous. Emperors seelt

and of this he made a free iL'appTausTof

gift to the populace. The subjects.

Emperor Titus emulated tlie fame which

resulted from this enterprise, and reared

a great bath house which took his name.

Afterwards, Caracalla, Diocletian, and

others carried foT-\vard the work of rear-

ing in Rome those magnificent therma;,

the ruins of which to the present day
astonish the traveler. In the days of

their glory these splendid abodes of rest
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and recreation were thronged with the

lords and ladies of Rome, who came
thither in the afternoons to enjoy the

luxury of lassitude and the quickening

of cold water. In the Roman llunnce

the apartments for men and those for

the women were separate and under the

management of different superintend-

ents.

beach sloped gently to the sea. On the

countryside there were hills to be

crowned with villas. Near by was the

Lucrine lake, and as the central fact,

the famous warm sulphur springs pour-

ing out their volume of steaming waters.

In the early days of the republic the

Romans, as soon as they had accumu-

lated sufficient means, began to resort to

VILLA OF THE VOUNGKR PLINY, RESTORED.—Drawn by R. Pultncr.

coast villas of
the wealthy
Romans.

The pleasures of sea bathing were

recognized by the Romans from the

Seabathing and earliest ages. The char-

acter of the coast and the

temperature of the Tyrrhe-

nian sea invited the inhabitants into

the blue waters. The coast of Cam-
pania was the most favorable of all.

Here was the celebrated bay of Baias,

one of the most beautiful and placid

bodies of water in the world. The

this coast, at first for the recovery oi

health, but soon afterwards for pleasure.

There was an instinct in the race which

led to the selection of such localities

even in distant provinces as the basis of

enjoyment and of intercourse. It is like-

ly that this disposition to seek out charm-

ing and peculiar places, and to resort

thereto for the pleasui-es of temporary

residence abroad, had its origin among

the Roman people, and that the corre-
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spending habit among modern peoples

is traceable to the example of Rome.

The bay of Neapolis, not far away,

was only second to that of Baiae, but

the habit of resorting thith-

at a later date.
Neapolis rivals

Baiee as a pleas
ure resort.

er rose

In course of time the

younger resort became the more famous,

and Baiae declined in popularity, but in

the latter epochs of the republic it was

still the most famous seat of recreation

known to the Roman race. Cicero nar-

rates that in his day the shore was

adorned Avith palaces. The neighbor-

inof hillcrests were crowned with marble

The Lucrine lake also, not far from

Baize, was alive with pleasure-boats.

These were as costly and scenes of lasu-

as varied in fashion as the i^rotifucriL""

most elaborate yachts of i^^.

the present day. On deck, under the

awnings, sat companies of the most dis-

tinguished people of the ancient world.

There they fanned themselves, smiled,

and talked in sonorous Latin of the

latest pleasure, the newest sensation of

the times. Here they were attended by

slaves, brought capriciously from un-

known regions of the earth. Here they

were supplied with banquets, and here

PLEASURE BOATS OF COMACCHIO.—Drawn by W. H. Boot.

villas that lay slumbering like visible

poems in the Italian air. Elegant

structures were from the seaside seen in

all the landscape. Down hither in sum-
mer season came tlie great senators, the

famous generals, the millionaire gran-

dees of magnificent Rome, the emperors

themselves with their retinues. Here
they disported themselves and lavished

their thousands in procuring all manner
of pleasures which the race of Romulus
had been able to discover. Here by
day the sleepy sea was whitened with

sails, drifting drowsily before the almost

imperceptible breeze that ruffled the

surface into a smile.

they sipped the choicest wines which the

rich grapes of Southern Italy could yield.

Here were music and song and dance.

The revelers filled the hours of twilight,

giving themselves without restraint to

every luxury and every rapture which

the uncurbed will and desire of the great

can purchase or prepare in the days of

splendid vice.

We may here be said to have reached

the extreme evolution of the Roman
race. It was the period of contrast of im-

greatest expansion
'

and pe";ai splendor
'^ i with democratic

development. Gibbon has simplicity.

selected the middle of the second cen-

turv of our era as tlie time at which
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mankind in the world appeared for a

season to enjoy the richest abundance

and to be most happily organized into a

great community. Great was the dis-

tance into the past from this epoch of

social splendor to the primitive age in

which Roman society began its growth

and progiess. It is the distance from a

bowl of porridge in the hands of a peas-

ant to a golden platter filled with broiled

the Sabine fanners to the Julian basilica

and the thermae of Canicalla ; the dis-

tance from rude customs permeated with

patriotism to the pompous lawmaking of

Augustus and Trajan ; the distance from

the humble procession of matrons and

republican citizens bringing their offer-

ings to the altars of Jove and Alinerva

to the long lines of Cassarean triumphs,

winding with lo triitiiipkcs through

TKUMl'ETS AND TRUMPETERS Ol' ROME.—Scbnk i-kom the JuciURiHiNii \\ ak.

tongues of nightingales or the brains of

flamingoes in the hands of an emperor;

the distance from the maiden Virginia,

standing by the butcher's stall awaiting

the quick stroke of her father's dagger,

to Jlessalina procuring the destruction of

the daughter of Germanicus ; the dis-

tance from the Horatii to the Pnetorian

Guards ; the distance from tlie rustic

prayer of the Latin shepherd to the las-

civious songs of Horace and Juvenal

;

the distance from stone huts where lived
M.

—

Vol. 2—20

the resounding streets of marble-built

Rome.
With the possible cxcoiJtion of the

Assyrians, the Romans were the people

of strongest passions E.xcessive appe-

known in the ancient world
. ',fo;'3^o"/the'Ro.

This quality of char- »"'»"s.

acter began at bottom with a ravenous

appetite. All the Roman appetites

were wellnigh insatiable. If we begin

with mere eating, we shall find that the

characteristic was excess. It may not
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be clearly known that the elder Romans
indulged their voracity as did they of a

later age; but from that time forth, at

which authentic sketches of the daily

habits of the people may be recovered,

we find the passion for food to be un-

quenchable. This is true not only of

the quantity but also of the variety of

foods consumed by the Romans. In the

later times it might also be said that

they lived to eat. Even the prosecutions

of campaigns into foreign countries had

for their rationale the enlargement and

variation of the food-supply of Rome.
Not that Rome was suffering from

scarcity of provisions, but that her

stomach and lust were without limit.

It became a part of the public con-

sideration of the emperor and his obse-

Emperors seek quious Senate and court how

L°a?:ri'a!rof'^ -^Y ^^hat agcuts-addi-
gluttony. tional luxuries and stimuli

might be procured for the already en-

gorged and inflamed physical nature

within. It would appear that the coarse,

vigorous, and sensual nature of the Ro-

man found its only satisfaction in gor-

mandizing. Out of the necessity of

things this aspect of the social life was

most pronounced in the upper classes of

the metropolis. The village and coun-

tryside always preserve a modicum of

oldtime temperance and chastity. It is

in the city's heart that excess reaches

the maximum of apoplexy or the heat

of spontaneous combustion.

The Roman nature thus became the

vortex which swallowed up not only the

abundance of the earth but the flotsam

and jetsam of all seas. No other na-

ture of man was ever so consuming, so

profound and unquenchable in its lusts

and appetites. This quality of life ex-

tended not onlv to the sin-
Unquenchable

gle sense of taste but to desires; quaUty
11 .1 1-1 rr>, of musical taste.

all the senses alike. 1 he

Roman ear was not so much pleased

with tender music, the low wail of the

..•Eolian harp, the soft song of love and

sorrow, the soulful melody of the lute

and harp, but rather with the ringing

clangor of broad cymbals, the shouts of

victorious multitudes, the wild cries

of beasts and men in conflict, and the

roar of battle. Even their ointments

and perfumes were strong and odorous,

as if the sense of smell must be drunken

with the pungent distillations of the East.

As for the sense of sight, nothing

could satisfy—nothing appease. Far

back in the times of the Extraordinary

republic the disposition to ^L^TtoLrJe
witness some stormy and Roman interest.

bloody scene appeared among the Ro-

man people ; and from that time forth all

the milder aspects of nature and of life

Avere disprized and neglected. We are

here on the threshold of Roman amuse-

ments. We speak of that artificial and

scenic method of entertainment which

the ancient world invented and the

modern world has perpetuated as a

means of reaction against the heavier

cares and duties of life. In the Roman
nature the reaction must be produced

by some extraordinary force capable of

arousing that heavy and energetic being

into excitement and fiery heat. Leth-

argy can only be awakened by the shock

of fire or the blast of snow; resistance

to environment is the beginning o*

ethnic power.
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CHAPTER LXII.—I3RAMA AXD OXHKR PTLJELIC SF»0RTS.

X the i^rimitive ages the

Romans either invent-

ed for themselves or,

^vhat is more likely,

learned from their

neighbors in ]\Iagna

Graecia the art of dra-

matic representation on the stage. The
drama proper was introduced and enact-

citingforthe Roman natiirc. The play-

house never held an important place in

the architecture of the city. Such build-

ings were comparatively small, and indi-

cated in all their accessories that the

populace were not niuch interested in

spectacles on the stage.

The same may be said of musical en-

tertainments, or concerts proper. In

A K< I.MAN CU.MI.IiV.

ed somewhat in tlie manner of the Greeks.

Musical entertainments of a simple type

were also in vogue before tin; Punic

Wars. The theater was a part of at least

the city life of the Romans at a time

Beginnings of whcn thcv Were still Strug-

IwSre^'e- gling for the ascendency in

sentations. Italy. But tlic theater did

not long hold its place in public esteem.

The mimic action was not sufficiently c.k-

this respect again the Romans ro.se as

high as the Greeks, but rose The unorigina-

only by imitation. We have rsitmuL^
not as yet .said anything in etand battle,

e.xten.so about the unoriginative character

of the Roman people. The music of the

time of imi)erial glory had not advanced

beyond the simpler forms of concerted

piping and liarping peculiar to the an-

cients. Tlic mere melodies and harmo-
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nies which were heard in the atrium or

portico of the patrician's house, or in the

market place or private assembly rooms

of Rome, were too gentle to awaken the

strong emotions of the people. It re-

quired the blare of a brazen trumpet,

flinging its echoes far down to the Alban
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hills to .set the Roman blood aflow and

to kindle within him the fires of sympa-

thetic action.

At bottom it was inability to appreci-

ate the artificial and representative pan-

orama of the stage that led the Roman to

prefer the real spectacle of the circus and
the arena. For a while, and in some of

his moods of relaxation, he continued to

attend the playhouse and to amuse him-

self with comedy. There was a peculiar

burlesque drama .said to have beenofCam-
panian origin, and called the ^?A-/A?«c?, with

which the people amused Kinds ofstage

themselves,

the viimiis,

ety of low spectacle, a sort of licentious

farce which appealed with considerable

force to Roman taste. In these comical

productions all that was crude and coarse

was poured out on the stage. Perhaps

human life never displayed itself with

more recklessness and abandonment than

in the audacious obscenity of the Roman
farce. The only redeeming feature was

that the Roman ladies of good repute

would not attend the ntimus, leaving it

to the rabblement that hooted and yelled

itself into silence at the scurrility and

naked shame of the show.

It were a whole history to narrate

the evolution of the Roman circus

and amphitheater. It can

not be doubted that the

passion for
Evolution of the

the fierce circus and the
. . amphitheatre.contests

with which imperial
Rome was wont to de-

light herself was dormant

in the race from the earli-

est times. To witness a

struggle might be said to

be the one universal de-

sire of the people, but in

the primitive times the

satisfied with those blood-desire was

less contests which appear to have had

their origin in Greece. They had been

borne thence to Magna Graecia, and the

early historical contact of the Latins with

the people of Southern Italy had carried

back a knowledge of Greek sports and

the disposition to imitate them.
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Before the expulsion of the Tarquins,

the open valley between the Pakitine and

Avcntine hills had been converted into

a rude open-air circus. Here were cele-

brated the games with which the still

heterogeneous people of the kingdom
amused themselves in the intervals of

civil insurrection and tribal warfare

abroad. The structure of this ancient

circus was of wood, consisting of mere
scaffolding, platforms, and framework

running back from the level grounds

where the games were celebrated. It is

of record that on several occasions the

woodwork was burned, but was speedily

accommodate one hundred and fifty

thousand spectators. Thus it was in

the times of Caesar. In the reign of

Titus the expansion had gone on until

two hundred and fifty thousand ])ersons

could be seated at one time. Still the

passion grew, and in the age of Constan-

tine there was room in the Maximus for

three hundred and eighty-five thousand

spectators! Without doubt, this was
the largest and most commodious single

arena that ever drew together the

masses of the people in any nation or

any age of the world.

Here were celebrated those great

»Mi i^U.-'.— I T.iwn liy .\. .\na i;i?,i.

restored and constantly improved. The
space was enlarged, and stone was intro-

duced as the building material.

The popularity of the scenes witnessed

here provoked at length the enter-

Growth ofthe prise of the senate, and

'B^rre w^tT; the circus expanded accord-
repubUc. j^^ t(j the growth of the

city. As the republic grew great, so

also were the means of amusing the

public enlarged and perfected. The
wooden circus of the primitive ages

grew into the stone-built circus, and
finally into the Circus Maximus. By tlie

closing years of the republic the seat-

ing capacity had been enlarged so as to

games and contests which have made
the Roman amphitheater famous through

all ages. It is not our Amphitheater

purpose to describe these ^-^^rwTtr
contests. Such was their Roman rule,

magnitude, elaboration, and ferocity,

such was their institutional character,

that they may no longer be regarded as

a part of the private, but rather of

tile public life of the Roman people.

From the beginning of the empire to

its final collapse in the middle of the

fifteenth century, first at Rome and

afterwards at Constantinople, and in-

deed wherever the Roman power had

its principal seats, the circus became
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the arena not only of spectacles and

shows the like of which have not been

otherwhere seen in the world, but also

the seat of great political movements,

intrigues, and catastrophes. The story

of the circus is a part of that external,

tangible history which involves the civil

institutions and political transformations

of that great people.

Looking at the social side again, how-

ever, we mav for a moment enter the

Aspects ofthe Maximus in the time of

SL"i?'gre:r its glo^y ^"d consider the
games. Spectacle. It is the day of

one of the great gladiatorial contests.

Almost the whole pojjulation of

Rome has been drawn thither

in multifarious streams all tend-

ing to this common sea. Here

is a sea indeed, a veritable gulf

of humanity, into which have

been poured all of its affluents,

however turbid. The arena is

an ellipse. In the center is an

elongated area, covered with

obelisks, columns, trophies, and

small structures of marble where

the managers may take their

station if they will, and from

which the games must be con-

trolled. Around the arena is a '''^^^^

wall of marble, and from this,

ascending at an easy grade, rise the

marble seats of the spectators.

The lowest tiers are reserved for the

emperor and his court, for the senate,

and for those nobles and grandees who
are close to the imperial household.

Next above are seen the equestrian

order of the Roman people; those

whose descent may be traced to the

ancient and noble n.qtiitcs who played so

important a part in the early constitu-

tional history of Rome. Beyond and

above are the .seatings of the Roman
populace ; that is, the great composite

mass which constitutes the muscle, the

brawn, and bone of proud and licentious

Rome.
It is a reckless and innumerable throng,

swarming there in tlie upper arcades,

passing in and out, turn- The Roman pop-

ing into the stalls to eat and
r„'The"up'^:r.

drink, and returning to t>enches.

behold the continuance of the spectacle.

The men and women are crowded to-

gether. There is no distinction of con-

dition or rank in this tremendous back-

ground and aggregation of the Roman
people. Provision has been made for

the maintenance of the crowds through

JN THE CIRCUS MAXIMUS—GLADIATORS IN COMBAT.
Drawn by P. Bcckert, from a wall painting at Pompeii.

the day and night. Loungers may re-

main about those upjDcr seats for a week
together without journeying five rods

from where they sit or sleep in the in-

tervals of the spectacles. Here, too, is a

ministration to all the appetites and
lusts and passions that inflame the

bosoms of a reckless jjopulacc. Aban-
doned women mingle with the throng.

Buyers and .sellers of wares pass to and
fro. Jugglers and fortune tellers ply

their trades and gather handfuls of

sesterces from the rabl)le. Gaming is

here; carousing, gluttony, debauchery,
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every species of excitement, and every

kiml i>f criine : but so va^;' ice

who sit next to the arena. For them

there are -Tav dresses, tjallant attendants,

and bouquets
of roses.

Betting is uni-

versal. It is the

gaming,the con-

test, the hazard

ofthegladiator's

thrust, theswift-

ness of the four-

horsed c h a r -

iot that consti-

tute the issues

of the -wager.

Thousands and

millions are

squandered
here. The no-

blest ladies, the

princesses o f

Rome, bet as

recklessly as the

rest. While the

race is on they

lean forward

;

their hair falls

from its bind-

ings in the ex-

citement a n d

flies loose about

the .shoulders

;

the bosom is

half -exposed

;

the statuesque

arms, uncovered

from the gown,

are flung wildly

as the coursers

come in and the

issue is dcter-

mined. The

mhmu ,«r;„j:,„ru:i«Lli.r.u.M
-

'"' "' M/
"

''
"

'

''''-^^'W^^.n^MM p r i n c e s s has

and so perfect is the n a thousand denarii from

these muddy bastions on high drip not I her father or lost two thousand to her

their filth on the noble lords and ladies I lover ; for she has bet with both

!
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At no other epoch in the history of

the world was so great attention paid to

Professional public sports as in the age

Se chariot"
'^°'"

^^'^ich we are now consider-

'»c«s. ing. Take a single in-

stance, the preparation of the chariot

race. Months of careful training were

required before the steeds were ready

for the trial. The drivers themselves

must be professionals, matured in their

skill by every species of experiment and

vicissitude to which the race course is

exposed. To train the coursers requires

stable room, workshops, a retinue of

hostlers, and veterinary surgeons. The
preparation of horses for the modern

race, which is simply a trial of speed, is

as nothing compared with the painstak-

ing discipline to which the animals were

subjected for the great trials in the arena

of the Maximus.

The institution of racing was origi-

nally Greek ; but passing into the hands

Difference be- of the Romans, alimg with

'ZIZ?:::^^ other phenomena of the
and Roman. social life of the Hellenes,

it took on a development and character

different from what it had possessed in

the hands of the originators. Indeed,

the whole spirit of the games had been

changed in the transfer from the eastern

to the central peninsula of Europe. We
have remarked upon the predisposition

of the Greeks to participate in person in

the national sports. It was an honor to

do so. Nobody but an imtainted Greek

could enter the Olympic games. They
were national, and to win in the contest

added to the renown of Greek citi-

zenship. But the Romans wei'e indis-

posed to take part personally in the

public sports. It was only in rare in-

stances that Roman citizens engaged in

them at all. Such descent of Romans,
whether of high or low estate, into the

arena was a circumstance of scandal

rather than of honor. It was only in

the times of extreme degradation, of the

complete perversion of the true Roman
instincts and habits, that some of the

emperors gratified an insane ambition

by participating personally in the glad-

iatorial combats. The Romans desired

to look on and enjoy a spectacle of blood

which those whom they had vanquished

in war or trained in servility were

obliged to celebrate for the amusement
of their masters. The jjassion for it

was diametrically opposed to the en-

thusiasm of the Greeks for their national

games.

But we were speaking of the race

course and of the preparation of the

steeds. So great was the companies or-

demand for this kind of ^^StLTa;e
contest that private enter- courses.

prise could no longer supply the horses

and paraphernalia. Companies were

accordingly formed, with a large capital

and working force, by which means

skillful drivers were procured from for-

eign parts and others trained for their

work. Chariots were also provided in

this way, and all the costly apparatus

necessary for the games. The steeds

must be splendidly caparisoned for the
'

race and the drivers gayly dressed. It

thus happened that the wealthy Roman,
whether he were a political a.spirant or

merely a rich nabob descended from the

old nobility, instead of preparing his

own racers, went to the livery compa-

nies and hired at an enormous cost ev-

erything that was requisite for the race.

The populace was then advertised of

the time and circumstances of the trial.

While the first grandee would go to one

establishment and hire his Adoption of

outfit for the contest, a sec- '':^,^,^::]^-

ond would visit another *'°''s-

company and supply himself in like

manner. It was with these companies
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that the celebrated "colors" of the cir-

cus originated. One company would

adopt white as its badge, in which case

the drivers and chariots and chargers

would be adorned with white ribbons

and rosettes. Another company would

select red, another blue, and another

green, as its distinctive badge. This

device furnished an easy means to the

crowds in the circus of laying their

wagers. The betting was done on the

color, from which it always happened
that a great party in the circus would

have money at stake on "the Blue,"

while another faction would wager on

"the Red" or "the Green" or "the
White." It was of the greatest impor-

tance to each company that his own sup-

ply of racers and drivers should be of

the highest quality of speed and skill, to

the end that the fame of the establish-

ment might induce tbe excited bettors

to lay heavy wagers on the color which

designated that company. As the con-

test ebbed and flowed, so the different

companies were able to charge their

wealthy patrons a higher rate for the

services rendered.

It was thus that the Roman populace

was supplied by the ambitions of the

Competition of great with free amuse-

^d7g:mVsTd" "^ents of the most exciting

sports. character. The compe-

tition among those who provided the

games and sports led to higher and
higher developments, and Rome surged

from side to side as new methods of

amusement were proclaimed. The time

of which we here speak was that of Calig-

ula and Nero. It was discovered pres-

ently that the intensity of partisanship

in the circus might be increased by re-

ducing the number of colors ; and so the

parties of the White and the Red gradu-

ally dropped out of existence, the Green
and the Blue continuing.

The bitter rivalry represented by

these colors continued during the last

two centuriesof the empire
; serious political

and when the House of '!rtl',?n?tl^«^contests of the

Theodosius went down circus,

under the assaults of the Visigoths, the

games and amusements of the West
took flight to Constantinople. In that

city the same species of amusements
was restored, and the same rivalries

which had shocked and torn the society

of the Eternal City reappeared in the

city of Constantine. Here it was that the

factions of the Blue and the Green—as is

well known to the student of history

—

became the prime forces in those wild

insurrections which broke out from time

to time in the capital of the Eastern

Caesars.

If on the hill of the capitol in the

earlv morning the traveler should have

taken his stand on the dav
. .

^ Aspects of the
of a great race m the cir- populace on the

. 1 1 J 1 ,^ day of contest.
cus, he should have wit-

nessed a scene of the greatest excite.

ment which the social life of man has

ever displayed. The old pagan my-
thology still held out its spectral hand

from the superstitious shadows of the

past over the imperial city of the Tiber.

She had demonstrated her right and

prerogative to be empress of the Medi-

terranean nations, but had not re-

nounced pagan deities. The priests

came forth at an early hour bearing the

statues of the old gods of the race and

other symbols of that robust heathenism

which had once dominated the beliefs

and practices of the Roman people. A
religious procession was formed. Cars

and chariots were arranged in the order

of their importance. The rich and am-

bitious giver of the day's spectacle was

placed at the head in the most gorgeous

car. He had the place of honor. He
was clad in a purple robe. Priests, of-
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ficers, clients, and friends suiTounded

him, shouted their applause, and fell

into the procession. Bands of musicians

were set at the head of the column.

Down from the capitol hill moved the

cavalcade, through the forum, into the

circus.

Thither already all the tides of Rome
had poured their floods. The marble

benches, tier on tier, rising:
Bcene in the .

^
circus; manner till the cve was pamcd with
oftheraces. ,, -,. ," r ii

the distance of the upper

wall, were black with tens of thousands

who now took up the shout of welcome as

the procession moved around the arena.

Thus it was that the giver of the specta-

cle drew to himself the attention and the

plaudits of all Rome. Then with a sig-

nal the race was on. Four chariots

abreast, each drawn by two, or more

frequently by four, horses were arranged

for the race. Oblivious are those proud

animals to the gathered multitudes, but

not oblivious to the contest. They rear

and plunge for the best place in the

starting. All the energies of the drivers

are concentrated upon the work before

them, and away they go.

The arena is broad and the race is

long. Seven times must the great circle

be made before the contest is decided

;

but at length when the issue is seen,

when the victorious charioteer dashes

madly across the determining line, a

roar of applause which contains the

composite .shout of all Rome hails the

triumphant driver. There shall be

twenty-four races to-day, varying only

in the incidents and details of the con-

test. By such means from morning to

night the excitement is maintained.

The old battle cry of the Roman war-

riors in the primitive times, the cry for

liberty, for emancipation, for triumph,

for the domination of the Roman race in

Italy, has come to this : the shout and

uproar of the brazen throat of Rome in

the Circus Maximus.

Rome invented one thing—the bloody

combat. It can not be a.scertained at

what time in the history of Romeinvents

the people this species of i^.t^tTua^^gh^

horrid amusement origi- >"£ demanded,

nated. Greece knew it not. Nor does it

appear that any other branch of the Ar-

yan race fell to the sport of blood. But

the Rornans sought it first by the prefer-

ence of nature and afterwards by the

force of habit. The blood appetite is

perhaps the strongest passion known to

man. Even when man hunts the beasts

of the forest his excitement is intense

and all of his powers are inflamed.

What, then, shall be said of the man-
hunt?

Two circumstances may perhaps be

adduced as the bottom causes of the

bloody instincts of the Roman race.

The first was that subjective realism of

character which demanded that every-

thing should be revealed to the natural

eye, and nothing to the eye of the spirit.

The Romans were the least ideal of all

the great peoples of antiquity. All

merely representative exhibitions ap-

peared to them dull, weak, lifeless,

inane. The thing must be an actuality

if it aroused the energies and passions

of this strong people. The greatest of

all actualities is blood. The blood is

the life. To shed it is to squander life

—

to pour it out on the ground. It is a

thing horribly realistic, and must needs

please the strong, coarse nature of the

Roman race.

The second cau.sative circumstance

was found in the long-continued sti-ug-

gle, first of the Latins for°
.

As war recedes
the mastery of Latium, the bloody

, r. 1 /• .1 • sports abound.
and afterwards of the city

and state for the mastery of Italy. This

conflict extended through several cen-
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turies. It \vas a battle that knew no

compromise, no diplomacy. It was sim-

ply blow on blow, and wherever the iron

sword fell blood poured forth ; either

blood of the Roman himself or of the

fierce Italian peoples with whom he con-

tended for victory. The process of de-

stroying life became habitual, and when
the field of actual war occasionally failed,

and more particularly when the line of

contests of speed and other forms of ac-

tion took the place of merely dramatical

entertainments; just as preference of

the great Maximus came ^^^L^^rd'"
to be preferred to the biood-shedding.

nan-ow theaters of Old Rome, so in

course of time the amphitheater, with

its arena of true combat, the actual

struggle of beast with beast, of man
with beast, and finally of man with man.

GI.ADIATOKS FKIHTING Willi Will) liEASTS.-From a basrcli;;f found in the theater of Marcellus.

warfare rolled back from the city, first

to the confines of Italy and then to the

horizon of the Mediterranean, some arti-

ficial process must needs be invented in

order that the old race, with its seat on

the Seven Hills, might still be gratified

with the spectacle of fight, with slaughter

and butchery and blood.—Such is the

genesis oi the combat of the Roman
arena.

Just as the games of the circus, the

rose to the first place, gaining a prefer-

ence over the circus in the esteem of

the populace. For in the arena of the

amphitheater the actualities of war and

bloodshed were spectacularly displayed

in ever varying forms of conflict adapted

to the changing tastes and passions of

the hour. The reader of hi-story knows

full well the story of these combats;

how at the first the Roman generals

bmught home iwnw distant regions the
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wild beasts which were unknown in

Italy ; how these fierce creatures were

displayed in the triumphal processions

with which the conquerors were honored

on their return to the capital ; and how,

after they had subserved this purpose,

they were made a spectacle by turning

them together to destroy each other in

fight on the sands of the arena. So de-

lightful to the Romans was this sport that

beasts was no longer sufficient!}' excit-

ing, then for the first time the man was

sent into the arena to con- progressive

tend with the hungry four- ^XVori^'
footed monsters of the den. shows.

At first, the man was a captive. Per-

chance he was sent to the sand as an

easy method of destroying him when he

was no longer useful as a spectacle or

valuable in the market. Rare sport it

LuLibLL.M i ROM IHK I'ALAllM-

it was soon sought after and promoted as

a specialty of public amu.sement. Then
it was that the wild woods of distant Eu-

rope and Asia and the desert wastes of

Africa were traversed by hunters sent

out from Rome for the express purpose

of taking and bringing back wild ani-

mals for the combats of the arena.

The development of these bloodv and

brutal sports is a good illustration of the

progress and expansion of all human
institutions. When the fi<rht of wild

was when the Roman discovered the

fierceness of the captive's battle, as he

was permitted to know that freedom

would come with victory. Then he

fought not only for life, but for the lib-

erty to go free. This wage of freedom

was commonly placed on the victorious

fight of the man with the bea.st.

At times a supply of captives was

wanting. AVhy not, under .such circum-

.stances, offer freedom in like manner to

any slave who would hazard his life in
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emancipation
lay through the
amphitheater.

the arena? Many slaves would do it.

For they were not by any means the

The way to humble, half-savage slaves

known in modern times,

but high-spirited cap-

tives brought from civilized .states and

sold in the market to coar.se and igno-

rant masters. Soon it was known
through all the under side of Rome that

freedom from galling servitude might

perhaps be piirchased by the victories of

the amphitheater. From that day forth

the gladiator came as a part of Roman
.society. Wherever he could he trained

himself for the bu.siness of the sword.

The one great hazard of all hazards

might be his skill in a single thrust sent

home into the flank of a Bengal tiger or

the woolly breast of a Hungarian bear.

Still the Romans demanded more.

Suppose two gladiators, instead of one

gladiator and a lion, should
The man super- ^
sedes the beast be tumcd in together?
In the arena. yi , ^ •

i t tRoyal suggestion 1 Happy
addition and precious bloody increment

to the pleasures of Rome ! We may al-

ready see to what it will lead. A single

pair at first, two pairs, twenty pairs, a

hundred—swords, daggers, spears, pitch-

forks, like those of Xeptune, snares,

hobbles, masks, blindfolds, all manner
of combat and all shapes of bl(jodiness,

in a horrid and continuous spectacle, with

which the <51ite of Rome, the masters

and tlic matrons, tlie young men and

virgins regaled their vision, and over

which they shouted and clapped their

hands in the ecstaeies and frenzies of

delight. The passion for witnessing

gladiatorial combats consumed all classes,

and there seems to have been comj)unc-

tion in tlie breasts of none.

As is well known, the principal scene

of these savage spectacles was the Col-

i.seum. This was the largest structure

of tlic kind ever constructed. It was

built by Vespasian, or at least begun by

him to be completed by others. It had

a seating capacitv for eighty* ^
" *', / Vortex of Ro-

thousand spectators, and is man life in the
. ., .1 Coliseum.
to the present day one

of the best preserved monuments of

pagan Rome. Around the arena were

arranged the stone dens in which the

wild animals were ke^st and fed or

starved according to the exigencies of

the battle. This place was the very

vortex of the passionate savagery of

Rome, where the populace assembled

daily to witness the wildest and bloodi-

est combats which the ingenuity of man
has ever prepared and exhibited.

" 'Tw.is here the buzz of eager nations ran.

In murmured pity, or loud-roared applause,

As man was slaujjhtered by his fellow man.

And wherefore slaughtered } wherefore, but

because

Such were the bloody circus' genial laws.

And the imperial pleasure."

We have thus attempted in the pre-

ceding pages to depict .some of the lead-

ing aspects of the social life Much of the

of the Roman people. All ^^l^^^
such sketches are neces- perished.

sarily imperfect. Nor may we hope,

after a lapse of two thousand years, to

evoke from tlie dust of the dead me-

tropolis of the ancient world the real

figures that moved in the streets,

crowded the forum, and thronged the

circus. The skill of man had not vet,

in ancient times, invented the means of

preservation wliich .so abound to-day.

The daily life of a city and people was

not then, as now, recoi-ded in a thou-

.sand journals and delineated in a thou-

sand photographs. We are left to

manuscripts, inscriptions, and the occa-

sional notices of historians, to the com-

edies and tragedies of the dramatic

poets, and the work of sculptors and

artisans. Out of this, however, we may
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restore at least an outline of that great

race by which all the countries of South-

ern and Western Europe were subjected

to a common sway and dominion, to a

common form of civilization and a"ov-

ernment, at a time when England was
still inhabited by wild Celts dwelling in

the fastnesses of the oak woods, and
when the New World existed only in

Plato's dream of the Atlantis.

Chapter LXIII.—Lingua Latina.

finlty of Latin
and ^olic
Greek.

E shall in the next

place turn to the lan-

guage employed by
the Roman people as

their means of inter-

course. We shall con-

sider this famous

tongue in which the ultimate jurispru-

dence of nearly all modern nations is

recorded as an instrument in the hands

of the Roman race, an element of its

progress and development.

The Latin race was borne, as we have

seen, out of Asia Minor and westward

Significant af- through Thrace and Illyria

to its destination in the

western part of Central

Italy. It can not be doubted that the

tribes which thus carried with them to

the West the potency of the most pow-

erful nation of antiquity were associated

on a large part of their migration with

the ^olic Greeks. We have had occa-

sion in a former part to speak of the

close affinities of Latin with the ^olic

dialect in Hellas and the ^gean islands.

This circumstance is indeed the strong-

est proof which we possess of the com-

mon derivation and common movement
of the two peoples before the beginning

of the historical era.

We have also observed above that

.^olic Greek was by no means so com-

pletely developed as the Doric and Ionic

dialects of the same language. The
process of free linguistic evolution did

not continue to so late a period and
reach such elaborate results as were at-

tained in the languages of Latin furnlshea

Central and Southern ^.^^t^^^,,
Greece. This feature of ar- opment.

rested development is the one by which

the kinship of the Western tongue is

established. We may look at Latin

fundamentally either as the most de-

teriorated form of what may be called

the classical Aryan tongues of antiq-

uity, or else as the least developed.

We may easily perceive that the slow

progress of the Latin wave through Eu-

rope and the hard circumstances of the

settlement which was ultimately effected

in Latium were highly unfavorable to

the growth and expansion of the dialects

of the Latini, and to this must be added

the somewhat forbidding climate through

which the nation passed in its journey to

the West.

For language is a physiological phe-

nomenon. There is always a relation

between the speech of a correlations of

given people and the lati- '^^^^.T^.
tude in which that people ronment.

dwells. More particularly is there a

relation of the speech with the general

climatic conditions, as to moist or dry,

rigorous or mild, equable or stormy. If

we look at the dialects of Greek, we
shall find that the efflorescence of the

Ionic speech was proportional to its po-

sition in the most favored part of the

country climatically considered. True,
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the rougher and stronger Doric was

spoken in the soiit^h, but its forms

had been already established before

the migration out of Doris. ^-Eolic

Greek was still less evolved from its

ruder and more barbarous forms and

sounds than was either Doric or Ionic;

and Latin represents a still lower type

of linguistic evolution. It was doubtless

the result of the rough climatic condi-

tions to which the mi<rrating: Latini were

exposed in the migratory period and to

their general frontier character. We
shall in the detailed consideration of

Latin find many features which were

undoubtedly attributable to tlie hard

life through which the language passed

in its youth.

The bottom reason in this variety of

linguistic growth must be found in the

Physical condi- clasticitv, freedom, and ac-

^fa^tictt^T'"' tivity of the vocal organs
vocal organs. under the influences of

a mild climate, particularly where the

country in question is subjected to soft

breezes from a warm sea. If we were
asked to select from all possible geo-

graphical localities known to men that

particular position most favorable to the

complete evolution of a language—we
speak here of the physiological evolution

—we should witli little hesitation choose

the coast and islands of the Grecian

archipelago. All the conditions are

here present for the most easy, rapid,

and perfect action of the human voice,

and of all the organs subordinate thereto,

that are known to exist anywhere. On
the contrary, in Tliracc and Illyria we
arc in at least the edge of those harsh

conditions of climate which have given

to the languages of Northern Europe
their guttural and chuckling character.

Through this region the Latin language

was carried on the tongues of its pro-

genitors until it was stiffened into that
M.—Vol. 2—21

inelastic and inactive form of speech

which -sve discover in the age of Latin

letters. It was able to pre- Primitive Latm
serve much of its sonorous s««fenedand

sharpened in its

vocalic quality, but not progress,

all. For the vowels were sharpened

from the corresponding sounds in Greek,

the epsilon (e) and the omicron (o) of the

latter language rising into i and // on the

tongues of the Latini. This phenom-
enon is precisely what always occurs in

the progress of a race to the westward,

or more particularly from a milder into

harsher climatic condition. Whenever
a colony is sent out from a mother coun-

try to a region higher, drier, and colder

than the original seat, the tones of the

language thus borne away rise to a shrill

and piping utterance unlike the parent

speech. Without any .serious loss of

consonantal strength, the Latin tongue

VI&

WALL I.NSCKIPTIO.NS FROM rci.Ml'El I.

Drawn by C. Reiss.

did lose much of the musical vowel ele-

ment for which the developed languages

of Greece were so noted among the dia-

lects of antiquity.

Doubtless the primitive Latin tongues

— for there were several— recovered

under the mild conditions of Central

Italy something of the elasticity and

growing force which had belonged to

the Aryan languages before their chill in

the north. But the recovery was never

complete; and the Latin speech might

never branch and blossom and bear as

did the langfuage of the Hellenes.

If we take our .stand in Central Italy

two or three centuries before the found-

ing of the city, and glance to the various

quarters of the peninsula, we shall find

the larger part already occupied with
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tribes speaking Aryan dialects. To this

fact, however, there are two conspicuous

Primeval lin- exceptions. In Etruria, in

ron'mce^ur'ai the Valley of the Po, and
ita^y- in the district of Cam-
pania another tongue is heard unlike

the speech of the Latins and Umbrians

OLD ROMAN TVl'E—SCIPIO AIKICANUS THE ELDER.

Drawn by P. Beckerl.

—so unlike as to note unmistakably the

^presence of a different race of men.

These are the Etruscans, whose proba-

ble ethnic affinities have been pointed

out in a former chapter.

In the extreme southeast of the coun-

try still another foreign language is

found, to which the name lapygian or

Messapian has been given, and of which

certain inscriptive forms still survive.

From these modern lin- Latinbecomes

guists have deduced some *l;:Sal«°^
features indicative of kin- races,

ship with the Albanian variety of mod-

ern Greek, but tlie affinity is by no

means certain. These two foreign

languages apart, all others spoken

in ancient Italy may be grouped to-

gether as of common Aryan descent.

They were, at the time of which

we speak, dialects in different stages

of divergence and development.

Latin was one of these, and to sev-

eral of the others the generic term

L'^mbro-Sabcllian has been applied.

From this situation the Latin tongue

proper began its development as

early as a thousand years before our

era. This development continued

in Latium until the third centurj'

B. C, when the Latin tongue became

general throughout Central Italy.

In the other parts of the country

the Umbro-Sabellian languages had

continued to be spoken, but none

of them seem to have made the prog-

ress toward the complete forms of

a rational language which was evi-

denced in Latin. In the third cen-

tury B. C, however, when the con-

qiiests of the Latin race brought

the other peoples of the peninsula

into subjection, the Latin began to

be extended as the common lan-

guage of the whole country, from

the Po to Calabria, and froin Liguria

to Bruttium.

Scholars have been able to discover in

the history of the Latin speech three

distinct stages of develop- The three stages

ment. The first presents j^fthriltn"""

the language in its preliter- tongue,

ary, or archaic, aspect, before literature

appeared in Central Italy. The second
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stage reveals the language in process of

literary development—a period during

which we may suppose a divergence be-

tween the colloquial and the literarj-

forms of the language, the latter passing

into the evolutions of a complete and
rational grammar and vocabulary, and
the latter running on in the old, bar-

barous channels in which it had flowed

from the times of the primitive settle-

ments of the tribes. The third stage is

marked by the reappearance of the folk-

speech, or true vernacular, in the litera-

ture of Rome. It would seem that in

process of time, with the g'eneral diffu-

sion of letters, the knowledge of reading

and writing among the Roman people,

the folkspeech was sufficiently improved

to .solicit at the hands of authors a re-

incorporation of its stronger elements

witli the politer, but weaker, forms

which had been cultivated in literature.

We may liken this transformation to

that which has occurred .since the close

Nature of the of the so-callcd Augustau,

recoSthra or ^--l^-i^^i^-'-il. period of

stages. English writings, which

reached its clima.K near the close of the

eighteenth century. After the times of

Pope, John.son, and Gibbon a reaction

took place which con.sisted essentially in

dipping up from the great river of popu-

lar speech those natural elements of

language which had long been corrupt

and rejected as unworthy of literary ef-

fusion. In Latin the transition from
the second to the third stage in the his-

tory of the language was more marked,

however, than the transformation to

which reference has just been made—so

marked, indeed, as to recast and remold

the Latin tongue in many of its essential

features.

Our real knowledge of the archaic

Latin of the first age is extremely limit-

ed. A few actual specimens (jf the old

tongue, which may be called the Anglo-
Saxon of Latin, liave been preserved in

inscriptions and in quota- smaiiknowi-

tions made by the Roman ^dge of forms
-' and structure of

grammarians and rhetori- archaic Latin,

cians in illustration of the ancient forms

of the language. In recent times, since

the development of philology as a branch

of scholarship, we arc able, by reason-

ing backwards, by deductions from the

current forms of speech in the age of

Latin literature, to determine what the

original forms were before the beginning

of the evolution. By all these methods

combined the linguistic scholar ma}- re-

store with tolerable satisfaction the

archaic Latin which was spoken by the

men of Romulus, which carried the mes-

sage of defiance to Porsena, and with

which Cincinnatus was hailed from his

plow.

The first epoch in the development

of the Latin tongue reached to a much
later period than might Limits of the

have been supposed. Tlie "^^^^
republic was already draw- »es.

ing to its clo.se before the archaic Latin

ceased to be the vernacular of the Ro-

man peoiDle. It was the age of Ennius,

who lived from 239 to 169 B. C, which

closed the old and introduced the new
era. He was the Chaucer between the

barbarous and inorganic forms of the old

speech and tlie literary forms of the new
tongue, which he may be said in some
measure to have created. As we have

said, the specimens of the pi-imitive lan-

guage whicli have remained to us are few

and unsatisfactory. It is a striking ex-

ample t>f the recovery of the seemingly

impossible that in times most recent

some choice fragments of the archaic

speech have been exhumed from the

dead world underlying modern Italy.

In the spring of 18S0, in the valley be-

tween the
(
Juirinal and the Viminal, an
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earthen vessel of a peculiar triune form

\vas digged iip, which held an inscrip-

tion fairly to be regarded as the very

oldest example of the tongue of the

Latin race. Even the unlearned reader

can but be interested with the tran-

scription of this writing placed along-

side of the corresponding forms of the

literary age, and its rendering into

English. The first of the following

lines repeats the ancient inscription,

and the second is tlic translation into

Latin

:

Jovci Sat cleivos qoi med niilat nei ted endo

Jovi Saturno divis qui me inittet ne te in te

cosmis virco seid asted noisi Ope Toitesi;e pacari

comis virgo sit ast nisi Opi Tutesia; pacari

vois. Dvenos med feced en nianoni : einoim dze-

vis. Duenus me fecit in manuni : eiiim die

noine med niaao stated,

noni me mano stato.

Which may be rendered with tolerable

certainty into English thus: " If any

one brings me to the gods Jupiter and

Saturn, let not any maiden be kindly to

thee, except thou wilt offer a sacrifice

to Ops Tutesia."

In the larger j^art of the tablets and

potteries bearing the inscriptive Avork

Admixtureof of thc Old Roiiiaus, We find
^

w[ttl".dtnrri;! a large admixture of for-

t>°ns. <-'iRii elements. It is evi-

dent that there was to a considerable

extent a jumble of tongues. The Umbro-
Sabellians were intermixed willi thc

Latins, and perhaps excelled them in

linguistic utterance. Xo doubt, more-

over, in the primili\e ages of which we
speak many forms were cemimon to the

peoples of Central Italy which presently

disappeared from Latin and were re-

tained only among the Samnites and

other Sabellians; but the example given

above may be regarded as pure Latin in

its most ancient form after the intro-

duction of writing.

The original of thc upper line con-

tains at least three characters which

subsequently disappeared. These we
may regard as either a part of the primi-

tive Latin alphabet, or else foreign char-

acters which at that time were incorpo-

rated for convenience. The first of these

archaic letters is ^ for R, the second is

thc substitution of I for Z, and the third

is the old koppa ^ for Q. To this we
may add another peculiarity, which is

the giving of a fifth stroke to the letter

M—thus, /W.

We have spoken above of certain ex-

amples of antique Latin which the Ro-

man authors themselves
Preservation of

preserved by copying into examples of an-

their works. Thus did
^^^^

Varro in his treatise, /A- I.iiii^ita Latiiia.

He repeats two fragments from the Car-

iiiina Sa/inria, which have been regarded

as the oldest e.xtant fragments of the

primitive sj^eech of Latium. But they

arc now kncnvn to be .so much corrupted

with foreign elements that the first

place ought to be given to the inscrip-

tion which we have quoted above. The
Twelve Tables which contained the laws

of Old Rome, memorable in the history

and tradition of thc jurisprudence of all

modern nations, were written originally

in thc speech which we are here consid-

ering; and it maybe regarded as a mis-

fortune to the .science of language as

well as to archaeology that the original

tables and all the earlier copies of the

same have perished. \Ve are therefore

left to consider not the linguistic forms

in which the laws were originally writ-

ten, but only modernized expressions

of the same as they were afterwards

transcribed in the later and classical

ages. By this means all the interest-

ing archaic elements were eliminated
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from the original tables, merely their

meaning being preserved in modern

QUINTUS HORATIUS KLACCUS.

From the painting by A, von Werner.

translations. Each age produced its

own rendition of the famous statutes.

In the bilingual transcript made above

we may see clearly the deterioration

of the vowel sounds of the Latin lan-

guage. Those who are ac-

quainted with even the

elements of Latin and

Greek will readily perceive

that the elder Deterioration

tongue has-thSr^
virtually pre- vowels,

served the Greek vowels,

while in the standard Latin

they have been sharpened

into that shrill and piping

quality which we have al-

ready remarked. Thus dci-

ros has become divi's, qoi is

qui, nci is iic, manotn is

Diamim, cinoini is enim, etc.

The rich diphthongs of the

original have sunk into sim-

ple vowels, and the latter

have flattened through one

or two degrees of deteriora-

tion.

The beginnino; of the sec-

ond epoch in the evolution

of the Latin Historical rela-

Inno-iiao-p thnt tions of the sec-
language, inai ond linguistic

is, the literary epoch,

epoch, was nearly coinci-

dent with the conquest of

Greece by Rome. Ennius

died in 169 B. C, and the

capture of Corinth by Mum-
mius, with the consequent

conversion of all Greece into

a Roman province, took

place in 146 B. C. Already

for nearly a century the

intercommunication be-

tween the two peoples by

peace and by war had been

almost constant ; and while

more and more the weight

stretched out of the

Greece

of the

felt

iron arm

west, so Rome felt more and more
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the subtle infections of Greek thought,

the influences of the art and learning of

those Avhom they con-

quered.

Meanwhile, for centuries

the same fine infection had

been going on from the side

of Magna Graecia. The cul-

ture of the Gi-eek cities in

Southern Italy had moved
northward like the snow line

of spring retreating before

the returning sun, and had

penetrated with its warmth
and light the towns of the

L'mbrians, then the Latin

cities, and finally those of

the Oscans. But the great

metamorphosis took place

rather suddenly, about the

middle of the second cen-

tury B. C, and may be said

to date from the poems of

Ennius.

If we look at the merely

physical changes by which

the linguistic evolution was

effected, we
Various features
of the linguistic S ll a 1 1 find

anges.
them to liavc

been principally the short-

ening and corruption of tliu

vowel sounds as above

noted; second, the drop-

ping of the consonants with

which Latin words had for-

merly terminated ; and

thirdly, the forcing back

by rule of all Latin accents

to a position as remote as

possible from the ultimate.

The shortening of the vow-

els was particularly notice-

able in the final syllables of

words and in the reduction of all dij)!!-

Uiongs to a simple vocalic character.

The dropping of final consonants was
in obedience to the fyreek principle

r r I ; 1 n -. w, n ^ 1
1 .

1 roin llic paiiuiiig by A. I Wcr:

which recjuired as many open vowel

sounds at the close of words as could
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be obtained in that position. It was

an effort to produce in Latin some-

thing of tlic musical quality for which

Greek was so noted. Doubtless the

Roman literary folk of the last cen-

tury of the republic sought to imitate

the " open close " of Greek words, and

to this end threw away, wherever it Avas

practicable to do so, the firm final conso-

nants with which their own primitive

language had abounded.

tlie linguistic change from the old to the

new form of Latin had not proceeded

far imtil the rule was fixed that no word
in the language should henceforth bear

an accent on the last syllable.

One of the main features of the

change from the old to the classical

Latin was the general re-
. , Process of re-

duction Ot the quantiiv of ducingthequan-

syllables. The whole tend-
^'^^ °f -yUabies.

towardencv was

j \ v*\.^^\K"^

(ATI) AMI riiKlTA.

Drawn by V. Beckert.

As to the falling back, or forcing back,

of the accents from the last syllables of

Recession of words, it is difficult to de-

from"t™tl termine by what principle

"»ate. the .same was effected.

While the Greek langfuage preferred an

early accent, that is, an ictus on one of

the first syllables of the word, it also

freely retained an accent on the ultimate.

It seems that Latin in its literary evolu-

tion adopted the first of these principles

and rejected- the other. At any rate.

the shortening of

vowels and

the c o n s e -

quent multi-

plication of

the n u m -

ber of syl-

lables called

" short " in

p r o s o d y

.

This change

is one that is

common to

all languages

in certain
stages of their

e v o

1

ution.

Primitive
peoples are
of a slow tem-

p e r a m e nt

,

and their
speech par-

takes of the

general intellectual character. The
tongue dwells long upon each syllable as

though it were a separate word. But with

the rising heats of national lifethe tongue

quickens its pace in common with the

other nervous phenomena of the human
animal, and in order to quicken it the

vowels must be abbreviated and flat-

tened. It becomes desirable to pass

lightly o\-er many short syllables, giving

accent and quantity to only a few, on

which emphasis is demanded.
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The degree of nervous excitability in

any people can be invariably measured

Relations of ut- by the prevalence or ab-

n:;rusTensron «ence of loug quautitiesaud

in man. heavy acceuts on the syl-

lables of the language spoken. At the

very top and extreme of this tendency

to abbreviation and lightness stands

modern French. The airy, accentlcss

quality of French is as truly exponential

of the nervous state of the people who
speak it—that ultimate evolution of the

Gaulish race-—as was the broad-jawed,

deep-throated speech of the Anglo-Sax-

ons, slow and ponderous, the true index

of the sluggish and heavy intellectual

action of our barbarian Teutonic ances-

try. The old Latin possessed all the

baritone elements of the tribal language

from which it was descended, but the

literary Latin moved forward under the

influences of Greek culture and imita-

tion into a more rapid and elegant form

of utterance.

The change in question was effected

between the middle of the third and the

close of the second century B. C. It

Beginning and began with the writings of

t'he'^t"m°y
°' Xtevius and Plautus, was

epoch. carried rapidly forward by
Ennius, and was perfected by Cato,

Tercntius, Pacuvius, Accius, and finally

Lucilius. With the latter author the

change into the true literary form may
be .said to have been complete. The re-

finements of the language, however, be-

longed to the next, or so-called Golden

Age of Latin letters. This began with

Varro and Cicero, and ended with Ovid

and Livy. Chronological!)' speaking,

the period extended from the beginning

of the first century B. C. to tlic first

quarter of the first century A. I). \\'ith-

in these limits are embraced those great

classics which exemplify the character of

the Latin tongue in its best estate. But

immediately after this greatest devel-

opment we discover the premonitory

symjjtoms of decay. Hardly was the

empire established until not only the de-

cline in literary work, but the deteriora-

tion of the language itself became mani-

fest. Suetonius has given an account of

the conversation of Augustus, and has

preserved a long list of the plebeian and

vulgar words which that imperial per-

sonage was wont to employ. As the

court does, .so do the imitators of the

coiirt.

For a while Latin literature continued

to be reputable. Through the period

known as the Silver Age Representatives

the language was written ^L^efnlheln-'

with tolerable purity. Sen- ferAge.

eca, Persius, Petronius, Lucan, Pliny the

Elder, !\Lartial, Ouintilian, Pliny the

Younger, Tacitus, and Juvenal are the

great representatives of the literature of

the early empire, and their works are

the mirror of the linguistic changes

which were in progress.

As is known to all, the language

along with the literature i^eached its

maximum of variety and Establishment

power in the latter years of ^^^.r/tC^ct^e-

the republic, and in the ronian standard.

hands of Cicero. We should not be far

wrong to couple with his name the name
of Julius Caesar. For in reality the

Latinity of the latter, though much more
restricted in its scope, is scared)^ in-

ferior to that of the greatest of the Ro-

man orators. From the fact that Cicero,

as a writer of orations, as an essayist, as

a philosophical commentator upon the

affairs of his own age, and as a critic of

literary jDroductions in general, reached

the high-water mark in the literature of

his race, it has become customary to

measure the divergence of all other Latin

productions from the Ciceronian standard

as by so much a departure from tlie
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highest linguistic literary form of which

the language was capable. With the

virtual reduction of the Roman senate

to the rank of an advisory body under

the empire, the orator's vocation was

gone ; and since the orator had in the

days of republican glory constituted the

leading figure in the state, the highest

type of citizenship, his decline marked

CAIUS JULIUS OESAR.
Drawn by G. Theuerkauf.

a corresponding decadence in literary

production.

If we turn to note the actual circum-

stances by which the Latin of the Golden

Circumstances Age was degraded and final-

L^Siro")-' b' destroyed, we shall find,

the language. fij-gt of all, that the ruin

was effected b}- the introduction of for-

eign words and idioms. We have seen

how Rome brought back to Italy all

manner of products from- all manner of

states and countries. Among these

was a portion of the language and the

thought of the conquered peoples.

They yielded to Rome, and sent her a

revenue of corruption. In the age of im-

perial vice the great men of the Csesa-

rean system became infected with for-

eignisms. They began to cultivate the

fashions, manners, and to a certain ex-

tent the speech, the accent, and the lit-

erary styles which they had caught from

other peoples, especially the Greeks.

The infection in the next place passed

into the grammar and rhetoric of the

language. The precise framework of

construction which the classical authors

had employed with such force and ele-

gance was neglected, and the tnxe gram-

matical fittings of the language fell

away. Many efforts were made by Ro-

man scholars to check the process and

dam up the sluices of waste ; but their

work was unavailing. After the age of

the Antonines it can not be said that

pure Latin Avas ever spoken or written

except by scholars who cultivated it as a

mere literary vehicle. The Ciceronian

standard had gone down hopelessly be-

fore the as.saults of foreign influence and

internal decay.

We may pause for a moment to look

at a few salient features of Latin, such

as strongfly discriminate° •' Lack of parti-

the language from others cies in the Latin

of Aryan descent. As we *°"^"®'

have said, it was the best example fur-

nished by ancient tongues of arrested

linguistic development. This was shown

in an especial manner by the poverty of

Latin in the way of particles. There

was a fair assortment of conjunctions,

conjunctive adverbs, and prepositions;

but the particle element had none of the

abundance and delicacy displayed in

Greek, or even in several of the modern

languages. In rendering Greek into Latin

the student is perpetually surprised by

the dropping away of the untranslatable
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parts of the former. Latin had neither

a definite nor an indefinite article. The
noun stood alone, with no indication as

to whether it should be used in a gen-

eral, an abstract, or a definite rela-

tion. Ptier sctjuitur paircm was literally

"Boy follows father." The meaning

was: "The boy follows his father,"

"The boy follows the father," "A boy

follows a father," "A boy follows the

father," or any other of the varying

general or specific propositions which

may be evolved out of the three principal

words. There was not the slightest in-

dication as to which of the senses was
intended. In fact, so blunt and indis-

criminative W'as the Latin mind that the

differences in thought, to which we have

referred, had evidently not been dis-

cerned ; else we might reasonably have

expected that in the higlily elaborated

literature produced by the race some

signs of such mental discrimination

would have appeared in the language.

This is all the more marvelous when we
reflect that the Greeks, by the use of

their articles and their indefinite jjro-

nouns, had, centuries before, devised a

scheme for the careful distinction of the

various thoughts referred to.

While the paucity of the particles and

the absence of articles in Latin left the

Strong develop- language like a tree stripped

"u?get*d:r;- Of its foliage, the speech
stratives. -^as nevertheless strong

in demonstration. By this we mean
that these elements of language which

modern grammarians call demonstrative

pronouns, were largely developed and

exact in sense. Not Greek itself was
more perfect in what may be called the

pointing out of things than was Latin.

The close framework of Latin grammar,
the imequivocal meaning and back refer-

ences of the parts were largely effected

by means of those unmistakable words,

liic, is, illc, istc, ipse, driven like iron

pins through the syntax with a force and

precision which bound the whole heavy

sentence into a colossal unity.

The Latin tongue as compared with

Greek was weak in composition ; that is,

in the free production ofcompound words.

The wonderful facilit}'' with which the

Greek author could put philosophy of

together the roots of many ^l-^^^^^nu-
words, forming a com- man speech.

pound expressive of the most complex

idea, was wanting in the Latin tongue.

Lord Bacon has pointed out the fact that

the artistic and imaginative peoples cul-

tivate the compound element in sjjeech,

whereas the practical races prefer simple

and concrete .verbal forms. To the lat-

ter type belonged the Latin. Its power

of combination was kept within very

narrow limits. The large dimensions of

Latin words must be referred to the

colossal root-elements which were in-

digenous to the- language rather than to

ease of combination.

This predominance of the simple and

concrete over the artistic and imagina-

tive qualitv of language severe aspect

gave to all Latin writings Sct^r'of
a realistic turn and an ex- Latin,

actitude of expression in strict analogy

with the character of the Roman race.

The Latin vocabulary w-as expansible

only to a slight degree. The language

never showed the quality of spontaneous

generation as did the Greek. It stopped

short with a brief and masculine out-

branching, putting on no gaily of efflo-

rescence. There was that in the genius

of the tongue wliich resented even the

introduction of foreign elements. Such

importations were not readily incorporat-

ed, or at least not readily assimilated,

with the native structure of the language.

Foreign words floated around in the

stream of Latin speech, but they were
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as oil to water. The foreign flavor, the

alien aspect remained in all such parts

of the language as were brought from

abroad, and continued to testify of their

extraneous character.

The polysyllabic framework of Latin

words and the scarcity of diphthongs

Monotony of by which the vocalic ele-

Latin
;
its sonor- j^g^ts were reduccd in num-

ousness and
dignity. ber, and the fixity of the

accent on one of two syllables only in

MARCUS •\v\ IMS 1 II KRO.

Drawn by H. Volz.

ever}^ Latin word, gave to the language

a certain monotony. It was but little

varied in utterance. That is, the tones

were limited to a narrow range. But the

very qualities which we have here cited

added weight and dignity, gravity and

sonorousness to an unequaled degree. It

is for these characteristics that the Latin

tongue has been mo.st celebrated in

all subsequent ages as a vehicle of pub-

lic titterance ; not indeed for its argu-

mentative capacity or its refinements or

for its musical variety, but for the high-

sounding strain and tremendous cadence

of the periods.

The Latins themselves were not un-

acquainted with this element, this pon-

derous declamatory power Fondness of the

in their speech. They f---dca-
were proud of the reso- dence.

nance of their orations, and gave more
attention, perhaps, than any

other people, with the possi-

ble exception of the Greeks, to

the method and manner of de-

livery— to that elocutionary

part which most peoples have

considered of secondary im-

portance. In the age of Cic-

ero the sonorous quality of

the language and its colossal

constructive energies had been

brought to the highest stage

of perfection, and the roar of

the orator's superlatives and

gerundives as they resounded

in a majestic swell to the close

of the paragraph might well

draw from the crowds in the

forum an outburst of applause

which no perfection of argu-

ment or vehemence of invec-

tive could have elicited.

The Latin language was dis-

tinguished above all other

tongues of antiquity for its di-

rectness and force. Latin Directness,

1. •<- „« ..«/ln^ force, and con-
prO.se, such as it was under „ete energy of

the stylus of Ccesar or the language.

Cicero, had a certain clearness and

cogency and precision—to .say nothing

of the cadence of the periods and the

billowy form of the sentences—which

made it, par excellence, the language of

business, of legislation, and of war.

There was a concrete energy and lucid-
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ness of meaning and a directness of aim

in every well constructed Latin para-

graph which pointed immistakably to

the robust power, the vigor in action,

and the continuity of purpose of that

great race which issued by descent from

the Albanian fathers and by locality

from the walls of lofty Rome.

Considered as the continent of

thought, the Latin language was an

Latin speech an architectural rather than

rutsTclrS-c. ^^ Vital phenomenon. It

t>""e. -w^as made, but grew not.

Beginning with the subjective idea, or

thought, the Greek sentence sprang up

as the vital, visible, growing symbol of

what the Greek mind would express.

The thought within drew to itself what

verbal elements soever were necessary

to give complete and artistic embodi-

ment to itself. The Greek sentence

sprang, as it were, by visible expansion

and outbranching from the ground of

consciousness. It was the verbal emer-

gence of Minerva. But in Latin it was

a process of building—.sheer building by

force of masonry and skill of the

masons. Here is the thought to be ex-

pressed. Here is the Latin language

with which to express it. The problem

is to construct a building that .shall hold

the thought, no more, no less. It may
be a wall, a pavement, an arch, a col-

umn, a rampart, a fa9ade, a whole tem-

ple, but the jirocess is always architec-

tural. The .sentence is of va.st and .solid

ma.sonry. There is neither break in the

stone nor crevice in the cement. It Jits

everywhere. There is no weakness, no

flaw ; for the square has been laid upon
it, and the stonemason's hammer has

brought the surface to perfection.

This Latin language became under

the domination of Rome the medium of

communication among the Mediterra-

nean kingdoms. It was the vehicle of

intercour.se by which the tremendous

will of Rome was carried out through

provinces and states to the a fit instrument

remotest borders of her ^"L'y^f&o-
dominion. 'I'liere was in mans,

the language a quality of stately preci-

sion which rendered it in the highest

degree a fit instrument for the di-

plomacy which Rome must needs con-

duct with the subject nations. At
bottom there was even a deeper quality

which made the Latin language the lan-

guage of law, of lawmaking, of the ap-

plication of law by those processes which

had stiggested them.selvcs by experience

to the Roman people.

It were difficult to explain how it i.s

—

or wa.s—that principles of jurisprudence

took on .so ea.sv and accurate
" Jurisprudence

a .statement m the forms found in Latin a
;. .

,

T ^ •
1 natural vehicle.

of the Latin language.

Perhaps the explanation is found in the

fact that that jurisprudence has been in-

herited by all the modern nations of

Western Europe, and that the principles

of the Roman law must needs have been

coexistent in tlieir origin and coextensive

in their development with the speech of

the people. It might be that the prin-

ciples which underlie the constitution of

Asiatic empires could not find easy ex-

pression in Latin, but certain it is that

the fundamental elements in the codes

of all tho.se kingdoms and states with

which we are acquainted in the West flow

naturally into the Latin mold, and are

therein embodied in unmistakable forms.

To understand tlie preponderance of

the Latin tongue in all Europe during the

Middle Ages, we must remember the ex-

tent and variety of the Ro- Rome plants her

man political power before l?,XXn""^'
its failure in the fourth races ofEurope

and fifth centuries. Rome had carried

her conquests across the Alps and made
her way northward to the Bailie and
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westward to the British islands. Her
legions had completed the circuit of

Western Europe. The Spanish penin-

sula had of old time been hers. We
have seen how various branches of the

Aryan race had extended like wild vines

into all the territories to which we here

refer. Barbarian states had been estab-

lished throughout the North and West.

T^SS^^^^

VANDALS (I.N TIIK M \K' II jo I;

Drawn by F. Schoenberg.

They had grown into power, and were

really formidable antagonists even for

the armies of Rome.
But all went down under the impact

of the Roman legions. The territories

of Europe west of the Rhine became

provinces of the empire. Latin insti-

tutions were established, Latin iisages

promulgated, the Latin language and

laws introduced among the conquered

peoples. The reader of history is well

acquainted with the means by which

Rome sought everywhere to incorporate

the conquered countries and to make
them one with herself. One of the

principal agencies which she adopted

was the dissemination of her language

Young barbarians of promise were se-

duced into her schools and taught the

speech of the

schoolmasters. In

course of time Lat-

in was thus dis-

.seminated through-

out the North and

West, as it had been

already dissemi-

nated in the East.

Everywhere there

was a mixture of

the vernacular with

the tongue of
Rome. Each prov-

ince began the de-

velopment of a

speech for itself,

the bottom element

and grammatical

frameworkof which

were Latin ; but a

large part of the

vocabulary and

mere verbal pecul-

i a r i t i e s of each

>ii . were barbarian.

Here we discover

the undoubted antecedents of the so-

called modern languages of in what manner

Western Europe. The f—Tnle^^ge
Franks learned Latin— from Latin,

learned it in their own way, modi-

fied its composition, changed its pro-

nunciation, filled its vocabulary with

new terms, and presently christened it

French.

South of the Pyrenees native Gaulish
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tribes, Iberians, Basques, and others

handled in like manner the language

Spanish, Pro- which they had received

'i:'::^:l:r^.
from their conquerors, and

lan spring up. Spanish sprang up as a dia-

lect. Provencal also appeared in the

south of France, under like conditions of

barbarian admixture with the tongue of

Rome. The AVestern peoples of Spain

gave a peculiar development to the

mediaeval speech, producing in course of

time Portuguese as another dialect of the

original stock, ileanwhile, the "Western

empire had gone down under the as-

saults of the Visigoths, the Heruli, the

Vandals, and the Lombards. More par-
;

ticularly the Goths had gained the as-

cendency in the central peninsula from

which the Roman dominion had ex-

tended its iron arms in the days of

power and glory. But Latin held its

own against the rough jargon of the in-

vaders. The composite process began,

however, and resulted in the produc-

tion of Italian. On the Danube a sixth

and last evolution had taken place by

the combination of another Germanic

tongue with the Latin stem. Here in

the province of Wallachia a variety of

corrupted Latin was instituted which

possessed the elements of growth and

e.xpansion out of which has sprung a

modern language, the Wallacliiau, of

considerable extent and influence in that

quarter of Europe.

Surveying the whole field, we find no

fewer than six principal tongues spring-

ing like waterspouts around the old

stump of Latin, prodigious in dimen-

sions and deep-rooted in centuries of

time. These are Italian, Spanish, Por-

tuguese, French, Provencal, and "Walla-

chian, several of which, as for instance

the French, have branched into subva-

rieties, such as that Norman French of

the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth centu-

ries, which was destined to give to our

own ancestral tongue the greatest modi-

fication which it has ever received from

any foreign source.

It is not purposed, however, in this

connection to do more than intimate the

\dcissitudes of Latin and its distribution

as a parent speech into the Laws and con-

countries of Europe. It is ?,"!""°"fA Home borne

more germane to the cur- abroad by Latm.

rent inquiry to note the dissemination

on these multifarious linguistic streams

of the jurisprudence of the Roman race.

Everywhere the laws of ancient Rome,
her customs, her usages, her principles

of political conduct, her methods of ad-

ministering justice, her theories of the

rational construction of civil society,

were borne afar until they found lodg-

ment among the remotest peoples of the

West. Those influences, moreover,

which were wafted by means of the

Latin language into foreign parts, had

in them the elements of perpetuity.

It was a severe and dubious task to at-

tempt to account for tlic extreme perti-

nacity of Roman customs aII features of

and laws, transplanted ^^-'-^It^---
as they have been to dis- seminated.

tant shores and inhospitable climates

;

nevertheless, the fact remains. As we
have said above, the very family which

is the bottom unit of all society, as it is

constituted among the nations of the

West, is derived from Rome. The prin-

ciples of its organization are funda-

mentally Roman, rather than Greek or

Asiatic. The small facts of political or-

ganization, such as the township, the

county, the oppidum, the urbs or city,

every variety of municipal construction,

are likewise deduced from Roman prec-

edents. The process of making laws is

Roman in every stage and every essen-

tial.

However varied maj' be the theo-
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ries of modern society in countries some

of which are monarchical, some aristo-

Prevaienceof cratic, some democratic,

SrughoT' «""^e republican, we find

modern society, everywhere the same bot-

tom constitution as it relates to legisla-

tive methods and the processes of law.

The legislature, the commons, the up-

per house—whatever that may be—the

checks between them, the process of

election, the methods of organizing, the

veto, the executive office, the court be-

yond—all, all are Roman in their origin

and in their distinctive features. And
underneath this vast structural system

that has by its adaptabilities and, per-

haps, its common sense been forced

upon, or at least accepted by, almost

every state of Europe and the New
World, there flowed the river of Latin

speech. It was on this stream that the

ships which carried the institutional

forms of the Roman republic into dis-

tant regions have been borne safely to

their destination and moored in all the

harbors of modern politics, from the

Baltic to Gibraltar, from the Rhine to

Ireland, from Hudson's bay to Uruguay,

from the Atlantic coast to the simlit val-

leys beyond the Sierra Nevada.

Chapter LXIV.—The Arts.

N attempting to draw a

realistic outline of the

character and life of

the Roman people, we
shall in the next place

consider their technol-

ogy and their arts.

Whoever has not carefully studied this

subject, who has not reflected upon the

data accessible until he has discovered

the actual condition of Roman life and

activity with respect to artisanship and

art, must needs be surprised, astounded,

at the revelation which awaits him.

Among no people of the ancient or

modern world, with the possible excep-

tion of the Greeks, was there a greater

The Romans the Superficial manifestation of

llelr^rtpr' constructive energy, of

pies. intellectual and executive

grandeur, than among the Romans;
and yet the appearance was specious in

the last degree. It was superficially

drawn from the a.spcct of things, and

not from their essential nature. The
Romans were, in brief, t/w hast creative

of all the great peoples with whom they

competed for predominance in the an-

cient world. It might almost be truth

fully said that they created nothing.

But at the same time it must be allowed

that they constructed everything. It is

with this fundamental difference be-

tween creation and construction clearly

in his mind that the reader must ap-

proach the consideration of all the outer,

and more particularly the artistic, mani-

festations of the Roman genius.

It would appear that the whole power

of the Roman race flowed into a few

simple qualities, such as constructive

strength, adaptive capacity. '"^ZT^^.^o^
working force, and the ideality.

constriictive concept with respect to

both men and things. For the Romans
were as much the builders of political

society as they were the builders of

aqueducts and roads and temples; as

much the masons of human life as of

the Appian Way and the Coliseum.

So powerful was the flux of the whole

Roman nature in the direction of the
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tangible activities here referred to that

nothing remained for the imagination,

the fancy, the poetic flight. The Ro-

mans were the least inspired of all the

great peoples of the world. The fact is

that inspiration was to them a luord, and

not a lliing. They were capable of the

intensest excitement, but of no enthu-

siasm. They had all the realistic facul-

ties in excessive development, but were

strangers to ideality. The very slum-

bers of the race were overshadowed with

the actual, and the Roman's dreams

were visions of the forum, of the cop-

per mine, of the legion marching, of

.Should we glance into Latium about

the mythical times of the founding

of the republic, we should The Etruscans

see on the hillsides, half- Ssm'to'"
cleared of the original Rome,

woods, the hut of the Latin farmer.

His home was typical of all the rest.

It was rudely built of wood or stone,

with little attention to elegance of

structure or tastefulness of situation.

It was only after Rome was founded

and contact with the Etruscans had
made the people familiar with the archi-

tecture of the latter race that a better

stvle of building was introduced. For

KUINS OK ROMAN AQUEDUCT—ALIiAN HILLS IX THE DISTANCE.—Drawn by F. Preller.

Stonemasons building an aqueduct, and
of a flood in the Tiber.

The practical issue of these subjective

traits in the Roman race was that from

The Romans the first the men of Rom-

l^n^eTed'^nolh!''
^^^^s borrowed everything

>"g- and invented nothing. A
modern witticism has gained currency

to the effect that the French nation has

not invented anything except the right

of insurrection. Taking the witticism

seriously, we might find its origin in

that greater race froin which the French

are descended. The Romans invented

not, but sought from the inventions of

others to appropriate such elements as

might conduce to their own benefit and

renown.

centuries together the Etruscan masons

and architects were necessary to the

progress and development of the city.

Every great work required this foreign

skill for its conception and execution.

Strange spectacle to see the Roman
patrician victorious over the superior

people north of the Tiber and compel-

ling them to build and adorn his city

!

From Cyprus, from Phoenicia, from

Carthage, from Ionia, and Greece the

primitive Etruscans had brought to the

Western peninsula the rudi- The conquerors

ments of skill in construe- t^l^^^::^:^.
tion and in art. These ele- iterranean.

ments were combined by the genius of

the people, and considerable progress

was made toward the creation of an Ital-
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lan architecture diflferent from that of

the East. It were vain to conjecture

to what this tendency might have

reached but for the domination of Rome.
Certain it is that the architectural skill

of the older people had ex-

panded into fair propor-

tions before the days of

Romulus. It was the his-

torical contact of the Latins

with the builders of Veil,

Volsinii, and Falerii that

gave the first impetus to

building in Rome and

throughout Central Italy.

The old Sabellians had also

made some progress in ar-

chitecture at a very early

period, and from them also

tlie Latins gathered both

the knowledge of the build-

ing art and its practice.

At the first the people

of Latitim had no temples.

Romans depend- nO effigies of
entonEtrus- « 1, „ ; _ ~^,i,.
cans for their their gods.
first temples. They were in-

debted for the introduction

of these symbols of religion

to the Etruscan artists.

The first temples built in

Rome were designed and
erected by foreigners, and
it was the mid-epoch of the

republic before the plan of

the Roman temples and
their principal features

passed from the Etruscan

lo the Grecian type of ar-

chitecture. The old temple

of Jupiter Capitolinus was
built and adorned by Etruscan architects.

The Quadriga, or four-horse clay chariot,

with which the pediment of the temple

was adorned, was executed by Volcanius,

an artist from Veil. He also produced

the clay statue of Jove which stood in

the interior.

But, as we have said, Etruscan art,

properly so called, was far behind the

strictly architectural development of the

BACCHIC VASE OF F.TRl'SCAN PATrKRN.
Drawn by Charles Goutzwillcr, from a photcgraph.

people. The oldest images and vases

recovered from primitive Rome have all

the features of the corresponding works

found in Etruria. The bad drawing, the

disproportion, the crude coloring, and
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the staring- expression of fright with

Avhich the faces of the images are dis-

figured all bear evidence
Rudeness ofthe
primitive arts of that Romc had neither art
ot peopes.

norarchitecture of her own.

As soon as intercourse was established

with (ireece the discrepancy between

the rude work done by the Etruscan for-

bad been put in place as a fitting con-

Crete upon which to rear the glory of the

future citV. Bv the middle Dependence on

of the fifth century B. C. ^^naTsanT"
the passion of the Romans statues

for honoring their great men with statues

was displayed, though not at first in full

force. It became customary to set up in

ROMAX SHIP, WITH GRAPPLING

eigners in Rome and that of the Hel-

lenic artists was discovered ; and as early

as the days of Servius Tullius importa-

tions of skill and of actual art works be-

gan from the Greek cities.

Meanwhile the solid basis of Old Rome
was laid by the Etruscan artisans. The
huge stones, many of which are still \\n-

moved from their ancient foundations,

IRONS.—From Trajan's Column, Rome.

the streets of the city memorials to such

of the great men of the race as had dis-

tinguished themselves in battle or in

the senate. But the work could not be

done by Roman hands. They had pow.

er, but no skill. Such statues were im-

ported from abroad, from Greece ; and

in course of time the artist himself was

imported likewise. What Rome could
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not produce she could command ; and

vhat she could command she ordered.

On every side we discover, even from

the primitive ages, the imoriginative

Emergency com- character of the Roman

rhipbuudinr' P^°P^<^- The ideal and ere-

lags. ative faculties of mind were

wanting in the race to such an extent

that originality, or what is called some-

what vaguely by the name of genius,

was virtually an imknown quantity.

What we have said of the early depend-

ence of Latium upon Etruria and Magna
Graecia for the elements of art and arti-

sanship may be repeated of tlic middle

age of republican Rome. Sometimes in

an emergency the Romans were driven

by sheer stress of circumstances to pro-

duce for themselves, but the effort was

laborious in the last degree. When any

such contingency arose, it was evident

that the work was looked upon by its

producers as something marvelous. Cer-

tainly it should not be thought wonder-

ful that the Romans should be shipbuild-

ers. There the peninsula lay fairly

projecting far between two placid seas.

To east and west the Mediterranean

constituted an easy thoroughfare to all

the surrounding kingdoms. As we have

said, the absence of harbors on the Ital-

ian coast might account for the back-

wardness of the race in maritime ad-

venture, but could not wholly explain

the absence of shipbuilding .skill among
the great people who had arrogated to

themselves and had taken by conquest

the right of governing all Italy.

The student of history will recall the

fact that at the outbreak of the Punic

Slow production Wars the great advantage

the^'gr'^pph^r''
"f t^^^ Carthaginians over

''°°''^- the Romans lay in the pos-

session of fleets and a marine soldiery by
the former, and the absence of the same
on the side of the Romans. More par-

ticularly he will recall how at the epoch

of the second Punic War the Romans
roused themselves to compete with their

enemies on the sea, and how they were

driven to seek a model for a war ship in

the wreck of a Carthaginian vessel acci-

dentally driven ashore by the storm.

The unskill, too, of the Romans in their

management of ships in the ensuing war
was conspicuous. But though the race

could not invent, it could learn. It was
not long after the first fleet had been

created until the Roman sailors were a

terror even to the sea veterans of Car-

thage.

Even in the details of such matters

the same wonder is expressed by the Ro-

mans in their occasional contrivance of

some effective thing. Remember the

grappling hooks. The thing in itself

was not a prodigy. It was certainly no

stroke of genius to observe how easily

one ship might be bound to another in

battle, allowing the soldiers to j^ass from

deck to deck, until the issue of the fight

might be decided by such prowess as the

legion displayed on land. In such an

emergency the grappling hook would

suggest itself to the dull brain of a com-

mon blacksmith. But when Rome in-

vented for herself this clumsy, but

effective, contrivance of holding fast her

enemy's ship, it was reckoned so mighty

a work of genius that it passed into his-

tory and song as one of the triumphs of

the race.

In all departments of artisanship the

.same backwardness of adaptation ap-

peared. It was only Un- The Romans

dcr tlie compulsion of some Tkiu orothl"'

necessity that the Ro- ^aces.

mans showed themselves capable of

producing the commonest contrivances.

They looked willi wonder upon the

multifarious industries which were plied

in the countries and by the peoples
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whom they conquered. It was almost a

barbarian sentiment with which this

vigorous, warlike race contemplated at

first the splendor of achievement which

was discovered in Greece. But it was

in the nature of Rome to discern ad-

vantage, and to gather even from the

ends of the earth all things and proc-

esses soever that might benefit herself.

quering Italy. Historians and moralist.?

have been wont to call Rome a robber.

It was appropriation as much as robbery

with which she enriched herself. It is

true that she transferred the actual

properties of all foreign states with

which she came into contact to her own
dominions. In this she simply adopted

and applied the war code of the ages in

ROMAN BAKERY, RESTORED—Drawn by W, Fricdrich, from the origin;il at Pompeii.

If we could at this late day enter the

shops and manufactories of Rome, and

Knowied^ of had we in the meantime

taponedfrom acquainted ourselves with
alien races. the nature and extent of

the industries which were prosecuted by
the Eastern peoples from the fourth cen-

tury B. C. to the third A. D., we should

be amazed to see how completely such

industries had been transplanted to con-

which she flourished. But to transfer

an invention, a contrivance, a method

of industry, a means of accomplishing

something—in short, an art, whether

industrial or polite—^was to appropriate

rather than to rob. Such gathering up

from foreign nations of their skill, their

inventions and arts, did not deprive

those nations of the right to continue

their industries and artisanship as be-
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fore, but merely weakened them by the

diffusion of their special powers into a

foreign state.

In all this we are able to discover a

striking example of what has been fre-

Rome first gath- quentlv Seen in the history

"^Tttscr^utt of the' world, namely, the
*'°"- evidence of a general civili-

zation through all time, all coimtries,

and all conditions by successive special

contributions of each people in its turn.

May we not discern the agency which

Rome is now to exercise in diffusing to

every part of the Mediterranean regions,

and ultimately to all Europe and to the

Western world at large, by means of

her greatness and the avenues of her

power, all the local results which she

had gathered from the various races

with which she had come into contact?

Rome was destined to scatter what may
be called the physical apparatus of civ-

ilization and a civil organic structure,

just as Greece had been destined to dif-

fuse the light of learning and the beau-

ties of art to the ends of the world. It

is by such gatherings up and subse-

quent dispensations of civilizing ele-

ments that all the nations of the world

must ultimately be enlightened and

brought from barbarism into the civil-

ized estate.

Since one of the three principal means
of maintaining human life in the earth

Ability to buUd is shelter, and since all

architectural achievements

may be said to spring from

this simple necessity which bears upon

the primitive state of man, we may ex-

pect to find in every powerful state an

architectural element of vast impor-

tance. If we look at that of Rome, we
shall discover a most striking example of

the nature and extent of the dependence

of the people upon foreign artists and

artisans for their achievements. If in

the strongest
trait ofRoman
genius.

any part of the industrial and artistic

life of the Roman people they may be

said to have invented, it was in architec-

ture. In so far as invention consists in

the combination and development of ex-

isting elements, the Romans did, to a

certain extent, devise new methods of

structure and new styles of building.

In several particulars we find in Rome
—even in primitive Rome—the evi-

dences of important departures from the

prevailing methods in the architecture

of the East and South.

Take, for instance, the arch as an ele-

ment of structure. It was thought for a

long time that the Egyptians were entire-

ly ignorant of the value and applications

of this device. Recent Evolution of the

investigations have tended ^'ettTnTtrucI

to show, however, that at a ^"'"^•

very ancient period the builders of Egypt

had some knowledge of the arch, but

that for reasons which do not sufficiently

appear, it was not employed by the great

builders who produced the granite won-

ders of the Eg3-pt of the Pharaohs.

Neither were the Greeks acquainted with

the arch—or, if acciuainted at all, such

knowledge was here again i-eferable to a

very early period. The entrance to the

treasure-house of Atreus, uncovered by

the workmen of Schliemann in our own
generation, is a pointed arch ; but the

later works of the Greeks did not per-

petuate this clement of building. On
the whole, it may be safely conjectured

that there was something in the arch

which offended the severe taste of the

Egyptian and Grecian builders, and that

for this reason it disappeared wholly

from their styles.

In Rome we have the same early ap-

pearance of the arch ; but here it was re-

tained and developed, and ultimately

transmitted to modern Europe. The
Cloaca Maxima, to which we have fre-
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quently referred, is an enduring proof that

the arch was known and skillfully em-

The arch adopt- ployed in Italy at a very
ed and perfected remote neriod It thus re-byRomaubuild- remote peiiou. it tliub le

ers. mained for the Romans to

adopt, perpetuate, amplify, and improve

a principle of architecture which had

been known, but rejected, by the Egyp-

OLD EIRUSCAN MASONRY—MOUTH OF CLOACA MAXIMA

AT THE TIBER.

Drawn by R. Piittner,

tians, the Greeks, and even by the As-

syrians. If the reason above assigned

for the rejection of the arch by the

Greeks be correct, we may discover also

the reason of its retention by the Ro-

mans. The latter people were not likely

to sacrifice strength for hcajity. So valu-

able an element of structure as the arch

once introduced would be retained and

expanded with a view to permanency

and strength, notwithstanding its rejec-

tion by the finer taste of the Eastern

builders.

Such facts as that to which we here

refer may sometimes appear of minor

importance to the reader of Relation of the

history; but not so. Ob- fJ^Jlo^^^l^thf""

serve how the fact in ques- Romans,

tion enters into the whole civil polity of

the Roman republic and the empire.

One of the means by which Roman au-

tlixjrity is to be disseminated and main-

tained in its integrity, even to the borders

of Europe and as far east as the Euphra-

tes, is the construction of roads. The
student knows well how far from Rome
her great thoroughfares were carried.

He knows how those imperial highways

were built, how broad and straight they

were, how they were paved with im-

movable stones, how the roadway was

graded across hills and valleys and over

roaring rivers, to the end that the le-

gions of the republic might march forth

with clanging tread, and return when the

war was over with ease and expedition

and proper triumph to the central city.

But how shoi:ld Rome carry her great

roads across valleys and lowlands and over

rapid rivers?—how, but by Evidences

means of tremendous cause-

ways

arch ?

means adopted ; and at this day in many
parts of Europe the remains of the tre-

mendous energies displayed in the Ro-

man roads testify to the wisdom of the

builders in the employment of the arch

as an element of the greatest durability

and strength. The very same thing was

done in constructing those enormous and

everlasting aqueducts with which Rome
was wont to supply herself with whole-

some water. By Rome we do not mean

the capital city only, but all of the great

throughout Eti-

rope ofRoman
supported by the structure.

As matter of fact such were the
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cities which were brought under her

sway, not only in Italy, but in the East,

and also north of the Alps. It is the

exception for the modern traveler not to

find in connection with the sites of the

ancient imperial cities of Southern Eu-

rope the ruins of one of those mighty

aqueducts through which in times of Ro-

man grandeur the floods of fresh water

poured a limitless supply into every me-

tropolis—and every aqueduct was sup-

over into Latium their ancient style, and

this became for some centuries the pre-

vailing type of sti-ucture in the city. To
a certain extent the Roman builders

modified, but can scarcely be said to

have improved, the Tuscan style. The
old theater of Marcellus at Rome, espe-

cially the lowest story, and the temple

of Cora, forty miles distant, have pre-

served for modern inspection specimens

of this oldest type of building.

<Vi-

^';_,-^

•'•'^

j.r. >

^'Vl-^
.4^-"^4»^lteic**'*--*, • .C>:

K'.J.MAN HIGHWAY A.MJ KL'IXS OF CASTLE.— Dr.uMi by iJothi;!, hum a t)liolui;...ijli.

ported by the arch as its principal ele-

ment of structure, as its main assurance

of strength and durability.

To this extent, then, the architecture

of Rome may be said to have been orig-

^ inal; but in all of its other
Character and
examples of the leading particulars it was
Tuscan style. , , , . i /- . cderived : derived first of

all from the Etruscans. For from that

people, in the beginning, the Roman
style of building, mean and low, called

Tuscan, was deduced. The primitive

architects from beyond the Tiber carried

It has been claimed that the Tuscan

itself was a degenerate form of Grecian

architecture; that the Greek architeo-

architects of Etruria were .XreTaumg
unable to preserve the elc- ^ype*

gance and beauty of the original, but

that they did preserve enough of the

principal features to impose them on the

Romans as their primitive style of struc-

ture. In course of time, however, the

Romans, by war and other forms of in-

tercourse, familiarized themselves with

the Doric and Ionic architecture of
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]\Iagna Grascia, and afterwards directly

with the magnificent temples and other

public buildings of the Greeks. From
these sources were derived the elements

in course of time Rome abounded with

architects of her own race who were

able to compete with the foreign build-

ers. Now it was that the Corinthian

ROMAN STRUCTI'RE.— Forum and Column of Trajan, Rrstoked,—Drawn by J. Buhlmann.

which were employed b\- the Roman
builders. We may not suppose that the

Romans remained dependent upon for-

eigners for the actual ability to con-

struct. They were able to learn, and

column was introduced in the West, and

became ever afterwards the standard

feature of the architectural monuments
of Italy.

We might well pause to note briefly
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the evolution of the cohimn to its final

efflorescence in the times of the Roman
Evolution of col- empire. It was a product

iTG^ecerd"'' Of the geuius of the Hamit-
R°™e. ic race ; but the civilization

of the Aryan nations brought it to per-

see to what extent the column flourished

in the hands of the Egj-ptians. In the

preceding chapter we have noted its use

and expansion in the hands of the archi-

tects of Greece. We have remarked
the stages of the development fi-om the

ROMAN STRUCTUKE.—Temhe dp Pallas, Restored.—Drawn by J. liuhlmann.

fection. So far as usefulness was con-

cerned, the bottom idea of the coluinn is

a pillar of support, but its ideal element

is derived from the tree. Out of these

two fundamental concepts the whole
development has taken place. In an-

other jjart of the present work we shall

plain Doric, massive and simple, into

the Ionic, and finally into the Corinthian

order, which was the limit of ornamen-

tation permissible by the canon of the

Greeks.

Hellenic taste was .severe and chaste

in all respects, but particularly in the
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tation the char-
acteristic ofRo-
man taste.

matter of structure. It sought for effect

by simplicity and not by elaboration. In

High ornamen- the very best ages of Greek

building the Ionic style

was the most ornate which

was permitted by the classical tastes of

the people. It will be conceded that the

Romans merely adopted the column

—

accepted it, first from the hands of

the Etruscans, and afterwards from the

hands of the Greeks. But they accepted

to modify. It is in dispute to the pres-

ent day whether the Roman varieties of

building are entitled to be called distinct

styles. The type which they chose Avas

the Corinthian, as being most ornate,

therefore most befitting the luxurious

tastes of the Roman people. But even

the Corinthian style was not sufficiently

elaborate to meet the demands of Rome.
The Roman Corinthian became at once

more highly efflorescent than any that

had preceded it ; and then followed what

is known as the Composite style, in which

ingenuity would fain torture from com-

bination certain effects, particularly in

the capital, more ornate and complicated

than any that had preceded. It was in

this composite order that the acme of

columnar development was reached, but

it was the acme of luxury and ornamen-

tation rather than the acme of sound

taste and beauty. These had been at-

tained before. The chastity of the

Greek column as exhibited in the Doric

and Ionic was by its conversion into the

Corinthian order changed to tawdriness

and luxurious flummery; and these

qualities, transmitted to after times,

have entailed on modern Europe certain

architectural vices from Avhich she has

not yet recovered.

It was, then, the Corinthian order of

architecture that the Romans cultivated

and developed. There was a Roman
Ionic order and also a Roman Doric,

but neither was brought to any degree

of perfection. In fact, as we have said,

the Roman eve was unable The corinthiau

to discover in thechaste pro- ^^^^^^^^
portions and simple beauty architects.

of the Doric and Ionic styles anything to

satisfy—an}'thing to please. It was from

the basis of an already highly expanded

Corinthian order that all the noted

architectural evolution of the Roman
race was effected.

We are here speaking of architecture

not as an objective fact, but as an ex-

ponent of the genius and Architecture aa

taste of the Roman race. LTcr^^nd"
We are looking at it sim- moral states,

ply as an expression in form of the sub-

jective concepts and intellectual capabil-

ities of that great people. The reader

must assist us by bearing in mind the

fact that in ethnic history the objective

forms of civilization are considered as

merely so many tangibilities of the in-

tellectual and moral powers of mankind.

It is sought in all such studies to deduce

by an inverted syllogism, the premises

of which consist of the material aspects

of civilization, certain valid conclusions

with regard to the evolution of the hu-

man mind in different ages and condi-

tions of the world.

Nevertheless, it is occasionally of in-

terest even in an ethnic history to

note specific external facts The Corinthian

as of peculiar interest J^^p-.^^-^^,

in the general study. One classicalRome,

of these facts upon which we might

well dwell for a moment is the Roman
column. Had the traveler from a dis-

tant land entered Rome in the days of

imperial splendor, he should have seen

one of the most magnificent and solidly

built cities ever constructed by the hu-

man race. In this great mass of archi-

tecture, at least in all its grander parts,

the predominant feature, the determin-
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ing element, was this same Corinthian

cohimn, many times evolved into what

was called the composite order, but al-

ways fundamentally the same. Into

this column the genius of the architects

of Rome and, as we have seen, much of

the antecedent genius of two or three

more intellectual races than the Romans

ture in the front, or fa9ade, of the great

classical buildings of antiquity. It rested

below upon a part of the General oharac

structure called the stvlo- 'f,wn,n'',!nf^* 01 the compos-

bate, andboreaboveanothcr "e column.

part called the entablature. It was the

peculiarity of Roman architecture that

the stvlobatc. or base, of the front of the

1 I iMAN STKl'Cl URi:.

—

Mai'^oliim or IIaukian (Ca-^tlf. of .->ANr AnokloJ, Kk.mokhu.— llrawii liy C Uc

had already entered. Its proportions

and general character had been deter-

mined by a canon of criticism which in

its turn had been produced by the added

judgments of many artists in different

lands. What, then, was the column
which Rome brought to its most ornate

development?

It was the principal or central fea-

fajade was of unusual height. In the

triumphal arches which Rome was wont

to erect in commemoration of great men
and great events this feature is most

pronounced. In such structures the sty-

lobate has a height of four, or even five,

diameters. In all such measurements

the diameter of the column is taken as

unity. In other buildings the stylobate
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was only two and a half or three diam-

eters in height. It consisted for the

most part of a series of moldings form-

ing a substantial base, from which the

columns rose. There was sometimes a

single or even double plinth under the

base of the moldings, and on the coping

there was what is called a "block

course," on which rested the bases of

the columns. The latter device was in-

tended to lift the column at the bottom,

so that the beholder standing in front of

the edifice might see the entire length

and height of the base and the shaft.

The column itself was divided into

three parts: the base, the shaft, and the

capital. The height bore
Special features

.

and proportions a Constant relation to the
of the column. ., ^ i i •

unit of measurement, being

nine and a half or ten diameters. The
base was generally a half diameter in

height, consisting first of a square mem-
ber, or plinth, and then of several mem-
bers of a circular form, diminishing in

breadth from the bottom. The base w^as

the least conspicuous of all the parts, and

was, perhaps, less varied in the hands of

the Romans than any other member of

the whole fagade. The breadth of the base

was greater than that of the column,

having an extreme width ranging from

a diameter and a third to a diameter and

four ninths. The shaft of the column

may be regarded as the principal mem-
ber. It diminished regularly toward the

top by one eighth of a diameter. It was

fluted, or scalloped out, in semicircular

grooves, having elevations between,

which were called fillets. Each flute

had four times the breadth of the fillet.

The flutes of a column were almost in-

variably twenty-four in number, and

were only omitted when the materials

used would not admit of such treatment.

When granite, porphyry, cipolin, and

other substances of the kind were em-

ployed, as they were occasionally, cne

columns had a smooth exterior surface,

being simply cylinders of dressed stone,

tapering in the same ratio given above.

The height of the capital was one and
one eighth diameters. From this rule

there was some variation,
.

Parts and meas-
a few of the capitals being urements of the

lower. The capital itself
''^^'

consisted of several members. Around
the circumference were two rows, or

bands, of acanthus leaves. In each row

there were eight leaves placed side by
side, branching outwards and not touch-

ing at the edges. This made each leaf

cover three flutes in the column below.

The leaves were arranged symmetrically

with respect to the upper part of the capi-

tal and the entablature above. That is,

the eye of the beholder, as he stood in front

of the edifice, would discover an equal

number of leaves on each side of the col-

umn. The top member of the capital,

immediately under the entablature, was

the abacus. It had a height of one sev-

enth of the whole capital. The lower

row of acanthus leav-es had a height of

two sevenths of the whole, and the sec-

ond row had two thirds the height of the

lower. Thus through all parts a princi-

ple of proportion, carefully determined

by the experiences and artistic sense of

ages, was extended; and though there

were many departures in the details from

the exact standard, the general propor-

tions were invariably retained.

In all this we are able again to discov-

er .something of that regularity, preci-

sion, and lOVe of order for Roman mind

which the Roman mind had "T^^ITZ^,:
always been noted from its tecturai style,

first emergence in the mythical ages. It

was a characteristic that was carried in-

stinctively into all the details of the prac-

tical arts as well as into the management
of civil society. In fact, the principle
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can not be too strongl}^ enforced, that the

life of a people is whole and consistent

in all its ramifications and methods. It

might not be pressing the inquiry too far

to aver that an

inconsistency in

the life of a peo-

ple is impossible

—which is to say

that when all the

facts, the in-

stincts, the pecul-

iarities, the ante-

cedents, the forces

of the environ-

ment, the peculiar

circumstances of

development, and

the extraneous in-

fluences to which

a given people

have been sub-

jected are taken

into considera-

tion, no actual in-

consistency can
be discovered ; no

one circumstance

in the nat io n al

life be out of con-

cord with all the

rest.

Until the rise

and expansion of

Rome, a single

leading fact had

been apparent in

all the architec-

ture of the East,

whether Ilamitic,

Semitic, or Ar-

yan. This factwas the limi-

tation of Iniilding to a few
°"'y- leading purposes. The
structure was in some sense a public phe-

nomenon. The Egyptians built temples

and tombs. Besides these two varieties

of architecture and their concomitants,

it could scarcely be said that Egypt had
an architecture. All private building

KuMA.N

Draw

Eastern build-
ing had respect
to public uses

bTKUClURE— lEMl'LK ul' NliKVA.

n by H. Cltrgct, from a photograph.

was doubtless of so low, insignificant,

and temporary a kind as to pass away
with the age in which it arose. High
above all private enterprise, however,

towered the two great facts, the temple
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and the tomb ; and the ruins of the one

and the pointed summit of the other are

still seen in the horizon of Northeastern

Africa.

The Semitic races also had two prin-

cipal forms of building : the temple and

Semitic archi- the palace. In some cases

trpXlTatd the one predominated, and
temples. in Other countries the

other. Chaldtea, Assyria, and Baby-

lonia limited their efforts to the con-

struction of abodes for their gods and

their kings. In the valleys of the Eu-

phrates and Tigris it would be im-

possible, as in the valley of the Nile,

to discover even a hint of those private

edifices which must have been a part of

the common life. Great was the gap in

all these countries between the almost

imperishable structure of stone, grand

in proportion and massive in masonry,

and the small square earthen hovel in

which the common lot held its career

and exhibited its poor activities.

This peculiar feature in the architec-

ture of the East, its virtual limitation to

temples and palaces and tombs, was car-

Greeks and Ro- vied westward b}- the mi-

ftom Oriental gratinguatious, andbecamc
standards. under their patronage the

characteristic of building in A.sia Minor
and in Greece. In the latter countrj^

there were already apparent certain

signs of the new order—evidences that

the range of structure was destined to

extend to a greater variety of subjects.

It remained for the Romans, however,

to carry the principles of an enlarged

and grand architecture into private

buildings, and to vary the application of

the building art to conform to the almost

endless variety of edifices which a great

and vigorous community must demand.
Structure is the continent of life. The

body, in the first place, is the continent

of the individual life. The house is the

continent of the life of the family. So

the principle may be carried upwards

until we have for societv a
- Structure to be

house. Moreover, the house regarded as the
. t: , . continent of life,

must conform to its in-

habitants. The shells of the gasteropoda

are shaped to the humble people within.

It is onh" a part of that universal consist-

ency which extends through the whole

domain of life and organism. In Rome
the robustness of the common life de-

manded a form of structure almost as

extensive and substantial relatively as

were the buildings of the kings and the

gods.

The reader must remember that king-

ship was presently abolished, utterly

expelled from Roman so- Rome becomes

ciety. With the disappear-
^^.^iJrtfctuJe for

ance of the king, with the private uses,

flight of the Tarquin in that old mythi-

cal dawn, the king-house, the palace,

also fled. The houses of the deities re-

mained and continued to expand in pro-

portion with the concepts of the people

during the centuries of the republic.

But the common life, the great social

life, the patrician life, aye, finally the

plebeian life itself, expanded also ; and

the habitation of this life, the dwelling

place, the private edifice which repre-

sented the common lot of man in the

"West expanded also, and became varied

in its forms and uses to a degree hither-

to unknown among the nations of the

Old World.

Herein it is possible to discern the

hidden depths of progress among the

nations of antiquitv. In Empire and su-

the horizon of the extreme
^^^eTr th:o"n':s1a

East the common life was the East,

in no wise differentiated. It was simply

a mass, capable of action only under the

foot of power. Hence the king in tha

pagan world rose and stood above the

cowering multitudes. In those fecund
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valleys of Africa and Asia where civil-

ization probably began, we see the spec-

tral outlines of these two great facts,

empire and superstition, rising like gi-

gantic figures above the debased millions

who toiled and suffered to maintain and

glorify the very powers by which they

were subjected.

It was out of this estate that the

migratory movements of mankind be-

Migratorymove- gan. The bolder spirits

Snd*sign?fy"" slipped from the domination
emancipation, and dcspotism of the old

order, and drew after them the more
progressive tribes in a movement to the

West. The farther the movement ex-

tended the more completely did the

common man escape from the old op-

pressions by which he had been reduced

to servitude. As we have said, Italy

was the West of the ancient world.

When the Aryan tribes poured into

the peninsula they may have been sav-

age enough in their manners, but they

were also free. They had become in-

dividual, and we can see the inevitable

form which the new social structure

created by them would assume. There

must needs be in such a society a tre-

mendous common life, hostile to power,

restless imder any form of domination,

expressing itself in every way as the

leading social clement of the state, and
particularly compelling the architecture

of the country in which it arose to do

deference to the existence and wants of

the common lot by extending, amplify-

ing, and perfecting all the private struc-

tures requisite for the welfare of such a

people and the maintenance' of such a

civilization.

We may accept this principle as lying

at the bottom of the vastly varied archi-

tecture of the Roman race. It was the

concomitant circumstance of the rejiublic

—of that patrician and plebeian form of
M.—Vol. 2—23

life which would no longer brook the

ascendency of absolutism, whether of

an Oriental monarchy or a varied arcw-

pagan superstition. We ^^::™Sor
must not, however, .sup- ofraces.

pose that tlie transformation was so

extensive and complete and immediate

as might be inferred from the foregoing

description of the process. Here again,

as ever, we must be on our guard against

the too literal interpretation, the too

exact application of literary description

to the tangible facts of human society.

Social processes are always incomplete.

They are partial, not reaching the full

logical results which would be expected

from the exact deductions of the syllo-

gism. The change in the architectural

a.spect in Rome from that of the East,

the extension of the former to all

manner of private buildings, was suffi

cicntly striking; but it was not complete.

To a certain extent the palace and the

temple continued as the highest types of

Roman architecture, just as they had

been the only types in the architecture

of Greece and of Asia.

The variation from the old restricted

order of buildings extended, moreover,

into the selection of mate- The Romans

rials. Egypt built simply ^^^^^
of granite. It is to this materials.

circumstance and her rainless climate as

much as to the perfection of her sti-uc-

ture that the enduring character of her

monuments must be referred. Greece

opened her marble quarries, as we have

seen, and drew from them the materials

of her elegant and enduring architec-

ture. The oldest building in Italy was

that of the Etruscans, in their own
country first, and afterwards in Latium.

The building also which was practiced

in Magna Gra;cia had stone masonry as

its bottom fact. Tlic temples of the

south were generally of marble, and the
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materials for the primitive structures of

Rome and Etruria were drawn from the

rock quarries of the country. But with

the progress and expansion of the Ro-

man race the principle of variation as

to the intent and application of build-

ings was carried into the selection of

materials; and henceforth all manner

of building substances were freely em-

ployed in the architecture of Italy.

ble ; and the exposed parts of most of the

private buildings, especially the fronts,

were also of stone. But the general ap-

pearance of universal stone and marble

work must be referred to the stucco

with which the exterior surface of the

buildings was covered. Underneath

this covering* were the real materials,

and the.se were by no means exclusively

from the stone quarries.

mi; I'ORU.M AT ROME IN PRESENT CONUITION.

A great popular misapprehension

exists in this respect. It is customary

Extensive use of to speak of republican

w^irRotT' Rome, of imperial Rome,
buildings. as a stone-built and mar-

ble-built city. The illustrations 'which

modern art have created of the imperial

city represent it as a magnificent array

of stone and marble. Of course, such

materials did abound. It was the

usage of the architects to construct the

fa9ades of the palaces and villas of mar-

As matter of fact, brick building was

greatly in excess of stonework and

structure of marble. The Bricks also

aqueducts, palaces, villas,
|,Yoyed fnTead-

baths, and temples of ing edifices.

Rome were nearly all built of brick so

far as their princij^al parts were con-

cerned. If we glance at the ruins of

the Eternal City we .shall find a few col-

umns and friezes of marble or granite,

but no more. Some of the remaining

ancient buildings are of a variety of
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of I

stone called iravert iitc ; but the prevail-

ing ruin is of brick. Of the stone just

referred to, the travertine, the Coliseum

was built, as was also the mausoleum of

Hadrian. The temple of Fortuna Viri-

lis was of the same material, and so were

those famous ancient bridges which

spanned the Tiber. The columns of

the Pantheon, both external and inter-

nal, are of marble, as are also the ex-

po.sed parts of the arches of Titus and

Constantino. The two great columns

of Trajan and of

MarcusAureliusare

also of marble ; but |
the palace of the

Caesars was con-

structed, in all its

major parts,

bricks. The Pan- tt

theon, too, with the fSP*

exception of the col-

onnade, was built

of the same mate-

rial, as were also the

temples of Peace,

of Venus, and of

Minerva.

Many times the

walls, and especial-

ly the fronts of the

edifices, were faced

with marble or freestone from the Italian

quarrit s. The great baths

to which we referred on

a preceding page—the

magnificent thermae of Titus, of Cara-

calla, and of Diocletian—were con-

structed of brick. The city walls, those

alhe unriiia Koiii<c of Vergil, were not of

stone, but of brick. The .splendid villa

of Hadrian and that of .M.x'cenas at Tiv-

oli were of the same material, and .so

al.so in general were the palaces of the

Roman cmpen)rs and the homes of the

patricians, whether for permanent resi-

dence in the city or at the summer re-

sorts on the coast. The exhumations at

Herculaneum and Pompeii have shown

us the style of building prevalent in the

first century of our era. The houses

are constructed of alternate double

courses of brick and of stone or lava.

In short, everywhere throughout

Italy there was an adaptation of vari-

ous native materials, and particularly of

burnt bricks for the purposes of build-

ing. So that the same variety which

City TV.-ills and
many villas of
brick structure

TKMI'LK or lORTlINA VIRII.IS AND HOUSE OF RIENZI.

Dr.iwn l»y H. Clcrgct, from a photograpli.

appeared in the buildings tlicniselves

—

the same extension of the principles of

architecture from jjalaces, temples, and

tombs to the abodes of the common peo-

ple, to aqueducts, roads, walls, and in-

deed all manner of structure—was no-

ticeable correlatively in the variety of

materials which the Romans employed
in their edifices.

One of the most notable features in the

tangible life of the Roman people was
the element of persistency, of durability,

of resistance to the a.ssaults of hazard

and time. I'roiii the earliest ages the
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Romans took counsel of the conditions of

perpetuity. The things fragile were

contemned by the race

;

only the things massive

and strong were chosen and

admired. Among the devices invented

by men for giving solidity and durability

to structure, none have surpassed the

Durability the
predominant
feature of Ro-
man structure.

ception of the displacement of the stat-

ues of the ancient gods of the Roman
race from the niches of the dome and

the setting up in their stead of the stat-

ues of the saints of the Roman Church,

little alteration may be discovered in any

part from the conditions in which the

temple stood in the days of its erection.

KACAUK OF THE PANTHF.ON.

methods employed by the architects of

Rome. In no other country—not even

in Egypt—can the traveler so well fa-

miliarize himself with the actual pres-

ence of the ancient world as in the former

seats of Roman power. The best pre-

.served monument of antiquity is the

Pantheon, in the Campus Martins.

There it stands as in the first days of

its Augustan grandeur. With the ex-

Nearly nineteen centuries have beaten

upon it without visible effect. It is still

the Pantheon—pride of ancient Rome.
" Simple, erect, severe, austere, sublime

—

Shrine of all saints and temple of all gods,

From Jove to Jesus—spared and blest by time."

It is possible that the severe spirit of

the Roman race was reflected in another

characteristic of architecture. The
Greeks avoided the circular form in
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their buildings. Very rarely in the

ground plan of Greek structures, perhaps

never outside of theaters and other build-

The circular i^gs designed iov the audi-

c°v^va«d IT^ i«"""^ "1- ^l^e public games,
the Romans. do we find the circle. But

in Roman architecture there was a grow-

ing preference for this form. Such

preference was a departure from all the

to this principle we add the absence of

the arch, we may discover the necessity

for the column as the uni-
Greeks prefer

Versal means of support, the rectangular

TXT- 1 1 ii Ti plan for edifices.We have seen how the Ro-

mans, if possibly they did not intro-

duce, at least adopted the arch as an

element of structure. This enabled them
to reduce the number of cohimns and to

AKtH OF CONSTANTINE AND COLISEUM.—From ^/a^ii2/>«- o/ -•)>-/.

old practices of the Aryan race, and in

general from the practices of the East.

Eg}-pt had no circular structures. They
were wanting in Assyria. Nineveh,

Su.sa, Pcr.sepoli.s—none of the great ruins

of the Ea.stem world presented such

forms of building.

We have shown the strong preference

of the Greek architects for the rectangle

as the ground plan of their edifices. If

make the arch a means of .support. In

general, the beholder may note a strik-

ing difference between the multicol-

umnar appearance of classical (ireek

buildings and the more open effect in

Roman structures produced by the re.

duction of the colonnade.

It was an extension of this principle

that led to the Roman preference for

circular building.s—not, indeed, to the
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rejection of the rectangular form, but

merely to an architectural variation.

The temple of Venus, in Rome, had a cir-

striking exam- cular dome. The temple

of Minerva Medica was also

circul , havinij a diam-

eter of one hundred and ten feet. The
Pantheon is one of the most conspicuous

pie of circular
building at
Rome.

types. These buildings were usually, in

the better ages of Roman architecture,

of extreme solidity. Many of them sur-

vive in tolerable perfection to the pres-

ent day. Those of Pompeii and Hercu-

laneum have been uncovered and found

in tolerable perfection. The Romans,
like the Greeks, availed themselves of

IX rEKIOK OF 'rHKRM/E.—Drawn by H. Clergct, from an original description.

examples of this form of structure. The
beautiful tomb of Cecilia Metella is de-

scribed in Byron's verse as a stern round

tower of other days. The mausoleum
of Hadrian, now the Ca.stle of Sant' An-
gelo, though rectangular in the groimd
plan is a circular edifice. The theaters

and amphitheaters were copied from
those of Greece, though greatly expand-

ed, enlarged, and varied from the original

the hillside as the be.st situation for their

theaters, but instead of cutting the struc-

ture, as did the Greeks, from the native

rock, the Romans excavated and then

built.

Throughout the empire the remains

of such edifices are frequent. No Ro-

man city was perfect without its theater.

The traveler notes the outlines of such

buildings not only in Italy, but in France
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and Sicily, and indeed in every land over

which the authority and civilization of

Rome were extended. They are found

Abundance of at Vcrona, at Pola, Taor-

ferr^^^pluhe- '"i^a, at Aries, and in many
aterofNimes. other imperial cities. The
same is true of the amphitheaters, which

were of great size. That of Verona has

dimensions of four hundred and four by

five hundred feet. At Nimes, in Lan-

guedoc, the old Roman amphitheater is

still in such preservation that public

shows are celebrated in it as in the times

of the Caesars.'

One other point remains to be noted

relative to Roman architecture viewed as

Wonder excited au index of the geuius and

sf^c^rTinan Spirit of the people. This
unscientific age. is the herctilean character

of many of the works which were under-

taken and generally completed by the

builders of the Roman race. In esti-

mating such enterprises we must ever

make allowance for the character of the

age with respect to scientific learning.

Be it ever remembered -that science had

' Historically considered, the amphitheater at

Niines is one of the most interesting places in France,

if not in Western Europe. Its estimated capacity

for spectators was twenty-three thousand. When
the country was overrun by the Goths, they made a

lodgment in the structure and converted it into a

fortress. Afterwards the Saracens did the same. It

was one of their strongholds in the defense of the

country against the Franks. During the whole of

the Middle Ages it was a fortress, but after the Cru-

sades it began to be a place of residence for the

peasants. At the beginning of the present century

the place attracted the attention of the government,

and an examination by a commission revealed the

fact that nearly two thousand persons had established

themselves within the amphitheater as a home. In

1809 it was cleared of its inhabitants by order of the

prefect of the department, and in 1858 it was repaired

and restored as nearly as possible to its original

condition. From that time forth the original arena

has remained a place of public amusement, and, as has

been s.Tid in the text, has been recently used for the

exhibition of sports and as a seat of fairs for the

people of Languedoc.

not yet appeared as a guide to the endeavor

of man. Take mathematics as an exam-
ple. Without a knowledge of mechan-
ics, of physics, of the calculus, of physi-

cal apparatus such as the theodolite, and
more particularly of the mathematical

formulae of surveying and engineering,

how could a great aqueduct be construct-

ed, or a great highway be carried with

precision for a hundred miles? How
could the strength of building materials

be estimated, or accurate proportions be

determined in the plans of palaces

and temples? The engineering of the

times must have been empirical—the re-

sult of practice and observation, and of

laws the mathematical meaning of which

was not apprehended.

Still greater is the wonder when we
come to reflect upon the fact that in the

times of the Roman repub- The laws of na-

lic men knew nothing of ^"^J'^rTt> to the men of

the subordination of force. Rome.

What we call " the laws of nature " were

as much a riddle as the visage of the

sphinx. It is virtually impossible for

men at the present da}' to realize the

condition of men in an age when the

application of the simple mechanical

powers such as the lever and the wheel

marked the extreme limit of the domin-

ion of man over the forces of the natural

world. In such an age steam was a

vapor. Even the gravitating power of

water and its ready action in turning

wheels had not been discovered. In

this direction the capricious wind bear-

ing upon the outspread .sail was the limit

of the application of power.

Not a single explosive was known to

the men of Rome. In fact, no jxirt of

that multifarious scientific Their want of

apparatus by which man
rdge"heigMe°n"'"

now .so easily seizes upon our admiration.

and controls the forces of physical na-

ture had been discovered or applied in
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the age when Cicero thundered against

the oppressor of Africa, or when Julius

came and saw and conquered. How,

then, could the monster works of Rome
have been prosecuted to a successful is-

sue? In all parts of Italy and throughout

the broad and wild domains of Western

Europe, even across the British islands,

were drawn the straight, white lines of

those great military roads that rang un-

der the iron tread of the Roman soldiery,

session of explosives, the tremendous

thoroHghfares carried out from Rome
through all Southern Italy, to the Adri-

atic on the east, to the valley of the

Po on the north, thence across Greece

to Rhilippi beyond the mountains,

through France, and to the limits of

Western Europe, were—when viewed

correlatively to the scientific attainments

of the age—works in comparison with

which the tunnels of Mont Cenis and the

BRlDl.E OF SANT' ANGELO, WITH ST. PETER'S IN THE HACKi.kOLMi.

and to the present day the lines are

still discoverable. Earthworks and

walls, aqueducts and highways, sewers

and bridges, the proportions and extent

of which might well stagger the courage

of the best engineers and architects of

modern times, were undertaken with an

energy and completed with a perfection

which has not been equaled by the

works of any other race of men. Mak-
ing allowance for the absence of mathe-

matical tables, of physical science, of

geographical knowledge, and of the pos-

Hoosac, the canals of Suez and Panama,

the bridge over East river, and even the

Pacific railway itself sink into insignifi-

cance.

There was thus introduced into the

architecture of Rome an element of

practicalitv, of UtilitV, of The Roman race

value, as well as of durabil- r/^^f^/Sf"'''
ity and perfection of struc- world,

turc. It were not far wide of the truth

to ascribe to the Roman people the in-

troduction of practicality into the world.

We have noticed the absence of the ideal
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quality in the race. The presence of

the practical quality may be insisted on

and emphasized. In this respect again

the Romans are brought into compari-

son with the peoples of Mesopotamia.

The latter went as far as commercial

utilitarianism. Thus also did the Phoe-

nicians and the Greeks. It was what may
be called tlie adaptations of intercourse

which were present among the nations

of the Eastern Mediterranean. They
sailed abroad and traded on the coasts.

But Rome carried the principle inland,

and amplified it among the people. She

carried it into the arts, and exemplified

it in all of her industries. The whole

physical apparatus of her civilization

was an exponent of the practical ele-

ment in the Roman constitution, an evi-

dence of the idea of utility dominant

over the refined concepts of an intellec-

tual life. It was with difficulty that even

the great Romans of the last century of

the republic, when wealth had been

amassed, when luxury and ease had

come in, when the learning of the Greeks

had been copied and imitated in every

part, could be drawn aside from those

practical commonplace pursuits which

the ancestors of the race had followed, or

could be brought by discipline to prefer

the pursuits of intellectual greatness.

Chapter LXV.—Relioiox ok the Romans.

jMONG a people consti-

tuted as the Romans
it was difficult to main-

tain the ascendency of

ideas. Beliefs that

liad no practical dem-

onstration in the

everj^day life of the people suffered

decline and became extinct in the Ro-

man mind. Thus in cour.se of time did

nearly all of the religious and super-

stitious ideas which had prevailed in

early Rome pass away with the develop-

ment of the race. It is doubtful whether

among any other people the maintenance

of the ancient beliefs and practices was

so factitious and mechanical as among
the Romans in the ages of their power

and grandeur.

We have seen in the preceding page's,

devoted to the architectural develop-

ment of the Roman race, that the. tem-

ples continued, as they had been in early

ages, the highest expression of the build-

ing skill of the Roman architects. The

relative rank and importance of such

structures was maintained to the close

of the republican regime, but not longer.

Already before that epoch Relaxation of

the hold of all religious ^lifgr^^Hf
ideas upon the minds and Roman race,

dispositions of the people had begun to

relax; and after the institution of the

empire the process was accelerated un-

til the old religious bonds were entirely

loosed. The Pantheon, coincident in

time with the beginning of the imperial

era, was the last attempt of the Roman
race to maintain the grandeur and reality

of the ancient paganism.

It will now be of interest to go back

to first principles and review the evolu-

tion of the Roman system primitive Latin

of religion. Perhaps the "S:^"^'-^
word system ought to be ^rs.

dropped, inasmuch as the first practices

of the race were so few and simple as to

be unworthy of that name. The Latin

and I'mbro-Sabellian tribes brought

with them into the West some frag-
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ments of the religious notions and prac-

tices of the old Aryan race ; but they

were not many; not elaborate. Vergil

had the penetration to discern the primi-

tive condition. In his sketch of the

shipwrecked folks of Priam, to whom he

assigns the founding of the Latin race,

he notices the religious emblems which

Olympiai} worship. On the contrary,

there are found in those shiploads of

what may be called the seed corn of the

Roman race only two simple emblems of

religion. These were the famous Lares

and the Penates, the names of which

have reverberated through all the songs

and stories of the Latin races.

!

ROMAN' CONCEPT OK THE FOUND!-,

they brought with them to the Lavinian

coast. True enough, he puts into the

prayers of .^Eneas—much given to

prayer—something of the phraseology

of the Greeks. He makes him address

the Olympian gods in appeals which are

truly Hellenic in their form and manner,

but the treasures of the sea-shattered

ships of the Trojan fugitives do not in-

clude any of the symbols peculiar to the

li- IHL KACE.—.^NEAS AND AGAMEMNON.

If we look intently at the Lares and

the Penates of the old folk of Latium.

we shall find them to be „ . . . ,
Origin and of-

the svmbols of a very sim- ficesofthean-
, '

1 ., 1 , , cestral Penates.
pie and easily apprehended

religion. In common with the other

Aryan tribes, the Romans discovered

the living forces of the natural world

;

but there were only certain of those

forces which affected their sympathy and
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interest. These they raised at a very

early date, by the same mythologizing

process which the Greeks had so elabo-

rately employed, to the rank of divine

powers, or deities. But Roman sympa-

thies were not at first drawn forth to the

greater processes and aspects of the ma-

terial world. We have insisted upon

the evolution of the household as a pe-

culiarly Roman phenomenon. Since the

house and the family became the cen-

ters of Roman affection and interest,

the man of Latium sought to gather

about his household those divine powers

which were auspicious to its preserva-

tion. These powers he personified un-

der the name of the Penates. They
were his household gods. They be-

longed to the same rank of beings as the

nymphs and satyrs and fauns which the

Greek imagination had turned loose in

the woods and valleys and by the river

banks. In such a category of beings the

Romans felt little interest; but in his

Penates, those divine beings that hovered

over his hearth and house, he found

sympathy and comfort and protection.

Closely associated willi these were the

Lares, that is, "the Lords"—for .so the
The Lares, or word is interpreted. It were
Lords; " evo-

.

'

lutionofthe difficult to discovcr the
household w^or- . r . i

Biiip. precise genealogy of this

class of deities. They were in large

measure peculiar to the Roman race.

The Lords were the ance.stors of the Ro-

mans. They were the souls of tho.se de-

parted heroes from whom the Latin

stirp had been derived. It was a true

ancestral worship, very like one feature

of the cult of Egypt, and identical in its

leading features with the worship of an-

cestors as practiced by the Chinese and

other Orientals of tlic present day.

No doubt the system began in the

simple veneration of the child for its

father. That the household should be

great]}- shocked in the event of the

father's death is a human characteristic

.so simple as to require no interpreta-

tion. In such a catastrophe the excite-

ment of the filial atlections would easily

lead to the apotheosis of the departed

parent. The subjective state would be

changed from .simple veneration to ac-

tual worship. This disposition and

practice the Latin race brought with it

to the West; and the strong family tie,

the preponderance of the hou.sehold

over every other element in Roman life,

led to the perpetuation and development

of the Laric form of wonship, and the

establishment of a proper ceremonial for

its observance. The memory and the

presence of the Penates and the Lares

were constantly enforced in the Roman
home by the effigies of the good powers

unseen, which hovered over that focus

of Roman life. On every rustic fire-

board, in every peasant's home, were

seen the little images which attested the

disposition of the Roman people to adore

their progenitors and their faith in the

guardian spirits which protected the

hearthstone from .sacrilege and the

house itself from the malignant powers

that prowled about the world.

It is probable that for hundreds of

years after the settlement of tlie iVryan

tribes in Central Italy their oiympianpa-

religion had this extent, t^;:^^
and no more. It might be primitive race,

difficult to find any historical evidence

that the Olympian system of pagan-

ism was at this epoch of development

even known west of the Adriatic. The
house worship was a simple practice. It

coincided with tlie temper of the primi-

tive Latini and with the dispositions of

their descendants unlil wliat time for-

eign intercourse brouglit in the sugges-

tions of a more ornate and elaborate

system of religious faith.
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In the mythical ages, in the first cen-

turies of the republic, it
Roman religion
aftinctionof might be Said that every
family and state. t> i iRoman house was a place

of worship. It had its altar. Thefatherof

the household officiated. The religious

ceremonial was in a peculiar sense a part

of the daily life of the primitive Roman

peasant and of the citizen as well. The
adoration of the Lares and the Penates

was sincere and universal. The cere-

monial was not at the first detached in

any measure from the home administra-

tions. This circumstance brings

us to consider one of the remark-

able features of the private and

the public life of the Roman peo-

ple. This is that they never in

any period of their development

regarded religion as a distinct

institution of society. It was

simpl}^ 3. function of society, and

not an independent organic ele-

ment.

Something of the same dispo-

sition had been shown among
the Greeks, but it -worship of the

remained for the f°'l!,rr°*!"Lamong Cjreeks

Romans to form a and Romans.

religious concept which made
the worship of the gods an office

and not an institution in society.

The principle had a double man-
ifestation, first in its relation to

the people of Old Rome, and af-

terwards in its connection with

the Roman state. In Old Rome
religion was simply a function of

the family. As we have said, the

father, afterwards the paterfa-

milias, was the priest. There was

no separate order established. It

required time and transforma-

tion to call forth a member of

society with the particular right

and duty of performing religious

ceremonies.

This led to the second aspect,

in which, under the republic,

religion became a function of

the state just as it had been a

function of the household in the primitive

ages. The public faith, whether as a

system of belief or as organized into
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Pontifex Maxi-
lUQs and his

successor.

form and ceremony, never had an inde-

pendent existence under the auspices of

Evolution of the the Roman race. The whole

system was functional and

dependent. This fact is

particularly noticeable in the character

of the Roman priesthood, or more prop-

erly the character of the Roman priests

—for there was never a priesthood in any

true sense of the word. Every Roman
priest was an officer of the state. It was
his duty, true enough, properly to per-

form the ceremonies of the national re-

ligion, but he was merely an officer in

the same sense that the lictor and the

prjEtor and tlie tribune of the people

were officers. The idea of his possessing

an independent right and of his be-

ing a member of an independent or-

der in society never entered the

Roman mind; nor was any such claim

ever absurdly advanced by the priests

themselves in the face of the universal

understanding and sentiment of society.

No sooner will the student of history

have firmly grasped the principle here set

forth than he will perceive by glancing

to the future some of the reasons for the

clo.se association of Christianity with the

imperial government of Rome. Aye,

further on, we can perceive how, when
that imperial government shall be shat-

tered by the assaults of the northern na-

tions, the Pontifex Maximus, imder his

new title of Bishop of Rome, will natu-

rally remain as the head of secular soci-

ety. He will be, under the working of

ethnic laws, the remaining pillar of the

ancient state. Him the barbarians, for

religious and superstitious reasons, will

not attack and dethrone. Him they will

suffer to survive in the wreck of Rome

;

and in him, partly by his own assump-

tions and partly out of the logic of the

situation, will spring and grow, in the

same consciousness, the germs of the

new secular and religious society of

Southern Europe. But he will—such is

the law and working of human nature

—

be careful that in the new order the re-

ligious power shall advance its claim to

supremacy and domination over the civil

and political organizations of incipient

Europe. Hence the Papacy.

As the tribal Latini were transformed

into Roman citizens, as Rome the city

became Rome the state, Ancient Aiba-

the simple religion of the ^^.Ted wXn^w
Albanian fathers began forms,

also, chiefly by the infections of foreign

influence, to take on new aspects, to en-

KOMAN Al.IAU.

Drawn by V. Froer,

large its Pantheon, and elaborate its

ceremonies. It is said that about thirty

divine beings were believed in by the

Romans of the mythical ages. But

all the ideal and practical parts of the

early faith had remained a simple sys-

tem that might be grasped and believed

in even by Latin shepherds and Sabine

farmers.

With the extension of her acquaint-

ance among the cities of Magna Graicia,
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the Greeks im-
ported into
Italy.

PRll

and Avith the beginnings

of the intercourse of Rome
with the Athenian Greeks,

the Olympian hierarchy was

imported and set down in

Italy. It is probably true

that to a certain extent the

recollection of this system

—

aye, possibly its acceptance

by the Romans— must be

carried back to Mythology of

the ages of mi-

gration, when
the Graeco-Italic race was

still in unity. But, as we
have said, the Romans in the

first ages after their settle-

ment in Italy introduced and

cultivated no other than the

simple hom_e religion suitable

for the household and adapt-

ed to the unideal and unim-

aginative character of the

people. Nor is it likely

that when the Olympian

hierarchy was instituted in

the West the Romans ever

understood it. The new
system was showy, elaborate,

spectacular ; and the Romans
were not insensible to these

qualities. So the primitive

religion opened out into a

mythological paganism very

like the theology of the

Greeks.

From this time forth the

religious system of Rome be-

came a huge formality. It

is doubtful whetherduring the

last two cen- The religion of

turies of the re- J^.1^3Th^^e'"

public and Un- formaxity.

der the imperial regime the

Romans were in anywise

morally restrained by the
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dogmas and precepts of their faith.

There was an observance of religions

fonns on all public occasions, and in

every crisis of society the priest had an

important part. A large number of

officers were set apart by the senate or

by election for the service of the temples

and the general duties of the national

religion, but it was a showy formalism,

devoid of the sentiments with which the

fathers of Rome had worshiped at their

local altars.

Every god in these days—and the

name of the gods was legion—had his

temple and shrine. Each
The Flamens

, , , .

and priestly col- had his retmue of priests,
egeso ome.

^^,|-jq^ ^g ^^,g have Said,

were civil officers of the state appointed

to the work of religion. The priesthood

of each deity constituted a college, at

the head of which was a high priest,

called the Flamen. His name signified

"the kindler," or "the blower," for it

was his duty to kindle the fire on the

altar and to >ee that it was kept perpetu-

ally burning. The priests of the major

gods, who had of course been honored

with the greater temples, were more

numerous and important. The worship

of the Roman Jupiter v/as in some .sense

at the head of the whole system. Ilis

chief priest was the Flamen Dialis, whose

appointment was for life, and who held

a position of high honor in the state.

The discipline which usage had indi-

cated for the government of his life was

especially severe, reminding one of the

rules by which the Egyptian priesthood

was governed.

In common with the Phrygians and the

Greeks—we might say, in common with

Women admit- ^11 the Western Aryans

—

IroVi^re'Ss" ^1^« Romans admitted wom-
''tes. (^,1 to participation in the

rites of religion. But this principle was

not of universal application. In the

worship of Vesta, who was the guardian

divinity of the house and home, the

ministrations of women were freely ad-

mitted. This cult lay close alongside

of the primitive faith of the race. It

was deep down under the traditions on

which the Olympians had come in and

overshadowed the native gods. Six

virofins were consecrated to attend the

sacred fires on the altars of Vesta. They
must be selected from the noblest fami-

lies in all Rome. They must be chaste

as the driven snow. Their term of ser-

vice lasted for thirty years, during which

time the strictest regard was had to the

purity of the vestal's life. She must

remain a virgin, and guard her chastity

with the utmost care. One might sup-

pose that this constituted a true order of

priesthood—a religious, as distinguished

from a civil, order; but not so.

There was in Rome a company of re-

ligious officers, called the pontifices,

whose original appoint- ^ ,°
_

^^ Evolution of the
mentwas as distinctly secu- pontifical office

;

larasthatof thelictors. To ^ aximus.

them, however, was assigned the gen-

eral care of the religious worship of the

city. It was their duty to see that all

ceremonials were conducted in accord-

ance with the traditional forms and

usages. This college of priests had

been in the first place constituted as a

sort of street commission, the duties of

which had special reference to the con-

struction of bridges and crossings. They
were the civil engineers of Rome. The

two Latin words pons, "a bridge," and

faccrc, " to make," gave the elements of

the word pontifices. They were the

bridgebuilders of primitive Rome; and

bridgebuilding and the care of the

national religion were duties not incom-

patible in the hands of the same officers

—so said the judgment of Rome.

At the head of the pontifical col-
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lege was tlie Pontifex Maximus, or the

principal religious officer of the state.

He was the bridgebuilder-in-chief, and

also the high priest of Rome. It was to

him that the superintendence of the

vestal virgins was assigned—from which

circumstance we may see clearly the com-

plete intermingling of secular and reli-

gious functions in the Roman polity.

cured by making grnment
the priesthood crnment
secular.

VESTAL SERVICE IN THE TEMPLE,

We may here pause again to note the

strength and solidity which resulted

Strength se- from the principles of gov-

just described.

The fact that the officers of

religion received their appointment from

a common source with the officers of

secular society bound the whole system

in one. The priest was just as depend-

ent upon the state as was the comes

stabuli, or master of the hor.se. There
was thus a perfect interlocking of the

religious and civil powers in such

manner as to give to Roman society that

thing which Roman society always de-

manded, a complete unity of design and
purpose. Over every subordinate insti-

tution rose the one great predominant
idea of the state. The senate w'as a
part of the state. The patrician order

was a part ; the plebeians were a part

;

the familia, by
means of its rela-

tion with the gens,

was a part; the

tribe was a part,

and the national re-

ligion was a part.

No organization un-

der the Roman the-

ory of society pre-

sumed to contend

with the state. The
elements might war
with each other ; but

the state was su-

preme and unassail-

able.

One feature of the

religious belief of

the Romans strong-

ly indicates the an-

tiquity of the race

and its close associa-

tion in some jDrim-

itive age with the

Persians and the Hindus. In the old re-

ligious faith of the Roman system of dual-
_ .1 _ .• «r J., ism indicates
race there was a tmge of du- ^^^j.y ^j^h

alism—a shadow of that be- Iranians,

lief by which the powers of evil were set

over, in the administration of the world,

against the powers of good. It is prob-

able that no such element of belief ex-

isted among the Greeks. Nor was the

same to be discovered among the later

dogmas which were accepted at Rome.

But in the mythical ages there was a
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popular faith in the existence of evil

deities as well as good. The Lares

were, as we have seen, the souls of an-

cestors; that is, of those good, heroic

ancestors whose spirits still hovered in

the world, to promote the happiness of

their descendants. But over against the

Lares were set the Lcmiires, or evil spir-

its, the souls of the ancient bad, who
prowled around the abodes of the living

to work out their malignant spite against

In the use of this term Larvae and its

application, there maybe discovered the

remains of the ancient Eastern dogma of

the transmigration of souls.° Theory of the
The Larvae may be regard- Larva; ; the cult

ed as the degraded, ob-
'^^pp^^""^-

scure, and ignominious shapes into which

the evil beings of the past had been forced

down by the power of fate, and in which

they were permitted for the brief season

of mortal life to torment and afflict the

TYPES OF THF. PATRICIAN ORDKR.-Catiline at I5av.

mankind. They were the exact coun-

terpart of the Dcvas believed in by the

Iranians. As the latter were the ene-

mies of the A/iiiras, or spirits of the

good, so the Lemures were the enemies

of the good deities of the Roman race.

Sometimes the name Larvce was given

to the Western Devas, Nor is it known
whether the Larvae were another class

of beings created by the superstition, or

whether they were merely the Lemures
under another name.

M.—Vol. 2—24

sons of men. In course of time, how-

ever, this most ancient dtialistic feature

of the Roman faith disappeared ; and it

is likely that a philosophical investiga-

tion of the condition of Roman belief in

the times of republican and imperial

grandeur would reveal few traces, if any,

of the primitive superstition relative to

the evil deities.

We have spoken above of the general

supervision which the pontifices had

over all religious beliefs and practices.
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As officers, they determined the ortho-

doxy, both objective and subjective, of

the Roman people. We
The pontifices

become the state have also seen how the Same
istonans.

officers had civil functions

to perform, and how, indeed, the civil

functions were prior in time to the

religious duties that were afterwards

attached to the office. By the stand-

ard of modern times, it will appear al-

most ludicrous that the pontifices had

also certain literary duties to which they

must attend under the laws of the state.

They were the custodians of the public

documents, and had to them assigned the

duty of writing the annals of the city.

They produced and kept under their care

the archives of the state, and were re-

sponsible to the state as the historians of

current events. They were empowered

to regulate the calendar and to fix the

time, the occasion, and the circumstances

of the annual festivals to which custom

or the acts of the senate had given rise.

These multiple relations of the Roman
pontifical officers with the other elements

Interlocking of of civil society wxre not

st^engthTo'civU peculiar, but were in strict

society. analogy with the various

functions which other officers of the state

must perform under the existing consti-

tution. As we have said and repeated,

ever}' fiber of political, civil, and reli-

gious society was thus interlocked with

every other fiber in a unity which it has

required centuries completely to undo.

Nor may we truly aver that to the pres-

ent day the constitution of the Roman
people has been entirely undone in any

civilized state of Western Europe or the

New World into which the legal princi-

ples of Rome have once entered.

The history of civilization is com-
pelled, in noticing the development of

every nation of men, to take into ac-

count the superstitions with which they

have been afflicted. When we consider

the uniformity of nature, the sublime

regularity of all the proc-
. Superstition

esses of the physical Uni- originates in a
'

1 1 dread of nature.
verse, we may well be per-

plexed to account for those irrational

beliefs relative to the causes and reasons

of things with which all peoples have

been vexed in the early ages of their de-

velopment. If we apply right reason to

the problem, we shall perhaps discover

that the bottom principle of superstition

is found in the dread and alarm which

primitive man must needs feel in the pres-

ence of the unexplained, and especially

the portentous aspects of physical na-

ture.

It is the peculiarity of our system of

worlds that the regularity, precision, and

beneficence of its major Major aspects of

movements are more easily Srunrrst'oT
discoverable than are the than minor,

laws of its minor details and processes.

The general motions and laws of the

planets are as regular and uniform as

the action of well-constructed machinery.

A planet is more easily understood than

a cloud. The same may be said of the

major aspects of our world. The sea-

sons come and go in an order which has

never been disturbed since it was first

observed by man. So also the succession

of day and night. But when we descend

into the particulars of meteorology we
enter a domain where all appears to be

irregularity, confusion, chaos.

To the present day science, with its

keen insight into natural law and its

firm faith in uniformity, science stm un-

has not been able to stretch ,t^^*;^^'Xtn.

out its scepter over the or phenomena.

cloud land, the fog, the rain, the wind,

the dew, or any of the details of the

daily visible aspects of our planet. Yet

it was with these very minutiag of phys-

ical nature that the man of the morning
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was involved and perplexed. His mind
had not yet risen to a knowledge of the

general laws by which universal nature

is governed. His thought was constant-

ly entangled with the small processes

which were immediately under his ob-

servation. The apparent irregularity

shown in these led him to think that

caprice was the bottom principle of na-

dren of the world, plunged suddenly into

the darkness, feel instinctively the sense

of alarm. With a very Night and dark-

little agitation they cry out ^^^^^^tftTou"

with fright, and fly from beuefs.

they know not what. The darkness has

in it a thousand specters, simply because

the human eye can not reveal the reali-

ties of the abvss. Wherever there is a

HARUSPEX OKFICIATlNi;.-Dnwii by r. Dcckcrt.

ture. With this idea came uncertainty;

and with uncertainty came dread. With
dread came superstition. Wherever
fear is, there will be .some effort to

escape the thing feared—some form

of superstitious avoidance of impending
or p(jssible evil.

So simple a fact as the night has been
one of the leading causes of dread and
consequent superstition. All the chil-

shadow there is a form. The imagina-

tion pictures it so. The primitive races

were children. Many of the shadows

which haunt the modern world rested

then on all the landscape of life. Not
only the night, but every variety of ob-

scure circumstance which was noted by
the old-time folks gave them a sense of

dread ; and they sought, as they strug-

gled and grojicd under conditions whicli
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they did not understand, to form expla-

nations and to devise processes by which

safety might be secured to themselves

and their descendants. In these condi-

tions we may catch at least a glimpse of

the general causes which promoted the

growth of superstitious beliefs among all

the peoples of antiquity, and which have

prevented, to the present day, the en-

tire clearing of the human mind from

the influences of the ancient shadows.

More than many other of the primi-

tive peoples were the Romans the sub-

The Romans the jects of superstitiou. Their
most supersti-

^oarsc. Strong intellects
tious of ancient ' '^

peoples. (3i(j not easily discover

in the natural world the suggestions of

regularity, and gave up readily to the do-

minion of chance. There was no dispo-

sition in the race to frame a scientific

explanation of the phenomena of nature

;

and hence there has been no true myth-

making power displayed by any division

of the Latin peoples. While the Greeks

busied themselves with the creation of

elaborate poetical schemes as the expres-

sion of their beliefs relative to the as-

pects and processess of the natural

world, the Romans were unable even to

imitate or understand what their neigh-

bors had produced. Such beautiful

myths as that of Daphne fleeing before

her lover and lord around the world, but

returning to watch at his dying couch

—

story of the Twilight and the Sun—could

never be transferred to Italy. Such ex-

quisite vines of the human imagination

could not grow among the rough stone

walls of Roman thought. The Alba-

nian fathers produced some myths;

but they were political legends, and

not interpretations of nature. The
stories of early Rome had a political sig-

nificance, and it might be said that the

Roman imagination and fancy never rose

higher than the poetry of politics.

It therefore becomes a curious in juiry

to consider the course which Roman
superstition must needs Roman supersti-

takeundertheexistingcon- ^^^f/riX-
ditions. It grew not into ination.

poetical myths, but into augury and div-

ination. Augury was preeminently a

practical science. It was what may be

called applied mythology. Had it not

been practical, it would have been re-

jected by the prosaic genius of Rome.

But because it professed to be an act-

uality, because it offered itself to the

people in the guise of a benefit, they

accepted it as such, and encouraged the

study of the cult, just as they would

have promoted a street improvement or

a new method of tactics for the army.

He who proposed to determine by estab-

lished rules the meaning of certain

things, to predict the issue of an event

by signs which were visible to the eye

and known to the understanding, was

like any other man of business or officer

of the state. He was good for some-

thing. But the Greek myth-maker and

poet could hardly have been fitted into

the structure of Rome. His place in

the state could not have been discovered.

If we examine the early legends and

traditions of the Roman people we shall

find them, without exccp-
Roman myth

tion, to have related, as we and tradition

, 1 i ii 1-i.- 1 wholly politicaL
have said, to the political

structure of society. E\-ery story of

that ancient people had a tendency or

application to the civil affairs of the city.

The Sibylline books were oft'ered to Tar-

quinius Priscus. The Tarquin was king.

They were afterwards kept in the cus-

tody of the government. The she-wolf

nourished two barbarian statesmen, and

her image was afterwards set up in the

capitol. It is all matter of fact. The
legend never issues in any fanciful re-

finements, but is alwaj's coined into af-
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fairs. A story that did not have rela- '

tion to the business of the forum or the

market died out as being unworthy of

repetition. The interference of the

deities even had a political and social

significance.

When Juno's geese screamed out a

warning from the capitol by night, it

mc;,'-': t''i,:t fv r-.:i-;t'ncr order was

people, will likely conclude that Roman
genius must have been of remarkable

intuitions and powers to Races do not

have devised and construct- XelSs^u:
ed so great a system of tutions.

government, so lasting a polity. At this

point the inquirer is likely to run into

the common error of supposing that na-

tions consciouslv dovisp anvthino-. Na-

•] ilE CAl'lrOI,, FkUM IHE I'ALATINE, KESTOKl

threatened by violence. Arouse, ye

Romans, and preserve the existing

order! Romulus became Ouirinus, and
was lifted on high from the midst of a

political convention, turned into an in-

tions grow ; and the history of peoples

is a narrative of successive small adapta-

tions to new facts and circumstances as

they arise in society. As in the case of

the individual, it is doubtful whetlier a

surrection and riot. Even the powers people is ever at the time adequately

above were locked and welded with the

structitre of the state.

Whoever studies with care these as-

pects of Roman life, and whoever re-

flects upon the essential character of the

race and the nature of the institutions

—

social, civil, political—which were con-

trived by the ]iractical sense i>f this great

conscious of what it is doing. The
work of each day is a momentary ad-

justment to the cliangcd or changing

facts which have come into existence.

To conceive of states creating a general

scheme based on high and abstract prin-

ciples, reaching to distant ages and peo-

ples, is to conceive of what never is.
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True, there are certain critical epochs

where wide departures from the previous

condition of a people are made with some

New features of degree of suddenness. But

fromth: Old by ^ifter all, the new policy is-

evoiution. gues from the old as the

leaf from the twig, as the blossom from

the bud. Rome did not consciously de-

vise those great institutions which gave

her unity and strength. Her skill lay

in a succession of fortunate adaptations

of means to ends through a series of emer-

gencies ; and the result of the tedious,

experimental process was the Roman
republic, such as it was in the last cen-

tury before our era. The republic grew

as the Roman people grew. While it

was not consciously devised—constructed

as the architect constructs the building

—it was the product of a long succession

of common-sense measures devised by a

people whose practical abiiities and po-

litical constructive skill were very great,

and whose imaginative powers were like

a certain class of birds which having

wings are incapable of flight.

" You all did see, that on the Lupercal,

I thrice presented him a king]y crown."

When Marcus Antonius thus offered the

wreath, or diadem, or whatever it was,

Prevalence of to great JuHus, he was

TaisftheSr. officiating as priest at the

caua. festival of the Lupcrcalia.

This remarkable feast may be taken as

an example of the splendid religious

spectacles which were annually cele-

brated in Rome. The Romans had

great skill in contriving and managing
the .spectacular part of their religion.

Their festivals were man}'. They took

delight in pouritig forth at certain sea-

sons of the year to celebrate the recur-

ring festival which had become imme-
morial by u.sage. Lupercus was the god
of purification and fecundity. Like the

other Roman deities, he had his locus,

his temple, his retinue of priests. The
god himself was represented as wear-

ing bits of goatskin, but otherwise half

naked. The ceremonial was as old as

Romulus, by whom the college of the

Luperci was said to have been estab-

lished.

It was on the 15th of February that

the annual ceremon}- was presented.

The animals sacrificed were in what manner

goats and dogs. When tl^^^^l^To c> mony was pre-

these had been slain at sented.

the altar, two Roman youths rushed for-

ward, and the officiating priest, dipping

the point of a sword into the blood of

the victims, touched it upon the young
men's foreheads. But the blood stains

were immediately washed away by an-

other priest, who used for that purpose

a white wool sponge dipped in milk.

Then the priests drank largely of wine

to stimulate themselves for the street

scene. They also ate of the goat's flesh.

More particularly, they tore up the skins

of the goats, fastening scraps of the

same to their persons in imitation of

the garb of Lupercus. They then took

in their hands strips of the goatskins

and ran into the streets, followed by the

procession and the crowds. As they

ran about they struck everj' one whom
they could approach— especially the

women—with the goathide whips. The
stroke thus administered had the power

to purify, and more particularly to ward

oft" sterility from the fortunate ones who
received the blow.

Had the traveler taken his station on

the Via Portuensis, beyond the fifth

milestone from Rome, he lucus Deee dibb

might have seen a grove ^rrt^rBr^oth-
called the Lncus Dcce Dice, ^''^

or the Grove of Dea Dia. And if his

visit to this locality had been between

the middle and the end of May, he should
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have witnessed a festival there which

was as significant and poetical as any-

thing of which the Roman race was ca-

pable. Like the other feasts, it was as

old as the traditional age of Rome. The
foster-mother of Romnlus was said to

have borne the name of Acca Laurentia.

To her tradition assigned twelve sons.

These were the original Fratrcs A rvalcs,

or Field Brothers, who were the originals

of the Arval Brotherhood. The latter,

in the days of the republic, had been

constituted a college of priests whose

duty it was to offer annually a public

sacrifice for the fertility of the fields.

The members of the college were se-

lected from the best Roman families,

descendants from that old populus Ro-

manus, the pride of which was perpetu-

ated beyond the days of Csesar. Even
the boys who attended upon the Flamen
and the Praetor of this college were the

sons of senators whose parents must be

still living.

When the great day of the ceremonial

arrived, the Grove of Dea Dia must be

purified with an animal sac-
Features and
significance of rifice. First, two young
the ceremonial. • cc j iipigs were ottered, then a

white cow was led to the altar, and final-

ly a sheep. But the proper significance

of the ceremonial was the bringing to the

priests of samples of the old and the new
grain from the fields, to be touched by
them, to the end that fertility might

abound and continue. The fruits of the

earth were thus blessed, after which they

were returned to the owners. There

were many interesting ceremonies and

prayers and consecrations in connec-

tion with the Arval festival, and the

whole was more near to nature and more
expressive of sympathies with the spirit

in her bosom—more poetical, in brief

—

than almost any other part of the Roman
religion.

Rome greatly surpassed Greece in the

number, variety, and extent of her public

celebrations ; but these were by no means
so profound in their signifi- Rome surpasses

cation, so elegant, so truly ^^^^^ebrL
mythical, as were those of *'°'iS'

the Eastern people. The Roman cere-

monial was a pageant, a tangible form,

great, elaborate, spectacular. To main-

tain, perpetuate, and make honorable the

religious festivals was one of the leading

duties of the state. Many of the most

distinguished officers had, as we have

seen, religious duties to perform, but the

difference between such functions as

related to the national faith and those

which belonged to civil society was not

clearly drawn as it would be i:nder the

beliefs and practices of modern times.

References to the public ceremonials,

the street pageants, the incidents •^bl

the national worship, en- Literature in-

tered into all the literature ^Tavaiimfsu!''

of Rome. The orations perstitions.

delivered in the forum and the senate-

house were touched in many parts with

allusions to the rites of religion, and were

interlarded with apostrophes to the gods.

Latin poetry was pervaded with religious

sentiment and phraseology. Even the

cynical Horace, in one of the greatest of

his smaller poems, when he describes

his own hope of future fame, could do

no better than to declare

—

" I shall be sung to all posterity.

Growing in praise, while on the sacred hill

The Pontifex shall with the virgin be."

It is believed by those who have

looked profoundly into the original con-

ditions of Roman society Bottom ideas of

that its religious element ^eTved^fShe
was deduced from the Sabines.

Sabiues. It might well be confessed

that the robbers of Romulus had little

aptitude for religion ; and their practices,
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as they are described in the traditions of

primitive Rome, justify the assumption.

The Sabine folk, however, seem to have

had a more genuine bias toward a faith

in the gods and a conformity to their

will. Here again the composite nature

of the original stock of the Roman peo-

ple comes clearly into view. It is

thought that the love of form and of

ceremony, for which the Romans were

ever noted, was derived frofn the Etrus-

cans—that Lucerine element of popula-

tion which was fused with the Ramnes
and the Tities in the earliest days.

There was thus a compounding of di-

verse elements in the new character

which presently sprang from the fusion.

In actual chemistry we notice certain

wonderful effects arising in the moment
of combination. That agiia

The chemistry
. . . i t i •

of nature and of rcgid, in whlch gold dlS-

solves as snow m water,

has its power in the moment of the

union of the two acids of which it is

composed. There is a human chemis-

try, an ethnic chemistry, under the laws

of which, occult though they be, strong

and great results are prodiTced by the

admixture and combination of elements.

The Sabines gave the primitive impulse

to the religious development of the Ro-

man race. The Etruscans contributed

the love of form, while the Latins prop-

er added the love of might. It might

be truthfully said that the very bottom

instinct in the original stock of Latiura

was expressed in the dogma that might

makes right. This is the one principle

from which the Roman race never devi-

ated. Whether consciously expressed in

the theory of Roman life, or only tacitly

adopted and exemplified in Roman prac-

tice, it was, nevertheless, the funda-

mental thought> from which the princi-

pal activities of that great race were

deduced.

Chapter LXVI.—La\v and Constitution.

N thus considering with

some degree of care

the various aspects of

the strongest race of

the ancient world, we
pass from one part or

power of society to

another part without that break which

would appear in discussing the organic

parts of any other national life. The
civil, the social, the religious, elements

in the great fact called Rome lie so close

to each other and are .so compacted that

the inquirer may turn from the one to

the other with little difficulty. Roman
law is so close alongside Roman religion,

and the two are so much alike, that the

discussion may here be turned without

jar to the consideration of the principles

and legal rules on which Roman society

was founded.

Rome was the great lawmaking state

of antiquity. In her capacity of legisla-

tor she achieved a success Roman law

which, if it were judged ^^rogat^Uo^
by the criteria of fitness fatherhood,

and durability, has never been equaled

by any other political organization.

And yet Roman law w^as a growth. It

had in it the life of centuries drawn up

by gradual accretions until the tree

branched wide and overshadowed Eu-

rope. At the very bottom of the vast

.system lay a certain conceded family

right called the patria potcsias ; that is,

the prerogative of fatherhood. It was
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an absolute right belonging to the father

to govern, control, and order his own
household

;
positively, as to what might

be done ; negatively, as to what should

not be done. Itwas an underived, natu-

ral right, inseparable from the state of

fatherhood, belonging to it in the nature

of things. It extended to the power of

life and death over the children of the

household, and it is likely that under

the first customs the wife also was equal-

ly subject to the husband's will. The
second original principle was that a man
is entitled to the absolute ownership of

such property as he has been able to

gain by appropriation from nature or

conquest from others. In these two

respects the Roman citizen was at the

beginning absolute and unlimited.

Upon these fundamental rights the

Roman family was builded. When in

process of time a state was planted and

legislative processes began the old rights

and customs were found deep-bedded in

the practices of the people. The ancient

folk law which had grown into form by

custom was the concrete on which the

first stones of the great constitutional

structure of Rome w-ere laid.

If now we take up the legislation, the

jurisprudence, of the Roman race, we
Roman jurispru- shall find that the elements

%T:Mr^tr oi the same were drawn
Boni Mores. from three general sources

which were in some sense assumed as

the fountains wherefrom all legitimate

political principles must flow. The first

of these was called Fas, the second Jus,

and the third Boni Mores. It is impos-

sible, perhaps, to translate these words

into the English language and to con-

vey in our vernacular the true ideas of

the original. Indeed, those ideas are

difficult to determine and define. They
were ideas peculiar to the Roman people,

a part of their philosophy of things.

Since the passing away of the system of

beliefs peculiar to antiquit}-, it has be-

come impossible to revive in full force

the ideas which underlay the ancient

scheme of thought. It is often difficult

for the modern mind to apprehend pre-

cisely what was meant by given terms

and phraseology peculiar to the classical

languages. But we will endeavor to

transfer into our own tongue as much as

practicable of the bottom ideas couched

in the words above referred to.

I. Fas.—According to Roman belief

there was over and above all men and

gods, above all visible as-

pects of things and the in- "^enZ^T^^^
visible world of thought, a

certain absolute condition to which they

gave the name of fas. It was not ex-

actly a condition or state, nor was it pre-

cisely an intelligence or person. Perhaps

the Roman mind itself did not well ap-

prehend the import and definitions of

its own concept. The word fas is de-

rived from the same root form with fate,

and Fate was, in the mythology ot the

ancients, the supreme power under

which all things are held. It might be

said that fas was the edict of fate. It

signified the decree or principle that is-

sued from the absolute condition which

was over all. Being a decree or prin-

ciple thus proceeding from the highest

power in the universe, it became with

respect to men the rule or iaia of things,

imchangeable, eternal.

The thought is somewhat dim to our

apprehension, but to the Roman mind

fas was the divine law The principles o«

viewed with respect to ^rv^e^.^^r^ht"

human life and conduct, reason.

Whatever, therefore, could be discovered

of the true fas must be applied by formal

expression to the rrjgulation of the affairs

of men. The mind might be turned to

the discovery of fas and to its applica-
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tion. It would be the business of the

philosopher, the jurist, to look intently at

principles and to deduce them, asmuch as

practicable, from that absolute condition

and law which was stretched out over all

men and all thmgs. Thus it was that

fas was said to be, and practically was,

the prime source of the derivation of

Roman law.

Since fas was a positive term ; since

all legislation must in the nature of

things be largelv made up
Theory of nefas, °

, ,

and its appiica- of mterdicts rather than
tions to conduct. • . .• • •,. • \

injunctions; since it is by

negation rather than precept that human
conduct must be regulated in societies

and governments, the negative side of

fas must be discovered and defined.

This was produced under the name of

Ncfas. Nefas did not mean the im-

possible, but simply that thing which

was interdicted by the immutable prin-

ciples of fas. Primarily, nefas would

signify the thing that might not be said

;

but in its application, it was the thing

that might ?iot be done. So close was the

principle that nefas implied the thing

that might not be thought. In its full

signification, therefore, it was the thing

that might not be thought, might

not be said, might not be done.

Theoretically, nefas dived into the

realm of motive, and was therefore

an interdict against sin. It covered all

things forbidden, whether in religion,

in society, or in the state. The Roman
laws, however, as must always be the

case with the tangible rules of human
conduct, did not presume to reach all

cases of nefas, but onh' so much of

human conduct as was made actual in

deeds. In attempting to eliminate from

their life and practices all things nefas,

the Roman legislators were too wi.se to

attempt to include the hidden motives

of human conduct, and consequently

limited their statutes to overt acts—a prin-

ciple which has been transmitted to the

legislation of modern times.

2. Jus.—The Roman mind discrimi-

nated between what we would call the

divine order and law of
Jus the natural

the universe and the nat- law and order of

, 1 1 . i- ii the -world.
ural order and law of the

world. It w'as in the former realm

that fas was discovered; in the latter,

jus. The exact signification of this

word has been much discussed. B}- some
it has been thought to signify a binding

together, a joining or union of things by

a principle. By others it has been in-

terpreted as that which is regular,

orderly, or fitting. The common deri-

vation has been from the verb jubeo,

which signifies " I order, or direct," as

though it were jus habeo, that is, I hold,

or have, jus. Whatever the etymology

may be, jus signified natural right. It

was not by any means what we would

call the law of nature ; for the law of

nature is many times forceful, violent

—

we might say immoral, or ?^«-just. But

jus was never immoral, never ««-just.

It was the principle of immutable right

discoverable by the human mind in the

elementary conditions of things.

To the present day, among all peoples

whose languages have been infected

with Latin derivatives, the Definition ofjus-

words just, unjust, justice, "^^^^^
etc., have preserved a "p'®-

shadow of the ancient sense of jus.

There is at the present time no appeal

which man may make with more confi-

dence and certainty than the appeal to

justice. When he stands fast and

declares that a thing is just, he uncon-

sciously appeals to the very same idea

which the Roman mind discovered be-

fore the republic was the republic. It is

the idea of some immutable principle in

all human conduct which may be used
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as the standard of rectitude, the criterion

of right, a standard from which there is

no deviation, a rule under which there

is no shadow of turning. Jus, in the

Roman sense of the word, was as abso-

lute a principle as fas, but it was differ-

of legislation, it found that the rules of

human conduct had already been deter-

mined, if not formally ex-
Jus moribus

pressed, by what was called constitutum

Jus Moribus Constitutum ;

that is, justice determined by usages.

COURT SCENE IM OLD RDM!-..—Expulsion of the Sophists.

ently derived. The one had its resi-

dence in the realm of human nature,

generalized and perfected, the other had

its origin in the depth of that absolute

condition which was supposed to embrace

all men and all things.

When the Roman race was sufficiently

advanced to enter upon the formal work

To this there was presently added for-

mal enactment, lawmaking proper,

which was called Lex. Of course, it

was claimed that all lex, or formal

law, was merely the declarative and

authoritative enunciation of jus. So

that henceforth it was customary to say

that jus, or the whole moral law and
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fundamental constitution of society,

must be considered under the two

forms of jus moribus constitutum and lex,

that is, justice established by usage ; and

secondly, legislative enactment, ilany

(if the old laws of Rome were never put

into the fonn of lex. They were so

well fixed in the public mind, so deeply

imbedded with the traditions of the race,

so universally accepted as the rules of

conduct, that it would have been re-

garded as supererogatory or even absurd

to reenact them. There was in this re-

gard a close analogy between the jus

moribus constitutum of Rome and the

common law iisages of England.

3. Boni Mores.— In the progress of

human society many customs and

Evolution of usages which spring up

^uctSroT^o'ir '-imong a people are pres-

morals from bad. ently rejected as unfitting

and hurtful. Others, however, are at-

tested and approved by experience.

The latter survive and become with

each generation more and more deter-

minate as the habits of society. On the

whole, the principle of advantage and

disadvantage lies at the bottom of the

natural selection which people exercise

in the choice of their customs and usages.

What is, on the whole, found to be ad-

vantageous is retained as the standard of

conduct. There thus arises a difference

between good morals and bad. We
speak here of natural morals, and not of

such as are derived from the formal pre-

cepts of religion.

After Rome had survived the strug-

gles of her early life ; after her manners

Boni mores the and customs had been rec-

romTonUwof ^ifi^d by the experience of

^o™*- several centuries ; after

she found herself in possession of power
and reason, she looked around among
her usages and discovered what she

chose to call boni mores; that is, sound

' morals—a certain kind of customs which

had been approved and attested by the

judgment and practice of the fathers.

Of course, not all the morals of the peo-

ple and the state could be said to be boni

—good. Some, on the contrary, were

bad. These were the residue of the old

evil which is dormant in human life,

struggling ever to assert itself in the

habits of men. But the boni mores were

the good residue, constituting an excel-

lent standard or criterion by which cur-

rent usage and new usage not yet estab-

lished might be judged. There was
thus a natural appeal to boni mores, or

sound morality, in the jurisprudence of

Rome.
The reader will perceive, however,

that it may be dilhcult to keep the fore-

going three fountains of intermingling of

Roman law entirely dis- ;=:rAfmorTs1n

tinct. He will reason that Romania-w.

fas—the idea of fas, in the Roman mind
—would be reflected into the affairs of

life and become to a certain extent con-

fused with jus. He will also perceive

that in the primary determination of

boni mores the principle of jus would

have to be used as a criterion. No doubt

there is much truth in these reflections;

and, as a rule, it might be said that the

Roman statute was a composite of fas,

jus, and boni mores. A principle which

had been originally derived from fas, so

soon as it was enforced by the secular

tribunals and had thus received the sanc-

tion of human authority, would become
jus; and on the other side, principles of

fas would be ajiplied in early ages by the

pontifical officers in the establishment

of sound morals, and in course of time

the boni mores thus established would in

their turn be appealed to as a secondaiy

fountain of law. None the less, the ab-

solute fas, or the divine and universal

law stretched out over nature and man.
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unchangeable, eternal, was different

from that jus, or principle, of absolute

rectitude which had its throne in the

bosom of human society, and still more

different from that merely sound moral-

ity which had sprung up out of the eth-

TRIAI, SCENE IN A ROMAN COURT.

ical constitution of the race, and had been

experimentally determined in its forms

by the law of advantage and preference.

It is here assumed that the reader has

Development oi somc historical acquaint-

ance with those divisions of

the Roman population
which were marked out with respect to law

and lawmakinij. He has been already

the three Co-
mitian assem-
blies.

informed in this work as to the nature and

limitations of the familia. The gens

has also been explained—the tribus, or

threefold division of the old Romans
made by Romulus. He will also re-

member how each tribus, or tribe, was

divided into ten curiae

;

how the century was
formed, and how the

curiae, the tribus, and
the century became the

foundation of the three

different kinds of Co-

mitian assembly, name-
ly, the Comitia Curiata,

the Comitia Tributa,

and the Comitia Cen-

turiata. The latter as-

sembly was composed

of citizens only who
were members of the

curias, and were held

as occasion required

—

not periodically. The
Comitia Centuriata was

instituted in the mythi-

cal times of Servius

Tullius, the idea being

to unite in that assem-

Ijly, in one body, all the

different sections of the

Roman people. But as

said above, a knowledge

of these details is here

presupposed.

It is also assumed

that the nature of the

Roman senate is well apprehended, and

of the consular govern- Roman law to be

ment, which was the dom- tZlt^L
inant feature of the official making; courts,

state under the repiiblic. We here speak

of Roman law, of the sources of its deri-

vation, of the means of making it and

applying it through the courts. We shall

not, however, discuss again that part of
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cos emd ager
privatus of the
Romans.

jurisprudence which related to the fami-

lia, to the institution of marriage, to

such bottom principles as patria potestas,

and the unwritten customs derived from

jus, but rather those later and more for-

mal proceedings by which Roman society

^as regulated.

One of the earliest and most important

questions to which the attention of the

rising Roman people was called, was the

Theagerpubii- Ownership and distribution

of land. It is not known
certainly in what the orig-

inal Roman freehold consisted. It has

been supposedby some that Romulus him-
self, of whom the exisressionywrrt: dcdit is

used, namely, "he gave rights," divided

the little territory under his dominion into

estates of a certain extent, assigning one

estate to each member of the populus

Romanus, and that this was the origin

of absolute title under the Roman con-

stitution. It is thought also that even

at this early period a certain portion of

the territory of Latium was set apart for

the maintenance of the state, or, as we
should say, a public domain, and that this

was the foundation of the agcr publicus

of the Roman people. Against this was

that other part of the lands of Latium to

which the name agcr privatus, or j^rivate

lands, was applied ; and this was the

portion which the mythical kings were

wont to let out in freeholds to the citizens.

The homfestead in these primitive

times was called the lunditiDi. It con-

sisted of two jugcrs, or about one and

Nature of the ^ fourth acrcs of land.

ra:geme„\=oThe- Of this, the head of the
redium. household was the absolute

owner, or more particularly, the house-

hold itself was the owner. For the

heredium, as the name implies, was he-

reditary, passing by descent, after the

father's death, to his family, his heirs.

It is believed that in the times of the

kingdom the gentcs held certain portions

of territory in their corporate cajmcity,

and that these clan lands \\"ere limited

in transmission to the familias of that

particular gens. In course of time the

extent of the freeholds was widened to

two and a half, and then four and a half,

jugers. There was thus fundamentally

a derivation, under the Roman system,

of land title from the king, or if not from

the king, from the clan, or gens.

But not all titles were so derived.

The patrician citizen might purchase a

freehold directly with money, or he

might exchange his hered- comparative fa-

ium for the heredium of tZ^^t^
another. There was, in- possessiones.

deed, less rigor with respect to land-

ownership and the transfer of title than

might have been expected in so ancient

a society, and particularly in one so rig-

idly constituted as was that of Rome.
Thus, for instance, one of the earliest

modifications in the original system was
that by which the paterfamilias extended

his landownership. As Avith the growth

of Roman society he became patronus as

well as paterfamilias, as a clientage

grew up around him, he must provide

for his retinue; and this he did by a

system of land-tenantagc. lie enlarged

his estate and established his clients

thereon. The patricians were allowed

to extend their domain into the ager

publicus, and such extensions of right

were called possessiones, or possessions,

rather than property. Here was another

link which bound together jjublic and

private interest, and made all things one

under the Roman constitution.

If we pass to consider movable, tha'

is personal, property, we cattie and slaves

shall find that its earliest ^^.^^eXf^other

forms were two in number personalty.

—cattle and slaves. There is something

rational in that concept which makes
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living stock the most movable of mov-

ables ; and the same may be said of hu-

man chattels, when such species of prop-

erty is recognized. It has been claimed

that outside of cattle—that is, domestic

animals—and slaves there was no such

thing as personal property, more partic-

ularly movable property, among the

primitive Romans. But this is true only

place with the change of the heredium,

or transferred by sale, at the will of the

possessor. It thus happened that the

law was good for all kinds of property

as against theft, robbery, or any sort of

violence, but was not good absolutely

for sale or transfer. Doubtless the bot/

tom idea in this view of property was
that personalty, with the exception of

I..\M)-C \l'i: OF THE ACER PUBLICUS OF ROME.-Drawn by John Kullcyl ve.

on the positive side. Negatively, the

personal possessions of the early Roman
might not be invaded by another. Neg-

atively, the property was his against all

claims of invasion, of fraud, of robbery.

He could to this extent maintain his

rights. But the positive right of trans-

fer perhaps did not exist except in the

case of things animate. The living prop-

erties might be driven from place to

cattle and slaves, attached itself to the

heredium rather than to the paterfamil-

ias. There was a sense in which the

paterfamilias owned the slaves and herds

different from the sense in which he

held his other personal property. The
latter tended to a construction in unity

with the heredium.

Close up to this land-holding and

property-holding of the early Romans
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sion; in potes-
tate and ex po
testate.

\vc must c(jnsider their law of succession,

the rule by which property was trans-

Law of succes- initted after the death of

the owner. This was quite

similar to the iisage of

modern times. There was, however, an

exception between those of his children

who were /// potcsiatc, under authority,

and those who -were ex potcstatc. This

distinction was generally coincident with

the marriage or nonmarriagc of the sons

and daughters. The immarricd were in

pote.state. The married, especially the

sons, were—or at least might be—ex

potestate; that is, out of the power of

the paterfamilias. If the married sons

chose not to become independent, they

could still remain in the familia of the

father. But generally with the mar-

riage of the .son he was detached into a

separate hou.sehold, retaining, of course,

his membership in the ancestral gens.

At the death of the paterfamilias his

estate, both real and personal, descended

Reversionai to his widow and to his

getVtVJ^Ig. ^l"l^^'-en in potestate, in

"'^tss. cf)mmon. That is, imder

the law, they shared the property among
them equally. If there were no heirs,

that is, if the paterfamilias, as some-

times happened, outlived the other

members of his family' and died intes-

tate, his property, both movables and

immovables, reverted to the gens and

became a gentile possession. When
the plebeians who were admitted to citi-

zenship in subsequent times died with-

out heirs, their property could not well

revert to a gens; for the plebeians were

not gentiles. The Roman law, there-

fore, devised for this emergency a facti-

tious class called Agnates, who inherited

intestate plebeian property.

The law of testament, or will, was

' In such cases a paterfamilias conslituled in him-

self a whole familia.

M.—Vol. 2—2S

certainly as old as the kingly period of

Roman history. There were two meth-

ods of composing a last tes- xwo kinds of

tamcnt for the devise of
testament; mod-
ern usage of

property. The first was a Roman origin,

formal statement and writing in the

presence of the Comitia Ccnturiata,

where the in.strument was attested and

recorded. The second was called iesta-

iiuiitniii ill procinetit faeitiin ; that is, a will

made before battle. The act contem-

plated some sudden emergency in which

it was desiraljle for an owner of property

to decide in what way it should be dis-

posed of in case of fatal accident to him-

.self. Such w-as the ancient usage. In

course of time the curiae became sim-

ply the depositaries of wills which had

been legally attested by the peers of the

testators. On the whole, the right of

devising property by testament as thus

practiced by the Roman race, even in

the mythical ages, was not essentially

different from the .same right as recog-

nized in the jurisprudence of modern
nations.

The early regularity and precision of

the system of property-holding here de-

lineated became a part of Property rights

the strength of Rome long J^nri^m^'
before the institution of history,

the republic. Strangely enough, it was
destined also to be a source of vexation

and danger. Those ancient property

rights had respect primarily to patricians

only—to that true populus Romanus
whose name, in association with that of

the senate, constituted to the latest day

the verbal legend and symbol of Roman
power and authority. I>ut already on

the horizon of primitive Rome rose the

tremendous shadow of plebeianism.

How should the plebeians acquire land ?

Should they be admitted to freeholding

in common with the patres? Should

their rights of property in immovables
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and movables be of the same kind with

those of the dominant order? Here

was the rub. If the question had re-

lated merely to the admission of the

plebeians to that indefinite and some-

what indeterminate fact called citizen-

ship, the problem might have been

more easy of solution than it was. It

involved, however, the right to acquire

land and to hold all properties by the

same tenure and conditions as did the

patricians of ancient Rome. When we
consider the inextinguishable jealousy

of property, the hostile attitude which

it has immemorially assumed to all in-

vasion and disturbance, we may perceive

the fundamental difficulty with which

the legislators of Rome were destined to

be embarrassed through generations and

centuries.

The law of contract was not developed

at so early a date as were many other

branches of Roman jurisprudence. It

has been claimed that un-

fawof c^ntfact.' der the kingdom, at least

to the time of Servius

TuUius, no proper law of contract was
in existence. But when we critically

examine the condition of Roman society

at the time we must conclude that, to a

certain extent at any rate, such a law

had appeared ; for the simplest form of

buying and selling—even barter—re-

quires a contract between the parties.

Wherever houses are occupied by others

than the owners ; wherever labor is ex-

erted for other than one's self ; wherever

property is used by other than its pos-

sessor; wherever a common carrier is

employed, there must be at least the

rudiments of a law of contract.

We can, however, discern in Roman so-

ciety of the early ages many reasons for

the late appearance of such a law. We
have seen how little addicted were the

primitive Romans to commerce or to

any intercourse other than war with

foreign tribes. War under the dominion

of civilization introduces Late appearance

many agreements and com- pL'°ed by social

pacts between the par- conditions,

ties, but in barbarous and half-barbarous

ages it knows no law but violence.

Again, the peculiar bottom organization

of the Roman people into familije gave

gradually local, or home, independence

—made each familia more complete in

itself, more able to supply its proper

wants without appeal to others—than did

any other system of social development.

To this extent the anti-commercial in-

stincts of the Roman race were encour-

aged and intensified rather than abated.

The necessity for making contracts, for

the discovery and establishment of rules

whereby they should be made, was re-

duced to a minimum, and the la\v of con-

tract lagged to a later age.

If we inquire in what manner, there-

fore, in the absence of such a law, the

engagements of Roman The appeal to

with Roman were sane- ^^^^i^l^.
tioned and made valid, we t^am.

must appeal to the character of the race.

From the earliest days this people had

respect to a divine obligation which was

impersonated under the name of Eides,

or Faith. What fides required must be

done. Whoever should violate his faith

would subject himself to the frown of

the pontifical officers. Aye, more; he

would be subjected to such punishments

as those officers might inflict, and to

con.sequent disparagement among his

fellows.

These forces tending to right conduct

were felt in an unusual degree among
the Romans. In order to signify their

faith they invented the symbol of clasp-

ing right hands. This form of touching

the person of another existed in the

East, in connection with other ceremo-
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nies of salutation ; but the taking of the tract. It was believed by the Albanian

right hand in the sense of a pledge of

good faith was a Roman usage, and

obtained among the Roman people an-

ciently a significance and imiversality

which it had never borne before. The

fathers that Fides had her residence in

the palm of the right hand, from which

it followed that palm joined with palm

was equivalent to the interchange of

faith.

TUMULT IN THE KOKU.M AT KOME.

phrase promiltirc dcxtravi,^ to stretch out

the right hand, was in everyday use in

primitive Rome, and was made to take

the place of a more formal law of con-

' In the first word of this phrase, in the form of

promissum, we liavc the origin.il of the English word
" promise," the sense of which still prcser\'es the idea

<if a pledge under good faith.

Another method of securing the ful-

fillment of those pledges which were
made in early days at Hypothecation

Rome was tlic pawning, or ^^r^^uimr
liyi:)othccation, of some ment ofpledges,

property to bind the parties to the fulfill-

ment of their respective parts. After

the engagement was fulfilled the prop-
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erty so pledged must be returned to the

original owner. While it was in pawn
it did not in the full sense belong to

cither of the parties. For if it were

stolen the person in whose hands it had

been pledged coiild not be held respon-

sible. If after fulfillment of the engage-

ment the 2:)erson holding should refuse

to deliver to the person owning, there

was in the earliest times no legal proc-

ess to compel the recalcitrant to make
restitution ; but here again he was sub-

ject to the punishment of the pontifical

officers, and was tmder disgrace for hav-

ing violated confidence. It was thus, in

the beginning of her career, that Rome
bound her citizens by principles of mo-

rality rather than by principles of law to

the performance of their pledges.

Still another means was used of en-

forcing good faith. The individual was

Personal com- allowed the right of redress.

Ltto°"enTr?"- Certain limitations were
agreements. laid iipon this principle

of action, and the right was of course

ultimately taken away by law; but in

early times the individual might enforce,

if he coiild, the duty of fulfillment upon

the unfaithful contractor. It will be

seen that this personal compulsion of

another to keep a pledge was only the

positive side of that negative self-de-

fense which is still allowed among all

civilized nations. There are many
strange things of this sort in the history

of human jurisprudence. Originally the

man might defend himself against the

positive injury of another. He might

stand his ground and ward off the vio-

lence wdth which he was menaced, but

he might also take upon himself the

duty of enforcing upon another what-

ever he had wrongfully refused to do

with respect to himself. Scarcely any

of the ancient peoples refused this right

to the individual. But long since the

right of personal compulsion on the

positive side has been taken away in

modern legislation, but the negative

part, that is, self-defense proper, is still

allowable imder all civilized codes.

True, it is hedged about with many limi-

tations and exceptions ; but the existence

of such a right, acknowledged as valid

long ages after the positive i^rerogativu

of enforcing right upon another has

been taken away from the individual, is

a striking example of the strange aspects

into which himian affairs may grow.

What may be called the principle of

vengeance w^as to a considerable degree

admitted. As late as the Private avenge-

days of Numa the kinsmen Xwel'^^
of a murdered man still Umitations.

had the right of destro3-ing the murder-

er. But the laws of Numa provided that

if the homicide were accidental, a ram's

life might be substituted for the life of

the man. There was a religious theory

prevalent that it was the duty of kinsmen

to destroy the life of him who had killed

a member of their gens, else the manes,

the soul, of him who was slain might

not rest in peace. In the exercise of

this right of vengeance we discover at a

very early period the beginning of cer-

tain distinctions in modern law which

are reckoned of prime importance in the

administration of justice. There was

the distinction between hot and cold

blood. If the wronged hu.sband should

come upon the guilty wife and her para-

mour in fagraute delicto he might kill

them both in passion. But if his wrath

should cool by the lapse of some time,

he might not then destroy the guilty,

but must take the usual judicial course

of punishment. In this fact we see the

germ of that general tendency which

will presently, under the auspices of this

legal-minded race, substitute public for

private law in all its jurispnidence.
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punishment for

vrrongdoing
recognized.

The primitive Romans recognized

three general forms of jjunishment for

Three forms of wrongdoing. It should bc

said in this connection,

however, that there was in

the early ages no clear discrimination

between crime and sin—between an of-

fense against the law of man and a vio-

lation of the will of the gods. Since the

bottom principle of all Roman law was
fas, and since fas was deducible from

the eternal government of things, that

is, from the absolute rule of all things

and the will of the gods, a violation of

human law seemed to be also a violation

of the divine. What maybe called vice,

also, or the violation of the physical

laws of life, was also confounded with

the other kinds of infraction of law.

The names of the three general terms

by which methods of punishment were

Nature of expia- distinguished pointed to the

^nA'ZslorZn rccoguition of a divineand consecratio &
capitis. element in all law. The
first of these terms was cxpiatio, which

may best be rendered by the word " sat-

isfaction." The criminal in this case

must stj/is/r for the injury which he has

done, lie must give an equivalent in

some way, and thus expiate the wrong.

The second term was jw/zZ/WV/w, in which

not only satisfaction was contemplated,

but also the administration of pimish-

ment direct. In supplicium the idea

of satisfaction was less ])rominent than

the idea of punishment for the wrong.

The word was derived from supple.x,

"one who prays." It signified origi-

nally the bending down of the body and

of the will before the deities; but in

the .secondary sense it was the bending

of the body to receive castigation for

crime. The third term was consecratio

capitis; that is, the "devotion of the

life." The phrase saccr csto, that is,

" let liim be devoted, or given up," was

the legal language employed in con-

demning a criminal by the comitia.

Under each of these general heads

there w-as a great variety of punishment.

That is, there Avere manv Capital punish-

Icgal methods of expiating rafnUn^rr"
injury, also many methods fi^e.

of administering supplicium, according

to the kind of crime Avhich had been

committed. Capital punishment was by
beheading or strangulation. It has been

claimed by some that he to whom the

phrase sacer esto had been legaltyaijplied

was to be sacrificed to the infernal gods.

But a very ancient phrase of the law de-

clares Arc fas cum iniiiiolari; that is, it

is not fas that the criminal should be

sacrificed. Though he was put to death,

it was not in the nature of an immola-

tion.

One of the reasons for the strong in-

termixture of moral and religious princi-

ples with the early jurispru- Explanation of

dence of Rome was found ^rncipi^sTtu^
in the complete supremacy jurisprudence,

of the paterfamilias over the familia, of

which he was the head. Constituting

as he did a personal court, he had only

his own concept of fas and jus to guide

him. Before the age of Scrvius Tullius

tlie paterfamilias was a sort of judicial

autocrat, who might administer justice

over his familia even to the extent of

excluding and interdicting the right of

the state. lie might in his capacity of

judge take cognizance of every kind

of crime, lie might in his executive

capacity administer every variety of

punishment. lie might inflict death,

slavery, banishment from the gens, ex-

pulsion from the familia, imprisonment,

chains, castigation, and indeed almost

every kind of penal visitation known to

the Roman law. It was one of the pe-

culiarities of the early constitution of

Roman society that there was no gen-
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tile head ; that is, no person or court

standing in such relation to the gens as

that occupied by the paterfamilias with

respect to the familia. This circum-

stance augmented the prerogative of the

paterfamilias. So great was his power,

so far-reaching the extent of his juris-

diction, that to call him the feudal lord

of primitive Rome would be to imder-

estimate the variety and solid character

of his prerogatives.

In course of time the laws and usages of

Old Rome, derived as we have seen from

the Roman concept of immutable princi-

ples over and above human
Evolution of
legislation ; the life, began to be put into the
Twelve Tables, j. j. i i. t •

form of enactment. Legis-

lation came. The Comitia of the Cen-

turies was constituted, then the Comitia

of the Tribes, and the Concilium Plebis.

Before these bodies of the people in their

various capacities Roman jurisprudence

began to be formed. It was in the year

302 from the founding of the city that

the compilation of the Twelve Tables

was undertaken. In this we see again

illustrated the intellectual dependence of

the Roman people upon the Greeks. A
commission was sent into the Greek

cities of the south to investigate the

condition of their constitutions and laws.

After the return of the commissioners

a body of ten patricians was appointed,

over which Appius Claudius was presi-

dent. The work of codification was com-
pleted within a year, but the decem-

virate was continued for a period to

attend to supplemental legislation. The
result of the labors of this body was that

great underlying legislative enactment

of the Roman people, called the Lex XII
Tabularum—The Law of the Twelve Ta-

bles. Though Rome had not begun her

existence with a written constitution,

though, indeed, she had prosecuted her

way for centuries without any such a

guide, she now possessed a formal code to

which appeal might henceforth be made
as to a standard of immutable right.

In the vicissitude of things the Twelve
Tables perished ; but not until after the

lapse of several centuries. As late as the

times of Cicero they were still in exist-

ence. Originally the laws were en-

graved, or more probably painted, on ten

wooden tablets, which were set up in the

forum, so that henceforth no man might

plead ignorance of the laws of Rome. It

was expected in subsequent times that

the schoolboys of the state should com-

mit these laws to memory. It was one

of the standard exercises of the schools

—another illustration of the strong legal

character and bias of the Roman race.

In this brief outline of the legal con-

stitution of Rome we can not, of course,

enter into such details as Formality of ro-

would constitute the sub- ?,T r?,7,t"i'=^nature of the ss^-

ject-matter of a formal his- cramentum.

torical essay. We may with propriety

in the next place note some of the as-

pects or methods of legal action in the

times of the kingdom and early repub-

lic. Great formality was one of the

characteristics of whatever the Romans
did. Particularly was this true of all

subjects relative to jurisprudence. In

legal action under the primitive laws

one of the methods of procedure was for

the parties to appear before the council,

or the praetor, and there challenge each

other as to any cause at issue between

them. The ceremony was at once dra-

matic and religious in its aspects. A
certain .stake, or forfeit, called the sacra-

mentui>i, was brought forth by each party

and put into the hands of the olhcers.

This was in the nature of a sacred pledge

that each would abide by the decision of

the tribunal to which appeal was now
made. The preliminary having been

attended to the question was remanded
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to the judge, and it was his business

to determine whose sacramentum, or

pledge, had been offered in accordance

with the principles of justice. But this

superficial question involved a decision

of the real issue between the parties

concerning which the stake, or forfeit,

had been pledged. When a decision

was reached on the main question, he

whose cause was reckoned just recciv'cd

back his sacramentum, while. the stake of

the defeated party was appropriated in

the earlier times to religious uses, but

afterwards to the revenues of the state.

A second method or '

' action of the

law " was that the plaintiff should go

before the praetor with a
Introductory
processes be- form of WOrds tllUS I " I dc-
fore the tribunal. ^ r\ j. ..11.^1mand, O praetor, that thou

appoint a judge or arbiter in my cause."

This was the introductory process by
which the cause of any one was open for

judicial investigation. A third method
had special reference to the question of

debt, and consisted in a challenge made
by the creditor to the debtor to go before

a tribunal and <fi)if that he was indebted

so and so. The peculiarity of the proc-

ess was that the challenge in this case

required from the defendant a payment
of one third more than the amount ac-

tually involved. This additional third

was in the nature of a penalty for denial

of the claim, if the same should be al-

lowed.

A fourth manner of action had re-

spect to the taking of the body of one

who was a debtor or had
Legal actions
^eginning with confessed liability for debt,
manus injectio. t^ h i 1 1

it was called legal action

"by inainis iiijtilio ; that is, by the forcible

laying on of the hand. Under this proc-

ess the debtor was haled before the

court in a very summary manner. In

all of these ancient methods of judicial

procedure we diseover at least two cir-

cumstances of Roman character. The
first was a certain formality and preci-

sion, advancing step by step in the as-

certainment of civil issues ; and the sec-

ond Was that severity of construction

with respect to debt for which the legal

procedure of all ancient nations is char-

acterized.

A large part of the legal rights of a

Roman citizen under the kingdom and

LILTUR Willi FASCES

the republic must be referred to the pe-

culiar prerogative which a paterfamilias

possessed under the name Meaning ofmau-

of manus. The manus "';^"^,'ifi'*^proceeding

was literally "the hand." therefrom.

It was the right hand of the house-father.

We have seen that Fides was thought to-

reside in the palm of the right hand.

Technically, the manus of the pater-

familias was his right over his wife.

All of the general prerogatives which
the Roman theory of citizen.ship con-

ceded to him with respect to her was
generalized under the name manus; but

the right was enlarged from its primary

signification to include all the secondary

prerogatives which the house-father de-

rived from his marriage relation and his

position at the head of the familia. So
that a great many of his pri\'ileges and

powers as a citizen oi Rome were summed
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up and expressed under the term manus

;

and when he eame to the exercise of

these rights in matters of private obli-

gation or in public judicature, he simply

appealed to his manus in justification

of what he had done, was doing, or was

about to do.

Another part of the body was taken

This included the several subordinate-

rights called manus, potestas, and man-

cipium. In proportion as the familia

was extensive, the caput of the citizen

was enlarged ; and in those cases where

the familia was reduced to a single per-

son, as it frequently was, being in that

case the paterfamilias himself and no

AK I 1~ 1
](.- \\ I'l S \M> {!.)<{ l:.\IKS.-At

metaphorically to express a legal capac-

„ itv. The whole civil per-
Fiction of caput, ^ .

. .

^

or head rights of sonality of a citizcu was
fi izens ip.

called his cn/'/U ; that is, his

head. The caput might mean much or

little, according to the extent and variety

of his family relations. The principal

element in the prerogative so called was

the right of the citizen as a paterfamilias.

(,i iiiiiiit .-J I'i^"-^

more, his caput was correspondingly re-

duced. This is to say, throwing aside

the metaphor, that the head rights, or

personal rights, of a citizen under the

Roman constitution were multifarious

and extensive, or limited and simple, ac-

cording to the expansion or contraction

of the familia of which he was the

head.
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These old theories of Roman citizen-

ship were found existent in society at

Twelve Tables a the time "whcn the Twelve

uo^'^fthr^a'r Tables were compiled; and
riedwoman. they Were not much
changed by the legislation of the com-

missioners. The makers of the Tables

accepted those principles of legislation

and jurisprudence which the cxjiericncc

of the race through several centuries had

preserved as the best expressions-'ofrj^-

riage should be required to make it for-

mal. But we i^ass to other branches of

the subject.

We have had occasion to remark upon

the substantial connection between the

familia and the gens. In no part of the

svstem was this connection
Classification of

more beautifully dlS13la}'cd the members of

,

,

.
.

,

,

,

! the familia.
than m the matter oi

guardianship. Tlae gens was the theo-

retical guardian of all the wards of the

CulcNKLlA AND THR GRACCHI-TVPI'.S.

man civil life, altering and amending
some, confirming others, and perhaps

abolishing a few. vSome incidental pe-

culiarities of this first great piece of for-

mal legislation would be interesting to

the student of Roman law, such as that

fiction by which the married woman who
desired, for reasons of property, to retain

her independence must periodically al)-

sent herself for tlircc nights from her

husband's house, and also the other fic-

tion that twelve months of informal mar-

familite composing it. The Roman law

classified the members of the familia of

a patrician into several groups. The
sons and daughters in pupilage, that is,

the true minors, constituted one class,

the iinmarried daughters above pupil-

age were another class, while the sons

tinmarricd, but still in potcstate, were an-

other. There were also likely tobe in the

familia lunatic, or imbecile, members.
Others were jierhaps helpless or infirm,

while others would be reduced to de«
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pendence and wretchedness by prodigal-

ity or crime.

These were the classes which in case

of the death of the head of the family

Right of pater- must be provided for un-
famiuasinthe j authority. Guardian-matter oi guara-
lauship. ship ^vas Contemplated in all

cases of the death of the paterfamilias.

It appears that in the early ages of the

taken away, and such tutor, or curator,

was held accountable not to the familia,

but to the gens, for the manner in which'

he exercised his trust. When it came,

however, to the foiTnation of the consti-

tution expressed in the Twelve Tables, il

was deemed advisable to recognize the

right of a paterfamilias to nominate the

guardian who should come into office in

case of his death. A maxim
of the law came in and said

:

" As any one has legislated for

his own [familia] let it so be

jus." Herein the state, un-

der the auspices of the gens,

took up and enforced the pro«

visions made by the paterfa-

milias.

A large part of the earlier

constitutional provisions of

Rome related to those obliga-

tions which the citizen might

assume or which Debt the prim©.

might be en-
val obligation
recognized by

ROMAN CONSUL IN CURUf.E CHAIR-

From ihe oni;inal in BritUh Museum.

republic, before the publication of the

Twelve Tables, there was no extant

right of the paterfamilias to nominate a

guardian for the members of his family

in case of his own decease. This right

was claimed and exercised by the gens.

It was the duty of the gens, in council

assembled, to appoint one of its mem-
bers as tutor, or curator, for the wards

of any familia whose 'head might be

forced upon him. society.

Such obligations had respect

for the most part to property.

Dclictuiii, or crime, might also

demand the fulfillment of an

obligation, as of a fine or some

service of the offender. But

generally, the duty to be ful-

filled was that obligation, al-

ways strongly enforced and

old as the beginnings of hu-

man society, of one man to

pay another—the obligation of debt.

One must needs be sui-prised to see

how large a part of the civil history of

the ancient peoples hangs civii history of

about the fact of debt. It tanirabouTthe

began with the borrowing question ofdebt,

of something to eat, and ended in

slavery. It began with a thoughtless

promise, hastily and inconsiderately

made and attested by some easy formal-
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ity such as primitive society was wont to

invent, and ended with a difficult fulfill-

ment, as the debtor -has always found.

It began witli the ^ving of one sum by

the stronger to the weaker, and the ex-

act ic^n of a larger sum to be given by

the weaker to the stronger. The stu-

dent of history will readily recall the

fact that a large part of those dangerous

seditions and insurrections which the

desperate under-class of the population

in ancient cities were wont to make,

had debt as their substantial and pro-

voking cause.

In the case of Ronie, this question

was especially vexatious. Tlie ever-

Vexationsand growing class of plebeians,

d:;fa':;''or/tha
^^-itli the ever-increasing

Romans. cry of Want, tended to

the incurring of debt. The assumption

of obligations on the part of the poor

which could hardly be fulfilled under the

hard conditions of the age, the return of

scanty years, the frequent recurrence of

war, and other calamities pressed hard

on the under-classes of .society ; and the

principle of hypothecation became the

only resource of the borrower. One has

only to read tlie story of republican

Rome, as told by Livy, in order to realize

the full import, the deep cursedness and

desperation of the plebeians under the

ever-increasing burden of debt. In

order to .save themselves from starvation,

the very veterans who had c(jme home
from victorious war with the Sabines or

the Samnites had to hypothecate first

their homes and then tJuinsclvcs! It

was utter ruin by two leaps down the

precipice. The first platform on whicli

the plebeian debtor landed was bank-

ruptcy, and the .second slavery.

In the old days, before the introduc-

tion nf coinage, borrowing liad already

become prevalent. I'nder sucli circum-

stances tlie property was transferred and

the debt incurred in kind. It was what

may be called indebtedness by barter.

In this case the process con- primitive bor-

sisted in an application to ruol^ifc";
the property holder for a and the balance.

loan of what was neces.sary to the

borrower. When the amount and the

terms of the loan had been agreed upon

a certain formality was necessary. It

was called the Xcxuin, a word signifying

"a binding together." Scales were

brouofht, and five witnesses were called

COINS OK lllli KKl'L'lJI.lC AMI lllK KMI'IRH.

to represent the state. It was a public

process, and the state was bound to en-

force the fulfillment of the obligation.

The property was weighed or measured

out, and tlie borrower became bound for

payment. When the cinnage of bronze

money came in, that medium was u.sed

between tlie borrower and the lender

after the manner of modern times. Then
the formula was changed, and the meth-

od of the contract was defined as being

per u's it libriiiii ; that is, " by money and

the balance." Tlie parties came face to

face, and tlie lender .said: "Whereas,
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Avitli this coin and these copper scales I

have given thee a thousand [or so many]

asses, be thou, therefore, bound by the

law of the ticxiim to repa\- them to me a

3'ear [or whatever the time] hence."

Thereafter the borrower received his

coin, and was legally bound.

It is impossible for us here to follow

out this line of explication through the

Rome became various details and devel-

state^^h?"^' opments of Roman custom
world. jiii(j i^-\v. We are aiming

to cite so much only as is necessary to

exemplify the spirit of laA\Tnaking and

application under the usage of the

Romans. It would be of great interest

to extend and amplify the discussion

;

but the pressure of other subjects forbids

what inclination and interest might

suggest. Rome was preeminently the

lawmaking state of the ancient world,

and her historical relations with the

nations of the West have been such as

to transmit her usage and principles of

jurisprudence to the most civilized states

of modern times.

If we should set into one group all the

great peoples who ilow emplo}', in whole

or in part, the constitution and jurispru-

dence oi Rome, and set over against

them all those other states which have

not been affected in their au civilized peo-

constitutional stn;cture by f^^^^^^^.^^^^.

the direct incorporation man law.

therewith of the constitutions and stat-

utes adoj^ted and perpetuated by the

senate and the Roman people, we should

instantly discover that the former group

virtually includes the civilized nations

of the world, while the latter group

represents only its barbarous or half-

developed peoples. This great differ-

ence, to be .sure, is not to be i-eferred to

the existence in the one case and the

absence in the other of the constitution

and the laws of Rome considered as a

cause or a drawback to the progress of

civilization, but rather to the fact that

the enlightened nations of modern times

have found in the legislation and juris-

prudence of Rome abundant cause for

admiring and adopting, in whole or in.

part, that vast system by which the

unity was preserved and the political

purposes expressed of that nation which

achieved the greatest and most perma-

nent political success known thus far in

the annals of mankind.
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BOOK IX.-THE LATIN RACES.

C H ^\ 1 • r I ; K r^ X V I I . -T HE I T A I. I A. N S

K shall now turn to

consider the ethnic life

of what arc called the

Latin races of mod-

ern Europe. The pow-

er of Rome to give

caste and character to

the various peoples whom she subdued

might be verified and illustrated with

many examples. She absorbed into her-

self and incorporated with her own
structure the outlying states in which

her eagles were set up as the signs of

Policy of Rome domination and conquest.

True, she conceded—such

was her settled policy—

a

large liberty to her .subject peoples. She

permitted them in a considerable meas-

ure to retain the primitive customs which

had come down to them respectively

from the prehistoric tribes. But .she

knew full well that her own language,

the learning of which she inculcated

and enforced as far as practicable, would
carry with it the laws and institutions

which she herself had tested in centuries

with respect to
her subjugated
peoples.

of war and by every civil emergency
known in the history of states.

Such proved to be the result. The
states of Western Europe became Latin-

ized. It will never be The subject

known in what precise pro- "ri°L'l^?,tt^ r em iiiurope De-

portions the old peoples, come Latinized.

Celtic or other who had possessed the

Europe of antiquity, contributed to the

formation of the new peoples who suc-

ceeded them under the auspices of

Rome. There was much intermingling,

but the various j^eoples became Roman,
or at least Romanic. The language of

the imperial city, in many dialectical

forms, but still the old language, usurped

the tongues of barbarian Europe, and was
heard from the Danube to the Thames,
from the .shores of the Baltic to the

.southern borders of Mauritania.

At last came the eollap.se. Wealth,

power, lu.xurv, vice, effem-
f .

-' Collapse of the
ination, the very excess of empire and the

1 • • ,1 IT- r Roman people.
dominion, the oblivion of

virtue, and the triumph of crime fur-

nished the causes rather than the occa-

397
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sion, while the barbarians became the

occasion rather than the causes. After

twelve centuries and a half from the time

when mockingf Remus leaped over his

brother's walls, the cit\- of the Cassars

went down before the impact of a batter-

"ng-ram whose massive head was ironed

First of these we may consider the

Italians. Historians are wont tt) define

the chronological limits of chronological

Rome with the founding ^'"""daries of
& ihe Romau race

of the city 753 B. C, and and ascendency.

the downfall of the Western empire 476
A. D. This immense period began

ovi:kthr(i\\' of romk iV THK BARMAN'IANS.—Emkance of Theouokic ai.u jhe Ostrocoths.
From the painting by Kerm.-in Vogel,

with Teutonism, and whose beam was
heavy with the providence of the world.

The conquering force, the barbarian

races of Northern Europe, we shall con-

sider hereafter. It remains in this con-

nection to take up in their turn the

various modern nations whose ethnic

constitution points unmistakably to a

Roman origin.

with the reign of Romulus the Great, and
ended with the reign of Romulus the Lit-

tle. From the latter date the history of

Italy begins. The division, as all divi-

sions are, is arbitrary; for, as we have
.seen, hi.story has no lines of demarka-

tion. But we may properly place the be-

ginning of Italy and the downfall of the

empire at the close of the fifth century.
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Nearly all of that century had been
oceupied with the inroads of the barl)a-

rians. Alaric had been there with his

the capital and the expulsion of the

pygmy Augustus, who nominally held

the throne, were effected by Odoacer

ODOACER AND THE MONK SEVERINUS-TYl'KS.

hordes and had overrun the country.

Virtually, he had conquered all except
Rome herself. The final conquest of

and his Herulians out of the north.

His dominion in Italy lasted but twelve

years, when he was succeeded by Theo-
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doric, Kinjf of the Ostrogoths. For

about sixty years the Ostrogothic rule

continued, until it was sup-
incoming of the
Heruiiansand planted bv that of the Lon-
the Ostrogoths. , , '

, \ n •

gobards, under Alboni,

who fixed the capital at Pavia. The
Longobard domination retained its prin-

cipal seat in the north of Italy, but

there was nothing in the south to resist

its authority.

Of all the foreign masters that had

thus far appeared, Alboin and his suc-

The Alpine cessors W'Bre the most se-

sme'poXTof • ^^'^e ^^ it respected the de-

the Goths. scendants of the Romans.

Next came the Prankish invasions from

beyond the mountains, led by Pepin and

the Carlovingian kings of France. We
thus see a succession of sluices opened

in the passes of the Alps, and one flood

after another of barbarianism poured

into Ital}-. But it does not appear that

the policy of any of these northern in-

vaders was very destructive so far as the

original Roman, or Italian, population

was concerned. The descendants of the

Roman people were generally spared.

True, their property was taken at pleas-

ure. Again and again the lands of

Italy were distributed among the con-

querors. Again and again the cities

and towns in which, by the necessity of

the case, the old urban activities of the

Romans were to a certain measure car-

ried forward, were taken by battle, by

siege, by assault. But it was not the

policy of the Goths to destroy, to exter-

minate, the population of a province

which they invaded. It remained for

the Saxon invaders of England to set

the most conspicuous example of the de-

struction of a vanquished people.

At the time that Italy fell nnder the

sway of the northern races she contained

a Roman population having a uniform

ethnic character from the Alps to Sicily.

To be sure, the uniformity was not ex-

act. The south was not the north.

Foreign influences had, in course of time,

inj.jted into the Roman character of the

ci..es, and even the country f^r^f^JS
side, large elements of alien overthrow,

blood. Rome herself in the days of the

Caesars might well remind one of some

of the great modern cities which, by po-

litical and commercial intercourse, by

the attractions which great capitals nat-

urally afford, and even by the reflex re-

sults of wars abroad, have drawn into

their precincts such masses of foreign

population as to have become in some

sense denationalized. But the ethnic

type of the Romans was persistent and

strong. The sturdy frame, the thick,

heavy muscles, the prominent features,

the dark eyes, the eagle nose, the coarse,

utilitarian intellect for which the race

had been noted imder the republic, had

been preserved in all essentials to the

last days of the empire.

It was with this original ethnic char-

acter of the Romans that the barbarian

blood now began to be in- The barbarians

terfused. In course

time the northern invaders conquered,

settled in Italy. Some choice districts

they colonized. Over others the various

chieftains asserted their sway, with a

few followers. In some parts the old

population was but little disturbed. It

is the peculiarity of such situations that

the various race elements ultimately

come to an understanding and make
peace. After that, the next circumstance

is intermarriage. For some generations

the sexual relation between the two or

three peoples of a given district is to a

certain extent unlawful—based on mere

incidental passion such as is always in-

flamed into activity along the selvages

of diverse communities. But at length

regular and lawful marriage would set

_ r begin to amal-
gamate with the
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The new inter-

fusion of races
in Italy.

in, and the old antagonisms would

thenceforth rapidly disappear.

At first the Goth and the Roman came

into unity. Even the Longobard ol ^the

Po valley was gradually

assimilated to the common
type. The Prankish con-

quest from beyond the Alps did not leave

any very marked ethnic traces in Italy.

Destiny had reserved for the Pranks a

career west of the Rhine rather than

south of the Arncj. It was four hundred

years from the overthrow of Romulus

the Little to the reign of Charles the

Great. In this period the populations of

for the northern bands on their way to

the Holy Land. Many of the expedi-

tions were organized from character of the

this base of operations, and j^rrcC^ttd
the returning Crusaders t>y the Crusades,

first felt the influences of home on reach-

ing Italy. Here, moreover, the papacy

had its central seat, and this circum-

stance drew, through all the Middle

Ages, a stream of visitors into the Eter-

nal City. Many of these remained.

Pious pilgrims visited Rome as the relig-

ious center of Christendt)m. Many and

diverse race influences were thus shed

abroad in the original seat of the empire.

'^%^.

.^S-i-^Kt ''mI^-

^LANDSCAPE OF THE ARNO—SHOWINO THE FIRST BRIDGE—Drawn hy John Fulicyl.ivc.

Italy became ethnically interfused. They
were beaten together. Old Roman and
Goth, Longobard and Vandal, had dis-

appeared in a new type called Italian,

which, while it preserved many features

of the original stock that had so long

dominated the penin.sula, had neverthe-

less taken such a secondary growth as

the watcrsprout takes in springing from

the roots of a dead tree.

Thus during the Middle Ages a new
people was formed in the central penin-

sula of Southern Europe. The finishing

touches were given to its character, that is,

its mediicval character, bv the Crusades.

The revolution by which the Roman
race pa.s.sed into the Italian race was one

of the mo.st astonishing transformations

known in history. It would striking trans-

'inno.ir th-it -ilmost everv formation of theappear uiat aimosi c^cl_^ Roman into the

element of .social, political, Italian,

and religious life was completely reversed

in the new order. Some traits of the

Roman character remained, and .still re-

main, to attest the race descent of the

Italians. For the rest, everything was

changed ; the old form pas.sed away, and

the new fonn ro.se in its stead. Let us,

then, briefly examine the Il.ilian race,

and note a few of the phases of its met-

Italy became a .sort of mustering ground I aniorphosis from the great original.
M.— Vol. 2—26
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The first conspicuous trail wliich we
notice is the change fi^om Roman ag-

Aggressiveness gressiveness to Italian do-
the leading fea- -y^ Historv would bear
ture of Roman
activity. out the assertion that the

Romans were, on the whole, the most

aggressive people of the ancient world.

The disposition to make war was an un-

quenchable passion from the first. The
rise of the Roman people to influence

in the last degree. He " deemed it un-

safe tliat a populous and warlike nation

of barbarians should gather in such

numbers on the open confines of a state

which lay next to a people who bordered

on a Roman province !

" The cause is suf-

ficiently attenuated ; but it sufficed for the

extension of Roman dominion through

all Gaul westward to the Atlantic.

Caesar was typical of the Roman char-

acter. In truth, Rome
ceased to flourish when
she ceased to conquer.

It hap-

pens in

Philosophy of
decadence in the
individual and
the race.

MEN OF THE ROMAN TRANSFORMATION—JUSTINIAN,

and power, first in Central Italy, then

in the peninsula, and then through all

the Mediterranean kingdoms, was by

conquest. If there was no excuse for

war, it was the policy of Rome to make
one. Read, for instance, the report

made by Caesar himself of the reasons

which he discovered for attacking the

Gaulish and Teutonic nations north of

the mountains. The pretexts are flimsy

the case

of the individual that

when his dominant

passion, the ruling

sentiment of his na-

ture, can no longer be

gratified, can no longer

be fed with its natural

food, he begins to fail

in power; his activi-

ties contract to a nar-

rowercircle, and in the

course of a few years

he becomes uselessand

inane. With people it

is even so. A race has

a prevailing character-

istic. That character-

istic Avorks out its own
tangible and institu-

tional results. Thus

was it in Rome. The world could

hardly satisfy her lust. Having reached

the limits of the rational exercise of

her ambitions she began to fail and

sink. From her culmination in the

time of the Antonines, her decline was

constant and her collapse inevitable.

This ethnic characteristic was com-

pletely reversed in the Italian race.

Though the Italians have not been
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wanting in enterprise, the spirit of ag-

gression has wholly disappeared. It

Reversal of eth- might be diffieult to eite

^cVinYheT^r a Single instance in which
'*°S' the Italians, or any divi-

sion of the Italians, have of their own
accord marched abroad for conquest.

The energies of the race have been

drawn in, so to speak, from the display

It might not be averred that the ag-

gressive energies of the old Roman race

perished with the empire. Aggressiveness
' ' oi Rome reap-
It would be more nearly pears in discov-

. i • J- i .^1 • ..
' eryandadven-

true to indicate their reap- ture.

pearance in the Italians under otherforim

of ciurgy. It can hardly be doubted that

it was the transformed activity and am-
bition of the ancient people that led

btACUAaX TOWN Ot 1 rALV.—bALHRNO.—Drawn by Alfred East.

of warlike prowess on foreign coasts.

The Italian soldiers have been found

scattered singly and in companies
through many of the armies which

have marched to and fro over Europe
since the Middle Ages, But such ap-

pearance is always to be accounted for

by foreign influence which has drawn
upon the Italian states for the material

of war.

to the issuance from mediatval Italy

of those adventurers and discoverers

whose voyages across distant and un-

known seas opened new continents to

the contemplation of mankind. The stu-

dent of history is well aware that almost

all of the great discoverers who made
the close of the fourteenth and the first

half of the fifteenth century to bo the

most famous period in human annals for
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tlie extension of geographical knowl-

edge, came forth from the seacoast

towns of Italy. The very spirit which

had been wanting in the ancient Ro-

mans now appeared, as if by reaction,

among the Italians. They who had
been last among the ancient peoples to

embark upon the deep sea; they who,

though peninsular in their abode, had
shown such a positive aversion to mari-

COt.tTMBUS.

Ftom the painting in the palace of the ^!iniste^ of the Nfarine, Madrid.

time enterprise and exploration, had

strangely enough given birth to a de-

scendent people who were destined to

lead all nations in the extent and variety

of the geographical discoveries with

which they enriched the rising nations

of Western Europe.

No other group of men—and we
might say no other age—contributed so

richly to the expansion of the human
mir.d, to the elevation of its concepts, as

did the seafaring adventurers who in the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries issued

from the Italian cities. Co- Transformed

lumbus was the man of ^^?^°^^^t^rsars 01 the nr-

Genoa; Magellan was the teenth century.

man of Florence; and the two Cabots

were the men of Venice. They were

the transformed Scipios and Caesars who
had preceded them by forty-five gener-

ations. It was no longer aggression

against foreign nations, no longer

the conquest of the human race,

no longer the lust for dominating

subject peoples, but the ambition

to know the world, to traverse the

vast and star-roofed ocean, to visit

far-off islands and unknown shores

behind the sea.

In the ages of which we speak

the other states of Europe, even

the Latin states which by the sur-

vival of literature and scientific devei-

the potency of the frmr^lhe'
Roman Church were Middle Ages,

most advanced in learning and

ambition, had to draw from Italy,

especially from her republican

cities, the genius which they were

unable to produce for themselves.

Notwithstanding the timidity of

the Italian character, notwith-

standing the subsidence of the old

warlike ambitions of the race, the

mind of mediaeval Italy revealed

remarkable energies in its goings

forth, remarkable courage in the solution

of all physical problems. Geography was

one of these. The time had now arrived

when the empirical systems which had

prevailed from the days of Ptolemy

were to give place to the beginnings of

scientific geographical knowledge.

But geography was not the only prob-

lem which the early Italians were

destined to solve. It was devolved upon

the same people, and virtually upon the

I
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same age, to lay the foundations of what

the modern world has called natural

philosophy. The interpretation of na-

ture up to this age had been mytho-

logical, poetical. The Italians had the

discernment to discover at least the

primary traces of those steadfast and

beneficent laws by which natural phe-

nomena are governed. This disposition

of the mediaeval Italians to

peer into the secrets of nature

was not limited even with the

confines of our planet. The
.same cities that had sent forth

the navigators by whom the

trackless oceans were reduced

to a chart were now destined

to receive the first actual rev-

elation from the stars. Galileo

was a Pisan, and afterwards a

man of Florence and Rome.
Within forty-five years after

the first colony of White men
was established in the New
World, the crescent h(n-ns of

Venus and the four satellites

of Jove were first seen by the

eyes of man. It was the work

of an Italian.

The first principles of phys-

ics were discovered in the same

age. Men began to imder-

stand the laws of sound, of

heat, of light, of galvanic mag-
netism. Italy was the harbor

of this intellectual activity. Within her

Italy becomes citics the mind of man
was more luminous than

in any other part of lui-

rope or the world. To what extent the

persistency of the old race, the blood

and intellectual force of ancient Rome,
had penetrated the new people who
were rising to the mental dominion of

Europe it were impossible to .say; but

we know that the Italian mind with its

beneficent activities in the sixteenth cen-

tury foreran the intellectual achievement

of all the other Western peoples.

Though everything was broken up
and local, it appeared that the energies

of generations were concen-
. .

Revival of gen-
trated in the little repub- ius and art in the
1- •., 1 • 1 Ti 1 Italian cities.
lies With which Italy now
abounded. With the retreat of the

the harbor of in-

tellectual activ-
ity.

FKRNAN'UO MAGKM.AN.

From the painting in the palace of the Minister of the Marine. Madrid

human mind from the broad domain of

political and warlike activity among the

nations, with its recession into walled

cities, its energies were turned to intel-

lectual and scientific questions, the

solution of nature and the scientific

statement of physical laws. Art also

revived in new forms. It is indeed a
strange fact th.it in the very lap of the

Rome of old, of that Rome who had no
artistic genius of her own, there should
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have sprung a new tree of artistic devel-

opment which at the present day, after

the lapse of three or four centuries,

gathers under its shade the art students

and connoisseurs of all nations.

It has been conceded by historians

that among the cities built by men
Athens was entitled to the first rank on

the score of the intellectual grandeur of

HOUSE OF GALILEO.

Drawn by A. Kohl, from a photograph.

faer citizens; that is, with a comparative-

Kiorencebe- ly limited population, the
comes the Ath- Athenians of the great age
ens of the me- o °
diaevai epoch. of the democracy could

reckon a larger number of really great

men than have ever existed at the same

time in any other city of the world. It

is safe to extend the estimate on the

scale of intellectual grandeur and assign

the second place to Florence. We speak

of Florence as she was in the fifteenth

and sixteenth centuries. It can not be

doubted that at that time, though she

was by no means a great or populous

city, she might fairly claim a compari-

son with the intellectual splendor of

classical Athens. To the student of

history the list need not be repeated of

those distinguished Florentines who
were easily first in their respective

fields of activity. It is not often

that any single city in the pre-

cincts of our poor continents has

been glorified with sttch a list of

names as Dante, Boccaccio, Guic-

ciardini, Alacchiavelli, Vespucci,

Verrazzano, Michael Angelo, Ra-

phael, and Alfieri ! It is an in-

heritance of which the traveler

from a foreign land may well be

proud as he stands in the church-

yard of Santa Croce, where the

greater number of those illustrious

men are buried.

No student of Roman history

will have failed to note the polit-

ical centralization, the unity, the

compactness, the immovable struc-

ture of Roman society. This is

said of that society considered as

a civil and political t)rganism. The
strength of that great power was

its unity, its singleness, the abso-

lute subordination of all the va-

ried elements under one dominant

fact, the state. With the idea of

this ancient edifice clearly in mind,

we shall be all the more pouticai order of

1 , • „ 4^ the Romans re-
surprised on turning to .^ersedbythe

Italy to di.scover that Italians,

in this respect also there was in the

Middle Ages and has continued to

modern times a complete reversal of the

ancient order. That feature of the

mediiEval society which first catches the

attention is its complete dissolution, the
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segregation of the severrJ units, the

universal break-up and separation of the

Italian people into local dependencies

They were so unlike the original struc-

ture of the great people who preceded
them in ancient times, so changed in na-

DANIK ALI.ir.Hllkl.

and independencies so alienated and i ture, as to suggest the lapse of ages, the
antagonistic that no principle of histori-

! rise of another race, and the transfer to
cal unity can be discovered among them.

, another continent.
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This political retrocession of the Ro-

man race was not, however, a lapse into

Republicanism feudalism such as was seen

rt"/rrpia"c:The"
in the same centuries north

empire. of the Alps. The retro-

grade movement in Italy was in the direc-

tion of r'Dublicanism and municipality.

It is true that the feudal principle came

down from the north, and that Roman

form which political society took on in

each of these municipalities was repub-

lican in its first intent and despotic in its

secondary development. Certain prince-

ly and noble families generally suc-

ceeded in the course of time in monopo-
lizing the powers of the state and in

perpetuating the usurpation to their de-

scendants. Thus did the Medici in

CHURCH OF SANTA CROCE.

society in a certain measure conformed

to the fashion of the age ; but it was into

the towns that primitive Italian society

gathered itself for protection and refuge.

Almost every city of Italy of any im-

portance became the center of a local

Nature ofpoiit- government. One must
needs be reminded of an-

cient Greece in contemplat-

ing the condition of Italy from the

twelfth to the sixteenth century. The

ical society in

the cities of

Italy.

Florence. From Venice on the east to

Genoa on the west, from the foot of the

Alps to the strait of Messina, the whole

country was divided into petty princi-

palities, having a city as the central fact

in each and local government as its po-

litical peculiarity.

The history fully set forth of any one of

the mediaeval Italian republics—its man-

ner of life made manifest in an authentic

and adequate narrative—would constitute
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one of the most interesting works to

which the attention of the student of hu-

man affairs could be directed. But it is

not our purpose to enter upon so vast and

interesting a field of irtquiry. It is suffi-

cient to note the astonishing activity of

the Italian people within the circle of their

little cities. Political discussion broke

The Christian faith, after generations of

hardship, had struggled up to recogni-

tion in the times of Constantine. Thence-
forth there was an alliance Italian race aids

between the imperial sys- oftheRomTu^
tem and the new faith. At Church,

times the compact was broken, and again

and again the sword of persecution was

LAWLESSNESS OF MIDDLE AOES.—Attack op Italian Bandits.

out. I'o]nilar iiimult was frequently the 1 un.sheathed again.st the followers of the

order of the day. Faction divided the

people into parties, and one might well

believe that he heard again the voice of

the Greek demagogue in the streets.

Great, indeed, had been the trans-

formation of the forum and the .senate

into tliis new aspect of democratic agi-

tation. Meanwhile religion in another

form had taken possession of the race.

Galilean. But at length Christianity

became predominant. Wherever the

imperial eagles had been, there the cross

was e.stabli.shed. It were long to trace

the gradual a.scendencj'' of the bishop of

Rome, the claim and contention of that

prelate for the primacy of the whole

Church, and liis hnal success. The for-

mal acknowledgment of the pope as the
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laead of Western Catholicism had a great

local signiiicance as it respected the city

of Rome. That was the seat thence-

forth of the great hierarchy which had

been established with so much difficulty

and by so much conflict. The Christian

faith as set forth and practiced by the

Roman Church was a dominant fact in

TYrF. OF MEDI.F.VAI, ITALY—BIANCA CAPEIXO.

Drawn by Thiriat, from the p.iinting in ihe G.ilenc des Offices.

all of the mediaeval cities of Italy. The
bishop became a countervailing force

against the great oligarchy of the Italian

nobles. Sometimes he was in opposition

to them, sometimes in union with them.

Any view of Italian society which omits

bim from consideration would be ex-

tremely imperfect and misleading.

It were hard to conceive of any sit-

uation more conducive to debate, to

faction, and jjolitical conflict than that

which was presented in the ^liddle-Age

republics of Italv. Each Italian repubUcs

was a stormy arena; and ^.f.^^^ba?"""

the peculiarity was that the and progress,

cyclone of agitation was generally lim-

ited to the city walls. There was much
petty warfare abroad, for the states were

rarelj' at peace the one with the

other; but the internal agitation

Was the principal fact. However
bitter this strife may have been,

however distressful to human hap-

piness, it can not be denied that its

effect was greatly to quicken the

energies of the human mind.

We are here noticing the bottom

causes of the extreme vigor dis-

played by the Italian intellect in

the fifteenth and six- Agitation and
distress condi-

teenth centuries. It tions of mtei-
. , . . 1 lectual great-

appears to be the law „ess.

of nature that agitation, disturbance

—shall we say suffering ?-—are nec-

essary to the growth and vigor of the

mental powers. No oak or cedar

or banyan has ever yet been pro-

duced in the shelter of a conserv-

atory. It is the wild exposure

of the bleak hill, the vast plain,

the storm-shaken mountaintop on

which the great growths of the

natural world are set and estab-

lished. Perhaps we might wish

that the blasts of contention should

not blow in the arena of human

life; but the result would be weak-

ness, effemination, decline. In the Ital-

ian cities there was strife. All manner

of discord and turbulence were present.

Distress and persecution made bitter the

.souls of men ; but activity and strength

came with contention, and the beauty of

art was seen above the raging of tumult

and the violence of mobs.

The student of literature, if he fix his
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attention intently on the problems be-

fore him, will discover in the lives and

Sorrows and works of men in every

epoch of history a reflex of

the social condition and

even of the incidental hardships to which

the mind has been exposed. Alilton could

conflicts of the
mind reflected

in literature.

personal bitterness and suffering are

depicted in all his works ! vScarcely less,

though in a different form, is the shadow
on the philosophical pages of Guicciar-

dini, while the works of ilacchiavelli have

made his very name a synonym for de-

liberate cunning and even the policy of

•f' .—
VIEW IN PISA.—CATliaDRAL AND I.EANINn ToWF.R,

not sing his heroic songs without com-
plaining of his blindness and of the evil

days and evil tongues among which his

life had fallen. More particularly is this

.saddeningbackground di.scoverable in the

literature of mcdiceval Italy. What dolor

can be more intense than that which

darkens the poems of Dante ? \\'liat

perfidy openly avowed as the elements

of international law

!

Strange it is that while literature thus

reflects the true .sorrows Bttt music and

and conflicts, the anguish ^reangutsW
of the inner life, in the age ti^eage.

to which it belongs, tlie music and art

of the same age ri.se like blossoms from
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the same sorrowful conditions, but bear

no traces of the underlying griefs.

After the great age of Greek painting,

hidden in the past by the shadows of

fifteen hundred years, nothing compara-

ble with the work of the mediEeval Ital-

ian artists had appeared. It would seem

that the genius of the transformed Ro-

man race was all concentered in the

glorious canvases which began to be

produced with the revival period in

Italian history. As early as the twelfth

and thirteenth centuries, first in Lucca

and Pisa, and soon afterwards in Siena,

the evidence was seen of what the Ital-

ian mind and hand were destined soon

to accomplish. Then came the Floren-

tine school, surpassing all others in the

excellence of its work. The subjects at

first were almost exclusively religious

;

that is. Christian. For the spirit of the

faith had now permeated all classes of

society, and the representation of bibli-

cal scenes and personages became a pas-

sion with the early painters. Incidents

in the life of the Christ or from the Old

Testament Scriptures were chosen and

idealized as never before.

In this work a considerable draught

was made on pagan art, but the spirit

of paganism gave place to
Magnificent out- . . ^Vm • •

burst of Chris- the spirit of Christianity,
lanpain mg.

gy(>|^ subjects as the An-
nunciation, the Adoration of the Shep-

herds, the Baptism of Christ, the Ma-

donna and the Child, the Prophets and

the Saints, the Crucifixion, the Resur-

rection, the Last Supper, the Ascension,

were seized upon by the Italian paint-

ers, and glorified on their canvases.

Ever}' Italian city had its cult and its

group of artists. The L^mbrian school

flourished from the fourteenth to the

sixteenth century. Then came the

schools of Padua, of Arezzo, of Venice,

of Brescia, of Verona, of Ferrara, of Bo-

logna, of ]Modena and Parma, of Cre-

mona, of Rome, and finally of Naples.

No such artistic activity in the matter of

painting had perhaps ever been wit-

nessed as that which prevailed in the

republican cities of Italy between the

fourteenth and the seventeenth century.

It appeared that the pent-up genius and

energy of the ancient race had found a

vent in the canvas and the easel.

Sculpture also began to flourish.

True, it was not the sculpture of the

classical ages. It may have itaUan sculp-

lacked in the majesty and ^rtlelSic^*
humanity of the Greek ^es.

and Roman masters, but it had elegance

and refinement. It had ideality and

beauty. It had freedom of concept and

delicacy of execution. Less heroic than

the art of antiquity, it was scarcely less

divine. Now it was that the marble

treasures of the great quarries of Car-

rara began to shine under the chisels of

artists whose names are the synonyms

of excellence among all modern peoples.

Now it was that bronze began to take

new forms of development under the

genius of the Italians.

From the beginning of the thirteenth

century, when Niccolo da Pisa flourished,

a new impulse and direction special features

were given to the artistic "L'^gTea^sJ^p-

development of the human ^o^s.

race. Already the great cathedrals of

mediaeval Europe had begun to arise.

The necessity for their decoration called

forth the best genius of artists. The
execution of bronze doors and baptistries

provoked the highest eff'orts of the best

minds of the age. Sculpture was rapid-

ly developed in the fourteenth century

by Giotto, who followed the example of

Da Pisa. A grander epoch was reserved

for the fifteenth century, an epoch which

has been named the Golden Age of mod-

ern sculpture. Perhaps the masterpiece
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of this era of great achievement was

Ghiberti's celebrated bronze doors for

the baptistry of the cathedral of St.

John, in Florence. To the present day

the artist from strange lands afar stands

in wonder before this splendid work of

a mediaeval Italian hand. In the same

age flourished Donatello and Brunelles-

chi, who were the rivals and friends of

Ghiberti. The statues of Saint Mark
and Saint George from the chisel of

Donatello have transmitted his fame and

have drawn the aesthetic sympathies and
admiration of art students in every civil-

ized country; and of Italy it may truly

be said that the revival of the political

spirit in the nineteenth century has for-

tunately not proved—as it has so often

elsewhere proved—to be the paralysis

and death of art.

Lcs miscrablcs cliantant—the unhappy
are the singers ! It is one of the stran-

gest facts in tlie history of human life

that song has been a product of misery.

M KijJ.t\ AL 1 1 ALIA N AK T.

—

Auukaiiun.—iJrawn by l<a/in, trom phutugrupti of liic icri;* tulla oriyiiial, in tlic Cuiivciu uf

La Verne.

given him a high place among modern
sculptors.

But it were useless to attempt to de-

lineate in regular narrative the story of

Modern Italy sculpture in the hands of

FaZrh" Mid- the Italians. It is a single

die Ages. record of great achieve-

ment from the day wlicn the two Pisani

of tlie thirteenth century laid the foun-

dation to the day when Michael Angelo
completed the edifice. Nor has modern
Italy failed to perpetuate the fame and
to emulate the example of her gi'eat

artists of the jMiddle Ages. For more
than five centuries the Italian studios

On the other hand, the happy have not

sung. By this is meant that the pro-

ducers of song, they in^ •' They who suffer

who.se spirits and on whose and sorrow are
. . .1 the singers.
tongues music as an art has

been born, have been they who were

suffering from oppression and distress.

In all countries the slaves have out-

sung their masters. The happy Greeks

were not singers. They were not even

lovers of music. To a certain extent

they were e.xcited and inspired by the

shrill paean of battle ; and the genius of

the race had produced a narrow gamut
of four notes in which the primitive,
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monotonous, and chant-like airs known
to the people were sung. Nor were the

great Romans a people of song. They
had some admiration of music, especially

for that produced by wind instruments

;

but it was rather the music of noise than

the music of melody and art.

In the midst of the political and social

wretchedness of the mediaeval Italian

cities the spirit of song

• spread its wings and rose

Spirit of song
takes wing in

Italian cities

;

musical instru- .
. , rrsi

ments invented, mtoanewatmo.sphcre. Ihe
which witnessed the revival ofao-e

sculpture and painting in the hands of

the Italian artists witnessed also the de-

GlOVANNl riERI-UIGI DA I'ALKSI RINA.

l^elopment of modern music. Palestrina,

born in 1524, was the first chapelmaster

of Italy, lie composed masses for four

voices, and in 1571 became maestro in

vSt. Peter's, at Rome. He was the fore-

runner of a great reform in the music of

the Catholic Church. In his time keyed

instruments were greatly improved.

The organ, the virginal, the spinet, the

clavichord, and the harpsichord became
virtually what they are in recent times.

The viol, the guitar, and the flute were

brought into general use. In the latter

half of the sixteenth century these in-

struments were introduced into the cathe-

dral choirs, and became henceforth a part

of all orchestral music.

It was at this epoch that the violin

also, in the hands of, the Anati, was

completed—broiight to a beauty of form

and fini.sh and a sweetness of tone which

have not been surpassed vioUn perfect-

in the rarest instruments ^^:r,"^l"ffopera and ora-

of modern manufacture. to"o-

All the skill of nearly three hundred

years has not been able in any essential

particular to improve upon the Anati

violins which were in u.se at the begin-

ning of the seventeenth century. At
the same time, namely, in the last year

of the sixteenth century, both opera and

oratorio were introduced as the highest

forms of musical composition. It was

in Florence, and in the year 1600, that

The Death of Eurydicc, a tragedy, was first

rendered. During the same year, at

Rome, the oratorio was introduced in the

form of a religious drama called The Soul

and the Body. The music was by Peri,

the same master who had composed the

score of the Florentine opera.—Such

were the beginnings of a musical devel-

ODment which, spreading from its orig-

inal .seat through the countries north of

the Alps and westward to and beyond

the Atlantic, has not yet, even in the

hands of Gounod and "Wagner, reached

the limits of its expansion.

It is one of the strange aspects of

mediaeval history that Italy, of all the

European states, felt least the unifying

political tendencies of the centralization oi

Cru.sades. In the feudal ^^edTyThJ""
countries north of the Alps papacy-

the institution of monarchy was rapidly

developed as a result of the crusading

agitation. Kingdoms sprang up on a

large scale, and governments—using the
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word in its modern sense—began to

show freedom and regularity of action.

In Italy, however, where, reasoning h

priori, we might hav'e expected the larg-

est result in the way of unification, there

was really the least. The local jealous-

ies, the inveterate animosities and ha-

treds of the noble Italian families, the

persistency of the little oligarchies which

had fastened themselves in the cities,

withstood successfully any centralizing

tendency which came as a result of the

Holy Wars. Xor is it unlikely that the

papacy, which by the thirteenth century

had grown to be a vast political machine

as well as a religious power in Europe,

would look with favor on the building

up in Italy of such a monarchy as might

impede its own pretensions. It was by

means of the conflicts, the jealousies,

and mutual weakenings of the Italian

states, the balancing of the one against

the other, that organic Catholicism rose

and stood. By becoming the arbiters of

civil affairs in Italy, the popes were soon

enabled to interfere in the movements of

civil society beyond the Alps. So enor-

mous was the growth and expansion, so

unlimited the pretensions of this tre-

mendous politico-religious organization,

that by the beginning of the sixteenth

century the name and terror of the pope

were felt in all the affairs of the north-

ern kingdoms, even to the confines of

Germany and the British Isles.

It can hardly be now denied that this

influence, so far-reaching, so terrorizing

Baieftii influ- in its character, so full of

rX'^'itat portent and menace to all

Ian republics. civil liberty, cast a baleful

shadow over all European society. It

was in the bright and active Italian cities

that this shadow was deepest and dark-

est. It enabled the political factions to

persecute each other with a bitterness

never seen otherwhere in communities

of equal enlightenment and progress.

It was in this thick cloud, bordered all

around with tongues of flame, that the

proud and somber spirit of Dante strug-

gled and uttered its cry. Petrarch, Ari-

osto, Boccaccio—over them all was the

same ominous cloud. And as for Sa-

vonarola, is not there builded already

for him, in the square of brilliant Flor-

ence, a platform of wood, a post with

chains, and a lighted torch in the fagots

underneath?

We are able to see in all these condi-

tions the antecedents of the miserable

state into which the society of Italy fell,

and from which it has not sad condition of

yetemerged. Fewthingsin "^^^.^^^
human history have been pen to England,

more pitiable than the social degradation

of the great race whose ancestors had

reared the strongest governmental fabric

known in antiquity. The structure of

the Roman empire might well be com-

pared, not indeed in its essentials, but

in its inagnificence and strength, with

that of the monarchy of modern England.

What, then, should we say if in process

of time the seat of British power should

be wasted by barbarian invasions? if out

of the ruins of the English race, in the

home islands, another race should spring?

if that other race should be broken up S
into petty municipalities, full of intel-

"
lectual activities, but each jealous to the

death of all others? if a great hierarchy

should stretch out over them all its

spectral hands and should encourage

rather than stay the quarrels with which

they were distracted ? if in the midst of

all the splendid artistic development and

among the beginnings of a new national

literature, poverty, squalor, and igno-

rance should prevail, and beggars should

fill all streets?

The circumstances which we have

above recited have for centuries together
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stood in the way of the regeneration of

Italy. Even the greatness of her local

governments, the splendor and renown

of her individual cities, have not been

and consider its history in its entirety.

Not without its grandeur is this story,

not without its heroism and its inspira-

tion ; and yet if we look into the inner

MANNERS OF MKDI.KVAL IT ALI ANS—Vk-.etian MAKRrAGK.

able to atone for the degradation of the

Italian people. It were hard to say

what wrongs and vices have not preyed covery of the New World and the refor

upon the race and eaten into its heart.

Take, forin.stance, the rcpublicof Venice,
M.—Vol. 2—27

state of the Venetian people during all

the progressive centuries since the dis-

mation of religion, the aspect might lead

fnnn pity to despair. The same is true
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of the other Italian cities, even of Rome.

Such has been the social distress, we

Philosophy de- might say anguish, of the
piores the social

i^^^^^^ people that their
sorrovrs of the r i

race. writers for several centuries

have scarcely had the heart to depict and

deplore the sorrows of their coimtrymen.

The civil mood of Italy in the Middle

Ages was lawlessness. Strange that the

seat of the great lawmaking race of an-

Genesis of the tiquity should have become

^»r^f^n^w!f; the seat of lawbreaking
gary follows in *>

the train. and defiance. Age after

age went by with scarcely more than a

shadow of a general autht)rit\'. Even

the Italian counts, who somewhat after

the manner of feudal lords maintained

a princely state in their castles, were

little better than robbers. It was in

these ages that Italy procreated the ban-

ditti. Both the fact and the name of

this species of brigandage took the place

of civil inlc, and neither life nor property

had funher security.

As T/2 come to recent times, the vio-

lence that chaiactenzed Italian society

measurably disappears, but its place is

•aken by beggary. In no otue: countrj-

this side of Asia have the beggars us a

class become so prevalent as in tlie cities

of Italy. The reader is already ac-

quainted with the lazzaroni, whose name
has been adopted by foreign nations to

express the unhappy race which inhabits

the filth of almost every great metropolis.

Life has seldom displayed itself in a

more miserable guise than this. In it

the moral and intellectual life has given

place to the life of mere hunger and the

habits of the dirt. The lazzaroni of the

Italian cities, especially in the south, are

almost below the level of insurrection.

It is an element of society to be ab-

horred rather than feared—one of the

worst facts which regenerated Italy has

inherited from the past.

The rekindlings of patriotism among
the modern Italians have brought in a

new hope for the race, impediments to

For centuries together Italy ^^Sn narn.
has been a sort of appan- ^''y-

age, bought and sold and traded, tossed

to and fro by the powers north of the

Alps. Italian nationality was ground

for ages between the Hapsburg and the

Bourbon. The Bonapartes made the

country of the Caesars the football of

their ambitions and intrigues. Even
the diplomacy of the first six decades

of the present century looked always

askance at Italian nationalit}', and con-

sidered it a sort of side fact which the

strongerwould use or abuse as they might

see fit. The papacy, meanwhile, has re-

sisted with its full power the growth of a

national sentiment, feeling itself .stronger

among the political ruins of the ancient

land than it could be in the presence

of a united Italy.

It is, therefore, with the highest hope

that the patriots of all lands look to the

political transformation of Italy. They
who have had the good fortune to com-

mingle with the upper clas.scs of Italian

society, with that strong and reviving

secular society which carries in its hands

the best destinies of modern Italy, can

but have felt the reflected warmth and

light of the fires which have been kindled

on the new altars and fed by the strong

and rational government of Victor Em-
manuel and his son.
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Chapter LXVIII.—The French.
S we have said, it is by
no means our purpose

to enlarge upon the

great topics presented

by the history and

development of the

Latin races of modern

Europe. We are here looking at them

simply from an ethnic point of view

—

considering them as the descendants of

the Roman people. Having now merely

touched upon the character of the Italians,

we pass at once to the still greater de-

velopment of the ancient race in a people

north of the Alps—the French.

Latin, Franci, literally the free; old

French, Franceis, Franchois; new French,

Franqais ; Spanish, Franees ; English,

Freiieh

;

—such are the names by which

Ancestry, race the great race between the

Kf''!,",*;^^* Rhine and the Atlantic,Doundaries oi '

the French- between the lowlands of

the north and the Pyrenees, has been

known in history. Its genealogy is,

like that of most other great peoples, ex-

ceedingly multifarious. The lines of

descent would run back into ethnic

shadows and darkness. We might say

that the foundation is Celtic. Galli was

the general name which the Romans
gave to the primitive people whom they

encountered north of the Alps. How
Csesar divided them according to race is

known to all. The territories of the

Belgae were not coextensive with modern
Belgium. They had their range between

the Rhine, the Seine, and the Marne.

This would take in certain parts of

France, Germany, and Holland not now
included in the kingdom which has per-

petuated the ancient name of the people.

The position of the Aquitani is also

easily determined. Their country was
the southwestern division of Gaul. It

lay between the Garonne, the Pyrenees,

and the bay of Biscay. As for all the

rest of that Gaul upon which the Roman
legions were flung in the Caesarian epoch,

it was possessed by that people who, ac-

cording to the language of Julius, were

in their own tongue called Celtce, but in

Latin Galli.

It is to the Galli, then, that we may
look as the true ethnic originals of the

French people. The Gauls were un-

doubtedly Celts. They be- Place and char-

longed to that great Aryan tTA:i:t.
family which had for its time of Cajsar.

other European divisions the GraecO'

Italic and Teutonic nations. As we
have seen in another part of this work,

the Celtic tribes had come into Europe

at a very early age, by departure from

the Letto-Slavonic stem, and had passed

through the northern regions in a course

generally conformable to the coast of the

Baltic. Afterwards they had doubled

backwards from their extreme excursion

into Spain, and had passed along the

borders of the Grasco-Italic peoples east-

ward into Asia Minor. It was, however,

on the forward march that the Gaulish

race had been deposited in the country

west of the Rhine. Here the Celts had

become a settled people ; that is, settled

after the manner of barbarians. They
had not in Caesar's time cleared away the

forest or passed distinctly from the hunt-

ing into the agricultural stage of devel-

opment ; but they were in transition. The
evolution had proceeded sufficiently far

to give them an ethnic and national

character. This fact is pointed out by

the Roman writers, notably by Caesar.

I
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But the Gauls were not the whole

foundation. The Belgians were said to

differ much in languag-c,
Situation and . . . , , ,
features of the institutions, and laws from
Beigio tribes. ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ Proper.

We might say that the original impulse

which had carried the Belgic tribes into

their seats was Teutonic rather than

Celtic, but the admixture of Celtic blood

had made the race composite before the

days of the Roman invasions. The con-

dition along the borders between the

country of the Galli and the Belgse was

suggestive of the uncertain and variable

ethnic phenomena which we see to-day

along the Rhine, especially in Alsace

and Lorraine.

In the extreme southwest were the

Aquitani, who differed much from both

Mixed race char- the Gauls and the Belgag.

^t^:::f^T- in the chapter devoted to

Aquitanians. ethnic classification we
have already fixed the peoples of the

ancient Basqueland and Iberia, found on

the two slopes of the Pyrenees, among
the Brown races, or on the Mongoloid

stem. But the Basques also had become
intermingled with the Celtic tribes.

There was much fusion and mixture of

language and manners. Thus, begin-

ning with strong Teutonic features on

the extreme east, journeying westward,

we should in the days of Caesar have

come rapidly into a truly Celtic country,

and after journeying among tribes of

this family, we should in the southwest

have come among another composite peo-

ple, descendants of the ancient Basques,

but largcl)' interfused witli Gaulish in-

fluences, called by Ca;sar the Aquitani.

Such was the true substratum upon
which the Roman race was now to su-

perimpose its language and institutions.

A few time relations must here be

borne in mind. The conquest of the

barbarian states of Europe by the Ro-

mans had a general coincidence with the

Christian era. The ascendency of the

Julian gens in Rome was. Five centuries

so to speak, coordinate with tl^ZZt:T^e
the extension of Roman Celts.

power to the shores of the Baltic, the

banks of the Danube, the Irish sea, and

the straits of Gibraltar. The decline of

the Roman power began to be distinctly

felt on the borders of the barbarian

realms about the close of the fourth cen-

tury, but it required the total collapse

of the empire to remove the restraints

which Rome had extended over the di-

verse peoples subject to her dominion.

There was thus a period of between

four and five hundred years during

which Europe was admin- The GaUic race

istered from Italy. When ^^tlfl^^l^^
we reflect upon the great «"zed.

changes in the aspects of civilization

within the limits of a single century,

we may readily apprehend the extent to

which the rough peoples north of the

Alps and the Pyrenees were transformed

by Roman influence during the ages of

its ascendency. Of all the states outside

of the limits of Italy, Gaul felt most dis-

tinctly the domination of the Roman
race. Many of the cities were completely

Latinized. Roman colonies were estab-

lished, especially in the south of France.

The Latin language was taught in all

the schools which were established be-

tween Marseilles and the Zuyder Zee.

As to a history of this period of the true

Roman ascendency over the peoples of

Central Europe, it can never be ade-

quately written. "We know the method

of the Roman provincial government,

and have heard the story of wars break-

ing out incidentally here and there ; but

anything like a complete narrative of

the transformation by which the Celts,

the Galli proper, the Belgae, and the

Aquitanians were transmuted first into
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Gallo-Franks and afterwards into the

French people is totally wanting.

We shall hereafter discuss the man-

ners and customs of the Celtic race as

they were shown in the tribal nations of

Western Europe at the time of the Ro-

DEFENSE OK PARIS AGAINST THE NORMANS.
I)r.iwn l>y Emile Bayard.

man conquest. We here consider simply

the development of that race under Ro-

Frankish inva- man and Prankish influ-

^"hdS^*'' ences and amalgamations
Roman posts. into the French people. The
conquest of Gaul by the Franks was near-

ly coincident with the destruction of the

Western empire of the Romans. The
withdrawal of Roman protection from

the half-Latinized Celtic populations of

the north, whether in Gaul or in Britain,

left the peoples of these lands exposed

to the fierce inroads of the Germanic in-

vaders. Once more

the reader must fix

his mind upon the

border line which

Rome had estab-

lished as thet/itis far
iif barbarism in the

times of her power,

I'rom northwest to

southeast across Eu-

rope lie the two rivers

Danube and Rhine. •

This was the de-

markation. Along

these streams Rome
planted herself and

builded her for-

tresses. The ruins

of them may be seen

at the present day in

attestation of her an-

cient policy. But

with the recession

of the Roman le-

gions from the fron-

tier posts, the bar-

barians broke in like

a flood. Gaul was

struck by the Prank-

ish nations, just as

Italy was struck by

the Visigoths and

Great Britain by the

Anglo-Saxons. It was a common wave,

stayed in some parts of the exposed

coast, breaking through in others.

The people whom the Franks overran

in Gaul had already become a new com-

posite race. As to their political and

warlike character, they had been weak-

i
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new masters and j^^ ^^^ ^(jojj. possession,
amalgamate

_

^

with them.

ened by a long period of subjection to

an authority south of the Alps. The

Gauls receive Prankish maurauders came
It

was in some sense an

exchange of masters, not for the better,

certainly, for the Merovingian rule in

primitive France was

withal the darkest and

most disgraceful pe-

riod in the history of

that country. A Ger-

man power was now
established in the

place of the Roman,
and that final amalga-

mation, the union of

the Prankish race

with the Latinized

Gauls, took place. Be-

tween the beginning

of the sixth century

and the age of Char-

lemagne at the begin-

ning of the ninth, the

final ethnic change

was accomplished by
which the Prench

people proper were

to arise from the ele-

mentary race condi-

tions which had pre-

ceded it.

The Carlovingian

monarchs of Prance

were Germans. It

was a German dy-

nasty down to the

accession of Hugh
Capet. But the Western descendants

of Charlemagne became more and more
Gallic in their character. Under their

sway the remaining efl^ectsof the old Ro-

man domination passed away, witli the

exception of .so much as was preserved

and diffused by the Church. That re-

mained a Latin institution as it had
been from the first ; and to the extent

of its influence in France the laniruaee,

laws, and customs of Rome still sur-

vived and were transmitted to the French

people.

In the circumstances here sketched at-

tending the formation of

the new race, we may see

many reasons for the char-

acteri.stics which will subsequently appear

Composite race
origin accounts
for French char-
acteristics.

1 IJUKSIRIAN STATUE OF CHARI.EMAUNE, AT PARIS.

in the rising people. Among these may
be mentioned the versatility and diffu-

siveness which the French have dis-

played during their whole career. The
multiplicity of elements which entered

into the original formation of the people

gave variety to the activities of the re«
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suiting mind. It is not nn'.ikely that

the high spirit and enthusiasm of the

race may be also accounted for in part

by the excited temperament which al-

ways results from a composite character.

Waters poured together foam and fling

their spray; and in like manner the

confluence of races, the convergence of

different tides of blood, produce an ex-

cited, not to say stormy, current, tossing

with many passions and swayed by many
w-inds.

Should we attempt to analyze the

French character as it appeared in the

Estimate of dif. times when the monarchy

men's InThf" becamc regularunder Hugh
new people. Capet and his successors,

we should find perhaps one lialf of the

ethnic potency to be Gallic; that is, de-

rived from the original Celtic stock

which Caesar found in possession of the

country at the opening of the Christian

era. This race had been many times

subjected, but never exterminated or

seriously displaced as the major popula-

tion of the country. In close union

with this we should find the Roman
potency, which we might estimate at one

fourth of the whole. The remaining

fourth would have to be traced to a

Teutonic origin, first in the half-Ger-

man Belgae who constituted one major

division of the people at the time of

the conquest of Gaul, but more par-

ticularly to the Prankish conquests after

the overthrow of R<Mnan authority.

Possibly the fractions would have to be

much altered from w-hat is here sug-

gested if the facts were better known

;

but in any event the French character,

as it has presented itself since the epoch

of the Crusades, has in it a preponder-

ance of original Gallicism and only an

admixture of Roman and Teutonic ele-

ments.

The analysis here suggested has re-

spect to the blood of the French race.

Institutionally considered the propor-

tions would have to be institutional life

changed-greatly changed S:^^;^'^^—in favor of the Roman from Romans,

element. Rome by her organizing and
governmental capacity greatly im-

pressed the half-barbarous peoples

whom she conquered. In course of

time they came to regard her dominion

as a blessing rather than a curse. They
accepted her laws, her institutions, her

methods of government, her language,

her literature, and her religion. It

was in this sense that the Gallo-Frankish

peoples west of the Rhine were trans»

formed to such an extent that, notwith-

standing their large derivation by blood

from Celtic and Germanic sources, they

may be most properly set into the

Grseco-Italic stem, and regarded as one

of the Latin races.

In the formation of the French peo-

ple there was after the downfall of the

Western empire a long period of social

and civil retrogression. Decline of the

When the supporting hand S^thfc'^f
of Rome was withdrawn, lapse of Bome.

chaos, long kept at bay, returned, and

the evidences of order disappeared.

During the Roman supremacy the

cities of Gaul had reached a considera-

ble degree of enlightenment. They be-

came assimilated in their government

and their arts to the cities of Italy.

Nor might one well discover a diff^er-

ence in the character of the people as he

journeyed around the coast from Genoa

to Nice, from Nice to Marseilles, or

took thence his way to Lyons or Aix.

In general, the .southern communities

were most largely affected by Latin cul-

ture, while the towns of the north ap-

proximated the barbarian condition.

But the greater part of this enlighten-

ment was obscured in the time of the
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^Merovingians. Greal Nvas the disaster

when the Roman laws gave way to the

rude customs of the Franks; greater

still when the Latin schools disappeared

from the country, and when the gut-

tural voice of the Franks was heard in-

POWER OK THE CHURCH—I.OUIS THE PIOUS UOING PENANCE.

Drawn by Emile Bayard.

stead of the sonorous tongue of Rome.

It was a dark and chaotic age. Nor
was there evidence of revival until

Charles the Great rei'nstituted the old

learning—or so much of it as his coarse,

strong mind was able to apprehend

—

both in France and Germany.

It was at this epoch in histor}-, and

particularly in France, that the Church

of Rome displayed her church of Rome

powers in a manner advan- L"!^^,^°f^f
!°

r rescue the an-

tageOUS to the interests clent learning.

of mankind. Whatever may have been

her motives, she

sought diligently to

shore up the old

learning and insti-

tutions of the south.

The peopleof
France were in a

^tate of extreme

ignorance. Few of

the citizens, even

of the commercial

towns, could read;

still fewer could

write or compute.

Geographi cal
knowledge, which,

had been at once

corrected, enlarged,

and diffused by the

Romans, was again

forgotten. In many
instances, the peo-

ple of one town did

not know the di-

rection to another

in their own coun-

ty. Skill in the

practical arts had

disappeared. In a

few places, such as

Lyons and Mar-

seilles and Paris,

manufactures were

carried on, but not with such vigor as

had been displayed of old. As to ab-

stract and general learning, it was

neither possessed nor desired.

To remedy this deplorable condition

the Roman priests strove diligently dur-

ing the Dark Ages. They were the
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only /nen in any degree capable of

teaching or managing schools. Where-

ever there was a priest or a bishop in

those gloomy times there "was a man of

superior culture—according to the stand-

ard of the age. He belonged, more-

over, to a society, to an organization,

which was still young, vigorous, ambi-

tious, seeing visions and dreaming

dreams. He possessed the only inspira-

tive society of France was salutary in

the highest degree. It was the agency

of the Church that Charlemagne was
able to employ in the revival of learning

which he promoted, and which in turn

preserved the memory of himself and

his deeds.

The student of history is well in-

formed as to the dissolution which en-

sued after the reign of Charles the

TIIK FRANKS Rl'.COVKR NARBONNE.-Dkpartlike ok thk Saracbns.

tion, the only enthusia.sm of humanity

known in a dolorous and half-barbarous

epoch. lie showed himself, moreover,

capable of great activities and of great

courage. lie boldly faced the barbarian

chieftain, and holding before his breast

the a'gis of his priestly ofFicc, did not

hesitate to rebuke, to counsel, to order

the rude ruler in his manners and con-

duct. It cannot be doubted that the

preseti'?e of such a force in the primi-

Great. Notwithstanding the support of

the l^riests, notwithstanding their en-

thusiasm which had been TheGaiio-

kindled into the highest L^tdoii^^^n
fervor by the seeming res- of feudalism.

toration of the empire under Charles,

the light proved to be only a fitful gleam

on the horizon of a still more doubtful

and dismal age. The momentary revival

gave place to a complete break-up of

civil society. It must not be understood
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that the estate of man was so low under

the feudal system which now ensued as

it had been in the times of the Prankish

kings; but civil and political unity was

completely destroyed. We have seen

that in Italy the municipal life tri-

umphed somewhat over feudalism, but

in France the latter system—if system

that may be called which had none—was

completely successful. Society in all its

parts fell under the dominion of the

feudal principle, and general govern-

ment, together with all general inter-

ests, disappeared.

In another respect the society of

France in the Middle Ages furnished a

Striking effects strong contrast with that

^ntt^r^rch'^ «f Italy. It was greatly

race. affected by the Crusades.

In no other country of Europe was the

excitement so great and persistent as in

the Gallo-Frankish kingdoms. All the

social elements were set on fire with the

common passion of the times. France

was the center of the volcanic disturb-

ance. Her great feudal coiints were

they who led in the Holy Wars. It

might appear that the whole of French

societ}' was drawn in the wake of these

invasive campaigns into the East. At
first the route was overland, across Ger-

many and by way of Constantinople,

but afterwards the preference was by

way of Italy and the ^Mediterranean. To
see Rome and Venice became an inci-

dental enticement, and the later Cru-

saders were not satisfied with their work

until they had visited the Eternal City

and bowed to the successor of Peter.

As the returning bands came home
into France, they brought a multitude

Returning cru. of ncw ideas which were

l^firoflrfand ^t oncc Set free, and filled

learning. all the air with their buz-

zing. Meanwhile, during the two cen-

turies of war the smaller fiefs of the

Prankish kingdoms had been absorbed

in the larger, and these into the still

larger, until monarchy rose over the

ruins of the former system of society.

An age of unification set in in which

each part of the society of France sought

union with the other parts. It was the

beginning of that enthusiasm for one-

ness, for a common cause and a common
structure, which has prevailed in the

countr}' during the last three centuries.

The Crusaders also brought from the

East the knowledge of many arts w-ith

which they were hitherto unacquainted,

and these likewise began to be imitated

by the unskillful artisans of Prance.

Various kinds of knowledge were dif-

fused in the French cities, and a new
life, more refined and varied, began to

prevail. One may see how chivalry as

an institution may soon take possession

of a society which had thus been puri-

fied by agitation and elevated by the in-

troduction of a host of new and roman-

tic ideas.

Now it was that a new language and

a new literature arose in France. Foi

centuries Latin had strug- „° Rising of a new
gled to hold its own against language and a
. 1 , , ne'w literature.
the strong vernacular
tendencies, but in vain. The soul and

the tongue of the Gaul and the Teuton
would have their way, would obey the

universal evolution by which the old is

abandoned and the new comes to pass,

w-ould follow the leadings of patriotism

and passion rather than the leadings of

foreign grammar. Latin at length yield-

ed the contest and receded into the mon
asteries. On the tongues of the people

something of its resonance and variety

remained, but its grammatical forms

were lost, and a wild efflorescence of

Gallicisms and Tcutonisms came out

with the springtime on the growing tree

of French.
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The processes by which an old lan-

guage is transformed into a new are

Linguistic 9vo- among the most interesting

':'CZS^^tZ. studies upon Avhich ^ve may
ofthougat. enter. Such changes are

closer to the mind than any of those ex-

ternal, material changes which we are

able to see with the eye and touch with

the hand. The transformation is the

transformation of thought. It is a lin-

grants journeying down a broad high-

way come to a fork in the road, they

may divide at a sharp an- in what manner

gle, one taking the right L^^ufd-oTeV
and the other the left-hand Langue d-oc.

branch. For a short distance the com-

pany is but little divided; only a tongue

of land is between them. Even the chil-

dren may for a while call across the in-

cluded angle, shouting their salutations;

CEREMONY OF FEUDAL SERVICE.—Drawn by Emilc liayard.

guistic effervescence and precipitation

like that of chemistry. But in this case

it is the chemistry of the intellect and
the spirit of man. Two great varieties

of speech now sprang and flourished as

Latin fell into decadence. "We may fi.K

their areas geographically by the river

Loire. North of the Loire the linguis-

tic development took one form; south of

the Loire, another.

When a company of travelers or emi-.

but as the journey proceeds it requires

a louder voice. At length only the hunt-

er's horn, as it is sounded with the morn-

ing light in one camp, is heard and

answered by the discharge of a fowling-

piece in the other. Then the two com-

panies have parted. So in the progress

of national differentiation. At the first

the new tongue, called the Laugue d' Oil,

spoken north of the Loire must have dif-

fered but little from the rising speech
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called Laiigiic d'Oc, spoken in the south.

Oil was the old French yn, or yes, while

oc was the primitive Proven9al for the

same afl^mative particle. By so slight

a circumstance ling'uists begin to dis-

criminate the one speech from the other.

The people on one side of the river were

the Oil ycsscrs, while those on the other

side were the Ocycsscrs. Soon the dialects

diverged. Each took its own course, its

own aspects and development. Thus from
the original Latin root, modified by Gal-

lic and Teutonic influences through sev-

eral centuries, we see the bifurcation of

the French tongue into two varieties,

one of which was destined to become,

first Old French and then New French,

and the other to beconie Provengal—the

latter representing a branch of the Latin

race which ethnologists regard as dis-

tinct from the Frankish division.

Meanwhile, on the western borders of

France, the northwestern borders next

Rolf the Ganger the sca, the great province

Sb^i?"^- of Neustria has suffered an
:>jormandy. invasion from the north.

Rolf, the adventurer, the Goer, or

Rover, as he was called, has come
in with his Norsemen and has pos-

sessed the country. At the time of the

t:onquest the inhabitants of Neustria,

(ithnically considered, were one with

the other peoples of France; but imder

the domination of their northern mas-

ters a transformation was soon effected.

The phenomena here presented are al-

most exactly identical with that which

afterwards occurred in England. There
the Saxon people, after two or three

centuries of subjection, grew up like a

long-suppressed vegetation through the

Norman film, and gave by its superior

strength the final impulse in the forma-

tion of the new English race and the

new English language.

So also the Gallic Neustrians, after

one or two centuries of subjugation pre

vailed in numbers and absorbed theix

conquerors rather than GaiuoNeus-
^ tnans absorb

were absorbed by them, their ccnquer-

f-i . , 1 TVT 1 1 <"^s ; Norman
But the Norsemen had giv- French appears.

en a large foreign bias to the manners, the

speech, and the institutions of the coun-

try ; so that by the middle of the tenth

century a new language had appeared,

which sounded strange to French ears,

and which was destined first to produce

a literature of its own and afterwards

to infect the speech of England to so

great an extent as to constitute a power-

ful element in that language to the pres-

ent day. This modified and developed

tongue of the Neustrians was the Nor-

man French, being the third form of

new speech which sprang up within the

limits of France after the retreat of

Latin from a hopeless contest with pop-

ular forces in the field.

Beautiful, even in its germs and first

sproutings, was the literature which

sprang into being along Troubadours

with these new languages. Sfthrarjfth
It was the springtime in all song and story.

France. Two classes of " makers " ap-

peared. The one sang songs, and the

other told stories in verse or prose.

Romance was in all the air and in the

hearts of men. The singers appeared

mostly in tlie south, in Provence. They
were the men of the Langue d'Oc, rhap-

sodists who took the name of troubadours,

and became the ballad-makers of the

people. Their songs were of love and

sentiment. To a certain extent they

created their own subject-matter; but

otherwise they gathered it out of the

past.

Far off to the poets of this early morn-

ing appeared the classical ages. The
stories and legends of old had been trans-

mitted by many agencies and had become
discolored by many transformations. The
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Latin monks and schoolmen had recited

with an infinity of variations the tradi-

Tromwhat tions of kings and emper-

ro^uc'^Merr o>-«. Of lords and ladies, of

tnre arose. olden time . That greatwork
of fable and miscellany which M-e now
possess under the title of Gcsta Roiiuiiio-

that the troubadours flourished in the

south of France. The land was full of

their warm, fresh songs. The dew of

the dawn was on them, the fragrance of

early flowers. In course of time this

hymnody will be taken up by a more
ambitious race of poets. It will be trans-

BAI.LAD SINGER OF LANGLF. D'OC— Drawn by Emile Bayard.

rum, tlien lay scattered in its elementary

condition in the monasteries; but out of

these vague references, escaping by the

lips of priests and holy men, the bards

gathered the outlines of many a .sketch

and song. Moreover, the Crusading

wars were now in full tide. It was from

thft eleventh to the thirteenth centuries

ferred to England, translated and re-

sung by the poets of the Chaucerian

epoch, and will give .something of its

color and odor to all the subsequent

poetry of the English-speaking race.

In the central and northern parts of

France the, genius of tlie men of the

morning took the form of storj'. It was
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the beginning of verse epics and of

romantic prose. Here the trouveres

The early story- wrought into elaborate

the'theme of
^ prosc fictions the Same leg-

loveandwar. ends and traditions which

had furnished the subjects of the brief

THE TROUVERE ADENKZ AT THE COURT OF MARIE OK UKAllANT.

Drawn by Emilc Bayard.

songs of their brethren in the south.

War andlove and wild adventure were the

themes which the primitive novelists of

the French race took up and adorned

with all their wealth of fancy. Already

literature was becoming an art in these

strong, rude hands. Men who had been

pilgrims with scallop shell and sandal

sh m to the Holy Land, or had worn

h lets and wielded swords in actual

w; are with the infidels of Palestine, re-

turned to tell the story of the things

which they had seen in the far East, and
to decorate the narrative with imagina-

tive materials which

none might contra-

dict. Truth and

fancy were wrought

into one so that no

man might find the

line of the welding.

A new life of thought,

quickened with vi-

sions and dreams, ap-

peared in the feudal

(.astles and in the

martial cities of chiv-

alrous France ; and a

new form of litera-

ture became the in

terpreter of the hope

and aspirations of the

race.

It was at this early

a;.;e that the society

of France, under the

refining influences

now present, began

to take the lead in

Western Europe.

The social state was

thenceforth more tol-

erable as well as more

enlightened than in

Germany, Spain, or

England. The fact of

this progress and preeminence was recog-

nized in other countries;

and from the

/

The ne-wr French
thirteenth society takes the

, .. ... lead of Europe.
centtiry onward the polite

people of foreign cities were wont to

visit France and to consider her society

as the glass of fashion. The industrial

arts were also promoted, and French
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manufactures became so elegant V Ht

those of Italy and the East were al" 'st

forgotten in the commerce of the v .H-

ern and northern states.

It was from this epoch that the penin-

countries north of the Alps and the Apen-
nines. ( )nly the Church ofRome, from her

throne in the ancient city of the Tiber,

continued to assert her rights of religious

government, and even of the direction

IIKNRV OF NAVARRE.— From an old painting.

Kulas of Southern Europe, the peoples

civiUzation and institutions thereof,

and even their traditional

greatness, were measurably

neglected in the larger and more promis-

ing social and political life of the broad
M.— Vol. 2—28

leaves the south-
em peninsulas
for the north.

of .secular society, in all lands and among
all peoples. This circum.stance still kept

Italy boimd up in her destinies with the

states of the north and west. Otherwise

hi.story might be said to have abandoned

the south, to have passed the mountains,
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and to have set her face toward the

North Atlantic.

it can not be doubted that in some

respects the kinship of France with Italy,

the mother country, her more immediate

derivation from the south,
The French be-
come the trans- was favorable to her devel-
alpine Italians. , . , , • . •

opment. Already, in the

Middle Ages, France aspired to become

the Italy of Northern Europe. She was

ambitious at an early epoch to substitute

her language for that of Rome in all the

polite intercourse of the kingdoms. In

this she ultimately succeeded ; and for

two centuries French was the vehicle of

European diplomacy. But in other re-

spects her alliance with Italy, the close

relations which she maintained there-

with, cost her dearly. It was a fact

which stood in the way of the reforma-

tion of religion. The predominance of

Italian ideas, moreover, since the}' were

such ideas as the papacy approved, en-

couraged absolutism in the French mon-

archy, and discouraged the growth of

popular liberties. The House of Bour-

bon was the faithful ally of the Holy

See, and the latter was reciprocally true

to the Lily of Bourbon. The long

prevalence and deep-grounded hold of

Bourbonism on the destinies of France

W'Cre traceable, in part at least, to the

prevalence of Italian ideas and influence,

the immobility of .Romanism, and the

protection and support which it afforded

to the French throne.

Glancing back again to the thirteenth

and fourteenth centuries, we note the

Cultivation of greater growth and expan-

rrToisslrfs '^'on ""f France proper than

of Provence. This was seen

in the literature of the period. The
romances greatly surpassed in extent and
variety the simple lyrics of the south.

They took for their subjects the high

and heroic actions of men, and wrought

historical fic-

tion
" Chronicles.

them into narrative in a way to fasten

the attention and kindle the enthusiasm

of the reader. Charlemagne and his

.descendants, their lives and deeds, fur-

nished the subject-matter for many an

extravagant and high-wrought fiction.

King Arthur, of Brittany, gave another

group of legends out of which the story-

tellers of the age wrought their romances

of adventure. A third group of incidents

clustered around the inemory of Alex-

ander the Great, who, though lost in the

mist of antiquity, seemed almost as near

to the unhistorical minds of the epoch

as though he had been a contemporary

of Charlemagne or Hugh Capet. Nor
was it long until he who may be called

the father of modern European history

appeared, that quaint old Hainaulter,

who gave us the CJironicIcs of the age

Froissart. Born in 1337, he lived until

1410. His chronicle closes with the

year 1400, thus overlapping the greater

part of Froissart's life. It was in his

works that the French language took it?

established form and became henceforth

the vehicle, not only of intercourse among
the people, but of a vast and growing

literature which has continued to swell

in volume unto the present day.

It is necessary, however, to apply t»

these linguistic and social phenomena
the requisite dates before Times and

their nature may be well ^^^J^^^L'sfor""

apprehended. It was in the nation,

tenth century that the Latin words illc

and iste were converted by corruption

into the French demonstratives Ic and cc.

So slight a circumstance may indicate the

time of the primary transformation.

From this period the Visigothic and

Burgundian population began to use the

word oc, equivalent to the German auch,

for yes; while the Franks along the

Seine said oil. After the year 879 the

center of the Langue d'Oc dialect and lyri*-
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cal literature was at the court of Aries.

In the first quarter of the tenth century

the focus of the Langue d'Oil, or rising

French, -was at the court of the Duke of

Normandy. The troubadour effusions

were poured out in the two succeeding

centuries, while the trouvere, or narra-

tive literature, whether in verse or

prose, extended from the middle of the

the tendency toward a national litera-

ture, had been so marked that as early

as the time of the Norman conquest of

England, in 1066, the young nobles of

that country were sent abroad to receive

at Bordeaux, at Toulouse, and especially

at Paris, the finishing touches of their

education

.

Meanwhile, however, the ancient Lat-

PRIESTl.V LIFE IN THK CKUSAIJING EPOCH.—St. Skkmn, of Toiloisk.

tenth century to the clo.se of the elev-

enth. From the death of Saint Louis the

two dialects again approached a common
channel. I'rom the council of Clermont

ia 1095, when the Holy Wars began, to

their close in 1291, the dialectical differ-

ences existing in France were somewhat
obliterated by the tumults and interfu-

sion of the times. The French language

proper may be said to date from the be-

ginning of the thirteenth century. But

the literary development of France, or

in, in the hands of the Roman clergy,

and even at the court, held Latin yields to

tenaciously_as the
_

race f/^.-^troVrhe

that formerly spoke it was court,

wont to hold—its old-time prerogatives

and power. Not that Latin was any

longer employed by the people at large

or mi>rc than incidentally by .scholars

and statesmen. But the traditions and

u.sages of the past are n<jt easily unseat-

ed from the throne. It was not tmtil

the reign of Francis I, in the second
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ty leads in the
race of refine-

ment.

quarter of the sixteenth century, that

Latin was formally abolished, and

French instituted as the language of

the court and the vehicle of diplomacy.

While Central and Northern France

civilly, politically, and in a warlike

Provencal sooie- sense, outgrcw the south

—while the French lan-

guage proper and the insti-

tutions which sjDrang therefrom flour-

ished more and more—and while, on the

other hand, the Provengal was contract-

ed to a point, the society of ancient

Languedoc flourished and blossomed

more than that in the valley of the

vSeine. There has, perhaps, never been

a region in which the refinements of

politeness were more conspicuous as a na-

tional characteristic than in the southern

parts of France from the age of the Ci"u-

sades onwards. Beginning with a chiv-

alrous sense of the deference which was

due to woman and with a notion of ele-

gance in costume and manners, this

southern culture grew apace until the

life of the people seemed devoted to the

one great fact of society. ^lusic and

song were cultivated. Delicate customs

of intercourse were established, and rules

of etiquette observed to an extent which

might well have been characterized as

fastidious in any other than a chivalric

age.

It was from this source that Cen-

tral France began in course of time to

Paris draws draw the elements of re-

t^Z^frZ- finement. Especially dur-
the south. ing the reigns of Louis VII
and Philip the Fair was the .society of

Paris set ablaze by the importation of a

new culture from the south. Eleanor

of Aquitaine came up with her court to

be queen of France, and brought with

her the exquisite tastes and fancies with

which her southern imagination was in-

flamed. But these qualities grew well

and flourished, springing anew from the

soil of Paris. The journey of the

French court into the Holy Land, the

excitements of that distant campaign,

and especially the luxurious winter sea-

son which the queen passed at Antioch,

still further excited her natural tastes,

and led to additional splendor on her re-

turn to the French capital.

Thenceforth the court of Paris was

the most brilliant in all Europe. Nor
has that claim ever been renounced to

the present day. Even the setting up

of occasional republicanism on the banks

of the Seine has not obscured, mucli less

obliterated, the splendid fashions and

coui'tly society of the capital.

This social effulgence of the French
people, shining out brilliantly in an age

when all the rest of European society

still sat in darkness, was in -warmthand

a high degree diffusive. t^^Z^^^Z'
Nothing is more conta- "ety.

gious than a fashion, particularly if the

fashion relates to elegance and beauty.

Queen Eleanor had the fame of carry-

ing polite society to another court, that

of England, where she became queen

of Henry Plantagenet, founder of the

Plantagenet dynasty. Doubtless the

burly Englishmen of this turbulent

period looked with astonishment upon

the French blossom which their king

had planted in the fogs of London ; but

the sight was none the less an inspira-

tion. Other capitals were likewise af-

fected with the warmth and radiance of

•the French court, and the high society

of all Western Europe began to be ele-

vated to a plane of superior refinement.

It is not meant that the social condition

of France in the period under considera-

tion was as pure as its external elegance

might indicate. On tlic contrary, there

were many and dreadful vices hidden

under the politeness and courtesy of the
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age. But even this state was far su-

perior to the coarse brutality, the ribald

gluttony and boorishness which had

been the prevailing mood in all courtly

halls during the Dark Ages.

In the retrospect, changes in human

ancient feudal system of civil govern-

ment and the new methods of monarchy.

Feudalism gave place with extreme re-

luctancy to the improved forms of pub-

lic administration. The old system was

local and peculiar; the new system was

FRENCH CARPENTER AND MAIDSERVANT—MEDIEVAL TYPES.

society appear to have been easily ef-

Btruggie of feu- fectcd, as if they came

SlTut gainst aboutwith the saying; but
monarchy. ^gt .so. Nearly all social

change is violent. Revolution is rarely

peaceable in its uiethods. In that age

of history when the New World lay

waiting for a discovery, a great struggle

was going on in France between the

general and of universal application.

Feudalism considered as a system was

at once social, civil, and political. We
might almost say it was a religious in-

stitution. At least it compelled the

Church to take its form and fashion, if

not its substance. As the monarchy of

France arose and stood, feudalism op-

posed it. We .speak here of the condi-
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tion of affairs in the fifteenth century,

when Charles of Burgundy, commonly
called Charles the Bold, stood forth as

the head and representative of the old

system of society, and when Louis XI
appeared as the representative of the

new. If this had been merely a conflict

between an old and a new system of

civil administration, it might be passed

by with little notice. But the struggle

lay much deeper than mere political

forms. It involved the very structure

and essence of society.

The student of history will readily re-

call the issue. So far as the government

Political feudal- "^V'ls concerned feudalism

bTtL^olS- ^vent down with Charles
daUsm remained, the Bold. The great counts

and barons became subject to the King
of France, and a system of general ad-

ministration was henceforth prevalent

to the borders of the kingdom. It fre-

quently happens, however, in movements
of this kind that some elements of so-

ciety are revblutionized while others re-

main in their former condition. It is not

often, indeed, that all the social forms

among a given people are upheaved and

remodeled by a single effort. As a po-

litical --system feudalism passed away
about the time of the discovery of Amer-
ica, but as a social system it continued

in France for about three hundred years.

At bottom it was a s)-stem of landown-

ership and rentals for fief service. It

encouraged the creation of great estates.

It implied that lands belonged originally

to the suzerain, and that all subordinate

rights were derived from him. Tlie re-

sult was that they who tilled the soil

were rarely, if ever, its owners. They
were tenants, vassals, villains in the

language of the times. It was a system

which, as we have seen, for a long time

held all Europe in its grip. Nor has the

feudal system yet been extinguished,

even under the democratic and republi-

can movements of the English-speaking

race. In France it remained for the

great revolution of 1789 to give the

deathblow to the ancient form of so-

ciety, and to accomplish the regeneration

which had been long postponed.

We may, therefore, look upon French

society during the fifteenth, sixteenth,

and seventeenth centuries French society

as a product of feudal
^^^t o"'^et?!?^*

and chivalrous principles, ethnic forces,

modified by literature and the Roman
Church. It can not be denied that it was

a society which suffered many hardships

and won many victories. It was the

great formative age so far as the genius

and character of the French people were

concerned, and it is befitting to notice

some of the social qualities which were

engendered in the epochs iinder consid-

eration.

Governmentally, it was the long dom-
ination of the Houses of Valois and Bour-

bon. The temper, spirit, character of

and ambition of these mon- ^rd^ft^rvLi.
archs are well understood, and Bourbons.

Proud, arbitrary, warlike, unscrupulous,

reckless in method, splendid in show,

they gave to the monarchy a character

of brilliancy, luxury, and wickedness.

The French court was the effulgent, for-

mal, and fashionable body in which

the remaining energies of magnificent

feudalism found vent and expression.

Nothing could surpass the showy formal-

ities and mannerisms, the rich costum-

ing, and the inner insincerity of the

aristocratic group which the Bourbon

kings gathered about their palaces. It

served to dazzle the eyes of foreign dip-

lomats and to diffuse through all Eu-

rope a reputation for magnificence and

courtly grandeur, the like of which has

not been seen in any other Western na-

tion.

II
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Ethnic history, however, has not much '

to do with courts and pageants and roy-

True race his- alty. They are many times

i°,7„^"t""^„„„ so far removed from the
materials among
the people. jjfe of the race of which

they appear to be the blossom and fruit

as to be utterly misleading. AVe are

obliged to descend from the palace into

the city, into the mart, into the country
j

place, before we can discover the real
i

laws and processes of national life. Fol-

lowing the flight of the social arrow,

therefore, from the palace to the people,

we come, in post-mediaeval France, to

many and most interesting aspects of

human development. It is here that we
first in modern Europe strike those lin-

eaments of society with which in some
degree we are familiar.

Be it known that the societies of the

ancient world are exceedingly difficult

Difficulty of ap- to apprehend as they were,
prehending the nni

beliefs the tenets
spirit and fonus -^ "*- ucntih, inc icncis,

Of old societies, the principles by which

they were actuated, have either per-

ished or been transmuted into other

forms. It is doubtful whether any par-

ticularity of scholarship or intensity of

reflection will enable the modern reader

to apprehend fully the feelings, the

emotions, the hopes and fancies, even

the manners and tangible expressions,

of ancient society. Those old forms of

human life passed away amid the con-

vulsions in which the Roman empire

perished. They have been seen no

more, or, if seen at all, in such different

giii.se as to be no longer recognizable as

the same. But in France of the six-

teenth and seventeenth centuries we
begin to discover sentiments and man-
ners with which we are familiar. The
artificial refinements of intercourse, the

indirection and coquetry which have
been the peculiarities of all modern
courtship, the romantic fervor of the

youthful period as compared with the

prosaic commonplace of mature life, and
many other features of modern society

were already apparent when Henry of

Navarre carried the white plume of

Bourbon to the throne of France.

If we look carefully at the French

people of the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, we shall discover French joyous-

already the full evidence ^r,XX»
of that joyousness and ofothenaoes.

sociability for which the race has been

remarked upon in modern times. The
general mood of the European peoples

north of'the Alps and of their descend-

ants in the New World has been one of

gloom, of melancholy, of silent brooding

over griefs, and the rigor of .sorrowful

memories. Since the Dark Ages there

has been something half-sardonic about

human laughter. The smile of modem
times has always a symptom of the geo-

metric curve. It seems to play about a

visage whose habitual mood is dolor.

One must needs perceive how great an

effort it is on the part of modern nations

to be hilarious. All modern poetry

grades off into the world of melancholy

and doubt. The .song of the thrush

gives place to the song of the nightin-

gale, and the song of the nightingale

sinks into the plaint of the whip-poor-

will.

To all this the social disposition of the

French people has opposed itself. It

has shown its capacity for cheerfulness,

even for mirth. That Exuberant spir-

backward look, sweeping iT^^^Ahe^''
"»•

far over the graves of dead French people,

ancestors, the niins of dead cities, and

the mockery of dead beliefs, has not

been able to cast its .shadow over the

happy disposition which the French

mind has possessed and perpetuated.

One might almost believe that France

had known no sorrow when he reflects
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upon the exuberant spirits which the

people for the last four centuries have

displayed. No catastrophe has for a

long period darkened the joyous in-

stincts and reeuperativ'e genius of this

light-minded people.

MEDI.T.VAL BATTLE OF FRENCH AND ENGLISH—JOHN AT POITIKKS.

The heavier and more sedate races

round about, particular!}' those of Teu-

other peoples tonic descent, busied with

fteTheTo^ri" the discouragements of

French spirit. memory and with gloomy
philosophical reflections, have been vm-

able to appreciate the jocund disposi-

tion of the French, and have made a

mock of their airy lightheartedness and
joy. They have called it frivolity, reck-

lessness, the absence of serious purpose,

and many other reproachful and satirical

names. But after all, has it not been

of the vastest impor-

tance tomodern times

that at least one great

people of Europe has

been able to smileand
live?

As early as the

times of the great

wars with England
the French nation,

socially considered,

began striking reou-

tn rlic perative po-w-
LO uib ersoftheFrenca

play genius.

that peculiar elastic-

ity and recuperative

power for which it

has since been noted.

Disaster to the peo-

ple of France has not

meant the same irre-

trievable thing that

it has signified in

other coimtries and

among other nations.

Doubtless the French

mind feels mostkeen-

ly the shock of ad-

V e r s i t }•. Doubtless

misfortune, calamity,

national and social

catastrophe, bring a

sudden despair; but

the recuperation is immediate. The
French genius turns at once from the

contemplation of ruin to the possibility

of recreation.

Since the formation of the French

character in the century following the

Crusades, hundreds of instances might
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be cited in which both kingdom and

people seem to be plunged into ruinous

Buoyancy of na- Conditions; but the elastic

"Xl™f spirit which has pervaded
and recovery -t^ -t^

from disaster. the racc has in every in-

stance sprung up on the morrow with

renewal of vigor and forgetfulness of

disaster". It has thus happened that

the French have sustained themselves

through such seasons of calamity as

would have overshadowed other peo-

ples for generations. It. has been the

wonder of historians and philosophers,

as they have swept the field in the

days immediately succeeding the great-

est misfortunes, to find in France so

little evidence of the recent tempest.

There is something in it like the re-

vival of the natural world. We have

seen a tempest in early summer, when
all orchards promised abundant fruit,

when all cornfields were darkly green

with their luxuriant growth, when all

harvests were touched with the premon-

itory flush of the golden reaping da)^

drop suddenly out of the ominous clouds,

and sweeping over the landscape, pros-

trating everything in its course, leaving

chaos behind. But behold the work of

a single night and the sunshine of a

single day ! Nature revives. The or-

chards recover themselves. The stalks

of dark green corn rear their tassels and

display their silks. The prostrate wheat

fields rise and stand, and make ready for

the bridegroom reaper. The storm has

not proved to he death, but onh'- disturb-

ance. It has been so in French society.

The head is lifted after the cataclysm.

The elastic spirit comes with the reces-

sion of the storm, and the quick genius

of the people smiles and recovers itself

while the reverberation of the receding

irtillery is still heard in the horizon.

Another characteristic of the French

mind is its love of social beautv. In

this respect the genius of the people

would seem to be in analog}- with the

spirit of the ancient Greeks. French love of

It can not be said that :^:,^,7;'^""'^

the admiration of things i^abit.

beautiful and the desire to possess them

are so powerful, so much in the nature

of passions, among the French as they

were in Athens and Corinth ; but there

is an analog}-. The spirit of the people

of France has a further likeness to the

old Greek in its neglect of moral princi-

ples in the presence of beauty. We are

here speaking simply of the beautiful in

social organization, in manners, in in-

tercourse, in habit. It can not be doubt-

ed that the French people have failed to

insist upon the enforcement of certain

moral laws in society, but always with

the proviso that society shall be beautiful,

that it shall be clean and elegant as to

its outer forms and semblance. The pro-

viso has been a sine qua noii. No other

modern people have been so intolerant

toward all superficial ugliness in society

as have the French. They have insisted

with single pertinacity that gracefulness,

good manners, and beauty of method

shall characterize every movement of

social life. It is this principle which has

made the French people so easily the

standard bearers of polite and fashiona-

ble life for all the Western nations. It

might well seem amusing, if it were not

so instructive a lesson, to witness the

surly deference and reluctant imitation

of French refinement, politeness, vivaci-

ty, and fashion which Great Britain foi

several centuries has been constrained

greatly to the hurt of her national pride,

to follow with respect to her neighbors

south of the channel.

French refinement in the last three

centuries has extended both upward and

downward from the medium level of

manners and social custom: upward
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through all the organizations which the

Frencli people have formed for the pro-

French refine- motion of knowledsre, of
ment extends ,

'^

upward to art, art, and instruction. The
downward to i • i i i

Industries. museums whicli she has

created as the receptacles of her own
artistic products, and of the products

of other peo-
^4-

pies as well,

have been char-

acterized from

the first by a cer-

tain elegance

of subject-mat-

ter and method

which has
drawn to her

collections the

admiration of

all enlightened

peoples. Her
\earned .socie-

lies have been

conducted ac-

cording to the

same princi-

ples. Her great

libraries, par-
ticularly the Li-

braryof France,

have been no

less the exem-

plification of the

good taste and

had abandoned the coarse, hcavj^ foods

of barbarism, the French had adopted

the light and elegant viands on the pro-

duction of which they have so greatly

refined in recent times.

The carnivorous appetite was thus

abated and a more delicate manner of

wrn^i

elegant man-
agement of

which the French mind has shown itself

so capable than the depositories of the

best knowledge of the age. But the re-

finement has extended downward also

into the industrial arts and to the very la-

bor of the shops and fields. In her food

supply—in both its production and its

treatment—France has led all the na-

tions of the West. Long before the

other leading" peoples of New Europe

Ids Ol- HMJAV— lllli CAFE.

.s-tistainiu": life introduced among the

French, while the peoples coarseness of

beyond the Rhine on the 'Zlir::^^
Baltic shores, and particU- French delicacy.

larly in the British islands, were still

feasting in the gluttonous manner of

barbarians. It was this national dispo-

sition which has led the French peoples

to reject and displace the heavy alco-

holic and fermented liquors, and to sub-
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stitute therefor those light and ele-

gant wines the drinking of which has

been habitual and universal for two cen-

turies. In those means of subsistence

which were gathered from the gardens,

the orchards, and the fields, the same

discriminating taste has led to the choice

and cultivation in France of all the more
fine-flavored vegetables and friiits and

to the rejection of the coarse, fieiy, and

offensive products which some other

peoples of less refinement persist in eat-

ing even to the present day.

In the preparation of their food and

in the manner of eating, from the com-

mon meal of the frugal peasant to the

banquet of princes of the blood, the same

The French ta- delicacy and good manners

S:«rar/bar prevailed at an early day
quetingafineart. jn France; and these have

marked the taking of food and drink

among the French people to the present

day. Even in conviviality, in the pub-

lic banquet, in the hilarity and exuber-

ance of wine-drinking and satirical

repartee, a certain refinement of man-

ner has half-redeemed the vice and

moral relaxation which such customs in

society necessarily engender. It has, on

the whole, been of no little importance

to the great civilized peoples of to-day,

all of whom have a barbarian ancestry

not very far behind them, that a stand-

ard of elegant manners and courtesies

should be set up in the heart of Western

Europe and promoted by the enthusi-

astic example of the most sociable peo-

ple of modern times.

The early and exquisite development

of society in France appears in some
Social refine- sense to have absorbed
ment has been
substituted for the principal energies and
political devel- . /• .

,

rrM
opment. gcnius of the race. They
who could invent the best manners and

customs, the greatest refinements of in-

tercourse, have shown themselves un-

able to devise any wise system of po-

litical life. In this respect the early

connection with Italy cost France dear-

ly. Down to the present century there

has been a slumbering project in the

minds of imperialists, carefully cher-

ished by the Roman Church, to recreate

on French soil an empire in which

Latin principles of government should

prevail over the experiences of modern
times. While this effort has not been

successful, it has postponed to a late age

the growth of rational liberty among the

French. While personal liberty has

reached a verj' high degree of develop-

ment, while the personal emancipation

of man has gone forward to an extent

in France that could hardly be paral-

leled in any other country, civil liberty,

political emancipation, has either lagged

or has gone forward with sudden bounds

and revolutionary plunges which, on the

whole, have been little productive of per-

manent freedom.

It is one of the most interesting his-

torical studies which the modern world

presents to trace out the contrast of

correlations of social and ^^^hTacesas
political growth in the two to civu growth,

great countries of France and England.

While the society of France has made
the most rapid progress, while the mind

of man in that country has attained an

individual freedom, a largeness of per-

sonal and rational activities for which

we should look in vain in the British

islands, it has remained for England, by

adopting the law of experience instead

of the law of the past, to surpass France

in the establishment of rational civil lib-

erty. On the governmental side the

wisdom of the English speaking race,

its prudence, its caution, its common
sense, may be contrasted with the unwis-

dom, the fitful exertions, the reactions,

and political follies of France, to the

i

I

I
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just disparagement of the latter coun-
[
even childish as to be inexplicable to the

try. Here, however, the true student of

history, if he look down deep into the

antecedents of the two peoples, will be

able to discover how it is that elegance

of social forms, politeness of intercourse,

geniality, sociability, dill'usiveness, en-

thusiasm, have prevailed among the

French people and have become habit-

ual and inu'oiisrious in the usa''X's of tin'

minds of those whose political judgment
has been perfected by close observation

and experience in the channels of Eng-
lish and American life.

As a rule the genius of a people flows

forth in some particular direction. The
development is conspicuous along some
peculiar line of activity and only in-

(iili'!it;i1 .-lion''- other lines. Wc have

I'ARIS or •l()-|iW- rVPK.S ANIl MANNERS.—Oossii's o\ hih Sum (Ji-ays.

race, and how on the other side of the

channel a certain heaviness, dullness,

apathy, immobility, and coarseness have

held back the society of England from

the refinement to which, according to

other criteria, it ought to have attained.

But on the civil and political side the

picture is wellnigla reversed. In this

feature the (iallic race is disparaged

by historical comparisons. In this re-

spect the methods and policies of the

seen how the Greeks ga\'c themselves to

the beautiful in literature and art, how
the Romans devoted their EngUsh-speak-

energies to the constntction i^fr^r'tTpo^T-

of a great state and to an '"=s.

elaborate system of jurisprudence. The
Engli.sh-speaking world is jiolitical in

its activities. In all countries where the

English language is .spoken political

prejudice amounts to a passion, and po-

litical affairs ab.sorb tlie interest and en-

Frencli people seem so irrational and I ergy of the people. It is one of tlie rea-
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sons for the slow development of art and

the disconragement of genius among the

English-speaking peoples.

The French race has given its chief

energies to society. At intervals it

rouses itself to a very high degree of

Energies of the political activity, but it

French devoted • difficult to maintain an
to social accom-
pUshments. interest in civil affairs from

period to period. The sympathies and

tendencies of the people are all really

effect a given result. A social prepara-

tion is necessary to every common ac-

tion and applause is demanded at the

close. So strong is this instinct that it

has appeared to draw away the energies

of the race from public affairs on the one

side and from merely domestic affairs on

the other. The political organization is

almost dissolved in the warmth of so-

cict}', and the family is almost dissolved

in the same heat.

OUTDOOR LIFE OF THE FRENCH—Promenade at Nice.

in the direction of society properly so

called. All their instincts are gratified

with the contemplation of .social per-

fections. They have refined upon all of

the 25rocesses and forms of intercourse,

and have cultivated the disposition of

the race in all, matters relating to

a.ssociation. There has never been a

mind less solitary, less capable of single

exertion, less able to maintain its ener-

gies in an isolated state than is that of

the French. Every kind of activity de-

pends upon a rushing together of many,

and a common exertion is required to

Considering the disposition of tha

French people to rush into association,

to crowd into public places. Desire for social

to throng all gardens and '1^::^::^::;

all cafes, under the desire other passions.

of intercourse, we might suppose tlic

people to have a tropical environment.

We should expect that such instincts

could only be displayed under the fas-

cination of a snowless, .stormless climate.

France, as compared with many other

parts of Western Europe, has a genial

air and a balmy sunshine ; but there is

no such excess of these elementary con

I

I
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ditions as to excite the social passion

which we see in full activity among the

French. In so far as climatic conditions

favor the outdoor life the race has felt

the stimulus ; but in despite of all cli-

matic opposition the instinct works out

the same results. Winter and summer,
north and south, under all circumstances

and all conditions the people respond

with alacrity to every social incitement.

the German- and English-speaking chan-

nels of life the more perfect the social

structure the more complete the absorp-

tion of the single life. No other cir-

cumstance in modern civilization is a

greater menace to the welfare of man-

kind than the irrational and forceful

suppression of individuality in the high-

er forms of German, English, and Amer-

ican society. From it there is no escape

FRENCH SOCIETY.—The liois de IJoulocnk.

and find their chief pleasure and conso-

lation in mingling joyfully with their

fellow-beings.

There is, moreover, something pecul-

iarly praiseworthy in the dispositions of

the P'rench with respect to the individual

English and hfc in its relations with so-

ciety. Among the Teutonic

races the complete devel-

opment of social forms has always meant
the subordination f>f the individual. In

American races
destroy Individ
aallty.

exccj^t a flight for refuge to the wild

frontiers and fastnesses of the moun-

tains. One of the striking feattires of

American society during the larger part

of the nineteenth century has been the

constant emigration of its best and

strongest elements from tlie older and

stricter communities to the freedom of

the frontier line. Not that society has

been good on the edge of the wilderness

and the prairie ; not that advantages
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have abounded in the wild Western val-

leys; but there has been an emancipa-

tion by flight, a reiissertion of freedom,

and a consequent growth of all the hardier

virtues and stronger faculties which were

quenched under the precisianism of the

old societies. For a century past the

strongest, most active, most resolute

residue of the Anglo-American people,

now the most numerous branch of the

race, has been found fluctuating further

I KF.NCH .MIUIAKY OKKICKR—TYI'K.

Drawn by Riou, from a photograph.

and further from the reach and domina-

tion of tho.se hard and inelastic .social

structures which Old England and Old

America nave insisted on building as

homes for the habitation of men.
In France this disposition has not

existed. She has agreed that her peo-

rhe French con- pie may be sociable in the

u/:nfso^far'- l-i^t degree and yet retain

freedom. their individual volition

and spontaneity. This is the happiest

circumstance of French life as it has dis-

played it.self, particularly since the revo-

lution of 1789. The man of Germanic,

English, or American descent is aston-

ished at the molecular freedom of French

society. Every particle oscillates among
its fellow particles as if the mass were

water or quicksilver. There is no rigid-

ity and therefore no suppression. It is

a circumstance which has told upon the

intellectual development of the French.

It has reflected itself into every depart-

ment of mental and even industrial

activity. It has given a cheerful and
spontaneous character to every as-

pect of French enterprise. It has

permitted the individual torch to

shine in the general glow of social

illumination, and has thus reserved

for the individual man the conscious-

ness of contributing to the warmth
and light, the effulgence of his age

and country.

Closely connected with the swarm-

ing sociability of the French peo-

ple is another quality strong disposi-

of mind which has ^'"rl'^Ldto
given tone and char- gener.iiize.

acter to all the literature of France.

This is the disposition to generalize

on the results of knowledge, and to

construct from miscellaneous data

gathered from many sources the

laws and principles by which they are

governed. Society may be called-the

generalization of man, and literature is in

some sense the generalization of knowl-

edge. It could not be truly said that, as

a rule, the French mind has been patient

in the investigation of details ; but it

has been exceedingly patient in inves-

tigating general laws. It may be well

in this connection to explain briefly

those two great processes of analysis

and synthesis by which knowledge has

been increased and diffused among
mankind.

I
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If the inquirer strikes with his stick a

fragment of a nutshell, how shall he

Two processes proceed to learn as much as

ki^owCedgeT
possible of the fact which

first, by analysis, js discovered ? In the

first place, he may proceed analytically.

He may weigh the bit of nutshell in a

balance. He may note its color and its

form ; its physical qualities as to hard-

ness, brittleness, tenacit)', etc. He
may test its .specific gravity by noting

the quantity of water which it will

displace. Then he may begin a chem-

ical examination. lie burns the nut-

shell or dissolves it in acid. He finds

.so much oxygen, .so much carbon, ni-

trogen, hj'drogen, potash,, soda, .salts

of the earth, etc. Thus downward
and downward he proceeds from the

fragmentar\- fact with whii'li he be-

gan until he has divided that fact into

its ultimate elements and considered

each as to its quantity, its quality,

and its essential nature.

Or, on the other hand, he may
.start upwards from the fragmentary

nutshell and proceed synthetically. He
may draw, in the first place, a conjec-

tural sketch of the whole nutshell

of which this is a part. He may then

proceed to consider the fruit of which

the nut is but the seed. Fnjm the

fruit he will rise to an inquiry con-

cerning the tree which bore the fruit

;

what kind of a tree it was; where
it grew ; the circumstances of its

growth, and the conditions necessary

Illustration of that sucli a tree may grow
and bear. From this he

rises .still higher, to con-

sider tile group of trees of which the

particular tree is a member; llie other

species of the group; the genus of tree

to which all these species belong, and
the place of the genus in the vegetable

kingdom whereof it is onlv a part. He
"m -Vol. i—29

may then glance at the whole vegetable

kingdom, noting the locus of the partic-

ular genus which he has had under con-

sideration, and from the vegetable he

may still glance upward to the other

general kingdoms of nature ; the ani-

mal, the mineral, etc. He now has be-

fore him a general view of all nature so

the synthetic
method of inves-
tigating facts.

\Mf'
YOUNC. WilMAN OK ZICAVO—TYI'E.

iJrawii by G. \'uiUier,

far as the world is concerned. He ap-

prehends the t)rdcrof physical existence

on our planet. But from this he may
ri.se to the consideration of other worlds,

to the .solar .sy.stem, to the universe, and
to the infinite laws and processes by
which that universe is governed.

This is to generalize. The inquirer

has in this process employed synthesis

as he employed analysis before. He
has risen instead of descended. He has
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reached up by successive steps from the

small fact to the greater fact of which it

was a part, whereas in the other case he

proceeded from the given fact to the

smaller facts which were the parts

thereof, and so downward and downward
to elementary conditions.

Now there is a widespread ethnic

difference among men with respect to

Great difference these two processes. vSome
among races re- ^

spectingthean- raccs prefer analvsis. It
alytic and syn- • ., , i • / 11 ^ 1

thetic methods. IS their natural mtellectual

mode of action. Others are naturally

synthetic in their dispositions. The
former are patient in the investigation

of details ; the latter, in the discovery of

general laws. The former produce the

elements of knowledge, and the latter

combine those elements of knowledge

into general systems of thought.

The French have been peculiar, even

preeminent, among the peoples of

Easypreemi- modern times in their abil-

^rerchlnthe ^^Y to generalize. They ,

use of synthesis, have a natural tendency to

rise from the consideration of particulars

to the contem})lation of generals. They
take the results of inquiries which they

themselves would never have had the

patience to prosecute, and are skillful in

placing together those results and in

discovering the laws by which they are

to be explained. In a few instances

French scholars of the last two centuries

have shown themselves capable of in-

vestigating the difficult details which

have been presented in new fields of

inquiry ; but they have been the excep-

tions. As a rule, French thinkers have

pursued exactly the opposite course.

They have gathered up the disjecta mem-

bra of human knowledge and put them
together in coherent sy.stems, making
those systems valuable in the intellectual

development of other peoples, and in-

deed of the whole human family. 1

It may be said that synthesis is not

originality. This, however, will depend

upon the definition. If it
The power to

be meant that originality generalize is a

.
.... . ' true originality.

consists only in discovering

new data, in bringing new facts to light,

then it might be said that the French

people are not strikingly originative. If

it be claimed that it is not an originative

process to find the immaterial principles

which underlie such facts, then it might

be truly alleged that the French are an

?/;/originative people. But if originality

should be defined as the process of dis-

covering the general laws by which facts

are elucidated and held together in

organic union, then the first claim to the

originative faculty might be allowed to'

the French. They have shown them-

selves more capable than any other

modern or ancient people in discovering

and binding together the segregated

parts of human knowledge; and it is for

this reason that the contributions of

other nations to the wisdom of the world

are frequently sent through France

before they are deli\ercd to the world

—

a fact which Guizot was the first to point

out and emphasize.

As a result of this peculiar relation

which the people of France have sus-

tained to the intelligence French furnish

and learning of other races, l^^^^:^
they have furni.shed the tureandart.

models of excellence for most of the

mental and artistic products of the last

three centuries. Other peoples have not

freely acknowledged their indebtedness

in this respect to France. They have

appropriated her styles of composition,

her work in all branches of literature,

and the results of her excursive genius,

and have hidden under the guise of

translation and by many other devices

both the fact and the obligation of the

taking. We here speak of the models

fi

i

I

i
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and types of things rather than of the

things themselves. In the industries of

the Western nations the French have

frequently furnished the model, while

some other nation has furnished the

execution. The same is true in litera-

ture. But in this case there has been a

the affinity with the ancient Greek.

French society is capable of great excite-

ment and susceptible of great pleasure

from pageant, drama, .show. The
passion is revealed with respect to the

drama proper. For nearly two centuries

dramatical literature has overtopped

INOLSTKIKS (JK THE l-KKNCH.—S«ing-Oves Works, in Roubn.- Drawn by Il.ircl.iy.

large appropriation of French material

as well as French styles of thought.

Several other features rtm.-iiii to be

noted as conspicuous among the French

people. They are exceedingly dramatic.

Passion of the The quality has been pres-

d" maucl"!' ent in the race ever since the
spectacular. Crusading wars. Objec-

tively it manifests itself in a love for

things .spectacular. Here again we note

every other species of composition.

Excellence in this art has given rank to

French authors above that attained by
any other literary achievement. No
other production of the French mind is

so .sure to bring the laurel, to win the

enthusia.stic applau.sc of the whole land,

as is a successful comedy or a great

tragedy. In .some instances, as in the

case of Victor Hugo, who wrought in
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many departments of literature, the

reputation, the fame of the work, has

been proportional to its dramatic quality.

While foreign peoples have admired the

essayist, the novelist, the historian, the

French have admired the poet, and

more particularly the dramatist.

l.riEKARY I YPK VICIOR HUGO,

ft has been claimed that the intellect

of France is the most self-conscious of

any that has appeared in

modern times. Doubtless a

good deal of this quality was

derived from the Roman stock. It was

the characteristic of that race in all

stages of its hi.story down to the barba-

Self-conscious-
ness and self-suf-

ficiency of the
race.

rian period. Most uf the Latin races of

modern times have not had the self-

concentration of their great original, but

the French have preserved it well.

They admire themselves and their works.

They believe that France is Europe, and

that Europe is the world. It is a deep-

seated conviction

that the products of

French genius are

superior, each in its

kind, to the cor-

responding prod-
ucts of other na-

tions. The people

are, therefore, little

disposed to borrow

or to imitate either

the works or the

ideas of others. It

X, is not precisely

---:^ just, in view of the

great achievements

of the Gallic race

and of its conspic-

uous position in

the histor3-of mod-

c r n times, to

fV^ charge up the self-

i;^; confidence and self-

dependence every-

where exhibited to

innate vanity.

Doubtless national

pride must be ac-

credited with a part

of the self-center-

ing disposition of

the people ; but there is a large residue

of the feeling which has better reason for

its existence—the reason of merit and

superiority.

One of the results of the disposition

which we here note is that French ar-

chitecture and art are less varied, less

composite, llian the corresponding works
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in other modern nations. The archi-

tectural principles employed by the

Classicism and builders of France are near-

S^^/hl ly '-^11 classical in their ori-

chitecture. gin, but have been modi-

fied by the principles of the Renaissance.

"Within the present centurj' there has

been but little variation from the fixed

.standard, and there is no other great

city in the world which presents so

homogeneous a character as Paris. It

has been said that even the streets are

characterized by "magnificent regular-

ity." The building line on either side

is perfectly straight, and though the

buildings have their individual features

they are all marked by uniformity of

style, totally unlike the picturesqueness

and variety of London or New York.

A like sameness holds in the matter of

color. The elegant monotony which

distinguishes all the building of the

French capital is heightened by the

imiversal gray color of the whole.

Viewed in comparison with the other

divisions of the Roman family the

The French lead French race is greatly pre-

Sought ani eminent. Historically con-
*<=^'°'i' sidered, its rank among the

peoples of modern times is not to be

mentioned in connection with that of the

Italians, the Spaniards, or the Portu-

guese. In some respects the latter have

surpassed the French, as in the matter

of adventure. The same concentration

which we have mentioned above, the

intense patriotism of the race, and its

satisfaction with its own achievements in

its own country, have sufficed to make
the French less adventurous on distant

seas and .shores than several of the other

peoples of contemporaneous age. They
have been feeble in respect to coloniza-

tion, and have shown no aptitude for the

extension of their nationality over sub-

ject peoples. The weakness of political

[
development, which we have already

j

noticed and lamented, has also hindered

the pushing out of French genius into

I

foreign lands. As navigators and dis-

j

coverers the Italians, the Portuguese,

even the Spaniards, have surpassed the

I

French. But in genius, in industrial

i
arts, in national power, in enthusiasm,

j

in achievement, and in self-assertion

I

among the greatest nations of the world

the French have wellnigh overshadowed

their kinsmen of the other Latin races.

I An ethnic sketch in which a given

!

people are considered only as a branch

of a race, derived from a paganism of the

certain stock and exhibit- ST^c^e'^^tie
ing certain peculiarities of Beigae.

development, must necessarily be brief.

What shall be omitted from such a pic-

ture of human evolution is a more trou-

j

blesome question than what shall be

inserted. An adequate picture of the

Gallic race would include many features

of great interest, but only a few addi-

tional elements of the national character

can here be presented. With the dis-

covery of Gaul b}' the Romans, the forms

of paganism peculiar to the Celts were

prevalent in all parts of the countrj-.

The BelgcC .sympathized in their super-

stitions with the nations beyond the

Rhine. Roman paganism was exceed-

ingl}' tolerant, and the establishment of

Roman authority in Gaul did not much
affect the religion of the various peoples.

What those religions were we shall see

when we come to speak of the Celtic

division of the Aryan famil}-.

As Rome became Christianized she

carried out into her provinces the doc-

trines and practices of the The cathoUo

new faith. Before the es- L'eTro^^intho

tablishment of the Carlo- soil of France.

vingian dynasty Gaul was already nom-

inally Christian. Charlemagne and his

successors were not indift'erent to the

i
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religion which they had accepted. They
sought, after the manner of kings not

yet recovered from barbarism, to promul-

gate the principles of Christianity and

to establish it among all their subjects.

The greater part of Charlemagne's wars

were prosecuted with this end in view.

The Roman Church was deeply planted

tion, if not positively st.ayed with her

borders, were so greatly checked that

the ancient Church remained in ultimate

possession. She sat immovable in her

dominion until the philosophical revolu-

tion of the eighteenth century brought

the French intellect into hopeless antago-

nism with her tenets and practices.

I lu.NAkV 1 VrKS.—(jAMliut l)^;^MO^Ll^s Ar lli.iu-.. I'j Fi.inicni;. ^t.ilon, 1882.

in the soil of piimitive France. It grew
and flourished under the Valois and
Bourbon monarclis. In the tumults of

Italy and the frequent schisms that rent

the Church the popes on several occa-

sions found refuge in France. Avignon
was for si.xty-eight years the seat of the

papacy. France became profoundly

Catholic, and tin- inroads of the reforma-

In the great revolution of i/Sg Rome
made common cause with the old mon-
archy. vShe stood with it CathoUc legiti-

and fell with it and was re- i»a<,y and rad-
icalism joinis-

Storcd with it. It has thus sues in France.

happened that the French jjcoijIc of to-

day are at the two extremes of Catholic

legitimacy on the one hand and absolute

radicalism on the other. The philosoph-
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ical mind has escaped from the mother

Church, and has renounced not only her,

but the ver}' principles on which she is

founded. The meeker and less insur-

rectionary peasant mind remains tinder

the ancient dominion. But between

these two extremes there is little of that

graduated belief which is the peculiarity

We can not conclude this ethnic out-

line of the French race without a second

reference to its patriotism, strength of the

After the social instinct of L^;{;fSh
°"

the people, the patriotic people,

instinct is the strongest of their passions.

It may be that in some other countries

of "Western Europe or in America a

INTERIOR OF FRENCH '

of the English-speaking race. The in-

tensity of the French mind, the heat of

the French genius, will not be satisfied

except in the bosom of Rome or in the

bosom of unbelief. It has happened

from these conditions that Protestantism

has to the present day obtained but a

precarious footing in any part of France.

^1 l'^.—TnK Dinner Hour.

rational and deep-seated love of country

prevails to as great an extent, or even

greater, than in France, but in no other

is the enthusiastic devotion to native

land so powerful and lasting. We have

spoken above of the indisposition of the

French to adventure on foreign shores,

to plant colonies, and to subject barba-

i

i

i
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rian races to their control. This is

largely due to the fact of the passionate

attachment of the people for their own
country, love for its institutions, and >

devotion to its cause.

If we make a circuit of Europe and
America at the present time we shall

i.ove of the soU find a vast and nebulous

^xx::^::::o^' distribution of aUen popu-
adventure. lations. The German race

has continued as of old to swarm into

distant regions. While it can not be

said that the Germans are devoid of love

for fatherland and mother tongue

—

while it may even be said that they are

ardently devoted to Germany and Ger-

manic usages—they nevertheless emi-

grate freelv, and readilv form new
attachments under conditions totally

different from those to which they have

been accustomed. The other popula-

tions along the coast of Europe, partic-

ularly the English and Irish, have also

the emigrant instinct. In short, all the

Western peoples with the exception of

France have distributed themselves

freely into foreign countries, and are

furnishing their respective parts in the

great composite race of the future. But

the French do not share this disposition.

The passion for La Palric, their countr\',

prevails over all allurements of land and

sea. They are attached to the soil by a

tie stronger than that which binds man
to the earth in any other civilized region

of the globe. Indeed, the native instinct

of the Gaul, which has led him to prefer

the society of his own jieople and to

admire and love the institutions and

customs which they have created, has

been intensified in the highest degree

by the free landownership which has

prevailed in France since the great

Revolution.

Under the feudal land title and the

oppressive monopolies that prevailed

before the cataclysm of The French race

1789, French patriotism f^e^ianl^^er.

was under an incubus, and ship,

nothing but the native impulses of the

race held the people fast in their alle-

giance to a system which Avas so destruc-

tive of their happiness. But with the

great break-up the feudal land tenure

was swept away, and a system of free

ownership was instituted by which even

the French peasant might possess him-

self of a few acres of land. He has

done so. He has built thereon his home.

He has created there a nidus from which

bt; flies forth into general society, but to

which he returns with his peculiar affec-

tion. It is not so much the domestic

life which draws him back as it is his

cottage, his garden, his vineyard, and

his violin.

Of all EQodern countries, not excepting

the United States, France has best solved

the problem of the distribution of her

population ujDon the land. While she

has her great cities, while it is said in

our own era that Paris is France, she

nevertheless has a landowning peas-

antry distributed thickly and evenly into

all parts of her domain. This common
people is planted on the soil and held

thereto by ties that will not give away.

There are more than four million of

these landed estates within the limits of

France, and it is there as much as in her

splendid capital that the local attach-

ment of the Gaul for tlie place in which

he lives is promoted—there, where his

patriotic instincts are gratified; there,

where his innate love of country is

fanned into a flame that not even the

deluge of war and infinite disaster can

subdue or extinguish.
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CHAF-TKR LXIX.—THK Sl^^N-NIAKUS.

ERHAPS tlie saddest

example of ethnic de-

cline witnessed among
the modern peoples is

that of the Spaniards.

It seems incredible that

the relative position of

the various peoples of the West, such as

it was at the beginning of the sixteenth

century, could have been so completely

altered and reversed during the com-

with political imbecility, aggressiveness

with timidity, self-confidence with

abasement, and warlike passion with

peaceful somnolency and effemination.

Only this has remained of the instincts

of the race such as they were three hun-

dred years ago—an inveterate pride and

sentiment of haughty superiority. That

will, perhaps, disappear only when the

last of the race shall fall into silence.

Ethnography has had no more difficult

l.MKA.NCE 'lO HAUnuK Ol BARCELONA.—Drawn Ly E. T. Coiiiijun.

paratively brief period that has since in-

Meianchoiy de- tervcncd. At that time

spaniardslniast po^er, enterprise, genius,

four centuries, adventure, capacity for

affairs, aggressiveness, self-confidence,

warlike passion, and almost every other

ingredient of what is called national

grandeur belonged to the Spanish peo-

ple. But power has been replaced with

weakness, enterprise with apathy, gen-

ius with mediocrity, adventure with in-

action and lethargy, capacity for affairs

lem of deriva-
tion of Iberians
and Basques.

problem than to ascertain with even ap-

proximate certainty the obscure prot-

race derivation of the orig-

inal Spanish tribes. The
largest and most conspicuous of these

were the Iberians, whose name and fame

were common in the annals of antiquity.

We shall not here again enter upon the

discussion of the ethnic descent of the

Iberi. On the whole, they appear to

have belonged to the Brown races or

the ITamitic famil}', and to have had.
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geographically, an African derivation.

There is little doubt that they and the

Basques, who lay north of them, occu-

pying both slopes of the Pyrenees, were

kinsmen, and we have in another part of

this work assigned to both a place in the

distribution of the Brown races.

But the Iberians and Basques were

not the only primitive peoples of the

Spanish peninsula. There was in this

The Celtic eie- broadly expanded project-

rnSa°nth i"? P^rt of Europc a
ethnography. jjtill larger dispcrsion of the

Celtic race. We have in another place

referred to the migratory movement
which carried the Celts to the south of

the Pyrenees, and ultimately bore that

race, by a reflex migration, to the north-

east, and thence across the larger part of

Europe. It can not be known with cer-

tainty to what extent Celtic tribes were

planted in Hispania Avith the progress of

this movement, but they wei-e certainly

a part—a large part—of those peoples

with whom the Romans first came into

contact when the republic put forth its

strong arms into foreign regions. We
may say, therefore, that the poptihis

originalis of Spain was a composite of

Celts, Basques, and Iberians, the former

people predominating, especially in the

north. It may not be far from correct

to say that the Iberian population held

to the subsequent development of the

Spanish -race under the dominion of

Rome a relation very similar to that of

the Etruscans with respect to the dom-
inant people of Italy.

It was Spain thus peopled that in the

times of the Carthaginian wars passed

Borne conqueTs l^y conquest Under the

^^estanth^en- dominion of Rome. The
jnsuia. usual policy of colonization

and provincial development ensued.

Spain—as did Gaul afterwards—became
Romanized, but the transformation re-

quired several centuries for its accom-

plishment. At the first the coast region

of the east, from Barcelona to the Straits,

was planted with colonies. Intercourse

between this region and Italy became
regular and continuous. It was not,

however, until the times of Hadrian and

the Antonines that the Roman race was

sufficiently predominant by its extension

into the interior to constitute a reallv

large percentage of the people.

During the long period when Hispania,

under the republic and the empire, wa.°

a province of Rome, the The peoples

people were amalgamated ^^^^^^^f"^,

in the manner which we Latinized.

have already described as happening in

Italy and France during the Middle

Ages; that is, Spain was Latinized.

The Latin language was accepted, ex-

cept in interior and moi:ntainous dis-

tricts, and Roman institutions took the

place of those which had prevailed un-

der barbarism. In fact, no one of the

countries that became a part of the Ro-

man empire received more completely

the spirit and genius of the dominant

race than did those provinces of Spain

which were adjacent to the Mediterra-

nean. The traveler along the Spanish

coast during the second or third century

of our era might have thought himself

in Italy.

The overthrow of Roman authority in

the southwest was almost coincident

with the downfall of the Gothic con-

empire proper. Bothcatas- ^faUr^r'-
trophes resulted from the the Visigoths.

Gothic invasions. The Goths were di-

vided into two great families called the

West Goths, or Visigoths, and the Os-

tro- or East Goths. It was the former

family that passed across the north of

Italy and made its way into Spain;

while the Ostrogoths, turning to the

left, overthrew and trampled under foot
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whatever remained of the imperial gov- of Dacia, which had become in a large

emment. measure assimilated with the Roman

It is not the place to look into the an-
j

empire. They had received the Chris-

tecedents of these Gothic invaders of tian religion, and had shown some signs

Italy and Spain. It is sufficient to say
\
of literary development before their re-

VIKW IN TOLKIH) I

that the Visigoths were much the more

enlightened division of the race. They

had dwelt on the Danube, first on the

left and afterwards on the right bank of

that river. They had held the province

St. Martin. —nr.iwn by Gusliivc Dore.

moval to the far southwest. As soon as

the Roman power was no longer able to

defend them, their neighbors on the

east jostled them from their seats, and

the migratory movement began which
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ended in the invasion and conquest of

Spain. There was thus superimposed

upon the original populations of that

peninstila a Teutonic race which be-

came dominant, and gave a new direc-

tion to the ethnic lines of Spanish de-

velopment.

The situation was much like that

which resulted from the Prankish in-

Percentageof vasion and conquest of

?r,'ln™.»H" (^'-iiil- The Visigoths were
tion to preced- ^
ent peoples. to the SiDanish races what

the Franks were to the Gaulish peo-

ples west of the Rhine. We are again

lost in conjecture with respect to the

proportion of the Visigothic admixture

which came with the overthrow of the

Latinized Iberians. ' We may judge,

however, from the parallel condition of

affairs in Italy that the Gothic contri-

bution to the population of the penin-

sula was not more than one fourth or

one third of the whole. We may sup-

pose that the state of affairs in the cen-

tury which followed was similar to that

which was presented in Xeustria after

the subjugation of that country by the

Normans. In Spain, as in Normandy,
the old Latin speech and institutions

survived the inva.sion of the Goths, and

the latter were constrained to accept the

tongue and in a large measure the

usages of the people over whom they had

established their authority.

From this time forward tlie nation-

ality of the Visigoths was an accom-

The Visigothic plished fact. They es-

SyTAhr" tablished an independent
race. kingdom, having its capi-

tals at Toulouse and Toledo, the former

being the .seat of authority for the whole

Vi.sigothic kingdom and the latter the

center of administration for Spain prop-

er. The political power thus instituted

continued without serious interruption

from 418 to 71 1 A. D. On the whole, it

was the most enlightened barbarian

state established within the limits of

the Roman empire. This superiority

must be attributed largely to ethnic con-

siderations. The Visigoths before their

migration to the southwest were the

leaders in refinement among all the

peoples beyond the Danube and the

Rhine. They brought with them into

Spain the character which they had

ju.stly earned for a civilized and civil-

izing disposition. Their treatment of

the conquered race was in keeping with

the reputation of the conquerors. The
first great invasion by the Suevi, Alani,

and Vandals was characterized with

much barbarian fury and devastation,

but the Visigothic conquest proper,

headed by Adolphus, who was an ally

of Rome, was characterized by as much
humanitv and moderation as might be

expected in such an age and iinder such

conditions.

vSeveral of the Visigothic sovereigns

were men of high character, great native

force, and no inconsiderable learning.

The monarchv was elective. Excellence of

The larger " number of "^^^
tlic administrative offices and laws,

were held by the Visigothic aristocracy.

A code of laws, which has been justly

praised for its liberality and uniform

bearing on all clas.ses of people, was

adopted. The bishops and clergy of the

Roman Church had great influence in

Toledo, particularly in the councils

which were held there, under the aus-

pices of which the constitution of the

kingdom and the statutes at large were

prepared or amended. Tht)Ugh at the

time, owing to the .superior learning and

intelligence of the prelates thus engaged

in civil affairs, an element of justice and

rationality was present in the Visigothic

laws and administration, the same influ-

ence cost tlie Spaniards dearly in after

i

J
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:iges by giving an ecclesiastical bias to

secular affairs, by mixing the one with

the other, and thus paving the way for the

1 errors which were afterwards prepared

in the penins'.ila under the auspices of the

Church and executed by civil authority.

After an ascendency of some three

liundrcd years the \'isigothic power

was overturned by the sudden inroads

The Islamite of the Moorish followers of

tTr^wTlut-onic Mohammed. The story of

Spain. the invasion and its results

is a familiar page in current history and

need not here be dwelt upon. It is

sufficient to note the universality of the

conquest, and that it was accomplished

by a comparatively small army of

foreign warriors who crossed the Straits

to gain a footing in Southern Spain.

The event belongs to the earl}^ years of

the eighth century. It has been regarded

as a matter of wonder that such a con-

quest of a great and widely extended

kingdom, with numerous large cities and

strongholds and a vast population whose
ancestors at least had been warriors of

no mean reputation, could have been so

easily and speedily effected.

This fact, however, is another ex-

ample of the general dissolution of all

The ease with things .social, civil, and
which the con-

poetical in the West in thequest was ef-

fected. centuries following the

downfall of the Roman empire. Under
the shadow of that great power the

few reclaimed barbarian races had ap-

proached the civilized condition, but had
not acquired self-confidence and .strength.

In the cour.se of the Visigothic domina-
tion the real rulers had .sunk tf) the

poi)ular level, and the old warlike virtues

had disappeared. On the other hand,

the Moors were inspired to frenzy by
the flaming zeal of their new religion.

They made war with the fury of barba-

rians and the steady valor of fatalists.
M.—Vol. 2—30

All of Spain, with the exception of the

mountainous parts in the northwest, fell

under their dominion; and thus was
superimposed upon a people already of

the most various ethnic origins the new
layer of another alien race.

It was in the year 711 that the first

army of Moors, numbering about five

thousand, crossed the Straits, under the

leadership of Tarik. The Liberal spirit

Visigoths under Roderick ,rrf"c'a°ncf„-

were overthrown on the querors.

Guadalete, and the submission of the

whole country rapidly followed. But

the Arab rule was easy. Their intelli-

gence and liberality were as conspicuous

as their prowess, and they dealt with

their Christian subjects as though the

conquest had been effected in an

enlightened age. The Spanish Jews
were freed from the persecutions to

which they had long been subject, but

otherwise the people were not much
interrupted in their religious practices.

An odd contingency did much to quench

the proselyting zeal of the conquerors.

The Vi.sigothic Christians were generally

well-to-do in wordly matters, and the

plan of taxation was adopted by the

conquerors as a method of filling the

coffers of Islam. So long as the Chris-

tian remained a Christian he was a proper

subject for the levy. Should he become
a Mohammedan the tax must be reduced

or altogether abated. The desire to

preserve the revenues stimulated the tol-

erance of the conquerors, and became a

sort of protective system ov-er the Chris-

tian .subjects of the Moorish kingdoms.

It was not until the year of the

di.scovery of America by C\)lumbus

that the Moors, after suf- Expulsion of

fering hardships, reverses, J^l.^a^L^uof
and decline through sev- Christianity,

eral centuries, were finally expelled

from the Spanish peninsula. An inter-
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val of nearly eight hundred years had

elapsed since they had entered the coun-

try. The first half of this period was the

at the hands of the Christians, who grad-

ually recovered their territories, nar-

rowed the foreign race to the province

BATTLE OF SPANIARDS WITH THE MOORS.

time of Arab effulgence and glory in

Spain. The last half was the epoch in

which the ISIoors .suffered more and more

of Granada, and finally effected a com-

plete expulsion of the Islamites into

Africa.
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We .should expect from so long a dom-

ination, and particularly from the splen-

siight ethnic dor and effulgence of the

MroHsh'astnd- Mohammedan kingdomaof
ency left, behind. Cordova and Granada, that

a large residue of Moorish blood, and

a still larger trace of Moorish manners

and institutions would be left behind'as

a permanent contribution to the Spanish

race. We must here observe, however,

that the Arab conquest of Spain was a

Semitic movement. Not, indeed, that

the Moors were properly Semites, so

called ; but the Arabs, who were the

power behind the invasion, and who
constituted the predominant element in

the march of Islam westward through

Africa and across the Straits into Europe,

were out r)f Shem, and they brought

with them the cxclusiveness of their race.

Like the sons of Israel who had long

been a foreign body in the Spanish pen-

insula, so the sons of Ishmael, though

the masters of Spain, continued foreign-

ers; or, if not foreigners, the alienation

of race always existed between them and

the Visigothic stock of Christians. The
struggle between the two races had been

from the first religious rather than polit-

ical. That is, the Arab conquest was

the result of the Islamite propaganda in

Arabia, Syria, and liuropc. There was
thus less union between the dominant and

the subject race during the times of the

Mohammedan ascendency in Sj^ain than

has ever happened under like circum-

stances in any other country, and the

final expulsion of the Moors removed to

a large extent the ethnic influence of the

long dominant people.

But if there was only a slight admix-

Intellectual and ture of blood bctwcCU thc

'f:^K:I^.t M<.ors and the compo.site

'»*'"«''• race over which they .so long

held thc scepter, there were left other

abundant traces of their supremacy

in the Spanish peninsula. There was
a time when under their auspices

j

their capitals in .Spain were the intel-

h lectual centers of Europe. If some of

the Italian cities possessed a greater

amount of lore, the Mohammedan cities

possessed a greater degree of knowl-

edge. In the palaces of the grandees

and oligarchs who had inherited to some
extent the treasures of the Roman race

in Italy, and among those treasures a

considerable portion of the whole intel-

lectual wealth of antiquity, there was
doubtless a greater recollection of the

past, a greater aggregation of its literary

and artistic residue. But in the Spanish

jSIohammedan capitals of the correspond-

ing age there was a far greater aggre-

gation of that positive and aggressive

knowledge which belonged to the future

rather than to the past.

Between these cities of Islam in Spain

and the far East there was constant in-

tercommunication. What-
ever of

the polite and astute Arabs Moorish Spain,

of Medina, Dama.scus, and Bagdad pos-

sessed was transmitted and replanted for

a new development in the brilliant Is-

lamite courts of .Spain. It were difiicult

to say to what extent modern Europe is

indebted to the intellectual activity and
progress of the Mohammedan peoples

during their Si^anish evolution. We
may say that the larger part of the rudi-

ments of those exact sciences wiiich ha-.e

taken possession of the intellect and in a

large measure directed the energies of

modern times had their germinal beds in

the scholastic haunts of Cordova, Toledo,

and Granada. The Arabian system of

notation was carried from these intel-

lectual centers to the countries beyond
the Pyrenees, and was made the founda-

tion of the mathematical development
which was presently to begin its mani-

Learning trans-

.scientific acumen ^i^throuTh
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festations in France, in Italy, and in

Germany. The rudiments of chemistr}-

and astronomy were also borne into the

CHARLES Tilt; GREAT— t.M,l..%

northern countries, and there became
the fruitful themes of investigation and

speculative inquiry. Already in the age

of Charlemagne, the most intellectual

and learned monarch of the Dark
Ages, both general and schoolmaster of

his people, the

Frankish court
was touched with

these influences

out of Spain. Nor
can it be denied

that the progress

of the physical sci-

ences in the hands

of Italian scholars

should be referred

for many of its

primary impulses

to the experimen-

tation and deduc-

tions of the
learned Arabs who
frequented the
court and adorned

the administration

of the Moorish

kings.

Equally pro-

nounced was the

influence of the

A rabs in Spain

on the architec-

ture of the coun-

try and subse-

c|uently on that of

all Europe and

.Vmerica. That
peculiar, half-

( )riental style of

building known as

Moresque was in-

troduced at the

Moorish capitals

and brought to a

high degree of per-

fection. Scarcely has Europe orany coun-

try seen a more elaborate and elegant

form of architecture. It may be said to be

[.MASTER OF WESTERN EUROl'K.
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Splendor and
diffusion of the
Moorish archi-
tecture.

in the West the repi'esentative in tangible

form of the dreamy spirit and illusion of

the Oriental builders. So

superior was the style that

it soon prevailed over the

Romanesque and Gothic methods of

structure which had hitherto been em-
ployed by the Spaniards. The beauty

and magnificence of the great buildings

which the Moorish architects reared in

Spain, especially at Cordova, Toledo,

and Granada, gave them a reputation in

their own age which subsequent times

have ratified and approved. The ruins

of the Alhambra aj-e the best preserved

specimens of the ancient work of the

race. It is a style of ornamentation and

building which has been disseminated

into every country, which has reappeared

in the work of almost every great artist

from Raphael to Kaulbach, and which

is used in decoration in all kinds of struc-

ture from the arabesques of the Vatican

to the frescoes of humble ceilings in the

homes of American farmers.

The ethnic situation in Spain during'

the greater part of the Middle Ages was

one of the most picturesque which has

Intercourse but ever been presented. The

ShrrsTansln^r ^^ce prejudices of the

the Islamites. Visigothic Spaniards and
the Arabs, and more particularly their

religious antipathies, prevented such

union and amalgamation of the two peo-

ples as might under other circumstances

have been expected. Such admixtures,

indeed, occurred in all the other coun-

tries of Western Europe, with the excep-

tion of Great Britain, in which islands

the fury of the Saxons was not appeased

until the ancient Celtic populations were
driven back into the mountains of the

west. But in Spain the two peoples

continued to live together. In some '

districts they were actually intermingled,
j

and in most parts of the peninsula the
!

Moorish and Christian settlements were

approximate. Constant intercourse was

almost a necessity of the situation, and

yet hatred was the bottom sentiment

with which each regarded the other.

The first centuries of the Moorish dom-
ination were most peaceful. Afterwards,

the relations of the two races became

more and more strained, and those per-

petual wars ensued which resulted in the

ultimate expulsion of the Islamites.

The first conquerors assumed toward

the Christians an attitude of haughty

tolerance, and for a while PoUcy of islam

the subject people bore with ^^^Ztl^l,^^.
equanimity the mastery lations.

of Islam. But the elevation of the

Crescent and the suppression of the

Cross were always grievous facts to the

Christian Sjjaniards. The Mohammed-
ans were quite as zealous in proselyting

as were the Christians. They held out

to the latter the overtures which the

followers of the Prophet always made to

the conquered, and in course of time

many of the people passed over to the

fold of Islam. These were known as

Renegades, and were looked upon by
the Christian people with horror. The
apostasy was nearly always incited by
self-interest. It was profitable to stand

well with those in power.

But in course of time the condition

of the Renegades became pitiable. With
the relaxation of Mohammedan authority

they would gladly have re- seif-infiicted

turned to their old faith, ZlZTl^^ot
but the rules of Islam de- the Renegades.

nounced the punishment of death against

every apostate. In course of time

the rite of circumcision was prescribed

for Christians and Mohammedans alike,

and this the Visigothic Spaniards re-

sisted. The idea of being thus classified

with the hated Jews was intolerable to

those who had for ages persecuted the
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sons of Israel with vindictive bitterness.

Many other causes of dissension existed,

and in course of time constant warfare

ensued.

Meanwhile the Crusading wars had

come on, and the fight between the

Christians and the Infidels
Age ofSpanish
chivalry and pii- in the East was renewed
grimages.

between the Infidels and

the Christians in the West. The age of

knighthood came. While in all of

Europe north of the Pyrenees and the

Alps the institution was heroic in show
rather than in fact, in Spain the heroism

was in fact rather than in show. In cer-

tain ages the country was full of Chris-

tian warriors clad in mail, who sallied

forth, attacking and destroying the

Mohammedans. The epoch was re-

deemed from universal .savagery only by
the polite sentiments and chivalrous

rules of conduct which had, fortunately,

become prevalent. At length the min-

strels appeared on the scene, and the

pilgrims. The minstrel had his harp

and his songs of love and war. The
pilgrim had his scallop shell and wore

the sandal shoon. He had either come
from the tomb of Christ or was journey-

ing thither in order that some wicked-

ness of his life might be condemned. As
between the two religions, there was
ho.stility, violence, hatred. Such were

the conditions imder which the mo.st

romantic literature known in modern
times had its origin—the literature of

chivalry and war between the Moors and

Christian knights in Spain.

We may easily perceive in these an-

tecedents the sources of the sentimental,

romantic, and stilted character which the

Ethnic anteced- Spaniards displayed from

the fourteenth century on-

ward. They had the pride

and haughtiness of the Roman, the

adventurous dispo.sition of the (loth, the

ents of Spanish
character in six

teenth century.

bigotry which a universal Catholicism

had instilled, and a chivalry which re-

lapsed into cruelty after the expulsion

of the foreign race. It was under such

aspects of ethnic development that the

Spaniards presented themselves after the

discovery of the New World and the

opening up of di.stant islands and con-

tinents to conquest and spoliation. Of

all the European peoples, they were finst

and strongest to avail them.selves of the

new conditions afforded on sea and land.

Hitherto the Spanish people had been

separated in jK'tty principalities. Castile

was one state, Leon another, Aragon a

third, while the Moors still held Gra-

nada, until they were expelled by Ferdi-

nand tlic Catholic. Then came the

consolidation. The two hou.ses of Castile

and Aragon were united by marriage.

The peoples coalesced. The Spaniards

became one under the consolidated

monarchy, and the enterprise of the

nation was at once conspicuous both at

home and aliroad.

Now it was that the Spanish race was

carried by its own excursions into the

New World. A more vig- impelling spirit

orous and successful .series °lfPf"'!':.^^:venture and dis-

of conquests has rarely covery.

been witnessed than were those by

which Mexico and Central and South

America were brought under the Span-

ish flag. The peculiarity of the.se move-

ments was their irrational character.

Many passions were gratified in the

lawless activities which the vSpanish

soldiers and adventurers were able to

put forth in the wilds of the New
World. But we should look in vain for

an)' settled or systematic policy of con-

quest. Many traits of the national char-

acter were now uncon.sciously revealed

in the expeditions of the Spaniards. In

the first ])lace they were impelled by the

lust of gold. Vague traditions, enlarged
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and ornamented by fancy as they flew,

entered the ears and inflamed the cupid-

ity of the Spaniards. They sailed hith-

and committed unheard of brutalities

upon the aborigines in the hope of

filling their coff'ers with gold.

SPANISH l:Aki;AklTlES IN THE NKW \U)k 1,L).—Destri-ction of the I iowi:k <? i;ni.u Asn her People.

er and yon among the islands of the

West Indies, anchored first on this

coast and then on that, struck into the

interior, traversed unknown regions,

In the second place, the motive was
religious propagandism. This, how-
ever, was an excuse rather than a real

reason for the Spanish expeditions. It

•I
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seemed to cover and palliate the barbar-

ities of conquest, the sack and pillage of

Passion ofprop, cities, and the butchery of

Kwnhthe- ^vhole peoples to allege

lust of gold. the hope of salvation for

the conquered under the uplifted Cross

which always accompanied the banner

of Castile and Aragon. The student of

history is familiar with the dreadful

story of devastation and blood in which

the subjugation of Mexico is recorded.

We view it here simply as the ferocious

process by which the .Spanish race was

established in the city of the Aztecs,

from which it was destined to diffuse

itself and commingle with the nativ-e

Mexican races in the production of a

not unimportant branch of the human
family in the New World. The same

thing hapi^ened in the isthmus and in

the northern countries of South Amer-
ica. But in those regions the amalga-

mation with the native tribes was by no

means so well accomplished as in Mex-
ico. To the present day the Spanish

race in the countries last referred to

flows in different channels from those

which contain the potency of the abo-

riginal nations.

It was from the first quarter of the

sixteenth to the beginning of the seven-

teenth century that the Spanish people

The Spaniards displayed their energies in

rtdos^otsu-"' the highest degree of ac-

teenth century, tivity and grandeur. Be-

tween the epoch of the Spanish con-

quest in the New World and the begin-

ning of the Thirty Years' War, a cul-

mination was reached in the destinies

of Spain. The reader will not fail to

observe, moreover, that the period here

referred to is exactly coincident with

the first century of the Reformation.

Cortez was on the march from Tlascala

to the .seige of ^Mexico when Luther was

burning the Papal Bull before the Elster

gate of Wittenberg. The planting of

the Spanish power in the New World
was thus coincident in time with the an-

tecedents of its destruction in Europe.

Within these limits the whole exer-

tion of the government and peoiile of

Spain was directed either Dark race char-

toconquestand aggrandize- ff^^e wl^-f"
ment abroad or to the against heretics,

suppression and punishment of heresy

at home. It is, on the whole, one of the

most doleful and disgraceful chapters in

modern history. The story of the meth-

ods emploj-ed for the extension of the

dominion of Spain in the two Americas

includes almost every atrocity, injustice,

and barbarism known to warfare and sub-

jugation. At a later period in the cen-

tury all the passion, the vindictiveness,

the animosity, and the vigor of the race

were turned to the stamping out of here-

sy in the Netherlands. Doubtless Prot-

estant historians, under the passion of

just resentments, have been little dis-

posed to acknowledge any provocation

which the Dutch and Flemish reformers

may have given to the mother Church

and the home authority of Spain. Per-

haps they have been little disposed to

concede any occasional trace of human-

ity and justice which the Spaniards may
have shown during those long and cruel

wars. But enough remains to brand the

conflict as the most merciless, vindic-

tive, and cruel of modern times.

The war in the Netherlands was a

war engendered in the bosom of impe-

rialism and ecclesiastical Alva's cam-

bigotry. Its methods were ^^""orh^ma;

invented by a series of depravity,

agents who were at once the crowning

glory and the crowning shame of the

.Spanish race. More than any other

war of modern times it had in it the

elements of butchery, of assassination,

and murder. It was one of those oer-
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nicious climaxes in which the forces of

evil, accumulating for centuries, are

suddenly expended in violence, devas-

tation, and death. History is not easily

provoked, and thinketh no evil, but if

she be forced to select from the annals

of the past the particular period, the

3i^
Sl'ANlSH ROYAL TYl'K.— PHII.

From Ihe painting by Titian.

particular event, and the particular

agency in which the wickedness, the

folly, and the desperation of the human
race reached the extreme of infernal in-

sanity, she must, with little hesitation,

choose the epoch with which the six-

teenth century closed in the Nether-

lands, the Spanish wars of invasion,

and the malignity of Philip II and tTi3

Duke of Alva.

The climax was fatal. The laws of

human life and of nation- The result a

ality are so adjusted as to f,'o^h"totKe

make it impossible that any Spanish race.

people could long survive such a crisis

and such a ca-

tastrophe .

From the reign

of Charles V,

Spanish influ-

ence in Europe

declined with

such rapidity as

to indicate a

complete deca-

dence of the

race. Spanish

energy col-
lapsed in every

department of

enterprise to

which the pre-

cedent genius of

the people had

been devoted.

The great gov-

ernmental sys-

t e m disap-
peared as
though it had

been a shadow.

The foreign ex-

cursions of the

race came sud-

P II. denly to an end.

All of the out-

posts of Spanish power were suddenly

withdrawn, or by maintaining a precari-

ous station abroad became in course of

time locally independent. The Spanish

intellect abandoned even the claim of su-

periority. The industries of the country

sank to that secondary level on which

they have ever since been prosecuted.
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The machiner}' of progress was so re-

versed that the industrial action of the

Spaniards turned back from commerce

and manufacture to the mere production

of raw material.

The reader may not well apprehend

without a few specifications the fatal

decadence of the Spanish
Sneift decadence
of nationality racc during the seventeenth
and ethnic life. . t icentury. In every ele-

ment of power Spain fell back and

receaed from sight. Territorially con-

sidered, Holland extorted a recognition

of her independence. Portugal became

COIN OK FERDINANM) AND ISABKl.LA.

a separate kingdom. Even the Catalo-

nians were insurrectionary, and scarcely

recognized the authority of the central

government. France took Roussillon and

Cerdagne, and also wrenched away the

great provinces of Franche-Comte and

South Netherland. Even in Italy, Span-

ish influence was supplantedby that of the

French. On the side of population the

falling away was equally momentous. In

the epoch of the Arabian ascendency the

peninsula had contained fully twenty

million of people. When America was

discovered Ferdinand and Isabella had

still twelve million i:nder their united

scepter. But in the time of Charles II,

who reigned from 1675 to 1700, the

w^hole population had fallen to fewer

than six million

!

Meanwhile the agricultural interests

had waned after the departure of the

Moriscoes. One fourth of all the lands

had gone to the monasteries. Nearly

tries go back to
primitive condi-
tions.

all of the secular estates had concen-

trated, tmder the law of entail, in the

hands of a few grandees, Spanish indus-

who were as ignorant of

production as they were

proud of the name of Spaniard and

Catholic. A system of half-primitive

sheep farming succeeded the cultivation

of the soil. A regulation as old as the

twelfth century had forbidden the in-

closure of lands, to the end that the

flocks might be driven from place to

place. The revenues of the government

were farmed out to a monopoly, called

La Mcsta, which maintained itself by

taxes on wool. The rich old forests had

been swept away, but no new trees were

planted, and the country tended to a

desert. Skilled artisans were not to be

found anywhere in the peninsula.

There was, perhaps, at the middle of

the seventeenth century not a native

Spanish shipbuilder in the kingdom. In

the meantime Madrid and Merchant ma-

the other leading cities Zl^^'^ZZ.o
were crowded with foreign insignificance,

adventurers, who fleeced the inhabitants

and went away with the remaining store

of gold. The Cavala, or revenue tax on

sales, which had been devised by Xime-

enes, was reestablished under Philip II,

and the rate was increased to fourteen

per cent. Five sixths of all the manu-

factured goods used by the Spaniards

were imported from foreign countries.

At the battle of Lepanto, in 1 571, Don
John of Austria, son of Charles V, had

in his fleet a hundred Spanish men-

of-war. Seventeen years later the in-

vincible armada, with its one hundred

and thirty ships and two thousand four

hundred and thirty-one guns, bore down
on England, portending the overthrow

of the monarchy and disaster to the

whole English-speaking race. And yet

the same power which sent forth these

\

i
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tremendous armaments was in the reign

of Charles II compelled to borrow a few

insignificant Genoese vessels in order to

\

l-KASANl- OK JiJONA— TYPE.

Drawn by Thiriat.

maintain even a nominal connection with

the Spanish settlements in the New
World

!

Only in one respect was the ancient

status maintained. Only in one particu-

Religious refor- hir did the beginning of

heira^t^ong the eighteenth century-
the Spaniards, j^ye, the beginning of the

nineteenth find the Spanish race as it

had been at the beginning of the seven-

teenth. Religiously, it had held to the

ancient dogma with a tenacity worthy of

a better cause. The reformation of

religion in its progress from Germany to

the west and southwest had been as

speedily and effectually stayed with the

Pyrenees as though it had been a mala-

rial infection which could in no wise

ascend the mountains. The inquisitorial

apparatus of the ortliodox faith and the

countervailing vigilance of the Spanish

Church did their work .so effectually in

the Spanish peninsula that to the present

day the protest of the human conscience,

the cry of the human intellect for eman-
cipation, has been unheeded and un-

heard ; and it may well surprise the

reader to note that of the sixteen million

six hundred and thirty-four thousand

three hundred and forty-five inhabitants

returned by the census of 1877, no
fewer than sixteen million six hundred
and three thousand nine hundred and
fifty-five were professed adherents of the

Catholic Church. The solidarity of the

ancient house has never been shattered

or disturbed.

In reviewing the multifarious elements

which come into the composition of a

race, the beginner in eth- Summary of race

nography is likely to be con-
|'pT„ls"h ctp:

fused with the suspicion sition.

that all peoples are mere conglomerates,

made up from diverse sources through

diiTerent ages of development. In the

instance before us we have seen a sub-

WORKMAN OF AI.ICANTK—TYPE.
Drawn l>y Tliiriat.

stratum of Iberians, Basques, and Celts

overlaid with a stronger but thinner cov-

ering of Roman life. Subsequently a
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Visigothic layer was spread over the sur-

face of this, and finally a Moorish ele-

ment was distributed over the country.

In the meantinii-. throujjh many centu-

in course of time, assert itself and pre-

dominate over the rest. There is always

a S/rOlli^CSt component part Always a strong-

which gains the ascendency rarTJtV"o^a

in the new formation '^=«-

and gives character to the whole. In the

intermixture of the animal races the

same thing is true. In the cross-breed-

ing of two species it very rarely happens

that an intermediate type is fixed be-

tween them. However equally the two

specific elements may be blended, one or

the other will gain the mastery, and the

new variety will drift off in the direction

l»

^rjif

A rKSCADOK lYPE.

Drawn by G. Vuillier.

ties, marriage and cross relations of every

sort had fused the blood of the Spanish

race, and the people had taken a new
type as peculiar to themselves as any of

the simple ethnic characters of antiquity.

We should, therefore, viewing the ques-

tion superficially, conclude that the

designation of the Spaniards as a Latin

race is to .strain the natural conditions

and force a construction which the facts

may hardly warrant.

But it must be remembered that in the

admixture of life with life and of the

compound thus formed with .some other

life one or other of the elements will,

!j i

ciI.D WOMAN <ll- VICKNTA— IMl..

Drawn by G. VuilUcr.

of one parentage until tlie marks of the

other have disappeared.

This law becomes stronger and

stronger in its manifestation as we

•I
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ing creatures

Dominant ele-

ment in Spanish
life was the Ro-
man.

ascend through the various races of liv-

In individual men we
find the unmistakable line-

aments and character of

some particular ancestor.

Many of the other fathers and mothers

who have contributed equally in blood

to the formation of the individual life

before us have left no distinctive traits

in its composition. One single element

has been transmitted downwards from

the ancestor who may be, either on the

father's or

the mother's

side, distant

by seven
generations.

So it is in

ethnic com-

position. A
given race

element in

ancestry will

rise above

all the rest,

and will as-

sert itself in

determining

the charac-

ter of a com-

ing people.

This ante-

cedent clement is the strongest part of the

new national character. In the case of

the Spaniards, it was the Roman father-

hood of the race that gave it its charac-

ter. All the other element.s—Basque,

Celtic, Iberian, Visigothic, and a trace

of Arabian—were ab.sorbed by the mas-

ter blood and used as ntitriment by the

dominant power, which determined tlie

character of the wh(jle. Thus the Sixm-
ish race perpetuated the traits of its

Latin ancestry, showing only inciden-

tally and in certain aspects the traces of

its derivation from another lineage.

It nearly always happens that this de-

termining element in the formation of

ethnic character is close- Language an in-

ly associated with the fact e^mfg^.a^eTa:

of language. Language temity.

may be generally used as the index to

discover the predominance of blood in a

composite race. Perhajis in a few in-

stances tlie law may not hold good ; but

as a rule it may be used as a certain in-

dication of the leading element in race

character and derivation. This is to say

];l'i.i, iii;ii ii-.KS— 1 vi'i-.s.

that the same antecedent condition of

strength which gave the superior ele-

ment of blood also gave the preference for

one among several varieties of speech.

The dominant blood prevails in the

tongue and in the brain, in the formation

of thought and in its utterance ; so that

tlie ctlinologist, as a rule, may fasten

upon the tangible fact of language as a

sure cN'ideiice of the source from which

a composite people has derived its

strength and predominant ethnic traits.

This is true in the case of the .Spanish

people. Their language fixes them into
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the Latin stem, and shows conclusively

that the prevailing disposition of the

race has been derived ultimately not

from the Iberians, not from a Visigothic

source, but from the persistent and pow-
erful blood of ancient Rome.
The Spanish language, though dis-

tinctly a romance or Latin speech in

The Spanish the Secondary stages of de-

velopment, presents itself

under at least two forms

of evolution. The first of these is Cas-

tilian, and the second Catalan. TheCas-

tongue parts
into CastiUan
and Catalan.

BLANCHE OF CASTILE—TVPE.

tilian dialect is spoken in about two

thirds of the peninsula, and the Catalan

in the long strip of territor}' bordering

the east and southeast of Spain. The
name Castilian as applied to the principal

variety of Spanish is derived from the

kingdom of Castile, which is the center

of its development. It may be regarded

as the true language of the Spanish race.

Some linguistic reasons might even be

advanced for regarding Castilian as the

mother-stock of Portugfuese, but in the

present work we shall consider the Por-

tuguese race by itself, as an independent

derivative of the Latin stirps. It was
Castilian and not Catalan which, in the

sixteenth century, was carried by the

Spanish navigators westward into the

New World and eastward into Asia.

There was a time during: the Spanish

ascendency when, like the English of the

nineteenth centurj', the Castilian lan-

guage seemed destined to become the

language of mankind. But it suffered

shipwreck and ruin along with the politi-

cal and civil destinies of Spain at the

close of the sixteenth centurj'.

Castilian is preeminently a Latin lan-

guage. It competes with the Italian in

the nearness of its affini- castiUan a LaUn

ties with the parent speech. ^^[^rdTt;^
It is a well developed ration abroad.

language, showing unmistakable marks
of the vigor and independence of the

Spanish mind in the age of its formation.

As fully as any other of the Latin deriv-

atives it has preserved the sonorousness

and stately dignity of the original. It

has, moreover, taken on a musical char-

acter much superior to the corresponding

quality in Latin. AVhile it is wanting

in the freedom, variety, and cogency of

English, it may with justice be regard-

ed as one of the most dignified and ele-

gant media of intercourse employed by

any people of modern times. Away
from its native center in Spain, the

Spanish tongue has been corrupted by
the races that have adopted it as a

vehicle of expression. In ^lexico, for

instance, except in the capital and a few

other cities of culture, Spanish has been

greatly deteriorated both in its structure

and vocabulary by the intermixture of

elements derived from the native lan-

guages of the country.

We shall not here enter into linguistic

particulars to show at what time and
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by what agencies the Castilian tongue

was fixed in its character or by what

Dialects of cas- features it is distinguished

l;arpU't"„t o?"
^rom the cognate languages

SouthAmerican, guch as Italian, Proven-

9al, and Portuguese. As throwing light

upon the ethnic divisions of the Spanish

race, we may mention the fact that there

are recognized by scholars four dialects

of Castilian, though the differences

among these are hardly sufficient to be
made the basis of dialectical classifica-

tion. The first of these forms is the As-

turian idiom spoken in the Asturias, in

the extreme north of the peninsula. The
second is the Xavarro-Amgoucsc, the

name of which again indicates the locus

of the dialect next to the French fron-

tier. The third idiom is the Andahtsian,

in which the departures from the classi-

cal Castilian tongue arc more pronounced

than in either of the preceding dialects.

The province of Andalusia, which is the

home of the dialect, is in general coin-

cident with the valley of the Guadal-

quiver, being the southernmost region

of the peninsula.

It is of interest to note that Andalu-

sian rather than Central Castilian ap-

pears to have been the origin of those

varieties of Spanish which are spoken

under many local inflections in the

countries of South America. It has

been remarked by scholars that many
of the peculiarities of the South Ameri-
can tongues of Spanish descent are

identical with the like features of Cas-

tilian as it is spoken in Andalusia.

Whether this fact may indicate a his-

torical connection between the Ilis-

panio-South Americans and the people

of the southern portion of the Spanish

peninsula, or whether it is simply a co-

incidence of development in the two
countries, it were difiicult to deter-

mine.
M.— Vol. 2—31

The fourth and last variety of Cas-

tilian is Lcoiicsc, being that form of the

language which was devel- sught defl»c-

oped in the ancient king- ^^"rca'^tmr
dom of Leon. The inflec- Spanish,

tion in this instance, however, from the

regular standards of Castilian, as that

tongue is spoken and written by the

scholars of I^Iadrid, is so slight as hardly

to constitute a basis of dialectical dis-

tinction. In fact, all of the varying idi-

oms which we have here considered have

differences the one from the other so

unimportant as to be neglected in the

common intercourse of the people of the

Spanish provinces.

The other principal branch of the

Spanish language is the Catalan. Its

seat of development is in
Place and lin-

the northeastern part of guistic descent

the peninsula, high up next ° ^ ^ '^^'

to the mountains. Its distribution is not

coincident with the political division of

the country known as Catalonia. The
language is strongly distinguished in its

characteristics from Castilian, insomuch

that we might infer a distinct stem set

into the Latin race as the origin of the

Catalonian peoples. But we are able to

account historically for the peculiarities

of the language, particularly for its di-

vergence from the classical Castilian

tongue.

The antecedents of tliis epoch of lin-

guistic development and of several other

ethnic peculiarities of the Catalonians

are referable to the Moorish conquest of

Spain. When the Arab armies came in

on the south the Visigothic populations

were greatly disturbed and distressed.

As the war of subjugation proceeded

northwards from the Straits in the di-

rection of the Pyrenees, the native pop-

ulations were crowded back upon each

other. It always happens in such

emergencies that a part of the resi-
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dent people will take the hazards of

remaining in their settlements, while

the more timid prefer flight and exile.

There was thus started a wave of Visi-

gothic migration which rolled north-

wards before the Mohammedan invad-

ers, ascended the mountain slopes and

potired over into France.

During the time of the ^Moorish as-

cendency, extending through several

Influences by centuries, the population

r^i'^o !!lVfiv;^ on the northern side of theguage was fixed
In its forms. Pj'^renees was largely the

result of this Spanish exodus. In this

epoch the language spoken by the Visi-

gothic immigrants coalesced with Pro-

vencal spoken in the French provinces

of Roussillon and Cerdagne. In course

of time the Mohammedan power began

to wane, and the Christian peoples re-

gathering their courage attacked the

Moors, and the retrograde movement
which ended in their expulsion began.

No sooner had the Mohammedans begun

to recede from the north than the trans-

montane Spaniards Avere drawn back

across the Pyrenees, bringing with them
the language and customs which they

had formed in common with the peoples

of Southwestern France. It thus hap-

pened that in the northeastern part of

the Sjianish peninsula the Catalonian

race came into possession of a speech

very different from that which had been

developed in the meantime in the center

of Spain. This language became the

vernacular of Aragon, and was spoken

in that mediaeval kingdom at the time

of the union of the crown with that of

Castile and Leon.

It can easily be perceived from the

movements which we have described in

the last paragraphs how completely the

Proven9al and Catalonian races were

interfused. The highlands of the Pyre-

nees constituted no impassable barrier

4
between them. The original Basqtiea

had belonged to both slopes of the

mountains. In subsequent Easiness of race

times the peoples on the fe^^s^^reV
north and those on the enees.

south of the dividing range fluctuated

back and forth according to the race

movements by which they were pressed

in the one direction or the other. The
passes of the Pyrenees are more easy

than those of other mountain chains of

equal height. The dangers encountered

on passing back and forth from France

into Spain are less than those attendant

upon similar expeditions in other moun-
tainous regions. The primitive Celts

found it so when they passed into the

peninsula and afterwards returned into

France and Germany. The Basques

found it so; and the Visigoths easily

made their way through after the Van-

dals and the Alani. Charlemagne had

no trouble in carrying his armies from

side to side. In all subsequent times

the movement has been easy, and the

peoples on the two sides of the dividing

line of the Pyrenees are to-day less dis-

criminated in blood and language than

are they on the two banks of the Rhine.

It is a strange fact that literature be-

gins where language ends. We speak of

the living language and the How the birth o
living literature. By this ^'^rth^/t^^V^^

is meant that the expan- g"age.

sive, formative, growing age of a lan-

guage is preliterary. So soon as a given

.speech passes into literary use it ceases

to grow, becomes fixed, and, as a lan-

guage, dies. The first great poets of a

race give, without intending it, the I
death-stab to the splendid vehicle of

thought which they find already prepared

to their hands. When the first great

epic is written in any tongue, the lexicon

becomes a possibility; and the lexicon

is the monumental shaft, white and cold,
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above the language whose life and death

it commemorates.

The Spanish language became, by

growth and expansion, a fitting instru-

First passages ment of expression as

:nus'r.n=t ^arly as the twelfth cen-

and epic. turv. The oldest extant

Spanish book dates to about the year

1150. It is called the J/fstfrj of the

Mitgian Kings, and was intended, at the

time of its composition, as a liturgical

play, to be enacted in the Church of

Toledo at the feast of the Epiphany.

It corresponds in its subject-matter and

somewhat in its manner to the old

Mysteries of English literature.

Already by this time had been pre-

pared the materials of epic poetry. The
great national hero of Spain, Rodrigo

Diaz de Bivar, commonly called the Cid,

died in the year 1099, preceding his

antitype, the Lion Heart, of England,

by preciseljr a century. It was the

exploits of the Cid, his fidelity and hero-

ism in his relations with King Alfonso

VI that furnished the Spanish Homers
with the materials of their Iliads. The
age was rife with adventure. ]\Ioorish

civilization had reached its acme in

Europe. All the conditions were present

in the .Spanish peninsula for the morn-

ing of song. Nor did the bards fail to

rehearse, after the manner of their kind,

the great deeds of their idols. Roderick,

the last of the Visigoths, Bernardo del

Carpio, who overthrew Roland at Ron-

cesvalles, and the Infantes of Lara, were

the other heroes whose lives and fame

were celebrated by the Castilian rhapso-

dists of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries.

Next came an epoch of religious and

didactic poetry, and then, in the four-

teenth century, arose Juan Ruiz, greatest

of the Spanish poets of the Middle Ages,

who g-athcredbv translation and imita-

tion from Ovid and others the materials

of his Poetn of Love. It was an age of

many songs. The minstrels
Juan Ruiz and

and troubadours were the outburst of
-1 T /-ni • /111 1 medieeval song.

abroad, i he air was filled

with romance and adventure. The com-

position of short, epic or narrative poems
and historical ballads and lyrics to be

sung to the accompaniment of the harp

was the amusement of the age. During
the latter half of the fifteenth and the

first half of the sixteenth century the

romances of Spain surpassed in number
and variety the literary productions of

any other country in Europe, with the

single exception of Italy.

Meanwhile prose chronicles had ap-

peared, and the materials of formal his-

tory began to be prepared Prose chron-

after the manner in which i!j,^f;<, otJJt"*^^smiles Spam s

old Fabian and Hall chivalry away,

and Holinshed laid the foundations for

the historical and dramatical literature

of England. The expulsion of the

!Moors, the memorj' of their long pres-

ence in the country, the tradition of

the endless conflicts between them and

the native Christians, had contributed

to the age the subject-matter of a

large mass of authentic annals and of

infinite romances. The latter style

of composition continued to absorb the

genius of Spain until the last quarter

of the sixteenth century, when the com-

position of Don Quixote, by exciting uni-

versal laughter at the expense of the

high-wrought and fictitious stories which

had occupied the reading hours of the

Spaniards for so long a time, swept away
as if by magic the romantic st3-le of au-

thorship. It was literally true that

"Cervantes smiled .SjiMiii's chivalry away."

Miguel Cervantes was born in the)'ear

of the death of Henry VIII of England.

His life overlapped that of Charles V by
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tings and back-
ground of " Don
Quixote."

eleven years. He was contemporary

with Philip II. Had it not been for his

Historical set- Capture by the Algerine cor-

sairs, he would doubtless

have been compelled to

serve under the Duke of Alva in the

Netherlands, for he was a soldier. The
first part of his great work was published

about 1604, and the second part eleven

years afterwards. It was the culmina-

tion of the genius of Spain. We might

well regard it as one of the most aston-

ishing contrasts afforded in the history

of mankind—this picture of an impossi-

ble and absurd knighthood, exciting first

the hilarity of Spain and afterwards the

laughter of all the world, hung up

against a background of burning towns,

swinging gallowses, and bloody gibbets

in the Spanish Netherlands. Astonish-

ing spectacle to see the son and successor

of Charles V looking out of his palace

window at Madrid, watching the hilari-

ous convulsions of a student with a book

in his hand on the other side of the river

Manzanares, and saying of him, " He is

either crazy, or 7's reading Don Quixote !
"

The rise of the Spanish intellect was

coincident with the culminating tenden-

Coincident de- cies in the race. These

htl^rutfa^d i-e'-iched their acme, as we
nationality. have sccu, with the clo.se

of the sixteenth century. The litera-

ture of Spain ran the same course, and

fell afterwards into the same paralytic

condition. A few fitful gleams of in-

tellectual activity survived the deca-

dence of the kingdom ; but on the

whole the genius of the Spanish race

perished with its power amid the crimes

and follies which closed at once the cen-

tury and the life of that most conspicu-

ous of all historical marplots, Philip II.

During the whole of the seventeenth

century the Spanish intellect declined

ill its powers, and consequently in its

products. Hardl}- any works in any

department of literature were produced

which have exercised an influence on the

destinies of civilization. Some slight

allowance must be made for the fact

that Spain, being shut off by the Pyr-

enees from rapid and easy communi-
cation with the rest of Europe, and still

more isolated by her prejudices and re-

actionary policy, has not fallen in with

the intellectual, and particularly the liter-

ary, activities of modern times. But the

essential weakness, the mediaeval cast of

the Spanish mind, and the political and

religious simplicity of all the writings of

Spain are still more the causes of her de-

terioration in rank and the abasement

of her fame.

Two great cri.ses in the history of

Spain have occurred in modern times

which, under more favor- political crises

able circumstances, might t^'^rhTtelilc:

have electrified the half- ^° activity,

dormant genius of the people and pro-

duced a corresponding revival in literarj'

production. The first of these was the

accession of the Bourbon kings at the

beginning of the eighteenth century.

Not, indeed, that the incoming of anew
dynasty is of itself a circumstance likely

to produce intellectual results. But the

accession of Philip of Anjou to the

Spanish throne must needs bring the

monarchy, and with it the whole Spanish

people, into close sympathy, not to say

affiliation, with the French. jThe pre-

ceding age, that of Louis XIII, in

France had been marvelous for the

extent and variety of French literary

products. The reign of the Grand Mon-
arch has generally been accredited with

the literary effulgence which more prop-

erly belongs to his predecessor's time.

It can not be doubted, however, that

with the conclusion of the seventeenth

century the volume of French intellect
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and learning was rolling in full and

copious currents through every channel

of activity. That Spain under the Bour-

bon princes might be expected to sym-

pathize with the culture north of the

Pyrenees was not an unreasonable

thought.

The result, however, did not answer to

the expectation. The same is true of the

much greater crisis at the beginning of

the nineteenth century. From 1 808 to

1 8 14 the Spaniards were engaged in a

enees, they brought with them the ele-

ments of culture which were germinat-

ing in Provence. It was of Symptoms of an

that peculiar Gall<,-Roman 'ctttCfueL
type which was destined, t^r^.

in the hands of the Proven9al trouba-

dours, to create an ideal, but evanescent,

poe.sy. During the latter half of the

thirteenth and the whole of the four-

teenth century the Catalan literary

development might be regarded as a

branch of that of Southwestern France.

Vli:\V IM CATALONIA.—Beisa.—Drawn by Albert Tissamilicr, from nature.

tremendous struggle for national exist-

ence. They had been cozened by the

Man of Corsica out of all semblance of

character or independence, and were

aroused to a considerable degree of

resentment and vindictive passion. But

the genius of the race was too lethargic

to be .shocked into life even by this

powerful galvanism, imder whose cur-

rents all Europe was quivering into new
conditions of progress.

As to Catcilan literature, only a few

words need be .said. With the return of

the Catalonians from bevond the Pvr-

It was the poetry and romance of the old

Langue d'Oc transplanted to the south-

ern slopes of the Pyrenees. In the

fifteenth century the Catalan culture

reached its golden age. The kings of

Aragon patronized literature, and there

was founded in Barcelona a literary con-

sistory called the "Gay Saber," similar

to that of Toulouse.

From this center sprang up a second

development of song in a form moi'e

different from the Provencal than had

hitherto existed in the south. I^Iean-

whilc, in the period from the thirteenth
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to the fifteenth centuries, a class of prose

writers who modeled their works after

The Cataionian the chronicles of the Pro-

ZIZXL. bengal school sprang up,

ish channel. and presently rivaled the

Catalan troubadours in the extent and

variety of their compositions. In the

fifteenth century many translations

were made into Catalan from the Latin

classics, and the foundations were laid

for a permanent and extensive literature.

But in the meantime Aragon, by the

union of the two crowns, had been

merged in the monarchy of Spain. The
nationality of the Aragonese was thus

abbreviated ; and the distinctive intel-

lectual features of the race subsided in

the common culture of the country. To
the present time, however, the speech

is preserved and is taught as a classic in

the schools of the province, where the

language still subsists as the vernacular.

Ch^vpxer -The Portuguese.
|E now come to consider

the fourth of the Latin

races, the Portuguese.

There may not be dis-

covered in geography

much reason for re-

garding Portugal as a

country different from Spain. It is not

separated therefrom by any mountain

range or other natural demarkation.

All of the three principal rivers of Por-

Poituguese race tugal have their rise and

rh°an thlco^n- ^V?^^ ^^"aters in Spain, and
try- the two countries are uni-

form in constitution along the border

line. Nevertheless, it is more in ac-

cordance with the facts to regard the

Portiiguese as a distinct branch of the

Latin stock than merely as an offshoot

from the Spanish race. The relations

of the Portuguese to the Spaniards, eth-

nically considered, are very much like

those of the Provencals to the French

—

an analogy which will hereafter be fur-

ther elucidated.

The ethnic composition of the popu-

lation of Portugal is another example of

the admixture of many bloods. The
northern provinces are settled by peo-

ple who are derived from the same fam-

ily with the Galician branch of the Span-

iards. It is in this part of the country

that the race is of purest Admixture of

derivation, as with the ad- ^^'^atroAhe
vance southward the inter- stock,

fusion of foreign bloods becomes more
noticeable. In the Middle Ages the

Portuguese held more friendly relations

with the Moors than did the people of

Castile or Andalusia. They contracted

many marriages with the Arabs and

their descendants, and the trace of this

affiliation is still present in the blood

and speech of the people. ^'

At a later age, when the Moors were

expelled, the Portuguese adopted the

policy of planting colonies of Crusaders

in the place vacated by the African for-

eigners. Large numbers of French,

English, Dutch, and Frisians were thus

incorporated, about the fourteenth and

fifteenth centuries, with the Portuguese

stock. The people were more tolerant

of foreigners than were almost any other

of the southern or western populations

of Europe. Even the Jews were treated

with respect in Portugal, and many in-

termarriages occurred between the sons

of the country and the daughters of Is-

rael, ^lost or all of these foreign influ-
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ences may to the present time be traced

by the ethnologist in the physiognomy,

the manners and cnstoms and speecli of

the Portuguese people.

In the first place, however, it is well

to glance back to fundamental condi-

njerians and tions. Portugal is a part of

b;v!^°goths1„d ^l^e Iberian peninsula, and
Vandals. ]iag from the first shared

in general the ethnological and histori-

the early relations of the peoples of this

region with those of the South and the

East were such as to give a tinge to

the whole subsequent ethnic evolution

of the race. In the fifth century the

Visigoths followed the Vandals and the

Alani in their conquests of the country

;

but the Visigothie invasion was perma-

nent in its results. The situation was

the same as that in Spain Proper. From

^<;i;ni; in l\~

cal vicissitudes of the countries south of

the Pyrenees. In the horizon of the

prehistoric ages we discover the first

strata of population in the Iberians and
the Celts. There are traditions of the

colonization of the country by the Phoe-

nicians and of conquests by the Cartha-

ginians. It ^•u.^v not be doubted tliat

li 01' Josiipii I.— IJi......
[.-J

l;..iclay, from a photograph.

the time of the establishment of the

Gothic race to the close of the eleventh

century tl:e destinies of Portugal were

in no essential particular difl'crent from

those of the other Spanish provinces.

The separate career of Portugal, his-

torically con.sidered, is said to begin

with the year 1094, when tlie country
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line of Portu-
guese develop-
ment.

called Terra Portucalensis was given

as a fief to Count Henry of Burgundy.

Historical out- The attempt has been made

to show that the rudi-

ments of Portuguese na-

tionality were laid by the aacient Lusi-

tanians. No doubt the latter people

became a constituent element of the

new race, but the limits of the one peo-

ple were not coincident with those of

the other. The poetical name of Lusi-

tania has been retained in modern liter-

ature as a name of Portugal, but such use

of the word is the expression of a con-

ceit rather than a reality.

It is by no means our intention to de-

lineate in this place the progress of civil

and political affairs in Portugal from

the cession of the country to Henry

lished in 1580. There may have been

times in this long span from the be-

COA.-l KU.U< NEAR ADRA, IN ANDALL.->I A.

Orawn by E. T Complon.

of Burgundy down to the lime of the

Spanish domination, whicli was estab-

ginning

of the

eleventh to the

close of the

sixteenth cen-

tury when the

country and

the race could have

been merged with

Spain. The other medi-

I

ajval states of the peninsula were consoli-

dated, as we have seen, in the times of

Ferdinand and Isabella. The political

union of Castile and Aragon was merely a

tangible expression of the fusion of the
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Spanish people, but in this consolida-

tion the Portuguese were not a part.

It was about the middle of the fif-

teenth century when the race became
self-conscious. Portu^'uese

The race distin-
.

guishedbyits genius began to express
adventurers.

.^^^^^ j^^ VarioUS formS of

enterprise, some of which have been re-

flected into current history. Vasco da

Gama appeared and discovered the

southeast passage around the globe.

Not long afterwards Magellan took the

southwest route across the illimitable

waters, with the same triumphant re-

sult. Alfonso de Albuquerque, follow-

ing in the pathway of Da Gama, estab-

lished on the island of Ormuz—the great

entrcpdt of commerce between Persia

and India—the first Portuguese colony

in the East, from which as a center lias

radiated all the subsequent European

domination of that country. In course

of time the settlements thus established

were destined to give place to the Dutch,

then to the French, and finallyto the Eng-

lish, whose magisterial skill has placed

a population of two hundred million

under the sway of the British scepter.

These outputtings of Portuguese power

and enterprise awakened the ambition

and consciousness of the race ; and when

The "Sixty three quarters of a century

H^t-BSl; '-afterwards Philip II of

colonization. Spain attempted the consol-

idation of Portugal with his own domin-

ions, he found that the spirit of nation-

ality would not brook the merging of

the Western people with the other states

of the peninsula. The domination of

the Spanish crown, called in the half-

satirical language of the Portuguese his-

torians " the vSixty Years' Captivity,"

only extended to the year 1640, when
Portugal reasserted her independence,

and has maintained it, with only an
occasional break, to the present time.

The excursion of the race through the

Western waters to the shores of vSouth

America was destined to produce much
greater results. Of all the plantings by
foreign peoples in the New World south

of the Rio Grande del Norte, that accom-

plished by the Portuguese at the mouths
of the Rio Amazonas and Rio Sao Fran-

cisco were the most permanent and suc-

cessful, Brazilian independence and na-

tionality have risen in majesty and
strength from these plantings ; and a

Great Portugal, like the Great Greece

VASCO DA GAMA.

of antiquity and the real Great Britain

—

which is America— has surpassed by
nearly ninety-fold the geographical area

of the mother country.

The consciousness of having a national

history of their own has in all of their ca-

reer stimulated the spirit circumstances

and maintained the inde- ^ceaVoX"
pendence of the Portuguese gueseuterature.

people. The large intermixture of foreign

elements to which we referred above has

also added to the Portuguese character

some traits of personality for which we
should look in vain among the Spaniards.
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These facts have contributed to the in-

dividual development of a Portuguese

language and literature. We have seen

that the first forms of the folk speech

which succeeded Latin in the countries

north of the mountains were the Languc

d'Oil in the north and the Langite cVOc

in the south of France. Corresponding to

these two forms of language there was

developed in the Iberian peninsula

what was known as the Lingua Romaiia

Ritstica. This was produced in the

Christian populations only accepted the

language of their Arabian conquerors by-

force of authority. In the Rustic Latin re-

counlrv provinces the Rus- VJ^yTd^^^X." A expulsion of the

tica continued to be spoken Moors,

until the decline of the iloorish king-

dom. Portugal shared with Spain the

linguistic vicissitudes here described.

With the recession of the Moors and

their replacement, as we have seen,

with colonies of Crusaders, the Rustic

Latin revived and took a new develop-

PORTUGUESE LEARNING.—Umversitv of Coi.moke.—Drawn by H. Catenacci, from a phougraph by Seabra.

century following the Visigothic con-

quest, and continued to be the language

of the provinces south and west of Cata-

lonia until the time of the Arabian as-

cendency. The language of the Moors

then took the place of the LingitaRusti-

ca, and became the speech of the coun-

try, at least of the upper classes of

society, in all parts except in some of

the remote and mountainous districts.

The situation in Portugal for two cen-

turies—from the tenth to the twelfth

—

was not unlike that which succeeded the

Norman conquest in England. The

ment in the form of Portuguese. It was

at this point that the linguistic history

of Portugal departs from that of Spain,

and maintains ever afterwards an inde-

pendent course of development. Portu-

guese bears a strong resemblance to

Spanish. Its origin in its present form

may be traced to the eleventh centurj'.

But the speech of that early epoch was

not refined into a vehicle of literature

and polite commimication until two hun-

dred years afterwards ; and it required

three centuries additional to bring in

what is known as the golden age of
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Portuguese literature. In the sixteenth

century the hmguage had readied a com-

pleteness in its grammatical structure

and vocabulary from which it has de-

parted but little to the present day.

It is claimed by scholars that the Pot-

tuguese language may be regarded as

the eldest daughter of Lat-
Notable preser-
vation of Latin in. In many respects the
in Portuguese. j. . c ±t • • i

features of the ongmal
tongue are better preserved in Portu-

Rome. It is a strange and instructive

fact that, flowing forth on the tides of

etlmic history and drifting across conti-

nents and oceans, through a span of fully

eighty-eight degrees of longitude and
more than seventy-five degrees of lati-

tude, passing through the equatorial re-

gions of the earth and suffering all

manner of violence and disaster, the

Portuguese language has thus, even on

the frontiers of Brazil, so well preserved

I'ORT OF SERFA.—Drawn by Riou.

guese than in any of the cognate lan-

guages. It is, perhaps, true that tlie

traveler will hear in the streets of Rio

Jancinj at the present time a language

which, in its pronunciation, its tone, its

accent and harmony, is more nearly a

reproduction of Latin, such as it was in

the first centuries of the empire, than

is the language heard in the streets of

the tongue of the Albanian fathers as it

was heard in the forum at Rome before

tlic Cliristian era.

Portuguese is one of the .softest and
sweetest media of conimu- characteristics

nication employed among
"^^Jje'n'l^fif-'''

the modern races. It is teen million,

more easy of utterance and more fluent

than Spanish. Sismondi, employing an
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anatomical metaphor, calls it a boneless

Castilian. The Spaniards themselves,

recognizing the mellifluous character of

the sister tongues, define it as a language

of floAvers. It can not be doubted that

it is one of the softest and most voluptu-

ous languages of modern times, melting

into cadences and tones that might well

remind one of the music and rhythm of

Ionic Greek. Doubtless these qualities

which have been attained by the reduc-

tion of the consonantal and the augmen-

tation of the vocalic elements of the

language have somewhat weakened it as

a vehicle for robust and energetic ex-

pression, but it has retained so mucli of

the precision and force of the original

Latin that it must not be regarded as

merely an effeminate and tropical form

of speech.

Portuguese has shown itself capable of

containing a fair average proportion of

modern literature, and has more than

held its own in recent centuries with the

more pretentious language of Spain. It

is at the present time the vehicle of

intercourse, in Europe and Sonth Amer-
ica, for more than fifteen million of

people, and is spoken over a territory

nearly four million square miles in ex-

tent.

The literary development of Portugal

has been correlated in every part with

the civil history of the coun-
Outlineofthe ^

literary evoiu- try. \\ c liave rcmaiumg
tion iu Portugal, r

'

. ^ r
for our study many frag-

ments of the songs of the courtly trouba-

dours who, as early as the latter part of

the twelfth century and during the

larger part of the thirteenth, constituted

a literary class as well in Portugal as in

Spain and Provence. At this epoch the

language was becoming a vehicle of

literature, perfecting its forms, choosing

its meters, and filling its vocabulary.

At the beginning of the twelfth century,

with the accession of Affonzo Henriques,

the influence of Southern France was
distinctly felt at the Portuguese court,

and gave a direction to the work of the

poets. Lyrical productions continued to

constitute the exclusive literature until

the thirteenth century, when the epic

appeared. The history of the Portugtiese,

their relations with the Moors, their in-

heritance by the hands of the returning

Crusaders of a vast collection of stories

out of the East, gave the material for

narrative compositions similar to those

of the French trouveres. The first

Portuguese novel in prose was a transla-

tion of Aiitadis dc Gaul, by Vasco de

Lobeira, who died in 1403. A little

later the historical chronicle appeared

and theological writings, such as those

which were cultivated among the school-

men of the north.

During the fifteenth century there

Avas a revival of l3-ric poetry, and with

the sixteenth came the influence of

golden age, in which, by '^^^^^^
the rendition of the Latin adventure,

classics, the Portuguese intellect was

turned to the imitation of classical

models and the production of original

works in the same spirit with those of

the ancients. The Portuguese biogra-

phies, histories, and travels of the six-

teenth century are among the most

brilliant and fascinating writings which

the modern world has inherited from

that age of romance and adventure.

About the exploits of Da Gama, Magel-

lan, and Albuquerque, a whole cycle of

literary narratives, written for a large

part by the participants in the adventures

recorded, sprang into existence, remind-

ing one of the similar works produced

by the Engli.sh maritime heroes—Drake,

Frobisher, Hakluyt, Smith—of the age

of Elizabeth.

Id one particular at least the Portu-
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fjuese race, considered as a branch of the

human family, has distinguislied itself

from the cognate Spanish division. It

The Portuguese has preserved to the present

theTretTr^r''' ^ay much of its Original

vigor. force and character. It

has never suffered such a disastrous de-

cline as that which has afflicted the

Spanish family. The paralysis which

overtook Spain at the close of the six-

teenth century, and which has left her

inactive and lethargic to the present day,

did not seriously spread into Portugal.

Whether we examine the industries of

the country, the commercial and colonial

enterprises which were started with the

discovery of the New World, or the in-

tellectual and literary achievement of

the Portuguese of the present age,we are

spared the spectacle of race decline

which is presented in the rest of the

Iberian peninsula.

It is not meant that the Portuguese

have in the last three centuries kept pace

with the energetic nations north of the

mountains. Much less have they rivaled

the prodigious activities of the English-

speaking family in the Old and the New
World. But they have not Genius of the

lapsed into imbecility- -^-P-^tf
have not become a carica- Rome,

ture and mockery of themselves as they

appeared in the sixteenth century. Por-

tuguese genius has been oppressed and

distressed, in common with the spirit

and intellect of all the Latin races, by

the shadow of Rome, but the anti-pro-

gressive repression of that ancient power,

having its center in the Vatican palace,

has not been so dreadful a weight on the

Portuguese as on the Italians and the

Spaniards. Indeed, it remains to be seen

whether this branch of the Latin family

will not yet, in the republic of Brazil at

least if not in the mother country, assert

itself against the traditions of the past,

challenge conservatism, and rise into

those vast and progressive activities

which mark the forward march of all the

emancipated peoples.

Chapter LXXI.—The f»rovencals.

E have still to consider

briefly the two remain-

ing divisions of the

Latin family. The first

of these is the Proven-

fal stock, planted and

developed in Southern

France. To what extent this race may
be regarded as a separate and distinct

derivative from the Roman family, or to

what extent it should be considered as

an offshoot of the Gallo-

Latin race in Northern

France, is still a question of

In fact, that species of dia-

gram which represents the departures of

Race distribu-
tion not ade-
quately repre-
sented with lin-

ear diagram.

controversv,

the different races of men by lines radi-

ating from common centers and branch-

ing here and there is, as we have

intimated in other parts of the present

work, misleading and erroneous. Such

representation is too exact and rectilin-

ear for the facts to which it refers. No
doubt the mind is aided in its apprehen-

sion of the actual course of race distribu-

tion by diagrams and exact description

;

but the progressive processes by which

mankind have been distributed into their

present seats were different altogether

from linear movements.

Let waters be poured out from a great

reservoir in a sluice upon the somewhat
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irregular surface of the earth. Observe

the movement as it rushes and divides

and spreads. Perhaps it is not unlike the

progress of the human race over the

earth. But the spread of the water is

more rapid and sensible. It is not such

a slow and creeping process as that

by which men have gone in tribes and

families to tlieir destination. While,

therefore, we retain the method of linear

ing tendency was discoverable between

the development in Central and in South-

ern France. We have already indicated

the river Loire as a geographical ap-

proximation to the ancient line of divi-

sion. In course of time, however, the

northern development— that is, the

French race proper— bore vipon the

southern development—that is, the Pro-

vengal—and pressed it southward by a

VIKW IN' MARSEILLES.-The Pkaj,.. 1 ,<..m

Castellanh.

Drawn by J. Fullcylove.

IE rL\CH

diagrams as an aid to the understanding,

the reader must be warned against ac-

cepting such configuration as a preci.se

picture of the facts.

The Gallo-Roman race was formed,

after the manner already described, by
composition of Celts proper, of Belgians,

Geographical and Aquitanian Basques,

thervove%°£a
""'''-"' tlie domination of

'*''®- Roman colonies, and by
a gradual assimilation of the whole into

a Roman type. But very early a divid-
M.—Vol. 2—32

'%.

^ -cfir- ,

considerable space. The original coun-

try, which was occupied by the Proven-

9al people as discriminated from the

French, may therefore be defined as

bounded on the south by the Pyrenees

and the Mediterranean, on the west by

the Atlantic, on tlic east by the AIjds,

and on the north by a line drawn from

the estuaiy of the Gironde directly east
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to the Alps at the northern limits of the

province of Dauphine. This would in-

clude in ancient Provence not only the

small modern province of that name on

the Mediterranean, but also Dauphine,

Languedoc, Roussillon, Foix, Guienne,

North and the Old South French, we
might have hesitated—might still hesi-

tate—to recognize the ethnic division

into a Frankish and a Provencal family.

But the linguistic phenomena, present

in the two parts of the country, point

DEATH OF ROLAND AT RONCESVALLES.—From the painting by Michallon.

Gascony, Beam, Navarre, and parts of

Limousin, Auvergne, and Lyonnois.

It must be understood that this divi-

sion of the Gallo-Roman
is made on

by the fact

Had it not

marked distinctions which presently ap-

peared between the speech of the Old

Language the
dividing line be-
t'ween French
and Provencal.

race into two

the line and

of language,

been for the

unmistakably, not only to a different

historical, but to a diverse race ori-

gin and development. In the north,

beginning with the Langiie d'Oil, we
have seen the evolution of the French

language and subsequently of the French

literature of the Middle Ages and of

modern times. In the south we see

the developfnent, from the basis of
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Langue d'Oc, of a mediaeval ballad, or

lyrical^ literature, and a trace—after the

subsidence of that type—of an inde-

pendent class of compositions, even to

the present day. It is true that Pro-

vencal stopped short of a complete liter-

ary efflorescence. While the old dialect

of the He de France grew and expanded

and branched into a great tree, while

in Italy, by a similar process of evolu-

tion, the Italian language sprang and
flourished, no such complete expansion

and definite results were reached in

Provencal. The idiom failed, and, it

might be said, withered before its epoch

of leafage and fruit bearing.

The difference between Provencal

and French began at a very early age

Early Unguistio to attract the attention of

f^^?^n'^L°^ the media;\-al scholars. In
the two peo-
ples, the time of the Crusades

the dialect of the warriors from the

south was notably different from that

of the northern horde. Not long after

the fall of Acre and the conclusion of

the Eastern wars a rhetorical treatise,

called the Leys d'Amors, was composed

at Toulouse. It was not the work of

any single hand, but the product of sev-

eral. It is written in what was desig-

nated as the Lcnga Roniana ; that is, the

rising folk speech of Southern France,

corresponding in its character to that

Romana Rustica which we have already

described as the foundation of Spanish.

At an early date there had been an

exposition of the language by a Cata-

lonian poet, named Raimon Vidal, by

whom the tongue was designated as

Limousin, for the reason that the trou-

badours of that province had achieved

unusual distinction— this before the

close of the thirteenth century. We
have already explained how completely

the Catalan language and that of Pro-

vence were interfused along the borders,

and also the circumstances by which the

Catalonians were carried back and forth

across the Pyrenees.

Already in the first century after

Charlemagne, while the successors of

that strong monarch were bearing the

political and civil institutions established

by him downwards to a Rapid and tran-

lower and lower level, the ^rnT^f^.t^;.
Provencals were a gay and cai uterature.

happy folk, whose imagination and crea-

tive fancy were rising into active

exercise. It was one of the earliest

intellectual movements in modern Eu-

rope. The poetical form of expression

foreran composition in prose, and the

song cycle which flourished on the

tongues and harps of the troubadours was

perfected. Historically, the language

began its literary excursions in the

eleventh century; that is, the first

conscious efforts at production belong to

that era. The first bards used the Latin

orthograph}% adapting it as best they

might to the new speech. The prog-

ress was rapid, too rapid, perhaps, to

indicate permanence. Within a hundred

and fifty years from the time of th&

composition of the first poems the lan-

euasre and literature had reached their

complete evolution, and from that time

both declined and finally disappeared.

Provencal was used for administrative

and literary purposes to nearly the

middle of tke fifteenth Transformation

century. It expired, or
°J,;\! '-f-fat

sank into a patois, in the forms,

different provinces at different times.

The province of Beam preserved the

original speech as an official language to

the seventeenth century, but in most of

the other countries of the south it fell

into decadence and disuse. Meanwhile,

however, a great change had appeared

in the tongue, particularly in the manner

of writing it. The Latin orthography
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had been found insufficient. The
troubadours or their copyists had in-

troduced new orthographical forms,

copied largely from the French. The
comparison between the earlier and

later works in Provencal show how
greatly these changes had worked in

what may be called the physical aspect

of the language. ' It was thus within a

limit of four centuries that Provencal ran

its entire course. After 1450 it was

heard only incidentally or on the tongues

of peasants. But it had, meanwhile,

embalmed it-

.sclf in a liter-

ature so poet-

ical and happy

as to elicit the

admiration of

all after times.

While Boe-

thius, last of

the Roman
authors born

under the
Western em-

pire, was
awaiting sen-

tence of deatli

in the prison

of Pavia, he

composed his Consolation of Philosophy,

Relation of greatest of his works.

S°a^ca"ndEfg°-" Being a mixture of prose
Jishprose. and vcrsc, and expressing

such philosophical sentiments as have

always been appropriate to the human
mind in sorrow, the book gained great

fame, and held it unimpaired during

the Middle Ages. It furnished one of

the first bases of mediaeval translation.

After having been rendered into Greek,

Hebrew, and Arabic, it began to be

turned into the folk tongues of Western
Europe. Alfred the Great of England
selected it for translation into Anglo-

Saxon, and thus did much to fix the

forms of his native language. It fur-

nished also the subject-matter of the

first great production in Provengal.

An imknown author of the eleventh

century took the Latin work as the

ground of his own composition, pro-

ducing what in after ages would have

been called an adaptation rather than a

translation. The author designates him-

self as a " clerk," reminding one of the

colloquial style of Chaucer, A little

later, William IX, Count of Poitiers and

THE MINSTREL ADENES LI ROIS BEFORE QUEEN MARY OF
From a manuscript of the thirteenth century.

Duke of Guienne, appeared in the role

of poet, producing eleven compositions,

which have been preserved for the study

and amusement of modern times. Wil-

liam himself was a Cru.sader, but his

war was with the Saracens of Spain

rather than with the infidels of the East.

In these earliest efforts of the Provenyal

imagination there is a strong reflection

of Christian sentiments. Even the work

of Boethius, which was pagan in the last

degree, was given a Christian cast, and

made didactic in translation by its

author.

The Provencal literature thus pro-
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jected passed rapidly frt)in the hands of

the clerks to the hands of folk bards,

The folk bards of singers who knew not

rfel^n'ad"^ Latin. The popular Ian-

guild. guage and popularstrains of

thought more and more prevailed over

that style which had been at the begin-

ning a sort of classicism. The earliest

poems had been given forth by the

learned guild, and the subject-matter had

little popularity in it. The themes

mental refinement continued to struggle

for expression, and though the classical

models were abandoned, Theioveand

though the language of the Z^.llT^llll's
people was adopted, the reasons,

themes of emotion, particularly of love,

continued to be the subject of the song.

Dante, in his I'ita A'aova, remarks that

the first mediaeval bards who used the

vulgar tongue in their compositions did

so in order that their ladyloves, w/io

PLOWMAN OK LANGLEUUC— rvl'E.

were rather subjective and personal than

objective, descriptive, passionate. But

the latter themes came in, and the

troubadour cycle of the twelfth and

thirteenth centuries proceeded from the

Joglars, or folk singers, rather than from

the clerks.

It was the prevalence of the latter

class of composers in the north of

France that gave to the early poetry of

that country itsj-ough, popular, and war-

like ca.st. In the .south, the old .scnti-

coii/ii not read Latin, might enjoy the

effusion of sentiment and chivalry

poured out in the folk speech rhymes.

In the south coimtry, in all places

where Proven(jal was cultivated, in

Catalonia beyond the Pyr- Age and ascend-

enees, and indeed through- ^^Zt^^Ix.o^.
out Spain and Portugal, the badours.

troubadours became ever-welcome visit-

ants to the people. Their influence over

the public mind was very great. Even

in the north of France, where this class
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of bards were not well received, their

productions were admired. They had

caught the national spirit. Their elTu-

sions did much to kindle the rising con-

sciousness of EurojDe. The reader must

revert in mind to the complete break-up

of society under feudalism and to the

Crusades as the first common effort of

Europe in a common cause. In this

cause were blended the zeal of the

Church and the lyrical enthusiasm of the

troubadours. The traveling monk,

going from place to place, inciting the

people to insurrection and to march

against the Infidels of the East, found

his readiest helper in the wandering

rhapsodist who recited in castle halls,

and even at the doors of the homes
of peasants, the ballads of war and

devotion.

We can easily see in these influences

the antecedent suggestions of that chiv-

Sentimentand ^hy which was soon to gild
song become
corporeal in

chivalry.

the darkness of the age.

The ideal sentiments which

the Provengal poetry embalmed, which

it reiterated and enforced in every quat-

rain, were the premonitory flashes of that

gallantry and knighthood which, how-

ever fictitious, were tlie redeeming fea-

tures of the subsequent epoch. It is in

the nature of a popular poetry to encour-

age fidelity, to fan the flame of devotion,

to make heroism beautiful, and love the

principal thing. All of these tendencies

were promoted by the Provenyal litera-

ture. No other peoples of modern limes

have had the lyrical disposition so

strongly developed as those of Southern

France and Spain. Provence was the

land of song and (if singers in an age

when gloom and violence were the pre-

vailing facts in the general society of

Western lCuri)pc. We can but look back
with admiration and sympathy to the

small but ecstatic flights of the human

mind as it rose, lark-like, with the re-

vival of morning in the sunny regions

of ancient Languedoc and around the

Mediterranean coast from the si^urs of

the Alps to the foot of the Pyrenees.

What is here said is intended merely

as illustrative of the character of the

Provengal branch of the Persistency of

Latin familv of nations. We '!L'l'rtVepLamong the Pro-

can discover in the condi- vencais.

tions of early intellectual development

in Southern France the antecedents of

much of the future history of the coun-

try. It has been for three centuries dif-

ficult to maintain national unity between

the French and the Provencals, on ac-

count of the diverse spirit of the two

peoples. True, the language, the in-

stitutions, the manners, the political

methods of the French nation have

been extended to the ]\Icditerranean,

and travel and intercottrse and inter-

marriage have obliterated the more con-

spicuous features of diversity present

in the ]\Iiddle Ages. But ever and anon,

even to the middle and after part of the

nineteenth century, the old prevailing

spirit of the Provengals revives in some
form of political or social action at vari-

ance with the general course of the

French people.

Most strikingly was this displayed in

the movements of a hundred years ago

which led to the revolution Loyalty and Ub

of 1789, and which gave ^rty struggle for
' -" fc mastery in Pro-

ill several crises a deter- vence.

minate course to that great conflict.

Loyalty was a quality of mind and action

for which the Provenfals had been

immemorially distinguished. Should

they abandon the venerable monarch)'?

Should they remain quiet while the an-

cient aristocratic liberties of France

were swept away? Should they tame-

ly submit to the disgrace and overtiirow

of the mother Church ? Much of the
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history of the revohitionary struggle

turns about the negative answers which

were given by the Provengal loj^alists in

the south to these critical questions. It

was difficult in all stages of the great

transformation to secure the cooperation

of the southern populations in the work

of transforming France. Time and again

the generals of the republic were com-

Wherevcr the republican spirit broke

out in Southern France in the days of

the French revolution, it flamed with

unusual coruscations. In no other part

of the kingdom did leaders of the revo-

lution appear who so readily grasped the

bottom principles of the conflict, and

who at so early a day reasoned it out to

its ultimate consequences.

I

A CIRONDIST GUARD OF THE REVOLUTION.—Drawn by Eugene Girardet.

pelled to visit the southern and south-

western cities with fire and sword in

order to compel acquiescence in the

course of action which was resisted by
the ancient spirit of the race.

At the same time another old-time qual-
ity of the Provengal mind brought forth

an opposite result. The patriotic enthu-

siasm of the people operated to produce

in certain classes and in certain charac-

ters precisely the reverse of that loyal-

ism which we have described above.

Many of the principal characters of

the revolutionary epoch came out of

southern cities. The whole Provence gives

Gironde may be regarded ^rthe^rlvoiu!'

asProven9al. TheGirond- ^'°°-

ist principles of society and govern-

ment may be said to have been the very

bloom of the Proven9al mind. Mark
well, also, the Comte de Mirabeau. No
abler than he, no stronger, appeared

in all that stormy horizon. He was

out of Provence. Whence came that
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body of republican soldiers, marching

from afar ? Steady, steady is their

tramp, tramp, on their way to the north,

to Paris. Tall, swart men, but lithe,

they are; great-skulled, strong, resolute,

unshorn during the long journey; re-

publican to the core. They are singing

this song on the march and at the gates

of Paris

:

" Ye sons of France, awake to glory

!

Hark, hark ! what myriads bid you rise !

"

It is that most fiery of all revolutionary

songs which the sons of men have sung

as they have gone into the conflict. It

is La Marseillaise ; and the name carries

with it to all posterity the place from

which and the soldiers by whom the

patriotic piean was first chanted.

What town is that yonder on the coast,

precipitous on one side, fortified, held by
royalists in league with the English

shipping in the harbor, hateful to re-

publican France ? And who is that

bronzed artillery captain, now sleeping

among his gtms, now bounding with a

lion's spring on Fort L'Eguillcttc? The
town is Toulon, and the slight, swarthy

artillery officer has the name of Bona-

parte! So also Lyons tumbles from

her foundations, and Marseilles is half

consumed with fire by this republican

wrath which has turned back to bite

and burn the royalist wrath which it

had left behind it. All this is Proven-

gal—the remains of an old race conflict

between the men of the Mediterranean

coast and the men of the Seine.

We have already remarked upon the

extent to which tlic French nation as

French race In- such has bccu indebted to

l^o™:: f^r
rrovcnfal influences for its

refinement. enlightenment and prog-

ress. Especially in a social point of

view did the predominant people take

the form and fashion of the south. In

the Middle Ages Central France had

not by any means become the mirror in

which all the rest of European society

must discover the lineaments of polite-

ness and elegant form. The society of

Paris, such as it became under the Bour-

bon princes, was an importation from the

south. At the time of the Crusades it

had already been discovered that in

manners and customs, in costume and

address, the southern knights and their

ladies were far superior to those whose

demesnes lay north of the Loire.

Thus came into the valley of the

Seine, to Paris, to Versailles, that type

of gav and gallant social in- Teutonic races

tercourse by which all mod- ,\",^Sws
em societies in Europe of the French,

and America have, to a certain extent,

glassed themselves into corresponding

elegance. Such phenomena as we are

here describing are not easily apprehen.

sible. A nation is never conscious of

its own manners. Society, even by a

conscious effort, can not see itself. It

does, however, discover in oilier socie-

ties certain pleasing things, and is likely

to imitate and adopt them as its own.

This imitation, fortunately, is generally

in the direction of superior things and

against the barbarian prejudices of the

past. There is existent a certain pessi-

mistic view of human affairs which re-

fuses to recognize the moral and intel-

lectual benefits and elevating tenden-

cies of polite intercourse such as the

Gallo-Roman race has developed in

France. Others, willing to recognize

the superior refinements established by

French society, still hold that the ruder

forms and manners whicli have come
down to modern times in the Teutonic

channel are better for the peoples to-

whom such usages have descended. But

in an age when cosmopolitan influences

are abroad, such a view of the case is
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too narrow and provincial to be accepted.

The same compulsion which rests upon

French society to accept some of the

sterner principles of morality which are,

at least nominally, the rules of action

among' the English- and German-speak-

ing races, rests also among the latter to

accept the polite sestheticism and beau-

tiful rules of social intercourse which

French society has produced. And the

student of history will not fail to re-

member that the germs of this beautiful

social structure, of its accomplishments,

its gaiety, its cheerful spirit and high

color, are nearly all to be discovered in

that sunny country of love-lyrics and

courtesies—the ancient land of the Pro-

vengals.

Chapter LXXII.—The Wallachtaists.

Geographical
situation ofWal- the nortll

HERE yet remains a

sixth and last division

of the Latin race, the

AVallachian. It may
be well in entering

upon a brief considera-

tion of this last of the

Roman peoples of modem times to note

first its locus. Geographically speaking,

Wallachia lies in the bowl of the Dan-

ube. The shape of the river is that of

the Great Dipper transferred to the

earth. The cup is open to

The situation
lachia.

.g g^^j^ ^g ^^^gjj might hold

the residuum of a great race. On the

east and south and a large part of the

west the Danube is the safe boundary

—that Danube which in the closing

epoch of the Roman republic Avas estab-

lished as the frontier line against barba-

rism.

The student of history need not be

told that the country here referred to is

the Dacia of the Roman empire. With

the extension of the imperial power the

Eagles were moved to the north and

east, and established as far as the river

Tyras, the modern Dniester. Between

that stream and the Danube the prov-

ince of Dacia was organized and admin-

istered from the time of the early Caesars

vmtil after the downfall of the empire of

the West.

The reader will also bear in mind that

the Dacians were a Gothic race, and that

of all the barbarian peo- Relations of the

pies with whom Rome came ^^^^IZ^
in contact on the frontier, power,

they were the most assimilated by her

agency and influence. It was jDut of

this region that the Visigoths were

transplanted to the right bank of the

Danube ; and from the same source the

migration of the Gothic race began, and

in the fifth century carried a new eth.

nic current into Italy and Spain.

Meanwhile, however, the sons of Con-

stantine had divided the Roman empire,

establishing a new capital at Constanti-

nople. It happened that while the

Gothic nations were pressing to the

West, the Eastern empire may be said

to have made a counterinvasion of

Gothland. The people of Dacia had

long since been Christianized by the

agency of their great evangel Ulfilas,

first translator of the Scriptures into a

German tongue. Other influences radi-

ated from the East and joined those of

the West in Latinizing the tribes on

the left banks of the Danube. These

accepted the language and institutions

of the conquerors, as did the Celts in
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Gaul and the Iberians in Spain. Here

were laid the foundations of a Latin

race in this region so far removed from

Italy.

But let us look back for a moment at

the ethnic origiius of this region. Dacia

was one of the most inter-
Place and rela- . ....
"tionships of the esting countries lymg along
ancient Getee. .111 c x-\ \->

the borders of the Roman
empire. It was inhabited originally by

inally a pi'ovince in the Persian empire.

Philip of ilacedon courted and dreaded

this people, and in order to make him-

self strong in that direction sought and

obtained the daughter of the Dacian

king, Cothelas, in marriage. But the

Getie were not safe allies. They again

joined the Scythian tribes when Alex-

ander invaded this region. Lysiniachus,

King of Thrace, at one time .sought to

\ W.W IN WAI I ACin \.— lonTRENS OF ORsnvA.—Drawn^V n. I

the (ieta;, an Indo-European tribe,

thought to have been (nit of Illyria or

Thrace, and therefore allied, perhaps,

ultimately with the .^olic Greeks. The
Getie held the country in the bowl of

the Danube at the time when Rome
first put out her standards to tlie fron-

tiers of Europe. The Geta; were war-

like. Of old, they had joined the Scyth-

ians in their resi.stance to Darius the

Great when that monarch invaded Eu-

rope. For a sliort time Dacia was noni-

subdue them, but was himself routed

and obliged to give his daugliter to

their king in marriage. Finally he fell

prisoner in their hands, and was .saved

alive and restored to liberty by his Ge-

tian .son-in-law.

The Gauls in their great reflex move-

ment across Ivurope passed TheDacicon-

ovor Dacia and defoatcd quertheOetaB
0\cr uacia ana UCrcaitU and amalgamata

the Getae in battle. They -with them,

.sold them in large numbers as slaves to

tlie Athenians and other Greeks. Dur-
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ing the first half of the first century

B. C, the Daci, thought to have been

kinsmen of the Getae, came in out of

Thrace. They were emigrants from the

vicinity of Rhodope in that country, and

succeeded in the year 57 B. C. in effect-

ing a permanent settlement in Dacia,

which henceforth took their name. For

a considerable length of time they and the

Getae were co-countrymen, but the Daci

were the stronger, and the name of the

other people disappears at the close of

the first century of our era.

At this time the Dacians were among

carried by the conquerors into the con-

quered country. Trajan's bridge was

reckoned among the greatest structures

of the kind in the ancient world, and the

site is still pointed out by travelers.

It was in honor of the triumph

of the Roman arms and of the successful

campaigns of the emperor that the

Column of Trajan, at Rome, was reared.

Most of the figures on the exterior of

that superb monument were those of

Dacian captives. It was a barbarian

warrior of the same race who was taken

as a model for the Dviinr Gladiator, at

RUINS OF TRAJAN'S BRIDGE OVER THE DANUBE.—Drawn by D. Lancelot.

the most formidable races with whom

Dacia becomes the Romans had to contend
a dependency of ^| frontiers of the em-
Rorae ; Trajan's

It was in loi A. D.victories. pire.

that Trajan went again.st them in penson,

and meeting them at a place afterwards

called Pratuin Trajani, or Trajan's

Crossroads, overthrew them in battle.

Three years later he made another cam-

paign, and at the capital, Varhely, the

Dacian king, Vecebulas, committed

suicide, and the country became a

Roman province. The usual plan was

adopted of securing future good order.

A bridge was constructed across the

Danube, and three great military roads,

built after the Roman manner, were

Rome. Lord Byron has not failed to

catch the reference to the nationality of

the expiring soldier who "leans upon

his hand," and

" Consents to death, but ronqueis agony.

The arena swims around hini—he is gone.

Ere ceased the inhuman shout which hail'd the

wretch who won.

He heard it, but he heeded not—his eyes

Were with his lieart, and that was far away;

He reck'd not of the life he lost nor prize.

But whei^ his rude hut by the Danube lay

There were his young barbarians all at play.

There was their Dacian mother—he, their sire.

Butchered to make a Roman holiday."

But it was not only by militar>' roads,

and bridges, not only by the transfer-
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ence of masses of captives to Italy, to be

kept there in slavery or made a sport for

tlic populace, that Rome
The empire col-

, , i i • , , i

onizes; absorp- sought to establish hcrdo-
tion of the race. ... «

minion in concjuercd prov-

inces. It was chiefly by colonizing them

with Roman subjects that she trusted to

maintain her authority and hold the

scepter of good order in all parts of the

empire. Thus did she in Dacia. Col-

onies were gathered from

other provinces and trans-

ferred to the country bej'ond

the Danube. It is not known
how many of these Roman
settlements were planted in

the country, but their number
was sufficient. Dacia was Ro-

manized, and the subject peo-

ple—Dacians, descendants of

the Getas, scattered companies

of Goths, all more or less amal-

gamated— found themselves

in the presence and under the

surveillance of a stronger than

they. It was the same situ-

ation which we have already

seen in Gaul, in Spain, in Por-

tugal, and which we shall

hereafter see in nearly all the

countries of Western Europe.

Thus it was that the people

of Dacia as early as the second

_„ ,
century of our era became

The Goths press
theDanubian Latiiiizcd. This was be-

fore the days of the Goths.

The reader of history will recall how
in the times of Domitian Rome had
quailed before the Dacian people, and
had agreed to pay a tribute for the

maintenance of peace. The Tra-

janian wars had ended this humilia-

tion ; but the Dacians continued warlike

until llie close of tlie third century,

when Aurelian deemed it prudent to

withdraw from beyond the Danube, and

to constitute that river the frontier line

of the empire. Thereafter the Roman
legions had their station on the right

bank of the Danube, and Dacia lay open

to a Gothic conquest. As early as 248

A. D. the latter race was sufficiently

strong in Dacia to make an inroad upon

the empire. The Emperor Claudius de-

feated them in battle at Naisus, in Dar-

dania, in the year 269. Aurelian had

1 KAJAN—IMI'liKIAL TVl'E.

battles with them. But it was their

growing power north of the Danube that

led that emperor to withdraw from Da-

cia, and constitute the river the boundary

between Rome and barbarism.

It may be said that the Gothic race

passed through Dacia on its way to the

southwest. There was a considerable

period when the Goths were
'

_
Ethnic constltu-

predominant in the coun- tion of the Wai-

try , but it is doubtful wheth-

er they ever constituted a majority of

the population. In the districts that lay
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back from the river the probability is

that the old Daeian tribes still con-

tinued to preponderate in numbers and

extent. In fact, tliat Dacia to -which

Iiistory has been so much disposed to

point as the seat of the earliest Teutonic

civilization, the center of the Ma;so-

Gothie culture to which Ulfilas's trans-

lation of the Scriptures contributed so

powerfully, lay on the right bank of the

river, within the limits of the empire

jjroper. We may thus consider the Wal-
lachian race to have been constituted

ethnically of a substratum of Aryanism
composed of two ancient Thracian races,

the Getae and the Dacians. The latter

were Romanized at the begfinninsf of the

second century. A large Roman popu-

lation was directly imported, and from

this the subsequent language and man-
ners and tendencies of the race were

chiefly derived. Then came the Goths,

the second, or Germanic, stratum in the

composition of the people; then a long

administration extending from the East-

ern capital of the empire and bringing

with it many elements of Latin and even

of Greek derivation ; finally, the subju-

gation of the country by the Turks.

The history of the Wallachian race

from the time of the overthrow of

the Western empire of
Oiltime of the ^

vicissitudes of the Romaus to the subver-
the race. . /• ^ i -r^ ^

sion 01 the Eastern em-
pire by the Turcomans is exceedingly

obscure. We may assume that the race

elements which we have already de-

scribed continued in fusion and growth

without much disturbance until the sixth

century, when the Slavs came in from

the north and greatly modified the

population. We know from the testi-

mony of language that this invasion

amounted to a conquest; for the largest

single element of words in the Vlach,

or Wallachian, language, after the Ro-

man element, is vSlavic. There must
have been a very considerable infusion

of a northern stock to have produced

so great a change in the speech of the

people.

After this event the country continued

as it had been, a province of the Eastern

empire, for several centuries. In the

year 1290 a Transylvania leader called

Radul Negru, who bore the title of ivay-

zuodc oi the Roumans, came down with

large forces and established his capital

at Argish. After this time the nominal

dependence on the Greek empire of Con-

stantinople was broken and the country

was what was called a waywodate, under

the suzerainty of the King of Hungary.

But at length Wallachia .became inde-

pendent, and remained so until the be-

ginning of those Mohammedan conquests

which presently ended in the capture of

Constantinople.

After this event the Turcoman sultans

were wont to appoint a ruler for Walla-

chia and Moldavia, and to
The Wallachians

a certain extent the pop- at bottom a Ro-
, ,. . i-n 1 man people.

Illation was again modified

by Turkish influences. In the bottom,

however, and essentially, it continued to

be a Roman people, with a Latin lan-

guage ; and it is from this point of view

that the modern Roumanians are to be
considered in ethnography and general

history. They constitute the easternmost

branch of the Latin race, and have de-

rived the greater part 'of their language

and institutions from the Latin and from

precedents which were established under

the Roman empire.

The language is known as Mach. The
word is the old Gothic Voloch, which has

in the .Slavic tongue been Theviachian-

modified into Vladi. The ^r/Jf'^llf
^-

people, however, called "line."

themselves Ruiiuni, Rovicni, or Roinani.

The first syllable, however, is pro-
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nounced roii—the whole being another

example of a people of one name speak-

ing a language of another name. As

RICH UALI.ACHIAN PHASANT—TYPtt.

Drawn by D. Lancelot,

we have said, there is every evidence

that this Vlach, or Rouman, race belongs

ethnically in the Latin stem. In general,

IKADKSMAN Or lUCII ARKS I'—TYPE.

Prawn by I). Lancelot.

the distril)ntion of the people so called

is throughout the modern kingdom of

Roumania, embracing the two mediaeval

countries of Wallachia and Moldavia

But here again the student must be on
his guard against limiting ethnic facts

with lines. No race of men is or has

ever been circumscribed with a geo-

graphical line. The latter is an artifice

adopted by men for /<'////(V// convenience.

The youth in his nonage passing from

one country to another expects to find a

line on the earth; but finds none. He
is surprised to see the houses on the two
sides of the " line " built after the same
pattern and inhabited by the same kind

of people. He must search long before

he will find the people on one side of

JEW OF BUCHAREST—TYPE.

Drawn by D. Lancelot,

the "line" speaking a language differ-

ent from that spoken by those on the

other .side. Manners and customs are

confluent along all such selvages; and

in the flowing together and interming-

ling of all currents the expected " line
"

becomes a myth.

We .should not expect to bound the

Rouman race bv the limits outspread of

of Roumania, 'in fact, it l^S^ur-
has spread over the bound- rounding states

aries of the kingdom in every direction.

It has even on the .south flowed across
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the Danube. The central valleys of the

Pindus mountains are inhabited by Rou-

manians; that is, people speaking the

Vlach language and descended originally

from the Latin stirps. There is a colony

of them in Epinis and others in ^"Etolia

and Acarnania, and in different districts

of Albania, Thessaly, Macedonia, and

Bulgaria. Northward of the kingdom
of Roumania the race has extended

into Bessarabia and into the countries of

South Russia. Transylvania has re-

ceived the Roumanians in several re-

gions, and Hungary, particularly Banat,

is partly populated by the same family.

country was overrun by the Goths, the

Huns, the Gepidae, the Avars, the Slavs,

and the Bulgarians—to the virtual ex-

tinction of the Roman stock. The fact

is also cited that we have a particular

account of a Roumanian colony planted

in the country in the year 1222, as

though that were the origin of the mod-
ern people. But if we admit all this,

the facts remain as they were before

—

that a Latin-speaking people have given

tone and character and ethnic constitu-

tion to the whole race occupying the

great bowl on the left of the Lower
Danube.

ARGIS.

It has even spread to the shores of the

Adriatic. In vServia the Roumanian ele-

ment is preponderant, and in Istria the

same stock is represented by the people

called Cici, who are classified as Roman i.

Centrally, however, the race has its locus

in ancient Dacia as that province was
constittited in the times of Trajan.

A recent school of writers, headed by
Roesler, have controverted the original

Roman elements Romau derivation of the

It has been

by them that the

old Latin colonists were withdrawn in

the times of the Emperor Aurelian, and
particularly that in subsequent ages the

predominant in Wall-irhians
Wallachianchar- " aiiacnians.

aoter. urged by them

It should not be forgotten that the

Latin colonists who planted themselves

—or were planted rather by
.

.In ethnic forma-
the republic and empire— tion the strong-

/. . . ., est part prevailsm foreign parts were the

dominant people, ruling the provincials

as they would. If in the course of one

or two centuries afterwards these colo-

nials were formally withdrawn, their

blood could not be withdrawn, nor could

the institutions, the language, which they

had left behind with their blood be again

transplanted from the place in which

they had taken permanent root. It is a

matter of history that the colonists sent

out from Rome and established in con-
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quered provinces rapidly drew to them-*

selves the better elements of the native

society. We must consider that such a

relation was one of license, that the for-

malities of marriage would be little re-

garded, and that a Latin colony would in

the course of one or two generations so

diffuse itself among the subject people

as to be henceforth ineradicable. It was

thus, if we mistake not, that the ethnic

constitution of the Wallachian race was

given its Roman cast, and the subse-

quent inroads of migrating barbarian

tribes could not displace the stronger

race which had established itself in the

country.

It may be said with truth that the

Wallachian race, considered as a mem-
The-WaUachian ber of the Latin family, is

S^toluTroutd-
l^-i^'l^i"? definition; that

tag regions. jg^ that the division be-

tween this people and the surrounding

nations is not clear enough to constitute

an ethnic demarkation. On the north

there is a fading out of race character-

istics and an interfusion of the Molda-

vians and Wallachians with the people

of Bessarabia and Southern Russia.

On the side of Greece there is the same
merging, in the Pindus region, with

the Albanians, and on the west it is dif-

ficult to say at what point the Walla-

chian element ceases to predominate

over the Hungarian. On all sides there

is a certain fading out of the distinct

ethnography which we are able to trace

in the case of the Italians and the other

mcmlicrs of the great Roman family.

But this result has arisen in part from

geographical considerations. The read-

Lackof geo- cr will perccive at a glance

Kiru'ndtt h«'^^' greatly the ethnic sol-

'*°^- idarity of the Italians, the

Spaniards, and the Portuguese have been
maintained by the great walls of the

Alps and the Pyrenees and the circum-
M.— \'ol. 2—33

jacent oceans. In Wallachia there iias

been no such natural protection to the

integrity of the race ; and for this rea-

son the Roumanian blood has diffused

itself, as we have seen, across the boi

BULGARIAN OK SOl'lllA— TVIi:.

Drawn by Emile Bayard, from a photogtaph.

ders, spreading among many kindreds

on all sides. It may also be remem-
bered that few coimtrics have been so

many times violently agitated by barba-

rian invasions and counter-conquests of

foreign nations as has Wallachia. The
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bowl of the Danube in which the coun-

try lies was a sort of flat-bottonjed fun-

nel, into which all the barbarism of

Northeastern Europe was wont to pour

itself, in the attempt to find open sluices

into the West. Nevertheless, if we take

our stand in what was ancient Dacia,

the Dacia of Trajan and Aurelian, we
shall find around us the descendants of

a race as truly Latin in its original deri-

vation as the French or the Spaniards.

pressure from the side of Asia. South-

western Asia has borne hard on North-

eastern Europe. Certain cosmic forces

have worked constantly as a draft upon
Asiatic barbarism; or to speak more
correctly, those forces are compulsive,

urging forward the peoples of Asia from

behind, driving them upon Europe with

a violence as though they had been dis-

charged from a volcanic mortar.

The imcivilized, or at most half-civ-

HOME OF A PEASANT PROPRIETOR.—Drawn l,y D. Lancelot.

For historical reasons which the

reader will readily apprehend, the Wal-

Conditionsin lachians have been of

fet'ard de^veLT ''''^^^ development as a peo-

>nent. 2)lc than the other mem-
bers of the Latin family. The causes

for this tardiness in race evolution are

not far to seek. The general condition

of Eastern Europe for much more than

a thousand year.s—we might say for fif-

teen hundred year.s—has been one of

ilized, condition of the region from

which the Asiatics have been thus con-

stantlv vomited into Europe has made it

impossible for the countries Asiatic barba-

this side of the Ural moun- ^JT,'".?;.^™

tains and the Caspian to forces,

civilize with energy and rapidity. The

spectacle has been that of the constant

displacement of more refined and settled

populations by those less refined and

less settled in their habits. Hardly to
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the present day lias this barbarian pres-

sure ceased. Russia at the present time

bears hard on all the countries to the

west and south. She presses them with

a force that she does not herself under-

stand, with a passion which

she could not herself interpret.

Several of the Danubian coun-

tries have suffered seriously

from this ethnic and cosmic

condition. Trees do not grow
well in a situation where the

landslide prevails. They re-

quire permanence of footing.

So also does inan. If his na-

tive place seems to slip from its

foundation, or if some violence

which he can not control presses

him from his habitat, he be-

comes angry with the disturbed

order of nature, and is more dis-

posed to take the barbarian

mood of the force which has

provoked him than he is to cre-

ate a civilization for his descend-

ants.

The peoples inhabiting the

modern kingdom of Roumania
have been peculiarly distressed

Ronmaniana by the action of
particularly re- *!,„-„ crpnpnl 1;iw«tardedbywant ^nese general laws,
of repose. ^md have hardly

yet assured themselves of that

permanency which is requisite

for the creation of the higher

forms of the civilized life. Fully

three fourths of the whole popu-

lation arc still in the agricultural

stage. True, the country is

specially adapted to the pro-

duction of wheat, barley, and
corn; but the methods of cultivation .iru

primitive and imperfect, and .such im-

provements as have been introduced in

the ancient methods have resulted from
'.b*^ importation of foreign capital.

To the present day the Wallachian

peasants may be seen scratching the

earth with that ancient form of plow the

share of which, resembling a lancehead,

enters the ground horizontally, and is

liulc uiurc Uiuu a drag. CJac si.xth of

the whole gountry is still covered with

the original forest. One acre out of

every hundred and twenty-five is planted

willi the vine. The principal annual
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production is in the great cereals, the

abundance of which has within recent

times made Wallachia, as
Methods ofpro-
uuounn; princi- wcU as some Other of the
pal resources. t^ i 1Danubian provmces, a rnal

of the United States in the wheat

inaricets of the world.

It is only in recent times that the

railroad and the telegraph have made

towed up and down the Danube accord-

ing to the exigencies of the crop. Forty

per cent of the foreign trade of Rouma-
nia is carried on with Austria, thirty

per cent with Great Britain, and ten per

cent with France. The interior trade

of the country is almost exclusively in

the hands of the Jews, of whom tliere

are about four hundred thousand in

COURT OF THE CONVENT OF SURPATELE.-Drawn by D,

their way into Wallachia. The first rail-

Physicaiim- ^^^^iv ^^^s laid in 1869. In

nrr^.^="t«rt^ 1884 the lines had extend-
nro^reKS : trade '

ancelot.

progress; trade
and the octroi, ed to about a thousand

miles, and the telegraph to nearh- three-

thousand miles. As yet the manufac-

turing industries of Roumania are scarce-

ly sufficient to require enumeration.

The principal of these are petroleum re-

fineries, refineries for sugar, steam

flouring mills, and peculiar floating

grist mills for grinding corn, that are

Roumania. The cities of the countrj'

have generally adopted the Octroi, or in-

ternal tariff system of trade, greatly to

the detriment of commercial interests.

Bucharest is as yet the only Roumanian

city of the first class, though Yassy and

Galatz are both approach- „. .^ ,^ ^ Distribution of

ing tlie line of a hundred the Roumanian
,

"^

, . , , . , , population.
thou.sand inhabitants each.

Out of a population of over eight mil-

lion there were, in 1883, only a hun-

dred and twenty-four thousand pupils in

I

I

fl

fl
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the primary schools. Bucharest and

Yassy have each its university, with

an aggregate of nearly a hundred pro-

fessors and lecturers and over seven

hundred students. Most of the young
Roumanians of promise who desire a

university education go abroad to obtain

it, the greater number of tliem to Paris.

The Roumania academy has furnished

in recent years the beginnings of scien-

tific culture, and its reputation is rapid-

ly extending.

vestigations, we may begin with Portu-

gal as unity. Counting the Portuguese

as one, the Roumanians will be repre-

sented by two, the Spaniards by three,

the Italians by seven, and the French

by ten. This proportion does not in-

clude the Brazilian Portuguese or the

Mexican and South American Spaniards,

but does include the Provengals with the

French. Neither ethnography nor his-

tory any longer keeps up the distinction

between the Provenyal race and the

ri"ALIAX IDEALS.—The IIuKGHH.Mi; \ ii.\c».—Dtav\a Ly raquitr, fruiu a pliuiu^jraplt.

We have now reached a stage of the

present inquiry from which some gener-

Reiative devei- al views may be obtained

;!ror^lof the of the Latin races in their

Latin races. distribution and character.

Of those peoples who have their ethnic

origin in the Roman stem, the French

have the first place. This may be said

of every element of civilization with the

exception of art. In artistic develop-

ment, the first place must be accorded to

the Italians. As to population, which

is the great starting point of all such in-

dominant people with wliich it has been

merged. Such distinction must be pre-

served when we are considering the

ethnic antecedents of the peoples in the

north and the south of France, but since

the revolution of 1789, the merging of

the one with the other has been efTectcd

to the extent of nationalizing both

branches of the Gallo-Roman race under

the common name of French.

If we consider the relative extent of

the departure of the several Latin races

from the ancient Roman type, we shall
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Italiams and
WaUachians
most strongly
deflected from
Romsiu type.

If

be surprised to find that tlic home peo-

ple, that is, the Italians, have perhaps

gone as far from the origi-

nal standard as any of the

other five branehes of the

family. If we bring together groups

of the average representatives of the

Italian, the "Wallaehian, the French, the

Proven9al, the Sjmnish, and the Portu-

guese families, and a group of ancient

Romans as a standard of comparison, we
shall find the Italians as widely deflected

from the originals as any other division

-^f the race with the possible exception of

I
even his cloak, flung toga-wise around
his person, and particularly the cruelty

of disposition to which he can be easily

provoked, all tell unmistakably of a

Roman original.

Among these groups, the French have
gone farthest in the direction of modern
svmpathies—farthest from
' French have the
the statelmess, hauteur, leadership of tha

1 . Til • Latin family.
and autocracy of the orig-

inal stock. Indeed the French, as

we have seen, have themselves become
in large measure the standards by which

all the sympathetic and sociable qualities

the WaUachians. This is true even in

language. Linguistically considered, the

greatest departure from Latin is the

Wallaehian, and that which has best

preserved the original is Portuguese.

Next to Wallaehian, French has been

most deflected from the Latin standard

;

then Italian, and then Spanish.

Perhaps in personal bearing, in man-
ners, and certainly in such details as

costume, the .Spanish grotip would be

Spaniards In nearest to the Roman.

preJl^rro! '^^'^e Spaniard lacks much
man original. of the vchemence and

strength, the aggressive energy, of his

prototype, but his haughtiness, his cold,

severe countenance, his higli manners.

I II b> I'.iiiuier, fi'.'rii an antique cnj^raving.

of modern life arc measured. After the

French, it may be said that the Italians

are, especially in the last quarter of the

century, most nearly assimilated to the

social, political, and ethnic standards of

the present age ; next after these, the

Portuguese, and finally the Spaniards.

In learning and intellectual acumen

the French are again far in advance of

the other Latin races. The Italians are,

however, in an intellectual evolution

which may soon make them the rivals of

their neighbors across the mountains.

In sculpture and painting Italy still

holds the palm, but the achievements of

the French are in close rivalry to their

southern kinsmen. The artistic dcvel-
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opmcut of mediaeval Spain, particularly

in painting, promised magnilicent re-

sults, but the promise was blasted at the

close of the sixteenth century.

In scientific achievement the palm be-

longs to the French and Italians, in the

Estimates asto Order named. Neither the
6oience;the Spanish nor Portuguese
American Span- x o
ish peoples. have at any time distin-

guished themselves by investigating

the laws of nature. No great astron-

omer, geologist, or physicist has arisen

south of the Pyrenees. Of the Portu-

guese branch of the Latin family Ave

have already had occasion to speak, es-

pecially of the promise exhibited in the

Brazilian division. Of all the states of

the two Americas, Brazil is most in sym-

pathy with the progressive ideas of the

United States and Canada. Nor does it

appear that the pall and paralysis which

have fallen upon the home peoples of

the Iberian peninsula have affected the

Brazilian branch of the

race. As to the American

Spanish peoples, they are

altogether assimilated in

their character with the

original stock in Spain.

In only a few particulars

has ilexico improved up-

on the countryfrom which

her dominant people has

been derived. The same may be said of

the Hispanio-South xVmeiucan states.

Tlie Latin race in its entirety ntimbers

at tlie present day just about one hun-

dred million of people. Of these, four

tenths are French and three tenths Ital-

ians. These two constitute France farnlshea

the bulk of the race. They ^f^TS"°
also furnish its momentum, races.

It is in France that we must take our

stand if we would find ourselves in the

heart of the energies of the Latin race.

Here it displays itself in all its efHores-

cence and grandeur. Here it has become

emancipated, and has taken on its own
leafage and blossom and fruit. It is a

great distance from Alba Longa, from

Lavinium, from Roma Ouadrata, to the

streets of Paris ; from the Temple of Ju-

loiter Capitolinus to the Invalides ; from

the Palace of the Caesars to the Tuileries

;

from the Circus to the Louvre ; but it re-

quires so great a span to reach from the

origin to the cvilmination

of the Roman race. The
Arc de Triomphc rises in

place of the Arch of Titus

;

the Place de la Concord

receives the sunshine in-

stead of the Forum, and

the Grand Opera House

stands in lieu of the Coli-

V

I



BOOK X.-THE CELTS.

Chapter LXXIII.—The Gauls Proper.

lEGINNING \vith the

Ruddy races of man-
kind and with the

Aryan division ofthose

races, we have now
considered the East-

ern branches of that

great family, and also the Graeco-

Italic branch in the West. We have

followed the race in its distribution cast-

ward, across the plateaus of Iran,

through the gaps of the Ilindu-Kvish,

into the valleys of India, as far to the

east as the ]\Ialay peninsula, which may
be regarded as the limits of the sunrise

excursion of the Arvans;
Summary of the
subjects thus and wc havc followed the
far considered. /. -i ^ .isame family from the same
original nidus westward by one of its

divisions through Asia Iklinor, across the

^'ligcan, pausing to note its marvelous

historical developments in Greece and

Italy, tracing the transformation of the

Gricco-Italic peoples, in the Middle

Ages, into their recent developments,

and bounding at last the Western excur-

sion with the limits of Brazil. The
spectacle of a race of men thus distribut-

ing itself, imder its own laws, without

compulsory historical processes, in obe-

dience to natural instincts, and under

no restraints except that of environment

as far in one direction as the foot-hills

of Burmah and in the other direction as

far as the head-waters of the Rio Ama-
zonas, is .sufficiently striking and pictur-

esque.

But the Western excursion of the

Aryans was by no means limited to the

Graico-Italicans. The stream that bore

them awav contained much Greeco-itaiicans

of the historical potency lllt:::\Z^'''

of the ancient world, ^ut New World,

there was another world yet to come,

that modern world which we have in-

herited from the past; and it was the

destiny of things that the impulse which

carried the Greeks and Romans to their

tremendous pitch of power and grandeur

in antiquity should sink into the earth

before reaching the world which we in-

habit. Meanwhile, however, there were

in preparation in the north of Europe

other races of men to whom was assigned

in a large measure the destiny of build-

ing the great structure of modi;rn times.

521
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These northern races also, like their

kinsmen in the eastern and central

peninsulas of Southern
Celtic and Teu- f^
tonic races next Europe, were Aryans.
Olaim attention, t ! ti ii • iLike them, they came into

Europe from the East ; like them, they

were distributed to their respective lo-

calities by their own migrations and

conflicts; like them, in course of time

they fixed themselves in permanent res-

idence in various European countries;

and like them, they have now risen to

grandeur, renown, and power. Whether
the civilization which they have builded

will outlast that of Greece and Italy, or

whether in course of time it also will

sink into the dust, leaving the Western

world for other races to dominate,

remains for the veiled future to reveal.

We come, then, in the present chapter

to the consideration of the races of

Northern and Western Europe. We
have at this part of the inquiry less

light from the historic page than was

furnished from the records of the Graeco-

Italic races. The late literary develop-

ment of the peoples of Xorthcrn Europe,

of the Celts, of the Teutonic families,

has left their primitive history in great

obscurity. But ingenious inquiry, pa-

tient archaeological research, the faithful

comparison of data, have enabled the

modern scholar to extract even from

the barbarism of Northern Europe at

least the rudiments of a rational ethnog-

raphy.

Let us, then, in the next place, begin-

ning with the Celtic peoples, take our

Determining the Stand at thc poiut of their

S^uiofacede. departure from the north-
parture. westem Stream of Aryan-
ism and trace out to their iiUimate forms

and manifestations the various branches

of the race. The reader will not have

forgotten that in prehistoric times the

westbound Aryans parted in Armenia,

eastward from the Black sea, in the coun-

try between that stormy water and the

still more stormy Caspian, and that they

proceeded thenceforth by a direct west-

em and a northwestern departure into

Europe.

It is the northwestern course which
we are now to pursue. In this line we
find the potency of all the races of Eu-

rope, with the exception of the Greeks

and Romans, and with the still more
remote exception of the Pelasgi, the

Etruscans, the Iberians, and the Basques.

These latter races were amalgamated
with the Graeco-Italic family, constituting

what may in general be called the South

Europeans, as contradistinguished from

the North Europeans. The latter flowed

in a northwesterly direction, maintain

ing a tolerable solidarity until they

reached a latitude above that of the up-

per extremities of the Black sea. Here

they again parted and spread. Hitherto

the common migratory stream had con-

tained the potency of the Celtic, the

Slavonic, the Teutonic, and the Lettic

families of men.

Of course, we must not suppose that

the movement to the northwest and into

Europe of these various Race move-

primitive families was co- ^pSS..
incident for the different *ient.

tribes. It is because they were iiol co-

incident that we are able to take them

up in something resembling a histori-

cal sequence and consider them one by

one. It is safe to assume that the van-

guard in this case was the Celts. Just

as the' rough Romans and the ..-Eolic

Greeks, or rather the tribes out of

which these peoples were destined to

spring, were in the van of the Grseco-

Italic races, so the Celts may be said

to have led the way into Western Eu-

rope by the northern route. It is here

insisted that the reader must be famil-
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iar Nvilli the map of the eastern hemi-

sphere; and if he will understand the

true nature of .the ethnic movements

which we are hei-e'delineating-, he must

keep before his mind the position of the

Black sea in the bifurcation of the Aryan

race in its progress to the West.

course of the otherNorth European tribes.

As we have said in another part, the di-

rection of the migration of the race wasv

thence almost due west through a large

part of Europe. Whether the Celtic

nations were pressed from behind by-

other migrating tribes, or whether they

I

SOURCE OK CELTIC MIGRATIONS.—Lake Van and Koktkess.—Drawn by J. Laurci.s, from nature.

Ethnographers are tolerably well

agreed in regard to the general coui'se

Course of Celtic and progress of the Celtic
migration and through EurOOe. It
distribution in c> r
Europe. was, perhaps, in what we
would callCcntral Russia, about the head-

waters of the Don, in the country be-

tween theVolga and the Dnieper, that the

Celtic race first began its departure and

excursion from the common migratory

were carried still further and further by

forces of instinct which they could not

themselves understand, the results of

which they could not themselves antici-

pate, we may leave to conjecture. Xt)r

is it certainly known to what extent the

coimtries through which these Celtic na-

tions made their way were at that time

inhabited by other races which may have

resisted or accelerated their progress.
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At any rate, they pressed their -way

westward until they crossed the river

Rhine. There, with the wide reahn of

Teutonic barbarism behind them—at

least the realm ^vhere such barbarism

was to display its powers—they took pos-

•session of Gaul, and fixed themselves, in

course of time, with some degree of firm-

ness to the soil.

]\Iinor. Their discernment in this par-

ticular was verified by subsequent in-

vestigations, and ethnographers of the

present time are agreed that the Gala-

tians were an Eastern branch of the

Western Celtic family. As to the gen-

eral distribution of the race in Gaul we
have the authority of Caesar. His three-

fold division of the people according to

I.V CtSAK'S rKOVINXE, FUOT uK '1 HE Al.l'b.—Hr.iwii l.y C. S-.^liu, fru.u a iJioiugrapli b) Uc Hi-iua

The country which they thus occupied

extended from the river Rhine to the

Boundaries of Pvrcnecs. In thc earliest

J^^.the^Muu" ]^-"ropcan vocabulary it is

taiiians. Called Ccllice (Greek, «eX-

•^tK//), and its inhabitants were .A'i//oi, or

Ciltce. The Greeks at a very early period

recognized the identity between the race

which spread over Gaul and the people

^v•ho <rave their name to Galatia in Asia

nationality is recognized and accepted

wherever the Latin literature has left

even a trace of its influence. It is now,

however, better known than in the

days of Cicsar that one division of the

Gauls, namely, the Acjuitanian, had an

ethnic basis derived frona the south.

The Aquitani, whose country extended

from the Pyrenees to the river Garonne,

are now regarded as descendants of the
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ancient Iberians and Basques, who oc-

cupied both slopes of the mountain

range dividing Gaul from the Spanish

peninsula. But these Aquitanians had

been Celticized before Caesar's day, and

though differing much from the Belgic

and Gallic Celts, they should neverthe-

less be regarded as belonging to the

same general family.

Those Celts whom Cassar calls Galli,

or Gauls, had in his day the whole terri-

tory extending from the
Geographical

• ^.
position of the river Garonne to the an-
Galli and Belgae. • . c .

.

icient Sequana, toe modern
Seine, and its chief tributary, the

Marne. This last named river, to-

gether with the Seine and the Rhine,

constituted the territorial limits of the

Belgae, or third division of the Celtic

race, in Gaul. Just as the Aquitanian

branch of the people had been ethni-

cally modified by their interfusion with

the Iberians and Basques, so on the

Germanic side the Belgas had been con-

siderably assimilated to the Teutonic

type. The man of antiquity in judg-

ing of ti'ibal and national differences

generally used language as the criterion.

In doing so the car Avas the critical or-

gan. A tribe sj^eaking a dialect that

sounded different from the dialect of

some other tribe was quickly, and many
times fallaciously, judged to be of differ-

ent descent. In an age when philology

had no existence, men of the most acute

minds were unable to discover those

analogies of sound and structure by
which in modern times the aiBnities of

language are so easily determined. It

was for this reason that Caesar in his

military excursions through Gaul, com-
ing in contact witli the Gauls proper, the

Belgians, and the Aquitanians, in turn,

did not hesitate to say that these races

"differed much among themselves in

languages, institutions, and laws."

There was still another diverse aspect

of ancient Gaulish life such as it was at

the beginning of our era. whotheLigu-

That country called by the grarX'om.us
Romans Provincia, extend- Gaiua.

ing from the foot of the maritime Alps

around the Mediterranean to the mouth
of the Rhone, had a population of its

own, and to this province the Greek

writers gave the name of Liguria. The
fact that as early as 600 B. C. the colony

of Massilia, the modern ]\Iarseilles, had

been planted by the Greeks, furnished

ground for that race to claim an ethnic

interest in the people of the southern

coast of Gaul. There Avas intercourse

between Hellas and this country. Cassar

himself tacitly admits the different eth-

nic character of the people of Provincia.

But since these people, the Ligurians

—

or whoever they were—were well known
to the Romans, and were virtually one

Avith the people bearing their name in

the peninsula, the Roman general offers

no comments i:pon their character. But

in what manner socA-er some original

settlements in this maritime part of

Southern Gaul may have been made,

the Gauls here also prevailed OA-er the

original colonists and gradually ab-

sorbed and transformed them into their

own likeness. In fact, that broad coun-

try which the Roman historian distin-

guishes as OiHiiis Call'm, or All Gaul,

Avas before the beginning of our era in-

habited through its whole extent by peo-

ples of the Celtic race, modified around

the borders cast, south, and southwest

by the frontier tribes that lay in those

directions.

The primitive Celts Avere not by any
means limited to Gaul in

Evolution of the
their excursions westward. Spanish ceiti-

They beat down against

the Pyrenees. They found the pass-

es. They made their way througb

\

%

i
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Britain; the
Greeks find Cel'

tice.

into the Spanish peninsula. It is not
!

agreed whether the Iberians from be-

yond the Mediterranean were there

before them. Niebuhr has contended

that the Celtic occupation of Central

Spain was anterior to the coming of the

Iberians; but the general belief has

been that the latter people were found

there when the Celts first invaded the

country. Both peoples remained. They
may have fought. There is tradition

to that effect. But they finally settled

and became amalgamated into that race

which has preserved both of the ethnic

names, namely, the Celtiberians.

In the extreme west of Gaul the

tribes came to the sea. They made

Dimisioninto their way across the Chan-

nel into Britain. They
occupied the British Isles,

and contributed thereto the first histori-

cal population. The events to which

we here refer lie far back in antiquity.

Rome had not yet been founded when
the Celtic race diffused itself over the

greater part of Western Europe. When
the Greek adventurers, about 600 B. C,
came to the southern coast of Gaul, they

found it occupied by the Celtic race.

Such was the dispersion of the people

whose race evolution we are now to con-

sider. We may well glance briefly at

some of the vicissitudes through which

they passed.

Gaul became thickly populated, as

that phrase would be applied to a barba-

rian region. The race grew powerful.

TheCeitioas- It ascended the slopes of

WestSS. ^'^^ Alps on the north
«>pe- and bore down toward the

German ocean. There were Celtic

tribes on both sides of the Upper Rhine.

Gaulish emigrations took place, whole

nations moving in this direction or in

that. We have already seen how Italy

was troiiblcd bv them before the Ro-

man ascendency. We have also .seen

how a Gaulish people made their way to

the East, pressed upon the Greek race

in its course, crossed the .^gean, and
founded a great state in Asia !Minor.

In Northern Italy, Gallia Cisalpina was
established, as if to indicate the prepon-

derance of the Celtic race in that region.

In after times, when this province was
Romanized, it received the name of

Gallia Togata, or Gaul of the Toga, to

distinguish it from Gallia Braccata, or

Gaul of the Trousers, which lay beyond

the mountains.

At the time of which we speak—a long

period, to be roughly defined as extend-

ing from the fifth century
. .

General condi-
B. C. to the Christian era tions in the em-

1,^ . T^ pire of the Celts,— \\ estern Europe was a

sort of Celtic empire. In the use of

such an expre'ssion we must be on our

guard against the transference of mod-

ern ideas to ancient conditions. It is

not meant that any great government

such as the epithet imperial would im-

ply in modern times existed in the broad

countries west of the Rhine and north of

the Alps. But a common condition was

present throughout this extended region

;

a common people, or at least a common
race, held the territories and peopled

them, establishing what may be called a

common order of life and intercourse.

Xor was this order characterized by

weakness, or even instability. True,

the Celtic society of this Powerandde-

period lay low and level ^.tn^rr^
along the earth; but it was -with Rome,

vast,' fecund, strong. The Celtic race

at this time dominated a portion of the

European continent almost as great as

was afterwards held by the Western em-

pire of the Romans. The Celts made war

and concluded peace, inspiring respect

and even dread among their more civil-

ized contemporaries, the Grseco-Italics
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on the south. Both Greece and Rome
had relations of war and peace with

these people. Long before Caesar's day

Gaul had suffered foreign invasions.

Her northern and eastern frontiers had

been broken in by the Germans. The
Greeks had founded on the southern

coast a city that was for a long time the

rival of Carthage, and might have been

at length the menace of Rome. In 122

B. C, Caius Sextius founded in Provin-

cia a town to which in honor of himself

he gave the name of Aquae Sextise, the

Sextian Waters, afterwards called Aix,

famous through all the Middle Ages as

the capital of Provence.

At this place the Roman occupation of

Gaul had its center. Only four years

later Narbonne was founded, which was

Gaiii becomes the first municipium within

?.°T.T,lTinn?^t the limits of Gaul. Theorganizatioa oy
Augustus. story of the Caesarian inva-

sions is known in all the world. But it

is perhaps not known that the peculiar

tribal, or clannish, organization of Celtic

society was the one great circumstance

of which the invincible general availed

himself in carrying forward his works of

subjugation. After his death Gaul was
for a brief season neglected by the con-

querors. But the work had been so ef-

fectually accomplished that no great

disturbances occurred, and Augustus

found an inviting field in which to car-

ry forward his famous project of Ro-
manizing all the great peoples beyond
the Alps.

Then it was that the first emperor took

in hand the problem of remodeling the

Gaulwhich his great uncle had taken with

the sword. On the basis of the threefold

division of the race, which the addition

of Provincia made into a fourfold di-

vision, Augustus created four Gallic

provinces, to the first of which, the old

Provincia, he gave the name Gallia Xar-

bonensis, using the name of the capital

city Narbo for the whole state. Aqui-

tania was reorganized with an extension

of territory to the Liger. To Gaul Proper

—Caesar's Gaul—was given the name of

Gallia Lugdunensis, the name of the

capital Lugdunum being, as in the case

of Narbonensis, given to the whole re-

gion. Lugdunum became Lyons, which

might thenceforth be regarded as the

capital of all the Gallic states. The
northern territory was called Gallia Bel-

gica, after the Belgae, the half-German

Gaulish race by which it was inhabited.

On this half-barbarian and half-civilized

tetrarchy the Roman power was estab-

lished a short time before the beginning

of our era; and the organization was but

little changed during the four centuries

that ensued.

The student of history need not be re

minded of the very important part which

these Gallic states plaved in importance of

the imperial history' from ^'j.^^^trem-"^

the times of Augustus the Pi^^-

Great to Romulus the Little. lie will

readily recall the constant pressure, not

to say interference, of Gallic affairs with

those of the empire. He will not forget

that in the contests which were waged

for the imperial crown Gaul was frequent-

ly a competitor. Nor may the circum-

stance be overlooked that in one of these

struggles Claudius Civillis, a Gaul by

birth and education, made a heroic effort

to recover the ancient liberty and inde-

pendence of the Celtic race.

Taking our station, then, on the

Prankward slope of the maritime Alps

and looking out far to the
Barbarian estate

north and west, we shall oftheCeitio

find before us outspread

that great Celtic people who, by admix-

ture of blood at least, have effected

the ethnic constitution of all Western

Europe. What was the condition of thia
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people in the time of the Roman
republic ? its social state ? its potency

and promise ? In the first place, we ma}-

prevalent manners and customs, the
rudimentary learning- by which the
tribes are governed, the means of inter-

LANDING 1)1 1.1 ^VK IS I'.KIIAIN.

note the applicability of the term hnr-

barian to all that we see before us. The
industries and enterprises of the race, the

M.—Vol. 2—34

course, the method of obtaining and dis-

pensing food, and indeed every element

of life lies on the level of barbarism.
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But what is barbarism? This term,

following- the vocabulary of the age, we

Essential nature have frequently employed

?he\\tg:oTJn- '-i^ descriptive of the condi-

consciousness, tiou of various races. We
arc now face to face with the fact on a

large scale. Through many preceding

chapters we have been journeying with

the Graeco-Italicans, by whom the epithet

barbarian was invented and first applied

to the peoples of the north. But what
is the difference between the barbarous

llKIllsU Cia.lS WATCHING THE APPROACH OF ROMAN SHIPS.

and the civilized state? Where shall

the line be drawn by which the one is

discriminated from the other? IIowlow
must man descend in order to be defined

as barbarian? and how high must he

rise in order to be defined as civilized?

In answering these questions we must
look at the mental state of man rather

than at his physical condition. The
physical condition is, indeed, but an im-

perfect criterion of civilization. Under
certain circumstances the bodily comfort

of a civilized race might be much less

than the actual comfort of a people in

barbarism ; but the mental state, the in-

tellectual horizon, will furnish the proper

criteria. Perhaps the first element in

discriminating the barbarian from the

civilized condition is the unconscious-

ness of the former and the consciousness

—we might say the self-consciousness

—

of the latter. The barbarians are under

the dominion intellectually of instincts

rather than of conscious reason.

An analogy may be found in the life

of childhood. At the first the child is

absolutely imconscious; that is, it is

not conscious of itself.
. ,

Analogy of child-
In Its first mental state ufe and the ufe.,11 1 of the tribe,
it has drawn—can draw

—no line of difference between it-

self and the rest of nature. It recog-

nizes no distinction between itself

and the other members of the house-

hold or the world outside. But there

comes a time when, with the evolution

of its powers, the child discovers itself.

It is the greatest discovery in the his-

tory of the human mind. From that

time forth the living agent is dis-

tinctly self-conscious, not perfectly so

at first, but becoming more and more

so with the expansion of the faculties.

j
Races move in precisely an analogous

manner. So long as they are under

the dominion of the unconscious

forces of instinct rather than conscious

reason their activities and the whole

expression of their life ma}'' be called

barbarian ; but as they emerge into the

conscious state they become civilized.

It can not be too strongly insisted that

such emergence is not sudden, but

gradual. It is a becoming; and the time

of it can never be defined in days or

years of the calendar.

This process is marked by several cir-

cumstances which are the unmistakable

signs of the passing away of the old

and the incoming of the new condition.

IP
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The first of these, and most pi-ominent

of all, is the putting of speech into liter-

Literary records ary foiTii, and the use of the

Sufso'^/cfXt. newly discovered vehicle

tioji- to record and preserve

passing events. It is the substitution

of history for tradition. The moment
that the race becomes concerned to

know its past it enters the dawn of civil-

ization. This disposition to learn what

has gone before, and to put such knowl-

edge into permanent form, is a symptom

seeking thus at first to record the story

of its own past, to delineate its concept of

itself, soon passes into a
Law, also, a con-

legal phase. ihe mind comitant of the
1 • . ii civilized life.
begins to examine the us-

ages and customs which have prevailed

among the people in the unconscious

state. It is as though the beaver should

suddenly become a critic of his own
dam-building, and should write in a book

the method by which such important

work may be best accomplished. It is

ROMAN l.EGIONARIKS CROSSING OVER A liRinOE.

which distinguishes the self-conscious

peoples from those who are still under

the dom inion of barbarian instincts. The
effort to record the past appears at first in

poetical guise. The rhapsodist, the epic

poet, the wandering bard, compose out

of tradition—with much help from their

own imaginations—the first story of the

race. It is iindcr the recital of primi-

tive history that the general conscious-

ness of a barbarian people is first

aroused into action, to sleep no more.

The self-consciousness of a people

as though the chamois should formulate

the rules by which places of safety may
be found and defended against the bar-

barism of the carnivora. It :« as though

the hunters of the chamois should for-

mulate a code by which the wary and

active animals which they pursue may
best be taken and yet the race preserved

for the hereafter. It is self-consciousness.

The appearance of written language

—

used to record a people's knowledge of

the past and the transformation of in-

stinctive customs and usages into set-
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tied forms of law—has mostly discrimi-

nated barbarism from civilization. So

General condi- long as a race remains un-

aX°time:f' '^^r the dominion of mere-
emergence. ly human instincts, so long

as it remains in prelitcrary, svhich is

to say prehistoric, darkness, so long as

it subsists by the employment of such

empirical customs as have their founda-

tion in savage experience rather than

right reason, they may be defined as

barbarous; but when they emerge from

these conditions, become self-conscious,

employ language to record the past, and

begin by reason to improve on the blind

customs and forms which they have

hitherto employed, they may be said to

enter at least the morning of the civ-il-

ized state.

At the time of which we speak the

Gauls were still barbarian by the crite-

Barbarism of the ria here suggested. They

G^ira'tTe ^^-"c under the dominion
Christian era. of thc native forccs which

had carried them or their ancestors out

of Asia into the West. Their social

usages were merely instinctive. It is not

meant that there was no greatness in

the ("jallic race, not meant that distin-

guished chieftains were wanting, that

heroes and heroism had no name in the

country between the Rhine and the

Pyrenees. The Celtic languages at the

time of which we speak had perhaps

been sufficiently developed to have

borne the rudiments of literature; and

it is not impossiljlc that rude bards may
have recited their concepts of the past

in the ages preceding the Christian era;

but no literature existed. There was,

therefore, no common spirit, no com-

mon interest among the (raulish nations.

The case was similar to tliat which

we have seen among the Red men of

North America. The enterprise of one

tribe was not the enterprise of another.

Lack of a general
interest among
the Gallic races.

[

In order to awaken the interest of sev-

!
eral nations the chieftains must journey

from one to the other and

harangue the councils.

Intercourse was personal

rather than civil, and the means em-
ployed were tribal rather than national.

We have already noted the fact that in

Caesar's time there was never a concerted

action of the whole Gallic race in the

defense of its interests against the ag-

gressions of the Romans.
The general condition of the Gaulish

peoples even at the time of their ascend-

ency in the countries north of the AljJS

and the Pvrenees was one
'

.
Universal segre-

of universal segregation, gation and cian-

T. 1 i • i life of the Gauls.
It were almost vam to

conjecture into how many tribes the

Gauls proper were divided; and the

same may be said of the Belg^e and the

Aquitanians. It was a condition of

chieftaincy. Every elan had its chiefs.

The word clan suggests the actual civil

condition of the people better than the

word tril'i-. There were leading men
who commanded their followers in war

and had an ascendency over them in

peace. About these were gathered a

caste of priests and a group of prominent

warriors with their families; and around

these or beneath them the mass of the

elan, in a very degraded condition.

The chieftains were supported by the

tribe. The common condition was little

above the level of slavery, stage of Gaui-

The general estate was one l^^Vr^;;'^^
of exceeding hardship, tures.

At this time only a small part of the

country had been cleared of its forests.

The Gauls had pursuits of hunting and

foray similar to that of the Germans be-

yond thc Rhine. They were not ear-

nestly devoted to any agricultural or. in-

dustrial pursuit. Rude manufactures

were known and practiced in the towns.
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To these seats of industries the warriors

repaired for the purchase of their ar-

mor. But for the most part each tribe

and each family produced its own com-

modities. In this respect again the man-

ner of life was not greatlj^ different from

that of the better class of North Ameri-

can aborigines. Doubtless the Iroquois

nations of Northern New York, such as

they were a century and a half ago, ap-

proximated the condition of the common
Gauls in the days of Caesar.

At this time, and indeed for many
centuries previously, the common ce-

Products of reals, to which we will give

the general name of corn,

were produced in the open

fields. In those tribes where the set-

Gallia; com-
inerce and the
village life.

RUINS OF CELTIC HUTS AT CHYSOISTER.

After Borlase.

tied estate had been tolerably es-

tablished, the ciiltivation was regular

and the yield sufficient for ordinary

wants. There were the beginnings of

rade commerce in provisions between

the tribes. Within the territories of

every tribe were a capital town and

many villages. The character and pop-

ulation depended on the extent and fer-

tility of the surrounding territory. The
Gaulish towns were never conspicuous

for elegance, variety, or Avealth. They
were to be regarded rather as centers of

population and of defense in times of

war. The simple villages were open and

exposed, as a rule, to the incursions of

the enemy, but the capital town was
generally defensible—fortified to a cer-

tain extent by both nature and art.

The situation was either the summit of

a hill, easily defended against attack, or

what was more common, the depth of

some great wood or dark morass, through

which the approaching enemy must make
his way before he could assail the strong-

hold.

The inclosure was an earthwork. Per-

haps there was a close analogy between

the vallum with which the Celts were

wont to surround their towns and the

similar constructions of the
.

Character of the
mound builders in Amer- capital towns..,11 and defenses.
ica. As to the houses

or huts of the people— the villagers and
mere tribesmen resident at a distance

from the towns—they were of a circular

form, and the structure was called wattle

work. This variety of housebuilding

may be said to have been pecul-

iar to the Celtic race ; and as a

style of abode, the wattle hut has

survived to the present day in

some parts of Ireland. The wat-

tle was the interweaving of the

branches of trees. The native

forest furnished an abundant

supply of material which the wild

Celts lopped away and Avorked into

the circular walls of their huts. The
walls were chinked and daubed with

clay. In each hut a single family re-

sided. The family was on the mono-
gamic basis— another evidence of the

ultimate kinship of the Celts with the

Roman race of which they presently

became the subjects.

One usage, at least, the Celts had in

their civil procedure which was common
to them and the more ad-

XJS3S6 of*gIgC"
vanced races of the south— tion; theGaui-

• -, , .... ish aristocTacy.
a usage, indeed, which has

survived to the present time, and is the

law of action among most of the more
progressive modern nations. This was

the principle and practice of election.

The chief of each clan was elected, also
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the subordinate chieftains. The Druid

priests, whose importance in the affairs

uf state we shall presently notice, were

chosen in like manner. That peculiarly

important clement of Gaulish society,

the squad of horsemen belonging- to each

clan, was also constituted by election.

These three classes, the Chiefs, the

Druids, and the Horsemen, were the

officers, the public men of the clan, and

were supported by the labor and contri-

butions of the serf, or peasant, class.

We may easily with the historical vision

discern in these conditions the rudiments

of that society which in course of time

was to bring forth the clansmen of Ire-

land and the Scottish Highlands.

The essential vice in the clan system

of the Celts was its want of unity and

cohesion. In times of dan-
Difflculty of race
rally; want. of gcr the horsemen and wai'-
Tganization, . c i i -i, • i i.nors of several tribes might

be rallied to battle with the foe ; but it

required peculiar emergencies to evoke

even thus much of common action. The
general effect of the presence of danger

was the i-ecession of each clan into its own
fastness. It contracted itself out of sound

of danger, and its local unity became, for

the time being, intense in the highest

degree. But as the local unity was thus

attained in each tribe, the general unity

was completely destroyed. Even in times

of war, when the fighting men had con-

gregated into a general army, the body

of the clansmen, the peasants, sought the

depth of the forest or the hilltops where
they had their fortifications. Into these

they threw themselves, and sought each

to maintain its local existence until the

storm should pass. One of the great

generic differences between the Celtic

and the Roman race was the political or-

ganizing capacity of the latter displayed

from the very first—an instinct that led

to combination and structure in so-

ciet}'—and the clannish, segregating in-

stinct in the former, predominant over

every other impulse and consideration

of the ethnic life.

One of the bottom facts of Gaulish so-

ciety was the recognition of a nobility

and a people. What is said
•^ -^

.
Nobility and

above about the election commonalty of

of chieftains, Druids, and

horsemen, or knights, Avould indicate

upon what line the nobility were dis-

criminated from the mass of the Celtic

population. That sentiment which rec-

ognizes superiority was very strong.

We have had occasion to note the exactly

opposite sentiment and practice of the

Greeks, and, indeed, of the Romans. In

these nations the democratic, or at least

the republican or aristocratic, feeling

was peculiarly strong. Among the Hel-

lenes, from the heroic ages, when war-

rior Achilles obeyed Agamemnon, king

of men, only to a certain extent and un-

der certain restrictions, to the present

time, when the modern Greek or the Al-

banian brigand accepts the restraint of

authority as a temporary evil to be abro-

gated as soon as opportunity shall offer,

the Greek race has had the passion of

equality as one of the principal motives

of its course and conduct. But among
the Celts there has always been a prefer-

ence for classification. The Gaulish

chieftains regarded themselves as a su-

perior order, and the common people of

the tribes cheerfully accepted and recog-

nized the nobility of their chiefs, their

priests, and military leaders.
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Cha-pter lxxiv.—The Druidical Cult.

HERE can be no gen-

eral understanding of

the character of the

usages and manner of

life of the Celtic peo-

ple vithout a knowl-

edge of the druidical

religion, its theory, its priesthood, and

its ceremonial. Perhaps it was the most

Prevalence of conspicuous and constant
the druidical

f ^ ^| ^-i^ible life of
cult ; origin of
the system. the race. Probably Dru-

idism never made its way into Spain.

It is possible that some facts in the

HAUNT OF THE DRIIDS—OWEN GLENDOWKR's OAK,

SHREWSBURY.

physical world, in the forest, in the

seasons, and other natural phenomena
may have stayed the progress of the

system with the passes of the Pyrenees.'

I In Spain the oak tree is found only in the north-

ern maritime provinces.

But in all the other widely extended

territories of Gallia and to the remotest

borders of the British Isles, indeed

wherever the Western Celts distributed

themselves, the druidical religion was
prevalent as a form of philosophy and

worship.

As to the ultimate origin of Druidism

W'C are left somewhat to conjecture. It

has been generally agreed that the word

Druid is from the Greek «5pv? (pronounced

droos), meaning an oak. The Druids

mean the Oak Men, the Priests of the Oak.

Some modern scholars have doubted the

correctness of this derivation,

but none better has been offered.

We ma}' therefore conclude ihat

there was an original element in

this system which allied it with

the oak forest—that the mythol-

og}' in its ultimate analysis re-

lated to the voices and spirits of

the oak tree. We have already

seen at least one ancient race

whose religious cult was of this

sort. The old Jovian Greeks of

Dodona heard in the great scrag-

j gy oaks of that region the voice

" of Zeus. It was not wholly an
" irrational or unaccountable super-

stition. He who in the great

woods, whether oak or other,

with the tremendous canopy

overhead, has listened to the
''^'^'^

far voices of the solitude has

come as near to an actual com-

munion with the powers of the world as

he will ever come, unless it should be

when he falls into solitary communion

with the sea.

If we look profoundly into the origin

and nature of Druidism, more particu-

%
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larly at its association with the oak tree

and the mistletoe, we shall find several

Reasons for as- circiimstances which may

Sism°Xith tend to account for so pe'-

the oak. culiar a form of worship.

Doubtless the system had respect in the

first place to Zeus and his adoration.

This supreme deity may easily have been

associated in the minds of the ancients

with the oak. Zeus was the god of the

upper air, the mountainland, the cloud-

land, the sky. The oak was peculiarly

the monarch of the air. His head was

in the clouds. His home was among the

hills and mountains. At the time of the

incoming of the Aryan races into Eu-

rope the oak was the prevalent forest

tree. Those woods which afterwards

became beech woods, and had in a former

age been fir woods, were at that time oak

woods. The order of succession—fir,

oak, beech—is well known as a botanical

fact, and archaeologically it is known
that the oak was the prevailing forest

tree at the epoch of the Aryan im-

migration.

It was therefore under the branches

of the oak that the first Ar\'ans had

Close attach- their abode. There they

Ary"a:°luTthe built their huts. and their

oak woods. first associations of affec-

tionate regard with the external world

were with this tree. Its fruit, moreover,

came in its sea.son. We have had oc-

casion in a former book to remark upon
the large part which the acorn played in

the food-supply of the original Euro-

peans. It is quite likely that plict^os

((^ySf), the Greek name of the oak, which

is the original of the Latin qucrcns,

designating the same tree, was derived

from phagcin ((payelv) " to eat," and that

the name was given because of the acorn,

which was called preeminently ///(• /ootf.

The attachment and affectionate regard

of the early tribes for the oak tree and

its product would therefore be similar to

that feeling which the boys and young-

folk in every frontier land have for the

mast-bearing trees of the forest.

Again, the eagle was the bird of Jove.

His broad circuit in the open heaven,

his tremendous flight, his" Why the oak
power and violence of tree was the

, .1 11 throne of Jovo.
conquest over the smaller

creatures of the feathered race, made
him peculiarly the symbol and favorite

creature of Zeus. The eagle made his

nest in the oak. There he reared his

young. There his scream was heard,

and there the boughs were shaken by his

mighty wings as he came in with prey

or went forth to conquest. Finally, as

we have said, the oak tree was full of

voices. The wind moaned among the

scraggy branches. The canopy had
strange whispers, even when the woods
were still. The wild i^cople who abode

under the protecting arms of this mon-
arch of the natural world must needs

feel an awe and reverence in his majestic

presence.

The manner, moreover, in which the

mistletoe was associated with the giant

tree was likely to attract in what manner

the strange interest of ^^-^tf^*':^-^-

primeval man. Here was a of adoration,

growing plant, an evergreen parasite,

which must cling to some other object

for support. It had the power to ascend,

to grow at a great height, and yet must
do so by the support of another. The
oak was able to bear it cloudward. It

embraced his coarse bark. It grew fast

upon the surface, and thus ascended to

its proper height. Clinging thus at an
elevation it produced its glutinous

fruit. This might well be the visible

expression of the love of Jove and Ve-
nus. At least the curiosity and super-

stition of the pagan must be excited at

the phenomenon of a plant of this sort
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attaching itself without root to a tree of

the forest.—Such are some of the rudi-

But in the first place it were better to

consider the ideas which were prevalent

DRUIDS IXCITING THE BRITONS TO OPPOSE THE LANDING OF THE ROMANS.

ments of the druidical cult out of which

the perfected system may have sprung.

in the minds of the Druids —their views

of nature and of man. The druidical
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priests were the highest order of nobility

among the Gauls. Men of rank and

dignity aspired to be en-
Predominance of „ , .

the Druids over rolled in the priesthood.
Celtic society.

,^^^^ j^^^^^. ^^.^^.^ ^^^ ^^^.^

gious guides and instructors of the peo-

ple. They were also the custodians and

expositors of the rude laws which were

acknowledged. They had, moreover,

the power to decide what was and what

was not in accordance with the constitu-

tion of the Celtic race, and to inflict

upon all violators the penalties due for

crime. Their prerogative extended in

this respect to the exile of the offenders

from Gaulish society. The president of

the Druids was the highest officer in the

state. Though elective in the first

place, his dignity was lifelong* All in-

struction was in the hands of the Druids.

They were the depositaries of the lore of

the Celtic people. They aspired to in-

terpret nature and man. Some of them
had the skill of writing, and in so doing

employed an alphabet which was said to

be the Greek.

But writing was not used as a presei'v-

ative of knowledge. All teaching was
given forth orally. The highest ambi-

Aspirationof tion of the youug Celt,

lt::^?^tZ. ^vhether in Gaul or Britain,

icairank. \v'as to attain membership
and rank among the Druids. The youth

who enrolled himself as a neophyte

might expect to spend twenty years in

discipline before entering upon the office

and rank which he sought. He must
learn the druidical traditions and mys-
teries by heart, and be in turn prepared

to repeat them in their integrity to others

who might come to him for instruction.

One of the fundamental beliefs was that

of the immortality of the soul. It was
said that the system was theoretically an

approximation to the doctrines of Pythag-

oras. At any rate the Druids believed

in metempsychosis, and many of their

rites and practices were touched with this

doctrine. The belief in the efficacy of

offerings to the gods was prevalent,

and reached even to the sacrifice of

human life. It was only in extreme
cases, however, that human beings were

offered up, and even in such instances

they who were sacrificed were generally

criminals, whose lives had been forfeited.

Perhaps the druidical theor}' stands

alone in regard to this custom of sacrific-

ing to the gods the lives of those who
by crime had already fallen under the

ban of law.

Non niulto, or "not by much," is the

language of Caesar when speaking of

the difference of the cus- capital of the

toms between the Gaulish tmestawfshed
and British Celts. He con- iaSaui.

tends that they were virtually alike.

And this testimony is borne out in the

writings of Cicero and Pliny. Britain

has generally been regarded as the seat

cf the druidical faith, and no doubt the

vast oak woods, heavy, dark, and omi-

nous, furnished a better vantage ground

for the native growth of this peculiar

faith than might be found in Gaul. But

the .system was one in both countries, as

the race was one ; and the capital of the

druidical cult was in Gaul, in the terri-

tories of the Carnutes, near the modern
city of Drcux. This place was regarded

as the religious center of the Gaulish

race. Froin this all decisive edicts and

interpretations were issued, and the

place continued to be of much interest

under the Roman sway in Gaul, and

even down to the time when it was
taken by the Northmen.

The druidical schools were occupied

with the discussion of such learning as

the northern barbarians might possess.

Everything was done orally. Supersti-

tion was rampant, and tradition was ac-
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cepted even as against the most palpable

facts of nature. The priests -vere versed

Schools of the in astrologv. The visible

°onfo7tt4'" movement; of the plan-

knowledge. gts were not studied as a

means to scientific knowledge, but with

a view to gain therefrom such astrologi-

cal lessons as men might apply to the

conduct of life. Perhaps no race of

men have passed into the sublime

knowledge which the modem world pos-

sesses of the planets and stars without

having been in certain stages of the

evolution imder the dominion of astrol-

ogy. The geographical knowledge pos-

sessed by the Druids was imperfect and
theoretical, and the same may be said

of physical science in general. Their

knowledge of phenomena was empirical.

A belief in the uniformit)- of nature

and the universality of causation had
not yet appeared. Perhaps natural

theology was the favorite study among
the druidical priests. In this realm

they might speculate to their heart's

content, and other pagan philosophies

of Western Europe and the East might

beat upon the conclusions of the Gaul-

ish priests without much advantage of

fact or reason.

The druidical religion was a com.-

pound of mythology and natural philos-

Mercury the fa- ophy. It was the Opinion

ThtGa^u^sh^pL Of C^sar that their favorite

theou. deity was Mercury. In

the sixth book of the Commentaries he

says that they worship this god especial-

ly, and that there are many effigies of

him. From the attributes which the

Roman historian assigns to Mercury,

we may think him correct in his esti-

mate of the god and of his place in

the Gaulish pantheon. Cassar says that

he was regarded as the inventor of all'

arts and the leader on all highways and

of all excursions—that he had the

guardianship of money and merchan-

dise, and had great power. After this

deity the Gauls adored Apollo, Mars,

Jupiter, and JSIinerva. Caesar adds that

concerning the latter group the Celts

had about the same notion as other peo-

ples. This would imply that although

the worship of Mercury was especially

popular, he was not himself regarded as

the great god of the race, but rather

Zeus.

Whatever the relative rank of the di-

vinities, it can not be doubted that the

Gauls were as much, or perhaps more, H
gaven up to their supersti- Devotionof

tions than were any other "t^^^^i^^-
of the Aryan races. Caesar sacrifice,

says that they were '
' wholly devoted to

their religion." It was, moreover, a

religion of advantage and protection.

Caesar declares that those who were for

any reason afflicted with severe diseases

and who were exposed in battles and

other perils were wont to sacrifice men
as votive offerings to the gods, and that

they many times immolated themselves,

using the druidical priests as their sac-

rificers. It was the theory of the race

that it was not possible to placate the

immortals unless for the life of man the

life of man should be given in turn.

Caesar gives also a description of the

method of human sacrifice. An im-

mense image, or simulacrum, was built

up of the interwoven branches of trees.

The efifigy was in the likeness of a man,
but perhaps represented the god to whom
the offering was made. The simulacrum

was hollow within. When everything

was in readiness the human victims

were put into the image, which was

otherwise filled with combustibles.

Then the whole was set on fire and

the victims perished in the flames.

In the days of the Roman conquest of p^ i

Gaul it was a common occurrence to

w
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come upon what Caesar calls the cxstructi

iumuli ; that is, the '
' heaped-up mounds "

Theeistructi which the sacrificial cere-
tumuuofcae- monies had left behind in
sar ; severe pun-
ishments, the consecrated place where

the Gallic tribes assembled to offer their

victims. The religious dogma and the

exactions under it were exceedingly se-

vere, insomuch that no Gaul might set

himself up in opposition to the common
views and accepted superstitions of his

people. The Roman historian remarks

that the punishment of any such heretic

was "exceedingly severe."

upon this belief. Light was regarded

as the secondary, and darkness as the

primary, phenomenon of nature. Light

was the opposite of darkness. The night

was the first thing. The day followed

the night. The calendar was arranged

by the night. An event had not occu-

pied so many days, but so many nights,

in its accomplishment. All time was

reckoned in such manner. Birthdays

and the beginnings of months and years

and other critical and noted periods were

all dated from the night. It is possible

that the safety which the night afforded

CELTIC 1 LMLLI AT BARTLOW, PARISH OF ASHDON, ESSEX.

Usages, cus-
toms, and phi-
losophy of the
Druids.

It is not practicable to enter into a re-

view of all that the observant Roman
writers were wont to say

about the religious cere-

monial of the Gallic race.

The original authorities from the side

of Latin literature are Caesar in his Gal-

lic War, Cicero in his Dialogues, Dio-

dorus Siculus, and Pliny. In general,

these writers are agreed among them-

selves as to the leading features, and

even the details, of the ceremonials and

superstitions of the peoples north of the

Alps. Everything was in the hands of

the Druids. They transmitted the tra-

dition of the past. They regarded them-

selves as the descendants of old Dis, the

Celtic Pluto, god of tlic underworld.

Several curious customs were based

to the northern nations, the quiet and

secure gloom of the silent forest where

they had their abodes, may have pro-

duced a sympathy for darkness and the

disposition to regard Dis as the benevo-

lent ancestor and patron god of the Gal-

lic race.

The mistletoe plant, about which one

of the principal superstitions of the

Celts clung with so much The mistletoe

tenacity, probably at- ^tiSl:L\°nd

tained its place in the my- mystery,

thology of the Druids by the double

circumstance that it was a parasite of

the oak, or sacred tree, and that it was,

or was thought to be, a plant of the

night, like the nightshade and a few

other growths, that are even yet regard-

ed by the common people with a kind of
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awe. The name of the mistletoe in

Greek is idsia, or id::os ; the Latin, vis-

cuiii. In Anglo-Saxon the word is inis-

icltan; and in Icelandic, mistelteinii. The
syllable tan, or teinn, means a twig or

vine ; and the niistel is mist, 'fog, or

darkness. It was the plant of darkness

DRUIDICAL DOLMEN, CASTLE-WELLAN, IRELAND.

as well as a parasite of the sacred oak.

In this way it got, in the estimation of

the Celtic hierarchy, its place of rev-

erence, and became finally one of the

central ideas in the whole cult.

We are indebted to Pliny for an elab-

orate account of the druidical ceremony

Belief of the witli respect to the mistle-

fu?s':f"ihemTi:' toe. In the first place, he
tietoe. notes the medicinal effects

of the plant, and repeats the common
belief of antiquity that it aided in con-

ception, removing sterility in cases

DRUIDICAL PASSAGEWAY Ol" MEGALITHS, FRANCE.

where the same existed. It may be
said in general, that everything in the

ancient pharmacopoeia which tended to

the fertility of females was regarded

with superstitious veneration. The mis-

tletoe did not, according to general be-

lief, grow abundantly in connection with

the oak tree. On the contrary, it was

found only rarely in that situation. It

was the occasional association with the

sacred oak, combined with the other cir-

cumstances which we have named, that

gave to the mistletoe its place in the na-

tional religion. Whenever it was found

on the oak it was regarded as a mark of

the particular favor of heaven ; and a

ceremonial had existed immemorially

relative to the taking and use of the

plant.

Among the Celts the sixth day, or

rather the sixth night, of every moon
was the beginning of the^ y'

. Ceremonial of
month, and also the begin- the cutting and

J. ,1 rr>i the feast.
ning of the year. I he

principle was carried out to what was

called an age ; that is, thirty years, each

^ C? ^ ^ ^ c»

e"^

GROUND PLAN OF DRUIDICAL SIKUCTUKE, DENMARK.

period of that duration beginning with

the sixth night after the new moon. It

was on the sixth day of the first new
moon after the beginning of the year

that the mistletoe cutting and ceremo-

nial were celebrated. It was one of the

most conspicuous public acts of the

druidical worship. First, the mistletoe

must be found on the oak. This done, a

sacrifice and festival were provided at that

place. Then the Druids, all clad in white,

marched forth, accompanied by the peo-

ple, to the tree where the mistletoe

grew. The officiating priest had a gold-

en sickle, or knife with a curved blade,

and with this, having ascended the oak,

he cut the sacred plant from its place.

It was allowed to fall. A white mantle

was held under the falling plant, to pre-
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vent it from touching the earth. This

done, with care and according to the

rules of the ceremony, the mistletoe was

divided among all who participated. It

was called in Latin the Omnia S(7iians,

that is, the All-Heal.

Meanwhile, two white bulls or white

heifers had been brought under the

tree and were offered by the priests.

They were slain when the plant fell from

its fastening on high. Prayers were of-

fered by the priests that unusual healing

virtues might be given forth from the

leaves and twigs and fruit of the sacred

plant. It was divided up among the

worshipers. .Some made of it a decoc-

SLI'I'OSKK DRUIUICAI. .MONU-MENl'.

tion and (hank it as a cure for sterility.

Others used the same remedy for poisons

and various diseases. Other parts of the

plant were taken away by the people and

preserved with superstitious veneration,

under the belief that it was the veritable

All-Heal of the household. The cere-

mony of the cutting was concluded with

the sacrifice of the bulls and with a feast.

Second only in importance and inter-

est to the taking of the mistletoe from

the oak was another .spec-
Finding and tak-

. . , . ,

ing of the ovum tacular superstition which
anguineum.

^j^^ ^j^^ j.^^^^^ authors

called O'.'uvi Aii_s;iiiiiciiiii, or the Snake's

^ZZ- ^^ '^^'^s ^he belief among the

Druids that numbers of serpents were

wont to get into a tangled mass, en-

gaged in some struggle peculiar to their

race. While thus rolling and tossing

together an eg^ was produced from the

saliva and froth of the intertwined and

contending serpents. As soon as the

6&& was formed it was thrown into the

air and held up by the blowing; and it

was believed that for a Druid to succeed

in catching this ovum anguineum in his

white apron before it could reach the

earth was the most skillful, providential,

and auspicious event in his whole life

!

He must, moreover, ride away at full

speed on a horse which had been in

waiting for him, for the superstition

made it that the serpents would pursue

him at full speed, and would only stop

when he had ridden across running

water. The seri^ent's egg thus taken

was regarded as the greatest of charms

and talismans. It had many remarkable

properties. One of these was that thrown

into running water, it would of itself as-

cend the current. Even though it were

incased in gold or other heavy metal

which might well sink it to the bottom, it

would nevertheless ascend the stream.

Pliny had himself seen one! He de-

scribes it as follows :
" It is about the

size of a moderately large round apple,

and has a cartilaginous rind studded with

cavities like those on the arms of a poly-

pus."

There were at least two other sacred

plants associated with the mysticism of

the Druids. The first of superstition of
,

,

it, c 7 „« the marshwort
these was the Sainolus, or and the hedge

marshwort. The second hyssop-

was the hedge hyssop, called the Hclac^o,

The finding of either was regarded a.s

a piece of good fortune, and the method

of taking and preserving the plant was

carefully prescribed. The mar.shwort

must be cut with the left hand, after a

fast, and without looking at it. Before

taking the hedge hys.sop, the person de-
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siring it must pass through ablutions.

He must make offerings of bread and

wine, be barefooted, aud recover the

plant without any knife at all. It is

said that Vervain, or verbena, was also

sacred to the Druids, and must be taken

in accordance with the rules of a cere-

mony. Bits of such plants were worn by

the Celts as charms. It was reckoned

that the prophylactic influence of these

sacred things was good for the wearer

bottom ideas upon which the system

was founded. Divination was a part of

it. The Druids were prophets, fore-

tellers, soothsayers. After the manner
of the Romans, they were wont to culti-

vate the auguries. For this purpose

the flight of birds and the peculiarities

of the entrails of sacrificial animals were

studied. The profounder ceremonies,

the true mysteries, were celebrated in

the depths of the forest or in secluded

RUINS OF A DRUIDICAL CIRCLE AT AVEBURV, WILTSHIRE.

not only against physical evils, such as

disease and accident, but also against the

moral and mental maladies to which hu-

man life is subject.

It was the policy of the Druids to keep

their lore a secret. They permitted only

, so much of it to be di-
Secretiveness of
the Druid seers ; vulged as the necessities
ruins ofthe cult. r ii_ i • j

of the ceremonial required.

Like the Egyptian priests, they kept

the real cult among themselves. They
were careful that it should not be re-

corded or given out to the vulgar. For

this reason not much is known of the

caverns by the sea. As to temples, the

Druids had none, but it is believed that

the great megalithic monuments scat-

tered over France and Britain were left

by this people. The ruins of Stone-

henge have been regarded as the cathe-

dral of the Arch-Druid of Britain, and

those of Avebury, with its circular av-

enue and its .serpent, are thought to

have been druidical symbols. The
dolmens and cromlechs of Great Britain

and Ireland are reckoned to belong to

the same class of remains. Nearly all

druidical structures were circular. It
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is believed that the great stone circle at

Stonehenge included originally a sacred

grove of oaks, where the supreme wor-

ship of the Brit-

ish Celts was

performed.

The druidical

society was care-

fully organized.

The sacred offi-

cers were di-

vided into three

classes. T h c

triad, indeed

was made th'

basis of near!

every feature (>

the system. Th^

first class in

eluded the Dru-

ids proper, who
were the priests

of the race, us-

ing the term
priest in its lim-

ited sense of an

officer who of-

fers prayer and

makes sacrifices

for others. Tlie

Vatcs, or proph-

ets, were inti-

mately associ-
ated with the

Druids, but wcrr

not considered

as true priests.

It was their bus-

iness to observe

occult phenom-
ena, such as llic

flight of birds,

Organization of the entrails of victims, and
the druidical or- „4.i, _ • t i- •

-i

der; Bards and ^^her indicative Signs, and
Draidesses. to interpret such hidden
things to the worshipers. They were to

M.—Vol. 2—35

prophesy of events yet to come, and to

indicate the policy of the race in war and
peace.

1KA.>K3, AMj O.UL,—KALE TVl'KS OK THE DARK ACKS.

The third class included the Bards, or

singers, who composed the sacred songs

which were used in worship and by the

people in general. It appears, however.
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that the bards found that they increased

their popularity by extending their

themes to warlike adventure, to satire

and invective. Most of the fragments

of ancient literature having a druidi-

cal cast are warlike and satirical in their

themes. Over against the druidical

order were the Driiidesses, or female

prophets, who, while they did not share

the prerogatives of the priests, did ex-

•A.SeiSG AKuUMJ MKOAi.i i iili, iLiOL.

ercise a vast influence over the people.

They inspired all the reverence and ter-

ror which are usually given to the proph-

etess, the sorceress, the witch. They,

like the Druids, were divided into three

classes on the basis of their reputation

and sanctity, and it is said that the rules

of their conduct were exceedingly capri-

cious and contradictory.

We are here on the threshold of the

dark and criminal mysteries belonging

to Druidism. Perhaps for the want of

sufficient data we shall never be able to

evoke and put in form the true story of

the orgies and corruptions which the

Druidesses were wont to celebrate. The
first order was made up of those prophet-

esses who could reveal the
Dark mysteries

future only to those who of the system;
1 1 11 i J ii. • nocturnal rites.
had polluted their persons.

The second class was constituted on ex-

actly the opposite principle. They were

bound to perpetual virginity, being no

doubt somewhat like the vestal virgins of

Rome. The third class also had their dis-

tinction on the sexual relation. They
were such as were bound to long periods of

restraint. In general, theywere allowed

to visit their husbands but once a year.

There were, moreover, certain nocturnal

rites which these Celtic bacchantes were

wont to celebrate. On such occasions

their naked bodies were painted black,

and, with their hair flying and every

evidence of wild excitement, they gave

themselves up to orgy and frenzy.

The island of Sena, off the coast of

Britagne, where the Senes dwelt, was
the seat and center of the

Demolition and
ceremonies and college rebuilding of the

j: ii T^ J TT temple in Sena,
of the Druidesses. Here

once in each year, between the setting

and rising of the sun, they must pull

down and rebuild their temple, be-

ing careful that no fragment of the

sacred materials should be allowed to

fall to the earth. The work was done

under the greatest excitement and amid
frantic dances and other evidences of

transport. One may readily see in all

this the evidence of the ultimate ethnic

affinity of the Celtic race with the Greeks

and the Hindus, among whom the cele-

bration of such mysteries was a favorite

form of religious expression.

At the time of the contact of the Ro-

mans with the Celtic race, the influence

of the Druids, their absolutism over the

people, had somewhat declined. A sec-
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tilarizing tendency had sprung up—as

always happens when a race is advanc-

TheDruidsre- ing toward the light—and

S'pVw:r the Equites, or Horsemen,
oftheEquites. that third elective order

of nobility of whom we have spoken,

had checked by their rivalry the power

and irresponsible prerogative of the

Druids. At this time the Gaulish

knights were in the ascendant, and the

Romans had much more cause to fear

them than they had to be in dread of

the druidical order, with its supersti-

tions and ceremonies.

and their mysteries. They consequent-

ly encouraged the Gauls to stand against

the Romans, to fight them to the last.

Druidism receded before the Roman
arms. From Central Gallia it fell back

to the west into Armor- The ancient cult

ica, and then into Britain. Tw^At^^
The expiring energies of giesea.

the ancient cult here flamed up with

animosity and great heat. The island

of Mona, or Anglesea, may be regarded

as the ultima tJiule of the druidical su-

perstition. It was the last headquarters

of the old religion of the Celtic race as

purriN ISLAND, orr the coast ok mona.

tend with both
Knights and
Druids.

It was against the latter, however,

that the Roman policy was chiefly di-

Romemnstcon- rectcd. As a rule, the con-

querors were very tolerant

of the religions with which

they came in contact ; but Druidism was
a .sort of antagonistic force so stubborn

in .spirit and so dominant that its ex-

termination seemed to be demanded.
All the other parts of Celtic society

yielded ready obedience and conformity

to the Roman polity, but the Druids saw
in the invaders from beyond the moun-
tains the fatal enemies of themselves

it receded before the conquering legions

of Rome. It was the policy of the Ro-

mans to destroy the druidical groves

and overturn their sacred stones where-

ever they were found. One after

another of the oak woods which had

been appropriated for ages to the dark

my.stcries and ceremonies of the druidi-

cal worship were cut down as the Ro-

man conquest widened to the British

channel.

In the times of Suetonius Pauli-

nus, the Roman legionaries bore do^vn

on Anglesea, and were confronted at
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their landing by an array of Dniid

priests, before whom at the first the

soldiers of the south were stnick with

awe. It was with difficulty that they

heads of the advancing Romans, but it

was all in vain. The soldiery of the

empire was not to be impeded in its

progress by a bulwark of superstition.

SAINT con MHA PREACHING IN MONA.

could be rallied to the attack of these

strange and half-supernatural spirits of

the woods. Fearful were the impreca-

The British priests and their horde ot

warriors were attacked and put to flight.

Then the groves of the island were in-

tions which the latter poured out on the vaded, and the altars where the bloody
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sacrificial rites had been performed for

centuries were broken down. The dark

Conquest and groves thcmselves were

Sbrthe''^' «^^-ept away, and the sys-

Romans. tcm which liad prevailed

over the destinies of the race for un-

known ages was driven from its ancient

seats, to become a reminiscence among
the peasants.

Christianity which went forth on the

pleading tongues of men, could not con-

quer by violence, but only by persuasion.

Such a hierarchy as that of the druidi-

cal priesthood was not likely to yield to

the persuasion of missionaries. As well

might we e.xpcct the .Sanhedrin of Jeru-

salem to have listened with patience to

an appeal which, if heeded, would have

FORTH BRIDGE FROM THli huUTIlW EST.

If history or ethnography were per-

mitted to indulge in conjecture, it might
Whatmight ^6 interesting to inquire
nave been in a o j.

contest of Chris- what would havc happened
tianitywith . ii /~«i • .• i

Druidism. to the Christian monks
and evangelists who made their way
into We.stem Europe if the Druids had
been left in possession of the influence

and practices of the Celtic race. Rome
was wont to cut down barriers with tlie

sword. Christianity, at least that early

undone the whole priestly organization

of Jewry, as to expect that the proud,

bigoted, and overbearing Druids of Gaul

and Britain would yield to the new doc-

trine f)f the Christian monks.

But long before this contingency arose,

long before Christianity Rome made a

was accepted by Rome her- T^^r^Vti"
self, the power of Druidism christian monks,

in all the West was broken by violence.

Even in the oak woods of Britain, in the
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very island of Anglesea, which was its

last stronghold, it had become a private

superstition. As a public worship it had

disappeared, not only on the Continent,

not only in Britain, but even in Ireland,

before the Christian monks, who in

Saint Gregory's time came into England,

brought thither the i-udimentsof the new
religion. Imperial Rome was thus the

forerunner of that great system of faith

and practice which was destined to pre-

vail in all the west of Europe and in

the New World beyond the waters.

It thus happened that on the incoming

of the Christian fathers into Western
Gaul and Britain the system

Celtic poetry •'

arose with the of Druidism had already
fall of Druidism. . , -i • . • ^ ibecome a tradition. Only a

few allusions are found in the patristic

writings to the Gaulish religion which

had so long been dominant in this region

of the world. The references to the

Druids in the works of Origen, Clement

of Alexandria, and others, show con-

clusively the limited acquaintance of the

authors with the priesthood and the peo-

ple to whom they refer. It was, how-

ever, the early dawn of Celtic poetry

and romance before the recollection of

the system vanished from the minds and

imaginations of men. The first poems
and tales of the Irish race are flecked

here and there with allusions to the

ancient white-robed priests, who might

be well called the Magi of the Celtic

race. At the time of which we speak

the Druids had in tradition taken the

character of sorcerers. They were be-

lieved by the first Christians in the far

West to have been in league with the

evil spirits of paganism, and to have

been as much given to troubling their

enemies as to benefiting their friends.

Such was the superstition of the peo-

ple of Ireland when the first Christian

missionaries made their way into the

country. The new teachers had to con-

front the old ethnic feelings of the race

in favor of their own ancient priesthood.

One of the means adopted The new faith

by them to accomplish this ^^r^^^^J^^j.^

result was to spread °^'^-

abroad a belief in their own superiority

over the ancient apostles of evil. They
let it be known that they, the evangels

of the new faith, were able to triumph

over the malice and demonism of the

ancient sorcerers. It is said in one of

the biographies of this epoch, the Life

of Saint Coluinba, that he was miracu-

lously victorious over the devilism of

Broichan, chief Druid of the Pictish

king, and that the success of the holy

man was attributable to this circum-

stance.

The connection of the Druids and
their system with the East has been a

subject of much controversy. The co-

incidence of their beliefs connection of

and those of Pythagoras ^I^'trmT"''
has already been pointed ttoiogies.

out. It can not be doubted that they

accepted metempsychosis as a leading

feature of their faith. The god Hesus

whom, according to Lucan, they wor-

shiped as the supreme deity, was per-

haps identical with some one of the

Syrian gods. Their worship of Apollo

was under the name of Belinus, and

scholars have identified this word with

the Phoenician Baal. Inquiries of this

sort, however, are very likely to mis-

lead. For when such identities are

discovered, the question still remains

whether the one is derived from the

other or the other from that ; or, still

deeper is the question, whether both

have not been deduced from the same
common original, lost to history. It

would appear on the whole that the

doctrine and practices of the Druids

were as nearly a native production of the
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Celtic race, as little derived from other

sources as the usages of any other branch

of the human family. It might not be

far wide of the truth to assert that

Druidism was a native growth of Gaul

and Britain, and that its entire destiny

belonged to the evolution of Celtic

nationality in those two countries.

been claimed in recent times that the

Bards, or third division of the hierarchy,

survived the shock of conquest and the

still greater shock of Christian inva-

sion.

'An examination of the literature of the

Welsh has given rise to the belief that a

con siderable figment of Druidism was coV"

The question has also been much de-

bated whether the druidical S3'stem

^ ^ ^ wholly disappeared before
Did Druidism ' ^f
transmit itself to the conquering sword of
after times? -pi i ii -iRome and the new doc-

trines of the Christian missionaries, or

whether it transmitted something of it-

.self to after times. Scholars are agreed

that the Druid priests were driven out of

existence, that they receded from their

strongholds, were scattered, forced into

ob.scuiity and extinction. The same
may be said also of the public practices

of the Vates, or prophets. But it has

1
OYSTERMOUIH CASTLE.

Drawn by W. H. Boot.

ertly transmitted by the druidical bards

from the pre-Christian to the post-Chris-

tian epoch . It is claimed that a system of

belief was largely prevalent in the west of
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Great Britain, in Wales, and in Ireland, to

which scholars have given the name of

Post-Christian Neo-Druidism. The theory

ruSi:Sfiu
'°" is tliat while the bards, or

Wales. singers, of the Celtic race

in the Dark Ages accepted nominally

the doctrines and practices of Christi-

anity, they secretly perpetuated the old

druidical rites and ceremonies, mixing

the same with the Christian form of

belief, and thus preserving even to the

later IMiddlc Ages something of the spirit

but little of the glory of the ancient re-

ligion.

Somewhere between the sixth and the

twelfth century of our era, in the mon-

The" Black asterics of Wales, a liter-

uansLtrn^f ^ry Compilation was made
the ancient faith, which is known Under the

name of the Black Book, embracing the

religious poems of the age in which it

was composed. An examination of these

poems has tended to foster the belief

that while they are nominally Christian,

they are really, in their spirit and a

large part of their substance, druidical.

There are certain political and civil facts

also which tend to the conviction that

the influence of the Druids outlasted the

existence of their order. The old au-

thority was felt and acknowledged by the

Celts of Britain and Ireland and Armor-
ica long after the white-robed priests

had disappeared from the land. The
old unexplained customs of the people,

the superstitious usages, the rudiments

of law and other social phenomena, are

believed to have been druidical in their

origin, and to have continued as active

forces in society for centuries after the

decadence and obliteration of Druidism.

It may be accepted as historically true

that during the whole of the Roman su-

premacy in the British Isles, the spirit

of the druidical system, if not its tangi-

ble forces, resisted the foreign domina-

tion. The Emperor Claudius was con-

strained to issue rigorous orders for the

suppression of the Druids. Many other

public acts had for their bottom motive

the same cause in these western confines

of the empire. But the great lapse of

years between the Roman conquest and

the introduction of Christianity had so

weakened the ancient religion, that by
the time of the coming of Saint Gregory

it was a force no longer to be feared.

Curious scholarship has found a double

element in the system of druidical wor-

ship. It is at once a sub- philosophical

jective, speculative form ^°^I^tc^°l;l^

of religion, concerning it- tem considered,

self with the nature and destiny of

man ; and an objective, realistic form

of belief, concerning itself with the

philosophy of the outer world. It is

on the speculative side that it seems

to be allied with the religious beliefs

and practices of the East. Such a doc-

trine as the transmigration of souls, such

a belief as that which proposes the im-

mortality of man, can hardly be said to

be native to the West. Beliefs of this

kind have generally been found to have

their origin among the dreams of the

East. It is in the objective considera-

tion of nature that Druidism is associated

with the general doctrines and practices

of the Aryan race. In so far as the sys-

tem was a mythology, it had its Aryan
kinships among the Greeks and the Ro-

mans ; but in so far as it contemplated

the immortalit)' of the soul, and particu-

larly the continuance of the human soul

in bodily forms through which it is des-

tined to pass, upward or downward, ac-

cording to its moral tendencies, the

druidical doctrine was probably brought

with the Celts from some ancient con-

nection in the Orient. It has been sug-

gested, not without reason, that of the

two branches of the Celtic race the
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more Oriental in its cast ; -while the Gad-

helic, or Gaelic, was of a latter migra-

tion to the West— that the former

brought and disseminated in the West
the speculative part of Druidism, while

the Gaelic Celts

carried the myth-

ological and
spectacular part of

the system to the

same destination.

Possibly the unity

and confluence of

the two divisions

of the Celtic family

in Gaul and Brit-

ain might account

for the presence of

the double element

in the national

faith.

It appears that

the doctrine of

metempsychosis as

taught by the Dru-

ids made a power-

ful impression up-

on the minds of

the Roman writ-

ers. The Druids

did not accept the

belief in a nether

world to which the

spirits of the dead

might be con-

demned, or of any

intermediate state

in which they must

passlhctimein purgatorial fires until they

Druidssnbsti- should be cleanscd of earth-
tute melemp- i • '._* /t-m ,

sychosisfor ly impuHties. The system
Tophet. -^vas purely Pythagorean.
It insisted that the souls of the dead were
put into other bodies ; that they returned
to the earth in the guise of animals and

Cymric, or British, was the elder and ' birds and men, not knowing their own
origin in the past, not discerning their

own destiny in the future. The poet

Lucan, in his poem of Pharsalia, as trans-

lated by Rowe, gives a fair exposition of

He says

:

the teachings of the Druids

marriac;k ()|- kva and stronouuw.

" If dying mortals' dooms they sing aright,

No ghosts descend to dwell in dreadful night;

No parting souls to grisly Pluto go.

Nor seek the dreary silent shades below

;

But forth they fly, immortal in their kind.

And other bodies in new worlds they find.

Thus life forever runs its endless race.

And like a line Death but divides the space,
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A stop which can but for a moment last,

A point between the future and the past.

Thrice happy they beneath tlieir northern skies,

Who that worst fear, the fear of death, despise

:

Hence they no cares for this frail being feel,

But rush undaunted on the pointed steel

;

Provoke approaching fate, and bravely scorn

To spare that life which must so soon return."

Owing to the fact that the Di-uids care-

fully avoided committing to writing the

Dependence on sccrets of their annals, their

ftrkno,.TedgJ'
traditions, and particular-

ofDruidism. \y their religion, trusting

as they did everything to oral couplets

—

of which Caesar said they had " a vast

DKUIDK'AI, KKI.lcjS—CROMLECH AT CHYVVOONE. SlDl;

GROUND PLAN, AFTER BORLASE.

number "—the scholarship of after times

has been greatly perplexed to make out

for them, and if for them, for the Celtic

race, a connected and authentic history.

The old Romans knew them not. It i.s

to Caesar, to Cicero, to Lucan, to Pliny,

to Tacitus that we are indebted for our

scanty knowledge of the druidical sys-

tem, and indeed for a large part of what

we know concerning the Celtic race. In

modem times John Toland, a British

author of the beginning of the eight-

eenth century, took up the subject as a

stvidy, and gave a more complete out-

line to Celtology than it had ever had

before. This outline was followed up
by Pelloutier in his History of the Celts.

Into these writings and those which have

followed on the same foundation much
imaginary and conjectural material has

been incorporated ; but at the same time

much that is authentic and philosophical

has been preserved.

The preservation of Ea.stern opinions

and practices by the Druids is

still further illustrated in their

symbolical use of fire. The Dru-

ids were the Parsees of Britain

and Gaul. Fire was
.

Symbolical use
used m nearly all of fire; the

j: , i • moon cycle.
of their ceremoni-

als ; and it is in evidence that the

element was regarded with su-

perstitious veneration. The Celt-

ic year was regulated by the

moon cycle. It began on the

tenth of IMarch ; and, as we
have seen, the sixth day of each

moon was a sacred day, on which

festivals and other observances

were to be held. There were

four major ceremonies during

the year. The first, that of the

mistletoe, occurred on the sixth

day of the moon succeeding the

tenth of March ; the second on the

sixth day of the moon after the first of

May; the third was -celebrated on Mid-

summer Eve, June 2 1 ; and the fourth

on the last day of October.

On all of these occasions fire was kin-

dled, either for sacrifice or The fire festivals

adoration. Ontheeveof the Ph^eTse^fe: to

May festival all of the do- modem times,

mestic fires of the people were put out, and

on the following day were lighted again.

\ll:W AND
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with torches which had been kindled

at the sacred altar kept by the Druids.

It is said that down to the eighteenth

century the Roman Catholics in Ireland

were wont to kindle a sort of bonfires

in all their fields on Midsummer Eve,

and with flaming brands to make the

circuit of their cornfields. This usage

prevailed also in Gaul and in the Scottish

Highlands. It was believed that by this

means the blessing of heaven might be

had on the ripening fruits and grains of

the fields which were ready for the sickle.

The fires of !May Day eve were lighted

for blessings on the newly planted crops,

and those on the last day of October were

for the conclusion of the gathering of

fruits—the autumnal festival with which

all nations have been wont to conclude

the labors, anxieties, and risks of the

summer. In Ireland and the north of

Scotland the May and June fires are still

known under the name of Beltane, or

Beltein, which .scholars render as Bell

Fire, that is. Fire of Baal. It can hai'dly

be doubted that there is in all this some

evidence of the Eastern origin of Druid-

ism, and the still more certain evidence

that the druidical system, incorporating

itself popularly with Christianity along

the extreme west of Europe, has trans-

mitted some of its usages to modern
times.

It is to be regretted that the Roman
authors should not have given the words

Loss or partial of the Celtic vocabularv

SircS^mes in describing the religious

of the gods. system of Gaul and Britain.

This is particularly so with respect to

the names of the deities whom the Gauls

worshiped. With these names the af-

finities of the religious system under
consideration might perhaps have been

more accurately, at least more certainly,

determined. But Csesar and his .schol-

arly countrymen were given to translat-

ing things into Latin. In enumerating

the names of the Celtic deities they

gave the Latin equivalents, and we are

left somewhat to conjecture in determin-

ing what the vernacular names were.

It is said by Livy that the Spanish

Celts called Mercury Teutates, which

some have identified with the Egyp-

tian Taut. It might be more in accord-

ance with philological rules to identify

the word with the Tuisco of the Scandi-

navians. We have already referred to

the conjecture that the vernacular name
of Apollo was Belinus, the Bel of the

Assyrians. An old Celtic name of Jupi-

ter is thought to have been Jow, which

is said to mean " young," and if so, to

have preserved the Aryan tradition that

Jove was the youngest born of Saturn.

ORNAMHNTS WORN UY DKUIU PRIESTS.

There was, however, given to Jupiter

another name, Taranis, which is believed

to have meant " the thimderer."

In common with the usages of the

north the Celts built no temples. Nor
did they in the primitive ceitio and Teu.

stages of their development ^-|° ^-'^-^f-
have any images of their pi^s.

gods. The oak was the emblem, and in

some sense the visible presence, of

Jiipitcr; and it is said that the cube

was representative of ilcrcury. But

these objects were not regarded as effi-

gies. They were merely symbolical of

the deities, and represented some of

their attributes. In course of time,

however, actual images of the deities

were introduced. Such usage may have

arisen after contact with the Romans and
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acquaintance with the religious manners
of that people.

Some of the Christian fathers have

represented Gaul and Britain as particu-

larly idolatrous in their
Alleged idolatry , ^
of the Gauls and day. But sucli statements
Britons.

'

,, ,•
are usually exaggerations

born of the zeal of the early missionaries,

who were fond of depicting the low and

idolatrous condition of the peoples

We may take a final survey of Druid-

ism by noticing in a word its destinies

after the Roman conquest. Destinies of

It was in 6 1 A. D. that Sran^^o^
Suetonius Paulinus over- quest,

threw the Druids in the Isle of Angle-

sea, thus virtually exterminating the

order from Britain. It appears, how-
ever, that a remnant of priests and peo-

ple escaped to the Isle of Man, and there

GLENGARIFF HARBOR AND BANTRY BAY.

among whom they wandered. It is

certain, however, that the Celts in the

post-Christian epoch had images of their

gods, though they appear never to have
fallen into temple building and spectacu-

lar display. In 1 7 ii , under the choir in

the Church of Notre Dame at Paris, two
images of Celtic gods were found, both

in relief. The first was of He.sus, and
the other of a deity called Cernunnos.

But to what Roman god the latter corre-

sponded there is no certainty.

for a while attempted to set up a new
headquarters for the ancient system. It

has been thought by some authors that

the Gaelic Celts of the Highlands and
of Ireland had not been so distinctly

druidical as they now became under the

influence of the fugitives from the

Cymric Celts of the south and east.

Subsequently the system sank gradu-

ally into the earth ; but vestiges of its

presence were plentifully distributed in

all the outlying Celtic countries of West-
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em Europe. ^lany of the popular cus-

toms and superstitions of the peasants

preserve to the present day a memory
of the druidical ceremonies; and these,

together with the quaint architectural

remains in North Britain, are the ]irin-

evidences of Druidism disappeared in

the countries where it had flourished.

In Ireland it was still aliv-
Remaining ves-

ing system as late as the tiges of the sys-
• 1 11 r ii. ac^y. i.

tem in Ireland.
middle of the fifth century.

With what dilficulty the Roman arms

SAINT PATRICK'S KET.L.—From the original in ihe Royal Irish Academy.

cipal memorials of the peculiar religion

of the Celts. In Scotland the principal

seat of the ancient cult was in the parish

of Kirkmichacl, near the great range of

the Grampian hills.

It was perhaps four hundred years be-

fore the visible, and we might say vital.

penetrated into tliis region is known to

all students of history. But what the

Roman legions could not accomplish,

the zeal and enthusiasm of vSaint Patrick

effected among the Irish Celts. The
old belief gave way before the preaching

of the saint, and the Cross was set up in
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the sacred groves of the Drtiids. In the

annals of Great Britain as late as the

sixth, seventh, and eighth centuries the

edicts of the Councils of the Church

against the worship of the sun, the

moon, the mountains, the rivers, the

lakes, and the trees give evidence of the

survival of the ancient beliefs and of the

disposition of the British people to

return to the religious usages of their

ancestors. After the conquest of the

country by the Danes, in the times of

King Canute, a law was made and en-

forced against the old idolatries. Such

practices,, sports, and pastimes as All-

hallowmas, the bonfires of May Day and

Midsummer Eve, the virtues of the

mistletoe, and many other village beliefs

and usages are manifestly druidical in

their origin. And the close observer

may still see in the country ceremonies

prevalent in the remote districts of Eng-

land, Scotland, and Ireland an occa-

sional grim shadow which has been cast

thus far into the present by the opaque

body of the druidical superstition.

Chapter LXXV.—GtOvernment, Languaoe, and
Culture.

aries of the
principal British
clans. the use of

HE civil organization

of the Celtic race,

their manner of gov-

ernment, their law-

making, the adminis-

tration of justice, are

better known from the

history of the British Celts than from

those of Gaul. On the incoming of

Caisar there were no fewer than thirty-

piaceandbound- five tribes in possession

of Britain. Here again in

the word tribe

we must be on our guard against misrep-

resentation of facts. Perhaps the word

clan comes nearer to the meaning. Each

clan constituted a petty state. The ter-

ritorial extent and place of these thirty-

five barbarian principalities have been

ascertained and recoi'ded. Thus, for

instance, the Brigantes had a territory

extending from sea to sea, and includ-

ing the modern counties of Durham,

York, Cumberland, Westmoreland, and

Lancashire. The Cantii were the in-

habitants of the little soiitheastern state

of Cantium, the modern Kent. The
Caledonii had their seats' from Loch

Fyne, on the west coast, extending

across the country to the Moray Firth,

including a portion of Inverness, parts

of Argyle, Perth, and Ross. So of the

many other nations. Ptolemy and other

geographers have worked out the loca-

tion of each according to the data in

their possession, and doubtless with a

fair approximation to the facts.

So far as a governmental systeni was

concerned, the Celtic states had at least

the rudiments of mon- Rudimentary

archy . It may not be sup- ^°-; ^^^^.^^
posed that each of the tribes Ceits.

had a king, or that there was any fixed

rule in regard to the number of clans

that were under a single chief, or sov«

ereign. There was no doubt much di-

versity in this respect. Sometimes a

great chieftain would rule several clans,

and sometimes the territories of a given

nation were ruled by several chieftains.

Caesar has mentioned the fact that in his

time Cantium had no fewer than four

contemporary kings.

We are here again troubled with the

modern signification of words. The

term king does not by any means corre-
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spond with the fact of royalty as it ex-

isted among the Celtic tribes. The king

Nature of the was the headman. In a

wo^m^a^dhe- certain sense he was the
redity. ruler, the sovereign. His

office, as we have seen, was elective.

But it does not appear that he could be

heredity had much to do with the suc-

cession to the royal office. It appears

that among the German races the prin-

ciple of election held its own; but

among the Celts there was a constant

tendency to substitute royal birth for

election. It is held that in so far as the

INVASION OK IIRITAIN BV THE RDMANS.

deposed except by revolution. There
is some contradiction relative to the
rights of women among the Celts. In
course of time the hereditary principle

encroached upon the elective principle

—

as it always does among barbarous peo-

ples. Before the coming of the Romans

hereditary principal was recognized and
followed in the choice of rulers, women
were not disparaged, but had the same
rights with men. It is certain that

women were sometimes sovereigns

among the British nations. The famous
examples of Boadicea and Cartisman-
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.'lua would be sufficient to attest the pos-

sibility of the female succession.

If, however, we should look for the

full prerogatives of royalty among the

Royal preroga- ancient Celts, we should

r;i;ufdi:i°' look in vain. Nominally
order. the kings had the right to

command the nation in war; but the

secular, nobility—that is, the horsemen,

or knights—greatly impeded the free-

dom of the sovereign in this respect.

And the druidical check was even

greater, as it interposed the edict of

heaven against any campaign or policy

that was distasteful to the priestly or-

der. Besides, the old British Celts

could not have been induced to fight

against the warnings and imprecations

of the Druids. Dio Chrysostom has de-

clared that the Celtic kings were not

allowed under the constitution of the

race to do anything without the sanc-

tion of the Druids. Thoi^gh the kings

were permitted by the priests to keep a

show of royalty, to have their palaces,

their nobles, and ministers of state,

they were nevertheless subjected to the

galling bondage of the superstitions and
willfulness of the druidical order.

It appears, moreover, that at the time

of the Roman conquest a popular element

had appeared in many Celt-
influence of the .

•^

Druidsinthe ic statcs. Ambiorix, one
Roman wars. , ., ,^ ^1 i i

of the Gallic kings whom
Caesar met beyond the mountains, in-

sisted that a popular clamor had com-

pelled him to assault the camp of Caesar

against his stipulation not to do so.

Some British chieftains who had in-

fringed the rule of good faith by im-

pri.soning the Roman ambassadors gave

a .similar excuse to the general, namely,

that they had been driven to the arrest

of the Icgali by the clamor and violence

of the people.

We .should not think, however, that
M.— \'ol. 2—^0

the people were able to interfere regu-

larly in the administration of aflfaiis, the

making and administration The pnesUy or-

of law. It was rather that '^^^^^^
indefinite and intangible from the people,

thing called influence that they were

able to exert. The Druids were the real

legislators of the people. But it was
the peculiar and salutary virtue of this

Western theocracy, as it became the vir-

tue afterwards of the Christian Church,

to choose its priests from the people, and

that, too, by elective process. The
druidical priesthood was thus constantly

reinforced by material drawn from the

bo.som of the clan, the tribe, the nation.

Laws made under these circumstances

will doubtless be such as a theocracy will

contrive for its own benefit; biit at the

same time they will be tinged with colors

of the folks and permeated with sap

which has been drawn up from the pop-

ular heart.

The Druids, then, were the lawmak-

ing power among the Celtic peoples.

Thev were also the judges, powerof the

This', added to the fact that
g^ftL'c^ou^'

they were the ministers gresses.

of the national religion, made them es-

pecially powerful ; and no doubt their tjT-

anny was great. We are not infonned

as to what extent insurrection and the

other weapons which native races, as

well as civilized, are wont to use against

their oppressors were employed by these

ancient tribesmen to check the other-

wi.se unlimited prerogative of the ruling

order. It is thought by tho.se who have

looked attentively at the question that

the great laws of the Celtic race were

for the most part prepared, debated,

enacted, promulgated at the annual as-

.sembly of the race at Dreux. This as-

sembly might well stand for the Amphic-

tyonic council of the Greeks. It was the

Celtic congress. Whether the nobility—
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that is, the secular chieftains and the

knights—had much active participation

in the lawmaking and judicial proceed-

ings of the assembly we are left to con-

jecture, but the Druids were the dom-

inant order.

In Britain, the seat of the national

tribunal was in the Isle of Anglesea. It

Rowland's ac- is believed that traces of

r.u?of'tgie- this ancient holy place of

sea. the British Celts are still

discoverable. Rowland, in his account

of Ancient JiTona (Anglesea), has given

US the following account of the place

:

ular height. It is called Bryn-Gwyn, or

Brein-Gwyn ; that is, the supreme or

royal tribunal."

We are not well acquainted with the

actual method of making laws among
the Celts, or of the style

Nature of pun>
of administering justice, ishmentithe
o ,1 . -J /-I law forwoman.bomethmg is said in Caesar

relative to the kind of punishments

which were inflicted. These were vari-

ous, according to the nature and degree

of criminality. The husband had the

power of life and death over his wife

and children. It is in evidence that

VIEW IN lllK HKHKlL)t;S.—COKRSK.

" In the other end of the township of

Tre'r Dryw, wherein all these ruins al-

ready mentioned are, there first appears

a large cirque or theater, raised up of

earth and stones to a great height re-

sembling a horseshoe, opening directly

to the west, upon an even, fair spot of

ground. This cirque or theater is made
of earth and stones, carried and heaped
there to form the bank. It is, within

the circumvallation, about twenty paces

over; and the banks, where whole and
unbroken, about five yards perpendic-

torture was sometimes added to the death

penalty, and that it was a part of the

method of obtaining evidence. As
usual among barbarians, the law bore

heavily on the woman. She who was

suspected of having conspired against

the life of her husband was put to tor-

ture.

We have not thus far referred to the

general concubinage and sexual license

which seems to have prevailed among
the British Celts. Nor is it known
whether the druidical laws tolerated so
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great laxity as appears to have been the

usage of the people. The existence of

such usages appears to strengthen the

assumption that the druidical system

had preserved in their Western develop.

ment. It is known, however, that mar-
riage was an institution among the Celts,

particularly the Gauls. The latter peo-

TRKATV BETWEEN SAXONS AND THE BRITISH KING.

was an importation from the East, and
that the domination of the man and the

sexual slavery of tlic woman were relics

of Oriental usages which the Cymric Celts

pie were more conformed to the prin-

ciples of Roman society than were those

of Britain and Ireland. Cicsar recites

the principle of a Gallic law which re-
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mestic estate of
the Gauls and
Britons.

by the Caledo
nians on their
king.

quired that the dowry brought by a wife

to her husband should have added there-

Hints of the do- to an equivalent sum by the

husband. The combined

amount of property was

enjoyed by them in common during the

life of both, and went entire to the sur-

vivor after the death of either. These

facts show that marriage was at least an

authorized form imder the druidical

constitution.

Solinus has recorded a singular theory

of government which was in vogue in the

Restrictions laid Caledonian islands ; that is,

the Hebrides. It was to in-

terdict the accumulation of

property by the sovereign. He was not

allowed to own anything in his own
right. But as compensatory for this dep-

rivation he was pennitted to take freely

whatever he required for his use from

any of his subjects. It was held that

the monarch thus having no right of

personal ownership could not be tempted

to act the part of an oppressor in the

hope of gain. The principle was carried

out to the social and family relation of the

king. He was not permitted to have a

wife of his own. But the wives of his

subjects were his in the same sense that

their property belonged to him. Since

his children under these circumstances

could not be known, no such thing as

heredity could be recognized. The
classical scholar will not fail to recognize

in this an exact duplication of one of the

principles which Plato devised for his

government of the ideal republic. In the

Atlantis the king, or ruler, was to be

supported in the identical manner here

de.scribed of the Caledonian monarch. It

should be stated, however, that some
historical critics have supposed that

Solinus drew upon his imagination for

his facts, and that the custom which he
ascribes to the inhabitants of the

Hebrides had no existence except in his

own imagination, or perhaps in his ac-

quaintance with the Atlantis of Plato.

If we now take a general view of the

destinies of the Celtic race in Europe,

we shall find that it was
Pressure of the

pressed from, behind by Celtic race to

,

,

. . . r the west.
the constant aggressions of

other peoples. To what extent its own
migrations were accelerated by ethnic

annoyances on the eastern flank we may
not know. Look at the broad countries

between the Rhine and the western

shores of Britain. They were all Celtic.

This is said of the primeval condition,

before the beginnings of history. But

there was a constant tendency of the

race to mass itself in the west, to recede

toward the Atlantic, under the impact of

the Romans and the Germans.

This pressure produced its greatest

effect in Gaul. "We have seen how this

country was subdued at the beginning

of our era, liow it was Romanized and

Latinized, how the population was

gradually conformed to the Roman char-

acter. With the downfall of the em-

pire of the West the Franks came in on

the eastern borders, and the Burgun-

dians. Meanwhile the Celtic race had

slipped to the west. It had accumu-

lated in Bretagne, all along the western

parts of Gaul, in Britain, in Scotland, in

Ireland, in the Isle of Man.

Then came the warrior Saxons. A con-

quest by them meant a very different

thing from a conquest by The Saxons

the Romans. They were SroWatestd
the hawks and eagles of the Cornwall,

stormy sea. What they took they de-

voured. Their swords were worn out

with slaughter, and their huge bodies

were distended with the flesh of animals.

Against them what could the Roman-
ized British Celts, weakened by four

centuries of subordination, do in battle?
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They were even as flocks and herds be-

fore their pursuers. They were beaten

into the earth. They fled to the west.

They sought safety in the mountains of

Wales and Cornwall. Never had the

Celtic population been more completely

from its original scats of one of the

principal Aryan families made room for

the transplanting of other The Gaulish em-

families in its stead. It thus ^^^XJltrand
happens that the Celtic Germans,

country ceases to be a Celtic country.

LltKEAl' UK THIi SAXO.NS liV KINll AklHl R.

displaced by conquest than were tliey

of all Southeastern Britain. If in the

si.xth century we glance at the Celtic

race, we shall find it already accumti-

latcd in the westernmost parts of the

British Isles and in the Highlands of

Scotland.

This disturbance and forcing away

Fir.st the Romans and then the Germans
are poured into the (Gallic territories

imtil a new ethnic constitution is pre-

pared. In England—that is, in a part

of England— it is the Low Germanic

stock that is planted in the place of the

Celtic tree. The peoples of Celtic ex-

traction become more and more limited
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in their geographical area under the tre-

mendous pressure from the East. The
movement of the whole race of man into

Europe had borne with ever-increasing

weight upon the populations which had

come into the continent in the prehis-

toric ages. These were crowded west-

ward until all that remained of the un-

adulterated Celtic stock was found in

the outlying islands along the north-

western coast.

CELTIC (Knss A r MON AS 1 EKIioICE.

But before proceeding to consider the

evolution of the Celts into the modern

/i , .. ^- •
peoples who truly represent

Q-aolish division ^ '^
.

' '

of the Celtic Ian- the ancient race, let us
guages. , 1 , . ,

look for a moment at the

character of the language which the

people of this family have employed in

their intercourse and for literary ex-

pression. Should we put ourselves into

the Celtic stream of speech in the times

when the race was still dominant in the

country west of the Rhine and north of

the Alps, we should find the first branch

to be the Gaulish, representing the

tongues of those peoples whom the Ro-

mans conquered in Gaul. This division

of the original language is not repre-

sented in any spoken dialect. It has

contributed its influence to all varieties

of French, just as the people who spoke

the Gaulish dialects in Ceesar's time have

contributed their blood and ethnic char-

acteristics to the French race. But the

language, the laws, the institutional

forms, and the race character of the peo-

ple south of the Alps were triumphant

over the Gaulish nations and absorbed

them.

The next branch from the principal

stock is that of the Ccltibcrian stem,

which carried into Central The Ceitiberian

Spain one of the original ^^^^^^t,
peoples of that peninsula. Celtic.

But the speech of this branch of the

Celtic family has also disappeared in the

Spanish tongue, giving to it a slight

modification in vocabulary and structure.

Further on in the west wc find the

Cymric stem departing from the parent

stock and contributing the primitive

languages of Britain and the British

Isles. Of this, that is of the old Cym-
ric, there are thi^ee living representative

dialects in the Cornish, the Annorican of

Bretagne, and the Welsh. Branching

from the Cymric is the Gadhelic stem,

which has in like manner borne the

threefold division of theGacl, orHighland

Scotch ; the Erse, or Irish ; and the Manx.

Such is a general sketch of the course

and distribution of the Celtic languages

in modern times. The Cymric stem and

the Gadhelic are each represented by liv-

ing tongues ; but beyond this insular

and precarious evolution the Celtic lan-

guages have sunk into the earth and dis-

appeared.
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If, then, Ave group together for lin-

guistic review the six varieties of Celtic

speech which may still be
The sixfold dl- '^ ,..',.,
vision of the regarded as living dialects
Celtic tongues. _^j^^ Comish, the Welsh,

the Armorican, the Gaelic, the Erse,

the Manx—we shall find them to be di-

alectical varieties of a common tongue,

showing conclusively a derivation from

a common origin. The departures

among these speeches are wider be-

tween some than other of the dialects.

Just as the six modern representatives

of Latin have not been equally divergent

from the parent stem, so the six varie-

ties of Celtic are in various stages of

evolution from the original Celtic stock.

What must in the first place strike the

beholder is the restricted geographical

area to which the Celtic Ian-
Restricted geo-
graphical area guages have been reduced.

The aggregate of all the

countries where the living tongues of this

family are spoken is not greater than

seventy-two thousand five hundred square

miles, and the total populations who yet

speak, or possibly can speak, a living dia-

lect of Celtic derivation reaches no more
than seven million five hundred thousand.

When we reflect that the modern Latin
'

languages are spoken by fully a hundred
million of people, including two or three

of the most 'powerful nations of the

globe, we can but be astonished at the

disparity. Only a short time before the

Christian era the Latin tongue was lim-

ited to the Italian peninsula, while the

Celtic languages were spoken over the

larger part of Western Europe. But the

vicissitudes of history and of ethnic

growth and decay have so completely

reversed the proportions anciently ex-

isting that the Celtic race proper is now
confined to an area less than that of the

State of Kansas; and the whole number
of the peojile included as Celts proper

hardly exceeds the present population

of London !

The Celtic language is a member of

the great Aryan family. It is by this

means rather than by his- piace of Celtic

torical data that the ethnic '^^tl^tZZ..
place of the Celtic race has guages.

been determined. The discovery of the

affinities of the Celtic with the Grasco-

Italic languages, or more remotely with

Sanskrit and Persic, belongs to recent

times. It came with the development

of philology. No sooner, however, had

the scientific study of language begun
than the radical identity of the Celtic

with the great classical tongues of South-

ern Europe was made known.

Even a half-critical glance at the Celt-

ic vocabulary, to say nothing of gram-

matical structure, will es- „ ,Evidences of the
tablish its unity with Greek Aryan character

T T i- rm /^ i. i of Celtic speecll.
and Latin, i he nrst ten

numerals in Celtic run as follows: un,

d'cvy, iri, pcdzcar, pump, clnvccli, saith,

zvyih, naii', dcg. It would be impossible

to convince any one at all acquainted

with the Latin and Greek numerals that

those of the Celtic tongiie have not a

common origin with the others. The
same identity is discoverable in the pro-

nouns. I, thou, and he, are in Celtic

mi, ti, and ev ; she is hi ; we, 7ii ; you,

clnvi ; they, Invy, etc. If we look into

the structure of the language, we find

the declension of nouns effected both by

terminations and prepositions, after the

Latin manner. Nouns have two gen-

ders, masculine and feminine, being in

analogy with French. Adjectives are

formed from substantives and verbs.

There is a comparative degree and a

superlative. The feminine adjective is

formed from the masculine by a change

in the initial letter. Tliere are so many
of these initial mutations as to consti-

tute a distinguishing feature of the Ian-
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guage. A peculiarity of verbal conju-

gation is the absence of the present

tense, the place of the same being taken

by an inlinitive with the verb Tiyz' before

it. The other tenses—imperfect, per-

fect, pluperfect, and ftiture—are formed

in different moods after the analogies

of Latin and Greek. Considered as a

vehicle of expression, the language is

ROSS CASTI.E, IN ROW ISLAND.

one of simplicity, preci.sion, and strength.

It has the capacity to express abstract

ideas in a single Avord, and has a rich

and varied vocabulary of concrete roots.'

As we have said, the lore of the

Druids was not reduced to writing.

The threefold The Gaulish race of antiq-

th!i:i™er°' "ity left no literature to

Celts. excite the interest of men
in the modern world. It was onlv after

' The full Celtic vocabulary reaches over thiny

thousand words.

the conquest of the Celtic countries by

the Romans and after the conversion of

the people to Christianity that the lan-

guage began to be used in literary i)ro-

ductiun. We are able to see, though

dimly, the transformation by which the

old druidical orders of society were

gradually changed to the new Christian

order of learned men. By the close of

the sixth century the

scholarly class of Brit-

ish and Irish Celts had

been organized in

three grades, the first

of which was called

Gradli Eciia, or School

of Wisdom. A grad-

uate from this depart-

ment of learning was

known as a Sat, or

Sage. The second de-

partment of learning

was called the Gradh

Fciic. This was the

professional learning,

especially law. The
third division was the

Gradh Eili, which in-

cluded polite learning

—poetry.

It is now clearly

perceived that the

latter, or literary class

of Celtic wisemcn,

were the lineal descendants ^ . . ^ ^
Origin and char-

of the VatCS, who, it will be acter of the Irish

remembered, constituted

one branch of the druidical order—the

Bards. The Irish Fill of the sixth, sev-

enth, and eighth centuries thus took up

the office of the ancient Celtic bard;

and it is to this class of composers that

we are indebted for whatever there is ot

the .so-called Xeo-Druidism ; that is, the

Christian Druidism of the Middle Ages.

The first compositions of the Celtic
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race, viewed from a literary point of view,

were the rhapsodies and incantations of

the Fili. It can hardly be
How Druidism

, , , ^ . ,

was preserved douDtcd that tnese Old insh
and transmitted,

p^gj-g preserved as much
as they could of the spirit and sentiment

of Druidism. Many were the backward

the faithful and the curses of the same

heaven on the enemies of the holy faith.

When Saint Patrick came, he was con-

strained—as all men are—to take things

as he found them. He wisely admitted

the hymns and incantations of the Fili

into the new Christian worship. But he

i) VAI.I.iiY OK (ILKNDAI.UUUH; (2) IN GI.ENUAI.DL i;ll.

looks and sighs of regret which they cast

toward the old oak groves and stone

altars which might drip no more with

the blood of human sacrifices, which

might hear no more the solemn intona-

tions of the Arch-Druid as he stood up

to pronounce the blessings of heaven on

took care that those fatally infected with

the spirit of paganism should be sung no

more. As for the rest, the fonns of

prayer and praise which the ancient

bards had used were retained, and be-

came in the hands of the Irish singers

the foundation of Celtic literature.
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In these circumstances we may easily

see the causes of the difficulties that

ensued between the prim-

itive Irish Church and the

Church of Rome. The
holy councils were quick to discover in

the tone and manner of Irish Christian-

Causes at issue

between the
Irish Church and
Rome.

CKUCIUXION.
From a Celtic bronze, in museum of Royal Irish Academy.

ity the ethnic qualities of the race, the

vestiges of the paganism of the Celts.

The Irish Church was much accused of

heretical and irregular procedures. The
tonsure of the priests was not that which

was prescribed from Rome. It was said

to be the tonsure of Simon Magus, whose

name had become a synonym for all

magic, necromancy, and vaticination. It

is evident that Rome was many times

startled by the reappearance in the

psalmody and ritual of the Church in the

western islands of the evident heathen-

ism which Saint Patrick and his followers

had permitted by translation from the

ancient system.

Of all the pagan society of

Europe, that of Ireland and the

neighboring Celtic The Irish race

countries was least ^^^^^^^
transformed by the of the Celtic,

agency of Rome and the Chris-

tian Church. A complete expo-

sition of the social and religious

movements of the Irish race after

the introduction of Christianity

might well astonish us by the

plenitude of the things preserved

from the past and the paucity of

the things incorporated from the

future. "We are here at the

threshold of an astonishing fact,

and that is that the native tongue

of the Irish Celts was the first

barbarian vernacular of all Eu-

i-ope to be raised into the literary

form. It is not meant that this

work was successfully or com-

pletely done. But it was done to

the extent of preserving in a vast

mass of mediaeval poems and

stories the langixage and tradi-

tions of a race which was evi-

dently tending to extinction.

In Ireland a whole cycle of

educational and religious forms

established at a time anterior to

similar work on the The three

Continent. The general ^f.l'Xcht-S''

learning of the country Feneohas.

was considered under three heads,

namely, Ecita, or Philosophy; Fill-

dccJit, or Polite Learning; and Fene'

c/ias, or Professional Learning—particu-

larly the law. It was under the head of

was

any
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Ecna that Christianity as a system was

studied and taught by the early fathers

of the Irish Church. Under the head of

Filidecht the old Bardic literature of the

Druids was revised and transformed and

expanded into a course of study occupy-

ing no less than twelve years in its com-

pletion. It can but interest the reader

to look back to tlie Ireland of the remote

[Middle Ages and consider for a moment
the Book of Ol/avis, in which the full

curriculum of Filidecht was laid down.

The first eight years of the period

required for the accomplishment of the

whole were devoted to the acquirement

of the Irish language. It was expected

that the pupil during this time should

learn to read and write, should master

the grammar of the Irish tongue, should

study the laws of the privileged classes—
another evidence of the prevalence of

the principle of privilege in Celtic

society.

The learner then took up poetry prop-

er, which included not only the forms

of metrical composition, but
Curriculum of ...
the student in vaticination, and as much
Filidecht. c l ^of natural science as was

then possessed. Then came the ele-

ments of philosophical inquiry—histori-

cal topography, the learning of two hun-

kxVqA and seventy tales and a great num-
ber of poems, together with the secret

language, the esoteric elements of the

Bardic poesy. In the ninth and tenth

years of the course the composition of

poems was practiced. In the eleventh

year one hundred original poetical com-

positions, fifty of the larger and fifty of

the minor sort, must be produced as ex-

ercises; while in the twelfth year six

orations must be composed, and at least

four authors be practically studied in

poetry and oratory.

The last two years of the course were

regarded as professional. It was ex-

pected that they only would complete

the full curriculum who were to become

either literary men themselves or the _
teachers of literature to others. It was |
in this school of Filidecht that the Erse

tongue was brought into a literary form

before the same was done with any

other vulgar language of Europe, with

the possible exception of McESO-Gothic.

The conditions which we here describe

were all post-Christian. As to the ante-

Christian achievement of Little known of

the Celts in the west of Eu- '^:^::;^^
rope we are left in mvich of the Celts,

doubt. It is even a disputed question

whether the Celts were generally ac-

quainted with the use of letters before

the impact of Christianity. The testi-

mony of Caesar is that some of the Celts

of Gaul knew writing, and that they

employed a style of alphabet like the

Greek. It may well be doubted whether

in Western Gaul and Britain and Ireland

writing was practiced at all until the

introduction of the Latin orthography,

brought by the Roman missionaries.

If we search for monumental evidence

on this question we meet in Ireland and

in parts of Wales certain The Ogam style

rude stone monuments "[^hibli^ub.
bearing inscriptions of the stituted.

peculiar character called in the ver-

nacular Ogam. It is known that this

.style of writing, if such it may be called,

was practiced as late as the ninth and

tenth centuries; that is, about five hun-

dred years after Saint Patrick. The in-

scriptions consist of the combination of

a number of long and short lines cut

into the face of the stone. It is a style

of record that was practiced only in a

few localities, and the writings have

furni.shed the subject-matter of much
curious inquiry and controver.sy. li is

sufficient to .say that the use of the

Latin alphabet soon supplanted the a bo-
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riginal style of writing, and that vellum

was presently substituted for stone and

tablets.

In this inquiry relative to the Celtic

languages we are taking our station in

Ireland fur- Ireland because of the ad-

t^errofs?udy ^-antage which such a point

of Celtic mind, of view gives of the lin-

guistic and literar}' development of the

whole race. Ancient Gaul, that is, the

Gaul of the Celts, left nothing behind.

It was only in the extreme west of

Celtice that linguistic and literary traces

of this great race of men may be dis-

covered. For this reason our present

discussion has little to present outside of

the limits of Ireland, Cornwall, and
Wales. It is, therefore, perhaps more
consistent with the nature of the subject

to pass at once to the consideration of

the ethnic development of those six

modern peoples who represent in their

national life and institutional forms the

ancient Celtic race.

Chapter lxxvi.—Xhe Welsh and CoRr<iSH.

HE si.K existing Celtic

peoples are : for the

C3-mric, or British

branch of the Celtic

family, the Welsh, the

inhabitants of Corn-

wall, and the Bre-

tagncs, or people of Brittany: for the

Gadhelic, or Gaelic, branch, the High-

land Scotch, the Irish, and the people of

the Isle of Man. We are here struck

with the identity in number
Classification of

, r i /-a i

the six existing of the branches of the Celt-
Celtic races. • r- •, •i .-i c .1

ic family with those of the

Latin race, or, to rise higher, with

the divisions of the Aryan family of

men. It might well appear something

fanciful that the Aryans should have

divided into six families; that the Latin

race in modern times should be repre-

sented by six ethnic divisions; and that

the Celts in like manner should have .six

modern representatives. Such incidental

coincidences, however, have no signifi-

cance whatever.

The reader will already have appre-

hended the ethnic origin of the Welsh
people. The country is known in the

vernacular as Cumric, meaning the Land

of the Cymri, the ancient Latin Cambria.

Wales is a peninsula on the west side of

Great Britain. It requires piaceandgeo-

but a single glance at the ^^^"^l^^.f^'

map to see in what manner "Welsh,

the Celtic race was compressed by pow-

erful ethnic forces into the insular and

peninsular parts of AVestern Europe.

Bretagne, which may be said to be the

last continental foothold of the race, is

the extreme peninsula of the Continent

in this direction. AValcs and Cornwall

hold a like relation to England proper.

The Highlands may be said to be the

jjcnin.sula of North Britain, while Ire-

land, lying off to sea, interposes the bar-

rier of water against the oppressors of

the Celtic race.

We are indebted for our knowledge of

the Welsh to two general sources of in-

formation. The first is Poemsofthe

through the classics. The ^^'fiiSTn-
Romans at the time of formation,

the invasion of Britain, and subsequent-

ly during their long occupation of the

island, left many records from which
.some knowledge may be gained of the

ancient inhabitants of Cambria. The
other source is native ; that is, from the
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Welsh themselves. Like the Irish and

the Gael, the Cymri of West Britain had

their bards and story-tellers, who pre-

served orally the traditions and lore of

their race. About the beginning of the

present century was published a work in

The first volume was made up of the an-

cient poems and songs of the Cambrian

Celts ; the second contained their chroni-

cles and historical documents ; and the

third, the laws and moral treatises of

the people. It is

OLD CELTIC TYPE—KING URIAN BOROIHME.

three volumes, called the Myvyrnian Ar-

chaiology of Wales, containing the original

texts of a great number of Welsh poems
and other compositions. These had in

their turn been derived from old manu-
scripts, going back to the Middle Ages.

from these sources

that our information

respecting the an-

cient Welsh has been

for the most part

gathered.

If we turn to the

Latin authorities, we
find that at the time

of the Roman inva-

sion all this part of

Britain was occupied

by people of Celtic

origin, divided into-

three tribes. The
first of these were

called the Ordo-

vices, who occupied

the northern part of

modern Wales, ad-

jacent to the Isle of

Man. The second

tribe were the De-

metse, in the west-

ern part ; and the

Silures, the third

tribe, were scattered

through central and

southern parts of the

country. The latter

were the representa-

tive Cambrians, be-

ing more numerous

and powerful than

the other tribes.

Like other people of the „,^ ^ The three prin-

hills, these Western Celts cipai tribes of

T , .... the race.
were exceedmgly patriotic.

They fought the Romans with the

greatest valor. Caractacus, who was

king of the Silures, resisted the enemy
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for nine years. At last, overcome

by Ostorius, and betrayed by Cartis-

mandua, he was taken, and, with his

wife and children, sent to Rome in

Ol.n WELSH TYPE.—OWEN GLENDOWER.
From his seal, cnRraved in the Arc/i trologia.

chains. His appearance before the Em-
peror Claudius has been described by
Tacitus, who also records the manly

rather tlian defiant speech which he

made in the jircscncc of the emperor.

The Roman occupation of Britain did

not much affect the race character of the

Cambrian Celts Cambrian Celts. The peo-

rheRomarcon''/ P^^ ^v'^'"^ "o^ greatly assim-

<i»est. ilated, as were those of

Southeastern Britain, to the Roman
customs and forms of society. To a

certain degree the Welsh tribes were

modified by the Roman domination, but

the Latin language and learning made
little progress in the West. It was for

these reasons that when the Roman
standards were finally withdrawn from

Britain, and the effeminated peoples of

the eastern parts of the island were ex-

posed to the rage, first of the Caledonian

Picts, and presently to the still greater

fury of the Angles and the Jutes, the

Cambrians presented a bold front to the

piratical invaders and maintained their

independence. Perhaps the Saxons did

not much care to continue their con-

quests in the w-estern parts of the island.

At all events, while they swept away the

British race from those parts of the coun-

try which they invaded and conquered,

the peoples of the mountain regions still

preserved the Celtic stock. The conquests

by the northern invaders in the fifth and

sixth centuries were still another exam-
ple of the driving ethnic force by which

the Celts were compressed into the pen-

insular regions of the British islands.

The circumstance which ultimately

laid the foundation for the political, and

to a certain extent the social, union of

the Welsh with the Anglo-Saxons, was

the introduction of Christianity. We
have seen how Druidism found a refuge

in this countrv, and it mav fusion of the
' w elsh and

not be doubted that the Anglo-Saxons
f. ,. . . , . effected by

remains of the druidi- Christianity,

cal faith were the inspiration of the

Welsh in their long contentions with

the Saxons. The
Christian monks at

length made their way
to the e.xtrcme west of

the island, and the

Welsh, like the peo-

ple of the heptarch)

,

became converts to the

new religion. Tlie

conversion of the

Welsh was more tlior-

ough than that of the Iri.sh. This is to say

that fewer of the old superstitions of the

Druids were incorporated in the Cliristian

faith and worship in Wales than were
transmitted, by the consent of Saint Pat-

rick and his followers, to the ritual, and

A I Hia.bl A.N S Kl.Nt;.
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especially the hymns, of the early Irish

Church.

But though the island was Christian-

Contentions of ized, warfare continued to

l^^oToVw:iU be the mood of the Welsh
ve-ith England, for Several centuries. They
were aggressive at times, and the central

and eastern states often felt the impact

of Wales was effected by William the

Conqueror. Ever afterwards the coun-

try was claimed as a dependency of the

English crown. Llewellyn ap Gryffyth

obtained by treaty from Henry III the

title of Prince of Wales, and by Edward
I was summoned as a member of the

Parliament of Westminster. But before

WELSH CEMETERY.—Drawn by E. Grandsire.

of Welsh invasion. In the latter part of

the eighth century King Offa of Mercia

was obliged to build a dike from the Dee
to the AVye as a defense against the

Welsh. In 930 Athelstan, King of

England, waged a successful war in

Wales, and exacted a temporary tribute.

In the times of Harold Harefoot the

country was again subjected to the Eng-

lish power. But the first actual conquest

he could serve in this capacity war broke

out. Llewellyn and his brother David

were slain. AVales was then united by

an act of Edward I to England ; but the

title of Prince of Wales was conferred

on Edward II, who had been born in

Carnar\-on Castle^a distinction which

has ever since been borne by the heir

apparent of the English crown.

Twice near the close of the thirteenth
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century and once at the beginning of the

fourteenth, rebellions broke out in

Wales, all of which ended in disaster to

the rebels and the execution of tlieir

leaders. The last of

these movements oc-

curred in 1400, when
the famous Owen Glen-

dower led his people in

a hopeless struggle for

independence. From
this time forth fornear-

ly a century and a half

the Welsh remained in

union with England,

but imder their own
laws and usages. In

the twenty - seventh "^

year of the reign of ^
Henry VIII the Welsh ^

velopment of the people. Wales is a
country immemorially favored in its

natural resources. Almost all the great

minerals—excepting the precious metals

constitution was abol-

ished, or at least con-

formed to that of Eng-

land, and henceforth

the relations of the two

countries were those of

a county to a parent

state. It was found as

late as the reigns of

George IV and Wil-

liam IV, in our own
century, that certain

constitutional usages

in Wales were still re-

pugnant to English

law, and statutes of

conformity were ac-

cordingly added, by

wliich the last traces

of the ancient sever-

MINKRS OF PONTYPOOT,—TYPES.
Drawn by Durand Bragcr.

•Welsh rebeUions aUCC of the twO peoplcS

t^e^^uj^"' ^vere obliterated,

tion.

Social

and commercial forces have
in like manrter tended to unite and con-

solidate the two.

We deal here, however, witli tlic dc-
M.—Vol. 2—37

— are abundantly distributed. In cop-

per ore, galena, tin, iron, Extraordinary

.inc, manganese, gypsum, l^^^^^Zf:'''
and firestone, few coun- posits,

tries of like area can equal or sur-

pass Wales. The concomitant circura-
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stances also are such as to favor mining

and manufacture. Water is abundant.

The coal beds are so distributed as to

favor the feeding of blast furnaces in

proximity with the metallic ores. From
the earliest ages the mines were opened

and worked. Primitive man found in

these regions many of the materials of

The characteristics of the Welsh peo-

ple are suihciently marked to distinguish

them from the cognate
Ethnic charac-

races with which they are teristics of the
• , 1 . .

,

. Welsh race.
associated m the western

and northern parts of the British islands.

They have partaken in considerable de-

gree of the physical characteristics of

CARNARVON CASTLE.—Dr.lwn by Cliark-s Sluart.

his rude beginnings. Some of the an-

cient gold mines in Merionethshire are

still worked profitably. This region of

Britain was one of the first occupied by
the Celts on their western tour of Europe.

Those ancient remains called cromlechs,

which have been described in a former

book, are abundant in this region, and

many other signs of prehistoric occupa-

tion are seen in the country.

the Teutonic race which has been domi-

nant in Great Britain for about fourteen

centuries The Welsh are strong,

hardy, courageous, energetic in indus-

tr}', and devoted to their country. They
have much of the enthusiasm and fire

for which the Gallic race is proverbial,

and have common sentiments and dis-

positions with their kinsmen of the

other branches of the Celts. They are
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of superior physical strength, muscular,

vehement in action and in appetite. It is

likely that their vocation as miners and

manufacturers has contributed to the

roughness—we might say coarseness

—

of the Welsh character as it displays it-

self in modern times. The people are

more dark complexioned, the Celtic

type of countenance is less universal,

the English people in all parts of the

island.

In touching upon the intellectual

character and attainments of the Welsh
—they being the first mod- Relative rank of

em Celtic peoples of whom t'^:^^:!'
we have had occasion to ciety.

speak—we come to a large ethnologi-

cal problem, namely, the relative rank

•'%4IZii-

NATIVE COSTUMES OF THE WELSH.-Drawn by E. Grandsire.

the head broader and rounder th.in

among the Irish and the Gaelic Scotch.

It can hardly be doubted that the Brit-

ish climate has had an influence in pro-

ducing the present Welsh type. The
country is exceedingly humid. The an-

nual rainfall is more than forty-five

inches, and the other elementary condi-

tions are similar to tho.se which have in-

fluenced the physical characteristics of

of the Celtic mind in the .structure

of modern society. Celtic blood has

entered largely into the constitution of

every considerable people in the western

parts of Europe and in America. We
liavc seen how in France and Spain a

considerable substratum always remained

of the ancient stock out of whose copious

loins these countries had been peopled

beforfe the days of Caesar. Great Britain
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and Ireland were preeminently Celtic.

By the conquests of other peoples, by

the superposition of other races, the

Celtic element was nearly everywhere

subordinated, absorbed, amalgamated

with the predominant nations. Celticism

may be said thus to have come up after

the manner of an undergrowth in the

meadow through all the imported grasses

what may be called a native develop-

ment, the result has been less favorable.

On the whole, the Celtic intellect in

the west of Europe has not exhibited its

powers in a degree compar- comparisons of

able with the genius of the '^:^^:'^:^t
competitive races. In some l^ct.

particulars the intellect of the Celt has

been coequal, if not preeminent. Its

?I'NARIH, l-RDM CAKDIKI--, Mat^ttzitte of A rt.

and grains that were sown in these

regions. Sometimes the union of bloods

was productive of great intellectual

energy. This has been true in France.

The Gallic touch in the French nature

has given it that quick versatility for

which it is proverbial. But in those

regions where Celtic influence still

remained predominant and grew into

quickness and wit can not be doubted. Its

enthusiasm and zeal in a cause have al-

ways been conspicuous elements of men-

tal character. We might say that those

intellectual qualities which go to consti-

tute the orator and the lyric poet have pre-

sented themselves in full force among
the Celtic peoples. But the race has

shown little political skill and still less
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of that scientific disposition which has

done so much to give form and fashion

to the achievements of modern times.

The Celtic mind has been wedded to the

traditions of the past ; has not shown the

progressive and aggressive force of the

Teutonic intellect in entering into new
conditions and in laying the foundations

early age have been preserved. Of
these, the most famous were Gildas and
Nennius. Both of these sons -weish authors

of the morning under- ^thlMfd^
stood Latin, and wrote in Ages,

that language as well as in their ver-

nacular. Gildas was the son of the

British king of Dumbarton, anciently

WELSH FISHWOMEN—TYPES.—Drawn by Durand Draper.

of new social and civil structures. It is

from this point of view thnt the Welsh
mind must be judged and estimated. It

has kept pace, perhaps, in a general way
with the Irish intellect, but not with the

intellect of England and the Continent.

In the Middle Ages a considerable

body of literature was produced by the

Celtic bards of Wales. Several names
of literary heroes belonging to a ver\-

called Ailclyd. He flouri.shed from the

first to the third quarter of the sixth

century. He was the primitive Welsh
historian, and was much referred to and
quoted by subsequent British autliors

from Bede the Veneral)]e to Hall and
Faliian. Nennius was also a historian,

producing what is known as the Ilistoria

Britonum, full of legends, stories of the

colonization of Britain and Ireland, the
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exploits of Arthur, and the birth and
prophecies of Merlin. It was out of the

works of Gildas and Nennius that

Geoffrey of Monmouth composed his

History of Britain. Much also of the

material of the Myvyrnian Arcliaiology,

to which we have already referred, was

deduced from the same source.

WELSH BUILDING—HOUSE OF lOLO MORGANWG.
Drawn by E, Grandsire.

If we turn to the primitive poems of

the Welsh, we find perhaps the original

form of those peculiar
Metrical com-
positions in the compositions called the
n orm.

Triad. It is probable that

this form of poetry so far as it appears

in Irish is an imitation of the Welsh.

The triad was a metrical arrangement

of similar thoughts, events, or topics

which might be easil)'- memorized from

their association. It may hardly be

doubted that the style was invented by
the Druids as a method of preserving

orally their lore and ritual. It is worth

while to illustrate the form of the triad,

exhibiting the primitive aspect of poet-

ical activity among the Welsh. These

songs were arranged in series of three,

thus:

Three are the ornaments of a hamlet:

A book;

A teacher versed in song

;

A smith in his smithy.

Three are the punishments for theft:

The first is the prison ;

The second is cutting^ off a limb;

The third is the gallows.

Ever and anon the student in ethnol*

ogy may catch a glimpse of the remote

kinship of men in the an- Ethnic hints in

cient worid. The triad i^T^yfi'l?"!*"ry ; its snojeot*

verse of the Welsh can but matter,

bring to mind the styles of composition

which were prevalent in the Orient.

Shem and Ham have both seen this

style. There was much of it in the He-

brew Psalms, and some in Al Koran. It

will be remembered that this Eastern

kinship, as we have already pointed out,

held more strongly in the countries of

the Cymric Celts of Wales and Cornwall

than of the Gallic Celts of the Continent.

If we look at the subject-matter of the

Welsh poems, we shall find it to have

been derived from man)^ sources. Events

of the Roman supremacy in Britain, of

the Mercian and Cumbrian wars, of the

alleged Irish invasion and conquest of

Wales and Cornwall, of the Norsemen,

and other matters of the heroic epoch

are the themes of the Bardic literature.

There was also a stj'le of poetry in prov-

erbs, certain religious poems, and a few

efforts at the epic. All of this, however,

stopped short of a complete develop-

ment. The political and social domina-

tion of the English throughout the island

absorbed the larger part of Welsh genius,

and overshadowed the rest. Doubtless

the language is in process of extinc-

tion, as the Celtic race itself seems to be,

not only in the British islands, but as

an ethnologic fact in the world.
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Cornwall; the
Cornish fish-

eries.

Cornwall is more distinctly peninsular

than Wales. Like the latter country, it

Situation of is One of the last seats of the

Celtic race. It shares with

all the western parts of

England the wealth of mineral deposit

and other natural

advantages as a

primitive home of

mankind. The
fisheries of these

coasts are as old as

the human race in

the west of Eu-

rope. Along the

Cornish banks the

pilchards have
thronged from

ages immemorial.

There is, perhaps,

no richer fishery

in the world, at

least in its single r )

product. Twelve :

million pilchards
;

have here been
\

taken in a single ^^

day. The yield
'

has sometimes
reached forty
thousand h o g s

-

heads in one sea-

son. No doubt the

old Cymric Celts

who thronged
these banks before

the ascendency of

the Roman race in

Italy derived a

large part of their

subsistence from cormsh

the shoals of fish

which darkened the waters along the

coast.

One of the principal traditions that hov-

ered along the dawn of history in Western

Europe was that of the Tin i-slands, or Cas-

siterides. There can be little doubt that

the reference is to Cornwall
Myth and tradl»

and Devonshire. Here it tion of the cas-

was that the Phoenicians

and Carthaginian traders came by water

MINERS OF WHEAL MARGEN—TYPES.

Drawn by Durand Hragcr.

at a very early date, and procured their

supply of tin for the commerce of the

Mediterranean. It has been conjectured

that there was also an overland route of
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trade across Gaul, by which the product

of the Cornish tin mines was carried to

the soivth. The existence of this fine

tin ore was one of the circumstances

which drew the Roman legions in the

direction of Britain ; and after the con-

quest of the island, the mines were ex-

tended and worked by the Romans.

At this time the country was in pos-

session of two Celtic tribes called the

Tribal divisions; Cvmri and the Damnonii.

ml's^rn'corn-* ^'ut the peninsula had
'^an- already been occupied for

ages. No other jjart of England, or

perhaps of all the western coast of

stone, like those at Dartmoor. The
most remarkable remains of this sort

are those of St. Columba, known as the

Nine Maidens. Nine monolithic pil-

lars are set up in a line, while a short

distance away is a still greater, called

the Old ^lan. There are also certain

subterranean structures, chiefly in cav-

erns, similar to the underground abodes

in Scotland and Ireland. Near Fal-

mouth there are certain cliff castles

on the coast; and in the interior of

the country hill castles, or camps, are

numerous. In every kind of Western

antiquity the country abounds to an

ENTRANCE TO FALMOUTH.

Europe, so abounds in memorials of

the prehistoric times. The cromlechs,

which in Cornwall are called quoits,''

are scattered through all parts of the

country. Many of them are still stand-

ing, with little disturbance, in the posi-

tion which they occupied before the in-

vasion of the Romans. There are also

many uninscribed monoliths in the coun-

try, and what are called "Circles" are

found here and there. But the latter

are not of great size, like the similar

remains at Stonehenge and Carnac. In

some parts of Cornwall are avenues of

' From the quoit-like shape of the great stones

lying on top of the cromlech pillars.

unusual degree. It has been observed,

however, that the evidences of the Ro-

man occupation, away from the mines,

are but indistinct.

Scholars in language have been per-

mitted within the present century to

stand by the deathbed Decadence and

of a human speech, to Sshir-"""
watch its expiring after the gi^aee.

manner which has no doubt been hun-

dreds of times repeated in other quar-

ters of the world. A century ago Cor-

nish was still a spoken language, being

a variety of Cymric, and having for its

cognate dialects Welsh and Armorican.

But it was observed near the close of
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the last century that fewer and fewer of

the natives of the country, however pure

in lineal descent and family relationships,

could speak the vernacular. The jDroccss

was precisely analogous to that which we
now see going on in Ireland and even in

Wales. The schools of the countiy were

in English, and all civil, social, and po-

litical advantage lay in the direction of

acquiring that language. At the end of

the century only a few persons remained

who could speak Cornish. There is a

half-apochrj^phal story to the effect that

an old woman was found in the early

years of the present century who still

knew the vernacular, and that she was

the last solitary possessor of the old

speech of the race to which she be-

longed. In the fishing regions a con-

siderable portion of the vocabulary of

Cornish has been retained in the folk

speech of the fishermen; but the lan-

guage as such has perished. English

has taken its place throughout the pen-

insula, and the Cornish tongue is as

much a thing of the past as the crom-

lechs and dolmens of the druidical

ages.

The immense mineral wealth of Corn-

wall and Wales laid the foundation for

The miners of the industries of those coun-

WaTer^ot^ed'for
tries. From the earliest

inteUigence. timcs mining and those

forms of manufacture which lie near

thereto have occupied and exercised

the talents of the people. As the result

of long practice, skill has been acquired

in an extraordinary degree. Within

the present century, however, the de-

posits have diminished both in quantity

and quality, under the incessant draft

made upon them through so many ages.

This fact has left in the markets of the

world an overplus of Cornish and Welsh
mining labor, and other nations have

drawn largely upon this source of sup-

ply. The miners of Cornwall are noted

for their intelligence and independence.

It is alleged by those curious in such re-

searches that almost every discovery and

new application of skill to the work of

mining and associated branches of in-

dustry has been made by natives of

Cornwall. Emigration has carried this

peculiar talent into strange regions, and

Workmen of providence minks, Cornwall—types.

Drawn by Durand Bragcr.

nearly all countries have become in-

debted, in the opening of their mines

and associated manufactures, to the gen-

ius and industry of Cornish workmen.

From time immemorial tin has been a

sort of beginning for all Cornish enter-

prise. For centuries together the earls and

dukes of Cornwall were supported by a
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revenue derived from a tin tax. All of

the metal taken from the mines had to

Cornish society be Carried to certain depos-

tTetfp'ifd::* its and there stamped be-

of the country, fore the product might be

marketed. Not until 1838 was this in-

ternal tariff removed by Act of Parlia-

ment. The ancient jurisprudence was

nearly all associated with the production

of tin. All cases in judicature, except

those affecting- land, life, and personal

injury, were heard and decided in what

were called Stattnary Courts. These

were organized as a special branch of

justice among tinners, and there was

no other jurisdiction for offenses. The
origin of the courts is lost in the mist of

antiquity. The twenty-four judges were

elected from the different parts of Corn-

wall. Their meeting was as much a

parliament as it was a tribunal. They
chose their own speaker. In ancient

times the meeting of this Cornish high

court was in the open air, on Kingston

Down, a highland on the river Tamar.

The court continued in its relation to

the public administration of justice until

1752.

Chapter LXXVII.—The Bretoxs and Gael.

VER against the south-

ern part of England is

the continental penin-

sula of Bretagne. To
this region the ancients

gave the name of Ar-

morica. It is believed

that the word is made up of ar, meaning
" near," and vior " the sea," and that it

was first applied to the Armorici to

designate them as a maritime people.

In its monuments and inhabitants Bre-

tagne is one of the most primitive regions

in all Western Europe. It abounds in

what are culled megalithic, or great

stone, ruins, and it is said that these to

the present day exercise a strong influ-

ence over the minds of the people.

If we look back to the earliest times

to which the word historical may be

Primitive condi- applied with any propriety,

we find the Armorican

peninsula inhabited by the

same race with Britain. Caesar, refer-

ring in general terms to these peoples,

declared that they differed " not much "

from the continental Gauls. Before the

tions of the Ar-
morican peniH'

sula.

Christian era intercourse was already

common between the Armoricans and

the British Celts. They felt themselves

to be kinsmen, spoke dialects of a

common language. Only a narrow sea

interposed between them. It is in evi-

dence that as early as the fourth century

fleets of ships passed back and forth in

friendly intercourse between the two

peoples. It was owing to this easy com-

munication that when, in the fifth cen-

tury, the northern barbarians made their

great eruption into England, the British

Celts adopted the plan of colonizing

their fugitives in Armorica as a means

of evading the fury of the Jutes. To
this circumstance the name of Bretagne,

which is now substituted for that of

Armorica, is attributed. At all events

the British race, the Cymri, became

predominant, and their descendants still

occupy, as in ancient times, this project-

ing part of Western France.

In these circumstances we may well

discover the explanation of what has

been regarded as a historical anomaly,

namely, the segregation of the Bretons

1
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from the common destinies of France.

The people have been apart—dissociated

from the French in almost
6egregation of

i r i i

the Bretons every epoch or develop-
m e renc

. j^g^^_ The modern Bretons

are the most conservative as well as

the most primitive of all the peoples of

the continent of Europe. They have

Bee culture is one of the favorite

pursuits of the Bretons, and the dairy

yields an important part of
Industries and

the food or the people, i he means of sub-
• J J. -u 1 sistence.
mdustnes have scarcely

advanced beyond the simplest forms.

The people are strong in their local at-

tachments, and superstition is as prev-

Bm

KUINS OK .MKGALITHIC AVF.NUi;S AT CARNAC, nRETAGNE.

retained their ancient maxims, their

manners and customs, and their beliefs

almost unimpaired since the first cen-

turies of the Christian era. Even agri-

culture has never progressed into the

new conditions upon which it is based

in all the other parts of Europe and
the New World.

alent as in the Dark Ages. Paganism

was not abolished imtil the seventeenth

century, and even then a large part of

the old beliefs and practices of heathen-

ism were incorporated with the popular

Christianity, as it is to-day. Bretagne

has been the native .seat of witchcraft,

delusions, and similar evils; and it i3
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currently believed by the peasants that

fairies and sprites are abroad among the

people.

All of this can be explained by fol-

lowing simply the ethnic lines along

which this strange race has
Reasons for the
Isolation of the proceeded to its destination.
Breton race. ,,r , , iWe have already seen

how strenuously Druidism in Britain op-

posed itself to Roman rule; how it re-

ans and emigrate into Bretagne. They
carried thither with them the pagan
practices in all their vehement vigor,

and the Celts of Armorica were thus

revived in their old-time habits and be-

liefs.

In Bretagne, as well as in Cornwall

and Wales, we find some additional evi-

dences of an ethnic connection between
these coimtries and the East. The habits

VILW I.N NA.N its, ON THE LOIRE— lirawn iiy R. I'ieuch.

ceded into the forests and maintained

itself until it finally gave way before the

assaults of the Christian missionaries.

At the time of the conquest of the island

by the Angles and Jutes, the old super-

stition still held fast in large parts of the

country. We may readily .see that those

who were most attached to the ancient

system, defeated and driven from their

homes, would be they who would most
gladly escape from the northern barbari-

of the people in the interior are almost

Oriental in their simplicity. The styles

of dress suggest the East. Touches of Ori-

The people are fond of T^n'^^h?"*"t 1 among the

high colors. Bright red, Bretons,

violet, and blue are sought after by both

men and women. The styles of the

garments also are foreign to those

adopted by most of the peasant class

of Europe. The .slight discrimination

between the garments of the men and

I
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the wornien also shows a sympathy with

the Eastern countries. The tradition

of commercial intercourse between the

Carthaginians, the Phoenecians, the Tyr-

ians on the one side and the aboriginal

Celtic nations in the maritime districts

of Western Europe on the other, has

many historical and ethnic evidences

that may not be disregarded.

In no other fact is the local attachment

—call it patriotism, if we will—of the

Local attach- Celts as an ethnic instinct

Thrpretrtluon ^^re dearly .seen than in

of ethnic traits, their dialects. Where the

habits of a people are interfusive ; where

commercial and social relations draw

constantly the population from side to

side; where the avocations of travel and

jnterprise lead to the constant trans-

planting of family interests, a given peo-

ple will be equalized in all its attributes;

things common will prevail from bound-

ary' to boundary ; customs, languages,

laws, all forms, civil and political, will

have a common type throughout the re-

gion. But where the spirit of locality is

triumphant a diflferent aspect will pre-

vail. Each neighborhood will take on

its local peculiarities. The manners and

customs of one district soon begin to

differ from those of another. AVe have

had occasion, in speaking of the primi-

tive Greeks, to note the growth of multi-

farious dialects throughout the penin-

sula. The .same thing reappears among
the Celts in the West.

Having been driven by ethnic forces

into the extreme parts of Europe, and

Dialectical dif- scciug cveu at ail eai'lv age

rat:Tegl;g'i- the impracticability of go-
tionofrace. jng further or of seeking

any other scats than those which they

now occupy, the Celtic tribes fi.xed them-
selves in their various localities with

great tenacity. This is shown in the

development of dialectical differences

which have prevailed to the present day.

In Cornwall there were before the ex-

tinction of the language two or three

dialects. In Wales the brogue of one

neighborhood differs from that of an-

other. Among the Bretons, whom we
are now considering, there are at least

four local dialects clearly marked. The
language, moreover, considered as a

whole, has preserved the peculiarities of

HKHiON TYPliS.

the original Celtic tongue such as it was

in the times of the Roman conquest. It

is a heavy, coarse, guttural speech ; ve-

hement, strong in con.sonants, rapid in

utterance, totally unlike the urbanity and

vocalic roundness of most of the great

languages of Europe.

The Breton literature is similar in

spirit and form to tliat of Wales. There

can be but little doubt that Breton Iltera-

in all the Celtic islands J^irB^t^^'"
and peninsulas of Western triads.

Europe the growth of literary forms

passed through the .same stages and pre-
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sented the same phenomena. In con-

nection with the Cymric of Wales, we
have spoken of the half-Semitic charac-

teristic of the Triad as a form of compo-

sition. The same thing reappears in

the poetr\' of the Bretons. The style is

a kind of threefold elaboration about a

given idea. Even the form of verse is

generally limited to three lines. It is

an old Bardic type of composition, which

is, perhaps, as ancient as the druidical

ascendency in the west of Europe. The

From the forest green a rot,

Or a woodcock from where, I Irow,

The pond in the vale lies low ?

For venison am I fain.

But would not give thee pain

For me the wood to gain."

Turning to the Gaelic division of the

modern Celts, we next note Possible conne*.

the development of the ^iXha"^^
"""'

Highland vScotch. Many in- Basques,

teresting ethnological problems lie in the

region north of the Forth and the Clyde.

BRETON MANNERS AND COSTUMES.

following introductory stanzas, from a

poem entitled Lord Nanii, belong to the

fifth centur}', and illustrate even in

translation the characteristic form of the

Breton poetry

:

" Lord Nann and his bride, both plighted

In youthful days, soon blighted.

Were early disunited.

Of snow-white twins a pair

Yestreen the lady bare,

A son and daughter fair.

What cheer shall I get for thee,

Who givest a son to me .'

Say, sweet, what shall it be ?

It is in evidence that when the Celtic

tribes passed over into this region from

the Continent, they found the country

already occupied by a people who are

supposed to have been the kinsmen of

those problematical Basques whom we
have already noticed on the two .sides of

the Pyrenees. Conjecturally we may see

in this hypothesis the bridge over which

the Oriental elements in the Celtic race,

of Western Europe passed. If the

Basques were out of Africa and ulti-

mately from the East, and if the people
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antedating the Celts in North Britain

were an offshoot from the Basques, we
may easily see how Oriental blood and

traces of Eastern usages might appear

in many districts of the West.

Another interesting subject is the suc-

the Cymric branches of the insular Celts.

It is believed that they were very close

in their ethnic afTmitics with the tribes

of Wales and Cornwall, being, perhaps,

almost as nearly allied with them as they

were with the Irish. But there is no

DONEG.M, CASTLE, IKKI.AND.

cession of Celtic nations in the northern

Place of the parts of the British islands.

that the Picti
Plotl In the eth-

, ^ nnnm r

s

nio scheme of ^^ appears
the Celts. were first, while the Scots

came afterwards. The Roman writers

always mentioned the races in this order.

It is succinctly stated that the name Picti

was given to these barbarians because

they painted their bodies. Ethnologists

have decided that the Picts were the in-

termediate link between the Gaelic and

doul)t that the Picts, in whatever ordei

they came, were a Celtic nation. So,

also, were the Scots, who became in

course of time the predominant people

in the north, and ultimately gave the

name of Gael to all the tribes of the

Highlands.

It was this Gaelic race thus planted in

the north of Britain that spread into Ire-

land. Their language, the Gadhelic, and

the Erse are manifestlv on the same
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otem. Tradition also lias preserved the

evidence of a community of race between

the Gael and the Irish. At
Race conditions

, ,• i t->

present in the the time of the Romaii
north of Britain. . . ,. ,-

i j- •

invasion, the national divi-

sion into Picts and Scots was still pre-

served. In the days of Bede the Ven-

erable, as late as the beginningf of the

eighth century, the ethnic division of the

people was fivefold, namely, Angles,

Bretons, Scots, Picts, and Latins, each

preserving their own language and in-

stitutions. In the course of time, how-

ever, the Scots, or Gael proper, pre-

dominated over the other races of the

north, and gave consistency and name
to the Avliole.

Perhaps we should at this point stop

to consider briefly the general fact of the

The Three Conversion of the Celtic na-

fandconv!r°rhe tions to Christianity. This
British Celts. work was accomplished

by a number of saintly missionaries, who
went into these western parts from the

Continent. Each of the Celtic countries

—Scotland, Wales, Ireland—has its

patron saint or saints who are to the

present time venerated as the fathers of

the Church. Those of Scotland were

three in number, Ninian, Kentigern,

and Columba. The first was the son of

a British chief in Galway, who had been

converted to Christianity and had trans-

mitted the new faith to his son. After

receiving an education at Rome he

made his way among the Picts, and
spread the new doctrine by preaching to

the natives in the country south of the

Grampian hills. Kentigern flourished

at the close of the sixth and the begin-

ning of the .seventh centurj-. He is

more popularly known by his title of

Saint Mungo, and is called the Apostle

of Strathclyde. He was said to have

been the son of a nun and of a pagan

king. In his youth he made his way to

Glasgow. He became a convert to

Christianity and then a missionar}\ He
journeyed into South Wales, and founded

there a monastery, afterwards known as

Saint Asaph's. It is to his evangelical

labors that the conversion of the Cum-
brians is attributed.

Saint Columba was an Irishman by

birth, and was, according to tradi-

tion, bom in 521, in
•; Story of Saint

Donegal, His rank as a Coiumbaandhia

saint and evangelist is

higher than that of Ninian and

Kentigern. His descent was from the

old princely families of Ireland, At an

early age he embraced the monastic life

in his native island, and -Avhen about

forty years of age passed over with a

company of disciples into Scotland. He
became the evangel of the Scots, and

then journeyed among the Picts, to

whose conversion he gave his most

strenuous endeavors. Great was his

reputation for holiness and devotion to

the cause. His fame as the founder

of Christianitv, not onlv among the

Scots, but also among the Picts, in-

creased to the end of his life, and aft-

erwards he became preeminently the

patron saint of the Gallic race. He was

the founder of the monastery of lona,

on the island of Skye, which he received

from the Scottish king. This institution

was regarded as the mother of all the

subsequent ecclesiastical establishments

among the peoples of the north.

The conversion of the Scots and Picts

was in the missionary manner; and the

early Scotch Church was The Celts Chris-

a missionary rather than a ^Tcy'of^he'
diocesan institution. The monies,

work was accomplished from the monas-

teries. The monkish life was in great

fame among the Celtic barbarians. The
model established by Columba was

followed by his successors. Other mon-
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asteric's were established, generally on

islands which were protected by their

situation from violence and well adapted

to that system of mystic contemplation

to which the monks gave themselves.

These institutions were the seats of the

primitive learning. There was much
independence among them. Each had

its own rule and confession and faith.

Each required implicit obedience to its

own superior, enjoining poverty, chas-

tity, hospitality, as its chief precepts.

In course of time this work was recog-

nized abroad. The bishops of Scotland

ward, southward, backwards across Eu-
rope, and into Asia Minor. There is a

conti-ast in this respect between the des-

tiny of the race and that of the Greeks

and Romans. The latter, at a very early

day, fixed themselves in the peninsulas

of Southern Europe, and there ran their

entire career. The circumstances which

foi-eed the Celts into these ultimate re-

gions ne.xt the Atlantic were closely re-

lated with the barbarian conquests which

extended from the fifth to the ninth cen-

tury of our era. The spread of the Ro-

man power had already prepared the

BAKMOUIH ESI UAKV.—Drawn by Charic, Stuart.

began to appear in the councils of the

Church, and the authority of Rome was
more definitely extended over North
Britain.

It was in the ages whicli we are here

considering that the Celtic race, viewed

„, „ as a whole, was driven, by
The Celtic race '

historical, ethnical, and

geographical conditions,

into those final scats which it has ever

since occupied and from wliich it can

not be pushed further without extinc-

tion. The Celts had fluctuated over the

greater part of Europe. We have, in

parts of the first volume, noted tlic vast

excursions of the Celtic peoples west-
M.—Vol. 2—^8

pressed into
ultima thule

way for what the barbarians were to

effect in thru.sting the Celts into the

remote maritime and insular positions

which they have ever since occupied.

The situation which these peoples

took under the impact of the Germanic
invaders—one bi-anch in the
TT- 1 1 1 I- c^ 1 1

Advantage .ind

Highlands of Scotland, an- hurt of the eth-

,1 -Til .1 nic pressure.
other in Ireland, anotlier

in Wales, and still ollicrs in Cornwall

and Bretagne—was of a kind to exerci.se

a double influence on the subsequent his-

tory of the race. It tended to preserve

the ethnic purity of the Celtic people,

and to present them in moik-rn times as

the best example in all tlie \\'cst of a
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pure race of men. But at the same time

the localization of the Celts in the moun-

tains and maritime parts of Northwest-

ern Europe prevented the salutary re-

actions which come of contact with other

peoples and of the absorption of their

blood. A great many invidious com-

parisons have been drawn between the

The Celtic mind is to-day less emanci-

pated, on the whole, from the thraldom

of the Dark Ages than any ceiuc inteUeot

other in Western Europe.- ^^0^^""=
It is more difficult to stir abroad,

up the race, to excite it with the infusion

of new ideas, to inspire it with hopes anTi

visions of great achievement and a splen-

fcSi

IRISH TYPES.—A Poor Customer.—From the painting by H. Helmiclt.

Celtic peoples of modern times and the

contemporaneous European nations.

Such comparative treatment should al-

ways be considerately presented. It

may be freely admitted that the isola-

tion of the Celts in Scotland, Ireland,

Wales, and Cornwall has hindered their

development, and has perpetuated the

ancient superstitions under which the

pagan peoples of antiquity toiled toward

the light.

did future, than in the case of the Teu-

tonic and the Latin peoples of the mod-

ern epoch. These are the conditions

which have held fast the Celts in a

bondage which they themselves do not

understand, and which they seem im-

potent to break. It is the simple pref-

erence of the past to the future. There

is more of the backward look, the back-

ward adoration, in the Celtic peoples

than in any of the other nations who
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are contributing the intellectual forces

by which the world is at present con-

trolled. To a great extent the Scotch

and Irish peoples have diffused them-

selves in foreign parts, especially in the

New World. They are more potent by

the influences which they have shed

abroad, and by the amalgamation of

Gaelic Highlanders. Below the Gram-
pians, to the Roman wall, were the

Lowlanders, or .Scotch Saxons ; while

south of this, through the rest of the

island, were the British Saxons proper.

It appears that in the middle country,

the Lowlands, an intermediate type of

character was formed. The Gael of the

THE ROMAN WALL AT UOKCHESTIiK.

their blood and life with that of West-
ern Europe and America, than they are

in their own seats of centralization.

The .Saxon conquest of Britain e.x-

_,.,., ^ tended only td a certain
Ethnic place and . .

'

relations of the limit northward. It hap-
Lowlanders. i , ,pened thus that a three-

fold aspect was given to the ethnic life

of England. In the north were the

nortli looked upon it as Saxon, while

the people of the south regarded it as

Scotch. This country became the battle

ground between two races. The student

of history will perceive the rea.sons of the

perpetual warfare and contention which
existed in the border country—a con-

flict which has not yet entirely pas.sed

from the memories of men.
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It has remained for the Gael of Scot-

land to preserve to modern times a form

of social organization which was greatly

The clan pre- prevalent in the ancient

r™tt:sb;tt ^^o'-W- ^e have had oc-

Scottish Gael, casioii in another place to

Cominfiit upon the various forms of

children, or descendants. The system

has its points of difference from ever}'

other form of organization which men
have adopted. It is based upon the idea

that groups of kindred may be associ-

ated in a common government, under a

chieftainship. It is related with certain

CI.AN \VA KI''A KE.— Hkilk Audbessino his Tkoois Bhfore the Battle OF Bannockburn.

social unit w'hlch different peoples have
adopted, and have said something of the

clan as an e.xample. It is in Scotland

and in some parts of Ireland that the

clan has survived as an element of mod-
ern society. The word is of Gaelic

origin, and signifies seed, in the sense of

peculiarities of land tenure. We have

seen how a tribe is con.stituted, how
people who were perhaps of a common
blood, diverging into different families,

have held together under that loo.sc or-

ganization which was the condition of

society iu ''"'^ tj.mos of the migrations.
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In course of time the tribal organi-

zation was broken up by conquest and

The Highland Other forces in the larger

un^'^^o^i,:;::
parts of Europe. \Vhen

nymics. this occurred, he who had

been the head of the tribe or of some

particular group of families gathered to

himself his blood relatives, and gave

to them his own name as a common
designation for all the kindred. ^Many

cognomens have thus been introduced

to designate the various clans in Scot-

land, Ireland, and Wales. In the first

named country the syllable Mac, mean-

ing "son," was added to the clan name,

giving thereto a patronymic sense. In

Ireland the syllable O' , from the Celtic

Ua, meaning "grandson," was used in

the like manner. All of the kindred

who bore the clan name were called Mac
or 0', with the patronymic affixed.

Thus Mac Carthaigh, meaning son of

Cartach, became lilacCarthy. Thus
were formed the clan names, the ilac-

donalds, the Macgregors, the !Mackin-

nons, the Macnabs, the Macphies, the

Macquarries, the Macaulays, etc.

Historically considered, the clan con-

tinued to be the prevailing organization

Turbulence and in the Highlands of Scot-

rLlfJ^l,!n^ land until the middle of the
Gaelic moun-
taineers, last century. It consti-

tuted that turbulent and dangerous ele-

ment in the mountainous regions with

which England had to contend for cen-

turies. It was the clansmen who could

never be weaned from their sympathies

and loyalty to the house of Stuart. They
it was who, as late as 1745, supported

the last formidable effort for the resto-

ration of that house to the throne of

England. Immediately after the sup-

pression of the rebellion, Parliament

took steps to destroy the system which

had so long menaced the authority of

the English crown in the north. Many

severe laws were passed with a view to

breaking up the clans and forcing their

elements into harmony with the other

parts of British society. These statutory

measures went so far as to attack the

national costume. But it was presently

found that such irrational proceedings

tended rather to perpetuate the animos-

ity of the clansmen than to win them
from their old manner of life.

If we look at the constitution of the

clan, we find at its head the Rig; or

chieftain. The word is the Position and

same as the Latin rr.v and
^".f,",'^^^'^"

the Norse rikir, meaning ^^'^

"king." The chieftain was supported

by the clan. Each clan had a portion of

the old tribe lands. The arable part was

tilled in common. The pasture lands

received the flocks of the different fami-

lies in a common herd which grazed

together. The uncultivated part, con-

sisting of woods, bogs, mountains, etc.,

belonged to the clan in common. Most

of the members of the clan gathered in

a village, where each family possessed

its own personal property, but had other

things in common. The head of each

homestead was known by his Gaelic title

of Aire. It is believed by those who
have looked profoundly into the ultimate

conditions of civilization, that this clan

system was a form of the human evolu

tion through which nearly all the peoples

of Aryan blood in Asia and Europe have

passed on their way from the simple

household unit to nationality.

It was possible to hold land in sever-

alty under the clan system. When a

ofivcn estate had been held „,* Clan system of
by an Aire and his family vassalage; uft
. ,

,

.

.

. , of the chief.
for three generations, the

Aire became a 77(^7////, or lord. There were

also a kind of lords of cattle as well as

lords of realty. There was much grada-

tion and many other features in common
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with that feudal system which held Eu-

rope for several centuries. Every mem-
ber of the clan, without exception, owed

loyalty to the riy;, or chieftain. He was

his cklc, or vassal. He must jsay to him

certain tributes in kind. A part of the

flocks must be set aside for the rig. Mili-

tary service must be rendered to him.

When the clansman's bugle blew he

must rally to the banner of his chief.

He must also assist him in peace.

He must aid in building his dune, or

stronghold, which was the central for-

tress of the clan. As to the chieftain

himself, his life was passed in foray and

excursion, in warfare, in idleness. As
to the sentiment which held the clan to-

gether, it was one of extreme loyalty

and devotion. It is doubtful whether

under any other system which men have

devised to increase their individual

strength the tie has been more in-

destructible than that which bound the

clansmen to their chieftain and to each

other.

The clan system was rich in forms

and traditions. Each clansman must

do homage three times
Social and do-
mestio usages of a year to the chieftain.
the clan. rtw *

i i i
1 he service which he was

bound to render might be commuted.

Even the food-rent which he was ex-

pected to pay might be changed to some
other form of service. The tie between

the chieftain and his men was mutual.

Under it all the family system, based

on monogamy, was recognized and ob-

served. Illegitimacy, however, was com-

mon, and was not a bar to the prefer-

ments which the clan was able to bestow.

Even the chieftainship might descend to

an illegitimate child, providing he had
been recognized by his father. The
chieftainship, however, was not strictly

hereditary. There were many cases of

disputed succession. These were some-

times decided by peaceful methods, but

generally by war. The son's succession

to his father's honors was dependent

rather on his own merits and the assent

of the clan than to the mere fact of his

being the heir. Theoretically the chief-

tainship descended, with the death of

the lord, to the clan ; and it was the rule

to honor the eldest or the most capable

son with the distinction of chief. It

was the custom in the Gaelic Highlands

to select the successor to the headship of

the clan during the life of the incum-

bent, to the end that disputes and battle

might be avoided on the occasion of his

death. Such a chieftain-elect was called

the Tanist.

It appears that great care was taken

in choosing a successor to a chief.. The
clan paid considerable at- principles of

tention to the hereditary ^^^^^
principle, preferring the ship,

eldest surviving son or brother of the

preceding chieftain. But the candidate

must have all the virtues which a half-

civilized and wholly chivalrous age ex-

acts in those who would be its leaders.

He must be " the most experienced, the

most noble, the most wealthy, the

wisest, the most learned, the most truly

popular, the most powerful to oppose,

the most steadfast to sue for profits and

for losses." It was also exacted in a

Highland chieftain that he should have

no personal blemishes and no deform-

ities. He must be of manly age and in

full power, to the end that the clan might

be honored in its leader. In addition to

the annual payment of tribute, whereby

the chieftain and his family were sup-

ported, it was the custom to set apart a

certain portion of the clan lands, and to

make the same an appanage of the chief-

tain's office.

On the whole the clan life, such as it

has presented itself in the Highlands of
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Scotland, is one of the must picturesque,

as it is certainly the most archaic, forms

of society transmitted to
Manner of the •'

,, ^
clan life; the the modem world. Free-
Highland glens. , , '111-dom and wild license were

its characteristics. It has been related

in all of its more striking develoijments

with the mountainous region, to which it

is as much fitted by nature as is the

sequestered places. They retained rather

than abolished or changed the natural

conditions. The glen was the High-

lander's natural retreat. It was a large

part of the strength of the system to be

able to fall back into covert, to hide in a

place where no military pursuit could be

made. To a certain extent roads were

constructed through the Highlands ; but

BKiriSH KING. EOG.VR THE PACII'IC, WITH HIS TRIliUTARY CELTIC VASSALS.

character of the Swiss peasantry to the

Ali)s. It was not in the nature of the

clan to modify physical environment to

any considerable degree. It may be

said as a general fact that the Celtic pco-

.ples have not anywhere clTected so great

a transformation in the face of nature

as have the Grx-co-Italie and Teutonic

races. The clans of Scotland nestled in

tliere was no system of highways, each

clan preferring to construct its thorough-

fares for itself, and to break, rather than

to make, connection with the roads of

other tribes. This condition was for a

long time a bar to the English armies in

their invasions of the north. It was not

until after the insurrection of 1745 that

any general system of thoroughfares was
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carried by the English government into

the Highlands.

vSuch a system as the clanship of Scot-

land and Ireland could never produce

National great- greatness, power, wealth.

rdUXcTan' It represented on the

system. other hand the broken-np

condition of half-barbarous society. No
great cities, no public enterprises, no

vast display of human energy could be

seen where everything was segregated,

if not positively hostile. Among the

Highland clans, such as they were in

the seventeenth century, only two

sources of wealth were known. These

were, first, the contributions which were

made by the cieles, or vassals, to the

lords, or chieftains. Such contributions

were generally in kind, that is, the

vassal paid a certain food-rent to his

superior, and received from him in

return an allotment of stock, such as

cattle drawn from the clan herd, and paid

to the ciele for his service and allegiance.

The other species of wealth was the

slaves. Slavery was common in the

Highlands of Scotland and in Ireland

—

indeed wherever the clan system pre-

vailed.

The slave class was made up of the

descendants ot bondmen, of prisoners

taken in war, of forfeited
Slave system
under the clan liostages, of refugees from
organization. ,, , , , ,other clans who had
surrendered themselves to service, of

broken-down clansmen no longer able

to pay their food-rent to the rig, and in

general, that motley and indescribable

element of humankind which is always

aggregated around the barbarian leader.

Slaves were sold or bestowed as stipends

and gifts by the chieftains and headmen
of the tribe. The labor of the clans was
generally performed by the bondpeople.

Female slaves did the housework of the

chiefs. They ground the meal witli the

handmill, and performed all of the heavy

servile work peculiar to such situations.

Slaves had an estimated value, based on

the value of the coio, which was taken

as a unit. The female slave had three

times the value of the cow.

English romance and poetry has pre-

served to modern times the general char-

acter of the Scotch Gael, character and

The Highlands had also ?!°r^''°?^^t> Gael preserved

a vernacular literature, inuterature.

similar to that which we have already

noticed as the product of the Fili of Ire-

land. It is impossible to say precisely

to what extent the traditional Gaelic

ballads, which have furnished the sub-

ject-matter of so much controversy, are

genuine, and to what extent they are the

product of later fiction. But the Gaelic

mind was not capable of a development

into full literary activity. The literature

of the Highlands has not made any con-

siderable impression on the thought of

the modern world. Gaelic influence, the

Gaelic intellect, has to a considerable

extent entered into combination with

that of the English-speaking race, and

has imparted thereto some of the ethnic

qualities for which the Celts have been

proverbial ever since the opening of the

historical epoch. Otherwise, the influ-

ence of the latter race may be neglected

in the history of the human intellect in

modern times.

Another circumstance also has pre-

vented the Celtic mind from performing

its legitimate part in the in- The Celtic mind

tellectual history of West- ^^elSsu^er-
ern Europe and America, stitions.

This is its subjection to superstition and

its antagonism to the progress of scien-

tific knowledge. It can not be fairly de-

nied that the Gaelic mind has dreaded

rather than admired the magnificent

march of science and the consequent

conquest of the natural world. It has
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preferred rather to hug those dehisions

which it inherited from the ignorance

of the Middle Ages, to deny the exist-

ence of physical laws and their benefi-

cent uniformity, and to continue, as in

the Dark Ages, to people the physical

universe with mysterious agencies, with

goblins and phantoms, born of fear and

nurtured in the darkness of barbarism.

As we have said, there has been much
in the outer life of the Scotch Gael in

analogy with the conditions
An£ilogy of the

i . . - .

clan system to and aspccts of feudalism,
ism.

^j^^ Highland chieftain

corresponded in many particulars to the

feudal lord of the eleventh and twelfth

centuries. The clan, too, had the like-

ness of that group of dependents, vil-

lagers, and villains which constituted the

feudal society. The situation in Scot-

land was very similar to that of a large

part of Europe in the Middle Ages.

The chieftain sought the same means of

offense and defense which the barons

had used before the epoch of the Cru-

sades. The clan village was almost

identical with the feudal village, and

the castle of the chieftain had the same
relation to the governed body, the same

inaccessible position, the same structure

and character as the baronial liall of the

Middle Ages. One has only to study

the character of Gaelic life and manners
as depicted in the works of vScott, to per-

ceive how close is the transcript from

the mediaeval condition.

We have seen in considering the state

of the Celtic race under paganism its

persistency in old beliefs
Orthodoxy and
conservatism of and practices. The exter-
the Celtic race. . .

.

ir t~> • tmination of Druidism was
as difficult a task as ever Christianity had

imposed upon it in the West. Religious

superstitions are deep-rooted in the Celt-

ic nature, and the indisposition to change

is one of tlie most striking aspects of life

among all peoples of this race. Christi-

anity once accepted by the Celtic nations

found in that soil a place of growth from

which it could not be displaced by any
agitation. We have noted the peculiar

circumstances of the introduction of

Christianity into Scotland. From the

time of the establishment of the monas-

tic system and the spread of the new
faith the Gaelic mind began to pass un-

der the dominion of the new faith, and

to accept the Roman theocracy as its form

of religious government.

For about nine centuries the Gaelic

race remained in the communion of

Rome. The circumstances The leaders of

of the Reformation, which ^cwllreak
broke out at the six- with Rome,

teenth century, by which the authority

of the Catholic Church was completely

broken in vScotland, are known to the

student of history. The movement dif-

fered from the contemporaneous revolu-

tions in Germany and England. It was

the leaders of the Scotch Church who
broke with the Roman hierarchy, and

drew after them the whole body of the

people. ' The Kirk was established on

the ruins of the Cathedral, and it has been

maintained with a zeal and devotion un-

paralleled in any other Protestant

country. The vScotch became the most

religious, the most zealous, the most

persistent in their Protestantism of all

the Western peoples who broke will: llie

mother Church. The old ethnic devo-

tion—not to say superstition—of the

race asserted itself in the attachment

and enthusiastic support whicli the

Scotch people have, during the last

three centuries, given to the Church of

their choice. Their zeal, moreo\-er,

has been equaled by their resistance to

all innovation and heresy. It were dif-

ficult to say in what material particular

the Gaelic mind has been modified in its
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religious dogmas and practices since the

days of John Knox and the Scotch re-

formers.

Philosophers, historians, and ethnog-

Scotch thinkers, with scarcely an excep-

tion, have fallen under the dominion of

the scholastic and Aristotelian systems

of thougfht. The ffreat revolution in the

BEC.INNINGS OF THE KIRK.—Worship on thb Hillside.

raphers have pointed out several pecul-

Pecuiiardeduc- iarities of the Scotch mind,

rathod'orthr" distinguishing it in its

Scotch intellect, methods and activities from

the intellect of the Teutonic and Latin

peoples. It has been found that all the

method of inquiry which was effected

by Bacon and his contemporaries, at

the beginning of the seventeenth cen-

tury, never penetrated the Celtic coun-

tries. The (iaelic mind in particular

did not yield to the new philosophy, but
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held to the deductive system of inquiry

which had swayed the intellect of Eu-

rope for nearly twenty centuries. As a

result, the Scotch thinkers of the last two

hundred years have devoted themselves

almost exclusively to speculative inquiry.

Whatever may lae the subject-matter of

the investigation, the Scotch mind has

chosen invariably to consider it deduct-

ively, and to elaborate a system from

principles and assumptions taken apriori.

In the border country the Scotch school

has been most conspicuous in its activi-

ties, and it can not be denied that

from the vicinity of Edinburgh the

larger part of the metaphysical philoso-

phy of the last two centuries has ema-

nated. It has all been characterized by

the common feature of deduction and

its inability to apply the inductive

method of inquiry.

It should be noted that in this region

there has been a large interfusion of

Syllogistic raccs. It is here that the

Celtic and Anglo-Saxon

bloods have flowed to-

gether; but it appears tliat the former

has been dominant as it respects the

character of the Scotch mind. While
the intellect of Germany, of France,

and of England has yielded freely to

the new methods of inquiry, and has as a

consequence gone forth to explore and
interpret nature, neglecting the specula-

tive for the actual conditions of the

world, the Scotch mind, even in its

highest moods, has continued to deal

with those speculative and metaphysical

inquiries which were the whole intellec-

tual resource of the Middle Ages. It

must ever remain a surprising thing in

the intellectual history of mankind that

the first great effort of the human mind
to construct a system of political econ-

omy was made by Adam Smith on pure-

ly deductive principles. The Wcalllt of

movement of
Scotch mind
illustrated.

Nations is written from beginning to

end with only such incidental references

to the facts and actualities of produc-

tion, exchange, distribution, aixd con-

sumption as necessarily suggest them-

selves to the mind of the writer while

carrying forward his assumptions and

deductions in the speculative manner.

The Scotch luind has always followed

this method of investigation, assuming

its principles, constructing its argument,

and drawing its conclusions according to

the principles of deduction, and with as

little regard to the facts to which the

argument is applied as though the

thinker lived in an ideal universe, and ^s

though the syllogism were more true

—and more iiseful—than the law of

gravitation.

A fair estimate of the rank and char-

acter of the different races in modern
times is rendered difficult Question of eth-

by the political vicissitudes t^^^^^lZ"'
through which the various J«<^*-

nations have passed. In the countries

of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland we have several Celtic peo-

ples subordinated to the rule of England.

The problem here presented is not only

civil, political, national, but also ethni-

cal. How much of the intellect of Great

Britain has been deduced from the Celtic

origin ? How much has been derived

from the Teutonic source? How much
should be referred to the amalgamation

of the two races and to the peculiar reac-

tions which result from the composite

character?

An examination of indubitable facts

will show that the leading intellects

among a people who have Engiandhasab-

been politically subordinat- ::[^:^;^:,'^r*

ed drift in the direction of the Celtic race,

the dominant race and join their destinies

with it. The problem of government of

itself absorbs a large part of the energy
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of a subject race. The ambitions of a

people who have been reduced by con-

quest or political union are most easily

gratified by passing over to the side of

the conquerors and becoming identified

therewith. Xo fact is more patent than

the tremendous draft which England has

made upon the mind and energy of Scot-

land and Ireland since the conquest of

the latter country by Henry VII and the

union of the two crowns at the death of

Elizabeth. A large part of the literary

enterprise, the commercial ambition, the

political aspiration of both Ireland and

Scotland, have been appropriated by the

dominant English race until it is ex-

tremely difficult to refer the common
intellectual achievement of the British

people to its proper ethnical origins.

After making due allowance, however,

for all these influences, we are forced to

the conclusion that in nearly all of the

elements of a high civilization the Gaelic

race of Scotland and Ireland has fallen

below the English, and that its energy

and force and promise are less by a

great per cent than that of the domi-

nant people.

Chapter T^XXVIII.—Thh: Irish.

mr^^^
lET us, then, pass over

from the Scottish
Highlands to Ireland

and make a brief study

of the infeular race in

its history and devel-

opment. Here again,

at the beginning, we meet unmistakable

traces of a people who inhabited the

island before the incoming of the bronze-

bearing Celts from the Continent. More

and more as our knowledge has widened

of the primitive conditions in the west of

Europe we find the traces of a tolerably

wide distribution of those Iberian and

Basque peoples whom we
Traces of Oden-

, ,
taiism in West- liavc already considered in
em Europe.

^^^^ ethnology of the Span-

ish race. We here once more insist that

whatever signs of Orientalism there are

in the archa;ology and ethnology of the

peninsular and insular parts of Western

Europe must be referred to a very earl}'^

distribution of a people in these regions,

whose origin we must seek in the far

East, and whose migratory pathway we
must follow through the Hamitic distri-

bution along the western parts of North-

ern Africa, thence into Spain, and finally

into the countries which we are here

considering.

We have already found traces of the

ancient Iberian life in the bottom of the

ethnic conditions of Scot- Traditional

land and Wales. The same ^rtfc^IXt
arc discoverable still more of Ireland,

abundantly in Ireland. Even tradition

has preserved the account of the incom-

ing of the Celts, with their bronze weap-

ons and purposes of conquest. It may
not be uninteresting in this connection,

as an example of ethnic tradition, to re-

cite the story of the Celtic conquest of

Ireland as preserved in the old Irish bal-

lads and chronicles. To be sure it is

mere myth, having, however—as most

myths do—an ultimate origin in reality.

Partholan was llie Celtic hero who led

his warriors into Ireland. They came

—

so runs the legend from Partholanand

Middle Greece, and landed }l™rki„t:
at the estuarj' of Kenmare. ^oms.

The part of the coast region in which tlie

landing was effected was divided into
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four parts; for Parthoian had four sons

who must become petty kings. The old

Iberians were conquered, and a Celtic

tetrarchy was established by the four

princes, who succeeded their father in

authority. Thus was established the

first Celtic kinodom. It continued to

nans,

CAKRII.AN HEAD.

flourish for three hundred years. Then
came a great plague, and Partholan's

people were swept away. They were

buried in the plain of Talaght, near

Dublin. And so ended the first chapter

in Ireland's history.

Thirty years afterwards another race

arrived, said to be out of Scythia. The
invaders came in thirty sliips, and were

commanded by a hero called Named.
He also established a kingdom. But,

like his predecessor, he and^
.

Tradition of
his people were in course of Nemed and the

. 1 Firbolgs.
tmie swept away by a

plague, and were buried upon the hill of

Oueenstown. The legend goes on to

recite also the incoming of the Fomo-
who were doubtless Celtic sea

pirates, somewhat aft-

er the character of

the Angles and Jutes

of a later age. These

invaders began to ar-

riv^e before the de-

struction of Nemed's
people, and there was
war in the i.sland.

Nemed left three sons,

who departed into dif-

ferent regions and

became the founders

of petty kingdoms.

Next came a race of

people who are called

in the traditions the

Firbolgs. They were

led by five chieftains,

who landed at differ-

ent points on the coast

and planted ct)lonies.

One was established on

the river Slaney, the

-
^ second in ^layo, and

the tliird at Tracht

Rudraide, in Ulster.

It is believed by

that this division of Fir-

bolgs came over from Britain, where

the Celts had already established

themselves. In the course of time

another tribe of invaders, called the

Tuatha De Danann, arrived, and con-

tended with the Firbolgs and Fomorians

for the mastery of the island. Last of

all came the Scots, who were said to be

ethnologists
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Milesians. They called themselves the

Galam, said to signify "the brave."

These peoples all had their pedigree,

which they preserved with care, tracing

back, through a few generations, the

genealogy of their race to Noah !

The story of these mythical invasions

is here recited as merely illustrative of

the form in which a nation's first con-

sciotisness of itself is generally preserved.

It signifies, when rendered
What the myth- .

°
. , ,

icaj stories of in- luto historical language,
vasion signify.

^j^^^ ^^^^^ ^^,^^ ^ primitive

people in Ireland, and that in course of

race we have, in the next place, an ac-

count of the establishment of a kingdom
in Munster. The Celtic

Clan of De Gaid
clan of the De Gaid con- colonizes Mun-

queredalarge district in the

middle parts of the province and drove

out the previous peoples, known as the

Eberites, into Cork and Kerry. It is

not known from what quarter the clan

De Gaid came. The expulsion of the

previous inhabitants of Munster was not

complete, and in course of time three

petty kingdoms were planted in the

country. One was the kingdom of the

IN MUNSTER.—Meeting of the Waters at the Oi.n WEfR Bridge.

time—doubtless many centuries before

the Christian era—the bronze-bearing

Celtic warriors and colonists began to

cross the narrow waters which separate

Ireland from Britain and the Continent,

and to plant themselves by conquest all

along the Irish coasts. It serves to ac-

count in a traditional way for the dis-

tribution in Ireland of the race which

had already taken possession of Britain,

and for its supremacy and development

in tlic formei- island.

In the mytliir.-il liistory of the Irish

Eberians, another of the clan Lu Gaid,

and the third of the clan Dc Gaid. One

of the princes of the Eberians, named

^lug Nuadat, succeeded in course of time

in conquering the other two, and raised

himself to complete sovereignty in Mun-

ster. Thus was established the kingdom

wliich is said in the tradition to have

survived a thousand years.

Another important event of the pre-

historic, or half-historic, times was the

invasion of Ulster by the Scots. There

was a princely quarrel between the Irish
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subjects of King Ard Ri and those of the

Scottish sovereign, and the latter came

Legend of the over in force and made a

st^eXtlf"- conquest of Ulster. This
Scots. iy thought to have hap-

pened about the year 327. It is not un-

likely that the early Irish invasions of

hinder the Irish from passing over and

attempting to regain in Britain what

they had lost in their own country.

In this attempt they were partly suc-

cessful. No fewer than three colonies

were planted by Irish Celts in the parent

island. There was a tribe out of Mun-

RUINS OK MKI.IJFONT ABBKY.—Drawn !)>• Laundy.
I

Britain had some relation to the pres-

sure upon Ireland by the Scots. It is in

the nature of half-civilized peoples, when
they are driven from their .seats, to fall

upon their neighbors. The narrow wa-

ters between the two islands would not

ster which pa.ssed into South Wales,

Devon.shire, and Cornwall, The Irish Celts

and tliere secured a perma- S^gian'fa^d

nent footing. Anothercom- Wales.

pany of Irish invaders took possession

of the Isle oi Man and of h di.'-.trut j.n
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North Wales; while still a third tribe

called the Dal-Riada, also founded a set-

tlement in Wales. In fact, the age of

which we here speak was one of diffu-

sion, in which the two branches of Gael-

ic and Cymric Celts in Scotland, Ire-

land, and Britain were intermixed by

migration and war, yet not to the extent

of obliterating the ethnic characteristics

by which the)' were known when they

passed over from the Continent to the

insular and outlying regions.

Thus, at length, we may contemj^late

the Celtic race in possession of Ireland.

Evolution of the The situation was such as

cttuan'/zedby ^o favor the development
Saint Patrick. of a people according to its

own nature and ethnic tendencies. In

the fourth century of our era the race

still possessed nearly all the character-

istics and peculiarities which marked

the Celts when they first became known
to the Romans. Their tribal and clan

organizations had been but little changed.

Their institutions and manner of life were

virtually such as they were when they

were in undisputed possession of all Eu-

rope between the Rhine and the Pyr-

enees. It was in this condition that

Christianity found them in its move-

ment against paganism. We liave al-

ready referred to the circumstances of

the conversion of tlic Irisli to the new
religion. The Church founded by Saint

Patrick was in its doctrines and princi-

ples identical with that of (laul and

Britain. It was a Ijrancli of that \\'c.st-

ern Romanism which had its center in

the Eternal City. There were, liow,

ever, .some peculiarities about its organ-

ization, and many .striking features in its

development. We have already seen to

what an extent the former ritual and ob-

servances of the Irish race were incor-

porated by the wise and politic .saint

who laid the foundation of Catholicism
M.—Vol. 2—39

in Ireland. The Church was strongly

monastic in its character. Saint Patrick

himself has borne witness to the dispo-

sition of the early Gael to a.s.sume the

monastic life. In a passage of his Con-

fession he says :
'

' The sons of Scots and

daughters of Chiefs appear now as monks
and virgins of Christ, especially one

blessed Scotch lady of noble birth and
great beauty, who was adult, and whom
I baptized."

It is claimed, however, that the primi-

tive Irish mona.stery differed greatly

from those of the continen- planting and de-

tal Church . In case a chief I'IThT^ °^
the Irish mon-

became a Christian, he asteries.

generally made a gift sufficient to endow
a religious institution, of which he re-

;
tained the principal direction ; that is,

he entered his own monastery and be-

came its head. The family to which he

belonged meanwhile pursued its usual

course. At the first celibacy was by no

means urtiver.sally practiced; but the

doctrine grew in favor, and at length

prevailed. It has been urged that an

Irish monastery of the age here referred

to had many features in common with

those of the communities of Shakers as

the same are now constituted in the

United States. In process of time a

severer and still severer rule and confes-

sion were adopted in tlic Irish monas-

teries, and they became conformed to

the common type which the Church of

Rome dictated as the most promotive of

holiness and evangelism.

It must not be supposed that all of

the Irish tribes passed at once under

the dominion of Christian-
( Slow transfor-

ity. The movement was mations of hu-
,' 1^-1 I. • man society.
slow and toil.some. It is

a common error to suppose that socie-

ties, whether bai-barian or civilized,

can be transformed into new conditions

in a dav. Human nature is .such that
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even in its most plastic and highly ex-

cited states it passes slowly into new
forms, beliefs, and modes of activity. We
must also take into consideration the

fact that the Irish people were at this

time under a system of clanship, and

that this form of organization was a

great obstruction to the spread of com-

mon sentiments, artd especially to the

adoption of new customs and beliefs.

During vSaint Patrick's life he himself

constituted a bond of union between all

Reaction in the religious establishments

^^^^ ^vhich were planted in the
period. island, but on his death

there was much relaxation and disso-

national customs of the Celts stood out

stoutly against the ideas of morality,

the doctrines, and the canon law which

Saint Patrick and his successors sought

to establish.

The sixth and seventh centuries were

a period of great confusion and much
distress among the Irish j^eople. It has

been noticed in all ages that when a new
faith is substituted for an old—after the

latter has relaxed its hold on the people

and before the former is fully estab-

lished—an epoch of moral depravity

and of social retrogression is almost cer-

tain to ensue.

The insular position of the Irish race

'"•^^^

KUlNa oe lli£ ULU Al^liKV CHUkCH OK ION A.

lution. The druidical orders revived

somewhat, and made an effort to regain

the lost ground. A state of semipa-

ganisra ensued, and it was not until the

seventh centur}' that the usages of Dnt-
idism ceased to be observed and to

have the preference among some tribes

over the doctrines and ceremonies of

Christianity. There were still druidical

priests in Ireland as much as two hun-

dred years after Saint Patrick's death.

The marriage customs continued to be

pagan long after the planting of the

new religion in the island. The old

led to the preservation of customs and

peculiarities which had
. Break of the

long smce disappeared on insh church

the Continent. It is well ^* °™^*

known to the student of Church history

that in the early ages of the ascendency

of Rome the usages of the Church and
its principles of conduct were by no

means so severe, so after the monastic

pattern, as they were at a later period.

The Irish Church had at the beginning

more license than any other. We have

said and repeated that it incorporated

out of the preceding order a larger part
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of paganism than did any other of the

Western Churches.

This, in course of time, led to a con-

flict between the ecclesiastics of Ireland

Points at issue and them of the Roman

G:'eT;ra"„dX:n. s^hool. The latter had
ish clergy. now becomc accustomed to

strict order and discipline. Many ques-

tions arose between the insular Chris-

tians and the Church authorities of

Rome. One was as to the observance of

Easter. Another related to baptism.

The Irish monks had their traditions on

these subjects, and the Roman ecclesi-

astics attacked them willi vehemence for

their nonconformity Vo the true standard.

The Scotic clergy and they of England

and the eastern part of France, includ-

ing Switzerland and a part of Germany,

were on one side, and the Roman monks
on the other. The latter prevailed.

The Irish system gave way before the

power of Rome. The monasteries in

Ireland and Scotland were supplanted

by others organized in conformity with

Rome, or, if not actually supplanted,

tlie Irish monks were converted to the

Benedictine rule and confession.

But in the meantime, however, the zeal

of the Irish priests had been as great as

The Irish party had been witnessed in any

other branch of tlie West-

ern Church. ^lissionaries

had gone forth from Ireland and pre-

pared the way for the after-conversion

of several peoples whose change of

religion has been attributed to other in-

fluences. The controversies to which

we have referred extended from the

close of the si.xth century to the middle

of the eighth, covering a period of

about a hundred and fifty years. In tlie

south of Ireland the Roman usages, in-

cluding the method of reckoning Easter,

were accepted in G33 A. ])., but in the

north, especially in the community of

yields and be-
comes most
Catholic.

lona, the monks did not yield to the

Roman usages until 716, and in Wales
until 768.

From the eighth to the twelfth century

but little of interest is to be noted in the

development of the Irish race. The
country became Catholic in an intense

degree ; but the clan organization was

preserved, and the petty kingdoms into

which the country was divided v.'ere

after the tribal pattern. Perhaps of all

the countries of the West, Ireland shared

least in those progressive movements
which, though slow, bore the people of

Western Europe toward the dawn of a

better era. Ireland least of all felt the

common sentiments with which Europe

began to be inspired. The great agita-

tion which preceded the Crusades and

which maintained the Holy Wars for

two centuries was little felt among the

Irish Celts. Their isolation was so com-

plete that the Church was the only bond

connecting them with the destinies of

the Continent.

At the middle of the twelfth century,

however, these relations began to draw

the Irish people into union English domina^-

with England, and from iXdo'vlfi're-

that time forth the coun- !»"<*•

try pursued its dependent career. When
the monk Nicholas Breakspcare became

Pope Hadrian IV, he carried to the

papal chair a greater knowledge of Eng-

lish and Irisli affairs than his pre-

decessors had possessed. He was the

only Englishman who ever came to the

papacy. In 1155 he announced to

Henry II that Ireland rightfully be-

longed to the blessed Peter and the most

holy Roman Church. He granted the

island, therefore, to the English king,

reserving only ecclesiastical dominion

for himself. It was from this time forth

that the l^nglisli claim of the sovereign-

ty of Ireland was upheld by the Plan-
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tagenets and their successors. Henrj'

himself invaded Ireland and established

his authority. From the very first the dif-

Irish, with their clan organizations and

their doctrine of gavelkind, were totally

unacquainted with the feudal usages of

HENRY tl INVADING IRELAND.-Captlre op \Vatkk)..rd.

, ferenees between the two peoples, which
have ever since led to their estrange-

ment and hostility, were apparent. Tlie

i

primogeniture and entail which prevailed

in England under the Norman kings.

As a result the Irish rulers, whether
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secular or ecclesiastic, did not under- all their strongholds into the fields and
stand the exactions of homage made by

Henry and his successors. Nevertheless,

English authority was extended over the

island, and the Irish Church, in con-

nection with
that of Eng-

land, was more
completely sub-

jected by the

papacy than
ever before.

\Vc are able to

see in these cir-

cumstances the

conditions
which s u b s e-

quently led t<i

the religious
severance of the

English and
Irish peoples.

When the Ref-

ormation broke

out, and the at-

tempt was made
by Henry VIII

and Elizabeth

to detach the

Irish Church

from Rome and

attach it to the

indepcnden t

sovereignty of

England, Irish

Catholics resist-

ed the scheme

;

and Rome was

ever afterwards

busy in main-

taining her sov-

. ercigntv in Ireland, as
Persecntions of o .

the Irish Church against the claims of the
by the English. t^_ ,. , , . ^t t-tttEnglish kings. Henry v HI
succeeded in disestablishing the monas-

teries and in drivin<r forth the friars from

villages, but he could not break their

ascendency over the Irish people. As a

result, the establishment of the English

Church in Ireland was nominal rather

THE RELIGIOUS WAKS.

—

WII.I.IAM OK ORANGE AT THE IIOYNB.

than real, and its whole subsequent his*

toiy in that island was a history of usur-

pation, of exaction, and of tyranny.

The actual conquest of the country

mav be said to have been made bv Eliza-
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beth. She was the real conqueror of

Ireland, and her policy with respect to

the people* was not more

S^shrebemot. severe than might have

been expected imder the

conditions which she had inherited from

her father and grandfather. The strong

Catholic dispositions of the Irish people

were shown in the time of the English

revolution, but they were unable, in

their rebellions against Cromwell, to es-

tablish any regular government or to

oppose a successful resistance to the iron

soldiery of that despotic republican.

Under the later Stuarts, Ireland con-

stantly sympathized with the Catholic

tendencies of the English kings. The
Jacobite disposition asserted and re-

asserted itself, and was scarcely de-

stroyed by King William at the Boyne.

It is out of these historical and eth-

nical relations that the Irish race has

Prospect of the emerged into modern his-

Son'oft'he tory. It is not our purpose
^ace- to review the peculiar as-

pects which the people of Ireland have

presented to the inquirer in the last two

centuries. The Irish stock is typical to

a considerable degree of the whole Celtic

race as it appears at the present time.

It is against the laws of human nature

not to sympathize with the struggles

made by the Irish people to main-

tain their independent existence, their

nationality, and to compete in • the

race for greatness; but it seems to be

out of the scheme of destiny to expect

any other result than the complete ab-

sorption of the race. The English lan-

guage, learning, and literature, and
English institutions have more and
more made their way across the island,

and it seems manifest that in no great

span of time the distinctive features of

the Irish people will disappear—that the

fate of this branch of the Celtic stock is

to be the same which we have already

noted in the Cornish race.

The decline in the population of Ire-

land since the middle of the present

century also indicates the tendency of

the race toward extinction, Deductions

or at least toward its ^~-3\^:--^^

diffusion and absorption centuries,

among other peoples. If we begin our

inquiry with the accessible statistics at

the close of the seventeenth century, we
find about a million and a half of people

on the island. In 1760 the estimate was

two and a quarter million. In 1 792 the

total had risen to a little over four mil-

lion. The maximtim of the Irish race

appears to have been reached about 1 84 1

,

when the census showed eight million

one hundred and ninety-six thousand

five hundred and ninety-seven. With-

in the next ten years, owing to the

potato famine and other disasters, the

population fell off to six and a half

million, and in the next decade it had

fallen to five million seven hundred and

ninety-eight thousand. According to

the census of 1 881 the entire population

of Ireland was five million one hundred

and fifty-nine thousand eight hundred

and thirty-nine.

A large percentage of this falling oflE

must be attributed to emigration. The
hard conditions of landown-

. Extent and dl-

ership, the political dom- rectionoftha

ination of Great Britain, * '^

the evils which until 1869 had attended

the establishment of the English

Church in a Catholic countrj', and par-

ticularly the great famine of 1847, had

conspired to discourage the Irish people

to an extent almost unparalleled in

modem times. Between 183 1 and 1841

almost half a million of Irishmen emi-

grated to foreign countries. Between

1846 and 1852, covering the period of

the famine, the number emigrating was
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three times as great as in the preceding

decade. More than two hundred and

fifteen thousand departed in the single

year of 1847, while in 1852 the num-
ber leaving the island increased to

two hundred and forty-nine thou-

sand seven hundred and twenty-one.

The countries into which this large

increment of thu Irish race was dis-

ance must be made for the evil effects of

the English domination, and for the

cross purposes, animosities, ^*°® """^ <^«-
' '^

.
termined by in-

and even positive ha- teiiectuai and
. , f .1 i 1 material prod-
treds of the two peoples, ucts.

There are two general ways in which the

energy and greatness of a people are

displayed : first, in intellectual achieve-

ment ; and secondly, in those material

THE CHAPEL ROVAL, DUBLIN.

tributed were principally Canada, the

United States, and Australia; but al-

most every country of Europe and the

New World has received a considerable

number of the Irish emigrant popula-

tion.

It is in Ireland that we may best con-

sider and estimate the average achieve-

ment and rank of the Celtic race in

modern times. In doing so much allow-

works and enterprises which constitute

the tangible expression of human great-

ness and ambition. In the domain of

intellect there are many distinct fields

of activity: literature, with its several

departments; art, with its great divi-

sions of painting, sculpture, and music;

science, with its discovery of new laws

and its extended application of those

already known.
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On the material side of achievement

we have also many manifestations of the

Forms in which physical and constructive
material energies of men. Archi-
achieveraent is e>

displayed. tecturc Stands at the head,

but the applications of the builder's art

are as multifarious as the activities of

those public edifices which are used by

the governing powers of society, and in

what are called public works, such as

bridges, aqueducts, tunnels, thorough-

fares, etc. Still another variety of ma-

terial enterprise has relation to the sea.

In the maritime and insular countries

the people are

naturally seafar-

ing. They are

navigators and
merchants. This

involves the con-

stniction and im-

provement of

ships. It is, in

l;' e n e r a 1 , from

these considera-

tions of intellec-

tual and physical

achievements
that the rank of

a given people is

to be determined

in modern soci-

ety.

In intellectual

grandeur the
I rish race has not

risen to the level

of the average

of Western Eu-

ropean peoples.

In certain depart-

ments of mental

labor they have

equaled the best

products of other
[1 111; AMI 1 111. nations. In ora-

tory the Irish

men's lives. There is in particular an ' have not been surpassed, and the same
ecclesiastical architecture which has mavbe said of their lyric , „ , ^' Intellectual rana
gratified itself with the rearing of grand ' poetry. The Irish songs are and products of

cathedrals, mostly Gothic, in divers parts I among the mostsentimental

of Central and Western Europe. Civil i and musical of all the bardic work pro-

architecture finds its noblest work in 1 duced in modern times. In the consid-

1 l-.S ANI> MAN.NKk- -
;
111 -.1 \\< 11 ii \i \^i> K \vi I n in

Afltr ihc painting by H. Helmick.
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eration of ideal subjects also the Irish

mind has established its claim to a very

high rank. Its critical powers have oc-

casionally displayed themselves with un-

usual vigor. In other respects the Irish

intellect has been in analogy with that

of Scotland. It has shared the deduct-

ive disposition which we have already

noted as belonging to the Scotch mind.

In the more solid forms of litenitnre

wit and fiery dramatic action. Its sen-

timent is poetic, patriotic, love-burdened.

It is also a mind which is pervaded with

conceits and fancies. It has less of that

brooding care and more of easy cheerful-

ness than the contemporaneous mind of

England and the Continent.

On the side of material achievement

the Irish are still further behind the

work of other modern races. The power

]K1-11 1M1L!>1 1

the Irish have not been distinguished.

Neither in epic poetry nor in history has

the Irish intellect displayed its powers

to advantage. It lacks persistency. Its

flights are short and brilliant, but it has

not shown strength of wing or that eagle-

like sweep and grandeur for which the

English and German mind have been so

distinguished in our centuries. If we
look into the consciousness of the Irish

race we shall find it inhabited with quick

The race dispar-
aged in indus-
trial progress.

rCHERS OK Flax.

to seize the forces of the natural world,

to bend them down to the . human
will, to apply them to

industrial problems, to

master nature, to crush

and grind the obdurate resistance of the

material world, has not been shown in

any marked degree by the Irish people.

If we begin low down with the primitive

methods of industry practiced in the

island, we shall find that very little
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progress has been made since the wild

clans first took possession of the coun-

try. There appears among the Irish

peasantr}' a preference for the simple

application of labor to the simple work

of the fields in the simplest manner.

The introduction of machinery has been

effected in Ireland against all the dispo-

sitions and prejudices of the people.

and the Continent. The same is true

of nearly all material enterprises and

improvements. The construction of

thoroughfares, the building of bridges,

the erection of public works, the trans-

formation of the face of nature, have

been accomplished in large measure by

the energies and skill of the English

capitalists and supervisors, employing

nil, YOUNG SQUIKF. ANll HIS 1 ICNANTS-TVPKS.—Aflcr the [i. ;Ly U. IIJ,.

It goes with the saying that in a coun-

try where such un progressive habits pre-

vail the grander aspects of
Material gran-

.

'
.

deurof ir«iand material progress are im-
of foreign origin. ., , y i -i. ipossible. In architecture

the Irish have been among the least dis-

tinguished of the modern peoples. Not
that Ireland is wanting in examples of

great building; but this has nearly all

been effected by foreign architects, and

after models furnished trom England

the working power of the Irish people in

accomplishing the given results.

The latter race seems to have been in

a measure .satisfied to be thus xised by

the stronger people. The . ,

, .
Labor the com-

dispositions of the Irish to mouiotoftha
,, • -i.- Irish people.

continue in the primitive

methods of industry have be»n gratified

rather than offended by the subordinate

position to which they have been as-

signed in the industries of tlie English-
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speaking race. In the Xew World, in

like manner, the skill and vehement

energy of the people have drawn largely

upon the Irish emigrant race for the

performance of all simple labor. It

were quite impossible to exaggerate the

amount of this kind of toil which has

been expended by Irish-American la-

borers on the great railways and canals

of the New World.

The personal characteristics of the

Celtic peoples have been a subject of

Personal char- Comment since the first con-

c^it^ftheco"'!' tact of the Romans with
piexion. the races north of the

Alps. The Roman travelers and ad-

venturers who made their way into the

broad countries of Northwestern Europe

have left on record many allusions to

the form and features of the tribes in-

habiting these regions. We may gather

from the Roman historians and poets

that the peoples on the two banks of the

Rhine, the Celts and the Germans, were

not greatly different in stature, com-

plexion, and form. The Germans were

more red-haired and had a more florid

skin than did the Celts. The latter were

flaxen-haired and fair. It has been said

by Pritchard, after carefiilly examining

the data, that all the ancient races who
peopled the northern and western parts

of Europe had what is called the xantlions
variety of complexion. They were fair,

with a A-ellowish tinge, and in the primi-

tive ages the hair was invariably flaxen,

tending to red. The Gauls are so de-

scribed by A^ergil, and particularly by

Marcellinus, who had lived in Gaul and

was a good observer. It may be inter-

esting to quote his description of the

Gauls as a true delineation of the fea-

tures and character of the Celtic race at

the close of the third centur}^ of our era

:

" The Gauls are almost all tall of

stature, very fair and red-haired, and

horrible from the fierceness of their

eyes, fond of strife, and haughtily inso-

lent. A whole band of Descriptions ol

strangers could not endure '^^^Xi::^,^^
one of them, aided in his VergU.

brawl by his powerful and blue-eyed

wife ; especially when, with swollen neck

and gnashing teeth, poising her huge

white arms, she begins, joining kicks to

blows, to pitt forth her fists, like stones

from the twisted strings of a catapult,

^lost of their voices are terrific and

threatening, as well when they are quiet

as when they are angry. All ages are

thought fit for war, and an old man is

led out to be armed with the same vigor

of heart as the man in his prime, with

limbs, hardened by cold and continual

labor, and a contempt of many even real

dangers. None of them are known, like

those who in Italy are called in joke

Jtlarci, to cut off their thumbs through

fear of serving in war. They are as a

nation very fond of wine, and invent

many drinks resembling it; and some of

the poorer sort wander about with their

senses quite blurred by continued intoxi-

cation."

Such was the original stock. By proc-

esses of ethnic differentiation the various

Celtic peoples of modern times have aris-

en. These have preserved in different de-

grees the personal likeness of the original.

In general, a Celt is easily The original

noted among the group of rrtt^'rT
peoples who inhabit Europe races,

and the West. In one respect, namely,

in bodily strength, the Irish and Welsh

have preserved the preeminence of their

ancestry. We should not expect, when
we consider the physical vigor and bodily

powers of many representatives of the

Irish race, that the race itself was in a

condition of decline, or that it is dispar-

aged in an intellectual comparison with

the other branches of the European fam-
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fly. The greatest giant in the Potsdam

Guards was an Irishman. And if a new-

regiment were to be organized at tlie

present time, and the complemen ": made

up of men of gigantic stature and tre-

mendous physical power, it is likcly

that a major-

ity would be

of Celtic
blood. Per-

haps this
physical vigor

which is fre-

q u e n t 1 y ,

though not

universally,

exhibited by

the Irish and

Welsh races

is to be in

part attribu-

ted to the
manner of life

rather than to

ethnic forces.

The native
races of Irc-

1 a n d and
Wales are en-

gaged in
those primi-

tive forms of

industry
which best of

all develop the

body and in-

crease its stat-

ure. The hard

life of the peas-

ant and the miner is not unfavorable

to the reproduction and perfecting of

the physical life. The peoples of whom
we speak have been less deteriorated

by the influences of civilization, and
more invigorated by the natural pur-

suits to which men devote themselves

: in a natural age, than have the other

races of Europe.

Beginning with the personal delinea-

tion given by Marcellinus, we find certain

diversities among the modern Celtf

(listin;4uishing those of one country from

DINNER—TYl'K AND MANNERS.
Drawn by H. Helmick,

those of another. The people of South

Wales have a brunette com- Diversities of

plexion and black hair- ':^^:^:^^,
or at least these character- types,

isties are common. The Bretons, also,

have departed from tlie original standard

in the same direction. In the Scotch
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Celtic traits

among the other
races.

Highlands red or sandy hair is common,

though by no means universal. It is

as though there were in this country a

reversion to the old type of the Belgic

Gauls and the Germans beyond the

Rhine. The Irish have preserved to a

laree extent the oritrinal features of the

race. The blue eye and fair complexion

have been maintained with little altera-

tion, and the flaxen hair may be regarded

as the national feature.

As we have already intimated, the

complexion, the countenance, the physi-

Distributionof cal peculiarities of the Celts

have been distributed to a

very large extent among
the more prominent and powerful races

of modern times. The English people

themselves are greatly infected with

features which were derived from those

who preceded them in the island. It is

now recognized as a fact that the bar-

barian invaders who took possession of

Britain in the fifth century— those

Angles and Saxons and Jutes and Fris-

ians—wild pirates of the northern seas,

who came, like hawks of the water, upon

the Celts of the British Isles, were

nearly all males. They brought at the

first but few women with them in their

ocean boats. It can hardly be doubted

that the first generations of northern

pagans born in England were largely

i the product of British, that is Celtic,

mothers, who Avere taken b}^ the Saxon

warriors in the roughest courtship known
to history. In all subsequent ages the

Celtic stock has been combined in vary-

ing degrees with the dominant people,

and in recent times it has contributed a

large percentage to the English-speaking

race in America.

We have now noted the condition and

distribution of the Celtic races. We
have seen them dispersed Summary of the

^ subjects consid-

thrOUghout all Gaul, in the ered in connec-
_ . , . , . tion -with the
Spanish peninsula, in an- ceits.

cient Armorica, and finally in Britain

and Ireland. We have delineated the

transformations to which the Celtic tribes

have been subjected, and have consid-

ered the aspect which the six existing

forms of the Celtic race present to the

modern inquirer. Much has been omit-

ted; but a sufficiency has been presented

to give the reader an adequate idea of

the great people who, once in possession

of the better part of Europe, have re-

ceded and dwindled until, compressed in

a few remote positions, they maintain

only a precarious and unpromising exist-

ence, tending perhaps to a speedy dis-

appearance from the act and drama of

modern history.

I



BOOK XI -THE TEUTONIC PEOPLES.

Chapter LXXIX.—germania.

|E arc now to consider

the evolution of Avhat

is generally regarded

the youngest of the Ar-

yan races in Europe;

that is, the peoples

called Teutonic. It is

not certainly known that the Ciermanic

stock came last, that tlie great races

bearing the common name of German
were the rear guard of the Aryan mi-

grations into the West. Indeed, the op-

posite view has been stoutly maintained.

Some have thought that the Hellenes

were the latest arrival, and that the Teu-

tonic tribes of the norlli had been in pos-

session for centuries before the Graeco-

Italic race took possession of the South

liuropean peninsula.

Many circumstances, however, indi-

cate the incorrectness of this view. The
order of national development, if noth-

ing more, tends strongly to establish

the later arrival of the Teutonic people.

They have been the last of the European

races to rise into the realm of national-

ity; that is, the last on the supposition

that the .Slavic races arc to „Teutonic race
be considered in common the last to ar-

..1 41 /-> TT rive in Europe.
With the Germans. L n-

less we are to suppose that the germs
of national consciousness lay dormant

for a much longer period among the

Teutonic races than among the peoples

of the south, we are forced to the con-

clusion that the former were the later to

arrive in the European domain.

However this question may be decided,

we are not in much doubt as to the source

of tlie Teutonic stream which flowed out

of the northeast. It was course of the

a part of tlie great Aryan Se^rLlLTi^L*'''

movement to which we the West,

have frequently referred in the preced-

ing volume. The course of migration

which brouglit the Germanic race into

Europe was out of Armenia, around the

Black sea, to the northwest, and tlicnce

through wliat is now Great Russia,

westward inl(j the countries where the

623
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Germans were destined to establish

themselves and ultimatel}' rise to nation-

al consciousness. We have also said

that this great ethnic stream pouring-

into Europe contained in the age of the

migrations the potency of the Celtic and

the Letto-Slavic, as well as the German-

ic peoples. The Celtic migration was

in the van, and it is likely that the tribes

out of which the German race has been

veloped. It is not the true nature of

such a movement to roll on in a volume
to a certain point geographically and
then to disperse in various directions,

planting here and there the beginnings

of those different peoples which subse-

quent inquiry shows to have been de-

rived from a common stock. The true

movement, on the contrary, is progress-

ive. It throws forward by migration,

ARIIIICIAI, INLNDAIillN IN I UK. 1-,N VI Kl INS Ol' CAM). -l)r.iu n by K. Cl.iiis from nature.

developed led the way before the Lctto-

Slavs. It is on this supposition that we
now take up the Teutonic families, in-

tending hereafter to complete the inquiry

by considering the Slavic race in its eth-

nic course and various developments.

An erroneous concept has long been

In what manner entertained even bv .schol-

spJ^adlnVotew ars relative to the manner
regions. of the spreading of migra-

tory tribes into new regions, and to the

order in which they are successively dc-
M.—Vol. 2-

first of all, an older people, which gen-

erally lodges in the extreme west of

those regions into which the race has

penetrated. Then a second movement
follows, stopping .short of the first, and

perhaps a third and a fourth, each press-

ing somewhat upon the preceding mi-

gration, but occupying a region further

to the east.

We have seen this method of progress

already illu.strated in the distribution of

the Graeco-Italic peoples. The Roman
40
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race was in the van ; then the Illyrians

or yEolic Greeks; then the Doric, and

Theiawuius- tlicn the lonic Hellenes,

*^^*fj™ra- i„ tjjg order named. Also
tions of Graeco-
itaiicans. in the west of Europe we
have seen that the Cymric Celts were of

greater antiqtiity than the Gallic Celts,

and that they distributed themselves into

regions further west. In like manner
we have now before us the still vaster

and more important distribiition of the

Germanic peoples. It appears clear that

the oldest, the most primitive, of the

tribes of this great family were the

Norse folk, who, pressing close to the

Baltic on their way to the West, fell

into the remote peninsulas of that bleak

sea, soon crossing to the northern side,

and not stopping until they had reached

and peopled Norway, vSwcden, and Ice-

land. It is claimed with good reason

that even this remote island does not

mark the extent of the Norse incursion.

Later archaeological and historical in-

quiry has shown the presence of the

Norse race in Greenland, and even in the

northeastern portion of North America.

To this first Teutonic stock, distributing

itself into Northern Europe, particularly

into the coimtries beyond the Baltic, the

name of Scandinavian is given, and will

be retained.

The second movement came hard

after from the same fecund source in the

East. The pathway of

the migration was nearly

identical with that of the

Scandinavian Germans. The lodgment
was effected in the extreme we.st or

northwest of the Continent proper, in

those vast, low-lying hollow lands next

to the Baltic and the North sea. To
this division of the Teutonic race we
have given the name of Low Germanic.

The third division came last. It was the

most massive and important of all the

Nature and lim
itations of the
Teutonic dis-

tribution.

Teutonic migrations. It fell into the

countries now known in the aggregate

as Germany. The distribution south

was as far as Switzerland, the Tyrol,

Bavaria, and Austria. On the west, the

general limit was the line of the Rhine.

On the north, the Baltic was the bound-

ary, and on the east, the confines of

Poland. Within these limits were

planted the youngest and one of the

most vital of all the Aryan races that

have come into Europe—that High
Germanic famih', whose importance in

the modem era can hardly be over-

estimated. It may be noted in advance,

moreover, that it was from the High
German tribes distributed along the

Rhine, in the country which the Romans
called by the name of Germania, that

our first and most trustworthy no-

tions of the character and dispositions

of the .Teutonic nations have been

derived.

We shall now attempt a general study

of the leading features of that barbarian

life which was displaved interest of the

by the German nations in ^^^^
the times of the Roman Germans.

ascendency. Its various phases have

furnished the subject-matter of much
ethnological inquiry. The civilized

nations are perhaps better informed, on

the whole, with respect to the leading

features of the primitive Aryan race

from sketches and disquisitions relative

to the Germans than from any other

source whatsoever. Tacitus has expended

the force of his genius upon this subject,

and Caesar was so impressed with the

character of the Germans that he paused

in his military annals to describe them
for his countrymen. Let us, therefore,

review the situation and the race, to the

end that its proper ethnic position as an

element in modem nationality may be

fairly apprehended.
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The country called Germany was

in primitive times covered with im-

Extent and
character of the
primeval Ger-
man woods,

and beech

mense forests.

the principal

the landscape.

woods covered

That was

feature of

Heavy oak

the whole

country. Some of these forests were of

immense extent. The Schwarzwald, or

Black forest, reached across the whole

of Germany. The woods had a sacred

character. Whatever temples the wild

men of these regions had were in the

forest, hidden in profound depths, or set

on the margins of consecrated lakes. The
situation was similar to that which Herod-

otus has described in the country of the

Budini, to the north of the Black sea.

The Greek legends ascribe like condi-

tions to the Hyperboreans, and there was

even some likeness to the German woods

in the grove of Delphi and the forest of

Dodono. The appearance of the German
forest was such as to strike dread even

in the Roman soldiery. The trees were

gigantic. Many of them were hollow,

and many had projecting roots standing

above the ground , formingspaces through

which horsemen could ride at full speed.

The silence and solitude were such as to

overawe the bravest spirit, and impress

the mind with a sense of mystery and the

presence of the gods.

The country in its existing condition

was the native place of a race of hunt-

Predominance of ers. Hunting was the one

^?nrtheier! g^Cat pUrsuit of the tribcS

man barbarians, that Spread themselves

abroad under the dark woods, and be-

came as solitary in their manner of life

as the surroundings were gloomy and

foreboding. There were but few glades

or open spaces, but few situations which

invited to the cultivation of the soil.

What the forest yielded was added to

the animal resources which the finst

tribes gathered as a means of subsist-

ence. We need not here make an ex-

tended notice of the wild beasts that

roamed at large in the German forests.

Here was the buffalo, the bison, the elk,

the bear, the wild boar, and, indeed, every

variety of creature whose manner of life

was adapted to the climate and the sur-

roundings. The animals grew, as did

the men in these regions, to an enor-

mous stature. They were abundant.

They were fleet of foot and ferocious.

They must be taken b}' all manner of

hazard and dangerous exposure of the

hunters. To procure by the chase a

sufficient provision for the subsistence

of the tribe was a sort of perpetual war-

fare, little less dangerous than the battle

with men.

It appears that there was a peculiar

sympathy between the first tribes of men
who inhabited these vast Mutual adapta-

solitudes and the wild and ^d the :n:i'rr-

gloomy aspects of the nat- ment.

ural world around them. There was

never seen among the Germanic nations

a disposition to change their environ-

ment until long after the Christian

era. It was with difficulty that the

monks and missionaries, who at last

made their way into the solitude of the

north, persuaded the native men of those

regions to cut away the forest and to un-

dertake the cultivation of the soil. Un-

restraint was the primary quality of these

people. Whatever tended to confine, to

restrain, to bind down to locality and

servitude, was repugnant in the highest

degree to the sentiments of the Teutonic

barbarians. They yielded to such neces-

sities as civilization ultimately imposed

upon them with the greatest reluctance.

The forms of society which the nations

of the south had long before adopted,

the vast city aggregations, the commer-

cial pursuits, and the common enter-

prises which tend to national greatness
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were all looked upon by the primitive

Germans with dread, if not detesta-

tion. For them, the wild woods were

enough. There they were free. There

they had license. There the man was

able to express himself under the domin-

ion of the native passions with which he

was inspired. There he might grow, and

expand, and roam, and hunt, and kill

according to that dictatorial will and im-

pulse of freedom which constituted the

dominant trait of his character.

days of its first occupancy of these

lands.

The indisposition of the Teutonic

tribes to cultivate the soil was noted by
the Roman historians. Tacitus declares

that corn was the only grain which the

Germans produced. This, climatic condi-

together with the wild prod- ^etToTthr"*^*

ucts of the woods and the country,

plentiful game which the forest afforded,

constituted the entire food resources of

the race. The climate was exceedingly

COUNCIL OF GERMAN CHIEFS—Relief from ihc victory column of Marcus Aurdius.

These qualities have never in the sub-

sequent development of the race been

Germany still wholly eradicated. To the

o^S'as':" present day no other coun-
P^"*^- try in Europe has retained

so much of its native aspect as Germany.
Here, still, as in the days of Caesar, vast

forests stretch away, unbroken by the

stroke of man. Here gloomy morasses

extend through leagues of silence. Here
in a considerable degree the wild animals

are allowed to retain possession of their

native lairs ; and to the present hour,

under these illimitable solitudes, the ob-

server is able to discover a considerable

portion of those ancient lineaments by
which the German race was known in the

forbidding. There were extensive

marshes in different j^arts of the coun-

try. The range of temperature was

lower than in the subsequent ages. The
conditions of life were hard in the ex-

treme, and no other than the most vig-

orous and vital breeds of men could have

survived and flourished under such con-

ditions. The wild fruits which the Ger-

man forest produced were of the smaller

and hardier growths, such as scraggy

trees might bear in a most inhospitable

region. As we have remarked in an-

other part of this work, mast of several

kinds was abundant, and it is quite

likely that the Germans, more even than

the primitive Romans and the first
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Romans at the
aspects of Ger
man life

tribes in Greece, were dependent upon
the wild abundance which the oak tree

and the beech tree flung down with each

autumnal frost.

Almost the w'hole of the Gerviania

of Tacitus might here be incorporated

Surprise of the in description of the char-

acter, the customs, the

manner of life, of the Ger-

manic nations. The latter were not

known to the Romans imtil the first

century before our era. At that time

the excursions of the Roman people

through the passes of the Alps, and their

occasional visitation of the countries far

down the Rhine, made them acquainted

with the wild barbarians inhabiting those

regions. It was a sensation to the civil-

ized men of the south to discover hu-

man life in so free and startling an as-

pect. One may easily mark the notes

of surprise with which the sedate Ro-

man warriors and historians were wont
to speak of the Germanic nations. From
the first there was a clear presumption

that sooner or later the two races must
meet in war and perhaps decide by bat-

tle which should have the ascendency in

Europe. Strange premonition of the

thing that has come to pass ! After

nearly two tliousand years, the battle

thus anticipated by the men of Italy and
the men beyond the Rhine has not been

decided. Every age has seen the con-

flict renewed between the Latin and the

Germanic races, and the mastery of

Europe is, at the close of the nineteenth

century, still in dubious suspense be-

tween tliem. In the very first sentence

of the Gennania, Tacitus declares that

the country is separated from Sarmatia

and Dacia by the mountains ami by viii-

tual dread !

We may here pause for a moment to

repeat the traditions which the Germans
had of their own origin, and which the

Roman writers accepted with their

usual credulity. Tacitus says that to

him the people appeared to purity of the

be indigenous; that is, ^;;j:,%VdTy
sprung from the soil, soutude.

There appears to have been no notion

of a migration from foreign parts. The
Germans had the same tradition that

the Greeks had of their origin, namely,

that they were autochthones, or earth-

born. The opinion of the Roman his-

torian was emphasized by the fact that

there appeared to be no intermixture

w-ith foreigners. Within the limits of

the Germania of the ancients there were

no foreign settlers and very few visitors.

The race was pure. The country was
in a measure inaccessible whether by land

or water. It was considered exceed-

ingly hazardous for ships to pass around

from the Mediterranean to the German
ocean. There was, moreover, very little

to attract the desires of the Roman race

in the inhospitable north. On the

other hand, there was much to allure the

cupidity of the barbarians in the rich

products and genial climate of the south-

em peninsulas. Nothing except the

stern patriotism and religious attach-

ment of the Germanic nations for their

somber forests prevented the eruption

of conquering hordes at a much earlier

epoch than the same finally occurred.

The German tribes had a peculiar

kind of verses by the recital of which

they stimulated their courage in battle

and perpetuated the tradi- EpicofTuisco

tions of their race. In ^^^nlrGe;.
these ancient songs, which »»an.

contained the only records of their past,

they celebrated the god Tuisco, who was

.said to have sprung from the earth, as

the father of the German race. Tuisco

had a son, Mannus. This is nearly

equivalent to saying that Man was the

descendant of Mercury. Mannus was

I
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said to have had three sons, from whom
sprang the three leading tribes of Ger-

1
mans. These, according to the legend,

were called the Ingavones, the Hermi-

ones, and the Istavones. The tradi-

tion took on also a second form in which

the descendants of Tuisco were enumer-

ated as the Marsi, the Gambrivii, the

Suevi, and the Vandali. It appears

withal that the latter classification had

a better basis in historical fact than the

former. As to the word German, applied

to the race at large, it was of a later ori-

gin. It is said to hav^e been given to the

people who crossed the Rhine and ex-

pelled the Gauls, in describing them as

conqutrors. It is said, however, that an

inscription is now known to exist contain-

ing the name German as the epithet of

the race, dating as far back as the year

222 B. C.

Thus much for the tradition. The
Germans, however, were not indigenes.

They came, as we have
Ethnic kinship
of the Germans Seen, from the East. The
and Indicans. .^11 1 ^1 1mythology and the lan-

guage of the Germanic race both show
conclusively its ultimate identity witli the

great Indo-European family of men. In

some of the oldest Teutonic records the

words Anten and hiten are often used to

name an ancient nation with which the

Germans had been associated. There

were particular kinds of building and
particular weapons which were prover-

bially called the " works of the Anten."

Many German words, names of places

and of people, contain the same syllable,

indicative of a former race community

with the people of India. Such sylla-

bles as ant, ango, ent, eng, ittt, intto,

and indo are common in names of places

in Old German. In mediaeval German
the word India is always written Endia.

Many other linguistic signs are scattered

in the German language, to say nothing

of its legend and tradition, indicating,

as such vestiges always indicate, the

community of descent and primitive as-

sociation of the Teutonic and Indie races

of men.

The Graeco-Italic fables and myths
nearly all had their analogies, as we
have now learned, in the Teutonic and

mythology of the German ^^Thsanf"
peoples. The Greek story fables.

of the flood finds its counterpart in the

German tradition of a deluge and of a

repeopling of the earth. The wars of

the gods and the Titans, as recited and

believed by the Hellenic race, are re-

peated in the Teutonic mythology. Ac-

cording to the northern legend, Buri,

the father of the Asiatics, who was
licked out of a rock of salt by the sacred

cow, dwelt at A.sgard. It is the story

of Boreas in the Caucasus repeated in

the (jcrmanic fashion. Buri had a son,

Bor, who in turn had three sons. Wile,

We, and Odin, or Wodin. Here we
have the three .sons of Saturn. Wodin
is the Northern Jove. In all particulars,

even to details and minute inflections of

the myth, the story of the gods, the

heroes and primitive men, is identical in

its substance as told by the Indian bards,

the Greek mythologists, and the German
seers.
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Chapter LXXX.—Women axd Society.

fl\ taking our view of

these people and con-

sidering their national

life we shall again be-

gin with the relation of

the sexes. Upon this,

rather than upon less

essential manners and customs, the

character and tendencies of both bar-

barian and civilized peoples are depend-

The sexual reia- ent. Even the political

tomolpout^cl-i Structure of society, that

organization. semblance called govern-

ment, has not nearly so much to do with

the essential life and bottom dispositions

of a race as its sexual sentiments and

practices. On these are reared the

family; and the tenacity of the whole

body of the tribe or nation depends upon

the strength and validit}' of those affec-

tions which have their foundation in the

nature of man and woman.
It is in this particular that the Ger-

mans have had much of their pre-

eminence. Among the

pagan nations women were

generally despised. We
already how seldom the

woman has been regarded as other than

a slave, a chattel, a convenience; how
little her true character has been dis-

covered among an}' of the ancient tribes

of men. To this fact the Germans fur-

nish a remarkable exception. It is not

ours to say to what extent Tacitus and
other Roman writers have exaggerated

the chivalrous and noble sentiments with

which woman was said to be regarded

among the Teutonic tribes. There must,

however, have been good grounds for

the universal statement made by the men
of the south relative to the purity of

Strong and sal-

utary senti-

ments of the
Germans re-

garding woman
have seen

the sexual relation among the wild peo-

ples of the northern woods. There is

perhaps in this condition of sexual no-

bility among the free Germanic nations

a hint of what is universal, or would be

universal among mankind, if a different

and less artificial code were adopted for

the government of human affections.

There appears to have been among the

Germans absolutely nothing except the

force of a profound sentiment to deter-

mine the regard in which men and

women were mutually held by each

other. In other words, the human in-

stinct, so different from the instinct of

other living creatures, was sufficient

under the free conditions of tribal society

to work out the highest results of social

—particularly of sexual—purity.

Here again, however, we must be on

our guard against hasty generalization.

The other Aryan races of 2^^^^ i"'^°-
•' Europeans in-

Europe passed also through fected with
,. . .-11, c Oriental notions
the free tribal stage or of sex.

development, and among many of these

the chivalrous sentiment did not appear

as it did among the Germans; among
many the feeling of love and devotion

based on sex rose no higher than the

heathenism of the East. So we are

driven to the conclusion that in addition

to the state of freedom existing among
the Germans, considered as an ante-

cedent of sexual nobility, there must

have been also an ethnic instinct com-

bining with the situation to produce the

given result. However this may be, it

can hardly be denied—though some dis-

tinguished French authorities have

denied it—that even in the wild tribal

condition in which the Germans were

found before the Christian era they
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were inspired, both men and women,

with sentiments of regard, of affection,

of honor, and of sexual purity for which

we should look in vain among any other

community of people

in ancient Europe.

This sentiment dis-

played itself in the

first peoples in a per-

fect indifference to

those methods of con-

cealment between the

sexes upon whicli

chastity is foolishly

supposed to depend.

There was very little

difference in the gar-

ments of the men
and women ; and for

each the clothing was

scant in the last de-

gree. The principal

garment was a kind

of a square mantle,

called the saguui,

wliich was fastened

at the throat by a

clasp, or, as Tacitus

says, '

' in want of thai

by a thorn." As to

the material, it was
generally the .skin of

a wild beast reduced

to softness by tan-

ning and dressing.

For the most part

the body was naked.

The more wealthy

members of the tribe,

particularlythe chief-

tains, wore a kind

Natural mod- of VCSt, which WaSgirtclcSC
esty of the Ger- +„ «.i, „ i, i Ti. j.

m.an barbarians; ^O the body. It appears tO
clothing. \^t\\Q been the instinct of

tile race that the bodily form should be
exhibited as much as pos.sible. The

arms were expo.sed, and a part of the

brea.st. Nor does there appear to have
been the .slightest idea of immodesty
among the people on account of the ex-

posure. We might even say that the

.sense of respect was intensified among
the sexes by the substitution of nature

for artificiality. The clothes -makers
had the skill of variegating the skins of
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animals, which they fabricated into gar-

ments. They marked them with spots

and stripes, and ornamented them with

strips of fur. Tacitus says that some of

the furs were taken from marine ani-

mals, which were out of distant seas,

unknown to the Romans.

COSTUMES AND ARMS OF THE OLD GERMANS.

From the Victorj' Column of Marcus Aurelius.

The sentiments and practices of the

German people relative to the sexual

Practical and relation were very real.

XrnsT"the There appears to have been
sexes. nothinj^ fictitious or arti-

ficial in the usages of the tribes. Every-

thing was based upon the subjective in-

nocence and purity of man and woman.
The whole matrimonial system of the

race depended upon this one central fact,

that the mind should be innocent. It

was by this standard that both woman
and man were judged in their relations

with each other. It is not meant that

the chivalry involved in all this was like

that of the Middle Ages. There was a

certain materiality about it—we might

say a certain common sense—totally at

variance with the lighter and more ficti-

tious sentiments of knighthood. Take,

for instance, the question of dowry.

The wife did not, as was customary

among other people, bring a dowry to

her husband ; but he to her. The par-

ents and relatives in such a case must

assemble and pass on the character of

the presents. These were not of a kind

to please the vanity and fancies of wom-
an, but were substantial in the last de-

gree. They were not the decorations

of a bride, but things useful to the house-

hold. Oxen were brought by the young

man who would take a wife ; also capari-

soned steeds, shields, spears, swords, all

articles of valor and of use. With these

the virgin was espoused. It was the

custom that she should make a present

to her husband, and this was nearly al-

ways some articles of armor.

It was under this significant symbol-

ism that the strong union of man and

woman was effected among indissolubility

these wild Germans. In t:ll^:itl
the ceremonial of mar- Germans,

riage the woman was exhorted not to

shun the hazards and terrors of war.

She was counseled to be a partner in

the toils and dangers to which her hus-

band's life was exposed. She must suf-

fer and dare with him in all things.

Her attention was called to the yoked

oxen and the harnessed steed and the

offered arms as the symbolism which

best expressed her relation to the man
with whom she was henceforth to live

in perfect singleness. The Roman au-

thors insist upon the strictness and se-

I
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appropriated to the gfrowth, expansion,

and maturity of the body. The custom

of the people in this respect struck the

sedate C;esar with admiration. In the

sixth book of the Gallic War he says:

"They [of the Germans] who are the

latest in proving their virility are most

"1^

verity of the marriage tie among these

free barbarians. The rule was one wife

for one man, and no more. The only

exception was in the case of chiefs.

The latter sometimes took two wives or

more, as in the case of Ariovistus, one

of the German kings with whom Czesar

had serious deal-

ing in the north.

But the polyg-

amy is believed

in such instances

to have been
purely political,

the idea being to

bind the tribe of

the wife to the

king in a peculiar

manner.

It is alleged

that the German
youth under
these institutions

and customs
grew up in their

homes with pure

morals and chaste

sentiments. It

was a peculiar

theory with the

German nations ,-

that the marriage

should be post-

poned until the

complete matur-

ity of both sexes.

The usage in this

respect was the

very opposite of that which we have seen ! commended. By this delay they im-

„ prevalent in the warm coun- ag-ine the stature is increased, the
Postponement ^

' "^

bl'OKlb AM; IKAIMM; ()1- IIIK C.F.KMAN YDl'TIl—YOUNG MAXIMILIAN AND HIS

COMPANIONS.

From .1 wood cut hy Hans liurgkmair.

mature age.
of marriage to trics of the Soutli and East. strength improved, and the nerves forti-

fied. To have knowledge of the other

sex before twenty years of age is ac-

counted in the highest degree .scandal-

ous." To this it may be added that

As a consequence of this

postponement, the physical develop-

ment of both sexes was prolonged to

a later period, and all the vital ener-

gies in the meantime were stored up and ! the man was generally approaching
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thirty years of age before his mar-

riage.

All violations of matrimonial ties, all

insults offered to the modesty or honor

of women, all improprie-
Repugnance of . ,

the race to viola- ties on their own part, were
tions of purity,

^^j^.^^^ ^^,.^j^ ^^^ Severest

punishments. If the woman violated

MANNERS OF THE GERMANS.—END OF THE HUNT.
From .T copper plate by Meister, 1840.

her marriage vows, she was given over

to the wrath of her husband. In such

cases he might cut off the hair of the

offender, strip her in the presence of

her relatives, drive her from his house,

and whip her through the village. Pros-

titution was almo.st unknown among
these rude but virtuous tribes. No

atonement could redeem the maiden

who strayed from the prescribed cus-

toms and morality of the race. Taci-

tus says in a word that the people live

"fenced around with chastity." All

those means which refined peoples have

adopted to stimulate the passions, to ex-

cite and fire and corrupt the sexual in-

stincts, were avoided and con-

demned by the Germans. It

is alleged that nothing clan-

destine was tolerated among
the people— none of those

underhand arts by which the

sexes are wont in less vir-

tuous communities to seek

and find unlawful association.

The Roman writers allege

that the German theory of

marriage was the merging of

two lives in one. Neither

the man nor the woman
might henceforth have any

desire beyond the other.

Nature was given full sweep

and dominion under the

matrimonial bond. Children

multiplied through the whole

productive period of life, and

the honor and respect which

they were wont to show to

their parents was little short

of passionate adoration.

Among the German tribes

marriage was the climax of

life. It was the great central

fact of national, social, and

individual happiness. The
ceremony itself was simple.

After the father of the bride

had received the gifts which

the husband brought, the affianced pair

joined hands. Rings and kisses were

exchanged between them, and hence-

forth they were one. The wedding was

called the Hochwit, or the "high time."

I

German mar-
riage the climax
of German life.

I
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It was a revel. The guests, relatives,

and friends gathered and celebrated the

event with as much publicity as possible.

They shouted and made uproar and

conviviality around the wedded pair.

The eye of discernment may .see in all

this the instinct of a race rejoicing with

noise and hilarity over the provisions

made for the perpetual renewal and de-

velopment of their people.

There were in connection with the

marriage ceremony several peculiar fea-

sign of her right under the privileges

and honors of German wifehood. It was
the usage that she in any case of dis-

puted right might henceforth attest her

truthfulness and fidelity by showing the

present which her husband had made
her, by placing her hand on her breast

and swearing that the token was her

morning gift.

In considering the question of mar-

riage among the Teutonic races, we are

at the threshold of another aspect of

GKRMAN PEASANTS OF THE KUTKENTH CEN'TURV—TYPES.—From a copper pLite by Meister, 1480.

tures which it may be difficult to explain.

It is said that among some
Peculiar usages

.

of marriage; the of the tribcS it WaS the CUS-
mom ggi t.

j^^^ ^^ place a drawn sharp

sword for three nights between the mar-

ried pair. The ceremony had a religious

significance, but the meaning is hard to

discover. Another custom was for the

husband on the day after the marriage to

make a present to his wife, called the

" morning gift," and this .she ever after-

wards preserved with vigilance and

jealou.sy. It was a kind of talisman

which she might henceforth use as a

their social life, that is, slavery. Bond

service was recognized among the Ger-

manic nations. The distinction between

the freeborn and the slave- German siar-

born was strongly marked, ^'f^eelnd^^avo

The whole pride of the classes,

race was concentrated in the fact of

freedom—freedom by birth in the first

place, freedom by achievement and ac-

tion in the second. The name of the

freeborn German was Friling, while the

slaveborn were called Lazsi. Marriages

between the two classes were illegal.

The children of such unions, though the
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father might be a friling, lost their

claims as freeborn and became bond-

men. Still, a legal marriage was possi-

ble between a freeman and a woman who
had been a slave. But she must first be set

free. Then the friling might take her

in mafriage, and the children of the

union were freeborn. If a free woman
married a bondman, the case was hope-

less. She, passing under his guardian-

ship, was unable to give him freedom,

but, on the contrary, became a slave

herself. This kind of union was there-

fore looked upon with extreme dislike,

and was even punishable with death.

The Germans took all possible care to

prevent the deterioration of the freeborn

citizenship of the nation.

Around the woman and man thus in-

dissolubly wedded grew the family. It

was a rough, boisterous, but

It was
artificiality.

Triumph of the
natural life over affectionate, life.

the life of a populous hut,

where vigor and virtue dwelt together

with poverty. Among the young Ger-

mans nakedness was as much the order

as any other. However severe the sea-

son, there was little protection to the

body against the cold. The babes of this

strong race were nursed by the mothers

with the home-milk of valor. Such a

practice as farming out children to nurses

was unknown. It would have appeared

despicable to one of those wild divinities

of the German woods not to nurse her

own offsj^ring, not to give it strength,

not to defend it with her life.

In and around the hovel were gathered

akso the few shaggy cattle belonging to

Life of the Ger- the family. They and

"fTespT^^ibfi! the children dwelt togeth-

"y- er. Tacitus declares that

up to a certain age the German boys

were wont to sleep among the cattle and

.slaves, seeking for warmth rather than

elegant lodgings. At about twelve years,

however, when the child was regarded

as becoming responsible for his conduct, i

there was an immediate separation be-

tween the freeborn and slavebom youth

of the tribe. The former asserted them-

selves, claiming equality with one an-

other, rising immediately from the com-

munal life which they had hitherto led.

At a later date the age of responsibility

was advanced to fifteen years. Notwith-

standing the coarse, rough life which the

German youth passed around their bar-

barian hovels, they were, nevertheless,

cleanly in their habits. Time and again

the Roman authors refer to the cus-

tom of bathing, which seems to have

been as common in the German rivers

as in the warm waters of Italy and

Greece. It was the life of nature, rough

and strong, but still of human nature

as distinguished from the nature of those

creatures which are born prone and obe-

dient to their appetites.

The relations of the German family

were all of excessive rigor. The ties

were of a kind not to be broken. Among
some of the tribes the wife

Excessive rigor

was expected to perish with of the German

her husband. The bond
^"^y"^^^^-

which bound him to her was unto death.

There was something ferocious in the

natural attachments which these barba-

rians formed for each other, whether

the same were based on sex or on other

relations of life. In after times, when
the Romans came into these regions and

established their authority close along

the borders of Germany or positively

within those territories, they were wont

to insist on the mitigation of the inex-

orable rules which the custom of the

race had prescriljed for the government

of the household. But the spirit of the

people always ro-se against it. The
Saxon and Burgundian legislators of a

later age still refused to accept the prin-
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ciples of Roman jurisprudence, always

adopting the maxim that it was better

by the severe punishment of wrongdo-

ing in a few to give warning to the

whole nation, than to smile at the vio-

lation of immemorial usages and pass

them by as of no effect.

In the attempted explanation of the

phenomena of tribal and national life,

Richness of the too uiuch attention has

f;nu^:n\r:nd hitherto been paid to the

instincts. tangible aspects of society

and ton little to those siihicctive cnndi-

rent institutions have been derived from

a Teutonic source. Among the more
than one hundred million of people now
speaking the English language, a major-

ity of the political principles by which

society is influenced are of Germanic

origin. True it is that the Roman prin-

ciples of jurisprudence have been to a

large extent imposed upon all the civil-

ized nations of the West, but this part

is expressed in the code civil, as distin-

guished from the common law. What
mav be called the established usages of

ANCIENT GERMAN HUTS DESTROYED BY ROMAN SOLDIERS.—From ihe Victory Column of Marcus Aurelius.

tions upon which the external forms of

social and political intercourse are based.

At the bottom and origin of every form

which society has adopted, whether in

barbarian times or in the civilized con-

dition, lies some sentiment, feeling, or

opinion which the primitive people have

had, and from which the visible form

has sprung. The German race was par-

ticularly rich in such .sentiments, opin-

ions, and instincts. If we take a general

survey of the present conditions of civil-

ization in Western Europe and America,

we shall find that the larger part of cur-

the English-speaking races have their

roots in the customs, and if in the cus-

toms, then in the beliefs and sentiments

of the ancient barbarian races beyond

the Rhine.

One of the principal of these senti-

ments by which the larger part of the

modern peoples are influenced is the be-

lief in the freedom and fun-
Belief in the

damcntal equality of man- ft-eedomand
, 1 m • " /^ equality ofmen.
kind. Ihis IS a German
notion. It existed in a modified form

among the Greeks; but it seems to have

been unable from that ethnic source to
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diffuse itself into other parts of Europe.

But the German ideas of the freedom

and equality of men have been dissemi-

nated until they are now accepted in

theory, if not in practice, by nearly all

the advanced nations. It is therefore of

interest to every thoughtful person to

consider the sentiment of freedom as it

C-.Cfefi^^^^

FREE MANNEKS OF THE GERMANS—AN OLD-TIME BRF.WHOUSE
Drawn by D. Lancelot.

existed among our barbarian ancestors

of the Teutonic race.

This was in the first place the prin-

ciple of free birth—an inherited liberty.

It was as though the fathers of the Ger-

Distinction be- manic nation had at .some

iZny^nd Teu- time in the past emanci-
tonic freedom, pated themselves from all

thraldom, from all subjection, and had

transmitted this right to their offspring

in perpetuity. It was the principle of

freedom rather than that of civil liberty

.such as was known and recognized

among the Greeks and Rornans. With
the latter peoples, to be free was not the

same thing as with the German nations.

The word liber in Latin had no such

meaning as that/r^f doom which the Ger-

man speech invented to

signify the right of

every member of the

race. To be liber, or

"free," in the Roman
commonwealth was to

liave certain rights

which were derived

from the state. Mark
the difference. The
rights were conferred

upon the citizen by the

state. It was as though

the rights were residual

in the .state ; not in the

man. The Roman citi-

L-n had liberty under

he state. There was

much of this same sen-

timent in the free com-

monwealths of the

Greeks. The prerog-

atives of the citizen

were derived from

that organization to

which he belonged

and of which he was a

part.

Very different from this is the Ger-

man sentiment of freedom. Here the

prerogative belonged to the German freedom

member of the nation in a^l^^eslS
virtue of his birth. It was descent,

inherent in himself. No man gave it.

No organization conferred it. None

could take it away. It was his. It was of

himself a part, as much as his blood and

life. Thus much for freedom as a right

I
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of the German in virtue of his birth and

descent from an ancestry -which had

been immemorially free before him.

But the principle was extended into

tangible forms. There was the free-

dom of compan-
Freedom ofccm-

. ...
panionship ; the lonship between
fraternal bond. ,man and man

.

The word Innan in the Per-

sian tongue means "a com-

panion " or "a guest." The
word Gertiianus in Latin sig-

nifies " a brother," or at least

a relative by blood. In both

terms there is a hint of fun-

damental equality and also of

the acquired equality which

comes of equal companion-

ship. Thus the freemen of

German birth were united as

if in a fraternal bond. The
spirit of equality was so stron.L;

as to dominate every other civil

impulse. The sentiment was
totally unlike that which pre-

vailed among those other peo-

ples who in the prehistoric

ages were disseminated from

the Aryan nest in the region

of the Caucasus.

This sentiment of freedom

continued to prevail as the

German tribes were develops 1

into nationality. The exigen-

cies of the race history brought

out great leadership, and there

was in the life of the

chieftains everytliing to

people. attract the admiration of

their countrj'men and fix them on a

high plane of honor and respect ; but

the Germans never ceased to regard

their leaders as their fellow-men.

They never ceased to maintain their

own equality and to enjoy their own
personal freedom, their exclusive right

M.—Vol. 2—41

over their own lives and property. In

so far as there was any natural aristoc-

racy among them, it was the aristocracy

of age. In the assembly of the warriors

when the chief men of a given tribe came

The German
leader continues
to be one of the

together to debate the interests

of the people, the eldest man
was called to preside. But he

was rather the speaker of the

assembly than its president.

On every question a vote was

taken, and the votes of the

majority prevailed. The ex-

periences of the tribes had in

course of time taught the les-

son that in war the majority

is unavailable as a means of

government. In this case

chieftainship prevailed. An
arbitrary rule was conceded

to the military leader. He was selected

by his virtues and his valor as a warrior.

The men of the nation gathered in an

assembly around him, lifted him on

their shields, and shouted Itoch !

Meanwhile the territorial division of

each tribe was maintained. The condi-

tion of life which we are here depicting

was that which presented itself when
the Romans first made their way into
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the countries beyond the Rhine. It was

a state of nationality which prevailed at

Persistency of the beginning of the Chris-

tot™?hr- tianera. Thestudentof his-

race. tory knows that centuries

of struggle ensued. The Roman empire

constituted the Danube and the Rhine

the frontier of the imperial sway, and

DEVOTION OF MAN TO MAN—CARING FOR A WOINDED SOLDIER.

From a wood cut of the sixteenth century.

along this line the battle was incessant

between the two races. But nothing

could shake the organization of the

German tribes. From Norway on the

north, and from distant Iceland south-

ward to the Gothic settlements in North-

ern Italy and Spain, the old division into

tribal districts and the free constitution

were maintained in their integrity.

After centuries we shall see issuing

from this constitution the various

brotherhoods and societies and orders of

knighthood, the guilds and corporations

of citizens which in all the German society

Germanic parts of Europe TtuneroVt^'e

furnish the subject-mat- old order,

ter of so large a part of mediaeval his-

tory. It has been said that the law of

free intercourse of German with Ger-

man, each possessed of like rights

and privileges, and each bound to

the other in the performance of

like duties and obligations, was

the soul and life of the German
race. It can not be doubted that

these principles of fidelity, of hu-

manity, of the instinctive senti-

ment of devotion between man
and man, laj* at the foundation and

constituted the essence and life of

all the subsequent history of the

Germanic races. Nor can it be

said that even in modern times,

after the races of Europe have

been so vastly modified by their

actions and reactions upon each

other, by the lapse of time, by

change of circumstance and histor-

ical vicissitude, the essential nature

of German civilization has been lost

or seriousl}' modified. Its freedom

and equality were the bottom prin-

ciples of its existence.

The Roman poets and classical

historians discerned clearly the na-

ture of the ties which bound togeth-

er in free union the strong people of the

northern forests. Lucan Roman writers

declares^ that liberty was ^^i:^!;
the German's birthright, of German life.

Floras says that it was a privilege which

nature had granted to the Germans, and

which the Greeks, with all their artistic

instincts and intellectual achievements,

had been unable to attain. Montesquieu

adds that " the lovely thing called lib-

erty was discovered " in the wild forests
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of Germany ; and Hume has declared

that in so far as the modern world has

perpetuated the sentiments of liberty,

honor, equity, and valor among men, in

so far as the English-speaking race has

shown itself to be in these respects su-

perior to the rest of mankind, the debt

is due to the seeds which were planted

by the Germanic tribes in that generous

barbarism which prevailed beyond the

Rhine in the days of the Roman ascend-

ency.

vited to shelter in the German hut.

There he was given food and lodging.

None might inquire who he was or

whither he took his way. Under the

shelter of that barbarous roof he was a

guest. No injury might be committed

against him. He might be a fugitive, a

criminal, but still he was safe within the

rude walls of the German home. The
warrior who had there his abode was
obliged by the usages of his race to

spring forth and defend his guest even

.KKMAN^ IN WAK — Hknrv THE l.nis at BAUDKWicK—Dr.-nvii by William C;ini|ih:i

Observing carefully the social life

of the German nations, we are struck

with the prevalence of hospitality. It

„ , , , ^vas both a practice and a
Teutonic law of

. . .
'

hospitality to principle with these peoples
Btrangers. , . i ^

to extend to every comer
the courtesy and protection of the home.
True it is that there was not much to

offer to the wayfarer, to the .stranger, in

the northern woods ; but whoever he was
and withersoever he went, he was in-

with his life. The latter in turn was
bound to certain principles of action.

He mu.st do no wrong while under the

roof of his host. The only bar to his

remaining as the guest of the household

was its poverty. If the family store

was so low as not to permit the further

entertainment of the stranger, he was
conducted by the houseman to some
other dwelling where he might remain

as a guest. He took with him also a
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parting gift, and if he had aught to be-

stow, gave something in turn to the

master of the house. Even in later

'times, when the German communities

emerged from the tribal state and be-

came national, the old rights of hospi-

tality were still held valid, and for three

days at least any stranger might find

refuge in a German hut. The same

VIl.LAGK FEAST OK THE OLD GERMANS
From a copper plate by Hopper, about 1500.

right of protection and safeguard were

extended to all classes. Sometimes the

princes of the tribe and the princesses

fled for refuge to the hospitality of their

subjects, and the state might not pursue

or reclaim them against the immemo-
rial usages of the race.

The Germans were excessive in both

action and inaction. When they were
aroused from a certain lethargy which

seems to have been the home mood

of the people, they rushed forth and

exhibited the most vehement activ-

ity. So large and vital Alternate leth-

a nature must display a rofX'oS
most unparalleled vigor Germans,

of action when once it is stirred pro-

foundly. In war the German soldiers

rushed with ferocity upon the enemy,
striking right and left and thrusting,

1 beating down with

indescribable v i o -

lence. The same
activity was dis-

played in the chase.

The struggle with

the wild boar of the

German woods,

gnashing his teeth

and foaming as the

wolf-dogs seized

him, was only sec-

ond in his vehement

excitement to the

turmoil of human
battle. But for the

rest, the Germans

were lethargic to

the last degree.

They slept heavily

and long. Tacitus

declares that for

whole days they lay

in the ashes about

their hearths, snor-

ing in what seemed

an endless slumber. Returning from the

hunt, they filled their stomachs with

heavy foods and threw themselves upon

the earth, sometimes not arising for days

together. Generally, however, at a late

hour in the morning they awoke and

roused themselves with a cold bath. Tac-

itus says that warm water was used by

the barbarians in their ablutions ; but the

likelihood is that this was done after the

Russian fashion or in the manner of the
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North American Indians, who used the

warm ablution and the relaxation of the

steam bath only as preparatory to the

plunge in cold water or into the bank of

snow. It required a powerful shock to

rouse the vitality of the German war-

riors after a night the first part of which

had been passed in ghittonous feasting

and the after part in heavy animal

slumber.

Chapter LXXXI.—Like axd Character ok the Old
GER]VIANS.

^
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Those who were mutilated or crippled,

those who had become infirm from ad-

vanced age, those who for any reason

were no longer able to participate in the

stirring life of the tribe, gave themselves

up freely to destruction. It was felt that

to live without strength and beauty was

ignominious— that such a life might

mit suicide. They who were sick be-

sought their healthy companions to

pierce them through with a
, .

Imperfect forms
lance, that they might at of life cast out

once shed forth a life that
^^^ <^^^^-°y^^-

was no longer valuable to themselves or

others. There were certain places to

which the unfortunate were wont to re-

CAROUSAL OF Till. l,l.l<MANS,- rHEN'-^ llKi-sKINi, W'ki.LOMI-: 1 -Drawn by H. Leutermana.

properly be thrown off by its possessor.

It was not considered a blessing to grow
old, to decline gradually through years

of superannuation, to die at last in peace,

on the ancestral bed, in the ancestral

home, but rather, while all the powers
were still in full vigor, to fling away the

life in battle.

It was no uncommon thing among the

Germans for the aged and infirm to com-

sort in order to take their lives. It was

one of the customs among the primitive

Scandinavians for the old men of Nor-

way to resort to a high rock by the sea,

and after distributing their goods among
their children and sitting with them at a

parting feast, to cast themselves head-

long and perish in the deep. Death

had no aspect of terror when it came by

violence, in the clamor of battle, by ca-

^1
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lamitous accident of flood and field ; but

the approach of decrepitude, of infirm-

ity, and of wasting disease was abhorred

as the greatest of earthly ills.

This theory of life and these practices

in the administration of life tended

Stature, grcatly to the physical

bodThabTtof perfection and the strong
the race. bodily development of the

German people. Their size, their stat-

ure, their brawny, muscular forms were

the admiration, the wonder of the an-

cient world. All the Roman writers

agree as to the tremendous height and

strength and physical perfection of tli£

Germans. Their average stature is

placed as high as seven feet, though it

is likely that this estimate is excessive.

Caesar has told us of the great size of

the Gaulish warriors Avhom he met in

his northern campaigns, and how they

were wont to make sport of the diminu-

tive Roman soldiers. As much as the

Gauls overtopped the Romans, so much
did the Germans surpass the Gauls in

magnificence and strength. They were

a race of Titans. This is shown in the

tremendous armor and weapons which

the dead Teutonic giants have left to the

gaze of modern times. The habit of

life tended apparently to stimulate the

bodily powers and bring them to full

development.

The w^hole life of the German was
passed out of doors. The open, vital

air was inhaled in gfreat
Form and fea- "
lures of the draughts and expelled as
^^°^ *

if from an engine. The
body was broad and strong as well as

tall. The shoulders were immense, the

arms muscular, the breast like the breast

of a buffalo. Tlie body was white and
smooth, ruddy in its glow. The cuticle t

was thin and transparent, and the red

blood came everywhere to the surface.

The eyes were fierce and blue, like the

glare of the cold sky of January. The
hair was abundant, yellowish - red in

color, long and wavy, flung back from

TllASh I IWII i| llIK GERMANS—ILLUSTRATED IN

ARMOK OK VWV. I'lrJKKNTH CENTURY.
From llic Impc-ri.->I Collcclion.

the brows. The mouth was rather

small, the lips red, the chin prominent

and well formed, the expression of the
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face resolute, the cheeks aglow, the atti-

tude full of defiance and daring, the

whole person braced as if for exertion,

standing like one who would assail or be

assailed, and who would die in his tracks

sooner than yield his ground.

No other race of men have been char-

acterized with greater vigor and vitality

law of sexual preference which the sci-

entists of our age have clearly pointed

out worked strongly among the German
men and women, bringing up by suc-

cessive increments to a maximum of

strength and beauty all the elements of

bodily perfection. The strongest and

greatest men were most admired. Many

A JUNO OF THE NORTHKRN WOODS.—Drusos on the Elbe.—Drawn by Bcndermann.

than the Germans. Doubtless the law

of natural selection, the
Great vitality of

. , ^ , -
the Germans; .SUrviVal of the fittest, had
the women. i ^ j *ii ^.^much to do with the egre-

gious development of the Teutonic peo-

ples. The weak members, as we have

seen, were allowed to die. Imperfect

and deformed children were cast away.

The aged and infirm either committed

suicide or were thrust through with a

spear. Only the perfect procreated.

Only the perfect multiplied. The
strongest everywhere prevailed. The

of the German women were like the

mythical goddesses. They were the

Junos of the northern woods. The

hair that fell back from their brows in

heavy masses over their shoulders and

backs was like a shower of sunset. Such

creatures in their highest form were

sought by the strong men of the race,

and thus each tribe and nation was de-

veloped through ages of natural selection

to the perfection which was found by the

men of the south on their first visits to

the German wilds.
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Doubtless many of the habits of the

German race were little conducive to the

perfection and tlie lonerev-
Drink habits of f

°
the Teutonic it}' of the pCOplc. The
barbarians. ,. r j • i i*i-i

question of dnnk is still a

problem among mankind. Whether
stimulants can be taken under any cir-

cumstances with advantage, whether

certain kinds of beverages containing

the intoxicating principle may be used

by certain peoples and under certain

conditions, is still a question which phj^s-

iologists rather than moralists have to

determine. However it may be decided,

it is certain that the primitive Germans
were profoundly addicted to drink. At
all their feasts they imbibed profoundly

of the rude drinks which they knew how
to prepare. The national beverage, as

it is to the present day, was a kind of

beer or ale. Pliny has given an account

of its preparation. He says that the

liquor was made of steeped grain.

"Thus," says he, "drunkenness is a

stranger to no part of the world. These
liquors are taken pure and not diluted,

as is our wine. Surely the earth thought

she was producing corn, but mark the

astonishing sagacity of our vices. We
have discovered how to render even

water intoxicating."

At their tables the German warriors

poured down this coarse drink drained

from the malt of barley
Uproar and bus- •'

inessofthe or wheat by fermentation.
drinking feast. ,-> ^i • . , •

Deep were their potations.

Under the stimulus of the drink all

their secret emotions came to the sur-

face. Then it was that clamor arose

around the rude tables of the barbarians.

Then each nature displayed itself in its

true intent and purpose. Then all dis-

sembling was put aside. Then the chiefs

propo.sed and the tribe voted to go to

war or to make peace with the enemy.
Then it was that the slumberino- ani-

mosities which had become ethnic by
long perpetuity burst out in little jets of

flame. Then it was that the old tribal

attachments, the friendships of man for

man, the race-love of the German peo-

ple, flamed like a conflagration at each

barbarian festival.

It was in the nature of this German
race to .seek and to find, by whatever

means, some stimulus, some excitement,

that might rouse their heavy powers into

vigorous actions. Their Heavy faculties

manners and customs must :Luldb7stS^.
all be explained in the uiation.

light of this principle. The blood must

be in some way set to boiling through

the veins. The brain must be fired, the

spirits exhilarated. War with the north-

ern nations was a passion rather because

it gave excitement than because it gave

conquest and advantage. The sports

and spectacles of the rude men of the

German woods had the same explana-

tion. The young men of each tribe we^^e

wont to invent and practice such amuse-

ment as had in it the element of danger.

They would expose themselves to the

deepest peril, simply for the excitement

which came of the hazard. They thought

nothing of putting their lives on the

stake if by any means they themselves

and the spectators might feel the thrill

of the wild experiment.

The youth were wont to dance naked

through an array of drawn swords and

firm-set spears. A false step was death.

We have seen in our own
Love of hazard

age such jugglery, but al- leads to loss of
• .1 .11 f • freedom,

waj's with the hope oi gam.
With the young Germans it was pleas-

ure only. So, also, in their play. In

throwing dice or in practicing any other

game of hazard, the excitement of the

players ro.se to a desperate pitch. One
thing after another was staked upon the

die and lost ; and, finally, their own per-
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sons and their liberty were hazarded in

the last throw, and with a reckless des-

peration for which we may find no par-

allel. Liberty thus lost, servitude was

accepted. Young men, strong as the

Titans, in the full prime of youth, suf-

fered themselves to be bound and sold

because they had lost themselves at dice

!

Here the honor of the race stood them

well in hand. They would suffer slavery

rather than break their words. Those

whose personal liberty had thus been

forfeited were bartered away in com-

merce, for it was reckoned that the

winner, though he might in accordance

with the u.sages of the race claim his

wage, had acquired a scandalous gain of

which he must free him.self as soon as

possible. Tho.se who.se freedom had

thus been lost, who by the hazards of

gaming had sunk to the condition of

bondmen, were in a worse condition than

the other slaves of the tribe. The latter

had, for each family, a habitation and a

household. Their condition was serfdom

rather than slavery. The bondmen were

the tenants of the lord, and the subjec-

tion of the slave-class extended no fur-

ther. But they whose liberty had been

lost in gaming might be sold as are

the chattel slaves among modern nations.

The land system of the Germanic na-

tions had strict respect to their manner

The three lead- and theory of life. We
Ihe German^

"'^ have already pointed out
people. the three jiursuils which ab-

sorbed the energies of the German race.

These were war, the chase, and to a

limited extent the cultivation of the soil.

The last was the irksome part of life.

The first two vocations constituted its

pleasures and gave its gain. Agricul-

ture was practiced no further than the

raising of a limited amount of corn ; that

is, rye and barley and wheat. In the

production of this, slave labor was as

much used as possible. vSuch was the

disesteem of agriculture that fee simple

ownership of the soil was at first un-

known. It might have been expected

that under the German theory of citizen-

ship the lands would be owned in fee,

but another part of the sy.stem forbade

it. The land in the beginning belonged

to the tribes. Each nation had its own
district, its own territorial boundaries,

which were observed with tolerable

strictness.

ji0i^m%^

ANCIENT GERMAN Htil Sl-.S.

From the column of Antoninus.

Within the given limits the lands

were annually allotted to the owners,

that is, the arable lands; Management of

for the wild lands were S'anlar"^'
held in common and re- tiarians.

scr\-ed for the free chase to all the Ger-

mans. In the annual exchange of plow-

lands, a part was each year left as fal-

low ground. The forms of industry as

practiced by the barbarians were clumsy

in the last degree. No effort was made
to increase or even preserve the fertility

of the .soil. It may even be doubted

whether the Germans were aware of the

fact that the soil is exhausted under cul-

tivation. It is said by Caesar that the

reason for this constant interchange of

land among the different tribes of the

nation and among the individuals of a

given tribe was to prevent the formation
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of those local attachments which would

inevitably lead to the settled state, and

which by so doing must weaken the

warlike spirit of the people, tending to

substitute peaceful pursuits and a fixed

residence for the manly and exciting

vocation of war.

valor, and strength. At a very early

epoch this indifference to property and

the anticommercial instincts of the Ger-

manic nations began to express them-

selves in several circumstances of devel-

opment. First, it forbade the building

of cities. To the present day the an-

GERMAN HORSEMEN.—Drawn by Herman Vogel.

The people had very little regard for

property. They did not seek to amass

Sentiment re- wealth, to heap Up around

l?r;anl?;aX themselves great fortunes,

for gain. Property was regarded

as something to be used in the support

of life, not something to be accumulated.

The inheritance which the German
sought to leave to his children was the

ideal property of courage, freedom,

cient preference for the open country or

for small collections of hamlets has pre-

vailed among the Teutonic peoples.

They did not take kindly to the metrop-

olis. At the bottom it was the sense

of confinement always coming with the

city life that forbade the collection of

the German freemen in great towns

and municipalities.

The same thing was .seen in the di.slike
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of the race for icalls. It ^vas preferred

among all the German tribes that there

Antipathy of the should be no Wall built

wX^d de-
either for protection or as a

fenses. means of offense. To the

free barbarian the wall appeared as a

thus far to all his excursions. It seemed

the ocean shore, the end of the world

;

and he dreaded it as a physical limita-

tion to his liberties. He would be un-

confined in his goings forth. He would

have no cities. He would not degrade

himself by trade for gain. He would

have no great mass of property heaped

up and stored, as though his independ-

ence and importance as a member of

Iiis nation depended on so fictitious and

perishable a circumstance. The average

wealth of the German freeman would be

thought the extreme of poverty if set

down on the tax duplicates of a modern

state. Owing to the constant inter-

change of position with the annual

transference of lands, the huts in which

the people lived were of little value or

durability.

Each householder, as a rule, pos-

sessed a few cattle which he had raised

for himself, drawn from
Importance of
the cattle herds; the common herd or taken
origin of the fief. • m i i

in war. 1 hesc had sev-

eral values. He. drew the milk of the

cows for drink and for the making of

sour cheese, ate the flesh for beef—pre-

ferring it half raw—and yoked the bul-

locks as oxen to draw his rude wagons

and sledges through the woods. Cattle

constituted the chief movable property

of the German estate. The name of

cattle was transferred to property in

general. The raising of the rude herd

was associated with the .system of .serf-

dom. The name Lazzi, which the Ger-

mans gave to their slaves, was in the

Prankish dialect Liti, and in modern

German the name has reappeared in the

word Leutc, meaning the common peo-

ple. Cattle are called vicli, which

stands for the ancient wordyi-, meaning
the same thing; and from this comes
the word fief, the old word feod, mean-
ing personal property. The nomencla-

ture has preserved the history of the

ancient condition, just as the Latin word
pccuitia, from pecus, a herd, shows con-

clusively that among the primitive Ro-

mans also the old sense of movable prop-

erty was limited to cattle and flock.

The German's horse was a part of his

preparation as a warrior. It was about

the horse that his affections Treatment of

and pride were largely ^\«„t7:f-^th
centered. The German taking,

cavalry is fully described by the Roman
writers. It was a swift-moving, formid-

able body of troops, numerous, auda-

cious, well disciplined, both man and

horse, terrible in its barbarian evolutions

and charges. The horse was regarded

with a respect that was half sacred. It

was by him that one of the strongest

oaths was taken. The Germans were

not wont to swear by things which they

could not see. Caesar has told us that the

same principle determined the objects

which they mostly worshiped. They
were little disposed to pray to beings

whom they could not behold, by whose

assistance they were not manifestly

benefited. When it came to the oath,

the Germans were wont to say, " I swear

by the deck of this ship ; by the rim of

my shield; by the head of my spear;

by the withers of my horse ; that the

thing is true, that I will observe my
promi.se," or whatever the oath might

be.

Under every element and aspect of

German life lay a concept of practicality,

a sense of realism, more intense than

we shall find among any contempora-

neous people. Even their mythology
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was with difficulty maintained above the

level of earthly heroism. Life was

resrarded as a thing practi-
Predominance
of realism and cal in the last degree. It
practicality. , , . iwas an estate to be en-

joyed. If the primitive German could

have been brought to an understanding

BURIAL OF A SUKVIAN WARRIOR
Drawn by H. I.cutcrmann.

of what was meant by life as a pre-

paratory .stage of discipline for some
other condition which he had not seen,

he would have laughed aloud at the

folly of such a thought. To him life

was life and death was death. He
idealized not the one or the other.

The funeral ceremonies of the Ger-

mans were the simplest known among the

ancient nations. Ordinarily it consisted

of burial or burning. When eminent

chiefs died or were

slain in battle, their

bodies were burned

with some particu-

lar kinds of wood;

but there was no

heaping of the gar-

ments of the dead

upon the funeral

pyre, no scattering

of perfumes in the

flames. Sometimes

the armor of the

dead warrior was
burned with his

body. Sometimes

his horse was of-

fered as a gift in

the flames. The
tomb was simply

a mound of earth,

soon sinking to the

level of the plain

or woodland. It

was regarded as a

weakness to ex-

press great sorrow

for the dead. The
women were per-

mitted to indulge

in tears and lam-

entations, but for

no long time. The
theory of the men
was that the vir-

tues of the dead should be Funeral meth-

remernbered and imitated, ^^n?"o/th"'

but that no unmanlysorrow, Germans.

no vain expression of regret should be
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indulged in for the necessary departure

of friends or ancestors.

Another evidence of the absence of

the commercial instinct among the Ger-

Absenceofthe manic nations is found in

commercial
^jjg feebleness and primi-

spint in the an- ^

cient race. tive character of all trade

among them. There was in the earliest

time no com-

merce at all ex-

cept by barter.

Everything was

exchanged in

kind—one piece

of property
merely swapped

for another
which was reck-

oned of equal

value. Money
was scarcely
known among
the German races

when the Ro-

mans first knew
them, and tlic

introduction of

money was
looked upon with

some suspicion

.

The German
mind did not
readily appre-

hend the "dol-

lar of account."

The specie value

of coin they
better under-

stood, and they came at length to

know the pure from the alloyed coins

in circulation among the Romans.

Such a process as dealing in money
was \inknown. If money or any other

property were loaned, it was with the

imderstanding that the same would

b(j returned in kind, or at most in ctjuiv-

alent value. The taking of interest

was a process with which the people

were totally unacquainted, and it is

likely that the Germanic nature would

have rejected all usurious usage as

impolitic and dishonest.

We have spoken of the manner in

which the lands were divided out by

WOKKSIIOl- OK A CF'KMAN ARMdKl R.

From .1 wood cut by H;ins Hurgkiiiair,

the chieftains among the warriors. Such

division was the beginning of the two-

fold method by which land- Evolution of

ed property in after times ^^^^^^
was held. The principle from the sun."

of hereditary right was acknowledged

among tlic Teutonic nations, and led at

lengtii to the transmission of real prop-
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erty from father to son.

pcncd that hereditary,

It thus hap-

or freehold,

.hKMAS V, .•KkMAN.-.HU' OK THt 1 t.M U cI.NHUV-

IVORY ri,ATB FOR BOOK COVER.

Curved by the Abbot Tutilo.

estates came into

German families.

possession of many
To these properties

the name of allod was given, and it came

to be regarded as a high honor to possess

such freehold lands. In course of time

the German freeholder—after the hunt-

ing life had given place to settled pur-

suits—was strongly attached to his

allodial possessions. Generally the orig-

inal title by conquest or gift was lost in

the obscurity of barbarism ; but the long

transmissions from father to son had

made good any defect in title. The
German freeholders were accustomed to

say that their allodial lands were re-

ceived "from God and from the sun."

The multitude of these sonneiilehcji, or

freehold, estates in Germany was one of

the circumstances which kept the people

apart and prevented their aggregations

in cities. Each man built The German

his house on his own free- SSe^At
hold. It was an Aryan ofboundaries,

abode in every particular, constructed of

wood, consisting generally of one large

apartment, called the hall, or saal. In

the center of this was the hearth, and

here the German wife had her seat and

her dominion. Round about was a gar-

den, a cornfield, perhaps a meadow.

The boundaries of the estate were

marked with stones and trees. One of

the odd German customs was to assem-

ble the children of the neighborhood on

the occasion of establishing a land bound-

ary, and of boxing their cars, under the

belief that by the infliction of the pain

memory would be more tenacious in

recalling the place where the stone was

set up or the tree notched to indicate the

l)()undary.

When an allod, or freehold estate, had

once been acquired, it could not be alien-

ated without the consent ^^ ^ ^ ,. ,The freeholds of

of the whole family. The the people migkt
,. ,, ..I-, notbe alienated.
king could not take it away.

The freeholder was himself a king with-

in the limits of his estate. Though the
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settled German no longer wandered from

place to place, though he had surren-

dered his barbarian license and had be-

come a householder, he nevertheless

sought and found compensation by claim-

ing a complete prerogative on his own
land. Within his boundary his person

was inviolate ; so also the guest that

was in his house. The German home
became -a fortress. Not, indeed, that it

was a fortified place, but it was girt

around with prerogative and right.

Here it was that those principles and

theories of inviolability of a man's

home which have entered so largely

into the jurisprudence of all the Teu-

tonic races had their origin. Here it

was first said that every man"s house is

his castle. Here, also, the principle

came to be recognized of a male descent

from father to son—of that Salic princi-

ple which transmitted landed property

in the male line exclusively, as best pre-

servative of the rights, privileges, and

character of the race.

The German family in the ei^och here

described was called a sip/'i-, and the

general condition was sippschaft, or mag-

Constitution schaft. The family had a

^SfprSoer- Hither broad construction,

man family. though all the

must be of a common blood.

members
It was di-

vided into kins;«i-«, called schwertmagen,
M.—Vol. 2—42

who were the warriors ; and kmsivoinen,

called spillmagcn, who were expected to

perform all household duties, especially

the work of spinning. .Sometimes art

work was attempted, and we have exam-
ples of not inelegant ivory carving exe-

cuted by ancient German artists. Of
the whole group, the father, as the

legal head, was called the Miiiid, the

mouth, for he spoke for all, the slaves

included. The tie which bound the

members of the family to him was called

the baitit. All the kinsmen were under
the bann of the father. If any member
of the family entered foreign service or

married, he became what was called

mundig, or selbsmundig. That is, he

spoke for himself henceforth, and was
independent. On going forth he re-

ceived a certain property, which was
called his ahban, or appanage. Those who
continued iinmarried remained imder
the bann of the father. They might not

leave his home or estate without his per-

mission. One who to old age thus re-

mained under the paternal bann was
said to be a hagestolzer; that is, one

who had become proud {stolz) of the

hedge (Jiag) ; that is, a bachelor. Thus
is revealed, as we have said, in the

phraseology of the German household

the history of its organization and pe-

culiar character.
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Chapter LXXXII.—Spirit ok War.

^
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tion, as the chieftain was the king of a

tribe.

Among no other people Avith whcnn

we are acquainted was the fact of gov-

ernment in peace so nearly a mylli. It

consisted of nothing. C.-esar declares in

so many words

that they had no

civil m a g i s -

trates, or at least

no CO m m o n

m a g i s t r a c }•

.

This fact is of

the greatest
philosojjhical

importance in

the considera-

tion of the gen-

eral question of

civil govern-
ment. Whether
government is a

large fact or a

small fact in the

destiny of na-

tions may turn

upon data, of

which the Ger-

mans must fur- ^. ,

nish many. The mci

race has always

had a repug-

nance to much
govern m en t

.

Instead of con-

sidering it a vast

organism, press-

i n g like the
weight of moun-
tains iipon all

parts of society, holding everything in

On the Teutonic form with rigor and sever-

ity, and in turn sucking

11^5, l)y administrative proc-

esses, the resources of the national

ernmcnt in jicace consisted of the slight-

est possible bond, resting lightly as a

gossamer upon the individual life. "We

have seen the perjietuation of the same
idea among our own barbarian ancestry.

The Anglo-Saxons in Britain adopted

races govern-
ment must sit

Ughtly.

i;r,KMAN V]].I,Ac;K a J lAlKKl) l;V IKi:i;]lool KKs.

From a cut of ihc fiftccnlli tciitury.

and promoted tlie principle of little gov-

ernment, and it was a maxim with them,

as ithas been with their civilized descend-

ants, that the man who speaks English

does best in the world when he is least

life, the German theory was that gov- I governed.
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Tacitus has given us a description of

the German battle. The offensive and

MAIL OF CIMIIKIAN WARRIOR.
From the origin.'il in nuisciim of Vienna.

defensive weaponry consisted mostly of

a shield, a spear, and a short sword.

The manufacture of iron weapons was

but little understood. The refractory

nature of iron ore was too „weaponry and
much for the skill of the -war method of
/~y . ..I T^ J

• the Germans.
Germanic smiths. But iron

weapons were iised ; at least the essen-

tial parts of the weapons, such as lance-

heads and sword blades, were made of

this metal. The cavalry had only the

spear and the shield. The German
spear was of the intermediate character

between the javelin and the long spear

of the Macedonians and Greeks. It

might be used in the hand-to-hand

encounter or be hurled as a missile

against the enemy. The bodies of the

soldiers in battle were little protected.

The Roman historian says, indeed, that

they were either naked or but lightly

covered with a small mantle. Only

their shields were richly ornamented

with decorations and choice colors.

Plutarch has, in his Life of Marius,

described the arms and equipage of the

Cimbri, one of the Ger- piutarchde-

manic nations. He speaks i,"!.^,!?^™.?,';.^
x^ mor ana manner

of helmets which the bar- of fighting,

barians wore, made in representation of

heads of wild beasts, and also alleges

that the warriors Averc covered witli iron

coats of mail. " They carried," says

he, "white, glittering shields. Each

had a battle-ax, and in close fight they

used large, heavy swords." This

description must have been of the chief-

tains rather than of the common war-

riors, else we might conclude that Plu-

tarch had substituted an imaginary sketch

for a real delineation.

In the cavalry service the evolutions

were comparatively simple. The prin-

ciple movements were the Tactics of the

direct forward charge and
.^^^"ednes^s'of

the wheel to the right. The the shield.

array was close, and the aim was to

sweep away the enemy as much by the

I
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impact of the body as by fight. Each

district had its own soldiery. The war-

riors were arranged by hundreds, and

each company was distinguished by the

home name of the tribe from which it

was drawn. The honor in which this

name was held was increased by victory

or sullied by defeat. Tacitus describes

the German battle-line as arranged in

wedges. The principal stratagem was

that of pretended retreat, which was

meant to draw the enemy in punsuit,

whereupon the Germans would

suddenly rally with extreme

aiidacity. As among the

Greeks, it was reckoned the

greatest disgrace to lose the

shield. Toyielditup in battle,

to permit the enemy in any way
to possess himself of this great

badge of the warrior, was conr

sidered ignominious in the last

degree. It was no unusual

thing for German soldiers,

who had in the iiii-h'c of battle

lost their shields and were un-

able after the fight to recover

them, to commit suicide rather

than suffer the infamy of re-

turning defenseless to their

friends.

Ca;sar gives an account of the leading

peculiarity of the German battle-line

and method of fight. It
Equalization of

. .
"

the horse and the was the equalization of the
foot in battle. r . i ii i

• i

foot and the liorse m such

way that each might .support tlie other

in the conflict. Among other nations

the rapidity with which cavalry evolu-

tions were performed would preclude

the association of the two arms of the

.service. But such was the exceeding

swiftness of the German warriors, that

they had no trouble in keeping their

place by the side of the cavalry in full

charge. Cas.sar has the following par-

agraph descriptive of this method of

fight:

" There was also this method of battle

in which the Germans trained them-

selves: there were six thousand cavalry

and the same number of infantry, most

swift of foot and brave, whom the horse-

men had chosen, one by one, with a view

to their own protection. By the side of

these they remain in the battle, and to

these the horsemen betake themselves

from the fight. These, if the cavalry be

GERMAN CAVAI.RV.

From the Column of Antoninus,

hard pressed, join them in the combat.

If any fall, wounded, from their horses,

they are covered by their foot compan-

ions. In advancing and retreating, even

to considerable distances, such agility

have these warriors acquired by exercise

that, supporting themselves by the

manes of the horses, they keep pace

with them in the field."

German warfare, such as it was during

the first five CCnturicSof our offensive and

era, may be considered un- pectsof oer-

der the two aspects of of- man war.

fensive and defensive. On some occa-

sions the warriors went forth on expedi-
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tions against their neighbors, even the

Romans, and attacked them, generally

achieving victory and bearing off the

(M-.RMAN IcpKAV IMO ROMAN SK I II.l-.M KNT.

spoil. In rarer instances Germania was
invaded. The aggressions of the race

upon the Roman empire provoked at-

tacks not a few of the imperial legions.

For several centuries there was hardly

ever a condition of peace along the fron-

tier. The Romans became thoroughly

familiar with the

German tactics and

their ethics and

management of

war. The Germans
also learned all

that the empire

had to teach in

its dealings with

enemies. We first

see the peculiari-

ties of the situation

on the occasion of

Caesar's invasion

of Gaul. The na-

tions defended

themselves by fall-

ing back before

the Roman ad-

vance and fixing

their armies in

some place defen-

sible by nature. It

must be borne in

mind that not only

the warriors but

all the people of

the tribe were ag-

gregated in these

situations. The
old and decrepit

were there, the

women and the

children. The
same condition of

affairs reappeared

in the German
campaigns. The
battle was not only

with the warriors who formed a pha-

lanx in front of the families and prop-

erty of the nation, or perhaps were

arranged around the women and chil-

*i
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dren and wagons, but rather with the

nation itself. Everything was staked

on the hazard of battle.

These circumstances added to the

fierceness of the conflict. The warriors

were inspired to extraordi-
The effigies, or
standard ; sing- nary bravery by the pres-
ing o e paean,

gj^^.g ^j everything which

could move strong men to heroic action.

In the first place there were their stand-

ards. It is not known precisely what

head, or some other effigj* which had been
adopted by the tribe as a symbol.

The German warriors as they went

into the fight sang pseans and battle

songs. All of the Aryan races have

had this habit. The old German
strophes referred in their subject-mat-

ter to the valor and victories of the

fathers of the race. It is said by the Ro-

man writers that the sound of a German
battle hymn w-as terrific, not better cal-

K^#1P" 1^:^^^^

<;F.K,MAN women UEKKNUINL. IHMK W.Vt.UN CASTLES.— Drawn by Ehrhardt.

the cffigiis, or standard, of a German war
party was. Some have thought that it

was an image of .some deity borne aloft,

but this is probably incorrect. The shaft

of the standard was cut from the sacred

woods, and had a mythical signification

as being a growth from the .shrine of the

national superstitions. It is likely that

the iffigiis proper on the top of the shaft

was some emblem, like the totem of the

North American Indians. It may have

been a bird or beast, a figure of a bi.son's

culated to fire the wild warriors to feroc-

ity than to .strike terror into their ene-

nties. The barbarians in singing their

war hymns had a way of putting their

mouths into the hollow of their shields,

thus causing the .song to roar like thun-

der in the horizon.

But the great inspiring circumstance

of the German battle was the presence

of the women. Sometimes they partici-

pated in tlic actual fight. On many
fields the Romans, after the battle,
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found dead women along with their hus-

bands and brothers, gashed to death in

Presence and the Conflict, grasping the

tlZr::l^:. sameweaponswhichthesol-
in battle. diers held, and wearing on

their resolute features the same scowl of

defiance. More frequently, however,

the women remained, as we have seen,

in the rear of the men or in the center

the rude arts which they understood. It

is said by the Romans that no faintheart-

edness was seen among these barbarian

heroines in the bloody war business of

the field. They shouted their husbands

back to battle. They ran with dishev-

eled hair along the lines, flinging their

hands and shrieking their approval of

the heroic charge or their contempt of

*l

GERMAN VICTDRS AT I'HK C.A'I V. llF THK CAl'll I ll,.— 1 irr.wii hy Herman Vogcl.

of the camp, biit in plain view of the

battle. It was not the custom of the

German soldiers to pay much attention

to the wounded and slain while the fight

was on. Every man must care for himself

as best he could. Those, however, who
received wounds and were still able to re-

main afoot fell back, if the injury was
alarming, to the women, who acted as

surgeons. The latter sought out the in-

juries which the men most dear to them
had received, and bound them up with

the retreat. Little wonder that the

German warrior, entertaining such sen-

timents as constituted the body of his

hopes and purposes, should prefer under

such circumstances to die in the front

line, under his shield and the thrust of

the Roman sword, rather than give an

inch to the enemies of his race, who in

case of victory Avcre certain to capture

and despoil the woman whom he loved

with a wild and indescribable ferocity

We may note among the great barba-
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rian nations of Germania the presence

and prevalence of what a priori might not

Prevalence of have been expected ; that is,

K'^aX^i^of a powerful pubhc opinion,

the race. jj jg doubtful whether, on

the whole, that intangible and frequently

prevailing factor in the course and ac-

tion of modern nations which we call

public opinion is relatively more strong

at the present time than it was at the

opening of the Christian era among the

and the earth in this case stands for the

people.

The officers of the German race tm-

derstood full well the relations existing

between themselves and prerogative and

those whom they governed, S:r;„°i^:igl

or rather led, in war and and leaders,

peace. The German priests were the

most arbitrary and independent class of

officers. To them in general the matter

of punishments was relegated. But

WUMEN or Tllli ClMliKI IN IJA ITLIC.-Dr.uvu by lihrharjt.

rude peoples beyond the Danube and

the Rhine. We have seen how little

the.se races were governed ; how .slightly

they were restrained by those artificial

regulations which in the aggregate make
up the fact called government. And
yet their customs and usages prevailed

over all irregularitv, Customs and

usages are the product of public opinion.

They are not made, but are the result of

growth. They spring from the earth

;

the secular officers and military leaders

were under the prevailing check of pub-

lic opinion. There was never a time

when the German warrior, individual

and obscure though he were, lost his

voice, or, to express it in the German
sense, ceased to be in a certain measure

mundig—independent. The Romans
were at first puzzled to understand these

peculiarities of the German race. Cresar

in his first negotiations with the Gaulish
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and German kings beyond the Alps

doubted their sincerity. He believed

them treacherous and perfidious when
they endeavored to explain to him the

THE NORSK MYTH—OSERICH AND ODA.

usages of their people and their own re-

lation in the government. The example

of Ambiorix, leader of that Low Ger-

man nation called the Eburones. may

well be cited as an example. He told

Caesar in the conference that he, as king

of his nation, had no more power over

them to command them and lead them in

an arbitrary manner than

had they over him. Snor-

ri-Sturluson, the celebrated

Icelandic historian, of the

beginning of the thir-

teenth century, gives an

account of one of the old

kings of Sweden who was

compelled by the popular

assembly to give up a war

in which he was engaged

with a neighboring nation

because of its injustice

!

When he was disposed to

stand out against the will

of his people, they threat-

ened to throw him head-

long into a morass, '

' ivltere

many of his predecessors

Jiad already perished" if he

did not yield to their

wishes and decision ! It

was only the repetition at

a later age of the im-

memorial sentiment and

manner of the ancient Ger-

manic race. That race,

though it has been submitted to mani-

fold despotisms, has always required

the ruler to be one of the people—

a

German.

f

1
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Chapter LXXXIII. —Mythoi.ooy.
E may now properly

approach the subject

of German s ii j? e r-

stitions. What, in the

first place, is a super-

stition? The word has

gone into the vocabu-

lary of modern peoples, and is mucla used

for a certain kind of belief and practice.

There are those who would widen the

sense of the word to include all forms

of belief which are based on evidences

not demonstrable to the senses. To be-

lieve what may be seen and no more is

in this case the criterion, and all beyond

Nature and this is called superstition.

ttr?i"°c"aned At the other extreme the

superstition. definition of the word is

narrowed so that it shall signify onl}-

such idle conceits and concepts as are

manifestly against the action of natural

law. Between these two far-apart limits

the word superstition expres.ses the

varying degrees of belief in extra-

natural agencies, and the acceptance of

irrational traditions, as against the facts

which are perceived by the senses and

the known laws of phenomena operating

in the natural world. Tlie latter is the

popular sense of the term, and it is in

this meaning that we use the word in

its application to the beliefs and usages

of the Germanic nations.

They were in a great degree given up

to superstitions. The Germanic mind

The German has from the first been

hi"«fn„T,',",?o?= liauntcd witli many formsDy superstitious J

beliefs. t^f belief, the origin of

whicli it is diflicult to account for, and

the presence of which in a mind .so

highly developed is one of the paradoxes

of llie intellectual history of maukiiid.

One thing we may clearly perceive, and
that is that the superstitions of every

people are in the last analysis closely

associated with those forms of life,

whether animal or vegetable, that have

been most constantly present to the mind
of the people in its barbarian and plastic

stages of growth. One may easily per-

ceive the operation of this law among
the ancient Germans.

One of the leading forms of the

superstition of the race had respect to

divination. The method Manner of divi-

of conducting this art was "^g^^nd^^''^
by the use of switches switches,

or twigs cut from fruit trees. The be-

lief in the significance of such omens as

could be discovered in the arrangement

and manipulation of the twigs and in

the significance of lots was universal.

Public and private matters were deter-

mined by the meaning of the twigs. If

the question were a public one, the

priest of the canton performed the cere-

mony. If it were private, the house-

holder conducted the divination. The
twigs were cut into small pieces and
thrown into a heap upon a white gar-

ment. Then the priest or the houseman
prayed to tlie gods and took tlirice from

the heap pieces of the twigs. These

were distinguished by certain marks,'

and the meaning of the marks gave the

answer to the pending question.

If the divination were unfavorable, it

might not be renewed within a certain

period, either a day, a week,
/ AuguryfVom

or a month. If favorable, superstition of
., ., , ! ., the white horse.
it was the custom of the

people to strengthen the conclusion by

' Perhaps it was ihe biiih on the Iwigs, their num-
1)01- ritul relation, that g.ive tlie significance.
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following it up with other omens. We
thus see that the first aj^jDeal of Germanic

superstition was to the twig of the tree.

The second appeal was in the form of

augury, caught from the cries and flight

of birds. The peojale also relied great-

ly iipon omens and presages taken

from the horse. A white horse w^as

regarded with superstitious respect. It

GERMAN SUPERSTITION—WITCHF.S BREWING A CIIAKM.

After a wood cut in Ulrich's IViU-Aes, Augsburg, 1508.

was the custom that such an animal

should be pastured at the public expense

;

that he should run free in the sacred

woods and groves, and should never be

subjected to toil or rough usage. The
priests were wont to harness white

horses to their chariots. The kings

also were drawn on their missions by
white steeds. The conduct of the ani-

mals was closely observed and inter-

preted. Did they start at an object or

snort or neigh, the principles of augury

were applied and a meaning deduced.

The German priests were held to have

the lore of the gods as it respected the

conduct of the animal, and, as Tacitus

says, to be "privy to the divine will."

There was another form of divination

which involved the fight to the uttermost

of a prisoner taken in war with a

German soldier selected forthepurpo.se.

Each must meet the other with the

weapons which Avere carried by his own
people. The result of the battle was

significant of larger events.

The German mind looking forth on

nature was cause-seeking to a high de-

gree; but it was exceed-
. . . ,, .

The Germanic
mgly weak m following race substitutes,11^1 . lore for science.
the laws of phenomena, m
discovering the order and sequence of

facts. At the same time, it was prolific

in conceits, falling easily into the com-

mon error of assigning causative influ-

ences to merely associated facts. Out

of these dispositions a vast and curious

lore was originated among the Germanic

nations, and has continued to be one of

the characteristics of the race to the pres-

ent time. Perhaps no other people in

the world have been so addicted in all

ages to ascribing irrational and impos-

sible causes for the common occurrences

of life. The ancient Germans invented

a lore for all things and all processes.

The lore became proverbial, and was re-

peated with the force of authority. The
thought was filled with the doctrine of

signs and omens and presages of coming

events. Everything had its sign. There

was one lore of the weather and another

lore of the .seasons ; there was a lore of

disease and of the cure of disease ; and

still another of .success and failure. The
days of the week and of the month had
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their significance. The whole intellec-
[
laws of nature. Ground hogs and foxes

tual life of this free strong people was I were the meteorologists of the race.

hampered and confined and weighed

down by a mass of petty superstitions

lor the like of which we might look in

vain among any other ancient race.

It were vain to attempt to

enumerate the forms and in-

flections of these superstitit^us

beliefs. The bod-
Specific forms
of superstition; ily life WaS prO-
belief in signs. ,

'
, . itected by carry-

ing certain objects in the pock-

et or otherwise about the per-

son. Disease was warded off

by the quill of a bird, the bone

of an animal, or the root of a

vegetable. The heavens were

full of signs, and all of the af-

fairs of life must be conducted

in accordance with their sig-

nificance. A house might not

be begun when the moon had

a certain aspect. The roof

would fail of its purpose

unless it were laid imder

the proper sign. Fences and

walls would sink into the earth

if the moon were inauspicious.

Plants would not grow to per-

fection unless the day of the

sowing were selected by the

calendar. Tlie fruits of the

field would blast unless the

sign-scheme had been fol-

lowed when the seeds were

scattered. A wound was dan-

gerous or harmless as it was

inflicted in the dark or the light of the

moon, or when the "sign" was in the

heart or the feet.

The actions of all animals were signifi-

cant. The secret tilings were expressed

in the cry <if a cat or llic liowling of the

house dog. Pigs were in their actions

one of the highest expressions of the

The course of running water far under

ground could be discovered by a switch

of witch hazel or of the peach tree, held

in the hand of one whom nature favored

WW. GK.RMAM MYTH—liAI.DF.R.

in tliis particular. A volume might not

.suffice to elaborate, even by titles, the

endless catalogues of super- supposed signi-

stitious beliefs -ind nric- finance of theSIUIOUS uciltIS anu piac actions and cries

tices to which the ancient of animals.

Germans were addicted ; and the reader

need not be told to how great an extent

such beliefs and practices have flowed
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down with the blood of every Teutonic

people, have mingled in the life of the

greatest nations of the present time, and

have tended to combine in the same

ri ll i,Hini ',ir.J i in iiiii Hiiiii n ! i i n imMi
i i i

. mnwr\ niii. n
||

[|i.iiii i iin in-.,,...'

illK GKKMAN MYTH—FRIGGA.

mind the absurdities and superstitions

of the ancient world with the highest

concepts of scientific regularity. It is

to this circumstance that many of the

intellectual paradoxes of the present

time—greatness and weakness, wisdom

and folly combined in the same mind

—

must be referred for their origin and

explanation.

Fro:n this point of view w'e may well

advance to the con-

sideration of the Ger-

man concept of uni-

versal nature. It was

anciently a mythol-

og5% after the same

manner with that of

the Greeks and the

Romans. And it may
be freely confessed

that the mythological

beliefs of the German
nations have been un-

.seated from the hu-

man mind with ex-

treme difficulty.
Their notions of the

natural world, of the

universe, of its divi-

sion into realms and

powers, have been as

persistent as the other

qualities of the race.

Not devoid of poetry

either was the view of

the German barba-

rians relative to the

aspects, the processes,

the fundamental con-

ditions of visible na-

ture. Some have

thought that they

have discovered in

the .sacred books of

the Edda a purer and

loftier concept of na-

I

ture and the governing forces of the

material universe than Germanic con-
1 . „ . 1 cept of natare

,
were prevalent among the and its govem-

! Germans at the time of their ingiaws.

I

first contact with the southern peoples.

I Nor can it be denied that there are
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glimpses in the Edda of some lofty, al-

most monotheistic, concepts of nature

and universal order.

According to these ancient books there

was first of all the Allfadur, or in Old

German, the Allfater; that is, the All-

father, or Father of All.
Outline of th":

Teutoniothe. It may be believed that to
ogony.

\i\n\ the primitive Ger-

mans, or at least the Xorse division of

the race, ascribed the attributes of crea-

tion and preservation. Close up to this

high notion of unity and power were the

three Xonun, corresponding to the Fates

of the Greek and Roman mythology. It

was under their immediate administra-

tion that the affairs of gods and men
were administered in this temporal state

called life. In the beginning Allfater

reigned alone over heaven and earth.

But as yet there was no division of

things—only that condition of confusion

for which the Greeks invented the name
of chaos. Under the creative glance of

Allfathcr the imivcrsc parted into two.

The first division was Muspelheim, that

is, the world of light. The other was
Nifiheim, the world of darkness. Over

the world of light reigned Surtur, the

same as the Anglo-Saxon Siiter; and
over the world of night, Ilela.

Allfater decreed the mingling of these

two worlds, or of the light and the dark-

„ ness. .Showers of fire fell
The generations
of Muspeiheira from !Muspelheim into Nifi-
and Niftheim. , • i ii i i^i ihcim, and the battle be-

tween fire and Avater began, between

heat and cold. There was boiling and

fermentation. Out of Niflheim sprang

the giant Ymer, the god of brute force

and violence; and out of Muspelheim

the sacred cow Audhumla, the divinity

of nourishment and preservation. Out
of Ymer's feet issued a six-headed son,

progenitor of the powers of cold and

devastation ; while the sacred cow\ as we

have seen, licked the good deity Buri out

of a rock of salt. He was the father of

Bor, and of him were born the three

brothers Wodin, Wile, and We. These

beneficent giants slew the vile Ymer, and
out of his body created the earth. Ymer's

skull was used for the vault of heaven.

His brains were the clouds, his hair

was the forest, his bones the mountains,

and his blood the sea. Such were the

astonishing imaginations of the ancient

barbarians relative to the genesis of the

heavens and the earth.

Thus while the invisible universe was,

in the German mythology, derived from

the two worlds of light The visible

and darkness, over and be- ^o°^V:?:^fem.

yond which stood Allfater, pireofHeia.

the visible universe was made wholly

out of the body of Ymer. Above the

visible heaven was Muspelheim. The
sun and moon and stars were only glints

of light shooting down out of Muspel-

heim through the firmament. On the

other hand, far below the earth, was

Niflheim. Hela, that is, Hell, was its

king. Her abode—for she was woman

—

was Helheim. The myth was elaborate.

The palace of Hela was misery. Her
table was hunger. Ilcr servant was

delay. Tlie threshold of the place was

ruin. Hela slept on a bed called sor-

row. The color of her realm was decay.

The bad dead, on their going forth from

the earth, must ride for nine nights to-

gether through dolorous valleys to the

river Gioll. Over this a bridge led into

Niflheim. All who had died as cowards

die went this way into the world of

darkness. Thieves and liars plunged

down thither. In tlie bottom of Nifl-

heim was a deep pit called Hvcrgelmir,

wliicli was built of the heads of snakes,

.still living, blowing forth unceasingly

their poisonous spit on the condemned
dead who wallowed in the bottom. In
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course of time out of such materials

Milton at least, if not Dante—son of an-

other race—-will build with more elabo-

ration, but not with a profounder sense

of horror, the caverns and sewers of the

damned.

IIIK. GKKMAN MYTH—HELA.

Between the Middle World and Mus-

pelheim was an intermediate realm in-

habited bv o-ood spirits.
Myths of Lich- '^ ^
talfheiinandthe TlllS WaS the COUntry of
stariaud.

Lichtalfheim. Here the

guardian genii dwelt. Here was fairy-

land. Here the Little Folk dwelt ; and

hence they came forth to minister to the

children. The wood nymphs and the

water nymphs were called Nixen, and
the sylphs were the Undinen. Not
without poetry was all this fiction, born

of the Teutonic dreams and imagina-

tion. The stars were, as we
have seen, the sparkling

beams falling from Mus-

pelheim. The sun was the

eye of Wodin. The Great

Dipper was Wodin's chariot.

Day rode across the heaven

in a car drawn by Skinfaxi,

in whom the student will

recoofnize the shiningf Phoe-

bus Apollo of the Greeks.

Skinfaxi had a mane of

gold ; that was the sunshine.

Night also rode in a car

drawn by the horse Hrim-

faxi ; and the mane of Hrim-

faxi was the dew. Besides

the realm of the good spir-

its lying between Muspel-

heim and the earth there

was, on the other side, the

world of the Black Elves, a

(lemon folk who plagued

the human race. This was

the kingdom of Schwartal-

t'aheim, the dark region

where the Kobolds dwelt

and the other seductive spir-

its that haunted and troubled

the children of men.

It was out of these two

adjacent realms of Lich-

talfheim and Schwartalfa-

heim, the lands of the The fairies and
1 , 1 1 J „i,.„,. elves haunt the

good elves and bad elves, ,andofMann.

that a great many of the i^eim.

German superstitions were derived.

Nearly all tlie plants and animals on

the earth, that is, in the Middle World

called Mannheim, were connected with
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the bright fairies or the black elves.

The significance of nearly every super-

stitious belief and practice ran in the di-

rection of these elfish influences which

reached man through the kingdoms of

animal and vegetable life.

Valhalla the
home of the
great and
blessed.

THE GKRMAN MYIH—FREYR.

Many were the refinements which the

primitive German mind produced in di-

viding up nature and ap-

portioning to each its part

and place. Thus ^lann-

hcim, the Home of ilan, was divided

into an ujipcr and lower part. The
upper part, called Asgard, was heaven

—

the heaven of gods and of men. Wo-
din's palace in A.sgard was called Val-

halla. Its .shining windows looked out

on Paradise. Within, the halls were
ornamented with golden escutcheons

and lances. Five hundred and forty

were the doors that led into Valhalla,

and through each eight hundred heroes

could ride abreast. The great warriors

of Mannheim came hither after death

and dwelt with Wodin. Daily they rode

forth into the plains to immortal

tournaments done in honor of

their heroic battles in Mann-
heim. With the evening they

returned to Valhalla, sat in an

immortal circle in the halls,

drank ambrosial mead from

golden goblets, and feasted on

the flesh of the bear Sahrimnir,

who, though slain, was ever re-

stored from day to day, that the

deathless warriors might con-

tinue their fea.st on the morrow.

The rainbow was a bridge

—

of which the name was Bifrost

—

between Valhalla and the lower

earth. Mannheim was believed

to be a sphere surrounded by

the ocean of Ymer's blood.

The seas, the mountains, the

forests were inhabited by dwarfs

and elves and sprites, Avhile in

the moimtains were the abodes

of the sons of Ymer. In the far

north dwelt the Ice Giants. The
great god of the cold was called

Njord, that is. North. The
wind god was named The rainbow

Kari. His children were "^tZT^^o.^
frost and ice and snow, and Kari.

One of the giants had a daughter named
Gerdha, Avho on winter nights shut the A
door of her castle. Then from within,

the radiance of her white arms shined

far through the windows, and illumi-

nated all the skies; and this was the

Northern Lights.

Thus on and on, with endless varia-

tions and inflections, the poem of nature

was extended. Another daughter of the

tl
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Poetical char-
acter of the Ger- Came
man myths.

North Giauts, named Hvenilda, carried

earth in her apron. Once, as she waded
through the seas, a rent

in the apron, and

some of the earth, falling

into the water, formed an island. It

was the island of Hven. A'ery differ-

ent are the myths from those of

Greece and Rome, and yet fundamen-

tally the material is the same.

Nor might it be truthfully

claimed that the evolution

of nature-poetry in the brains

and on the tongues of the

Graeco-Italic bards was great-

ly superior in elegance and

strength to that of the Ger-

man song - makers in the

north of Europe.

It is claimed by those who
have made a study of com-

parative religion that the be-

liefs of the ancient Germans
had many features in com-

mon with those of the Ira-

nians in Persia. Thus, for

instance, Surtur, the sun.

born of Allfater, is thought

to have been identical with

Ahura-^Iazdao, chief deity of

the Persian race. It is said

that in the golden temple of

Upsala the supreme god of

the Germans was represent-

ed by a blazing sun. Many
of the myths are some-

Commonfea- what obscurc. Thus, the

ma^n^andtlS:;- X^ar was Called Wolfgang

;

mythrxgy. that is, the wolf going.

According to the Saga of the Wolf, in

the Edda, a wolf swallows the sun,

while another swallows Wodin. But tlie

.sun and Wodin were one. The sense of

it is obscure. It is held that the primi-

tive concept of Wodin was degraded to a

lower and more human condition; as

among the Greeks and Romans, the

Almighty Zeus, the Jovis Pater of

heaven and earth, was reduced to a

sensual despot sitting on Olympus. It

is, however, in this process, somewhat
polytheistic and wholly inyth-making,

that the poetry of a race is brought out

in fullest perfection.

Mythologists insist that the best in-

TllE r.KRMAN MVTll— 1 KKVA.

tcrpretation of tlie northern god-lore

places Tuisco at the head contest of Tuis-

of the Pantheon, and also S°,Trtt'^rat"in

identifies hinl with the the myth.

Hermes, or Mercury, of the Graeco-Italic

schefne. But the attributes ascribed to

Tuisco are not identical with tho.se of

the (ireek Hermes. He was in part at

least a Jove, wliile Wodin, the nominal

Jove, appears partly in tlie character of
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an earthly hero. The warlike habits

and arts of the German race were from

Wodin. He had the surname of Sigge,

that is, Victory, from which circum-

stance the syllable Sig entered to a great

extent the list of heroic names among
the Germanic nations. To Wodin also

is ascribed the invention of poetry.

tain were the bad and spurious bards.

But upon Himmelsberg, that is, heaven

mountain, where the eagle had his

home, the true poets took the real honey
from Wodin's beak. Thus came bad

and good song into the earth.

Frigga was 'Wodin's wife. She was
the Earth. After the introduction of

Christianity among the north-

ern nations piace of Frigga
and Freya in

the system

;

formed into Fran Thor and Tyr.

Frigga was trans-

I UK C.I.KMAN \IV I 11 I HOR.

The myth takes a quaint and withal a

beautiful form. Wodin on one occasion

came in the form of an eagle. He had
devoured that honey in which dwells the

poetical inspiration. From the honey-

eating he rose and flew in the direction

of Asgard, the kingdom of the immor-
tals. But he was pursued in his flight.

Some of the honey he dropped on Asen-

berg, and ever afterwards the world-

poets who took the dew from this moun-

Bertha, the guardian genius of

housewives and hearthstones.

Sometimes, however, she had

the character of darkness, and

rode in the night, on Sleipnir,

the eight-legged steed. Some-

times she was drawn by cows

harnessed to a chariot. It is

impossible to make the mem-
bers of the Norse Pantheon

coincide in their character and

attributes with those of the

southern m3-thology, but there

is a general correspondence.

In the same manner in which

Wodin and Frigga were asso-

ciated in the Jove-and-Juno

relation of divinity, so Freyr,

Wodin's .son, and Freya,

daughter of Xjord, were

joined. He was the Sun-

light, and she was the Moon-

light, also the goddess of love.

In her train were Siofna, Lofna, Wara,

Snotra, and Gefion ; that is, Maiden

Love, Happy Love, True Love, Shame
Love, and Innocent Love. Thus the

orb of day and the orb of night were re-

garded as presiding over all the emotions

and passions of the heart.

Thor was the Thunder. He was

drawn through the air by black goats.

In his hand he bore the hammer of de-

struction. He carried the great drink-
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iug horn out of which he had once drank

up the ocean. The war god was called

Tyr. He corresponded in his attributes

to ilars of the Romans, but was endued
with other offices peculiarly Teutonic.

There was also a deity called Widar,
who presided over all locomotion. He
wore iron shoes, and crushed all things

under his feet as he strode through the

earth.

Chapter LXXXIV.—The Teutonic Distributiom.

E have now jjursued to

a considerable extent

the evolution of the

primitive life and

thought of the Teu-

tonic peoples. In the

next place it is proper

to note briefly something of the tribal,

or national, life of these great races.

Much diversity has existed in the classi-

fication and arrangement of the German
peoples. There has been disagreement

and uncertainty relative to all the generic

and specific names of the nations and

tribes. Ethnologists have disagreed as

to what is the best term for the whole

race the course and tendencies and char-

acter of which we are here delineating.

At first, the highest ethnic name for

all these peoples was Gothic, or Moeso-

Nomenciature Gothic. Afterwards, in his-

cL^sKionof torical writings, the term
German races. Germanic was applied to

the race as a whole, including the Letto-

Slavic division with the rest. In the

next place, tlie question was raised

whether the latter division, namely, the

Letto-Slavs, should not be considered as

having an independent race origin.

Within the last quarter of a century the

word Teutonic has been generally ac-

cepted as bearing a wide sense, equal

indeed to the definition of the whole

northern family of nations with the ex-

ception of the Celts and a few Asiatic

peoples in the extreme north of Europe.

We may adopt the latter term as satis-

factory, and consider it as the ethnic

expression for all these populations and
diverse races of men who have filled up
the country between the line of the Volga
on the east and the Danube and the Rhine
on the west. Nor need the student in

ethnology be reminded that out of this

great region of Northern Europe the race

continued to spread across the Baltic into

vScandinavia, and from the shores of the

North .sea into Britain.

In the second place, it has been agreed

that the distribtition of the Teutonic

race, considered as a The threefold

whole, has been into three th^Teut'o^c"*^

broad areas, the first corre- ""^=8.

spending to the larger part of the pres-

ent Germany, the second having its

position in Northwestern Europe, from

the mouth of the Ems to the borders of

France, and the third including the

great Scandinavian peninsula and Ice-

land. Ethnically, the first region be-

longs to the High Germanic family of

nations, the second to the Low (icrmanic,

and the third to the Scandinavian, or

Nor.se, division of the race. Anciently,

each of these major divisions was repre-

.sented b\^ a multitude of tribes. We
have seen how completely the wht)lc race

was tribal in its organization. Nor is it

possible in the present state of knowl-

edge to disentangle the ethnic compli-

cations which were present at the be-

y-inning of Qur era, and to state with
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certainty the exact place of each tribe in

the general Germanic scheme.

If we view, first of all, those German
nations which were south of the Baltic

Classification of 'ind the North sea, that is,

the Germans
jf exclude the Scandina-

proper; place of
theSueri. vians, we shall find three

general divisions. To these the names

of Ingavones, Hermiones, and Istavones

heart and body of the race in its strong-

est development.

Of these, the greatest nation was the

Suevi. It is believed that they constitu-

ted the majority of the whole Hermionic

population. The attempt has been made,

indeed, to trace all the German tribes to

the two sources of Suevian and non-

Suevian stock, and to make this division

SB^Sfc^S

THE NORTH SEA, FROM OSTEND.

svere given. The first of these races had
their territories along the North sea,

and corresponded in general to the Low
Germanic division of the race. The Is-

tavones had their place on the Rhine,

and became known in course of time by
the name of Franks. The Hermiones
were located in Central Germany, and

may be said to have constituted the

correspond with High and Low German.

It may be accepted as correct that the

Suevian nations were the best, or rather

the truest, representatives of the High
Germanic race ; and the classification cf

the Istavones as a branch of the Suevian

famil}' would not do much violence to

the ethnic facts involved.

In the very earliest times the acquaint-
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ance of the ancient world with the Ger-

manic race had respect to the Suevians.

Predominant In the third centur}^ B. C.

rutuns'^no-ao ^he Greek ships that voy-
the Germans. ^^ged into the Baltic to col-

lect amber there, carried to the south of

Europe the first knowledge of the Sue-

vian peoples. The derivation of the

name is not certainly known, but in a

changed form it is still retained in the

It will, on the whole, be convenient in

the following sketch of the Germanic
tribes to consider all those oir-grading of

beyond the Rhine in the grsTron^^th..
order in which they are Rhine-

presented by Tacitus, and then to pro-

ceed with the Low Germanic races along

the shore of the West Baltic and the

North sea, passing finally into Scandi-

navia. We shall, therefore, take up sev-

(11. II SIJAHIAN TVI'F.S.— r,f<.\sT OP Siabia defiike Conrad II, at Ingelmeim.

word Swabian, which the Hungarians

apply indiscriminately to all Germans.

In the times of Caesar the Suevi were

dominant. It was the dread of these

peoples to which the Gaulish nations and

the Low Germans, with wliom Caesar first

came in contact, referred their own con-

duct. Their movements, they said, were

occasioned and their policy must be ex-

plained by the constant pressure and

aggressions of tlic Suevians on llie

east.

cral of the leading German tribes and

refer to their place and character, using

such data as have been for the most part

furnished by the Roman historians, We
should say at the outset that the Ger-

man race along the line of the Rhine

was graded off in its qualities toward

the Gaulish type, and in like manner

the Celtic race was graded down along

the same line to the Teutonic pattern.

For more tlian twenty centuries this

, Ludctiuite selvage of the two races has
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continued to present itself as an indefi-

nite ethnie boundary. Caesar himself,

Hints in Caesar in the sixth book of the
oftheethuic

fj ij- J J'
^^^^ j^f,^^j tlj^.

selvage and m- '

teriocking. haziness of this border

line between the Gallic and (Germanic

nations. He informs us that there was a

time when the Gauls surpassed the Ger-

mans in valor, and instead of standing

in dread of the nations beyond the

Rhine, actually carried war into those

regions, made conquests there, and

planted colonies. vSome of the most

tact were the Helvetii and the Boii. In

a mutilated form, the designation of the

latter tribe has reappeared character of

in the modern name of the Sni^to
country of Bavaria. While the Romans,

the two nations here referred to claimed

to be of Gaulish extraction, the Treveri

and the Nervii claimed a German de-

scent. So also the Vangones, the Tri-

boci, and the Neuetes were all Ripua-

rian Germans. Their territories lay on

the Rhine banks, and they thus be-

longed, perhaps, to the Istavonian branch

IN IHK KHINE.-Ancikm Hkiui.e vr till

fertile parts of German ia were occupied

by Gallic tribes, of which the Roman
general makes mention of the Volcas

and the Tectosages. For centuries

afterward the character of these Gallic

coloni.sts could be detected in the popu-

lations lying along the borders of the

Hercynian forest.

It was in this region, namely, between

the wood of Hercynia and the rivers

Rhine and ^layne, that the Roman
legions first struck the barbarian nations.

The tribes with which they came in con-

of the race. In like manner the Ubii

were Germans, though their territory

was in the debatable land. It mig^it be

doubted whether the Batavi, whose

country touched the Rhine, were Sue-

vian in their character, but they

were a German rather than a Gallic

people.

One of the most powerful tribes in-

habiting the country bounded by the

Rhine, the Sala, and the Harz fc/reSt

were the Catti. They were a hill people,

and were much attached to the Hercynian
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wood.' They might be called the most

German of the Germans. None were

Race character- stronger or niore coura-

iomsofthr" gcous.
_

None had such
Catti. fierce visages or so great

vigor of mind and body. Of all the tribes

with which the Romans came into contact

in these northern regions, the Catti were

among the most fierce and invincible.

Their soldiery was made iip of infantry.

Their audacity in war and indifference

to death—provided always that it were

the death of a soldier—were conspicuous

among nations that had these qualities

in common. The youth of the Catti on

reaching maturity allowed their hair and

beard to grow, refusing to trim cither

until they had slain an enemy. Only

when they had struck down a foe in bat-

tle did they unvail tlicir countenances

and claim to be men. It was also a cus-

tom to wear an iron ring until some

enemy had fallen before the warrior.

The aspect of the countenance of these

barbarians was said to be dreadful alike

to friends and foes. In battle the im-

shorn who had not yet slain an enemy
were placed in the front line in order

that they might have a chance to become

men.

Quite different from the latter people

were the tribes of the Usipii and Tucteri,

who had their settlements on the Rhine

below where Mentz was afterwards

• The ilescription which Phny gives of the Her-

cynian forest, though marvelous, is sufficieiUiy pic-

turesque, aiul <loul)lless true to nature. He says

:

"The vast trees of the Hercynian forest, untouched

for .'iges, and as old as the world, by ihdr almost

immortal destiny exceed common wonders. Not to

mention circumstances which would not be credited,

it is certain that hills are raised by the repercussion

of their meeting roots ; and where the earth does

not follow them arches are formed as high as the

branches, which, struggling, as it were, with each

other, are bent into the form of open gates, so wide

that troops of horses ijiay ride under them."

built. These two tribes were united in

fortune. It was as cavalry that they

distinguished themselves Names and man-

in the wars with the Ro-
"^e"Lowe?"^

°"

mans. Riding the horse Rhine.

was the first accomplishment of the

youth of the tribe, and when war horses

were a legacy in a family, they were left

not to the eldest, but to the bravest of

the sons. Between the Rhine and the

Ems lived the people called the Bructeri

;

but other tribes were said to have

migrated into territories and expelled

them. During the time of their occu-

pancy, however, they w^arred fiercely

with the Romans, and exhibited all the

qualities for Avhich the Cicrman race was

noted in that age. They had the war-

like disposition, and frequently gave

battle to the neighboring nations of

their own race. In the first year of the

reign of Trajan, the Roman guard on

the Rhine were witnesses of a battle

between the Bructeri and another Ger-

man nation, in which sixty thousand of

the combatants W'ere .slain.

Thus we have proceeded down the

right bank of the river to the country of

the Frisi, those Frisians piaceofthe

who to a considerable extent ^;;^rjrand'the

contributed the blood of cherusci.

the present English-speaking race. But

they belonged rather to the Ingavones

than to the Istavonian or Hermionian

divisions of the German family. It was

into this country that Dru.sus, brother of

the Emperor Tiberius, made his way.

But he found the country .so difficult and

the ocean so great a barrier to his prog-

ress that not much could be done in the

way of conquest.

Tacitus in continuing his .sketch next

turns froin the.se regions, which may be

called Western Germany, to the right,

and enters the country of the Chauci.

Their territories lay between the Ems
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and the Elbe, running thence inland,

and touching the nations already men-

tioned. The Chauci were exceedingly

populous, and were accredited by the

Roman historians with a higher char-

acter as to justice, humanity, and prog-

ress than most of the other Teutonic

tribes. It is even said by Tacitus that

the Chauci provoked no wars, and that

they were not guilty of rapine or plunder.

But like the other nations of Germania,

they were on occasions fierce and valiant

We come now, in the country still ad-

jacent to the ocean, to the great nation of

the Cimbri. Their territories covered the

peninsula called the Cim- primitive Ger»

brie Chersonesus; that is, ^^^°l^,,.
Jutland, Schleswig, and sonesus.

Holstein. It might be more in accord-

ance with ethnic considerations to re-

serve the notice of this nation for the

Low German branch of the race. It is

quite likely that this region was non-

Suevian in its population. But what-

\V IV IhM ^ lEIN.- Cn VTEAU OF l'LOE\.- I)ra\vii by < -uiarj.

warriors, keeping up the fame of the

race in battle.

Next to this nation were the territories

of the Cherusci. We are here in the

country between the Weser and the

Elbe, that is, in Luneburg and Bruns-

wick. The Cherusci shared to a con-

siderable extent the peaceable character

of the Chauci, their neighbors. It is

said, however, that those German tribes

who adopted this policy deteriorated in

character, suffered in reputation among
their countrymen, and presently de-

clined. In course of time the Cherusci

were subdued by the conquering Catti.

ever may have been the place of the

Cimbri in the ethnic scheme, they were

one of the bravest—we might say most

terrible—of all the barbarian foes with

which the Roman legions had to contend

in the north. They were also one of

the most populous. Plutarch has esti-

mated the fighting men of the Cimbri at

three hundred thousand. The nation

had the passion of war, and their country

to the present day bears immistakable

evidences of the military spirit of the

ancient race.

The Cimbri appear to have employed

earthworks more than the other Gar-

i
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man nations. Lines of circumvallation

and other vestiges of a military kind,

The contest be- such as the Outlines of great

Ss and t^' encampments, may be seen
Romans. jn many parts of the

country. It was in the year 113 B. C,
in the consulship of Metellus and Carbo,

that the Romans first fell into conflict

Such was the valor of the race that it

extorted from the Romans unwonted ex-

pressions of applause. In vicissitudes of
t _,

.

.
the conflict

;

fact, the Cimbrians com- foretokens of

peted with Rome for the th'row?"^*'^'

possession of Gaul. One consul after

another, with his army, went down be-

fore them. Papirius Carbo, as we have

,-<^>,'JJJJV'.l

CI-MllRIANS iNVAlli.M; Kil.M \N I I.KKl 1 OKV.— llr;iwn Ijy liemlcrniaim.

with the Cimbrians ; and the battle may
be said to have raged for more than two

centuries. Tacitus declares in a word

that not the Samnites, not the Cartha-

ginians, not the Spaniards, not the Gauls

or the Parthians, had been the cause of

greater or more constant alarm to the

republic and empire than had these bar-

barian Cimbri of Lower Germanv.

said, was defeated by the Cimbri in the

year 640 from the founding of the city.

vSeven years afterwards Lucius Cassius,

the consul, w'as ovcrllirown in a bat-

tle with them in Switzerland. They
who survived the battle were obliged to

purchase their safety by the payment

of one half of all their possessions.

About the same time Scaurus was not
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only defeated, but captured and slain.

Caepio followed with the next disas-

ter, and then Cneius Manlius. Thus,

under the republic, five consular armies

were defeated by the Cimbrians and their

allies, and afterwards—under Augustus

—Varus, with his three legions, was an-

nihilated. No other such enemy at any

time rose against the mighty state of

Rome ; and the student of history fore-

sees already that ultimately, when the

empire shall have been weakened by its

vices and undermined by despotism, this

same northern race will overwhelm the

peninsula and plant the standards of

Wodin in the city of the Caesars.

We shall hereafter return to consider

somewhat the tribal life and character of

these great barbarians along the Baltic.

Source of the Meanwhile it must not be
Anglo-Saxon forgotten that from these
race ;

place of t>

the suevians. regions, ill proccss of time,

will arise and drift away those Saxons

who, in company with the Frisians and the

Jutes, will dominate our ancestral island,

and that at a subsequent time, several

centuries having elapsed, the Normans,

springing from the same coasts, will pass

into Western Gaul, plant themselves in

Neustria, take on a secondary develop-

ment, and thence carry, in the eleventh

century, civilization, power, and the

premonitions of song into Anglo-Saxon

England.

The discerning Tacitus understood

full well that the Suevians were not a

single tribe, but rather a family of na-

tions. He says, in a word, that they

occupied, in his age, the greatest part of

Germany. With the map before us, we
may trace their situation with the follow-

ing boundaries: the Elbe, the Vistula,

the Baltic sea, and the Danube. It is

believed that at the beginning of our era

they had even spread beyond these limits

to the Rhine ; and, as we have already

said, they were doubtless at this time

largely interfused with the Istavonian

nations on the banks of that river.

Odd was the device, simple and pecul-

iar, which the Suevian nations adopted

to distinguish themselves from the other

German tribes. They had suevians cou-

in some primitive time con-
^JTemVe'lv'^s a'p-

trived a characteristic ar- pear Titanic,

rangement of the hair, twisting it side-

wise and tying it in a knot, under the

poll. All members of the Suevian race

kept this badge of nationality even imtil

they were hoary with age. Some other

German peoples adopted it in imitation

of the greater nation. But the Suevian

slaves were not allowed to Avear their

hair in the fashion of freemen. They
were, on the contrary, cropped close and

shaven. It is said by Tacitus that the

device was of such a character as to

make the warriors seem taller than they

were, and that this feature of the nation-

al costume was promoted especially by

the chieftains, to the end that they

might appear gigantic in the eyes of the

enemy.

When Julius Caesar made his first

campaign into the Rhine countrj', he

found all the races in that Territorial divi-

region in a state of trepi- X°o'>foS'
dation before the Suevi. race.

He was informed that the country of the

latter was divided into a hundred dis-

tricts, each of which yielded a thousand

warriors annually, and that these were in

a condition of swarmery and migration,

throwing the whole country into turbu-

lence. It appears from the writings of

Tacitus that this territorial division had

respect rather to the organization of the

Semnones, the most ancient and noble

of the Suevian race, than to any other

of the tribes. If we may trust the judg-

ment of the Roman historians, it was in

the Semnonian territories that the very

4
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heart of Germany could be discovered.

The i^cople bearing this name werewont,

by their delegates, to assemble at a stated

time far in the shadows of the sacred

woods. There, with auguries and what

Tacitus calls "ancient terror," and with

the sacrifice of a human victim, they

were wont to celebrate the old Teutonic

orgy from which, in a measure, all other

religious practices of the race had arisen.

woods. In going into its gloom he
must wear a chain. None thought to

go in without this symbol of subjection

to the deity who was supposed to have
at this place his favorite haunt. The
worship was abject in its character. The
greatest of natures sink the lowest under

the dominion of superstition. If any
German in the sacred grove chanced to

fall, he might not arise, or even be lifted

CONFLICT OF ROMANS AND GKRMANS.—Orkmanicus ISukvinc; thk Honrs of tiik Lkgionakiks of Varus.

l-)rawn by Groszc.

We may dwell upon these rites. They
seem to have had respect to the origin

of the race, which the Sem-
Orlgin and char-
acter of the nones believed to have been
Semnonian rites. .1 i . 1 .

in this dark, almost imi)en-

etrablc, wood. "We have many times

spoken of the superstitious reverence

paid by the Germanic i:)eoples to the

primitive forest. Here this feeling and
its consequent practices were seen in the

highest stage of development. Nothing

could surpass the spirit of veneration and

awe willi which the ancient warrior of

this wild free people entered the somber

up by his fellows, but must roll o\-cr prone

on the ground until he should come to

the edge of the woods. By many other

marks the ceremonies were distinguished

as among the most awe-inspiring and ab-

solute of any to which the races of men
have submitted themselves in tlie liojie

of appeasing the invisible powers that

preside over the birth and life and death

of men.

Close to the Semnones were the Lan-

gobardi, those Longobards, or Lombards,

whom we sliall hereafter see issuing into

the historical foreground, conquering in
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Northern Italy, and planting there a king-

dom the reminiscence of which is pre-

served ti> Ihc present (la\' in the plain of

Lombard}-. In tlie first century of our

era the people so called were few in

numbers, and seem to have been sur-

rounded on every side with nations more
populous and powerful ; but their fame

even at this early epoch Glimpses at the

was great. Their gcograph-
^Jre? oTtht'"'

ical position was on the Longobards.

hither side of the Elbe, between Liine-

burg and Magdeburg. In course of

time, however, they were driven by the

Romans beyond the river, and they

there established themselves in what

was known as the ]\Iiddle Marche.

Next in order we may consider to-

gether several other of the Suevian

tribes: the Reudigni, the
Other Suevian

Adiones, the Angli, the tribes ; worship

Varini, etc., who had their

fastnesses in the German woods and

among the numerous rivers. It is said

by the Roman historian that all these

tribes united in the worship of the Earth,

to whom they gave the name of Iler-

tha. To her they attributed varioiu

interpositions for and against the pur-

poses and plans of men. The center of

this superstition seems to have been ia

the Isle of Heilegeland, or possibly in the

Isle of Riigen, in the Baltic. The myth
was to the effect that in this island, in

the center of a consecrated grove, was a

chariot hidden under a vail. So sacred

was this vehicle that none but the priest

might touch it, lest he die. lie in the

performance of ceremonies might know
when the goddess entered into the vail.

Then the chariot might be drawn about

by consecrated cows. Hereupon the

people gave themselves up to joys and

festivities. For the time war was for-

gotten, and armor was hung iip in the

huts. No hostile weapon might be

touched. It would seem that the cere-

mony was in the form of a procession.

At length the chariot was driven back

to its sacred place. The goddess

descended and was bathed in a holy lake

in the island, being assisted in her

i
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Eermnnduri
with the Ro-
mans,

ablutions by slaves. But these, when
their work is done, may survive no

longer—having seen the goddess Hertha.

They are accordingly swallowed up in

the lake.

In the region now occupied with the

countries of Anhalt, Saxony, and part of

Keiationsofthe Franconia, were the Her-

munduri. In the vicissitude

of things, however, they

shifted their locality into Suabia. In

the first century of the Christian era the

Hermunduri were in amicable relations

with the Romans, and were faithful

to treaty stipulations. Commerce was

carried on between the nation and the

Roman traders. !Many people of the race

were wont to go into Italy and to cross

back and forth without hindrance. In

course of time, however, the friendly

relations between the north and south

were broken \ip, and the Hermunduri
joined the Marcomanni in the war with

Rome. A violent conflict ensued, and

in the time of Marcus Aurclius the

Romans were victorious, reducing the

German confederates to submission.

In Bohemia and Moravia dwelt the

two great nations called the Marcomanni

TheMarcoman. and the Quadi. The for-

mer were the more famous

and powerful. They it

was who succeeded in expelling the Boii,

who had given their name to the coun-

try, from their primitive seats. The
Marcomanni came originally from the

head-waters of the Danube, in Wiirtem-

berg. Their name of Mark !Men, that

is, Boi-dcrMcn, was doiibtless given to

them from the fact of their original

residence on the outskirts of Germany.

We are here in a country which

Tacitus calls "the van -^^ Germany."

The Narisci and the Quadi had their

territories on the Danube, in these

extremes of Germania. It is thought by

nl and the Qua-
di ;

" the vau of
Germany."

the Roman historian that among the

two races the institution of monarchy
had been more highly developed than in

most of the German tribes. The heredi-

tary principle had been recognized, and
the two royal families of Maroboduus
and Tudrus furnished the kings of the

country. These sovereigns became at

length tributary to the Romans, but

were allowed to continue in authority

under the patronage of the empire.

On the other side of the Marcomanni
and the Quadi lay the countries of the

]\Iarsigni, the Gothini, the views of Taci-

Osi, and the Burii. It was ^SroothS'^^nd
the opinion of Tacitus tteosi.

that two of these tribes, the Gothini and

Osi, were not Germans. To one he

attributes a Gallic, and to the other a

Pannonian, language. As the countries

inhabited by these two peoples lay with-

in the limits of Hungary and Silesia, it

is probable that the opinion of the

Roman author was correct. For we
know at the present time that some of

the peoples of this region are Asiatics of

a later date than the German immigra-

tion. It was said that these races paid

tribute freely to the Romans, and were

more subservient than any of the Suevian

tribes.

The next races enumerated were terri-

torially distributed between the Oder and

the Vistula, occupying parts of Silesia,

Brandenburg, and Poland. Glimpses of

The ancient names of the ^^^S^a^efaT"

races inhabiting these re- the Vistula,

gions were the Arii, the Helvecones, the

IManimi, the Elysii, and the Naharvali.

We might suspect the non-Germanic

character of these peoples also; but their

religious rites, their adherence to the

practice of the Germans in celebrating

their superstitions in sacred groves, and

other facts w^ould lead to the belief that

they, in common with the Suevi, were of
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Teutonic descent. A peculiar worship,

however, is referred to these races. It

is said that the meteoric exhalations

which are seen on the masts of ships

were thought by these people to be di-

vine, and that the phenomena in ques-

tion constituted the basis of a superstition

which has been preserved to the present

time in the Catholic belief in what is

called the fire of Saint Elmo. Doubtless

the ignus fatuus seen in the countries to

which we here refer furnished the ori-

gin of a religion which was thought by
the Romans to have some features in

common with the worship of Castor and
Pollux.

To the Arii, one of the nations just

mentioned, has been attributed a char-

acter of extreme ferocitv.
Character aud
habits of the They Certainly had some

manners and customs of

a kind to warrant their reputation. In

addition to herculean frames and the

usual German strength and rapidity of

movement, the Arii painted their bodies

black. This was not meant for orna-

ment, but for terror. Their shields were
black also, and their appearance in battle

is said by the Roman historian to have

been infernal, to which he adds the com-

ment that in all human battle the eyes are

the fii"st part subdued.

It is clear to the discerning view that

the geographical positions assigned by

Tacitus and Pliny to the Doubtful geog-

Germanic nations were not ^o^^^pl^yVftha

clearly apprehended by Eoman writers.

the writers. Geography at their epoch

was hardly a science. It was believed

by the most learned of the Romans that

many of the peninsulas along the Baltic

coast Avere islands. The insular char-

acter was constantly given to Sweden

and Norway. It appears to have been

one element of the marvelous to say, as

Tacitus says of the Suiones, that they

were situated "in the very ocean." If

so, we find ourselves again among the

Low Germans of the Baltic. It can

hardly be doubted that the Suiones in-

habited the Danish islands of Langland,

Zealand, Laaland, Funen, and the great

Scandinavian peninsula. We must note

that out of these regions, adjacent to the

territories of the Cimbri, the Normans
came after man}'- centuries to give the

last ethnic modification to the English-

speaking race.

Chapter
IERE we are on the

borders of a larger in-

quiry, and that is the

origin of the Goths.

Of all the Germanic
nations, these pro-

duced the greatest ef-

fect upon the history and civilization of

after times. To the Goths was reserved

the destiny of overthrowing the Roman
empire and of introducing a new order

in Europe. It was theirs to give their

.—The Goxhs.

own name to a style~of architecture which

has rivaled that of Greece and Rome in

its extent, variety, and beauty. In their

language was published Foremost place

the first book composed in tlo:X^L..
a Germanic tongue, the Bi- manic nations,

ble of Ulfilas. Doubtless a part of this

nomenclature and this diffusion of Gothic

influence into the modern world must be

referred to xne erroneous usage of the

ancient and mediaeval writers in apply-

ing the name Gothic to the whole Ger-

I
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manic race; but the prominent part

which the Goths played in the drama of

European history, in the times of trans-

formation from the third to the sixth

century of our era, fully warrants the

application of their ethnic name to the

facts above referred to.

If we pass over the mythical and semi-

historical epoch of Gothic history, we
find the race concentrated on the Dan-

ube. We have alreadv referred to their

a sort of consensus to the effect that the

race is to be identified with the ancient

Getae; but there have been very many
other names advanced and defended as

the original tribal title of the Goths.

The identity of the Gothic nations

with the Getae has been maintained by
Jordanes and Grimm. Gib- views of various

bon was of the opinion that f„"g*^,ToHgTno^

the Goths were out of Scan- t^e race.

dinavia. Ptolemy refers the people

VIEW IN UACIA.—Dkven.—IJrawiiby D. Lancelot.

location in the two provinces of Further

Supposed iden- and Hither Dacia, and to

Go^thslndthe their issuance from those

ancient Getae. seats on their final eniption

for the conquest of Italy and .Spain. Be-

yond this horizon there is great con-

fusion. To this day it has not been cer-

tainly determined to which of the tribal

names employed by Tacitus, Pliny, and

Cicsar the Goths should be referred in

their origin.
M.—Vol. 2

At tlic present there is

whom he calls the Goutai to the country

of Scandia. In the Anglo-Saxon Lay of

Bco-u'ii// there is mention of the people

called the Geatas. Pliny speaks of the

Gaudae on the lower Danube—a seat not

far from Dacia. Such other names as

Guttones, Gothones, Gothini, Gotones,

Geth:e, Guddae, and Gothi are em-

ployed by the ancient ethnographers

and historians, but always with a cer-

tain indefinitcness as to the situation and
-44
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historical character of the people so

called.

These divergencies of views are

brought out in this connection from the

fact that the situation ascribed by Taci-

Probabie move- tus to the Suiones is prob-
mentsof the

^^^^ that out of which the
G-otns in the ^

prehistoric age. primitive Goths, whatever

may have been their name, arose. The
careful ethnologist, and particularly the

skillful linguist, will not have failed to

notice the close analogies of the Moeso-

Gothic tongues, as exhibited in the

fragmentary manuscript of Ulfilas's

Bible, with the Low Germanic lan-

guages. It may, therefore, be assumed

that before the differences between High
and Low German were so clearly drawn,

as they afterwards were, in the devel-

opment of the two families, the ances-

tors of the Goths issued from the north

coimtry, probably in proximity with the

Baltic, turning thence across Germany
till- they were brought up in their prog-

ress by the interposition of the Dan-

ube. Here the secondary stage of their

development began. Here their na-

tionality expanded. The nations bear-

ing the Gothic name became populous,

and at the close of the fifth century

finally issued in overwhelming force for

the conquest of the Western empire of

the Romans.

Some modern critics have complained

of the loose way in which ethnic names

Errors of the were used by the Greek

^'iT^'^!;?,;^^ and Latin writers. It hasmer community
of races. also been pointed out in a

critical spirit that the old authors were

disposed to use obsolete ethnic titles in

describing the nations of the north. In

this way such names as Scytliian and Sar-

matian are frequently given to the Teu-

tonic peoples of whom we have been

speaking, and particularly to the Goths.

In considering these matters, however.

we should remember that two thousand

years ago the ethnic lines in Europe lay

much closer together, and that the dif-

ferentiation of peoples then floating

about in the tribal state was not nearly

so complete as it afterwards became.

We must bear in mind that there was a

prehistoric epoch A\^en even the Celts

and the Teutonic peoples floated in the

same channel ; a time when the differ-

ence between them consisted in the dis-

tinction—and little more. With this

allowance for historical perspective, we
may disregard the errors and cross-nam-

ing of the ancient authors. In the great

group of nations here before us we shall

have presently, by emergence, the West
Goths, the East Goths, the Vandals,

and the Gepidas; but there was a time

anterior to such emergence when all of

these four great nations drifted as a

common tribe, speaking the common
tongue to which we may very appropri-

ately give the name of Gothic. ^lany

other tribes, such as the Taifalae, the

Bastarnse, the Peucini, and others, had

also a common origin in the Gothic

stock. It has even been conjectured

that the strong race called the Alani,

presently to appear conspicuous in the

epoch of the Prankish ascendency, had

their descent from the Gothic stirps. It

is certain indeed that the small nation

called the Tetraxita; were cognate with

the East and West Goths, their kins-

men.

It appears that the two great divisions

of the Gothic race, of whom we are now
to speak, were known in their own tongue

as the Greuthungi and Separation of
° the East and

the Tervingi. The names west Goths;

of East Goths and West saxons^^"

Goths were subsequently apj^lied to

them because of their geographical sit-

uation ; and these latter words passed,

by a bastard-Latin change, into Ostro-

1
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goths and Visigoths. We have seen in

England the nomenclature of the Saxon

kingdoms determined on the same prin-

ciple. There were East Saxons, South

Saxons, and West Saxons, according as

the tribes were distributed into Essex,

Sussex, and Wessex—corrupt forms of

East Saxony, etc. By an odd coinci-

dence one of the later kingfs of the East

while thereafter they sink out of sight.

During the larger part of the fourth cen-

tury the relations of the Gothic race with

the imperial government were vacilla-

ting and precarious. Meanwhile, how-
ever, chiefly on account of their conver-

sion to Christianity, the Visigoths, with

the consent of the emperor, passed over

the Danube and were permitted to settle

GOTHIC r.OnVCrARD of TRAJAX.— l-rom llie Victory Column of ihal emperor.

Goths bore the name of Ostrogotha ; and
some have made a fanciful derivation of

the name of the race from this sover-

eign. Pi't to do so is to reason back-

ward.

Looking at the question before us his-

torically, we find that up to the third

Historical century of our era the Goth-

&Tn%°ha''' ic nations bore upon the
early centuries. Danubian frontier of the

empire, pressing hard upon that border,

by invasions and incursions. For a

within the limits of the Roman domin-

ion. .Such was the beginning of that

cisdanul>ian Dacia which became the

gateway through which poured all the

roaring waters of Tcutonism until Italy

was flooded and the imperial govern-

ment swept away. Meanwhile, on the

eastern side, the Ostrogoths had had

many relations, some of amity and

others of hostility, with the Greek em-

pire, whose seat was at Constantinople.

But the Eastern Ciesars were wiser in
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their generation than the AVestern ; for

on that side the Goths were not permitted

to plant colonies and find vantage inside

of the limits of the empire.

Of all the barbarian states around the

borders of Rome the Dacian common-

intimate reia- wealth of the Goths had for
tionsoftheGoth- ^ ^j^g ^^^^ intimate
ic peoples \\'ith

the Romans. relations with the impe-

rial government. We have already re-

ferred this fact to the conversion of the

Goths to Christianity. This happened at

the middle of the fourth century, and

was accomplished through the agency

of Ulfilas and his rendition of the Bible

into the Gothic language. Before this

WAR COSTUMES AND MANNERS OF THE GOTHS.
Section from the Column of Marcus Aurclius.

time, from about the beginning of the

second century, the Dacian nations had

been a source of terror to Rome. In

the times of Caracalla and Alexander

Severus the empire adopted the plan of

quieting the Goths with an annual sub-

sidy. It has been claimed that the next

empei"or, Maximin, was himself a (ioth

by birth. We may easily perceive how
the Praetorian Guards and the other ac-

tual powers of decaying Rome might

conclude that it was better to save the

resources of the state for themselves and

to put a foreigner into the purple, than

to pay exhaustive tributes to a barbarian

nation.

At the middle of the third century, in

the reign of Philip the Arabian, the

Goths passed the Danube
_

'^

.
Outgoing oftne

and laid waste the province race into foreign

of Moesia. Soon afterwards
'^®^'°"^'

the Emperor Decius perished in battle

with them. Their successes at this

epoch encouraged their audacity, and

they began to sally forth far and wide.

They even took to sea, and the clamor

of their arms was heard as far as Trebi-

zond. Soon afterwards they effected a

permanent lodgment in the Tauric Clier-

sonesus, then known as Crim, now the

Crimea. In general, the Eastern Cae-

sars defended themselves with success.

In 269 the Em-
peror Claudius in-

flicted so serious

an overthrow on

the nation in Dar-

dania that an em-

jjhatic pause was

put to their prog-

ress.

Meanwhile the

Gothic chiefs had

adopted the pol-

icy of seeking set-

tlements south of

the Danube. In the first place, the

conquest made hy Trajan Ascendency of

,1 r J.1 4 • .. ,. „ ^ Ermanaric ; his
north of that river was attempts ai or-

relinquished, and the ganization.

Gothic frontier was extended to the

north banks of the stream. The vent

thus ofiven to Gothic adventure was satis-

fled, and a period of ninety years elapsed

before the peace was again seriously

broken. In the fourth centurj' the na-

tional hero of the Ostrogothie peoples

arose in the person of Ermanaric' He
was the Charlemagne of the Gothic na-

tions. Doubtless the story of his career

and the organization of the Gothic king

' Frequeiuly written Hermanric.

P
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dom is in part mythical, but the period

was full of important historical move-

ments. It can not be doubted that Er-

manaric extended his sway and suc-

ceeded in uniting a great part of the

Germanic peoples between the Danube
and the Baltic sea, and that many Slavon-

ic tribes yielded to his rule. Tiie whole

event was similar to the episode of Char-

lemagne in Western Europe. There was

in the case of the Ostrogothic king, how-

ever, a total lack of institutions to sus-

tain his authority

sonal, and was

doubtless s u s -

tained by his com-

manding abilities

and greatness of

character. In

other words, it

was a head-chief-

tainship rather
than a sovereign-

ly in the modern
sense of that term.

But his ascend-

ency showed the

.possibility of com-

bining the Germanic peoples under a

common rule, and foretokened the dis-

aster which was sure to follow to the

civilized peoples of the south when-
ever .such a cf)mbinati(m of the Teutonic

powers .should be jicrmanently effected.

About tlie same time Athanaric ro.se

with like distinction among the Visi-

RiseofAthan- goths. But it docs not ap-

pear that he ever .secured

so complete an ascendency

among the West Gotliic chiefs as his

rival did in East fTothia. The position

of the O.strogothic hero brought him into

immediate contact with Rome. In 365

he made a treaty with the Emperor Va-

lens, and now for the first time the

Christian religion played a part in tlic

intercourse between the Romans and
the barbarian states on the Danube.

The story of Ulfilas, the great part

which he performed in the early history

of his race as the apostle of Christianity,

has become well known to all students of

history. He was the father at once of

the religious transformation of the Goth-

ic race and of Teutonic literature. Not
the translation of the Scriptures by Al-

fred into the vernacular of liis West-

Saxon countrymen, not the rendering

His rule was per- 1 of the .same by Luther into German, had

aric and the
apostle of the
Ooths.

GOTHS SUING FOK I'KACK.

Drawn by Bartoli-BcUorius, from Column of Marcus Aurelius.

a more marked effect iipon the subse-

quent destinies of the Anglo-Saxon and

German peoples than did the work of

Ulfilas in tran.slating the Bible into

Gothic.

His life and career were the result of

ethnic conditions and movements. Ul-

filas was bom in 311. His History of ui-

mother was a Christian cap- "codexAigen-

five out of Cappadocia, who teus."

had been carried off in 267 by a Gothic

raid into that country. She was taken

in marriage by a Gothic chieftain, and

Ulfilas was thus born of the marriage of

Asia and Europe, of the past and the

future, of Old Aryan and New Aryan

blood, of Christianity and paganism, of

tlic civilized condition and barbarian
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freedom. It is doubtful whether any

character, even that of ©ante or Wallen-

stein, more happily illustrates the in-

dividual results that are likely to flow

from the union of diverse bloods. The
superiority of the youth led to his being

sent at an early age as a hostage to

Constantinople. There he became con-

verted to Christianit}', for the founda-

tions had alread)- been laid by his

mother. He became an Arian Chris-

tian. He rose to reputation in the city

of the Eastern Cas.sars, and was taken

under patronage by Eusebius, Bishop of

Kicomedia. B}- him Ulfilas was ordained

as a missionary bishop and sent back to

his Gothic countrymen. To them he

preached, and them he led b}' his elo-

quence to the abandonment of pagan-

ism and the substitution of Christianity.

His next work was the translation of the

Bible into Moeso-Gothic. Of this great

work modern times has received a frag-

mentar}' inheritance. In the library of

Upsala a manuscript containing parts of

Ulfilas's work is preserved. It is known
as the Codex Argcutcus, or Silver Manu-
script, and to this we are indebted for

our knowledge of the Gothic tongue as

it was spoken and written at the middle

of the fourth century of our era.

It was a seven vears' struffo-le amonof

the Visigoths on the left bank of the

Rhine whereby Christianity was dis-

visigoths accept scminatcd among the peo-

^!^r:S.r pie. The Gothic king of
the Danube. the West Goths, who was
perhaps that same Athanaric of whom
we have spoken, was violently opposed

to the innovation. He was a pagan of

the pagans, and resisted Ulfilas as a

disseminator of poisonous seeds among
the people. It was this condition of

affairs that led to the petition presented

by the Gothic bishop to the Emperor
Constantius for the privilege of remov-

ing the Christian Goths to the other

side of the river. The petition was

favorably entertained, and an emigration

ensued. About the middle of the fourth

century A. D. the new Gothic state of

Dacia within the Danube was estab-

lished. The event is conspicuous in

history, and the historical and ethnical

results that flowed therefrom have per-

haps not ceased to operate to the present

time.

Jleanwhile the new religion spread in

the country beyond the Danube, and

both East and "West Goths spread of the

became converted to --^^^,Va ^.^

Christianity as it Avas pro- part company,

fessed and expounded by the followers

of Arius. It is not unlikely that the

spread of the new doctrines among the

nations was one of the principal causes

of those dissensions by which the sover-

eignty of Ermanaric was broken up.

The Visigoths were detached from their

kinsmen bj- the .same circumstances. At
the same time the northern frontiers of

Gothland began to be pressed by the in-

coming Asiatic Turanians. The Huns
now struck the Gothic borders. With
the death of Ermanaric the subject na-

tions regained their independence ; but

this circumstance rendered them less

able to beat back the Asiatics. The
East and the West Goths here part com-

pany historically, and ai^c never again

united. The great body of the former

remained in their seats beyond the Dan-

ube and were conquered by the Huns,

but the remainder of the West Goths

crossed the river and began those move-

ments which were destined lo end only

with the establishment of a Visigothic

kingdom below the Pyrenees. Even

Athanaric was drawn into the emigra-

tion.

The Romans now became alarmed.

War broke out, and in i'"^ the emperor.
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Valens, was killed in a battle with the

Goths at Adrianople. A few years later

Historical vicis- Theodosius the Great made
Eitudes of the
Gothsinthe peace With them, and in
fifth and sixth .

,

, ^

,

centuries. the Same year Athanaric

visited Constantinople, where he died.

After the death of Theodosius the peace

hard after by the Ostrogothic invasion

of Italy. These great movements, the

overthrow of the Western empire, first

by the Herulians, then by the Goths, and

then by the Lombards, and the subse-

quent establishment therein of a king-

dom, first by the Ostrogoths and then by

H7-

was broken. The Goths quarreled with

the ministers of Arcadius and chose

Alaric as their king. The rest is known.
In a .short time the great campaign be-

gan which carried the West Goths

through the whole extent of South-

western Europe. This was followed

the Lombards, are themes which fill up

the history of the latter part of the fifth

and the beginning of the sixth century

of our era.

The movements of the Visigoths into

Spain, and the planting of their dominion

in that peninsula, were almost contem-
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poraneous movements; and the con-

quests of the \'andals and the planting

Southwestern of their powei" in Southern

by^rvShs Spain and in Africa are but
and Vandals. parts of a common Ger-

manic irruption by which the political,

civil, and ethnical condition of the larger

part of Southwestern Europe was com-

pletely changed.

In the foregoing sketch several refer-

ences have been made to the language of

Mediaeval Ger- the Goths as the oldest of

rowTfCm the Teutonic tongiies to

M<Eso-Gothic. take the literary fonn. This

fact has given special interest to the

fragments of ^Ireso-Gothic literature,

and particularly to the translation

of the Scriptures by Ulfilas. The
oldest of our manuscripts contain-

ing fragments of this work and.other

Moeso-Gothic productions do not go back

further than the fifth century, though

the subject-matter was composed at an

earlier date. At the time of which we
speak, namely, while the West Goths

were still resident in Mcesia, neither the

language nor the people had departed

by any great degree from the common
type of all the Goths, and indued of all

the Germans. For this reason we may
accept the fragmentary West-Gothic lit-

erature as a fair exhibition of the Teu-

tonic languages in that stage of their

evolution through which they passed

from the beginning of our era to the

fourth century.

The language thus presented is of great

interest, as it constitutes the most valid

Common deriva- and certain evidence of the

andGr«r°"" community of the Aryan
Italic races. nations. It provcs bcvond
(lou])t that the great stream of Indo-

European life which flowed northward

out of Armenia, around the Black .sea,

and into Europe from the country now
known as Great Ru.ssia, had an original

identity in its source and character with

the South-European stream which flowed

into Europe by way of Asia Minor, the

^Egean sea, and the southern peninsulas.

Moeso-Gothic lies much nearer in its

forms, its grammar, and its vocabulary to

the Graeco-Italic languages than do the

modern tongues of Germany, Sweden,

England, and the New World. It is easy

to determine by the comparison of the

linguistic elements present in the works

of Ulfilas with those of the later Anglo-

Saxon the rate of progress by which the

Low German tongues of Holland and
England were departing from the origi-

nal Teutonic stock. In many parts of

Mceso-Gothic we see how much closer

the language then was to Greek and

Latin tlian modern German is to Italian

or French. The branching out of lan-

guage from a common radical is thus

ilhistrated, and the whole scheme of

linguistic growth suggested in outline

and character.

The destinies of the Gothic language

were peculiar. It perished by violence

and vicissitude. Hardly Destinies of

any other great speech of
^.^^''Ji'l^de^'o;

primitive Europe has left the race,

a smaller trace in the subsequent lan-

guages of the continent than has this

powerful Gothic. In its original home,

at least in the i-egion where it found its

first literary expression, it did not long

survive the emigration of the Goths.

The reader must be constantly reminded

to how great a degree in all such move-

ments the inhabitants of the Teutonic

states were pressed from their seats by

the incoming tide of Asiatic barbarism.

Virtually the Goths were forced across

the Danulie. Tlic residue of the race

was left in the countries which it had

occupied for several centuries; but the

body of the language departed with the

body of the natii)n.
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The moving peoples were destined in

their two streams to flow into Italy,

Teutonic peo- France, and Spain. In the

Tl'r'^rrfrr first and the last of these
Latins and min-
gled therewith, countries the race found

lodgment. France was to them rather

a land of transit than of occupation. In

Italy and in Spain the Ostrogoths and

the Visigoths were conquerors, but both

peoples, particularly the latter, had ab-

way vSpain was occupied by the ^"isi-

goths. Here the destruction was less

than in Italy. In both countries it was

an occupation. The occupation imposed

upon the Roman peoples a new ethnic

element. The Teutonic family was

spread over the Latin races. It is in the

nature of things that when intelligence

and learning are subjugated, they in

turn subjugate. The vehicle of the

ViKW IX GOTHLAND.—The Stridel.—Drawn by D. Lancelot.

sorbed the principles of Christianity to

the extent of modifying the barbarian

disposition to destroy. In general, the

peoples were much more civilized, much
less dispo.sed to barbarity, than were the

Angles and the Saxons, those Ingavo-

nian Germans who poured into Great

Britain. The Roman Italians were

reduced to subjection. A third of the

lands was taken by the conquerors, but

the inhabitants were not swept away as

with a barbarian besom. In the same

latter conquest is language. Latin con-

quered Gothic in both Italy and Spain.

The conquerors learned the language of

the Roman and Spanish peoples. Its

superiority as a vehicle of expression,

and particiilarly as a vehicle of law and

of religious conquest, asserted itself.

In a short time all the young Goths of

both divisions of the race learned the

superior language. It was under this

process that the Moeso-Gothic tongue, as

cultivated in South Dacia by Ulfilas and

I

I
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the other Christian apostles, rapidly dis-

appeared, and its place was taken by

TheLatinian- Latin. The latter language

^Ts^eecro/ suffered, of course, much
the north. corruption in the process.

It was to a certain extent Teutonized.

But it nevertheless prevailed over the

strong tongue of the north, and became

in some sense, under the influence of the

conquerors, the germinal Italian and

Spanish of later ages. It thus happened

that in a comparatively brief space of

time not only the literary beginnings of

the Gothic race,

but the very

language in

which the same

were embodied,

was s w e

away. Nor h

it to any con-
[

siderable ex-
j.

tent reappeared I

—except in the s •

was not Arianism, but Catholic Chris-

tianit}- that conquered the colony in the

Tauric Chersonesus.

On this account the missionary out-

post thus planted was better supported

by the mother Church Rome favors the

than were the West Goths, ^^^^^^
who were regarded as here- institutions,

tics, and frequently treated accordingly.

Rome always looked with disfavor on

the progress of Visigothic Christianity

in the West because of its deviation

from the established standards of doc-

menclature of ^^ '

"
"

'

"^ ' " - -
—

the tongues of

Southwestern
Europe—in any country or in any dialect.

It is one of the minor, but not less in-

teresting, pages of mediaeval history that

bears the account of the preservation in

, the East of a small division
Preservation of

a Gothic people of the Gothic race. We
In the Crimea. , ^

.

. , , , ^have mentioned above that

the Tauric Chersonesus, depending from

the north shore of the Black sea, bet-

ter known in modern times by the name
of the Crimea, was penetrated in the

early part of our era by a division of

the Ostrogothic race. It was in the

times when Christianity was making its

first inroads among the Teutonic peo-

ples. The Crimean Goths fell under the

influences of evangelism, just as did

their fellow-countrymen in Dacia ; but it

KUMC AI.l'llABET.

From Codex No. 270. iu tlie Library uf Sainl Ga?K

trine. But the Crimean Christians suf-

fered no such depreciation. The situ-

ation was such as to favor permanency.

As a result the Gothic language, and to

some extent the Gothic institutions, were

maintained in a part of the Crimea long

after the Latin tongue and the Roman
law had triumphed over both in the West.

It is one of the surprising incidents of

ethnic history that as late as the six-

teenth century the Dutch traveler De
Busbccq, who visited the eastern parts

of Europe at the middle of that cen-

tury, found tlic remnants of tlic old

Gothic colony still intact in the peninsula

which they had now possessed for more
than a thousand years. The language

had also maintained its integrity to a
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considerable extent, and the institutions

of the people were evidently an out-

growth of purely Gothic antecedents as

modified by the influence of the Eastern

empire and Greek Catholicism.

In this connection it may prove of in-

terest to refer to the writing of the Teu-

The expression tonic nations, particularly

cha\t?ers t\^e
tO that of the Goths, aS illuS-

highest of arts, trative of their condition

and progress. We should not be far

from a sober statement in saying that

the expression of language, the pictorial

representation of thought by means of

written characters that may be gathered

and perused, thus conveying from mind
to mind the thoughts, concepts, and evo-

lutions of the intellect and the imagina-

tion, is the highest of all human arts.

The use of such a vehicle of expression

marks clearly the beginning of the era of

national consciousness, and foretokens the

first soiigs and first histories produced

by a race of people as the embodiment
of their thought and hope concerning

themselves.

The Teutonic races had reached this

stage at the time of the first excursions

of the Romans into the north. It must

not be understood that Ulfilas and the

men of his time invented or

introduced writing among
the Gothic nations. Their

work was rather in the nature of a revo-

lution than an invention. Long before

this time the Goths and other Teutonic

peoples possessed a written language.

The alphabet was made up of those char-

acters to which scholars have given the

name of Runes. Of this style of writing

there was a threefold development: the

first in Germania, the second in Scandi-

navia, and the third in Anglo-Saxon

England. Rune was the name given in

general in the Teutonic tongues to a

letter of the alphabet. It appears that

Ulfilas did not
invent but per-
fected; the
Runes.

at the first this method of communi-|

eating thought was a secret. Perhaps

the priests desired to keep it so. In'

Anglo-Saxon the word ri'in means a

secret. The verb rjiian signifies to

whisper. It is likely that the old pagan

lore was whispered from ear to ear, and

that the characters in which it was re

corded were called riaia. Certain it is

that such characters are plentifully scat-

tered among the archaeological remains

of all the nations of Northwestern Eu-

rope. As to the character of the letters,

they had much of that square and uncial

form which was peculiar to all the prim-

itive alphabets. The whole history of

the transformation of alphabetical writ-

ing may be summed iip in the change

from the rectilinear to the curvilinear

character.

Such an alphabet, strictly Runic in

origin and development, was in use

among the Goths before the The Goths adopt

time of Ulfilas. It was ^";"/!"'r^^*retain some
this which he employed as Runes,

the basis of that style of writing which

he introduced. His work consisted es-

sentially in the introduction, or substi-

tution, of the Latin alphabet for the

Runic characters. A few of the sounds

of the language, however, could not be ^
well represented by the Latin characters.

Such was the letter thorn
( |) ), equiva-

lent to the Greek t/u'ta {& ). To supply

this deficiency the Gothic character was

retained. vSo also was the urn
( P ),

equivalent to the modern w. The
Gothic character ei/h

( ^ ) was also re-

tained, not only in ^Moeso-Gothic, but in

Anglo-Saxon, as the equivalent of M.
As for the rest, the Latin letters were

substituted in the Gothic literature ; and

the same peculiarities mark the develop-

ment of the Scandinavian tongues as of

Anglo-Saxon.

We have spoken of the rapid union
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of the Gothic nations, after their de-

parture from the Danube, with the

Ethnic streams Italian and vSpanish Ro-

mlthod o^/ge-
mans- It is in this respect

ography. that the human river dif-

fers from the river of geography. The
stream does not always seek out and

find for itself a new valley and a new
channel, but it frequently becomes con-

fluent with other streams already exist-

ing. The old geographers, ignorant of

the science of the earth, were wont to

KINKING HORNS OF THE GOTHS, INSCRIBED WITH RUNES.

Found in Schleswig.

draw their rivers so as to run into some
other with which they were acquainted

or of which they may have chanced to

hear. The first maps show this device

as a means of concealing ignorance.

The ethnographic map would present

many such departures from the geo-

graphical method. We have seen how
the Italians and Spaniards of the mod-
ern ages are classified as branches and
developments of the Latin race—this

notwithstanding the fact that they have

swallowed up the powerful Gothic streams

which flowed into Italy and Spain at the

close of the fifth and the beginning of the

sixth century. It may be frankly ad-

mitted that it is on the basis of language

as much as on the basis of blood that the

ethnological classifications of modern
times have been constructed.

In the foregoing sketch of the Goths

we have departed entirely from the n?-.

rative of Tacitus. It was imperfect views

impossible that that truth- ^^J.^Sr
ful and critical author Goths,

should foresee—living as he did from

55 to 1 17 A. D.

—

the peculiar devel-

opments upon
which the German
nations were to en-

ter. He could not

predict the great

Gothic evolution,

and we should not,

therefore, expect

to find in his pages

the premonitions

of the Teutonic ex-

pansion on the

Danube, and the

irruption from
that quarter into

the empire.

The same may be

said of the Prank-

ish nations, uponwhose historywe are now
to enter. But before pa.ss-

Outlines of the
ing to the consideration of visigothic evo-
. 1 T . • i •! ii lution in Spain.
the Istavonian tribes on the

Rhine, it will be proper to point out that

feature of Gothic civilization which pre-

sented the race at its best estate. This

was the Visigothic evolution in Spain.

The particular element in the national

life of the people in that country had re-

spect to the development and institution

of law. Among all the Teutonic peoples

the Visigoths had the largest success in

the institution of a regular form of gov-
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emment. The constitution and the

statutes of the race have been cited in

all subsequent ages as models of excel-

lence. Advocates of Christianity have

held up the example of the Visigoths in

their institutional development as an ex-

ample of what the conversion of the race

to Christianity was able to effect in sub-

stituting for the personal legislation and

unsystematic laws of the pagan Goths a

new code, regular and general in its

character.

No doubt the improvement of the Visi-

gothic race by its conversion to Christian-

Relation of ity iiad much to do with the
Christianity to . ^ _

the enlighten- institution of the great
mentofthe ., r t^ 1 i i -ii-
Goths. councils of 1 olcdo, and with

the superiority of the lawmaking proc-

esses which the Spanish Goths there de-

veloped ; but the real success of the Visi-

goths in improving their constitutions

and jurisprudence was on the historical

and ethnical rather than on the religious

side. Their long contact with Rome

—

even before their migration began—had
led them to absorb the Roman principles

of civil polity. They became acquainted

with that vast and regular constitution

which the Romans had created through

centuries of experience and trial. Chris-

tianity was the channel of intercourse

through which this acquaintance was

chiefly acquired. The Goths once hav-

ing made themselves familiar with the

constitution and laws of Rome, could but

admire and imitate those formulas in the

creation of new statutes and rules of

administration for themselves. It was

from this circumstance that the Visi-

gothic legislation at the councils of To-

ledo was of so high a character and

contrasted so favorably with the partial,

personal, and inadequate lawmaking of

the other Teutonic races.

Chapter LXXXVI.—Thk Kwank:s» anu the Vaxdals.

'jHE name of Franks

was not applied in

Ca-sar's time to any

of the German la^itions.

Though he traversed

the regions subse-

quently occupied by

the peoples of this name, he used other

titles for the tribes which he here en-

The name Frank Countered. The Same may

ciaSicTeih*''* be said of Tacitus and
nography. Ptolcuiy. Though they

discussed the Istavonian Germans, they

do not use the name of Franks as ap-

pellative of any of the tribes of thd

Rhine. It is the opinion of Grimm that

the word is of comparatively recent date.

It is known, however, to have been in

use as early as the reign of Aurelian,

at the middle of the third century.

Doubtless the name Franci was adopted

by these peoples from its meaning of

frank, or free. Since the nations so

called dwelt on the western and north-

western frontier of Germany, and since

this line was the one most assailed by the

Romans, the people came naturally to call

themselves Franci, for the reason that

they had maintained their freedom.

At the first these nations dwelt on

the right bank, that is, the German side,

of the river Rhine. Afterwards, how-

ever, they prevailed on the left bank,

between the Rhine and the contact of Ro-

Mouse, and it was here that ^ Ĵi'nVh^e'

the name Ripuarians, or Ri""e.

People of the Bank, was applied to them.

The country thus occupied within the
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natural limits of Gaul extended from

Alsace to the sea. In the year 240 the

Catti, of whom we have alreadj' spoken,

HLODWIG BECOMES A CHRISTIAN.

Drawn by F. E. Wolfram,

crossed the Rhine at Mentz. Among
these people the General Postumus re-

cruited his army and succeeded in lead-

ing the Germans against their country-

men, driving them back across the river

and making his capital at Colonia. But

at length the lands

of the Ubii and

Tungri, extending

from Ardennes to

the Rhine and the

Meuse, were oc-

cupied by the

Prankish nation,

who took the name
of Ripuarian.

About the same

time the Salian

Franks also
crossed the river

and occupied the

country southwest

of the Lower
Meuse. Near the

close of the third

century they are

found engaged in

naval warfare
along the coast of

Gaul. In 358 the

Emperor Julian

allotted the district

of Toxandria to

them. From this

time forth it was

common to find

the Roman armies

of the north re-

plenished with
Frankish soldiers.

Other prominent

men of the nation

rose to rank at the

R o m a n court.

The frontier line

of the empire on

the north began to recede. In the

beginning of the fifth century a great

battle was won by the Franks at Cam-
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Fraukish king-
dom under
Elodvrig.

brai, and their standards were ad-

vanced to the river Loire. The Salians

The Saiians be- now fixed their capital

^XsAarrj'^ ^t Dispargura, the mod-
rism. em Disiburg, just as the

Ripuarians had fixed their seat of gov-

ernment at Cologne. Their friendli-

ness to the Romanswas such that

they henceforth for a time consti-

tuted a barbarian bulwark against

barbarism. The invasion of the

Huns under Attila was repelled

at Chalons mostly by the Franks

in the Roman army.

It was the Salians rather than

They establish a the Ripuarians
who extended their

conquests into Gaul

and laid the foundations of

France; that is, Frankland.

Their sovereign, Illodwig, better

known by his Latin name of Clo-

vis, was the king under whom
the Salians became masters of

Northern Gaul. Meanwhile the

Ripuarians remained in their

seats on the L^'pper Rhine. The
latter became Christianized at an

earlier day than did the Salians.

The student of history will recall

the fact that Clotilda, wife of Clo-

vis, was a Christian, and that in

his campaign and battle Illodwig

abandoned the wild goddesses

whom he had worshiped in bar-

barism, and appealed to Clo-

tilda's God to give him the vic-

tor}'.

The family of Clovis constituted

what was called in Cicrman the Merwing
House, that is, the Mert)vingian, a name
Beginnings of which was applied to the

fhrGoTiir ''i-«t German dynasty ruling
kingdoms. Jq France. Meanwhile an

Oriental, or Eastern, division of the

Frankish race drifted back into Gcr-
M— Vol. 2-45

mania, and gave their name to the coun-

try ever afterwards known asFranconia.

There was thus an Eastern as well as

a Western dominion established by the

Frankish adventurers who had planted

themselves along the Rhine.

The general career of the Franks thus

h^f^

ANCILNT ART WOKK OK IHE KRANKS.—IVORY UOOK COVER OF

THE NINTH CKNTfRV.
From the original in the Lutivi^.

making their way into Gatil and fixing

their barbarian kingdom on the ruins of

the Roman ascendency, was very similar

to that which the Msigoths planted in

Spain, and the Ostrogoths in Italy. Of

the three Gothic kingdoms, that in Italy

lasted from 4<)i tintil 553 A. D., embrac-
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ing the three reigns of Theodoric the

Great, Totila, and Theias. Euric, King

of the Visigoths, ended the Roman do-

minion in Spain in 471, and the country

FKANKI^ll \\.\KKloKS, u^ noKV (nVKK ol- ii<_)OK, 'lll'Jl i,ii I

BE THE WORK OF A FKANKISH ARTrST.

From original in the Louvre.

remained a Visigothic power until 711,

when King Roderic, called the last of

the Goths, fell in the battle of Jerez—

a

period of two hundred and forty years.

In France the ^lerovingian House was in

the ascendant from the accession of Clo-

vis, in 481, to the overthrow of the

dynasty by the Carlovingian Pepin I, in

the year 752, a period of two hundred

and seventy-one years. These epochs

of ascendency in the three coun-

tries represented the first period

of German history in the West.

We have already seen how the

two Gothic divisions in Italy and

Spain were absorbed „
.

^
.

The Franks ab-m the Latm race, sorbedtythe
rj^i , 1. • Latinized Gaols.
i he same thmg may
be said to have happened in France.

The Franks, though conquering,

the Merovingians, though predom-

inant in the political life of the peo-

ple for nearly three centuries, suf-

fered a fate very similar to that

which their Gothic countrymen

had experienced in the south.

They modified the Latinized Gaul-

ish race already in possession of the

country, but w-ere themselves amal-

gamated therewith ; and out of the

amalgamation arose that mediae-

val France, and at a later period

the French people of the modern

epoch. The whole movement may
be regarded as an infusion of the

new, vital barbaric blood into the

veins of races which were growing

old in the countries west of the

i-lhine and between the Baltic and

the Mediterranean.

It is not our purpose to trace the

course of historical events during

the ascendency of the House of

Pepin in primitive France, or to

describe the transformation which

occurred in the political life of the

country with the accession of Char-

lemagne. The personal personal char-

character of the Prankish ^^^rraTt'ol tie

race was almost identical Franks,

with that of the other West Germanic

nations, and their institutions likewise
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were of the common Teutonic pattern.

The Franks are described as physically

a powerful people, having the fierce

looks and the audacity of countenance

peculiar to all the German tribes. They
were said to have a scowl about the

brows which made them terrible to look

upon when in anger. They had also the

gleaming blue eyes and light red hair

which the races of the south always

ascribed to the East Gauls and the Ger-

mans. Their limbs were powerful, and

their stature so great as to dwarf the

Romans in comparison. They wore

their hair so long, and it was of so fine a

quality, as to be greatly in demand as an

article of commerce in the cities of the

south. The fashionable ladies of Rome,
in the later days of the empire, bought it

with avidity as an ornament of the head.

It has been said that the weapons, of-

fensive and defensive, of the Prankish

Weaponry ofthe Germans were somewhat

^^"'kla'^lfx'' peculiar to the race. The
Ripuaria." frcvica, a javclin tipped with

iron to be hurled at the enemy or used

in close encounter as a spear, is thought

by some to have given the name to the

race. The battle-ax was called the

francisca. The Franks had the same
heroic qualities which were possessed

by many of the free tribes of Germany.
The Siegfried Saga nearly all related to

the victorious progress of the Frankish

nation. In these legend, tradition,

myth, and ancient ethnic story are blend-

ed with the beginnings of authentic his-

tory. To the Franks also are ascribed

the beginnings of the constitution and
jurisprudence of the French race. From
them was derived the Lex Salica, or Salic

law, and also the Lex Ripuaria, some-

what later in its date. These funda-

mentals of the Frankish statutes of the

Merovingian times refer in their origin

to the fifth and sixth centuries.

There are also principles in the Salic

law which were formulated before the

ajjproach of Christianity. In such parts

of the Frankish constitution The Saiic laws

there is no evidence that L^Te^iS^
a feudal nobility or a sys- ^iou.

tem of land tenure by fief had any ex-

istence in the earliest ages of the Frank-

ish kingdom. The only grades of peo-

ple referred to in these earlier parts of

the constitution are the king, the free

Frank, and the slave—the latter a pris-

oner of war. The Salic law in course

of time gained a great influence in the

statute-making and jurisprudence of me-

diaeval France. Some of its principles

were incorporated and reincorporated

with the constitutions of the kingdom,

and some of its provisions have contin-

ued vital to the present day. Such, for

a single example, is that law called by

preeminence the Salic law, prevalent in

France and in several other Western

kingdoms, whereby women are ex-

cluded from the descendants* rights as

it respects political power and land-

ownership by primogeniture.

ilany efforts have been made to find

in the usages of the Franks the evi-

dences of that aristocratic Myth and tra-

organization which was des- ^^^:,t^^
tined to take French so- aristocracy.

ciety in its clutches and to seek its ante-

cedents in the immemorial usages of the

race. But such efforts are futile. The
officers of the Franks were not such by

hereditary descent but by election, and

their choice to the principal places in the

nation did not alter their rank as citi-

zens. It has been claimed that even the

Salic law in its first intent has furnished

but a narrow basis for the claim ad-

vanced in royal houses in favor of the

precedence of male-born children to the

inheritance of the crown. It was be-

lieved or assumed in French societ}- as
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late as the last century that the nobility

of the kingdom were the lineal descend-

ants of the family of Clovis. It ^vas also

held that the members of this family

were distinguished in their physiognomy

and bearing from the peasantry of the

third estate. But critical inquiry has

failed to show any ground for such as-

sumption. The noble houses have been

ing out westward from the valley of the

Rhine and extending its supremacy to

the western sea. It was a Gradual and

long time before the right ij^^ored ascend-
to & encyofthe

of the race, as set forth in House of ciovis.

the claims of the Merovingian and Car-

lovingian princes to rule France, was
acknowledged. The consolidation of

the Prankish nations and the gradual

NIJRMAN SDI. DUCKS Dl' THK KI.KVENTH CKNTURY—TYPES.

SO much multiplied and the various fam-

ilies so much diluted with foreign blood,

that any and all distinctions of feature

and bearing which may have existed at

an earlier age have long since passed

away, so that the claim of the noblesse,

in the age of Louis XVI, that they were

of a diflferent descent from the body of

the French nation had no other basis

than arrogance and pride.

AVe thus see the Prankish race spread-

suppression of feudalism, which was only

the developed form of the clan-life of

the Germans, were not effected until the

reign of Louis XI, a short time before

the discovery of America.

It can never be known with certainty

in what proportions the problem of race

Franks and the other pre- '^:^::^
occupying peoples of Gaul ^''^ French.

were combined in the formation of the

French nation. Here, again, we have the
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same problem presented which we have

considered in the absorption of the Visi-

goths in the Spanish peninsula, and of

the Ostrogoths with their rivals, the

Longobards, in Italy. On the whole, it

is safe to assume that the percentage of

German blood, of German life, and Ger-

man institutions contributed to the for-

mation of the new race in France was

greater than the percentage of Gothic

influence in Spain and Italy. But the

original Gallo-Roman population con-

tinued to be more numerous than the

conquering Franks, and with their Latin

lansfuaofc and institutions asserted them-

selves more and more until the Latin

character became predominant in the

new French nation. The same process

was revived in the case of the Normans,

who, issuing from the Baltic coasts,

took possession of Xeustria in the ninth

century, and who, notwithstanding their

complete ascendencj' in that countr}',

nevertheless, in the course of a single

century, accepted the language, the cus-

toms, and the institutions of the subject

Latin race.

The Franks gave their name to

France ; the Normans, theirs to Nor-

mandv. So also the Bur-
Origin and his-

torical haps of gundians, of whom we are
theBurgundians. . , ,. -i <. jnow to speak, contributed

their ethnic title to the country of which

they possessed themselves. Burgimdy
lay between Champagne and Alsace on

the east, Auvergne on the south, and

the Limousin and Touraine on the west.

It passed thrtnigh the stages of duchy

and kingdom on its way to a consolida-

tion with the state of France. The
Burgundians, bearing the ancient name
of Burgundi, were out of Germany.

Their original territory lay between the

Oder and the Vistula. From this seat

they were driven by the nation of the

Gepidae. On their expulsion they

settled between the Mayne and the

Neckar. At the beginning of the fifth

century they joined their fortunes with

other Suevian tribes, the Alans and the

Vandals, crossed the Rhine into Gaul,

and, under command of their king,

Gundicar, penetrated the country of the

Saone and the Rhone. In course of

time Geneva and Lyons were the succes-

sive capitals of this district.

To battle with the Franks was the

characteristic of the first centurj- of the

independent existence of the Burgun-

dians. In 436 Gundicar was slain by

the Huns. His son Gunderic was an

ally of the Romans against Attila. Gun-

debald, one of the succeeding kings,

was the author of the early Burgundian

legislation, which was summed up under

the title of Lex Gundcbalda. Like the

West Goths, the Burgundians at an early

age embraced Arian Christianity.

In 554 that King Gondemar was

slain by the Franks, who henceforth

asserted their supremacy in Movements

Burgundy. The king just H^l^^l
mentioned was the last of France.

the old Burgundian dynast}'. When,
after the death of Charlemagne, disin-

tegration became the order of the day,

Boson, a Burgundian chieftain, husband

of Ermengarde, who was the daughter

of the Emperor Louis II, refounded the

independent kingdom of Lower Bur-

gundy. But in 882 Charles the Fat

restored the Frankish ascendency over

the countiy. Aftei-\vards, by a revolu-

tion. Upper Burgundy and Lower Bur-

gundy were united in the kingdom of

Aries, and this, in 1033, was united to

Germany by Conrad II. Afterwards

the country became the countship of

Franche Comte, and this was absorbed

by Charles the Bold, who stood at once

in his day for the independence of Bur-

gundy and the maintenance of the old
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feudal liberties of France. He yielded

to his rival, Louis XI, and lost both his

claims and his life in the battle of

Nancy, in 1477.

Another of the out

going Germanic nations

were the Vandals, who
in like

Emergence and
ethnic descent manner
of the Vandals. .

,

gave their

name to a country which

it has ever since re-

tained. Far down in

Spain lies the province

of Andalusia, manifest-

ly Vandalusia, if the

word had not lost its

. initial. According to

Tacitus, the Vandali

were assigned to a por-

tion of the countr}'

which associated them
with the Low Germans

;

and it has been agreed

by modern .scholars that

they were allied with

the Goths. Their an-

cient seats appear to

have been in Branden-

burg and Pomerania.

In the second century

they came against the

borders of Bohemia,

where the mountains

now called Rie.sen-Ge-

birge took their name.

In 271 they were de-

feated in battle by Au-
relian. The conditions

of peace were that they

should annually furnish

two thousand confederates for .service in

the Roman army.

In the early part of the fourth century

the Vandals were overthrown by the

Goths, and in their desperate condition

they sought and obtained from Rome
the privilege of settling in the countrj- of

Pannonia. The Western empire was
now in a cnnrlitinn of decline. In 406

OLD lllUll GERMAN TYTES—SICURD AND BRONHILD.

the V?./idals crossed the Rhine and

plunged into Gaul. Stilicho, the gen-

eral of Honorius, is said to have been of

Vandal extraction. Loyal as he was, he

was accused of sympathizing with his
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countrymen, and having procured their

invasion of Gaul. This was the grava-

They make their 'I"-"- of the charges against

r/thwe'stand ^m. A battle of the Van-
conquer Spain. (Jals with the Franks result-

ed in a loss of two thousand of their

warriors and their king. In 409 Gun-
deric lead the nation across the Pyrenees.

There were two divisions of the invad-

ers, one of Avhich occupied Galicia and
the other Andalusia. For twenty years

the war was kept up between the Van-
dals on the one side, and the Romans,
Goths, and Suevians, by turns, on the

other. It appears that the division of

the Vandals which had first entered Gal-

icia passed over into Andalusia and
joined their countrymen in the occupa-

tion of that province.

Twenty years later the Vandals

w'ere invited over into Africa. Gun-
deric perished, and the

Northern Africa
aisobecomesa power of the nation passed
Vandal state. .. .. , , r ^ • -i

into the hands of his il-

legitimate half-brother Genseric, Avhose

name is most associated with the desti-

nies of his race. He is represented as

having been short of stature, limping in

his gait, having little of the heroic about

his person, but possessing greatness of

character and filling his life with heroic

deeds. He put himself at the head of

eighty thousand men who composed his

nation, and on the invitation of Boniface,

Count of Africa, passed over into that

country and took possession of a large

part of the coast. All the cities of Ro-
man Africa, with the exception of Car-

thage, Hippo, and Cirta, were taken by
the Vandals in 430. The siege of Hippo
was unsuccessful. In 435 the Emperor
Valentinian HI made peace with the

Vandal nation, conceding to them the

African province which had belonged

to Rome, with the exception of .Carthage

and a small strip of adjacent territory.

Thus in the south we see the planting

of a German state by tribes which had
been thrown into migration and conquest

by the pressure of the barbarians on the

east of Germania proper.

We may now contemplate the German
race thus thrust out into the countries

bordered on the west by
Summary of the

the Rhine and the Dan- topics thus far1.1 J- considered.
ube, the separation of

the same into tribes and nations, and
the gradual differentiation of the Teu-

tonic family into three great families

of High Geraians, Low Germans, and

Scandinavians. We have thus far spo-

ken of the High Germanic evolution,

and have considered it in the epoch

extending from the third century B. C.

to the eighth century of our era. In the

later developments of the race, we have

not paused to look at the conservative

Germanic element which remained in

ancient Germania, gradually growing

toward the form and substance of the

modern German people, but rather have

considered the emigrant portion of the

race as it broke over the Danube and

the Rhine, dividing into different chan-

nels, one of which overflowed Italy, an-

other Spain, and another France.

^Meanwhile the greater ethnic proc-

ess of dividing the Low German family

from the High Germans was going on.

In all the country which coasted the

Baltic and the North sea the Ingavonian

tribes were passing into a new type of

character. We may now consider them

as separated from the parent stock, and

planted in the maritime regions and low

marsh country of the north, about the

estuaries of the great rivers which roll

down out of Germania and Northern

France and Holland into the inhospitable

waters of the Baltic and the North sea.
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CHAPTER LXXXVII.—Old Xorth Germax Trioes.

ERE it was that a Teu-

tonic people, called in

general in modern
times by the name of

Dutch, took their rise.

This people has had

for its ancestors sev-

eral of the tribes whom we have already

named. The Cimbri, the Suiones of

Tacitus, and many other Germanic na-

tions furnished the material out of which

the Dutch states of the north were peo-

pled. We are here, however, more con-

cerned to note the features of ethnic de-

Influence ofhab- parture between the Low

;,V;stca;rrc- ^^^ the High German divi-

teristics. sions of the race. These

were, in the first place, physical. That

is, the Dutch from a very early period

took on a physical character easily dis-

tinguished by broad lines from the

primitive nations beyond the Rhine.

The physical peculiarities of a people

must be referred in a large measure to

climatic environment. Habit has also

much to do with determining the ma-

terial characteristics of a given family

of men. But habit in its turn is for the

most part traceable to the exigencies of

climate. We must in the ages now be-

fore us think of the pressing out of the

Germanic races from the bottom of that

territorial cylinder into which they had

been driven by the piston of barbarism.

There were three vents to relieve the

pressure in the bottom of the vessel.

Environment of One was by Way of the Dan-

ube ; another by way of the

Rhine ; and a third by the

way of the North sea coast and the Bal-

tic. The Gothic nations found their

exit by the first named vent ; the Franks

the Jutes and
place of the
Seixons.

and the Vandals, by the second ; and the

Dutch, by the third. At the time of

which we speak the Baltic coast beyond
the mouths of the Rhine was known by
the general name of Frisia. It was from

this part of the country that the Frisians

issued, and not only they, but also the

Angles, the Saxons, and the Jutes. It

is thought that Jutland and Angleland

still mark in modern geography the

seats of the primitive barbarians who
took to the sea in their boats and ulti-

mately overran England. The Sa.xons

were further from the coast, but joined

the movement which carried barbarian

invasions into the Hollowlands and

finally into Britain.

Holland itself was in the first place

filled with these adventurers. There is

no part of the world in which the land

and the water are more contention of

mixed together than on this Te^oast'Sf
°°

northern coast. The land Holland,

fights for its e.xistence, and the sea for

its supremacy. The mouths of all these

northern rivers are estuaries, which are

overflowed when the tide sets in from

the sea or exposed as dry land when the

tide is out. It is also a region of storms

and excessive tempests. The Baltic is

lashed landward by the howling blasts

that lift high the sea and fling it upon
the land. To contend with such a situ-

ation required all the courage and au-

dacity of man.

But the old Ingavonian barbarians

faced this country and took it. They
planted themselves in .set- The ingavonian
,

,

. . 1 . 1 barbarians be-
tlements that were exposed come the hawks

to the wrath of every "ft^^^^^^-

element which has for its work destruc-

tion. Not only .so, but tlic barbarian
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habit, the passion of battle, the vacil-

lation from one locality to another, and
the love of spoil were still uppermost in

the character of the Low Germanic peo-

ples that drifted along this bleak, terri-

ble coast. In adventure, they took to

the water. They became the hawks of

the sea. They were pirates, hunters of

men, drifting far out in their open boats

to even greater bulk than that of the an-

cestral stock. Under the rude and fog-

gy climate, changing ever and anon to

blasts of cold and snow, the bodies of

the people became thick and short.

The athletic majesty of form which the

primitive Germans had borne from the

times of Cas.sar and Tacitus was modified

under the influence of the sea and the

DIKES OF THE UnLLl IWI.ANUS.

on a stormy sea that would have en-

giilfed an argosy.

Meanwhile those influences of climate

of which we spoke abo\;e began to mod-

Modifications in ifv the phvsical character,

TJ:Zoft^. and perhaps the pa.ssions.

'o^^<^^- of the.se Dutch sea kings.

It can not be said that they dwindled

from the stalwart bodily form which

they had in the German woods. If

they sank to a lower stature, they spread

lowlands, and pas.sed into that thickset

and coarse type of personality which has

become proverbial in all history as the

physical expression of the Dutch and

the Anglo-Saxons.

In the times of Ca;.sar the country be-

tween the Rliinc and the „
Place and condi-

Scheldt was occupied bv the tionof theBelgaa

,, , , ,

,

Ti
' and Batavi.

Bclga;, whom the Roman
historian terms the bravest of all the

Gauls. In the primitive ages it can not
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be doubted that the country was Celtic

in its population. The Belgians were so

regarded, but it was already observed

that they differed not much from the

Germans who dwelt beyond the Rhine.

a patriot of the Netherlands, having

learned in the Roman armies the actual

condition of the empire, marking the

wrongs which both Gauls and Germans
had suffered at the hands of the provin-

Here also dwelt the Batavi, who were
still more clearly Teutonic in their ori-

gin and character. After the conquest

of Gaul by the Romans the Belgic peo-

ples were reduced to a friendly relation.

In the year 69 A. D., Claudius Civilis,

FRISIANS AND SAXONS IN BATTLE WITH THE
FRANKS.—Drawn by F. \V. Heine.

cial government, wrought upon his coun-

trj'^men to ri.se against the oppressor.

He joined the Celtic and Teutonic pop-

ulations of Frisia in a common effort to

wrench the country out of the hands of

the Romans. The success which attend-

ed the movement was considerable.

Holland and Belgium were liberated,

and the left bank of the Rhine as far as

Alsace was cleared of the Roman au-

thority.

At length the General Cerealis was

sent to the north and began The Batavians

to restore the imperial ^rn^ue^fbTt^
sway. Claudius Civilis was Franks,

obliged to yield, and the Batavians again

submitted to the conquerors. The old
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frontier between Gaul and Germany was
restored. The next agitation of the

country was caused late in the third cen-

tury by the invasion of the Franks.

Two centuries later Clovis overran the

Netherlands, and all of South Holland

yielded to his sway. After the death of

Clovis the Saxons, in the course of the

fifth and ^ixth centuries, planted them-

selves in Overyssel and Drenthe. They
took up arms against the Franks, and,

backed by the Frisians, maintained the

struggle during the whole of the Alero-

vingian ascendency in France. Nor did

these northern warriors yield to the

Frankish generals tmtil they were at

last reduced by the genius and prowess

of Charlemagne.

The next great event in the destinies

of the northern race was the conversion

TheLowGer- of the people to Christiau-
mans are con-
verted to Chris- ^^y. This happened in the
tianity. rcign of Dagobert I. In

battle with the Frisians and Saxons at

the town of Wiltenberg, the Franks

were victorious. This was at the close

of the first quarter of the seventh cen-

tury. Wiltenberg became Utrecht, the

capital of the Netherlands. This was
the physical institution of Christianity,

biit the moral reform was wrought a

half century later by Willebrod, Bishop

of Northumbria. He operated in the

Netherlands under the avithority of

Pepin of Heristal. Limburg, North

Brabant, Utrecht, and other provinces

were one by one pervaded by the new
religion, and the people were brought

over to the Christian standard. After

the death of Willebrod, Wolfram of

Sens took up the work, and at the

middle of the eighth century he was
succeeded by vSaint Boniface, who was
called the apostle of the Germans. It

was at Dokkum, in Friesland, that he was

brought to martyrdom while preaching

among the heathen. No people ever

more stoutly resisted the impact of

Christianity, none ever more stoutly

maintained the ancient paganism than

did these barbarians of the country lying

along the North sea and the Baltic.

The student of history will quickly

recall how under the direction of Witte-

kind, in the age of Charlemagne, the

Low Germans, particularly the Saxons,

still stoutly resisted the progress of the

Christian monks, and how it required all

the power of Charlemagne's govern-

mental and military machinery to bring

them at last into nominal subjection to

the gospel. His plan of enforcing

baptism on the natives is one of the

most spectacular episodes of the Middle

Ages.

Charlemagne also imposed on the

Hollanders the French system of land-

ownership. The country was parceled

out among dukes and counts. A portion

of the land was also set Development of

aside for the bishops of the l\^^f,^eHoi-
Church. Brabant became landers.

a dukedom. Flanders, Holland, and

Guelderland were made into countships,

and the country about Utrecht consti-

tuted the bishopric of that name. This

arrangement furnished the basis of that

feudalism which, under the degenerate

descendants of Charlemagne, became

virtually an independent system. The
Bishop of Utrecht had under his domin-

ion the northern portion of the Nether-

lands, South Holland, and a part of Zea.

land ; and the Saxon bishops of Miinstei

and Osnabrtick ruled the eastern dis.

tricts. The southern part of the coun.

try was under the dominion of the

Frankish bishops of Cologne, Liege,

and Doornik. In course of time the

dukedoms were divided up into count-

ships and into gaz/s. Each £-aii had as

its center a walled town, where the
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count lived, and with his judges admin-

istered justice. These towns were also

the commercial seats of the various

tribes. Each district was subdivided

into marks, or villages, and over each

mark, or village, was the headman who
acted as judge in local causes. In the

northern gaus the Frisians were pre-

received for his inheritance North Bra-

bant, Guelderland, Limburg, and modern
Belgium. Flanders and a part of Zea-

land went to Charles the Bald, while the

countries on the right bank of the

Rhine were a.ssigned to Louis the Ger-

man. A border-land was thus again

established between Gaul and Germany.

NAllVh.-. Ul- LKk I.N IriE ZbVULk ZEI-..— I- kl.il AN I Vl'LS.

dominant, in the middle districts the

Saxons, and in the .southern the

Franks.

What is known as the treaty, or parti-

tion, of Verdun, was a landmark in the

^^ . , history of the Dark Aires.
Ethnic results

^

' ^
of the treaty of The SOUS of Charlemagne

adopted the plan of divi-

sion instead of the plan of consolida-

tion. Lothaire, son of Louis the Pious,

When Louis II died, without heirs, his

uncle Charles the Bald gained possession

of all the Northern Netherlands, to-

gether with Friesland. But there was

great fluctuation, many as.signments and

rea.ssignmenls of territories in the re-

mainder of the ninth and beginning of

the tenth century.

If we turn to the consideration of the

country we shall find it a woodland
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swamp, in a region in constant debate,

between the sea and the land. There

The Northmen were two means of com-

t^Vange'rV^nf munication in these ages,

his raids. one by way of the broad,

shiggish rivers, and the other along the

Roman roads which had been made
through the country. We have now
arrived at the time when the Northmen
from the shores of the Baltic made their

way to the west, penetrated Holland,

and began their ravages along the river

banks, many times inducing the Saxons

and the Frisians to join them in their

forays and expeditions. In the reign of

Louis the Pious these freebooters were

given the district extending from Wal-

cheren to the river Weser. They
gained possession even of Utrecht, and

planted themselves firmly in the coun-

try. It was Rolf the Ganger who seized

Walcheren , and in a few j'ears occupied

Nimeguen. He extended his conquest

as far as Cologne. His campaigns were

higfh-handed in the last degfree. He
took Aix, capital of Charlemagne, and in

the very chapel of that emperor stabled

his own and his companions' horses. A
full-blown barbarian revel was cele-

brated in the land until what time Charles

the Fat. by the payment of large sub-

sidies, induced Rolf to withdraw into

his own estates.

Among the people inhabiting the

northern coast, those Lowland Germans

Native seats of who have given their

Ja:e?actng\f' "'-^nie to the different coun-
two qualities. tries and who may be

defined as the uncles of the English-

speaking race, the Frisians should have

prominent mention. Their native seats

seem to have been between the We.ser

on the east and the Scheldt on the west.

Their territories never extended very far

from the coast of the German ocean. A
part of Schleswig, however, is still

inhabited by people of Frisian descent.

It is thought by Dr. Latham that the

ancient Frisian settlements extended

eastward as far as the islands of Funen
and Zealand, and well up into Denmark.

To the latter region the name of Frisia

Minor, or Lesser Frisia, was given.

The early history of this people i
•

obscure, legendary. On the whole, tht

Frisians were lacking in two peculiarly
|

Germanic qualities. They displayed

neither political ambition nor the migra-

tory habit of life, and both of these cir-

cumstances have made against them in I

national development. So far as Rome
was concerned, the nation became tribu-

tary to the republic in the times of

Drusus Germanicus. The subsidy which

the Romans exacted was in oxhides,

but in course of time it was decreed that

the hides should all be of a certain

superior quality which the Frisians
|

could not well produce. They accord- '

ing-lv revolted, and in 28 A. D. made a

trial of arms with the empire. It is

said in the Auiials of Tacitus that they

compelled the Consul Corbulo to grant

them a senate, a body of magistrates,

and a constitution. But for their own
future good behavior they gave host-

ages to the Romans.

It is said that the ambassadors of the

Frisian nation on going to Rome on a

certain occasion walked Relations of the/

into Pompey-s theater, and, ^^ifthe^Rf
without invitation, took mans,

their seats among the senators. Their

audacity won the admiration of the

Roman people, but the emperor refused

to grant them the district which they

were attempting to colonize. One of the

reasons for giving prominent mention

in this connection to the people, called

Frisians is because their language most

nearly of all represents the continental

type of Anglo-Saxon, and because the
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warriors of the nation %vere drawn along

in great numbers in the movement
which brought the Angles and the

Saxons from their seats into our ances-

tral islands.

As the Frisians gave their name to

Friesland, so the Jutes gave theirs to

Jutland marks Jutland, the Upper portion

twe^wo:;. "f the Danish peninsula,

maus and Norse, jt is believed bv ethnog-

raphers that this country was the Thule

of ancient geography. With more cer-

tainty it may be identified with the Cim-

bric Chersonesus. As the Rhine consti-

tutes the border line between the High
and Low German families, so Jutland

marks the divisions between the Low
Germans and the Scandina\'ians. Some
critics have identified the ancient inhab-

itants of this peninsula with the so-called

Geuthi of Ptolemy, and have agreed that

they came by a reflex migration out of

Scandinavia on the northern coast of the

Baltic.

The reader will not have forgot-

ten how the final settlements and na-

tional development of the Celtic races

in the west of Europe were peninsular

and insular—how Bretagne and Corn-

wall and Wales, the Scot- -why the jutes

tish Highlandsand Ireland,
l^tbariirad"

became the ethnic resort of venture,

the Celts, hard pressed as they were by
the stronger peoples from Gaul and the

East. We may see the same ethnic con-

ditions here transferred to the Teutonic

race, and illustrated in the peninsular sit-

uation of the Jutes. It was for this rea-

son that these people first of all took to the

sea and led the van of the barbarian voy-

ages which carried the Teutonic peoples

to the coasts of England. It is airreed

that after the departure of the Romans
the Jutes were the 'first to plant them-

selves on the shores of Britain, Another
circumstance, that of climate, led to the

transference of large bodies of the pen-

insular barbarians of the region now
before us to the low-lying, oak-covered

woods and river lands of Britain. Taine

has called it "a rude and foggy land

—

like their own."

Chapter LXXXVIII.—The: Axglo=Saxons.

HE nearly two hundred
million people who
now speak the English

tongue can never lose

their interest in that

branch of the Low Ger-

manic race called the

Anglo-Saxons. It is accepted by eth-

nologists as a fact that the three tribes

of Germany, the Jutes, the

Angles, and the vSaxons,

who came into our ancestral

islands,had all a common Teutonic origin.

The Angles as well as the Jutes, whom
we have just described, dwelt in the pen-

M.— Vol. 2—46

Place of the
Angles and the
Saxons.

insula of Jutland. In the adjoining prov-

ince of Holstein there is a region called

Anglen. It might not be regarded as

fanciful to recognize this as Old England
and Britain as New England. Certain

it is that the primitive continental home
of our ancestors was in the countries now
known by the general name of Denmark
and in llie adjacent coasts, that of the

Baltic on the east and that of the North

sea on the west.

If we look, however, for the habitat

of the Saxons, we shall find it to have

been somewhat more widely spread than

that of the Jutes and Angles. They
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were dispersed in general from the

delta of the Rhine to the river Weser.

When a portion of the race broke loose

from this coast and followed their con-

federates, the Angles and the Jutes, into

Britain, the remnant of the race left be-

hind in its continental abode became
known as the Old Saxons, to distinguish

them from the Anglo-Saxons who took

possession of Britain. It appears that

the term Saxon came into use as an

ethnic name for the confederacy of

tribes by which Britain was subdued. It

is believed that the word is from sarx,

meaning the short sword with which

the barbarians were armed.

About the time of the withdrawal of

the Roman authorities from Britain, at

Expeditions of the middle of the fifth

SfntT'' century,_ while Vortigern,
Britain. x\iq British king, was con-

tending with Aurelius Ambrosius, two

chieftains of the Jutes, bearing the

somewhat mythical names of Hengist

and Horsa, took to sea from the penin-

sula of Jutland, and in 446 or 447 A. D.

arrived in the Isle of Thanet with three

vessels and a band of followers. vSucli

was the beginning of that barbarian in-

vasion which was destined not to cease

until the Danes had peopled the north of

England—aye, imtil the Normans of

the eleventh century, who followed

William the Conqueror, had come over

from Neustria and subverted the Anglo-

Saxon kingdom.

Thus the vSaxons were divided into

two branches : the Old Saxons left be-

^ ,, . , hind in Westphalia, and
Fatal invitation ^ '

of Vortigern; the Allglo-.SaXOnS of
story ofRowena. t^ i •, t^ i i .

t-ngland. It has been al-

leged that Vortigern invited Hengist

and Horsa to come over into Britain and
assist him in his conflict with the Ro-

mans and afterwards the Picts. If so,

it was the most disastrous invitation

which the leader of one nation ever

tendered to another. It is said that the

war of the now unsupported Britons

against the Picts and the Scots was made
successful by thq alliance of Vortigern

with the Jutes and Saxons, and that

their services were recognized by the

British king by the cession to them of

the Isle of Thanet. All the world has

heard the story of the alleged marriage

of Rowena, daughter of Hengist, to

Vortigern, the British king. She had

the reputation of being the most beauti

ful princess of her time. Rowena, at

one of the feasts of the allies, carried a

goblet of wine to Vortigern, saying in

Saxon, " Wass heal, hlaford Coming,"

that is, " Health to thee, my lord king."

But Vortigern did not understand the

saying until it was explained to him.

Then "Drinc heal" was the answer,

that is, " Drink a health." Froin Row-
ena's ^^•ords of li-ivs lual the word ti'as-

sail, said of the drinking cup which was

passed around at feasts, was long pre.

served in England.

Meanwhile the appetites of the Jutes

were whetted Avith what they fed on.

They demanded larger ter- Nuned cure

ritories, and when these ofXho^t^s"""
were refused joined with the ^^ad.

Picts and Scots in conquering the island.

Nimed cure scaxas, that is, "Take your

swords," became the signal for declaring

war. It was not long until the Jutes

had taken possession of Cantiuiu, that

is, the modern Kent, and had extended

their authority over the adjacent region.

It is claimed by critical scholars that

much of what we have thus far related

is mythical. The very names of Hen-

gist and Horsa have been doubted. It

appears that both words signify a horse.

To the present-day the standard of the

county of Kent is a horse's head. Nor

are oiiv authors agreed that the Jutes
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were invited into England at all. It is

thought more likely that they went to

sea on a piratical expedition and fell on

our ancestral coast after their manner.

Having once taken possession of Thanet,

they might easily cross into Kent, and

in like manner make themselves masters

of that land by violence.

Eric the ^sc, that is, Eric the Ash,

extended the conquests made by his fa-

ther. But with him invasion ceased,

and the people from the
Southeastern
Britain overrun middle of the sixth to the
by the invaders. ... 1:^1. ii_begmning of the seventh

century remained in a condition of

quietude. Kent, however, gave up its

whole British population, and the Jutes

and their kindred filled up the country.

The first Saxon conqueror in the island

was called Ella, or Alia, who came with

his three sons and with bands of war-

riors. The Britons had bj^ this time

become thoroughly alarmed. They
made a confederacy against the invad-

ing barbarians, but a stream of new
warriors flowed constantly into the

i.sland, and their foothold was strength-

ened in every struggle. The South

Saxons settled in the country which took

their name and became Sussex. Ella

became the first bretwalda, or emperor,

of his countrymen in England.

The next great army came over from

the north under command of Cerdic and

settled in Hampshire. They were op-

saxonconquest posed by Gcraint. But the

EsfexTnfwU- letter was slain in battle,

sex founded. and the opposition offered

by his countrymen was broken down.
Cerdic and Cynric became successively

kings of the new territory, which was
extended -more and more by the aggres-

sions of the conquerors. From the po-

sition of their countrymen, the East Sax-

ons, the later bands took the name of

West Saxons. The country was called

"Wessex. The river Avon was made the

boundary of the new kingdom, beyond
which the British princes were still in

authority. The next kingdom to be es-

tablished was East Saxony, or Essex.

This would have included the city of

London, which had already had an ex-

istence of five centuries; but it is be-

lieved that it was not incorporated with

any of the Saxon kingdoms, but was
rather a tributary of Essex.

The process of Saxon izing England
was now in full tide. One barbarian

state after another was es- Establishment
of the Saxon

tablished. Besides the Jute heptarchy and
, . - r -ty 1 retreat of thekmgdom of Kent, there Britons,

were set up East Saxony, South Saxony,

and West Saxony, then East Anglia,

ilercia, and then Bernicia and Deira,

making eight in all, or seven after the

last two were combined into Northum-
bria. It was to this division of small

kingdoms that the name heptarchy was
given. Not that they all existed con-

temporaneously ; but they appeared .suc-

cessively, and had, now one and now an-

other, the a.scendency until the beginning

of the ninth century, when the great

Egbert, king of the West Saxons,

gained the sovereignty over the whole

coimtry.

^leanwhile the Britons, that is, the

Celtic peoples of the island, fell back

into the western parts, making their

strongholds in the Highlands of Scot-

land and in Wales and Cornwall. We
have had occasion in a former book

to point out the completeness of the con-

quests made by the Germanic nations in

England, and the absolute retirement of

the British peoples before the invaders.

All of Eastern and Southeastern England
was taken by the Saxons, the Angles,

and the Jutes as completely as if the

island had not been previousl}' occupied

at all. The method of conquest was en-
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tirely different from that whereby the

Romans were wont to establish their

authority over subject tribes.

Toward the middle of the sixth cen-

tury the Angles began to pour into the

country in great numbers. It is said

The Angles that Old England was

gu'^NorTo'ik^"" ^'ili"0-'=t depopulated. It

and Suffolk. secms that the nations ad-

joining the Angles on the Continent

did not rush in to take the place of the

latter when thev went forth to England.

They themselves, namelj-, the tribes ad-

jacent to Anglcland, in the Low Coun-

tries, were putting forth into foreign

regions. When the tribes came into

England 'they were divided into two

classes, the North Folk and the South

Folk. The kingdom of East An-
glia included, therefore, both Norfolk

and Suffolk. The original immigrants

who peopled this part of the country

were separated from the rest of Britain.

There were broad, deep manshes toward

the west. The country was much like

a penin.sula, and at the isthmus the East

Angles cast up an earthwork, defended

on the British side by a great moat.

This work was generally known in the

Middle Ages as the (Giant's Dike, and a

part of it is .still called the Devil's Dike.

Uffa was the first of the East Anglian

chieftains to rise to the rank of king. His

descendants were known as
Situation of af-

fairs north of the the Uffingas. But the king-
Humber. , 11 j •

dom was small and im im-

portant, and very little has been pre-

served of its early history. E.xtending

from the river Humber to the Firth of

Forth lay the two principalities of Deira

and Bernicia. These were .separated

from each other by a forest which filled

up the tract of country between the Tyne
and the Tees. The river Tyne became

at length the true boundary. The di.s-

tricts beyond the Humber were from

their situation greatly exposed to the

attacks of the Jute and Saxon pirates, but

on this part of the coast the native peo-

ples had more unity than any other parts

of England, and were thus able in a

measure to keep the invaders at bay.

In this manner was formed the hep-

tarch)'. The term is erroneous, but has

become familiar, and can The Britons

hardly be expurgated from ^.T^^^^^^'foXg

history. As we have said, in England.

no period in the annals of Britain

saw seven Germanic kingdoms independ-

ent of each other. ^lany cities, .such

as Worcester in Mercia, and London in

Essex, remained independent, but the

best parts of Britain passed under Anglo-

vSaxon dominion, whilst the Cj'mric Celts

were pressed back into the western dis-

tricts of the island. Here, aided b}' the

character of the country, by its woods,

its mountains, and moras.ses, they still

maintained themselves against the in-

vaders. In Strathclyde and Cumbria
also the Britons were in the ascendant.

Here was their dun, or fortress, known
by the modern name of Dunbarton,''and

the authority of the natives extended as

far as the borders of Lancashire, while

the state was defended on the other side

from Nortlniml)ri;i by llie range of high-

lands called the British Apennines.

Devonshire was largely a Cymric state,

and Cornwall, known as West Wales in

the language of the Sax- ^, , , , ^*' " . The Welsh
ons, remained independent. Celts lose their

To the middle of the .sev-
"^ '°"'"*y-

enth century the Welsh Celts still hoped

to recover the island and to set up again

a national monarchy; butafter the death

of their king, Cadwaladyr, who fmst re-

signed his crown and tlicn went on a

pilgrimage to Rome, the hope of a re-

stored nationality was abandoned by

the Cymrians, and the more ambitious

part of the race look to .sea and joined
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/m/^7

^.

<?.

;^S.

tlicir countrymen

in Armorica. It

was by this process

of expulsion and

decline that the

Celtic race lost all

expectation of a

national sovereign-

ty in the West.

ethnic struggles

which occurred in

our ancestral is-

lands, determina-

tive for the fu-

ture of the joint

occupation of both

races within the

limits of the coun-

Ki\;";.^,t/^o#^ try, was that be-

tween the Celts of

Wales and the An-
glo-Saxons, more
particularly the
Mercians, who in-

vaded that coun-

try. It was in this

region that the

Cymric Celts
fought their most

'"^^'\1<] desperate battles,

not, indeed, so

much for victory

as for existence in

their native coun-

try. There were

occasions on which

it appeared that

the Saxons were

victorious. Wales
was overrun, and
the authority of

the Teutonic in-

sAxoN cAi.KNDAR. vadcrs tcuiporarily

established, but the Cymri set them-

selves with great determination against

;\v-

the Saxon customs and laws, and with a

peculiar antipathy against the Saxons

themselves. Meanwhile the Cymri
maintained their old lines of descent,

especially in the royal families, always

having a nominal king of their own
blood and nationality.

The people were never to any consid-

erable extent dispossessed of the soil.

They would not mingle condition of

with the Mercian invaders; J^ZftVt,.,
and though they rendered Saxon power,

tribute, they would not acknowledge the

authority by which it was exacted, A
condition of vassalage, however, was es-

tablished even in Wales. Annual sub-

sidies were exacted by the conquerors.

But the Anglo-Saxon language was never

enforced in the western mountainous dis-

tricts of the island. Before the days of

Alfred a condition was established as

between Wales and Cornwall on the

one side and Anglo-Saxon Britain on

the other, which was nearly identical

with that long afterwards existing when
the heptarchy had given place to a unit-

ed kingdom, and that in turn had been

transformed into the Norman monarchy.

We have ah'eady seen at how late a date

Wales accepted the sovereignty of the

foreign race and fell into the rank of a

county, under the scepter of the Plan-

tagenets. Thus from the side of the

Anglo-Saxon invaders of Britain we have

outlined the course of history down to

that epoch to which we have already re-

ferred in our account of the Welsh peo-

ple as a branch of the Celtic race.

Chronologically, this abolition of the

British kingdoms, that is, the Celtic

states of England and the
, . . ,

. . Geographical
substitution therefor of limitation of
. 1 o 1 • J the Celtic race.
Anglo-Saxon kingdoms,
reached from the middle of the fifth to

near the close of the seventh century.

By the latter date the contest was
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decided. The struggle had been fierce

in the last degree and long continued.

It was the beating of an Anglo-Saxon

pestle into the British reservoir of the

Celtic race. It can not be doubted—if

we may be permitted to indulge in

I

hypothesis—that the Celts would in their

turn have taken to sea and gone to other

lands if such a thing had been possible.

But this unfortunate race had already

been pressed from one national seat to

another until it had taken a final lodg-

ment in the peninsulas and islands of

Northwestern Europe. Fiirthcr it could

not go. Xothing remained except ex-

termination or else a final defense in the

Highlands, in insular Ireland, and in

peninsular Wales, Cornwall, and Brc-

tagne.

On their coming into Britain the

Angles, the Saxons, and the Jutes were

Paganism of the in a State of paganism.

qnToTsofEnV Their beliefs and practices

'and. liad been derived from the

common Teutonic stock in the countries

beyond the Rhine and in the lowlands

along the Baltic and the North sea.

What those beliefs were, their nature

and derivation, we have already seen.

In a general way the worship of the

Saxons, in common with that of the

other Germanic nations, had respect to

two classes of objects: The first was
those visible and predominant elements

of the external world and in the plane-

tary regions by the aid of which the

barbarians were manifestly benefited.

Of these, the principal earthly objects

were water and fire ; and the most con-

spicuous planetary deities were the sim

and the moon. The second source of

veneration and worship was the heroic

ancestry of the race. Descent was not

of itself a fact to beget adoration, but

heroism was a source of inspiration

which might not be overlooked. It is

doubtful whether any other original

elements entered into the pantheon of

the Anglo-Saxons except the beneficial

powers of nature and hero worship.

There was, moreover, a touch of the

practical in the system of paganism
which the northern barbarians brought

with them into England. Teutonic no-

The days of the week were Xe'Cs^of tt
parceled out among the week,

deities whom the people adored. Sun-

day was Sunnadaeg, that is, day of the

sun ; for the first day of the week was
devoted to the worship of the luminary

of da}\ Monday was Monanda;g, or

Moonday, having rank next to the day

of the sun. It may well be mentioned

as an incidental fact that the sun of the

Anglo-Saxon, as in all other Teutonic

dialects, was feminine, and the moon
masculine, thus reversing the concept of

the Graeco-Italic peoples of the south.

The sun was thought of as the mother

and the moon as the father of nature.

It was the custom of the German
nations in general to hold their courts

on the third day of the week, which was
accordingly known as Dingstag, mean-

ing courtday. The Anglo- Mixture of ele-

Saxons, however, called --^0";':

this day Tuiesdseg, that is, <iays.

Tuisco's da^g, or the day of Mercury,

the chief mythological deity of the race.

In the next place we come to the recog-

nition of the demigod Wodin, whose

name, Wodinsdasg, was given to the

fourth day of the week, modified in

course of time into Wednesday. In like

manner the fifth day of the week had a

mythological derivation from the god

Thor, that is, the Thunderer. Thorsdaeg

was Thunderer's day. We have already

called attention to the fact that Jove the

Thunderer was in the Norse mythology

reduced to a secondary rank, Tuisco

holding the first. Frcya, the wife of
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Wodin, furnished the name for the next

day of the week, Freyasdaeg, or Friday.

Freya was the North German Venus,

and could hardly be overlooked in dis-

tributing names to the days of the week.

We have already spoken of the German
deity Surtur, Avhich in the Anglo-Saxon

dialect was written Saster. In his honor

the last of the seven davs was called

of the Britons were extinguished. The
movement of the Anglo-Saxons from

the eastern shores of the
Relations of the

island was like a besom that conquered and
. 1 ^ •. 11 .!_ the conquerors.

swept before it all things

soever. It has been found, however,

that in the kingdom of Deira the

Angles, somewhat less savage in their

manner than were the Jutes and the

8c'0TeficLviV\n - 8i>dulce decnfmeuw

ANGLO-SAXON' WRITING OF THE SIXTH ClONTURV.

Sasterdseg. If we seek for his analogue

in the Greek or Roman pantheon, we
should find him corresponding more

nearly with Neptune than with any

other of the Graeco-Italic deities. He
was represented in the Norse myth as

standing on a fish and holding in his

hand a bucket of water. Thus tlie

hebdomadal division of time, which was

ANGLO-SAXON' WRITING OF THE TENTH CENTIRY.

common to all the Aryan nations, was
observed and maintained by the north-

ern pagans, and by them was carried

into Britain, where the days of the week
were distributed partly to the planets

and partly to the mythological deities.

Under the administrative influences

of the Teutonic nations the old beliefs

Saxons, absorbed some elements of

Druidism, and incorporated the same
with their subsequent religious practices.

The evidences of this, however, which

are recited and relied upon to prove

that the Anafles had greater flexibilitv

of opinion than their countr}'men, are

hardly sufficient to establish the theon,'.

The student need not be told that Dru-

idism and Ger-

manic pagan-

ism, far apart

as they were in

most particu-

lars, had some
things in com-

mon. The su-

perstitions of

both races had

their begin-

nings in the

forest. They
were connected with the solitudes and
gloom of the great woods common fea-

under whose shelter and 1:^1^?^^
safety both the Teutonic ic paganism,

and the Celtic pagans found a retreat,

where their native religfions might be

celebrated without disturbance or innova-

tion. When, therefore, it is noted that

ccbb^jS sJK.ura
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rocks and running streams and green

trees were worshiped by the Angles of

Deira, and that to these libations and

sacrifices were made, the evidence that

such forms of adoration had been ab-

sorbed by the conquerors from the con-

quered people is so weak as hardly to

justify the hypothesis. It is probably

nearer the truth to say that such forms

of religious ceremony, and particularly

the circumstances under which they

were observed, should be referred to the

common belief of all the German na-

tions that the Elves, the people of Licli-

talfheim, had their abodes on the river

banks and in the silence of the woods,

and that the worshiper should seek a

nearness with the objects of worship by

going, as it were, to the door of Elfland

to offer their sacrifices.

We have in the preceding pages as-

cribed as a motive for the removal of

Huimishpres- tribes and nations from

^an'icin^sfi^ct. ""6 placc and couutry to

work together, another the pressure upon

them by other incoming tribes and na-

tions from the East. It has beeii said

that the Ilunnish pestle, beating on the

Germanic mass and thnist into it as it

lay compressed between the Danube and

the Baltic, compelled its bursting forth

on the western sides; compelled the

outgoing of the Goths, the Vandals, the

Franks, and the Saxons into Italy,

Spain, Gaul, and Britain. All this is

true, but the truth is not complete.

Such an exposition of the subject in

question is partial. All history is a

statement of half-truths. If the Ger-

manic nations had to a sufTicient extent

adopted the settled manner of life, if

they had been fixed by any passionate

attachment to the wild forests and marsh

lands which they inhabited, they would

have turned upon the Asiatics and driven

them back to their own place.

The earth tie, however, is weak with

tribes and peoples who are still in the

migratory stage. In a Passion of the

corresponding degree the Germans for go-
^ & & ing forth to con-

passion of adventure and quest,

conquest is strong. We thus see that

mixed and complex motives would oper-

ate in drawing forth the Goths, the

Franks, and the Saxons from their an-

cestral seats. Withal, the disposition to

cultivate the soil, and to deduce there,

from the means of subsistence rather

than to gain the same by the chase and

war, was weak among those nations. To

°tTo§ie^RGdiir
^im cff^ cltrponfixov

EXTRACT I'lUlM 1IA1U)1,1>, liCNTIl CKN] I RV.

go forth meant the exploit of battle and

the easy subsistence of conquest. It

meant spoliation. It meant the discov-

ery of new seats more advantageous

than those already occupied. It meant

to strike and conquer peoples who were

weaker than themselves, who had al-

ready amassed such wealth as they

might not be able to defend. Tlie

Jutes, the Angles, and the Saxons were

drawn to the British coasts rather than

forced; though they were both. The

crowding behind llicin urged them to
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take to the sea. The robber passion also

urged them to it, and the piratical im-

agination of the race was excited with

vague rumors which had come to them

of islands out in the west, not far from

the mainland, wherein abundant re-

sources might be gained by war, rich

lands possessed under the circle of the

sword.

The three principal nations of Ger-

the first Jutes in England, that Saint

Gregory, not yet a pope of Rome,
passed through the market-place in the

Eternal City and saw the captive j'ouths

sitting there ready for sale, bright blue

as to their eyes, ruddy as to their cheeks,

and crowned with sunlight as to their

long yellow hair.

Gregor)^ though a saint, was not

above punning. " To what nation do

CANTERBURY, FROM THE SOUTHWEST.

mans can scarcely be regarded as fixed

First touch of in their Anglo-Saxon king-

tradutn'o?" <l»m^ "^ Britain before the
Saint Gregory, great rcligious change was
prepared, under the influence of which

paganism was abandoned in the i.sland

and Christianity instituted in its .stead.

We have already had occasion to refer

to this change in tlie account of the Celt-

ic nations by which Britain was so long

po.ssessed. It was in the year 588, nearly

a century and a half after the arrival of

these boys belong?" was the question

which he addressed to the .slave-dealer.

"They are Angles, father," said he

who dealt in human merchandise.

"Non Angli, scd angcli" (" Not Angles,

but angels"), replied the good fa-

ther, in a humorous .sympathy for the

condemned, and then added: "I would

thev might be cherubim in heaven."

Then he continued : "Out of what prov-

ince do they come?" " From Deira, in

England, father," said the dealer. ''De
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ira Dei libcrandi sunt" ("From the

wrath of God they must be delivered "),

said the holy man, playing' on dc ira,

which was pronounced like Deira.

"And what is the king of that coun-

try? " "Alia" (Ella), said the slave

trader. "Then we will make it a/lc-

lujah," said the saintly punster.—Such

is the legendary beginning of that en-

terprise by which the Anglo-Saxon races

in Britain were brought to an acceptance

of the gospel by the influence of Roman
missionaries.

At the time of which we speak Ethel-

bert. King of Kent, had risen to the i^ank

of Bretwalda, or sovereign, of all the

Conversion of Saxon kingdoms. He had

Ke^ftoXlw 'IS liis Wife the princess

^^ti>- Bertha, sister of Charibert,

King of France. She had become a con-

vert to Christianity before leaving the

Frankish kingdom. During the Roman
occupancy of Britain that people had

erected a church in the neighborhood

of Canterbur}', but the building had

been abandoned after the withdrawal

of the Roman power. Bertha, with the

permission of her husband, had the edi-

fice repaired and converted into a cathe-

dral. So when Saint Augustine and his

forty monks, sent out under the auspices

of Gregory to the Anglo-Saxon king-

doms, arrived in the island, they found

a vantage-ground with the King of Kent.

The Christian embassy arrived in Than-

ct, and Ethelbert was sent for by them.

It appears that tlie king was .somewhat

afraid of the meeting, but he received

them with kindness, and paid some at-

tention to their exhortations and the

chanting of the Litany. The monks
rapidly gained ground in the Kenti.sh

kingdom, and it was not long until Etli-

elbert and all the people abandoned

the worship of Thor and Wodin and

adopted the Christian religion as their

faith. It is .said that on a single day ten

thousand of the people of Kent were
baptized. When the news reached

Rome, Gregory was greatly elated, and
wrote a letter to his brother Eulogius,

of Alexandria, telling him the wonder-

ful .success of his missionaries "in the

most remote parts of the world."

The Anglo-Saxon chronicle goes on

relating how Ethelbert became anxious

to give to Augustine and his Ethelbert favors

companions every opportu- foundtuoroT"
nity and advantage in the Canterbury,

performance of the ceremonies of the

new religion. He first surrendered to

them a portion of his own palace, to be

occupied for worship until a cathedral

might be erected on the premises near

by. Ample possessions were given to

all the priests. A great church edifice

was founded, which was destined to be-

come the Cathedral of Canterbury. The
structure thus laid, with the additions

thereto, survived until the eleventh cen-

tury, when it was burned to ashes. Then
the celebrated Lanfranc undertook the

rebuilding of the cathedral, and the larger

part of the structure refers to this period,

though some parts are of later date.

Ever afterwards this edifice continued to

be the seat of the primacy of the English

Church. The priests, soon after the

foundation of Canterbury, made their

way into Essex. Of this kingdom, Se-

bert, nephew of Ethelbert, was king.

This circum.stance gave the monks a

great advantage. Thus came the new
religion to London.

At the time of which we speak London

was limited to the ancient city which had

been surrounded with a wall in the age

of Con.stantine. Outside of
Aspects of Lon-

this there were moorlands don in the sixth
. , ,-~ century.

and marshes. On one

side a small river, falling into the

Thames, formed an iskuul, which bore
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the Anglo-Saxon name of Thorney.

Here in the Roman times there had

been built a temple of Apollo. It was

a fancy of Sebert to convert this place

into a Christian church, which he accord-

ingly did, and which is now the West-

minster Abbey of universal fame.

"Within the city of London, on the ruins

of the Temple of Diana, also of Roman
origin, Sebert and his people laid the

bria. During the reign of Edwin, war
broke out with Wessex, and the North-

umbrian king made a vow that if success-

ful he would abjure paganism and be-

come a Christian. The event so fell out

that he must keep his vow. Thus the

court of Northumbria took on the Chris-

tian doctrine. From kingdom to king-

dom the new faith spread, until it be-

came the established religion of the

LANDING OF SAINT AUGUSTINE IN KENT, 597 A. D.-Drawn by Hurberi Bone.

foundations of another church, which

became known as vSaint Paul's Cathedral.

Thus in the southeastern parts of the

island Christianity made rapid headway.

But the pagans north of the Humber
retained their heathenism until the reign

of Edwin. The last named monarch had
taken in marriage Ethelburgha, daughter

„ ,, of Ethelbert, and her broth-
Pagans of the
north yield to er Eadbert succeeded his
Christianity. ,.,,,., .

imcle in the kmgdom of

Kent, Thus was paved the way for the

admission of missionaries into Northum-

Anglo-Saxon states. It was a long time

before the evidences of the old religious

condition of the country disappeared;

but gradually the new ideas took posses-

sion of the pagan minds, supplanting

idolatry and supporting in all respects

the doctrines and symbolism of the Ro-

man Church.

We have already examined the politi-

cal condition of the Teutonic tribes be-

fore the age of their emigration. The
Angles, the Saxons, and the Jutes were

of the same type with the rest. Vain
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•would be the search among them for

what in modern language would be called

a king. Their chieftains bore the names

Political estate of Ealdormcn, that is, Al-

6a^L^ot;f- dermen, or Eldermen.
tains and kings. Doubtless the distinction

was first based on age, coupled with valor

and heroism. Such chieftains as Cerdic

and CjTiric, Ilengist and Horsa, were

rulers of this order. It is in the natiirc of

things, however, that such offices rise in

character, claiming higher and still high-

er honors, until they reach kingship

proper. In the age of the Anglo-Saxon

immigration the chiefs still claimed to

rule in virtue of their descent from Wo-
din. They had the priestly as well as the !

military and political functions of the

race in their hands. Of a certainty their

power and influence was very great,

greater in times of hostility than in

peace.

We here repeat that peculiaritj' which

led to the election of a general, or

chieftain, at the outbreak
Philosophy of
leadership and of war. He WES chosen
the kingly office. , , ,

,

j /: i. •

.solely on the ground of his

reputation for valor and warlike skill.

When the conflict was over his office end-

ed ipso facto. The Romans were wont

to speak of such rulers and generals

as reges, or kings. Sometimes when
the outlying tribes were in amity with

the Roman authority, the senate was
wont to raise the chieftains of tlie bar-

barian nations to tlie consular rank, thus

admitting them to participancy in Ro-

man citizenship and Roman dignity.

Clovis, King of the Franks, received a

diplcmia of his consular rank and the

purple robe from Anastasius, Emperor
of the East. In fact, he played the part

of Augustus among the Franks, riding

abroad in imperial fashion and scattering

gold to the multitude.

Out in Britain, however, the character

of the aldermen was determined by
the instincts and old customs of the

race; and not much dignity The British ai-

was derived from the Ro- l^^r^rigreater ireedoni

man empire. The result °^ development,

was a greater freedom of growth among
the petty kings of Britain. The chief-

tains of the Angles, the Saxons, and the

Jutes took the title of cyning, or king,

claiming such dignity not only in virtue

of conquest, but as successors of the old

British sovereigns who had ruled afore-

time in the island. In process of time

the head alderman, Avho acquired the

right to govern a whole nation, retained

the title of king, while the old distinction

of aldermen was kept for the thanes, or

chieftains, under the head sovereign of

the race.

It was in this manner that the seven

or eight kingdoms of the heptarchy

were one bv one evolved. The heptarchy

Kent, Essex, Sussex, Wes- r-^tg'Tomof
sex. East Anglia, Mcrcia, ciovis.

Northumbria, all came into view by the

ascendency of an alderman, who by his

strength and virtues gained the kingship

of his nation. The kingdom of Clovis,

who in process of time established him-

self as emperor of the Franks, and who
was able to transmit much of bis sover-

eignty to his successors by hereditary

descent, was established in the identical

manner of the Anglo-Saxon states. But

the evolution was by no means complete

with the forthcoming of the king.

The little Anglo-Saxon dominions had

relations with each other. They were

bound bv political ties and ^ , ., .- * _ Tl>e evolution of

bv the kinship of the re- the Bretwaida,

1 -NT i 1 Of overking.
spective monarchs. jMoth-

ing was more common than the union

by marriage of two royal families, there-

by transmitting to a common descent

the sovereignty of both. In this way, at

a very early epoch after the driving back
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of the Britons and the establishment of

the Saxon kingdoms, a claim began to

be advanced ior the supremacy of some

overking whose authority was para-

mount over two, or even many, of the

barbarian states. The name given to

such a personage was that of Bretwalda

having a sense analogous to that of

emperor among greater peoples. Ella

himself. King of vSussex, was the first to

claim and wear this dignity. The South

Saxons and the Jutes were the first to

establish themselves in the island, and

the assumption of the rank of Bretwalda

by Ella meant no more than his right to

be chief of the two nations then in the

island and of the British tribes.

There can be little doubt that the

setting up of such an authority was in

The office of imitation of the Roman svs-

faTeTwae' ^em, which placed the im-
Roman system, perator at the head of the

civil structure. It is said that the coins

of the Bretwalda were copied from the

medal of Carausius, bearing an effigy of

the twin wolves of ancient Rome. The
next of the Anglo-Saxon kings to claim

imperial prerogatives were Ceawlin, of

Wessex, and Ethelbert, of Kent, Then
Redwald, of East Anglia, was Bret-

walda, and then Edwin, of Northumbria.

It must be remembered, however, that

this dignity in the times of which we
speak was in a large degree titular. A
real government is supported by admin-

istrative and institutional forms, and not

merely by title. To a certain extent, no
doubt, the Bretwalda of the sixth and
seventh centuries in England had an

actual authority over the adjacent na-

tions; but the name and rank of such

a sovereign were mythical rather than

real, and the existence of such an office

in Anglo-Saxondom was uncertain and
fluctuating.

from this point of view we are able

to perceive how great an influence Ro-

man types and realities had in tiie forma-

tion of that New Europe Antecedents of

which was to arise on the H^^Ti^Z^^
ruins of the old. It was in imperial Rome,

the first century B, C. that Rome began

to put out her scepter over barbarian

Europe. Her conquests under Julius

Caesar and his successors were rapid and

permanent. In a comparatively short

period of time all the countries west of

the line of the Danube and the Rhine

yielded to the Roman sway. They be-

came provinces of the empire. They
were ruled by provincial governors. The
Latin language, and to a considerable

extent the traditions and methods of the

Roman race, were introduced into Gaul

and Spain and Britain. This state of

affairs continued for a long time. "We

might set a limit of four and a half cen-

turies to the period during which the

Roman authority was maintained in that

part of Europe Avhich had been desig-

nated as barbarian. This epoch was

ample for the transformation of the sub-

ject races to the forms and methods of

the Roman government.

Another means of producing similar-

ity throughout was the diffusion of

Christianitv. "What, there- ciu-istianity fur-

fore, mor; natural than ?^:t%hXr"
that when the pagan na- bariau states,

tions broke over the Danube and the

Rhine, and took to the sea from the

coast of the lowlands, the new barba-

rian states planted in the various parts

of "Western and Northwestern Europe

should adopt a large part of the Roman
machinery and imitate the style of gov-

ernment which the empire had employed

for nearly five hundred years? This

was actually done. The remembrance,

the tradition of the empire, was ever

present in the minds of the pagan rulers

of Gaul and Spain and Britain, and
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these countries became in their govern-

mental machinery more and more as-

similated to the type whicli was known
to have been so strong a framework in

the hands of the Roman builders.

"We have here a series of ethnic and

historical analogies, not fanciful, such

asHistorical uke- ^^ writcrs are sometimes
nesses ofSaxons
and Merovingi- wont to draw, but real
ans ; AUred and .

Charlemagne. analogies in fact. The
heptarchy in England corresponds to the

Merovingian dynasty in France. The
one was closed by the rise

of the Carlovingian dynasty,

and the other by the ascend-

ency of the House of Eg-
bert in Wcssex. Charle-

magne, King of the Franks,

was the continental Alfred

the Great, and Alfrcdamong
the Saxon kingdoms of Eng-

land was the insular Char-

lemagne. The process of

combination into a single

considerable state was the

same in the one country as

in the other, and should we
enter into details, we should

find the same or a similar

state of progress among the

Franks as. among the sub-

jects of the kings of Wcs-
sex. Nor is it easy to award

the palm as between Alfred

and Charlemagne; to say

that the one was greater in

his sphere than the oilier.

The facilities, or rather the

preliminaries, of political greatness were
more abundantly distributed on the Con-

tinent tlian in I'.ritain, but it is by no

means clear tliat Charles the Great made
a better use of the materials at his dis-

posal or succeeded, on the whole, in

a greater degree in the establishment

of a permanent system of government

than did his contemporary, Alfred the

Great.

By the arrival of this epoch, coincid-

ing in general with the eighth and ninth

centuries, the character of character of the

the Anglo-Saxons had tak- ^t^retopel'i?^'

en a definite form, some- England,

what different in structure and features

from that which had been developed by
their old-time kinsmen in the north of

Europe. The Anglo-Saxon t3'pe of

manhood had been forged out of a

CANIITK TIIK GKl'.AT.—ANGUO-I>ANE TYPE.

material which for strength and endur-

ance had no superior, if indeed it had

anv equal, within the limits of conti-

nental Europe; and if not in continental

Europe, then not in the world. In this

foggy island, more barbarous than the

race that possessed it, unreclaimed from

the dominion of nature, a type of men
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came into the foreground whose pre-

eminence, after more than a thousand

years, can hardly be disputed among the

peoples of v.he modern world.

It remained, however, for the ethnic

course of the Anglo-Saxon current to be

twice changed and once se-

and sea-passion riously modified in its con-
o t e anes-

gtitution by foreign impact.

In the first place, we have to consider the

incoming of the Danes. We have seen

how large a part of the Jute-Anglo-Saxon

race had been drawn from the shores of

the Baltic, the coast of the North sea,

and the peninsula of Jutland. Mean-

while, in the course of several centuries,

the peoples of this region, particularly

of the peninsula, had taken the name of

Danes, and had grown into a national

character. Like their predecessors of

the fifth century, the Danes of the ninth

and tenth centuries had the habit of sea-

faring. They were men of the perilous

ocean. It is said that they had now
"made a league against the ocean,"

Tiaving adopted the plan of dam-

ming it out from their lowlands. But to

skim the sea, to visit the outlying

islands, to take by rapacity what things

soever the skill and industry of others

had produced, such were the native

passions of the race. On voyages of

this kind they went forth afar on the

boisterous deep. They braved all perils,

and at length fell on the coast of Eng-

land, near the mouth of the Himiber,

and began to contend for a footing on

the island which their kinsmen had sub-

dued and civilized in part.

It is easy for the historian to discern

the ethnic forces which were at work in

Historical cir- this great problem. The

urg^edr/Dlnfa tvro in human annals will

abroad. call to mind the strenuous

efforts made by Charlemagne to defend

his emjiire on the side of Spain and on

the side of Germany. The Pyrenees

constituted one of his frontier lines, and

the Rhine or the Weser the other.

Along the latter border he contended

strenuously with the Ingavonian Ger-

mans. The great Wittekind was their

king. Fierce was the battle which the

more civilized Franks, turning back

against the land out of which they had

themselves proceeded, waged with the

less civilized German nations beyond the

Lower Rhine and along the northern

marshlands and seashore. Charlemagne

in this conflict was successful, and the

more he was successful the more densely

were the barbarian Germans compressed

along the coast. It was out of this

siti:ation, enraged by defeat and crowded

by the arrival of others who had been

overthrown like themselves, that the

Danes of the eighth and ninth centuries

took to sea. They would have done so

if the brine had been crowded with

whales and walruses, sea-tigers and un-

namable leviathans from the prehistoric

deeps. We may see in the situation the

source of a part of that ferocity with

which the ocean vultures swept out of

peninsular Jutland, falling in one divi-

sion upon the Frankish province of

Neustria, and in another on the eastern

coast of England.

Historically, a great change ensued, if

A Danish dynasty of four kings suc-

ceeded to the throne of Eng- The Saxon po-w-

land. The genius of Al- '^^^if^^
fred the Great was hardl)- Danish onset.

sufficient to compete with the swarms of

Danish invaders that rolled in like succes-

sive waves upon his dominions. How he

was driven from his throne is known to

all the world. How he recovered it is

known. But how at length the Danes

were established in authority over the

island is less fully imderstood. Old

Sweyn and Canute and Hardicanute and

k
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Harold wellnigh succeeded in unitinfj

Denmark and Enj^land under a common
government. But ethnically considered,

the change effected in the people was

but slight. So nearly were the Anglo-

Saxons and Jutes, on the one side, and

the Danes on the other, descended from

a common ancestr)', so nearly were they

but cognate varieties of the same people,

that their differences of blood and eth-

nic disposition may well be neglected in

the general count.

Linguistically, the modification in

the future English tongue was con-

siderable. For in the
Affinities and di-

vergencies ofthe meantime the dialects of

the Norsemen had departed

much from the Anglo-Saxon grammar
and vocabulary'. On the whole, no two

races who have fallen together in con-

flict, the one yielding to the other and

the other to it until a new type of men
has arisen out of their amalgamation,

have been more nearly identical in their

ethnic qualities than were the Anglo-

Saxons of England and the Danes who
came after them, to share their conquest.

Nevertheless, the old ties of kinship did

not operate powerfully upon them.

Though they had been countrymen they

had become two divisions of a barbarian

race, and each made war upon the other,

as occasion arose, with a violence and
ferocity hardly equaled within the limits

of our era.

Danelagh, the barbarian kingdom of

the Danes proper in England, corre-

sponded very nearh' with
Subversion of

East Anglia and Northum- Danelagh by the

t. • T-v .-i Anglo-Saxons.
bna. ror more than a

century the relations between this coun-

\.xy and South England were always

strained. In the time of the Danish

ascendency, one assessment after another

was laid by Canute, Harold Harefoot,

and Hardicanute on the Saxons of the

south. With what reluctance and sullen

wrath a Saxon pays tribute has been

known for more than a thousand years.

Ever and anon Mar broke out and was
waged with extreme violence, until at

last even the pertinacious and daring

Danes were put down by the prowess of

the Anglo-Saxons.

Chapter lxxxix.—The Kormans.

HOW it was in Anglo-

Saxon England that

the antecedents of a

still more fonnidable

invasion were pre-

pared. Emma, the

Flower of Normandy,

became successively the wife of Ethelrcd

and Canute. By the former she had two

sons, Edward and Alfred, who were

brought up at the court of her brother,

Richard of Normandy. They were thus

at once the representatives of the Eng-

lish and the Norman crowns. In course
M.— \'ol. 2—47

of time they became the occasion, if not

the cause, of claims which were advanced

by the Norman dynasty to complete rule

in England. We must° Origin and evo-
now, however, turn aside lutionofthe

.... . . J Norman race.
to consider the origin and

character of the Norman people. Their

original seats were, according to Tacitus,

in the Cimbric Chersonesus and in the

Danish Isles of Funen, Langland, Zea-

land, and Laaland. The Cimbri and the

Suioncs, fromwhom sprang the Norman.s,

appear to have been kinsmen, not only

by blood and race derivation, but by
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sentiment and action. The part of the

coast in which they were accumulated

has been already described, and the cir-

cumstances of their compression and

to seek some island or coast where they

might plant themselves with advantage.

In this way the race was carried in the

first place across the Baltic and inter-

MANNERS 01-' THE NORMANS.— Coronation of William the Conquekor.

bursting forth into foreign parts have

been mentioned as an aspect of tribal

history peculiar to the eighth, ninth,

and tenth centuries.

Their method was to take to sea and

fused with other Norse nations which

had preceded them; and in this way

more particularly a great emigration

carried a part of the race into the prov-

ince of Neustria, in Gaul or France.
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This portion of the coast lies over

against England on the south side of

Conquest of the channel. It is bounded

N^^^^ler on the west by Bretagne.

Roi^ on the east by Picardy and

the Isle of France, and on the south by

the province of j\Iayne. It includes in

its central part the mouth of the river

Seine. On the whole, it is one of the

most delightful maritime regions within

Xo page in history better illustrates

the rapid differentiation of peoples from

each other than do the differences which

were at length apparent striking ethnic

between the Danes of the ^I^IT^:^^^
eighth and ninth centuries and the Danes,

and the Normans of the tenth. The
former were still regarded, on their

coming into England, as the kinsfolk

of the Angles, the Saxons, and the Jutes.

jr-^ ,

^s^i

MANNERS OK THE ANGLU-UANES.—Meeting ov Edmund Ironside and Canute, in the Isle of Olnev, ioi6.

the borders of France, and most attract-

ive to adventurers. This was the coun-

try to which Rolf the Ganger and his

people were drawn at the beginning of

the tenth century. The term Normans

is a softened form of Northmen. Tlic

l~)ancs themselves, whose conquest of

iMigland wc have just noted, were

known as Northmen, but not as Nor-

mans. Not until after the settlement

of Rolf's sea kings in Neustria did the

name Norman ai^i^car as a designation

of the race.

The intercourse between the two races

was natural and easy, and has contin-

ued to be so from the days when Iron-

side and Canute met in Olney to the day

when Alexandra was brought as the

bride of the prince to England. But

the latter, though from identically the

same region and from the same ethnic

descent, had meanwhile planted them-

selves in the Gaulish country called

Neustria, but which presently took the

name of the conquerors, and became

ever afterwards known as Normandy.
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In other parts of this work -we have

spoken of the rapid assimilation of the

conquerors to the conquered in this coun-

try, particularly of the adoption of the

Gallo-Latin language, which was spoken

in Neustria on the arrival of the Nor-

ported might be difficult to trace. Cer-

tain it is that within a century a new
language had been formed, to which

the name of Xorman French was given,

and which the people were destined,

after another century, to carry into

WILLIAM THE NORMAN—TYPE.—After the painting by Van Orley.

inans. It was not only the langiiage

of the subject people, but

manv of the institutions

The Normans
become assim-
Hated -with the
GaUo-Romans. and laws, the manners and

customs, that the sea kings out of the

north chose instead of their own.

This rather anomalous acceptance of

resident institutions in place of the im-

England under the banner of the Con-

queror.

The circumstances which led to the

Norman conquest of Eng- Motiresand

land were political in P^Zmaf
their nature. The coming conquest,

of William the Conqueror with his army

was not a mere adventure. It is doubt-
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ful vhcthcr the Xorman noblemen M-ho

came ^vilh liini as leaders of the expe-

dition had any preference for the foggy

island, so barbarous in its geography

and people, over the

sunny c o u n t r \-

^vllic^l they left be-

hind. Perhaps some

of them hoped tci

gain large landeil

estates and to sup-

plant the Saxon

Thanes in their

rights and privi-

leges. But for the

most part the move-

ment ^vas chival-

rous. Edward the

Confessor was child-

less, and Duke Har-

old had sworn over

the bones of the

saints to waive his

claim to the Eng-

lish crown in favor

of liis cousin Wil-

liam. The thing w-as

true. Harold had

foresworn himself,

and according to the

sentiments and
principles of thc

timcs Duke Willian

might justly maki

war on him an(

compel the perform-

ance of his oath.

But like many
oaths, that of Har-

old was ('•ood onlv in

down on the Saxon kingdom, entered it

by violence, fought the battle of Hast-

ings, was victorious, and in 1066 made
himself king of England. This was,

IIAKULU bWKAKlNi; 1 111

THRONE
the making. "William

the Bastard had therefore a good reason,

Reasons of wii- <>r at Icast a good excuse,
Uam;co„tribut.

^ invading the island,
Ing streams of o '

the English race, and SO, gathering up his

anny of si.\ty thousand men, he bore

mill THK i(i(;iir oi- -iiii'; diki, i'I- .suk.mandy to tub

OK KNIU.AND— lYl'lCS AND MANNIiRS.

ethnically considered, the (/lird stream

of Teutonic blood which had flowed into

our ancestral island and had deluged all

the eastern and southern parts thereof;

first the Saxon stream of the fifth cen-
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tury, then the Danish stream of the

ninth, then the Xorman stream of the

eleventh, all flowing from the Baltic

coast, the ancient land of the Cimbri

and the Suiones; all alike in constitu-

tion, but very different in their respec-

tive stages of development.

History is full of surprises. When we
look at the character and ambitions of

the Norman race, especially when we

The Norman Consider its superiority in

Hstoricaux"?"*^
cvcry element of promise,

peotation. jt seems marv-clous that it

should not have played a more conspicu-

ous part in the historical drama of mod-

ern times. No other people of the tenth

NORMAN TYPES—NOBLE LADIES AND CITIZENS.

century was equally enlightened. No
other in Western Europe took up at so

early an age the legend and tradition of

the past as a basis of song and story. It

will be remembered by the student of

history that while one branch of the

Norman race planted itself in Western

Gaul, and then by successful conquest in

I

NOKMAN TYPES—PRINCE, TKINCESS, AND CROSS BOW-

MAN.

England, another branch made its way
into Sicily, and there became as predom«

inant as were the followers of Rolf the

Ganger in the west.

If we look at the Normans in Nor«

mandy Proper, we shall be surprised at

the rapiditv and brilliancv Rapidity and

of their' development. ^T;;™;!^
They formed a new Ian- ^^°'^

guage and a new literature. They took

on courtly manners. They became chiv-'

alrous in an age two centuries before

chivalry as an institution was de\'eloped.
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They ^verc proiid of their rank among
the literary and artistic peoples who were

beginning to rise over the rim of barba-

rism. Nor had these refining attributes

of character been produced at the ex-

pense of warlike valor. The courage and

skill of the Normans in battle were con-

spicuous in an age whose chief virtue

was successful war. And yet these gal-

lant, intellectual, and high-spirited Nor-

mans sank everywhere into the earth.

Their conquest of England resulted in

an absorption of tlie national character

of the victorious race more disastrous to

the development of its ethnic character

than had been the previous absorption

of the barbarous Northmen on their first

arrival in Western daul. The same thing

happened in Sicily and Southern Italy.

No people now represent the Norman
race. Though many are touched with

Norman blood the superior blood derived

from that source, none

have it in sufficient flow to

give a race character to themselves. If

we are forced to seek the world over for

modern representatives of the northern

people so proud and strong in the elev-

enth and twelfth centuries, we should

have more hope of success in the ances-

tral peninsula from which alike Saxons,

Jutes, Frisians, Danes, and Normans
were in turn derived than in any other

part of the world.

In the age of the Crusades the Nor-

mans were the flower of the European

armies. They had not only the enthu-

siasm of the Holy Wars, but
Culmination and ,,,.,,
falling away of also the skill to Command.
t e ormans.

-^^ other liouse bore a

more conspicuous part than the Plan-

tagenets. Richard the Lion Heart made
his name a synonym for victorious battle

among all the nations of the West, of

terror among the Saracens, of heroism as

far as rumor in the iliddle Ages might

enrvives and
qiickens in ott
er races.

carry the fame of men. But in another

century after the Crusades ceased Nor-

mandy was a part of France, and the

Anglo-Saxon line had recovered the

throne of England. In the latter coun-

try the ancient speech had reasserted it-

self, and the twitterings of the morning

birds in the groves about old Woodstock

were more than equaled by the imperish-

able songs of Chaucer.

CHALCKR AS A CANlKkliUKV IlLl-hlM.

From the F.llesmerc manuscript.

We should not, however, conclude that

the perishing of the names of things al-

wavs signifies the pcri.shing The Teutonic

of the things. Though the ^^th tt'giow

Norman name di.sappeared of Normanism.

from the political and civil speech of

mankind, and though it was retained in

literature only as a reminiscence, the

blood and thought of the Norman race

had combined with the coarser Teutonic

currents of life in a great part of West-

ern Europe, modifying by its refined

emotions and poetical and .sentimental
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quality the heavier spirit of several of

the stronger peoples. Such a combina-

tion in England \vas the last of many
changes -which gave the finished type tp

the English character and the English

tongue. The infusion of Norman blood

with the Teutonic life current of the

English race produced a kind of effer-

vescence in the heart and spirit of that

strong, sluggish people. The union of

Great contribu-
tion of Norman
French to Eng-
lish speech.

NORMAN MILITARY COSIUMES AND
CENTURV.

lATES OF THE TWELFTH

the two produced a warmth and enthu-

siasm in which the English character

had hitherto been wanting, and without

which the phlegmatic constitution of the

Anglo-Saxon people must have appeared

more cold and apathetic to the senses

and sympathies of modern nations than

they are.

From another point of view we may
discover a particular interest in the in-

quirj- before us. This relates to the

language and the literary form which

the Normans ga\-e to our ancestors in

England. It seems mar-

velous that the Normans,

who were not themselves a

Latin race, whose instincts and charac-

ter indeed were very diverse from that

strong Roman stock which held domin-

ion in Europe for so many centuries,

should have been the medium through

which so strong a Latin impulse

was conveyed into English speech.

If all the other sources of Latin

derivation were put together and

summed up into one, the result

would not by any means equal the

single contribution of Latin ele-

ments which has been made to Eng-
lish by the Norman French. For

two centuries it was the court lan-

guage of England. For two cen-

turies it held the laws and consti-

tutions of the kingdom. For two

centuries it was the speech in which

the instruction of the schoolroom

was imparted. For two centuries it

held down the Anglo-Saxon folk

speech, pressed it into the earth,

made it low and dirty by contami-

nation with the fields and cattle;

and yet all the time it was itself

giving way to that linguistic destiny

which has always, sooner or later,

controlled the languages of man-
kind.

In the reign of Henry III the ancient

English folk tongue began to bubble

Tip from the depths. Again „ . . ^^ •' *^ Revival and re-

the sound of the old ver- conquest by the

, 1 I A • Anglo-Saxons,
nacular was heard. Again

the breaking" of the bubbles of that old

speech on the .surface of the sea gave

token that the Norman French had

reached the last limit of its excursion

and must die. Nevertheless, like the

Danite Samson, it conquered more in
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its death than in its life. Though the

pillars of the Norman temple were

shaken from their foundations, the in-

fection which had been shed forth in six

generations of intercourse had entered

into the new national life, and the new
tongue of the English people vibrated

almost as much with the orotund and
musical tremblings of the Norman ac-

cents as with the heavy rumble and roar

and broad-throated chuckle of the tri-

umphant Anglo-Saxon.

Many strange things

come to light under the

close scrutiny of ethni-

cal and historical proc-

esses. "We may find one

in the building of this

promising and ambi-

tious Norman race. We
have seen how one di-

vision of the Normans
was planted in England

and the other in Sicily.

The situation of each

with respect to the sub-

ject peoples was not dis-

similar. Nor can it be

thought that the two

bands of conquerors,

one of which went into

Sicily, the other into

Britain, were verj' dif-

ferent in their manners, customs,
Pecuiiarcom- ji„j instincts. But the
bination of Nor-

two antecedent peoples

were as unlike as the

day and the night. In Sicily the two
politest races of the age, that is, the

Greeks and the Romans, had expended
their energies in developing an archi-

tecture on which it might be said it was

impo.ssible to improve. But if we admit

the pos.sibility of adding perfume to the

rose and of gilding refined gold, then

the Saracens during their ascendency in

Sicily improved upon the Graeeo-Italie

architecture, giving it the efflorescence

of Arabia. So when the Normans
gained by conquest the dominion of the

island, they had little to do but to pro-

mote the elegant styles of building

which already prevailed in the south of

Europe. It is for this reason that we
find the churches of Palermo and Mes-

sina, though reared by the Normans, to

be strictly Saracenic as to their archi-

tectural peculiarities. It has been said

man elements
with modern
architecture.

CLIFFORD S TOWER.
Built by William the Conqueror.

that in these countries the ruling people

had nothing to add to what had already

reached perfection.

But in England, rude Anglo-Saxon

England of the eleventh century, the

Normans, with their Ro- TheNormans
' build according

mancsque stvle of building, to conditions in

, - i'. J /• different ooun-
had everything to reform tries.

and little on which to build. In our

ancestral islands no Greek, no Roman,

no Saracen had been to impart the

canons of architecture. It might be

said that the Roman style of building
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had to a certain extent come in during-

the domination of that race, from tlie

first to the fifth century ; but the stream

of barbarism came afterwards. Teuton-

ism stamped the residue imder foot. It

thus happened that with the incoming of

the Xormans there was even a demand
for an improved style of structure, and

Thus it was that the Norman building

in Sicily in the epoch of the Crusades

continued as it had been before, a blend-

ing of Romanesque and Saracenic orders.

Thus it was that in Apulia the Normans
built even as the Romans had built be-

fore them. Thus it was that in England

the local styles were simply modified and

NOKiMA.N AUCIIES— Krcjm Mii^'uzitu- o/Art.

this the conquering people out of Nor-

mandy supplied. It thus happened that

the architecture of the Norman race,

working out great results in Sicily and
Southern Italy, in Normandy itself, and

in England, displayed vast divergencies

and contrasts of development, a parallel

for which it might be difficult to discover

i n any other stage of the human evolution

.

expanded from the time of the Conquer-

or to the struggle of the Houses of York

and Lancaster. Thus it was that in the

same .period in Normandy itself the

architecture became French. Indeed,

we might say that in all parts into which

the Normans distributed themselves,

where they gained a political ascendency

by the sword and maintained it by their
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Element of ef-

feminacy in the
Norman cross.

genius, their architectural monuments
more and more conformed to the native

styles in the respective countries.

From this fact we may infer a certain

assimilative disposition in the Norman
race; and the problem of

its absorption b}' the vari-

ous peoples among whom
the currents of Xorman vitality were dis-

tributed becomes more simple and easy

of solution. That type of char-

acter which sprang up out of

the Gallo-Romanic people of

Ncustria, crossed with the

conquering men of the north

in the ninth and tenth cen-

turies, had in it a certain ef-

feminacy which led to a bril-

liant and easy superiority of

short duration in several states

of Western Europe and the

Mediterranean; but such a

quality was too conformable to

existing types to maintain its

own independence, either in

letters, in manners, or in arts.

Hence it may be said that the

strength of the race and its

distinction in the earlier Mid-

dle Ages became its weakness.

Its easiness of adaptation to

different localities and differ-

ent forms of national life was

the very fact that soon cxtin-

gaished the quality of nation-

ality in the Xormans themselves. Their

refining influence was left behind. Even
in England, the most barbarous of the

countries over which the Norman author-

ity was extended, all the extant fashit)ns

and tendencies were lifted to a higher

plane, and every condition of civilization

was promoted by the influence of a race

which seemed able to uplift everything

but itself.

In the language and literature of Eng-

land the very same tendencies were
exhibited as we have seen in the archi-

tectural growth in the south Norman French
° adds elegance

of Europe. ^lany schol- and beauty to
. 1 T , ^ our mother

ars have been disposed to tongue,

lament the fact that the Anglo-Saxon

language, having overpowered the British

dialects, having taken from the Roman
tongue, long spoken in the better parts

of the island, but a small percentage of

NORMAN GATEWAY.

words and forms, having absorbed from

the Danish speech no elements essential-

ly different from its own native pecul-

iarities, should not have been left alone

to develop into a literary form without

the introduction of that large contribu-

tion of Norman French which carried

over into Anglo-Saxon a swarm of Latin-

ized Gallicisms, embodying an equal

number of French ideas as they existed

in the earlier periods of romance and
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sousj. But is it not rather true that

the Anglo - Saxon language, expanding

merely by its own internal forces and

ANGLO-NORMAN' TYPES

—

BISHOP AND LORDS.

genius, would have kept the English-

speaking race perpetually poor in all

that linguistic refinement, that chivalry,

that poetic sentiment, which, along with

the more vehement parts of speech, have

constituted one element of our wealth in

literary production ? Who, after all,

would see expurgated from the English

tongue those beautiful and harmonious

elements which for a long time consti-

tuted the only blossoms, leafage, and
fruit of the tongue which begfan to

tremble on the harp of Chaucer, and has

only recently ceased to resound on the

harp of Tennyson?

A single glance at the destinies of the

, ,
Norman people in Ricilv

Career of the __ ' ^

Norman race in may suflice. In the time of

the Mohammedan ascend-

ency the great island of the Mediter-

ranean offered special inducements to

the Saracen sea robbers, and they availed

themselves to the full of their opportimi-

ties. The whole Sicilian territory was
won by Islam, and the Crescent was set

up in all the cities. Tribute was the

order of the day. In 1060, only si.x

years before the beginning of the Nor-

man conquest in England, an army of

Normans, under command of Count

Roger d'Hauteville, brother of Robert

Guiscard, arrived in Sicily and began the

work of expelling the Saracens. It was

also the policy of these men of the West
to overthrow the authority of the Byzan-

tine empire, not only in Sicily but in

Southern Italy. There had always re-

mained, during the Mohammedan as-

ARTISANS AND ARTIFICERS—TYPES.

ccndency, a large body of Christians

both on the mainland and in the i.sland.

These, of course, welcomed the Normans
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—for the latter were Christians—as de-

liverers.

The city of ilessina was captured

by the Christians in 1060, and was

Seven years later Taormina was cap-

tured. Syracuse held out until 1085,

while Xoto was not captured until 1090.

It was now the turn of the Saracens to

NORMAN TROUBADOUR AND BARBE.

made the Norman capital. Some, how-

PoUcyofthe ever, took the opposite
dominant raco i * a l

respectingita course, and It was a strange
subjects. spectacle to see the Chris-

tians of Traina combining with the Infi-

dels in the war with Count Roger. Pa-

lermo was taken by the Normans in 1 07 1

.

feel the distresses of subjugation. Yet

the Mohammedan religion and its prac-

tices were tolerated. Conversions from

Christianity to Islam were not permitted

under the Norman rule, and on the other

hand, the Norman prie-stsdid not greatly

encourage conversion from Mohammed-
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anism to Christianity, for that would

have lessened the tribute whieh the

Christians exacted of the subject people.

We have thus, beginning with the

origin of the German nation beyond the

Summaryofeth. Rhine, observcd its charac-

^^eTe^mamo ^cr while in a state of barba-
peoples, rism and the goings forth

of emigrant peoples from the borders of

Germania. Of these, we have traced the

Ostrogoths and Visigoths to their des-

tinations in Italy and Spain. We have

also followed the Vandals to their select

territory in Andalusia and Africa. We
have, in the next place, marked the prog-

ress of the Franks, crossing the Rhine

and taking possession of Gaul. About

the same time went forth the Angles,

the Saxons, and the Jutes, with a per-

centage of the Frisian tribe-life, into

Britain, where they were successful in

overwhelming the British population,

half-Latinized by the long dominion of

Rome, and in pressing them back to the

western mountainous regions in Cornwall

and Wales.

Following this came, in an intermedi-

ate period, the Danes, from the same

Teutonic na- ancestral region, impelled

ttThan^otiit l^y sirail^i- "motives, and
*ory. driven, partly by force of

pressure and partly by the robber in-

stinct, to the mouth of the Humber,
whence they spread into North England,

and presently extended their authorit}^

over the whole, until the time of the suc-

cessful revolt of the Anglo-Saxons. Two
centuries later we have seen the Nor-

mans on their adventure, seamen by pro-

fession, until by a settled residence in

Neustria they were converted into the

first polite people of modern times. From
this secondary residence they divided,

one branch of the race going into Eng-

land, on an expedition of conquest which

had its origin in a broken family pledge

on the part of the representative of the

Anglo-Saxon dynasty; and the other

division making its way into Sicily and

Southern Italy.

These, then, are the departures of the

Teutonic nations in the centuries which

followed the decline and extinction of

the Roman empire in the West. Indeed,

the emigrations of which we have spoken

have been regarded as the cause of the

downfall of Rome. But it would be the

truer view to regard the Teutonic na»

tions as merely the pestles with which

an immortal destiny beat to nothing in

the mortar the residue of the Roman
race, corrtipted as it was with centuries

of vice, weakened by division and by the

loss of its old-time skill in the work of

human government.

To continue the generalization of

these results, we see the common fact

of the absorption of the General absorp.

nn«n,. n..;.irv -^.^-.^m.* J .I tion of the Teu-conquering power in
tonio conquer-

most of the countries into <"s.

which it penetrated. The Ostrogothic

kingdom in Italy survived no more than

sixty years. The Visigoths in Spain,

by the superiority of their constitution

and learning, maintained themselves in

the south for a longer period, but went

down in the beginning of the eighth

century before the besom of the Islam-

ites. The Vandal states in Southern

vSpain and in Africa had already passed

away. Normandy, as we have seen,

which appeared to possess more ele-

ments of perpetuity tlian any of tho.

others, was evanescent as a political

power. The brilliant but brief Norman
ascendency ebbed away in France as

well as in England and in Sicily, and

the race disappeared as a separate na-

tionality, though not as an ethnic force.

Only in France and in the Anglo-Saxon

states of the British Isles did the inva-

sion of the Teutonic races succeed in the
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historic sense. The Merovingian kings

sustained themselves until another Ger-

man house, greater than they by vic-

The Franks and torious battle and Superior

tfX^Z" statesmanship, put down
historical races, the House of Clovis and

established that of Charlemagne. But

the kingdom itself survived and grew

until at the opening scene of modern

history it presented itself as the greatest

of the powers of Western Europe. Eng-

land, in like manner, flourished. True,

it retained the insular character until

the reign of William III, but since

that period it has become European.

The island holds the roots of the great-

est race of the modern world, whose out-

branchings have spread eastward to the

foothills of Burmah and westward to the

Golden Gate and the tundras of the

Yukon.

Thus the general character of the po-

litical powers w'hich were planted by the

emigrant Germans of the Dark Ages was

that of a temporary success, followed by

an early failure and absorption, to which

general rule there are the two remarkable

exceptions of France and England. We
must now consider the remaining states

which were peopled by the original Teu-

tonic stock in times wholly prehistoric,

and whose present nationality is the re-

sult of native growth rather than of emi-

gration and conquest.

Chapxer xc—The Danes.

E shall now take note

of the development of

Denmark, or rather of

the Danish race, in its

native seats. These

were, without doubt,

a Teutonic people,

having the same physical and mental

characteristics and the same language,

in a dialectical branch, with the South

Germans and with the old Saxons. To
this day the ancient characteristics of the

race are well preserved. In recent times,

in common with the other Teutonic fam-

ilies, the Danes have taken up emigra-

tion as a means of improving their con-

dition, and the United States of x\mer-

ica is annually receiving a large addition

of population from this source.

Another general comment must be

made on the geographical and ethnical

position of the Danish people. They
are on the border line between the old

Ingavonian, or Low German, branch of

the race and the Scandinavians proper.

They have thus partaken of the charac-

teristics of both branches Geographical

of the Ge:-manlc family- ^^^nt'^f'^he

we might say of all Danish race.

three branches— and in addition to

this it can not be doubted that to a

certain extent the Wendish stock has

penetrated this region and diffused itself

among all the peoples along the Baltic.

As to this latter family, the Wends,

it is classified ethnically as a branch of

the Slavic division; but its aassification of

advent into Western Ger- S^™^,^^^
many was about the sev- Teuto-siavs.

enth century. In the age of Charle-

magne, that monarch met them in his

German wars, and drove them back to-

ward the Vistula. By the close of the

thirteenth century the Wends were

nearly exterminated as a race in the

West, but they had left behind a large

diffusion of their blood. Their ancient

seats were in the eastern portion of Ger-
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many, oetween the Saale and the Elbe,

as far north as the Eider. There is a

remnant of the Wends still in Hanover,

where their language was spoken as late

as the middle of the last century. To
the present day, in Brandenburg, Silesia,

and Saxony, settlements of the Wends
are found. Their language is Slavonic,

and the personal characteristics of the

people are suggestive of the Polish and

Slavic divisions of our race rather than

of the Germans.'

ul.Li UANlsH TYl'IiS—liKOWl'LF AND METHORN,

Except in so far as these slight for-

eign elements have entered into the

The Danes es- Danish people, the latter

are purely Teutonic in

their derivation. To the

present time they have the ancient Ger-

man character. The description given by
Tacitus of the Germanic nations on the

right bank of the Rhine during the first

sentially Teu-
tonic; physical
features.

See Book Thirteenth, pp. 185-191.

century might almost be transcribed

without change in delineating the per-

sonal characteristics of the Danes. They
have the yellow hair and gleaming blue

eyes peculiar to their ethnic ancestry.

Their stature, however, is much lower

than that of the ancient Germans. This

suggests a few words on the general

question of the stature of men as de-

termined by physical conditions.

In general, the mountaineers and for-

est men are great in height. If we con-

sider the Germanic family in

its entirety, the correlations of

grading off of ^^.^^-p-^*^

the stature of elevation.

the people from the woodland

and mountainous countries to-

ward the sea would be plainly

discoverable. This was the

chief physical difference be-

tween the Istavonian and

Hermionian Germans on the

one side and the Ingavonians,

or Low Germans, on the other.

None of the Baltic peoples

were tall in stature. Even the

Normans were only of middle

height. The Hollanders and

the Dutch in general did not

lose their thickness andweight

by proximity to the sea, but

did lose a large fraction of

their height.

This effect of the proximity

of the sea in reducing the stature of bar-

barians and half-civilized staiwartnessof
the Anglo-Sax-

nations was never more ons; feature of

i -1 • 1 -11 i. i. J x-u their descend-
.stnkmgly illustrated than ants,

in the Anglo-vSaxons. They were stalwart

in the last degree, but were withal a peo-

ple of rather low stature. They were

broad, thick, gigantic in all their pro-

portions except in height. One may
still see as he journeys through Sussex

and Kent and Middlesex and Essex the

I
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peculiarly low and heavy character of

the English people. It is in this respect

that the descendants of these folks,

spreading far and ^vide in the New
World, and climbing to higher and

higher altitudes as they approach the

West, are so much taller than their an-

cestors. It must be the sea fogs and low

level of our ancestral lands on the one

and a taller growth of the man tree than

in the low, foggy island-coasts where

the man is on a level with the ocean?

At any rate, such are the phenomena.

The German race along the Baltic and

the North sea became low stature and

in stature as it approached tZtSTll'
the coast. In the interior the Danes,

the heiirht was "-reat and greater. The

DANISH REAPERS—THE "FRENCH OF TIIF. BALTIC "-TYPES.—Drawn by Frolich.

side and the clear air and high level on

the other that have determined the

striking difference between ancestry

and descendants. Might it not be that

the law is physical, that the higher ba-

rometer in such countries as the Rocky

mountain region of the United .States

or the Alpine slopes in Europe would

produce a more e.xcited flow of blood

ancient authors place the average of the

Germans, by estimate, from six feet to

seven feet, according to nationality.

We h.ave, however, already had occa-

sion to point out the fact tliat the Irish

Celts seem to indicate an opposite law,

for many of them are not only stalwart

as to thickness and depth of body, but

also as to stature.
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The features of the Danes are in close

conformity to those of the other North

German races. Their ethnic peculiar-

ities seem to be rather in analogy with

those of the" Ingavonian nations than

with the .Scandinavians. There is a

certain air and manner of independence

among the Danish peasants, which eth-

nologists have attributed to the vast

number of small landownerships where-

by all are made masters and none con-

verted into peasant serfs. In no coun-

try has the fundamental democracy of

occasion to point out the sense of the

word mark, or march. It meant a bor-

der. The mark of a given The mark of the

people was the territorial ^^Z'XVot
boundary line of that folk, the country.

Such use of the term has been one of the

principal sources of the derivation of

tribal names in the north of Europe.

Danmork, or Denmark, is one of the

most conspicuous cases of this kind of

naming. The traveler Pytheas, living

in the fourth century before Christ, was
the first to bring the peninsula of Jutland

\IEW OF KIEL, IX SCHLESWIG-HDl.STEIN'.—Drawn by Guiard.

the German race expressed itself with

more emphasis than in Denmark. The
people take a great interest in politics

and in education, and their gayety is a

matter of surprise when we compare it

with the heaviness of the Germans or

the saturnine temper of the Norwegians.

In fact, the people of the Danish penin-

sula may properly be called the French

of the Baltic coast.

Denmark is the mark, ox inarch, of the

Danir, or Danes, but the meaning of the

latter word as an ethnic term has not

been decided. We have already had

to the attention of the peoples of the

south. He called the country Thule.

It is thought that at the time referred to

the Celts in their westward course were

the principal people of the peninsula.

Rask has advanced the opinion that the

Sarmatic, or Teutonic, invasion took

place at a later period. It is believed

that the vanguard of the new invaders,

probably a branch of the Goths, passed

through Russia into Germany, thence

into Denmark, and finally into Sweden.

Should this hypothesis be accepted, we
may consider the Goths of a later period

f

i
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as a result of a reflex migration of a

branch of the Ingavonian Germans into

the country of the Danube—a theory

which has been suggested in a former

part of this work.

It may be accepted as true that the

Lapps and the Finns were jostled some-

what by the incoming of
Language and

, ,^ . i ^ ^
organization of the Germanic races ; but it

the Jutes.
jg possible that the former

are themselves immigrants of a later

date. If we reckon the Danes as origi-

Avar was the order of the times. The
smallness and broken-up condition of

affairs was recognized by the early

Danes them.selves ; for thej^ called their

chieftains Siiina-koiignr, or Little Kings.

It was only when a number of the tribes

banded together that the race could be

considered formidable from a military

point of view.

From times immemorial there seem

to haye been some geographical discrim-

inations observed in the countrv known

ANCitNl VIK.1NG SHIP.

nally a Gothic tribe, we may assign to

them a language that has been called the

Dliiisk tuiign, or Danish tongue, which

was indeed the primitive language of

this region until the thirteenth or four-

teenth century, when it gave way to the

Nor.se. Politically, the primitive people

of Jutland were organized in the same

manner as the nations of Germany.

Each tribe had a petty chieftain, and

by the general name of Denmark. In

our own day we have seen the provinces

of vSchleSwig and Holstein Ethnical and

wrested away from Den- fi^efin^thT^

mark and reiinited to Gcr- peninsula,

many. The movement was purely eth-

nical, though the foolish race of writers

have ascribed it to secondarj' causes, and

after the manner of the one universal

fallacy have attributed it to the agency
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of men. Prince Bismarck has been pro-

claimed as the author of that great

scheme by which an old ethnic distinc-

tion forced the people of the lower part

of the peninsula into imion with Ger-

many, reserving the northern portion

for the Dane folk.

As far back as the time of the Norman
emigrations Upper Denmark was known
as Red Gotland. The name thus applied

was coextensive with all
Mythical age of

. , ,
the country and the mamland north of the
peope.

Elbe; that is, Schleswig,

Holstein, and Jutland. This shows that

for at least ten centuries the lines of di-

vision in the peninsula have been ethnic

rather than political or geographical.

The country has, from the Dark Ages,

been rich in traditional lore. Saxo

Grammaticus, an old Danish historian

who flourished at the close of the twelfth

century, gathered together in one im-

mense heap the legends and myths of

the Danish race. According to his ex-

position of the subject, there was far

back in antiquity a king, Dan the Fa-

mous, who united imder his rule the

siiKia-koiigar, and established a dynasty,

from which fact and epoch the people

took the name of Dnius. The mythical

ages continued to the eighth century,

when the supremacy of the Scandinavian

peoples was acknowledged, after a battle

between Ring of Sweden and Ililde-

brand of Denmark.
In the reign of I^uis le Dcibonnairc,

monks not a few were sent out from

„ France to introduce the
Christljinlty In-
troduced; con- Cliristian religion in Den-
quests ofOorm.

, T, 1 ,.
mark, it was a long time,

however, before the missionaries gained

any substantial advantages. Denmark
had not yet been united in its various

parts. It was in the reign of Gorm the

Old, extending from 860 to 936, that

Denmark became one by the union of all

the provinces. This included Schleswig,

Holstein, Skaania, and certain districts

in Norway. On the east and south of

the Baltic he bore his standards as far

as Kiev in Russia, to Aix-la-Chapelle in

Germany, and Sens in France. There
was a period when it appeared that Den-
mark might become the great ruling

power of the north. The authentic

history of the country begins with the

tenth century. Up to this time the

Danes had had the character of sea

kings. They had fallen upon England
and taken it by war and sea craft. They
had also wrested Neustria from the

Carlovingians, and shaken their banners

and let their arrows fly under the very

walls of Paris.

We may easily perceive in this outgo-

ing of the Danish and Norman peoples

from the Baltic peninsula influence of en-

in which they had their t^^:^^^T
original residence the great isU character,

lesson of the discipline of environment.

Of a certainty, the exploits of the North-

men in the open ocean are sufficiently

surprising. In the age of their adventure

and conquest it was no uncommon thing

for them to take to sea in their open

boats, a sort of ocean canoe, and to brave

the dangers and horrors of the stormiest

deep for a distance of three hundred or

four hundred miles abroad. Thus did

they in bearing down upon England, in

the ninth century, and thus did they, at

a date somewhat later, on the coast of

Normandy. To accomplish such results

men do not become able in a day or in a

generation. It requires discipline and

experience. The isUxnds of the Baltic

were so situated with respect to each

other, and with respect to Jutland, as to

furnish the suggestion and the means of

navigating the boisterous sea in open

boats. It was in this water, black with

rage in winter storms, and sinking only
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to a yellowish ill-temper even in the calm

of summer, that the Danes and North-

men became the most skillful and brave

of all the primitive navigators. To them

a storm at sea was only an exhilarat-

ing experience, and the mountain waves

of brine, twisting and roaring in the

yellow blast, mere sports of amiable

water.

It can not be doubted that at a time

when the larger part of Europe was

given up to darkness and
Heroes and

i . t-^

greatmen among despair Denmark produced
the old Danes. . ,

several men whose gen-

ius would have given them rank in any

age or country. The success of the

Dane folk in establishing themselves in

Western Gaul and in England was at-

tributable, as far as such things can be

attributable, to the personal prowess and

genius of the leaders of the great Nor-

man expeditions. Such talents as Rolf

the Ganger displayed while the weak-

kneed successors of Charlemagne cow-

ered before him in Paris ; such power to

govern and to conquer as Old Sweyn and

Canute exhibited in their English cam-

paigns; such skill in statecraft as they

manifested in the successful union of

Denmark and England in a common
government, a thing withal neither un-

natural nor impracticable under the cir-

cumstances ; such high talents as Harold

and Hardicanute exhibited as warrior

kings in an age just beginning to stagger

out of the border shadoxys of barbarism,

must have stamped the Danish leaders

of the tenth and eleventh centuries as

among the most conspicuous Europeans

of all the Middle Ages. It must be

borne in mind that the death of Hardi-

canute without a male heir, as much as

any rever.se of fortune in arms or .states-

manship, enabled Edward the Confessor

to reassert the Anglo-Saxon claim to the

throne of England.

Nor should we fail in this connection

to note, in passing, the extraordinary

enterprise shown by the
.

Extraordinary
Norsemen, in the epoch un- adventure ofthed.j .. • .i Danish race,
er consideration, m their

going forth from Iceland on voyages of

discovery first to Greenland and after-

wards to the northeastern shores of

America. Leif Ericsson was a Norse-

man of the Norse in his origin. Iceland

has always belonged ethnically to this

stock. The people who filled up Iceland

with their descendants came immediate-

ly from Norway, while the ultimate der-

ivation of the race was from the south

side of the Baltic. Old Sweyn had taken

the crown of England, and was wearing

it. Richard the Good, Duke of Nor-

mandy, had the crown of that province

when Leif, son of Eric the Red, came

in the year looi to the coasts of Massa-

chusetts and Rhode Island.

The general destiny of the Danish

kingdom—after the countiy had as-

sumed that political form Beginnings of

which might entitle it to the Tm n'^thetnh
regal name—was similar of Europe.

to that of the other states of Europe,

particularly Germany. One feature in

a striking degree conformed to the cor-

responding fact in the vicissitudes of

German development. We speak of the

towns and small cities which obtained

by resistance and revolt charters of free-

dom from the sovereign, and became in

.subsequent times what in Germany

would be called free cities. This signi-

fied, in the twelfth and thirteenth cen-

turies, that the town which had obtained

its charter from the sovereign was inde-

pendent of the baron or count within

whose territories the town was situated.

It was a circumstance which raised the

city so favored to the rank of an inde-

pendent power correlative with the ba-

ronial estate.
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tween feudalism
and the Free
Cities.

After such a municipal charter had

been granted, the city receiving it was

Contests be- entitled to be represented

in what was called the

states, or subsequently the

states-general. Nor might it lose these

privileges except by rcconquest by the

baron or lord. This did not often occur,

but it did many times happen that the

town or city in attempting to secure its

emancipation lost all in the conflict. In

such cases the enraged suzerain was

common destiny with the other states of

Europe. This related to the consolida-

tion of the petty sovereign- Process of con-

ties into which the national ^""'iation of th»
European

authority was divided, and states,

their union in a common government.

If the student will glance abroad over

the field of European history, he will

find that the fifteenth century marks the

epoch of consolidation. It was at this

time that the expiring energies of feu-

dalism in France, headed by Charles of

KKl'AST OK DANISH PEASANTS—TYPES AND MANNERS.—iJrawn by Frolich.

wont to demolish the walls, raze the

principal buildings, transfer the market

to some city which had kept its loj-alty,

and thus reduce the place which might

have before been prosperous to the con-

dition of a desolate hamlet no longer

worthy of notice. Sometimes the baron

was restrained from such work by the

selfish consideration lliat the conquered

town was his own property', and that to

destroy it through spite was a peevish

gratification beneath his dignity and

against his interests.

In another respect Denmark had a

Burgundy, fought its last great fight

with the kingdom under Louis XL
Louis won tlie battle. The feudal states

gave way before the massive kingdom

that was now established. The same

thing happened bej-ond the Pyrenees.

Ferdinand the Catholic and Isabella of

Castile by their union succeeded in

bringing into one all the important

kingdoms of the peninsula. At nearly

the same time a similar process was go-

ing on in England. The House of

Tudor represented all the claims of York

and Lancaster in the government. Un-
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der Henry VII and Henry VIII the

monarchy grew and flourished to an ex-

tent hitherto unknown. The very same

thing took place in Germany, under

Maximilian. In all the civilized parts of

Europe the age was one of consolidation.

But we shall be surprised to note that

Denmark was the first of the European

states to pass throueh this
Denmark the

.

first to attain evolution. The event oc-
poUtioal unity. ij.ii i r iUcurred at the close of the

fourteenth century, full fifty years be-

fore the like movement was seen in any

of the other kingdoms. Valdemar III,

King of Denmark, died in 1378. He
left two daughters, of whom the second,

Margaret, was married to Hakon VI,

King of Norway. On the death of her

husband she retained the government

of her native land. Her son had in the

meantime been declared King of Den-

mark. But he also died, and the Danish

Parliament permitted Margaret to retain

the sovereignty under constitutional re-

strictions. The Swedes, however, were

not agreed as to the succession after Ha-
kon's death. Some were in favor of offer-

ing the crown to ilargaret, while others

supported the Duke of Mecklenburg.

Hereupon there was an outbreak of

war. The queen triumphed over her

rival. He was taken pris- union of Kai-

oner, and the estates of all Sa^a^m L°L^
three kingdoms were called ^^ory-

together at Kalmar, in Sweden. There

was passed, in the year 1397, the parlia-

mentary act known ever afterwards as

the Union of Kalmar. The three king-

doms were declared to be under one

sovereign, and the constitutional pro-

vision was made that each of the three

powers should retain its own funda-

mental law and jt:risprudence.

By this means a consolidation was

effected of the northern governments

about three quarters of a century be-

fore a similar movement was under-

taken in France and Spain and Eng-
land. ]\Iuch of this has been attributed

to Alargaret herself. She became known
as the Semiramis of the North, and there

is no doubt that her capacity for govern-

ment was great; but the student of

history will understand that such move-

ments in political society occur in obe-

dience to general laws, which sover-

eigns are impotent to annul and almost

equally impotent to promote.
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